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Famous

Caricaturist's

Conception of

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER'S
•

*

New Comedy Team
May ROBSON
Their

first

cast also
Charles

F.

•

Polly

MORAN

comedy "COMIN' ROUND THE MOUNTAIN" is all fun. Don't miss it! The
includes Charles (Chic) Sale, Una Merkel, Russell Hardie, Jean Parker.

Riesner, Director

...

Harry Rapf, Assoc/o'e Producer
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PRETTY GIRL. ..SWELL DANCER. ..BUT OH! HER TEETH AND GUMS!

f

M

ildred's eyes remind men of the
stars. Mildred's brow shames

—

the marble of Carrara. But
there's a "but" about Mildred!

—

or
'ither Mildred doesn't know
about her gums. Mildoesn't care
dred doesn't dream that the "pink"
on her tooth brush says "Danger!"

E

—

D

ancing with Mildred is
on a breeze. Mildred

like floating

graceful,
vivacious, delightful. But the "but"
about Mildred spoils her good times!
is

Mildred would only ask her dentist
what to do about her teeth and tender
gums! Soon, Mildred would find that
Ipana and massage are the answer!

~f

I

dentist

knows

brush" can be corrected with Ipana
and gum massage. He knows that
if you don't correct "pink tooth
brush," your teeth may become dull

THE"IPAN A TROUB ADOURS"ARE BACK! EVERY
WEDNESDAY EVENING . . . 9:00 P. M., E. S. T.
WEAF AND ASSOCIATED N. B. C. STATIONS

I

»

A

9ki
I i

her teeth!

is

oon enough Mildred would know that
men respond to sparkling teeth just as
to dewy eyes and dancing
Mildred would hold her men!

surely as

grace!

give proper exercise to the

gums. That

and ugly. He knows that you may

become

a victim to a

gum

infection
as undesirable and as serious as gingivitis or Vincent's disease or even
that the soundest of
pyorrhea
.

.

.

your teeth may be endangered.
The foods of today are too soft to

why

Mildred's
tend
to bleed. They are inactive.
They need massage with Ipana.
Start today cleaning your teeth
with Ipana, and each time rub a

gums

just as

much about "pink tooth brush" as
the one who can help poor Mildred! He knows that "pink tooth

s

about Mildred

99

'Mildred"? Are
your gums tender and
your teeth foggy and dingy?

Your

M

en meet Mildred — are charmed—
and uncharmed. First they look—
and then they leave. For the "but"

.

.

.

is

and yours

.

.

.

—

more Ipana right
gums. Your teeth will
Your gums will soon be
you'll be attractive when

into your

little

brighten.
firm.

And

you smile

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept. 0-123
New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me a trial tube of IPANA

73 West Street,

TOOTH PASTE.

»•«»»»

Enclosed is a 3<? stamp
to cover partly the cost of packing and mailing.
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FEATURES:

Shearer,

who

will tell
you, next month,
he r secrets of
success.

NORMA SHEARER

HOW

TO ESCAPE
HOLLYWOOD'S PITFALLS!
TELLS

THIS

1

J.

COVER PORTRAIT OF JOAN CRAWFORD
Charles Sheldon
Delight Evans
AN OPEN LETTER TO KATHARINE HEPBURN
THE REAL LIFE STORY OF LILIAN HARVEY
James M. Fidler
JEAN HARLOW'S 3rd MARRIAGE
James Marion
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WHY YOU LOVE MARIE DRESSLER
Leonard Hall
REUNION ON LONG ISLAND
"DOLLAR A WORD"
Beth Brown
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time a great screen

first

LOWE AND BEHOLD! HERE'S EDMUND

star tells the truth, the whole truth,

MIRACLE MARY. Mary Pickford
THE RETURN OF LILLIAN GISH

and nothing but the truth about the

"WE." Herbert Marshall
SHE ISN'T LIKE THAT AT ALL.

Mortimer Franklin
Alfred Hughes
Leonard Hall
Jed Barker
Jones

Kay Francis

Carlisle

hazards of a Hollywood career.

Norma

Shearer

has

How

top of the ladder.

She

it?

lessly

tells

reached

.

the

did she do

you frankly and fearamazing

the most

in one of
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Darof Claudette Colbert. Luscious Lines! (J oan Crawford's Exclusive Fashions)
(Margaret Lindsay)
Care-free Ricardo!
(Ricardo Cortez).
Who said "Three's a
{Miriam Hopkins, Fredric March, and Gary Cooper in "Design For Living")
Crowd?"
Dainty
Diplomat! (Heather Angel). Laugh, Lew, Laugh! (Lew Ayres). The Gracious Gaynor! (Janet GayThe Blithe Blondell! (Joan Blondell). Languorous Lady! (Patricia Ellis). Crisp Cavalier!
nor).
(Adolphe Menjou). The Most Beautiful Still of the Month.
Portrait

.

ing Daughter!

.

.

stories

states

ever written.
her

own

Miss

personal

outsmarting the movie

Shearer

recipe

for

jinxes.

Every young American who has
screen

ambitions

remarkable story.

should

We

read

this

have no hes-
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many months.

miss

the

next

issue,

the
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sale
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,

•
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Man* a new
MIRIAM HOPKINS

sets

code for women

in

PARAMOUNT

picture.

cat

up a new
her latest
In

screen play her heart

this

new

large
enough to give employment to two
The play
lovers instead of one
is

. .

NOEL COWARD'S "DESIGN FOR
LIVING". Directed by ERNST
LUBITSCH. The lovers— FREDRIC

MARCH and GARY COOPER.

tciiuouvit

12 i^eat^ ^at

waited

tlite cjitl!

Twelve years ago, "CRADLE SONG"
was produced by Eva LeGallienne.
The play was so moving and brilliant
that it was at once purchased for
the screen. Many great actresses
were considered for the leading
role but

none seemed suitable until
In Uniform" brought

"Maedchen
lovely

DOROTHEA WIECK

screen.

CiKlllCl I They can't take it, but they thought Dewey did!
The FOUR MARX BROTHERS as they repel a gas attack with bicarbonate
of soda in the third battle of Bull Run in "DUCK SOUP", that very funny
PARAMOUNT PICTURE directed by Leo McCarey ... with girls and music.

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

You

will

to

the

know why 10

million women have raved about
DOROTHEA WIECKwhen youseeher
in "CRADLE SONG", A Paramount

Picture directed

by Mitchell Leisen.

SCREENLAND
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Honor
Page
To

Leslie

screen's

Howard

for the

most romantic per-

formance, in "Berkeley

Square"

Sharing honors with
Mr. Howard in "Berkeley Square" is the
lovely little Heather
Angel, as lyric as her

name!

Miss

Angel

brings to her part of
the heroine of this
love story a tender

charm seldom seen on
the screen.

Left,

Mr.

Howard and Heather
Angel in one of the appealing scenes from
the picture.

Below, Mr. Howard with
Betty Lawford in a scene
from the modern sequence
of "Berkeley Square," the
picture which establishes

That fine and subtle actor, Leslie Howard
of London, New York, and Hollywood,
surpasses himself in the leading role of
that beautiful motion picture, "Berkeley
Square." No other actor could have played
it with such sensitiveness. No other actor
could have played it at all!

HOWARD, we salute you Your
IESLIE
acting in "Berkeley Square" reassures
!

us that a fine actor need not go Hollywood. He may live and work there
and remain a fine actor. You have. It can
Certainly your performance of the
be done
poetic, charming young lover of "Berkeley
Square" is your best for the screen. What
other actor can convince an audience that he
is in love with a ghost-girl ? What other actor
can appear at ease in the costumes of the
eighteenth century ? You, Leslie Howard, are
the Great Roma! ti
i the Movies, whether
the setting of "Berkeley Square" or a Hollywood story. Don't ever go modern on us

_J

!

!

Jesse Lasky once and for all
as one of the truly imaginative fine screen producers.

for

December

1

No wonder they

9

3 o

call

7

Warner

—Week

Bros.

after
SfarCompany"
week in hit after hit, Warners bring
you more famous favorites than
any other studio! Now it's master-

'The

ful

Paul Muni

Am A

— great

Fugitive"

star of

—soaring to unex-

ampled heights in an impassioned,
storm-charged drama of a world
reborn! For its savage pageantry,
for

its

courageous theme,

for

its

human
amazing
heart, we recommend "The
World Changes" to every movieexploration of the

goer

in

the land as the one pic-

ture that must

be seen

this

month!

THE WORLD CHANGES
ARY ASTOR
ted

•

by Mervyn LeRoy

DONALD COOK
National
—A
First

Picture

SCREENLAND
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N

Screen

e

ws
Filmland

follies

from the inside
looking out

Greta Garbo and John Gilbert show you their mugs (of ale) in this still from
"Queen Christina." The making of this film is doubly an event, marking Greta's
resumption of picture work and her screen reunion with her old love of the
dear,

dead

silent picture days.

AFEW

weeks after securing her divorce
from Hoot Gibson, declaring that she
would never marry again, Sally Eilers

eloped by plane to Yuma, Arizona, with
director Harry Joe Brown.
Not the least
surprised among her Hollywood friends

was

the

handsome Mr. James Dunn.

Hoot

MAE

WEST

told several chorus beauher studio that the real secret
Girls everyto sex appeal is good health.
where may profit from Miss West's advice
to the chorines
ties at

Gibson, Sally's ex-, may soon follow suit
by marrying pretty Joan Gale.
Many Hollywood notables attended the
wedding of Sally and Harry Joe, including Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels, Mr. and
Mrs. Al Rogell, Lew Cody, Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Martin (Louella Parsons), and

health means a full quota of sex appeal.
Sleep at least nine hours every night, for
vitality is necessary if you hope to attract
men. As for beauty treatments, spend just
as much time as you can spare beautifying
But before all else, take care
yourselves.
Anaemic women don't inof your health.

others.

terest

the more exciting
AMONG
-the one that places Clara

Rex

rumors

Bow

Bell at the parting of the ways.

and

"It" Girl, now at work in "Hoopla," and
her cowboy-actor-husband, are said to be
on the verge of calling it a day.

ANOTHER elopement during this big
ri marital month was that of Boots Mallory and Bill Cagney, brother of the
lustrious James.
They were married
Agua Caliente, Mexico.

International

Carole receives a caller. Gary Cooper strolled over from'a
neighboring set to see how Miss Lombard was faring in
"White Woman." Can you wait to see Gary as the White
Knight in "Alice in Wonderland"?

Here's the

published picture
of the little-known Peter Bennett,
five-year-old adopted son of ConHe's going to school in
nie.
Switzerland when he grows up to
be seven.

il-

at

first

JOHNNY WEISSMULLER
«J

men.

is

The

Wide World

"Spend at least six hours a week developing your body, girls," said Mae. "Good

Yelez,

who

as

and Lupe
you know have been one

of Hollywood's principal pairs of billand-cooers, may be Mr. and Mrs. by the
time you read this.
Somehow it's just a
bit difficult getting used to the idea of the
volcanic Lupe as a sedate little matron
but she's deeply devoted to her Johnny
and eager for his happiness. Here's luck!

Acme
cool and lovely as alv^" watches =™nt> tournament tennis from her perch high up in the stands at the Los
Angeles Tennis Club. With her is bter direcs
Kenneth McK .na.

Kay Francis,

for

December

19

3 3

The stamp

of

superlative
entertainment

WALLACE

BEERY,

GEORGE

RAFT, JACKIE

COOPER

in

"THE BOWERY'

WALTER WINCHELL'S "BROADWAY THRU A KEYHOLE
SPENCER TRACY and JACK OAKIE

in

"TROUBLE SHOOTER"

GEORGE ARLISS in "HOUSE OF .ROTHSCHILD
CONSTANCE BENNET T in "MOULIN ROUGE
GEORGE BANCROFT in "BLOOD MONEY
LORETTA YOUNG in "BORN TO BE BAD'
LEE

Released thru

"ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN
HARDING in "GALLANT LADY'

TRACY

in

ANN
GEORGE ARLISS
THE G
I

KNEW

in

"SENTENCED
B A R N U M

HER

WHEN

/ 1

!

:

!
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The

This

is

a

month

—

—good,
"bravos"

honest, unaffor the lads and
have won the hearts of our

of raves

fected "whoops" and
ladies of the screen who
susceptible letter-writers. Raves outspoken and insistent, raves subtle and restrained, pour in to prove
that old-fashioned star worship isn't dead by any
means. Read those printed herewith, and see for
yourself!
Besides these enthusiastic encomiums, there's a
running fire of trenchant commentary on general
movie matters and modes to be found in this
month's mail. You'll find a few of them in these
pages, reproduced so that they who run (the movies)
may read.
There's more reason than ever before for trying
your hand at these brief comments, now that the
unusual number of prizes gives everyone a chance.
Try your hand at a SCREENLAND "swifty"
the
best eight letters each month receive prizes of $5

Public

Be
Heard

By popular demand, this month's
"Miss Public Be Heard" Jean

—

—

each. You don't have to be a "writer" all we
require is an idea, clearly and concisely expressed.
Keep your letters within fifty words, and mail to
reach us by the 10th of each month.
Address
"Public Be Heard" Dept., SCREENLAND, 45 W.
45th St., New York City.

Harlow!

"Swifties"

first

eight letters receive

readers
long since we've seen one, the idea should
big.
What have we now to equal
romantic days, not to mention the
thrilling battle scenes, songs and marches
so popular then?
Betty Patterson,
6319 Monitor St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

go over
those

CONNIE AND JOAN IN

Joan Crawford Betty Co-ed as Camille.
Helen Chandler Alice in Movieland.
Elissa Landi
Frozen Autumn.
Katharine Hepburn Juliet in Murals.
Phillips Holmes
Apollo at Princeton.
Marlene Dietrich Moonlight on Silver.
Greta Garbo Isolde of the Icelands.
:

:

:

:

PICTURE PIPE DREAMS!
I

:

:

to see

Vilma Banky and Ronald Colman
"The Dark Angel."

in

a

Leslie

Howard

:

Critic in Pall

Mall.

Faun in Society.
John Barrymore
Clive Brook Galsworthy Hero.
Frank Eugene Ford,
2514 Verbena St.,

The

Barrymore

brothers

have

made

such a success of co-starring, why not a
picture featuring the Bennett sisters?
"Vanity Fair" for them,
I'd suggest
with Connie as Becky Sharp and Joan as
Amelia. In my opinion they'd fit the roles
perfectly, and wouldn't they look cute in
the costumes

:

talkie of

Herbert Marshall and Kay Francis in
"The Admirable Crichton."
Helen Hayes, Janet Gaynor, H. B. War-

Norma Shearer and Phillips Holmes as
Marie Antoinette and Count Fersen.

New

N.

J.

1532 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Orleans, La.

CHEERIO!

SHHH! ANOTHER "CYCLE"?
Why

E. M.,

Dee Chapman,

:

ner in "Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire."

Plainfield,

CRINOLINES?

:

prizes of five dollars each

hope

from

SCREENLAND

GENTLE GIBES
The

See her in "Bombshell,"
with Lee Tracy.

stirring

doesn't some producer give us a
It's been so
Civil War picture?

think Jean Harlow is the sweetest
Of course all the Harstar in pictures
but they inlow-haters think differently
I

!

;

for

December

19

11

3 3

WW
•:

v

;

:

,

\

v

HEPBURN

HRTHRR1HE
in

"t ittt tj
JLli jlulI
by

The radiant

wm.f
u\r
vifudii
ff

LOUISA MAY ALCOTT

star of ^Morning

Oiory" marches still

deeper

into your heart as the hest«loved heroine ever torn in
a oooL..See her.,.//V/«g...the immortal

I

glorious

romance of four

world has hugged to

its

girls

in

''Jo''''... in this

love... The story the

hreast for three generations

SCREENLAND
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variably judge her by the roles she plays.
for one, do not.
I,
Then here's to Jean the sweetest, most
eautiful, most talented girl in the entire
movie colony

—

don't

want our home-town theatre

Rosa Lu Hucks,
626 Park St.,

I

Mullins, S. C.

Thelma Pavey,

WELCOME BACK, BARRY!

Fort Ogden, Fla.

RAVE

ON— YOU'RE

PERFECTLY

RIGHT!
I

shan't rest in

my

ducers who ignore
inferior work until
name emblazoned

condemnation of protranscendent talent for
I

Frank Morgan's

see

across the marquees
Viennese barrister,
where it belongs.
drunken doctor, heartless publisher, he
Can
enacts each with flawless perfection.
you name his superior? I can't!
John E. Fobes,

693 Shatto Place,
Los Angeles, Calif.

CHECK!
Remember
"Rasputin"

the

little

Grand Duchess

in

?

Remember the poor little girl who killed
"What Price Innocence"?
Remember the little peasant girl in

I

was glad

note the return of Barry

to

Norton, one of the screen's most talented
young juveniles, in "Cocktail Hour."
Though not endowed with the Arliss or
Barrymore genius, Mr. Norton can "act
rings around" most of the current leading
men. Let's see him more often
Milly Buranitz,
244 60th St..
Brooklyn, N. Y.

LAUGHS WANTED!
course, comedy can't hold the lion's
share of pictures as drama does.
would soon tire of it. However, we do
need more of the slapstick of Laurel and
Hardy and the more subtle humor of Will

W

Rogers. Remember, people are
to tears than to laughter.

Daybreak"?
That's Jean Parker
at

—

and one of these
days she's going to be a great actress and
a great star!

Ann

Cote,

32 Palmer St.,
'Salem, Mass.

AN ULTIMATUM TO ANN!
So
movies

Ann Harding wants to quit the
And because she "thinks she's a
!

THE ENRAPTURING ARLISS
What

an amazing actor is George
have just seen his "Voltaire,"
and was enraptured by his portrayal of

Arliss!

I

Why

this great historical figure.
not more
of these screenplays that bring to life for
the public such significant historic events?
Lydia N. Sternberg,

c/o Anderson,
W. 167th St.,

511

New York

"GENIUS "?

WHY

City.

NOT?

Ernst Lubitsch is the only truly great
director in Hollywood, whose every venture is akin to perfection.
The distinction
of Lubitsch's comedies is due wholly to his
own individuality. His work is that of
a genius
consistent in its excellence, and
seemingly boundless in its scope.
:

Of

herself in

"Storm

go

to

broke— STAY

want

—

in

romance

FREDRIC THE GREAT!

T. Waruzyla,
185 Beacon St.,

Worcester, Mass.

ability.

— strong,

A

His

—

!

Nova

if

anyone

could

Edna Medved,

bet

Ann

pink healthy
dimples in it.

Harding's mind is a nice
place with a
couple of
Charlotte Morrison,
114 Findlay St.,

Scotia.

Seattle,

Wash.

IBM

Keystone

—

J.

TUSH!
I'll

Alice H. Dixon,
Liverpool,

failure!"
She is a superb actress and a
If she quits, I'll quit too
classic beauty.
So, Ann, if you
at least, till she returns.

— as

767 E. State St.,
Trenton, N.

He

Dietrich

name

doubt it is Fredric March.
Producers,
keep on showing him to us in roles that
are worthy of his genius

And

films.

City.

,

Here's an extra loud cheer for a great
artist and a grand actor.
man with
natural charm.
A man with real acting

clean rofor such roles was
Warner Baxter created.
As a "free
lance" player he has nothing to fear for
endure with the
the future.
will
greatest.
What a crowning success might be his
in
an appearance opposite the peerless

mance

New York
=

more prone

BOW, BAXTER, BOW!
We

Theodore Duval,
374 Central Park West,

Here's your favorite movie queen as you like to see her soft, feminine, seductive! This picture was taken as Marlene
left Paris for the boat to take her back to America and Hollywood, where she is now at work on a picture based on
the life of Catherine the Great of Russia.

December 19 3 3
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DO YOU WANT
A SCREEN STAR
FIGURE 2

HOLLYWOOD
FREE SCREEN & TALKIE TEST

FREE TRIP
To

all

women who

Culture Course,
low price offer,

TO

enroll in my Physical
at this special
give the chance for a

NOW,
I

FREE TRIP TO HOLLYWOOD and
FREE SCREEN AND TALKIE TEST.
(This remarkable chance to gain movie
fame may never again be offered with
my Course at this special price.) But
most of all I offer the opportunity of
moulding your body. . developing those
tempting curves, that physical appeal,
that quality that all men desire in the
women they wish to possess. Firm, wellrounded breasts, satiny skin, graceful
legs and ankles, thighs and hips of seductive contour
ALL THESE DE.

.

.

.

SIRABLE PHYSICAL
YOURS.

SPECIAL

LOW

qualities

CAN BE

PRICE OFFER

including chance for

MOVIE FAME

ACT QUICKLY
My

complete course of "Femim. e Figure
Moulding," the same course I have personally given many beautiful Movie

SPECIAL OFFER
COMPLETE COURSE

A

^

$*#98

FEMININE

FIGURE MOULDING
THE COURSE THAT KEEPS THE MOVIE
GIRLS ALLURING... Money Back Guarantee

YOU CAN HAVE A FIGURE
THAT MEN ADMIRE by simply
following- the course I send you. Imagine
the joy, the confidence in knowing that
wherever you go you'll be the center of attraction. "The woman with the tempting
figure" can be YOU. If reducing or lack of

my course can
is your problem,
solve it for you. If you are flat-chested or
have an over-developed bust, my course
will show you how to secure the beautiful
feminine curves so much desired. Say to
yourself right now "I'm going to have an
weight

attractive, alluring figure."

Then

SEND FOR MY COURSE TODAY
Stars, I now offer to you at a special low
price. The course will come to you at
one time, complete in every
fully illustrated by
detail
.
movie stars showing the
.

.

simple exercises that have
brought tempting figures to
hundreds of my students. ALL
MATERIAL, entry blanks,

FREE TRIP TO
and SCREEN
AND TALKIE TEST will also

etc., for

the

HOLLYWOOD

accompany the

course.

Remember,

this

low-price offer

special

is

limited.
1
I

Joe Bonomo.

Bonomo Bldg.,

Hollywood,

Calif.
at once,

Send me
your complete course of Feminine
Figure Moulding. I enclose $2.98 in full payment
(which also entitles me to chance for FREE TRIP
TO HOLLYWOOD and free screen and talkie test)
I understand my chance to win is based upon progress made while taking your course. Also that in
case of two or more winners being chosen, all will
be offered the FREE TRIP TO HOLLYWOOD and
screen and talkie test.

Name
Address
City

Lf

~

_

_

-

State

,_l
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Tagging
the

Talkies
Brief ratings of current

One Sunday Afternoon
Paramount

Penthouse

Excellent acting and sensitive direction
turn this poignant little screen comedy of
the 1890's into a better show than its stage
original.
The atmosphere of a generation
agone is recaptured with loving realism, and
Gary Cooper contributes a fine performance
Biff Grimes.
as the gentle braggart,
Frances Fuller of Broadway, in her screen
debut, proves surprisingly fresh and adroit
as his wistful little bride.

Beauty for

Fay Wray

screenplays.

produced

your cinema guide
Delight Evans Reviews on
Pages 58-59

scores.

interesting

throughout, this comedy-drama depicts the
lives of three little girls in the big city
against a background of the beauty -shop
business. After seeing her two friends, Una
Merkel and Florine McKinney, come to
grief,
Madge Evans hesitates upon the
brink of sin and returns to the straight and
narrow path.
Good acting by the girls,
Alice Brady, Otto Kruger, May Robson.

First National

Scenically, very much something!
The
frozen beauty of the Arctic is revealed in all
its grandeur in this melodrama filmed in
the far North. Dramatically, disappointing.
It relates the adventures of a brave band of
intrepid explorers, led by your old friend
Rod La Rocque. Thrills include unruly
glaciers, battling polar bears, and a lastminute rescue by airplane.
Well worth
seeing for the scenic interest.

Producers are pioneering again. We found
out about gangsters and chain-gangs from
films and now we learn what happens to the
thousands who disappear yearly. Most of
this film is based on actual fact
it's exciting and highly interesting.
Like life, it's
both grim and gay!
Excellent direction
and splendid acting by Pat O'Brien, Bette
Davis, Lewis Stone. Recommended? Absolutely!
Don't miss it.

National
Young America

Broadway

in the days
Frankie (grand actor) Darro
and Edwin Phillips strike out for the big
city for work when poverty hits home.

of depression.

They hop

and discover that thousands of youngsters are on "the open road."
They band together and meet hunger and
tragedy at every turn. It's potent and powerful, but it ends well.
Honorable mention
to Dorothy Coonan and Ann Hovey.
freights

to

—

One Man's Journey
R-K-O

Hollywoc

M-G-M

First
plight of

Bureau of Missing Persons

Universal

Wild Boys of the Road
The

—

S.O.S. Iceberg

Sale

and

a colorful melodrama that will
keep you entertained throughout. Warner
Baxter, as a brilliant criminal lawyer, carries the weight of the film on his very handsome shoulders. Myrna Loy was never
more luscious and she proves herself a
clever comedienne here.
You'll be fascinated by the way Baxter, aided by Myrna,
solves the mystery of the murder of Mae
Clarke. Put this on your "preferred" list.
Here's

M-G-M
Handsomely

M-G-M

Make this

Here's a vast, pungent and realistic
of the advance of show businesi
the 'eighties of Tony Pastor's day do
the talkies of the present.
Three ge
tions of Hacketts, faithful troupers, s
the varying fortunes of the industry, \

Frank Morgan and Alice Brady,

'h

the

'

.

Lion

1

in excell

carrying the burden
story.
Madge Evans and Russi
Hardie provide the romance.

characterizations,

a latter-day "doctor's dilemma,"
a country physician with oldd ideals is torn between duty and
re for professional advancement.
Barrymore gives a moving performle self-sacrificing medico, and the

>ld

icle

lespite
occasional
ele
presents an honest, intelligent
strong supp
i, Joel
!

hokum,

Me

D e c e vt b e

for

The

19

y

3 3
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Man

Solitaire

TEST

M-G-M
There are bright lines, breathless situaand a different idea in this polite crook
melodrama. As a diamond collector who
neglects to pay for his acquisitions, Herbert
Marshall is suave and ingratiating. Most of
the action occurs in a Paris-London plane,
tions,

with

many

surprises.

Elizabeth Allan,

May

Robson and Ralph Forbes are good; and
Lionel At will, unobscured by tricky makeup, gives his best performance.

.

First

REDUCE
YOUR WAIST AND

Mate
...it

With

better

comedy material than usually
Zasu Pitts and Slim Sumup a number of genuine laughs

falls to their lot,

merville serve
in their best co-starring picture to date.
Slim is the mate of a Hudson River boat who
hankers for deep-sea sailing. Zasu, his wife,
by way of granting him his wish, prevails
upon him to buy a ferry-boat! Una Merkel,
George Marion, and Warren Hymer add to
the funny business.

won't cost you one penny!

WE WANT YOU

to try the
Perfolastic Girdle. Test it for
yourself for 10 days absolutely FREE.
Then, if without diet, drugs or exercise,

you have not reduced

Secret of the Blue

Room

Universal
murdered Onslow Stephens in the
Blue Room? No, you're wrong, it wasn't
Lionel Atwill! You'll find this mystery film
little

disappointing

—

it

Easily,

it

will

and Safely!

# The massage -like action of this
famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle
months of tiring
exercises. You do nothing, take
no drugs, eat all you wish, yet,
with every move the marvelous
Perfolastic Girdle gently massages
takes the place of

Who

a

at least 3

inches around waist and hips,
cost you nothing!

Reduce Quickly,

The

HIPS

10 DAYS
OR

IN

Universal

Our Expense!

.For 10 Days at

.

INCHES
Her

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

tfte

isn't

quite fool-

proof. However, the cast including Gloria
Stuart, Paul Lukas, William Janney, and of
course, Atwill all contribute good performances.
And besides that, there are
sliding panels, dark halls and other reliable
aids to spooky atmosphere!

away the surplus fat, stimulating the
body once more into energetichealth.
Ventilated ... to Permit the

Skin to Breathe!

This

Day and Age

Paramount
Cecil B. DeMille puts the Younger Generation through its paces in this rather incredible tale of a mob of boys and girls who
take the law into their own hands to quell
the racketeers.
There are mob scenes in
DeMille's best manner, and Charles Bickford, the head scoundrel, gets his deserts.
Richard Cromwell and Judith Allen score in
eading roles. Several "Juniors" of famous
film personalities assist.

9 And

is so comfortable ! The
ventilating perforations allow the
skin pores to breathe normally. The
inner surface of the Perfolastic Girdle
is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next to
the body. It does away with all irritation, chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool and fresh at all
times. There is no sticky, unpleasant
feeling.
special adjustable back allows for perfect fit as inches disappear.
it

A

Shanghai Madness
Don't Wait

Fox
Spencer Tracy's potent personality
puts over this too, too infantile story,
plays the screen's most heroic hero

It's

:hat
rle

ighting revolutionists practically alone!
Df course, he did it all to rescue his cinema
sweetheart, Fay Wray, who was in the mission that was being fired upon.
This film
sacks plenty of action; and the comedy is
landled by Eugene Pallette and Herbert
Mundin in their usual expert manner.

Any

Longer... Act Today!

9 You can prove to yourself quickly
and

definitely

very

efficient girdle will

whether or not

this

reduce you.
You do not need to risk one penny. .
try it for 10 days
.then send it back
if you are not completely astonished
at the wonderful results.
.

.

•

This illustration of the Perfolastic Girdle also

features the

new

Perfolastic Uplift

Bandeau.

SEND FOR TEN DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept. 7312, 41 East 42nd Street,

Ann Vickers
R-K-O
,

An

Irene

Dunne triumph! She

cnL% —

aft

abo <>t

a .omewhat shady judge.
Edna Mae
Oliver gtts the comedy award.
For your

\

lt

Prevent,

<

"^ay

list.

Rubber and your

TRIAL OFFER.

10-DAY FREE

TS^ame

\

<?aisi

,ps

.

and

Address City

>f

"Must"

Inc.
N. Y.

Without obligation on my part, please send me
FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the
new Perfolastic Reducing Girdle, also sample of
Perfolastic

recreates the

leroine of Sinclair Lewis' novel and makes
ier a real and vibrant person.
Irene, as a
ocial worker, gives a forceful yet sympahetic performance. Second histrionic honors
;o to Walter Huston for his
characterization

New York,

THE COUPON BRINGS YOU FREE BOOKLET AND
SAMPLE OF THE VENTILATED PERFOLASTIC RUBBER

-StateUse Coupon or Send Name and Address on
Penny Post Card
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EAUTY CONTEST?" Cer13

Every

tainly!

world

is

entered.

woman
Your

in the

beauty,

your charm, your skin are judged
by every man and every woman

you chance

Get a Camay Complexion and

to meet.

plexion! It will earn for

and

praise.

And

be Admired Wherever You Go

You'll

So get yourself a Camay Comyou favor

then you'll thank

heaven for a soap like

Camay which

"My

skin

is

much

so

imparts to the feminine skin a lovely

New

peach-bloom

myself in the glass."

texture.

a

girl

girl

I

know who

uses

Camay

has a

Camay

lavish

is

of

the

Try Camay
fully for

— compliments —

modern beauty soap

lather.

Cellophane.

"GOOD
IS

Won! The unforgettable thing

Complexion. It wins attentions

Camay

THE

I

admire

CAMAY

yourself!

one month!

Use

Wrapped
it

on your

in
face

about

this girl is

in her daily

— pure

green

and

Use
It's

it

faith-

changing

yellow,

,h e

Soap

other soaps

priced.

know

if

it

as

Yet

that

fresh in

in your bath!
& Gamble Co.

Beautiful

you'll

it

a supply of

her lovely

of

all

— are taking up Camay.
Perfumed
came from
— smart the newest fashion
— Camay looks and smells high-

creamy-white and

and hands, and

and thousands of

— forsaking

Beauty Contest.

Copr. 1983, Procter

CAMAY

women

Paris

TASTE TREND"

ALL TO

day thousands

as

the soap habits of the nation! Every

lovely clear complexion."

Another Beauty Contest

"I admit

Yorker.

"The Soap of Beautiful Women is
an excellent name for Camay," wrote
from Washington, D. C. "Every

fresher since

I've been using Camay," said a young

be delighted to

costs but a

Camay

trifle.

today!

Get

for
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An Open
Katharine

Letter to

Hepburn

As Eve in
Morning Glory"

As Jo
"Little

DEAR

much with

Katharine Hepburn:
Behave!
You're in for it now and

press and photographic
appointments. And now, when the
camera boys surround you because
you're a big name and they have
a living to make, you cover the
famous features with a disdainful
gloved hand and let them make the

you might just as well
be a good sport. Don't you dare
cheapen the star of "Morning
Glory" by any more silly kid stuff
like the news picture on this page.
You're new. You're over. Why
try to steal another star's act?
The Garbo pose is outmoded, anyway. It never was modern. And
tomorrow.
modern as
you're
You're American, crisp, decisive,
direct. You're our Pioneer Woman

most of it.
Oh, now! Can't you be human?
Can't you be real? Must the "regular" Katharine Hepburn from
Hartford, Connecticut, become
merely a bored celebrity? For one
thing, it's too early in the game
to be like that.
You've made a
sensational screen success, second
only to Garbo's. But you've also
had some great breaks. RKO, with

of the Screen, whether you like it
Realize you're the first
or not.

movie idol who's also thoroughly
Remember Pickford?
American?

wonderful wisdom, about-faced
on your films after your second,
"Christopher Strong," with the
splendidly
appealing
"Morning
Glory" and now the great Jo role

Italian.
Valentino?
Canadian.
Chaplin? English. Garbo? Swedish.

Dietrich?

German.

So you

you have a

responsibility of a
sort. And it isn't American to put
your hand in front of your face
when the cameras are aiming at
you. Not at all. The only Americans who do that are public enemies.
Our public idols, on the
other hand, including our Presidents, put up with it. Mellon and
see,

Morgan stand

in

Women"

Women."

in the beloved "Little

hope

I

RKO will always be that wise.

it's the test of time and good
pictures that makes a really great

But

The Hepburn-conscious pubmust be won not only once,
but over and over again. Hepstar.
lic

burn, the actress, can do

it.

I

be-

with or without midgets. It may be a bore, but
it's part of their business and they
know it and they do it. Suppose
you see if you can grin and bear

But
lieve she's potentially great.
it's Hepburn the girl who must
pass the critical mtister of the per-

it.

great.

for

it,

—

sonality-mad public if she is to
keep her place among the movie

suppose you're a!v°ady tired of
all the fuss of being followed and
photographed. I know that when
your eager fans thronged to you!
New York radio broadcast and sat
thrilled and expectant for you to
take a bow, they were disappointed. I know you can't be bothered

That's

I

why

I

say

—Katharine

Hepburn, face the cameras!

Wide World
1
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Or
Very young!

Just aware!

Lilian's

First

make-up!

The

actress!

Life Story
As

James

told to

M. F idler

*
1

Tiny, goldenhaired, blueeyed, this girl
captivated
has

the Continent
and conquered
Hollywood. Her
life story is as
colorful as you

have hoped!

f

!

De

for

c

c

Cinema

Tfi

b e

19

r

3 3
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Arrival in America

'Congress Dances"

sensation!

Where are
you. Lilie?"
In the late afternoon of a sultry sumda)', the year 1914 A. D.,
ILIE-E-E!

mer

:

an anxious mother in Hornsey
Borough, London, England,
paged her missing five-yearold daughter.

and exclusive

First

account of the life
and career of La Belle

Harvey

The mother was Mrs. WalThe child was
ter Harvey.
Lilian Harvey.
Today she is

ma

actress.
In fact, as a
child she was not at all interested in play-acting.
When

No

fence in her neighborfailed to walk.
The highest tree-tops were
she knew
her daily perches
just how many eggs were
in ever) bird-nest for miles

hood had she

—

the-leader, even fighting
she
was as wildly free as the
wind, as active and swift and
strong as any of the boys

contrary

to the usual boyish disregard

down from

"Do you
and break vour

there," she ordered.

want
neck

to
?"

fall

But Lilian never
usually

exhibited

fell.

She

more

skill

and

daring than her small
masculine companions.
She
climbed higher, swam further,
and in general proved herself

many ways more
man her playmates.
in

their

cellar

usual),
or attic

theatricals,

conspicuously

Lilian

among

and Barrymores.
She had one brother and
one sister, and even at home

whose company she distinctly
preferred to the companion-

right

as

girls,

those who sat in the audience,
a privilege gained by the payment of two pins at the door,
and who scoffed at the antics
of the youthful Bernhardts

Running, racing, following-

"Come

is

was

around.

for girls, she was a welcome
member of their gangs.
In answer to Mrs. Harvey's
call, Lilian poked a towsled
head over the edge of the
woodshed roof.
"Here I am, mom!" she reported.
Mother Harvey stared aloft.

children,

(mostly

amateur

r

And

neighborhood
staged

;

girls.

training that in later years
enabled Lilian Harvey, diminutive screen star, to amaze
directors by easily mastering such difficult feats as
walking a tight rope, diving
from a hundred-foot scaffold, and riding a runaway
horse without the aid of
even a rope-halter.

The girl "Lilie" had no
dream that one day she
would be hailed as Lilian
Harvey, world-famous cine-

one of Europe's foremost contrihutions to America's screen.
Then she was London's tiniest
and most active tomboy.

ship of

Hollywood, today!

her preference for boys crept
out
Walter, her brother,
was her family favorite.
"We were like brother and
brother, rather than sister
and brother," Walter turns
back the pages of time to
recall.
"We used to scram;

Lilian

Harvey's

first

"My Weakness,"
lished her as

Hollywood picture,

with Lew Ayres, estab-

an American screen

LILIAN

success.

HARVEY

ble and wrestle together.
I
was never a strong child, and

Lilian often bested

me

in

our

Birthday:
January 19th.
Height: Five feet, one inch.
Weight: 95 pounds.
Eyes: Blue; long lashes.
Hair:
Golden-brown; '^ng bob.

wrestling matches, after
which she would sit astride
my prone body and taunt me

Skin:
Fair; soft.
Urmmrrtm!
Figure:
^nnis; swims, rides horseback,
Plays golf,
ice skates, dances; adores fast motoring.
Wears size 12 clothes; size 3 Yz shoes; size

companionship between sister and brother prospered.

.

t

athletic

until

/

ute rose.

later

again.''

years,

this

He tells of another incident
that took place when Lilian
learned to ride a horse
was with her,'' Walter
relates, "when she decided
to take up jumping on horsefirst

"I

favorite ca
Favorite flc

we fought

Through
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A

Belle Harvey was an idol of the
English and Continental public before
she ever set foot in America. Here's
a typical scene of a Harvey arrival in
London crowds, flowers, cameras!

La

The very

first

is

herself,

owned by
d' Antibes,

here while Lilian

living

is

jump was
the horse again and galloped
for a third jump.
She went
over gracefully and surely."
To return to the little girl
of 1914, and her thoughts of
the world at that time
"The last person in the
world to dream of becoming
a motion picture actress was
Lilian confesses.
I,"
"In

but the second time her
horse stopped short and she had
It shook her, and
a nasty fall.
most people would have been
satisfied to call it a day.
"But Lilian, jumping" to her
feet and not even troubling

brush

Cap

working in Hollywood.

perfect,

to

villa

Miss Harvey's mother

France.

—

back.

view of the

Lilian Harvey at

mounted

^

small

1914,

girls

with

skinny legs,
straight hair,
and thin little bodies never

thought of the movies as they
do now. Why, it was only

on rare occasions that I was
even privileged to attend a
theatre.

"In

The tiniest of
these three

children

standing in
fx o n t of a
house in

the

London suburbs

is

a

little

who was to
become one of

girl

the grea t screen
favorites of the

world.

Left, L-Iian as she
looke r
n she first
learnt
Tice. It
wa
ncer that
La Belle Harvey began
'

her career. She is still
one of the most graceful dajicers in Europe.

Romance!

i>:

vey's leading

i.

many of her most

j

ular Ufa pictures warWilli Fritsch.
He is

young, handsome, and

an

excellent
actor.
Will he join Lilian in
Holly wood?

fact,

there

is

an age

Europe for those
who would attend the cinema. I remember that I occasionally dressed in my mother's clothes, when she was
away, and thus gained entrance to see the moving piclimit

in

tures.

of my dreams was to climb the highest
and perch there, imagining myself atop the world.
I could gaze from that tree over the walls and into the
courts of Alexandra Palace, which was my dream world
of Princes and Princesses."
It was in July of 1914 that (Continued on page 72)

"The height

tree,
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Jean

Harlow's

Marriage
Acme

THERE

Read

is

no need

about the
Platinum Blonde's
new romance!

to say that

I was not surprised by the
marriage of
my friend,
Jean Harlow, to Harold
Rosson, her cameraman.
Everybody was surprised. Jean

f

And I beherself was surprised!
lieve the bridegroom, after several
months,
luck

still

wonders how

his

all

By

good

came about.

James Marion

Immediately following her return
from Yuma, Arizona, where she became the wife of Rosson, Jean said
"When I went on location to
to me
Arizona, I had no idea the journey
would end with my marriage.
"Oh, we've been in love. You
know that. We've even talked of
marriage.
Our talks were never
definite, though
we merely murmured about a hazy sometime.
"Then we went to the desert. We
went there on location for 'Bombshell.'
Heretofore I've always pic:

;

My

tured the desert as a vast, uninteresting stretch of sand, hot and dusty
and uncomfortable. Now I realize
that the desert I have known is the

daytime prairie. The ni
amazingly diff erei
and the glare depart
seem so close to the ea

ert is

T '""=
;mnf>ar touchable
safta and the dunes ?n
ffc$

enchanting.

[*Jh

Th

st£

pictures on this page,

h

3 happy
_

"The desert at night is the essence
Now I can understand
of romance.
appreciate
the romantic spirit of
and
such pictures as 'The Sheik' and 'The
Barbarian,' for I know that romance
thrives in the desert nights.
"It all seems strange to me, now
that I look back over the days of our
Most romances begin in
courtship.
friendromantic surroundings.
ship with Mr. Rosson commenced on
a golf course. Our friendship turned
Then we deinto love on the links.
cided to marry while we were on
location in the desert."
What type of man has Jean
married? That question is uppermost in the minds of her millions of
admirers.
My briefest description of him is:
Regular.
(Continued on page 87)

bride, Jean
with her adoring new
Harold Rosson. He

',

st

cameraman,

too.

——

!

!

:
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Why You Love
New

bowing to
Queen Marie! Here are some
reasons for

never -before -told anecdotes

and career of the
"Happy Warrior"

of the

life

By

Hal Howe
we meet.
think of me?"
"I think you have the most
wonderful neck I ever saw,"
she
answered, giving her
marvelous chuckle.
Teddy

smiled,

"at

last

What do you

The royal

gesture.'

laughed heartily.

Marie as the grand
old actress of "Dinner at Eight" commands your allegiance anew.

"That

any answer
he admitted,
and from then on Marie was
a beloved and frequent visbeats

I've ever had,"

itor.

Marie does not

recall her
meetings with Presidents Cleveland and McKinley, but her first meeting with
Taft is sharply etched in her
mind.
"I have," Marie said, "the
most comfortable feeling

FIRST
Lady

first

of

Vaudeville

Lady
Comic Opera
First Lady
Movie-Land
First

of

of

when you

are in that chair.
seems so calm
and sweet."
"I don't know how to take

Since Grover
Cleveland, Marie

Dressier

Everything

has

known every
President of
these United
and

States

has

been an honored
guest at the

White

House,

during
cally

practievery ad-

ministration.

To

Marie

Dressier, former President Harding" once said
"I have seen you in everything you ever did.
world is better for your having lived."
And that sentiment goes for all of us

The

The indomitable Teddy Roosevelt requested that
she be brought to the White House and presented to
him. There were several other people awaiting when
moment later he entered. He passed
she arrived.
from person to person with his famous, "De-lighted,

A

de-lighted."

S

!

"Paralyzed with interest,
In Marie's own words
I kept my eyes on the strong neck that was being
inclined here and there at different points of the
:

room."

He came

before her.

"Well, Miss Dressier," he

:

:

:
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Marie Dressier!

Marie, who made Hollywood admit, "Youth

La Dressier in 1921. This
story tells you some of her
wonderful experiences.

must be served—last!"

e first met there was a
crowd waiting in the re-

he chuckled.
In commenting on this
interview she says
that,''

was

"It

enjoyed

a

as

though he

thing

to

the

Three of the favorite stage comedians of an older
generation of theatre-goers: Joe Weber, Marie Dressier, and Lew Fields.
And now Marie is winning the
younger generation of movie-goers, and Weber and

ception room.
you
"Surely," I said,
are not going to shake
hands with that queue of
two hundred out there

and finally pitied his
hearer and lets him in on
Fields are radio stars.
before lunch?"
it too.
At any rate, that
"Yes," he returned.
submerged laugh always
filled me with thrills and a feeling of bubbling mirth."
"None of them want anything They just want to shake
And then she goes on to say with that great sense of hands."
humor and love of fun which is hers
Marie Dressier gives a plea for our Presidents after
"There was always a bond of sympathy between Taft
knowing them as dear friends for twenty-five years,
and myself on account of our great size. And I always
which is both poignant with feeling and forceful in exrespected his bravery, for, fearing not the censorship of
In our opinion it should go down in history
pression.
the world, he used to buy two seats for himself when he
with all immortal sayings. It is this
was attending an entertainment where he wished to be
"To me the great wonder is that any President ever
comfortable. I have often wondered how he felt on the
gets out of office with a shred of reputation left, for the
night he reached a theatre and found his two seats
higher the position the more eager the mob is to destroy
!"
divided by an aisle
it.
A man will start a little store, go without meals, deny
Of all the Presidents, she most loved Harding.
himself pleasures, work early and late to build up his
"There was a graciousness and sincerity about him
business, and when, through actual sel'f-denial and toil,
which was altogether winning," Marie declares, "When
he achieves success, he is' envied by his employees and
neighbors as being lucky and they are eager
to defame him in any possible way.
full

"Politician, professional, artist

:

..^.v
;;;;J.

i

:W

—

it is

all

the

same, for no matter how conscientiously they
may try, as soon as they are known and liked,
there is always the blackmailing type which
sets to work to smirch any reputation which
may have been honestly and laboriously
acquired. Any bum can start a false report,
but what I have never been able to understand is the avidity with which the populace
in general eagerly believes any malicious tale
that is spread."
Marie has well proven her patriotism and
She sold a home for which
love of country.
years to pay her expenses
for
worked
had
she
to tour the country selling Liberty Bonds during the late world war.

She made one hundred and forty-nine
speeches in twenty- {Continued on page 67)

^zhoes of the past on Old Broadway. A scene
om "Higgledy-Piggledy" the tall girl in black

—

oangles

he

late

is

Marie Dressier.

Anna

Held.

The vision in white,
Weber and Fields?

Identify
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Reunion on
Long Island
So the movies have gone safe, sane, and
business-like, have they? Ah, but you
should see the dizzy divine madness of
the good old days running rampant

now

at

the re-opened Paramount

Read

wood are here
again, chants
our Leonard Hall.
What fun, what
fun, cries the
mad

this

old wag, as

he capers about
the

gay story
and be convinced!

Eastern Studio.

The dizzy old days
of happy Holly-

environs

of

Paramount'

Long Island studio. Right, a street
scene in the process
of
filming
right outside the
studio building
the same studio

—

By Leonard Hall

where Gloria

Swanson worked
for $10,000 a week
in her "Zaza"
days, remember?

Beautiful Lilian Bond,
veddy, veddy British and alluring, is also a member of
the cast. Here she is with

Buddy. Lucky Mr. Rogers!

Four of the mad, merry players of "Take a
Chance," the musical movie filmed in the East.
Jimmy Dunn, June Knigh t, Cliff Edwards, and
Lillian Roth.

Buddy Rogers

first

into a movie
camera at the Long
Island City studio, eight
years ago, when he

looked

year 1929
have complained
SINCE the
—and often cried myself
too—because the once wonderful and
I

bitterly

to sleep,

nutty movies had gone completely sane

and businesslike.
Where, I shrieked

the superb
insanity, the colossal cuckooness, that once
made Hollywood the most gloriously goofv
spot on God's dithering footstool? But Nursie

never answered.

to Nursie,

is

graduated from the
first

and only

class of

Paramount P ictures
school.
Buddy came
back to that studio to

play in ''Take
Chance."

Right,

Knight.

Romantic?

a
a

scene with June

Up

to 1929, you remember, anything went
Movietown. The streets were paved with
gold, and manicure girls and ribbon clerks plucked
hundred-dollar notes from the magnolia trees in the
hills above the town.
Any actor getting less than $10,000 a week was cut dead on the street, and any star
worthy of the name bought two Rolls-Royces and ran
between them.
in

Four years ago, when the Market and Jolly Insanity
crashed, the bankers and efficiency men looked over the

—

movies lock, stock, barrel, ill-will and fixtures. Hollywood went suddenly sane, and those who didn't like it
could duck three times in the Pacific, and come up twice.
The financiers spanked the naughty little actors. They

for

December

19

3 3
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Imagine Jimmy Dunn in a frankly comic role! He
has a grand part and makes the most of it. Can this
beauty with him be Lona Andre? She can; she is!

Fixed Budgets
Why, the\
even demanded change from thousand doll
those bits of dingy paper the stars used
bills
to give their kiddies to play with
And Hollywood became duller, stupider, and more moral
than Coon Hollow on a quiet Sunday.
But there's still Balm in good old Gilead
I
blubber no longer. I howl with glee
I give
the Rebel Yell and the Texas Ranger hoot
Today, for taxi-fare amounting to some eightyfive cents, I can get my homesick carcass to a
movie studio that, at the moment of going to

—

!

—

press,

is

as dippy, daffy,

and

!

deliriously delight-

Just one more flash from this dizzy
film.
Jimmy Dunn, again, with
Lillian

Roth

unholy Hollywood of '29, when the
new-fangled talkies had driven the whole film world
loony, and veteran stars were learning to speak English.
Hear me, you who loved the movies in their dizzier

No wonder
came back to life!

this time.

that old studio

ful as the

days

Over on the Long Island flats, where the geese go
barefoot and the cops walk four abreast, just over the
river from Manhattan's Heaven-piercing towers, the
famou /old Eastern Studio of Paramount has come to
life again
It had slept in the shadows for nearly two years, that

—dreaming

hallowed

spot

the days

when

Gloria

of

Swan-

son was its crowned queen at
$10,000 cash, American
money, every Saturday night.
It

was there

stars of
talkie

that the great
their first

now made

bows—Walter Huston
and Kay Francis and Claudette (Continued on page 8g)

SCRtENL AND

CC

Dollar

The "inside story" of
of Hollywood—who
ful, as

expensive

THE
He

the million-dollar writers
are as important, as coloras

your

favorite stars

Broadway producer was tearing his hair.
needed a playwright before six P. M. that

night.

"Where's John Colton?" he bellowed.
"In Hollywood," said his ash-blonde secretary.
"Get Charlie MacArthur."
"He's in Hollywood."
"How about Marc Connelly?"
"Mr. Connelly is in Hollywood."
The Broadway producer drew out his diamond cigarette lighter, touched off the script, and buzzed for his
private elevator to the roof in order to jump off.
On a certain Monday last month, three of the biggest
They were discussing
publishers were at luncheon.
books.

"My
By

favorite has always been 'The Golden Dancer.'
the way, what's become of Cyril Hume ?"

"He's

in

Hollywood."

"Gene Fowler?"
"Hollywood."
"Sam Ornitz?"
"Hollywood."
If the publishers were not careful, Hollywood would
reach out and capture Pearl Buck, who wrote "The Good
Leane Zugsmith. Robert
Louis Bromfield.
Earth."
Nathan. Willa Cather. They drank their coffee black.

Moodily.

And down

Greenwich Vilbohemia was thin.
"What's happened to Samuel Hoffenstein,
in the haunts of

lage, the air of

the poet?" asked one tea-room of another.

"Hoffenstein has gone Hollywood."

"lohnny Weaver?"
"Ditto."

They began tolling off the poets who had
moved from Washington Square and Sheridan
Vina Delmar of "Bad Girl" fame is
tiny, brittle, bright.
Here she is
discussing one of her scripts with
Bill Seiter

Square, out of attic and out of basement.
Shaven, manicured and pedicured, they were

grandeur in homes overhangwith
Hollywood
a view from every wining

living in hillside

and Marian Nixon.

dow, including the one over the kitchen

sink.

Anita Loos won
fame and fortune
with her silent
screen scripts

and

her "Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes."
She writes for

M-G-M

Lef t

,

now.

Achmed

Abdullah, who is
adapting "Lives
of a Bengal Lancer" for Para-

mount.

Speaks

fourteen languages, including
movie.

Charles "Helen Hayes'

MacArthur.

Stxnya """Cavalc ide
Levieti.

!

for

a

Dec em her
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Word!"
By Beth Brown

A

"Dollar a

word" writer

Dozens of pens of importance had traded sonnet-writing
for steam-heat, passion for potatoes.
The poets were
thumbing their noses at a past that had paid their poetry
twenty-five cents a line
when it had paid at all.
Their brothers, the short story tellers, were just as
tired of starving at the pulp-paper rate of a penny a
word. Even the national magazines waving ten cents a
word under the balconies of best-seller names, could not
compete with the movies.
Hollywood was paying a dollar a word and paying

—

herself!

Frances Marion, Exhibit

A

of the cinema writing
world. Her usual price is
$25,000 for an idea that

may run

less than two
thousand words.

—

every single Saturday.
Nowhere in the writing game was pay any better
unless you were technical on the subject and looked up
the union scale of those scribes who chisel "Rest in
Peace'* and ''Here Lies Dad" on marble.
And, believe it or not. only the other day, down in the
it

Social Club of the United "Morticians, the Boys were
mourning the absence of a comrade. He had written
from the West to say that he was through with graveHe
yards. It was always one cold on top of another.
was now in Hollywood and under contract. He was
and
lettering the screen credits in an art department
he was happy!

—

Ralph Spence.
course, this does not mean that all the writers in
His salary is
Hollywood are happy. Some of- them go out, stay four
whew !
miserable months, and run away. But they usually come
Even Ben Hecht, the greatest rebel of them all,
back.
Right, George
came back.
Marion, Jr.
The odd thing about it is that they are living greater
one of the aces.
stories than they are writing.
Take the life of Achmed AbAUTOBIOGLST
dullah who served eleven years
in the British Army, retiring",
I am five foot nothing, do no t look like an author,
do not llva In an attic, and have a pug nose.
dead broke, with the rank of
captain {Continued on page 82)

Of

—

—

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

We persuaded Beth Brown

to tell

something about herself while
she was on the subject of eminent authors. Read her amusing "Autobioglet" at the right.

I wanted more than anything else of life to be an
author.
This, I heard, required a variety of experiences.
So I worked as a cigarette girl In a
cabaret, Joined a carnival show and wrote Ballyhoo,
Joined a burlesque troupe and wrote Applause, went
to ballet school and wrote Wedding Ring, went to
New Orleans and wrote For Men Only, went to Hollywood
to write for the movies, and oame back to Hew York
with a bank roll, twelve yellow pencils, a red typewrite:
and a wish to go back once each year.

—

I live very simply In a studio one flight below the
moon.
It has a fat balcony that hangs over the river.
Most of the boats toot hello as they go by.

I love a certain young Man, red hat3, seamy faces,
ten-T:ent stores, public libraries, smart clothes,
harmonicas, watermelon, swimming, blue polioemen,
my red-haired mother, Broadway, Jopjes, fine etohlnga,
midnight movies, polo, corn-on- the- cob, and six
pieces of soap in my soap dish.

Afnsworth Morgan,
with RKO.
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JOAN
Unmasks
Hollywood
for

Franchot

Tone
By Ben Maddox

YOUR

as good as Hollywood's as to the
Joan Crawford-Franchot Tone "romance." Their scenes together in "Dancing Lady"
are intense and torrid. On the other hand, both
deny emphatically any serious off-screen interest. After
talking- to them both, I can only report that I thought I

guess

is

status of the

saw "Maybe"

in their eyes.

—

But whether they fall in love depends on oh, a lot
of things.
Joan won't be legally free until next May.
She wants to see er way clearly. Which, at that, is a
:f
typical Crawfo'
No girl has ever tried so hard
to do what is r
^een so misiudeed as the earnest,
.

radiant Jo."
As for Franchot

Ever since they played together in "Today We Live"
you have been clamoring to see Joan and Franchot
together again. Your wish will be gratified in "Dancing Lady," from which the scene above is an exciting
sample of what you'll see on the screen!

That he
symboli/*;'.-

? ainire?
all

their '.friends.

th
D<

strand viebbe.to

•

tremendously,

iha:.

and fine is
aspire to win her ?

to

e

*t0*

air

„„\.

.

'

she

hir.-

eyid<

lerldid

^

.

to

oretty

for
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A

beautiful star proves that Holly-

wood can be friendly! One of the most
refreshing stories

hazard,

to

be

you have ever read!

approached

with

great

caution

!"

Then, break of breaks, he met Joan Crawford!
Though he had an impressive cultural and stage
background, Franchot was untested material to Hollywood. Being seen with Joan immediately focussed
attention upon him.
If she liked him, there must be
something swell about the lad.
Had he come into her life at any other time his
luck might not have been the same. She would have
been too busy. But Joan, at the end of her heartbreaking struggle to preserve her marriage, was tired
and a little lonely and discouraged.
Franchot, so
talented and good-looking, happened along at the psychological

moment.

"What Joan

has done," he confided to me, "is to
explain Hollywood.
V\ hen you understand a thing
you can plan your course accordingly and avoid the
unnecessary mistakes."
To realize just how he has benefited from his association with her, think back for a minute to his past
and his attitude when he arrived at M-G-M.
The son of a wealthy business man, Franchot had
no youthful struggles. He was sent to a boys' private
school and later to Cornell. At college he was preeminent in dramatics and scholarship, being president
of the dramatic club and a Phi Bete.
Yet being elected to Phi Beta Kappa for his heavy
studying didn't dampen his zest for extracting the
utmost from each passing day. He is high-spirited
and perhaps that was why he was intrigued by the
exhilarating life of the theatre. To his staid parents'
astonishment he accepted a job as the juvenile in a
Buffalo stock company as soon as he had graduated.
while it lasted !" he recounts.
"I made forty a week
"I headed for Broadway and fame when that 'tryOnly fame kept at a respectful disout' was over.
tance from me. For weeks I pounded the pavements
At last I persuaded a little ( Continued on page 70)

—
—

Meanwhile, Hollywood lies before
like a world set out expressly for

him
him

to conquer.

Certainly Joan's in-

him both professionThree months
ally and personally.
ago Screenland presented him to

terest has helped

you as a
newcomer.

but constrained
In bringing him up-todate Joan's influence must be credited
for much of his advance.
brilliant

"When I started West from New
York I expected to land in the most
fantastic of places," he confesses
"I thought every actress of
importance would conduct herself in
the ^fashion of the movie queens in
I visualized
'Once in a Lifetime.'

nowj.

studio cor'' acts as a moral

and mental

Director Robert Leonard talks over the scene about to be "shot" with the
This story tells you how Joan has helped
star and her leading man.
Franchot Tone to win screen success. The Crawford-Tone team will
delight you in "Dancing Lady."
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Lowe
and Behold!
Here's

Edmund
Versatile actor tells

what

movies have taught him

By
Nior timer Franklin

You roared at him as a comic sergeant; you thrilled to him as
a detective, a magician, a clever crook; and now you're admiring
his dramatic performance with Jean Harlow in "Dinner at Eight."
He's an Eddie of all trades—and good at each one!

WAS

something of a problem. "It" meaning, in
proper mode of greeting that popular
matinee, evening, and midnight-performance idol of

IT

this case, the

the silver sheet

—Mr.

Edmund Lowe.

"Hi, Mr. Lowe," I began.
much too ups-and-downsy.

But

it

sounded

all

wrong

" 'Lo, Mr. Lowe," I started afresh. But that sounded
lacking in altitude, or something.
Whereupon Eddie resolved the dilemma by stopping
my halting lips with a beaker of ginger ale and some
of its near relatives, which strategic move enabled him
to take command of the interview from that point onward.
"You were going to ask me," he stated, "how I like
this business of personal-appearing."
were seated,
at that magnetic moment, in his dressing-room at the

screwy, too

—

We

Albee Theatre, one of Brooklyn's most puiss n mcture
palaces, where Eddie was soon to go out on tr
the wind-up of a several weeks' tour.
"Well, I like it fine," he answered him
sir, even five performances a day don't
when he realizes that he's doing something tl
revitalizing to the bank account, but is ah
valuable
enhancement to his technique as a screen
nique was the word," he repeated, looking
i

"A guy

—

is

—

a sap

I

mean a man

is

exti

he continued, "to keep on year af
ing movies without ever checking up on h
when I say checking up on his style I me?
on the boards in direct contact with an
finding out what's right and (Continued?^
cious

.

"

;

'
.
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Left,

room

huge

the
in the

sculpture

M-G-M

studio.

See the "Mata Hari" idol at
the far end of the room?

Vicki Baum, creator of
"Grand Hotel," finds Hollywood oh, so fascinating.'

More Adventures

in

Hollywood's "Grand Hotel'
I LIKE

to

take

a

stroll

through the studio lot,
which is a circus and a

Celebrated author "tells all"
about the inner workings of
the great studios.

Exclusive

fairyland, a gigantic fac-

tory and a

madhouse

By

may come upon

a cage of
be used in
some wild-animal or jungle
picture.
I may be allowed to
play with a little monkey or a
baby bear, both of whom are
supporting their owners.
I have heard of a man in
Hollywood who lives comfortably on the earnings of a
pet goose which has a good screen personality
As I was taking one of these strolls through the lot
not long ago, I suddenly stumbled upon a staircase,
bearing the sign "Visitors Positively Forbidden."
It
was one of those typical "set" staircases, built of logs
and leading apparently nowhere. The "Visitors Positively Forbidden" sign roused my curiosity and sent me
climbing promptly up the steps.
Reaching the top, I
found myself confronted by the wide-open jaws of an
alligator, swimming in what the screen world calls a
tank in reality, a small round basin.
Since he was
made of rubber, I couldn't quite understand why they'd
gone to the trouble of perching the tank high up on the
first floor, and why visitors had been invited to stay out.
But I soon learned. The beast was being moved about
by means of strings fastened to v?/rious sections of his
body and, "Tarzaning" around h-^n, was Johnny Weissmuller in the nude. I got a good eyeful of the spectacle
before an official spotted mewmd ordered me to take
myself off quick! Which x^did not without regret.
I've always wondered since then\how they made the hipI

tigers

and

lions, to

Vicki

—

popotamus work
The sp"!l )f the

—

place lies in the? fact that it's as full
of surprise as a barrel of luck, and you never know
when the n> <t one's going to drop into your lap. For

dancing

from

real blueberry bushes

—what

Baum

more

was

—that

tiny, delicious berries

nestled

temptingly

leaves.

What

a

the

were

among

treat

in

and
still

the
this

dry California where no berries grow
My lunch hours
for the rest of that week were brightened by my daily
trip to the blueberry patch where, like any bad bov, I
nibbled my dessert from the foliage when no one was
!

looking.

Another experience

:

—

I
once came on a
pavilion in a fishing
village. The pavilion was hung
with green festoons, and it
didn't take me long to discover
that the festoons had been cut

instance,

sight of the

I'll

never forget was

workmen who were

busily

engaged

my

first

in

mak-

ing a tree.
You might in your innocence imagine that
the simplest way of getting a tree on the lot would be to
get a tree.
But no. For some mysterious reason which
I have never yet been able to fathom, trees on the lot are
made. I watched in fascination for an hour while they
hauled up barrels of varying sizes, broke them apart,
nailed the hoops and staves together in the shape desired, and plastered the whole thing with some kind of
foliage.

artificial

"What

are you doing there?" I inquired.
a tree," they told me.
"Why are you making it ?" I asked them.
"Because it's needed for this scene," they explained
kindly, as to a nitwit.
In return, I tried to explain the reason for my bewil-

"Making

derment, but

it

as senseless to

go

at that.

indeed

—

I

wasn't any use.
My arguments seemed
them as theirs did to me. So we let it
found the tree later looking very nice

—

one of the gardens of the fishing village.
The color and variety, the (Continued on page 85)
in
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Mae

demonstrates! Cary
is her leading man
again in her second star-

Grant

ring

picture,

"I'm

No

Angel."

N

OW

to make the king!"
tossed this bombshell at me and
then glanced calmly out the window of her
shiny black limousine at the streets of Hollywood whizzing by.
I gasped.
She didn't specify what
idea almost swamped me. She had tak
disclose her love system.
Of course,
has one.
"It would take a bit of maneuv'ring
she turned towards me and flashed he
"It's sort of similar to a stenc
smile.
Chevalier.
He may seem a long way
But
circle.
he could be had !"

suppose I wanted

Mae West

—

W

Will nothing daunt amazing Mae
The king CI
The answer is No
wasn't sure which could be lured. All
was that Mae's dictum is heaven rew;

—

!

:

Mae Wt

s

on the twelve good
two pages La West

se

rules for ^^ntivating

December

for

tells

19

3 3
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how to "Get

who concentrates on beating the love racket. When
she declares men were created to be captivated she
isn't thinking" of scenario frame-ups, either.
Mae has
her mind on everyday life problems, where you have
to scheme for your results.
Hark to the curved lady's tested and true Ten Get-

Y our-M an Commandments:

— contrive so he's aware of your
— him know you're
Be Self
but
him
the blaze himself.
sight
Be Beautiful—because temptation
saves a heck of a
of time.
Be Elemental— don't give 'em English accents
when they crave a gal who don't pretend.
Be Entertaining— the
register
way
feed a man's vanity, not
stomach.
Be Feminine —
ways and dress and that
allows you a thousand and one
Be Sophisticated — a woman who can add two
and two seldom has unhappy days and lonely nights.
Be Popular— ten dates on the string are worth
Be

1.

Available

Yom Man"
Whew!

Don't miss

gives her tested

this!

and true

rules of

Your Man" game.
West at her best

the "Get

Mae
It's

presence.

-Sufficient

2.

hot,

let

start

let

at first

3.

lot

4.

fastest

5.

to

is

his

to

in

6.

tricks.

7.

8.

more than one on a davenport, and besides the
serves spur on the most ardent.
9.
Be Changeable and you're sure never to
be handed that "a book's no good when once I

re-

—

have read

Be

it" line.

—

so you won't be sorry.
Selfish
anyone has the ringside on the romance
racket, it should be Mae.
Other authorities pale,
seem rank amateurs in comparison. Perhaps it is
10.

If

because she has refused to accept the conventional
axioms that she has become the symbol of the modern
siren.

My

rendezvous with

Mae

No

occurred when "I'm

Angel" was shooting a few scenes without

its

star.

Resplendent in a nifty afternoon ensemble, she rolled
to the Paramount studio (Continued on page 78)

up

r

new

its

ftl/n.

of hire.

"Lady Lou" steps out! Miss West has sponsored a whole new fashion idea with her
curves and furs, jewels and general torridity.
Apparently Cary Grant approves.
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CRITICS

NEW YORK NEWSPAPERS WROTE EVERY WORD

OF

M

OF THIS AD

A N C E

FRAGRANT AND LOVELY"
—
N. Y. Herald-Tribune

"A sensitive and haunting love story that fulfills
(N Y. Eve. Sun "Wrought with rare skill

wish."
nating

—

)

—

everyone's
truly fasci-

you are strongly urged to see it."— N.Y.WortdTeiegram

JESSE

L.

LASKY'S

Production of

UARE

'LEY
LESLIE
"You

will never see a

HOWARD HEATHER ANGEL
•

more dazzling performance."

— N.

"Plays delightfully and skillfully."

— N.

Y American

UNANIMOUS!
Never before has a picture
received such unanimous
critical

"*

acclaim as this!

"In a class by

— N.

itself."

Y.

Directed by
Times

RECORD-BREAKING CROWDS
saw "Berkeley Square"

afford

at the

Gaiety, N. Y. at $1.65 admission.
You see it at popular prices. Ask
y6ur Theatre Manager for the date.

Bvet
tion

"

'

"

Herald-Tribune

VALERIE TAYLOR
IRENE BROWNE
BERYL MERCER

Four Stars."— Daily News

"An exciting experience you can't

Y.

FRANK LLOYD

who directed "Cavalcade"

From

the play by

John L. Balderston

The Fourth

in SGREENLAND'S Series

of Portrait 'Drawings by Charles Sheldon

And

here's

our

"Dancii

Lady" in a rather Spams
number. Joan hits a new
high

in

sophisticated

tumes with

cos-

this brown taffeta
striped with gold. The gown
fits snugly
we're telling you.'

—

Sensational chapeau!

Joan Crawford sponsors the satin "sailor"

— to be

worn with formal frocks, my dear.' Of course this type of hat should only
be worn by girls with poise and sophistication. Speaking of luscious
lines, this

hat has 'em!

LUSCIOUS
LINES!
Portraits of Miss Crawford posed excluScreen land by Hurrell, M-G-M.

sively for

Close-up of Crawford.'
Joan's intense and poignant face lends itself to
any coiffure.
And the
flower necklace is a lovely
frame for the beauty of
the superb Crawford head.

Designed by Adrian.' The
Adrian-Crawford combination will thrill the feminine members of the
screen audience again in

"Dancing Lady." Joan is
sheathed in satin to her

—

note the long
black satin gloves.

finger-tips

Satin for formality, says Adrian. Joan Crawford wears this interesting gown
with its highly original neck and sleeve arrangement in the new film. How do
you like Joan's new coiffure as shown in the portrait above? Those Victorian
bangs give an entirely new expression, don't they?

Here's the art of seductive dress,

warmly demonstrated by Joan
Crawford in "Dancing Lady"

Miss

Crawford's gowns and hat
designed by Adrian.

were

AN

Daring Daughter!

jlV

American Girl from Iowa, Margaret Lindsaenter the "all-English" cast of "Cavalcade"

a ruse,

and remained

to give a

wood

grand performance

claims her for

its

own!

1

Longworth

am
£\.
o

<-YamDle for movie folk!

mer
<e

in

Here's the quiet, unruffled

which Ricardo Cortez prefers to spend much
Perhaps it's a reaction from his new role of
Big Business Man."

Care-free Ricardo!

,

"Design for laughing!" The
three principals in the rollicking comedy, relaxing between scenes on the set,
chuckle over a hilarious line

by the director-adapter
Ernst Lubitsch. To Lubitsch,
the play's
precarious lines and situations to the milieu of the
screen, goes a goodly share of
the credit for the gay and
entertaining result.

who transmuted

Who said
"Three's a

Crowd"?
Merry movie

trio traces

a

new "Design for Living,"
based on Noel Coward's
famous stage comedy
Photographs by Sherman Clark,
exclusive to

SCREEN LAND

Three-cornered romance! In the movies' "Design
Miriam Hopkins puts all her peppery
ardor and her torrid appeal into the rdle created
on the stage by Lynn Fontanne. Gary Cooper
follows in the footsteps of the masterful Alfred
Lunt, while Freddie March disports himself in the
role played by Noel Coward, the author.
for Living"

Eanie, meanie, minie, mo! It's up to Miriam to
decide what shall be the way of a maid with two
men. She solves the problem by not deciding at
all!
As George, Gilda, and Tom, three sophisticated moderns, the three co-stars portray Noel
Coward's version of love among the artists!

IF
Dyar

HEATHER ANGEL

Dainty Diplomat!

one of Britain's most
ambassador? to Hollywood.
delightful
The same poignant, piquant charm that anudtyou and. Leslie Howard love h<
Square" is present
is

1

!

been an eventful year for Lew Ayres, with
J
~- vns its acting triumphs and
its ups and its
A
Lew has a grand
romantic tangles.

IT'S

role with

Lo

vey, as the leading

1

man

in

"My

Weakness."

Laugh, Lew, Laugh

Thp
VjraCMJU5>
± 1IC rfMrimiC
#

r^d^7f-irAt*

VjaynOr

f

:

W

mig
haVC caIled
AA/ Janet
Gaynor," so

this Iovel

y P ortra 't

"The Soul of

typically Gaynorescjue are her eentle

smile, her shy gaze, her wistful air.

The House

Janet will appear soon
of Connelly.

in

!

mam

Welbourne

JOAN

BLONDELL, whose

gay screen comedy constitutes a

National Recovery movement
Persian pal, "Washy,"

who

in itself, takes a

looks as

if

bow

with her

he's trying to register

menace or something!

The

Blithe Blondell

The Ballad of

Shanghai

Lil

Yo-heave-ho! She couldn't
say no
Here's an epic of
!

man and made from

the

musical movie, "Footlight

Parade

"!

Posed by James Cagney and Rence
Whitney, exclusively for SCREF.NLAND

M

—

The

fleet is in,

and the gobs are out,

Behold Jim Cagney, U.

The hero

Ahoy!

N.,

S.

of our ditty!

Avast!

Turns on the weighty menace.

He

Likewise belay!

Adventure heaves

The pride

in

view

Lil to

"I'll

"Let's weigh our anchors," cries the tar,

His nautical knowledge showing.

know where we're bound
You've surely got me going!"

Ashes to ashes, as the maid
Accepts a smoke with gratitude.
strikes a light, the while

Fair Lily strikes an attitude.

At

last she

And

me

yet, e'en

though

grave and glum wear,

acts like Nature's

(She's read about

it

own

won!

Now

Shanghai

Lil

She treats him to a fishing smack,

thus

we

leave the lovely lass

Athwart the sporty seaman;

drops the manner prim

ladies

is

Her heavy guns unlimbers.

And

in a trice,

charms are mostly mental!"

That
for, but

love

The day

A-shivering his timbers.

actions suave and gentle

make her

My

you.)

"I don't

grasps the problem

With

of all the waterfront.

(She's Shanghai

Our hero

"Come let me be your gob of love,"
He pleads nor speaks of tennis.
And yet she holds aloof, though James

—

Patrolling of the City.

sweet child.

somewhere!)

Trusting our hero to behave.
(Like Cagney, well-known he-man!)

L

YOU'VE

Languorous Lady!

seen Patricia Ellis (though not quite so clearly,
perhaps) as an increasingly persuasive picture charmer in

a succession of roles.
yet, in

t

Now

watch for her best performance
"The World Changes."

r

!

!
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An

informal encounter
with the amazing Pickf ord,
who is younger than Jackie
Cooper, busier than the
Marx Brothers, and sp rightlie r than any Baby-Star!

By
Alfred Hughes
Mary Pickford as she looks now
after she has ruled the American
screen for twenty-four years!
been
She's
everything,

everywhere,

seen
the
Rich as a

had nearly

wide world can

give.

all

sultana, still pretty and zestful,
unbelievably ardent for her life's
labors.

JWary!

Jtyfiracle
SHOOK

this old bag of bones together, seized my
crutches, and tottered into a great New York hotel,
the other day, to see a sweet little old lady who had
ruled the American screen for twenty-four years.
For nearly a quarter of a century this dear little soul
has warmed the hearts of thousands of her countrymen
known triumph and defeat, the birth and death of
romance, the loss of loved ones.
quarter of a century
of all the storm and sunshine that go to make up this
utterly ridiculous life.
it was meet and proper for
me, as one who has loved her these many years, to pay
my respects to the dowager queen.

I

—

A

Xow

"I'll tell her how marvelous she was in 'Lena and the
Geese' in 1909," I thought, as I was helped out of the
elevator and led toward her suite by a kindly bell-hop.
I

was admitted by a

maid or two
bustling in the background. In the drawing room, overlooking the greenery of Central Park, three haughty
shop-ladies and a small boy were packing and unpacking
_

heaps of shining
sounds of a ragin
bells played "Stoi

me

of

The

T cpt

lo

he bed

Frofa
h

everal

.
.

-_<

Christ,

with

my -poor

secretary, with a

mv s

old ar

1

>ot

resting on a

a.!

n
t<

easne
-U. ••

Remarkable!

a golden head, a slim figure, and the prettiest, daintiest
and legs I've seen since '94.
She was wearing a tight-fitting frock with gay plaid
Her blue eyes were smildoo-hickies on the shoulders.
ing, her cheeks were plumpish and pinkish, and I was
wishing to heck that my eldest grandson could find a girl
like this somewhere in the Younger Drinking Set.
"Lord, child," I quavered. "You're the livin' image
of Mary Pickford. I didn't know our Mary had a little
pair of feet

!"

you
"Now you

girl like

Grandpa," said the little lady. "I'm
Mary Pickford, and you know it!"
THAT Mary Pickford ? I seemed to sort of faint dead
stop,

away for a spell
But enough, and too much,
Let's frankly face

of this idle buffoonery

and take apart the case of the astound-

—

ing Mary Pickford
"forty if she's a day!'' as the ladies
of my sewing circle put it.
*"
" "->ake '
Years make Time, but they certain
r"
»Mary proves it, up to the hilt
thfUrllinety-nine percent
who display their \
driving over cliffs in
What has kept he
What's the explan
It isn't a new on
1 -

-

—

!

!
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The Return of
I

By
Leonard Hall

WALKED

into a

motion picture studio the other

saw a ghost
This was no terrifying spook.

day, and

In fact, it was
by far the prettiest ghost I've ever seen even in
a studio, where the ghosts are slim and swell.
It was
a lady spook, and she stood in the prisoner's
"dock in an English law court, movie style, with
a camera aimed straight at her, and a microphone catching every whisper.
It happened that I knew this beauteous ha'nt.
The prisoner at the bar was no one at all but
Lillian Gish, Lil of the wide blue eyes and the
sunlit hair, facing a film camera for the first

—

time in four long years.

How Time, to coin a phrase, flies No
doubt the younger members of the class have
never even seen this glorious star of the
the gentle pride
silent movies' greatest days
greatest pupil of D. W.
of the quiet films
Griffith.
But every flicker devotee whose
memory reaches back ten years remembers
with abiding joy the placid beauty and the
tender power of this amazing girl, whose
!

—

—

story is really the tale of the growth of
the motion picture from a horse race in
celluloid to a work of art.
And here she was again making her
second talking picture in all this time

life

—

Her very presence on

a movie set brought
bright memories of the
films' fruitier days.
To you Gishites I would say that, for
Lillian, Time has stood stock still in his
tracks.
She is as slim and straight and
girlish as ever.
Her hair is a little
darker her face is as sweetly grave
her eyes as wide and as amazingly
blue.
As one of the boys of the Old

rushing

back

—

Exclusive photograph by Nell Koons

The latest portrait of Lillian Gish, an intimate study by the interesting new camera
artist, Nell Koons. It is Gish as she is now,
with stage triumphs to her credit and a new
future in the films ahead of her.

After four years, the famous
^tress fac^s the cameras again

Hopkins'
1

j great
as

she

Arthur Hopkins, great producer of the legitimate theatre,
makes his firs* motion picture; "The Great Adventure," stirring Lillian G\ish with Roland Young. That's Mr. Hopkins 0,1
the left, With William DeMille, the director, at right

for

December 19 3 3

She

11

Isn't

That

Like

at All!

One of the foremost
beauties of the
screen, Kay Francis
is at her loveliest in

quaint,

old-fash-

ioned clothes such
as these.
side the
well,

and

But outstudio-

read the story
you'll find a

charming Kay
whose existence you
never suspected!

Exotic? Not Kay
Francis This revealing story

Aloof?

!

tells

you what

Kay

is

captivating

really like

By
Carlisle Jones

KIPLING

could learn about women from Kaytoo.
She is the contrariest lady in
pictures.
And one of the most interesting.
The Kay Francis this interviewer had in
mind when he ventured on to the set doesn't exist at all.
Francis,

She isn't like that. She isn't like anything anybody
might think she would be like.
In the first place one would suspect that Miss Fra'ncis
had been born in Paris, or St. Moritz, or Richmond,
Virginia.
But she wasn't. She was born in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma
"by mistake" she says.
And fate should have given her a surname like Duse

—

But instead she was
or Barrymore or Chatterton.
christened, properly and legally, of course, Catherine Gibbs.
So she had to take her second husband's name of Francis and abbreviate Katherine
to Kay to manufacture a satisfactory stage and
screen name.
Miss Francis ought to ride around Hollywood
swathed in mystery and half buried in the soft
Instead
cushions of an aristocratic Town Car.
she owns a Ford and drives it herself.
She should, this interviewer thought, enjoy
languorous hours in a canopied satin-covered bed.
But it seems she would rather camp out and sleep
on a cot under mosquito netting.
She is the kind of a lady who should and prob-

—

—
—

ably

does— squander

{Continued

on

page

90)

—
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

REVIEWS
I

Loved A
Woman

Warners

Pictures

is a new exhibit of celluloid Americana which takes
place as a more highly civilized companion-piece to
Edward G. Robinson's "Silver Dollar." Succeeding the
rough-and-ready miner of the earlier piece is Robinson's
fine portrait of the aesthetic son of a Chicago meat -packer who
succeeds to his father's business most unwillingly. He marries
a rival meat-packer's daughter, in the charming person of Gene'"""p Tobin; but real clamor enters his life when he meets a beautiThe story
star, played by Kay Francis.
ful, embryonic
ly days of Chicago, through the Spanishleads us from t
reign of the Rough Rider, Teddy Roosevelt,
Mr. Robinson's portrayal is a masterful
as the art-loving young man who becomes a
ower. Kay Francis is strikingly lovely as the
enjoy
on the Range as she sings it.
Genevieve ToDin is a revelation as the frivolous wife who waits
"I Loved A Woman" is
patiently for her moment of revenge.
worth your time and trouble; it's far from the usual film.

/i£3£s

Here
its

\^%L

Hy

•

Home

Too Much

Harmony
Paramount

/j£s&\

There can't be too much harmony when

it's

Bing Crosby

fi£rn n| singing, and Paramount producing.
As I've said before,
often, it takes Paramount to produce these kidding
~"W^ musicals. This company somehow knows the secret of
making sparkling soundies that are light and gay and intimate,
and this is one of the best. You'll like the lively way in which it
"reveals" the very private lives of Broadway crooners and sirens.
Our Bing surpasses himself as a Broadway headliner who falls in
love with Judith Allen, in spite of Jack Oakie, who loves her, too.
Then there's Lilyan Tashman, who was Bing's big moment until
,'

—

Judith appeared the complications are comic, especially when the
inimitable Mr. Oakie is on the screen. You'll be glad to see Mrs.
Evelyn Oakie, Jack's mother, in her screen debut, playing, oddly
enough, Jack's mother. She's a grand old lady. Good numbers
you'll enjoy Bucking the Wind not only tunes, but girls, Grace
Bradley, Kitty Kelly, and others. Just want to remind you gently
that we picked Bing Crosby as a potential star when he was a
crooning short subject. Just look at Bing now and listen.

—

—

my

pleasant duty, boys and girls, to report that
Romance is very
is not dead on the screen!
"^Sljjk rnuch alive, thanks to Mr. Leslie Howard. Thanks, also,
to producer Jesse L. Lasky, who had the good taste and
the imagination to dare to present "Berkeley Square" in celluloid.
Let's flock to see his picture and prove we appreciate art particularly when Leslie Howard is the artist. Here's a picture that's
as satisfying as the stage play. It's romance spiced with wit, this
great adventure of the young man who goes back to the eighteenth
century to find true love. "Berkeley Square" is first, last, and
always a great love story: poetic, haunting, timeless. Leslie Howard's portrayal is his best. Heather Angel as the heroine makes it
perfectly plain why Mr. Howard was not content with a brittle
beauty of the 20th. century. The cast, including the distinguished
Valerie Taylor, the charming Irene Browne, and the very interesting Colin Keith-Johnston from the "legitimate," help make
"Berkeley Square" the important photoplay it is. Please do not
miss it. I know you will enjoy every scene.
/JpSjs^k

It's

fi&Hai}

Romance

You Can Count on

™

—

the

Critic

for

December

19
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

or

Favor!

Highlights
of the

Movie Month:
My

•Edward G. Robinson
Frankie Darro

in

Loved

in "I

a

Woman"

Weakness
Fox

"Wild Boys of the Road"

Frances Fuller in "One Sunday Afternoon"
Lionel

Barrymore

in

"One Man's Journey"
"Henry

Charles Laughton in

Charles Butterworth in

the Eighth"

"My Weakness"

in the way of charming screen sirens from
be, or I'm greatly mistaken, Miss Lilian Harvey.
She's new, she's fresh, she's different and she's fun. In
fact, La Harvey's only weakness is the story in which she
makes her American screen debut. Story? Well, er maybe that
It's a plot so slight that it's a mere wisp, and
is an exaggeration.
it's fortunate that Lilian's charms are of the light and delicate and
thistle-down variety. She plays a house-maid, none too pretty,

Your weakness

fe^ffijsaj

Paul Robeson

"The Emperor Jones"

in

Howard

in

"Berkeley Square"

Heather Angel

in

"Berkeley Square"

Leslie

Kay

Francis in "I Loved a

Lilian

Harvey

in

Warner Baxter

in

—

—

Woman"

"My Weakness"

now on will

v

'

"Penthouse"

who

interests a play boy,

Lew

Ayres, only for the purposes of a

wager by which he transforms her into a beauty. Yes, it's like that.
But because Lilian is so altogether gay and graceful, you'll find
yourself rather enthralled. Of course our heroine becomes a rave,
a vogue, with Charles Butterworth, Harry Langdon, and Sid
Silvers on her trail; but Lew Ayres fails to succumb until sufficient
entertainment is provided by way of mirth and melody and glimpses
of such beauties as

Mary

(Will Rogers' daughter)

Howard, Irene

Ware, Barbara Weeks, and Susan Fleming. You'll be humming
the songs, and you'll be writing La Harvey fan letters.

The Private
Life Of
Henry The

The Emperor
Jones

Eighth

U nited

London

Artists

Films-United
Artists

Here's a masterpiece!

The

full-length

portrait of that

mellow monarch, Henry the Eighth, painted by Charles
Laughton, is one of the screen treats of the season. And
the picture itself is the finest ever produced in England.
A rich tapestry of the times upon which romantic figures move
with color and character, with Laughton's robust Henry always
dominant. His was a private life well worth the filming! Here is
no "royal butcher" but a king who is every inch a man and a man
with a zest for life and a sense of humor! Laughton roars his way
with gargantuan gusto through this film whose foreword frankly
says: "Henry's first wife was of no particular interest. She was a

—

—

woman. We begin with the second wife " It's all
grand fun. Of the wives, it is Elsa Lancaster, the real-life Mrs.
Laughton, who impresses most, as the comic Ann of Cleves.
Merle Oberon is a beautiful but pale Anne Boleyn, Binnie
Barnes is almost, but not quite sufficiently colorful as Kate
Howard. Robe*" Donat is an interesting Tom Culpeper. For
Laughton admirers, p Must!

respectable

-

Let

,spfe\ Eugene O'Neill's powerful drama comes to the screen at
gWioB? last, and I hope that you will see it. It is one of the most
interesting screenplays of this or any other season. You
^* may have heard that Dudley Murphy, the director, tried

a long time to interest the cinema people in producing this
but not until he encountered John Krimsky and Gifford
Cochran, the two intrepid young men who presented "Maedchen
The celluloid
in Uniform" to America, did his dream come true.
"Emperor Jones" is distinguished by the performance of Paul
Robeson as the Pullman porter who becomes the tyrant of a
Robeson is magnificent there's no other word big
tropical isle.
enough. He brings all the power and dignity of his great voice and
stature to the role. You will long remember his singing of Water
Boy an interpolation not intended by Eugene O'Neill, but exciting nevertheless. The jungle scenes, so moving, in the stage play
and in the opera, fall far short, through no fault of Mr. Robeson.
But "The Emperor Jones," in spite of obvious faults of scenario
and direction, remains one of the more impressive celluloids.

for

classic,

Them Guide You

—

—

to the

Good

Films

—
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Perfumes have
a

way about

them — if you
know the right
way to use them

By
Katharine
Hartley

Perfume-

This portrait of
Frances Dee symbolizes the close

the rare essence of

affinity

women

between

every-

where and their
favorite perfume.

loveliness
to use

WHEN

a beauty editor sits down to write
about perfume, it's awfully hard to keep out
from under its romantic spell. It's such a
glamorous subject! One is tempted to quote
poetry, or at least to tell of the lovely women who have
used perfume since the world began, and of the men who
have succumbed to its appealing charms.
But just for once, I'm determined to be practical about
perfumes. I think every woman realizes what a lovely,
glamorous thing it is, and how subtly and beautifully it
can color her life, if it is used artistically and correctly.
But that is the thing that most American women must
learn.
So few of us realize the importance of the right
perfume on the right person at the right time. We are
too liable just to douse it on for a big party, and forget
about it the rest of the time. And then its purpose is
defeated.

For perfume should never be noticed

as perfume.

It

should be a subtly drifting fragrance, emanating from
definitely a part of you, always expressing you.
French women, for generations, have been skilled in
the use of perfume. Constance Bennett, who has spent
a great deal of time in Paris, in addition to making use
of her own innate good taste, learned at first hand how

your whole body,

perfume

in the most skillful and effective way.
picture of her dressing table above shows rows
on rows of captivating perfumes and other articles de
toilette.
As many fragrances as there are flowers in the
world, as many fragrances as there are moods and moments. Miss Bennett loves her perfumes. She says that
some of them actually inspire her. She even chooses
perfumes to suit the roles she plays in pictures, to help
herself really feel the person she is portraying.
This is one of the first things to learn about perfumes
how to select them to suit you
d the occaselect one
sions for which they are won
same perperfume and stick to it day in,
iresome to
fume, like the same mood, nc
'ume that's
yourself, but to other people as well.
"ight for a
appropriate on the golf course,
eeling full
formal drawing-room. Just as when
light spicy
of fun and laughter, your perfum<
)dued, you
bouquet but when you're more quiet an<
will probably want your perfume
y languid.
Irtance of
Constance Bennett also real
an ensemcarrying out the fragrance of he

The

—

.

;

-.

1

•

—

1

ble of bath powder, eau de cole
when this is possible so there n
grances waging a war around her.

—

proposition if you want
—but it's a grand idea.

all

your
(

1

powder
icting fra-

expensive
i<s%nbled"

page 80)

for

a

!

!
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Drama
in the Air
Betty Barthell
caused quite an
ether rumpus when
she abruptly stopped
singing.

Read why!
Actor with a sense of

humor!

Here are the
ists

who

Stephen

Fox says his friends

art-

call

him "Colum-

bia's

bring

you those radio
thrills and chills.
An exclusive

Mad Actor."

By
Evelyn

story of Radio's

Ballarine

Dramatic Guild
Behind the radio scene! Marion Parsonnet left, dramatic
Knowles Entrikin, character actor, in the control
room. Parsonnet is directing his leading man, Stephen Fox, in
one of the Dramatic Guild playlets.
,

director, with

WAS

a melodramatic night at Columbia Broadcasting Studio. The atmosphere was dripping with
drama, the oh, don't blame me, I sat in on one of
the Dramatic Guild playlets and it got me, pals, it
got me
Just try to watch this group of actors emote
without emoting with them shudder for shudder and
throb for throb
The evening's drama was a sort of radio "Grand
Hotel."
Dramatic incidents were enacted while an orchestra could be heard throughout the program playing
the St. Louis Blues.
motor crash a plane crash
domestic crash and other bits of tragedy occurred during the ensuing half-hour.
It took two studios and a
lot of tricky synchronization to put over this broadcast.
The orchestra was playing in a studio directly above the
one used by the players and neither could hear the
other.
So of course, all hands had to be absolutely
letter-perfect in their lines and entrance cues.
For instance, Betty Barthell was singing at one point,
and had to stop practically in the middle of a word so
that Stephen Fox, who couldn't hear her but had to depend completely on timing, could cut in with an aviaIt was quite a feat
tor's call for help.
Mr. Marion
Parsonnet, the Dramatic Guild director, was in the controlroom with ear-phones over his head, listening to the
orchestra, waving cues to his players, and directing the
three people who were making those realistic sound
All at the same time
effects.
Despite the perfect orchestration of sound effects,
something very unusual in radio programs occurred.
The broadcast gained just the least little bit of speed
during the half-hour, with the result that it finished
about half a minute ahead of time.
This may not

IT

—

!

—

—

—

—

A

—

!

sound

like

Anyway,

much

to you, but to the studio

it

was plenty

Dramatic Guild usually bows out with
chimes about five notes. Tonight the lady who plays
the chimes didn't know about the extra half-minute and
stopped at the usual time, but Parsonnet frantically motioned for her to continue. The look of complete amazement on her face as she continued banging away at the
chimes had everyone in the studio in convulsions, and
handkerchiefs were stuffed in mouths to stifle laughter
so that you, you, and you wouldn't hear.
After the broadcast I chatted with Stephen Fox and
learned that he is the only dramatic actor under contract
And though born in
to Columbia Broadcasting Studio.

—

New

the

Fox

Orleans,

spent

much

of his life in foreign

He was

educated in England and Ireland, hence
his grand British accent. He never writes letters he's an
extravagant telegram-sender. When he was in France
during the war he received a letter from General
Pershing ordering him to write to his mother
"You know, they call me 'Columbia's Mad Actor' !"
I was just getting ready to run
he remarked. Whew
when he grinned and added, "I played ten insane men
in eleven weeks, and I guess I'll never live down that
title, anyway, not with the bunch of ribbers I'm working
with here."
We were seated in one of the offices when a voice
from an adjoining office said, "Say, Steve, may I see
you a moment ?" Loud laughter was heard emanating
lands.

;

!

from

that direction

—the ribbers

were

at

it

again.

Sure

Fox came back he wore .a rather
and said, "You can't even be interviewed

enough, when Mr.

sheepish grin
around here without being spoofed -about it. Parsonnet
and a few of the boys just {Continued on page 83)

!

!
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Here's

Hollywood!
from the Western Front-

Special dispatches

news, gossip, excitement

By Weston East
CHARLOTTE HENRY,
een-year-old

Here's Charlotte Henry, the movie Alice, just before embarking
upon her "Adventures in Wonderland." She was chosen from
among 7000 girls to play the lead.

CRAWFORD'S
JOAN
set of recent months

most serious upwas the departure

of her secretary, who has been
The
Joan's employ for many years.
secretary went to join Douglas Fairbanks,

to

London

in

girl

the

whom

little

eight-

chose, after an extended search, to play
the title role in "Alice in Wonderland,"
must feel pretty much as did Lewis Carroll's small heroine.
Charlotte came to the
Coast from Brooklyn three years ago to
make a name for herself in pictures, but
never got far beyond the casting director's
office.
Now, out of a clear sky, she's getting her chance, and in no trifling role.
Others in the cast are Bing Crosby as the
Mock Turtle, Gary Cooper as the White
Knight, Alison Skipworth as the Duchess,
Jack Oakie as Twcedledee, and Louise Fazenda as the White Queen. Quite a corrstellation

Originally he
vate secretary.

was Miss Crawford's

she married Doug,
Jr., he became secretary to both Joan and
her husband.
When Joan and the junior
Fairbanks were divorced, they still shared
this one employee.
It is no wonder Joan
is upset
the secretary knew more abovit
her business affairs than she knows herself.
;

THINK

it was Madge Evans, a rapt
believer in astrology, who said in the
studio cafe one noon, "Greta Garbo ought
Why, she
to do well with this company.
was born under the sign of Leo, the

I

M-G-M

lion:'

it or not, fan mail decreased
thirty per cent during the depression,

is
near-normal now.
March's stand-in looks so much

but

.

.

he

this,

so I

in passing

it

laughed at
suppose I am safe

along.

I

mean

this

paragraph from a letter from Jean
Betty Huber, a Gable fan:
"We took snapshots. One pose
especially was good; I was garbed
in slacks

.

.

Tallulah Bankhead, $104.66; Fifi
D'Orsay, $910.09; Evelvn Brent, $136.18;
Reginald Denny, $336.56. ... Ed Wynn,

taxes:

a constant

summer

beach home,

sent

guest at his director's

him a grand piano

Oh,

.

;

and had my arms around

!"

well,

Clark laughed at

it.

International

They caught the

fever! Boots Mallory and Bill Cagney, Jimmy's brother, were
the third Hollywood couple to stage an elopement within the space of a week.
They were married at Agua Caliente, and are honeymooning now.

in

appreciation.
.
Claudette Colbert's
.
physician operated for appendicitis and did
not leave a scar. . .
During her illness,
Edmund Lowe sent wifey Lilyan Tashman
a bowl of white roses daily. . . .
Sheldon
Lewis, deaf for several years, recently recovered his hearing.
.
Lyle Talbot remarks that "courting" used to occur before
marriage now it takes place afterwards.

BIGGEST

!

Fredric
like

.

Clark Gable. Our 'Clark' happens
to be the cutest little brown calf
with the world's

EARS!

.

is

.

CLARK GABLE

.

the
often besieged for autographs.
Baby LeRoy's chair for sets is a
.
high chair, the only one of its kind. . .
Lew Ayres gets peeved with Ginger
Rogers because her leading men fall in
love with her.
Following stars have
.
.
been sued by "Uncle Sam" for back income
star,

.

pri-

When

BELIEVE

Paramount

Two generation
Davis, as the moc
Francis, as the Gi

.

!

for
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Here's how London greeted Wallace Beery and his inseparable companion,
little Carol Ann, on their arrival during a holiday trip.
That autograph-hunter in
the foreground seems to have "got his man"!

A WELL-KNOWN

magazine writer
Franchot Tone was
motoring with Jean Harlow one afternoon.
As they were driving at the beach, the
writer said, "I'll take you to Franchot's
house."
Jean thought that a delightful

who

is

a friend of

idea.

carefully
Arriving there, the
looked for Joan Crawford's car, for Joan

writer

sometimes

visits

Tone's beach home.

No

was in sight, so the writer and Jean
went inside—and there was Joan
car

And if you know that a feud exists between La Crawford and The Harlow, then
you'll know that the situation was most
embarrassing.

BRIAN
MARYnerve."
At

reports a new "height
the same time she
moved into her new home, some people occupied a house across the street.
Several
of Mary's friends visited for an informal
party a sort of quiet house-warming.
Early in the evening the neighbor knocked
at the door, protested against the noise,
and threatened to call the police.
"Go ahead, call the police," said Mary,
who knew that her guests were quiet and
orderly.
Whereupon the neighbor hesitated a moment before he asked, "May I use your
telephone ?"
'of

—

nnHEY

were relating the retort
of a casting director. An actor
was objecting to playing a role in
which, throughout the picture, he
remained silent. He claimed the
silent part was an insult to his

*

ability.

"Chaplin

isn't

casting director.

so bad," said the

International

Meet Mr. and Mrs. Harry Joe
Brown.
Sally Eilers and the
well-known director staged a
romantic elopment by plane to

Yuma, Arizona.
most amazing
THE
Baby LeRoy

things occur

starts to cry.

I

was

when
visit-

ing a studio set one day when the youngster decided to loose his tears, this in spite
of the fact that the script called for gurgles

and smiles.

The
among

minutes
were
following
fifteen
the most enjoyable I ever spent.
Alison
Bill Fields juggled for the baby.
Skipworth made funny faces and funny
noises. Jack Oakie stood on his head until
all the silver money fell from his pockets
and scattered over the floor.
The baby's tears at last turned to smiles.
The transformation took place when Gary
Cooper, swinging his watch on the end of
its chain, struck himself on the nose and
caused the blood to flow.

Acme
Fay Wray and Gary Cooper seem
to have enjoyed the Donald Ogden
Stewarts'

"favorite

star"
in

Fay came as herself
Kong;" Gary's costume

party.

"King

is original.

Gilbert Roland, resplendent in his flight officer's uniform, looks loads of love at
Constance Bennett in "The Woman Spy." Look out, Gil she's probably using
you as a tool to help her get hold of the pap-uhs!

—

:
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NO

DOUBT

the citizens of
Sayner, Wisconsin, are pinching themselves today to discover
if they are awake?
For one entire month, Janet
Gaynor and her mother rested in
Sayner. They registered there as
Mrs. Smith and daughter and no
one recognized the girl who is
often termed the most popular

—

motion picture

star.

THE

return of Mae Clarke as Jimmy
Cagney's leading lady, in "The Finger
Man," evoked several jokes at her expense.
Never-to-be-forgotten was that scene in
"Public Enemy," when Cagney smacked
Miss Clarke in the face with a grapefruit.
The day she returned from the new picture,
Mae found a crate of the juicy fruit in
Accompanying the
her dressing room.
"For internal use
present was a note
:

James Cagney."

only.

The following day Cagney, Mae and
Wide World
Lois Wilson as Skippy, Michael
Farmer as Fu Manchu, and
Gloria Swanson as "The White

of six others lunched together.
a laugh went up when the waitress,
previously instructed, brought orders of
grapefruit to every member of the group.

the

cast

What

Sister."

HISS AND
MONTHLY
DEPARTMENT:

CHEER

A

long, long shot with bad lighting to
that Paramount gateman who, discovering
that a seven-year-old boy had slipped inside the studio long enough to obtain an
autograph from Richard Arlen, seized the
paper with the precious signature and tore
it

a young New York stage actress.
Fuller was engaged, and made good.

Time

Miss

;

film fashionist, who came as "Chic Sale,"
clad in a cardboard "telephone booth" with
the regulation crescent -moon cut in the door.
Robert Benchley came as Hitler, the

German
March

dictator.
That caused Fredric
to comment, "But Hitler is no
movie actor."
Whereupon Benchley retorted, "You think not?
Listen, Hitler is

the movies' greatest menace."
Two leading men whose names must remain secret almost came to blows- over
Mrs. Ralph Bellamy, who reached the
party in the guise of "Sadie Thompson."
One leading man, who is Joan Crawford's
ardent swain, said that Mrs. Bellamy was
The other leading man
imitating Joan.
said she was mimicking Gloria Swanson.
The argument had reached the personal
stage when Mrs. Bellamy ended it by declaring that she had borrowed from the
screen characterizations of both Joan and
Gloria.
Completely shattering all expectations,
no star came as "himself."

They

lovely
first

ladies are racing
to meet the stork.

are Joan Bennett, expecting

in February, and Dorothy Jordan,
who looks for the stork soon after

Joan.

NO FAIR

mentioning names, but a cer-

man is nursing a grouch, and the ladies-about-town
are hiding disappointment, all because of
a recent gag.
It seems that the ladies got together at
a party to which the gentleman was invited, and they put sneeze powder on their
The leading man bowed
lily-white hands.
and kissed and sneezed. In fact, he spent
most of the evening, before he went home
sneezing.
in a huff
Now he has quit kissing hands, and the
ladies are all sorry, for secretly, they will
now admit, they liked the gallant handkissing, and they derived a private thrill
tain hand-kissing leading

Wide World
.

One

of

the

most

interesting

Myrna Loy as Mae
"She Done Him Wrong,"
and Arthur Hornblow.

couples were

West

in

Paul Muni and Aline MacMahon (would you know them
'
hadn't told you?) as an old couple in "The World Changes."

flies!

its

to

A

A

Hollywood has returned
"partying mood"
gay affairs
have been the theme of the film colony's
return to prosperity.
Foremost among these was a "comedressed-as-a-star" fete which took place at
the Vendome, popular Hollywood eating
place.
I won't attempt to describe the
colorful affair, but will give you a few
highlights of the evening
Top-spot for originality went to Adrian,
to

TWObe

in half.

And a beautiful big close-up to Claudette Colbert, who witnessed the gateman's
act.
She denounced him so pronouncedly
that he fled into his cubby-hole office in
shame. Whereupon Miss Colbert led the
small boy into the studio and secured for
him not one, but several signatures.
long shot and noisy sound track to
Vanity Fair for publishing those un-lovely
offstage photographs of stars and stating
that such hideous portraits are common,
which they are not. The most beautiful
women in the world photograph badly when
poorly lighted, and Vanity Fair editors
should be aware of that.
lovely close-shot to Helen Hayes.
Unable to play in "One Sunday Afternoon," she recommended Frances Fuller,

RECENTLY,

if vv

—
—

from

it.

Mr. and Mrs. Donal<
->sts, and Joan 1
•

—
\
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PAIN MAKES

YOU LOOK OLD
now say
—
PAIN
of
congestion
attended by
scientist s

is

Science discovers that pain actually ages and permanently
disfigures

— "Grin

given, to

women who

the tiny blood vessels and
their feeders, called capillaries.

These supply nourishing blood
to the nerve endings and tiny

and bear

— no

relief

combats

this

ISN'T WELL
AND THE LINES
IN HER FACE

SHE

!

SHE LOOKS

SHOW

MUCH OLDER

creams or

cosmetics can conceal the pain wrinkles which

New

WITH MARY

worst advice ever

it," the

value their beauty

indelible lines of age.

\

WHATS WRONG

IT.'

become
danger.

muscles of your inner skin, preventing wrinkling and shriveling of your outer skin.

This

is

time your head aches: Tiny muscles contract like a clenched fist,

retarding the flow of blood and

—

—

tific

leasing fresh blood to your

tated nerve ends. \Tith lightning

80,000 nerve ends which con-

speed,

pain in your face and head.

Physicians commonly' use
the term "headache face"' in
describing the patient whose
beauty
pain.

is

marred by needless

Thus

it is

dangerous to

your beauty to merely

'"grin

Hexin

HEXIN COMBATS COLDS
cause of colds,

Hexin reby relaxa-

Now there is no

excuse for neg-

.

chance with old-fashioned tabscience has long

—

lecting pain
no excuse for
letting it rob you of your charm

—no

excuse for missing excit-

ing parties on account of

Modern

doctors

know

it.

that

MAKE
SLEEP

is

how

Hexin

is

hv ruin vour health and lower

j our efficiency by lying awake?

remarkably

acts with you.

ISNT

is

Make this

yourself.

Take

IT

AMAZING]

HOW FAST
HEXIN works?!

Hexin

2

IT

CERTAINLY IS.
IT NEVER.

AND

UPSETS MY
STOMACH EITHER

At once tense nerves start to
relax. At once Hexin starts to
combat your pain or distress.
You'll never know what quick
relief is until you try Hexin.
Insist on Hexin today at any
modern drug store. Nothing
else is "just as good". Or make
your personal test free by
mailing the coupon now.

causing artificial drowsiness.

is

it

any pain-

means anything

tablets with a glass of water.

vour tired nerves and gently

*HEXIN

one

{

test

not a hypnotic nor a narcotic

^

HER.

THIS TEST

test of

reliever that

rest.

soothe you to sleep.

HEXIN

The only

The next time sleep won't
come easily take 2 Hexin tablets with water. Let Hexin relax

HAVE STOPPED
HER HEADACHES
AND KEPT HER
LOOKING YOUNG

|

hour until a total of 6 or 7 have
been taken keeps a cold from
starting, or greatly relieves

nervousness or worry, interfere
w ith your

PAIN IS AGEING.

that has started.

SOUND

sleep

HEXIN would

SHE DOESN'T
REALIZE HOW

in favor

important to
vou in building up your energy.
Don't let cigarettes, coffee,

Sound

— by relaxa-

Most .people find that 1
Hexin tablet with water every

the stomach. Don't take a

AIDS

normal flow of blood.

alkaline (non-acid). It

tion.

not injure the heart nor upset

FEEL AND LOOK
YOUNG

is

distress safely

of Hexin.

HOW TO

re-

and reestab-

relieves the direct cause of cold-

tion. Its alkaline formula will

them

directly
re-

Hexin

encourage acidosis.

Modern

is

by

lishing the

simply drug your nerves and

since discarded

agree t hat

due to congestion. Hexin
laxing taut tissues

old-fashioned Jtablets which

lets.

all

lieves congestion safely

Don't confuse Hexin with

lines of age.

differ as to the

but

the resultant distress

the direct cause of your pain.*

and bear it". Each headache
you neglect etches wrinkles in
your face deeper and deeper
until thev become indelible

may

Doctors

gently removes

lieves pain safely

help you to
and soundly.

will

sleep naturally

irri-

causing pressure on the nearly

trol

Hexin

an amazing new scienformula relieves pain
quickly, safely and naturally by
relaxing tense muscles and reHexin"

what happens every

effective in relieving

women's periodic

pains.
WE DO CUB PART

HEXIN,
8

Modern Druggists Prefer HEXIN
Buy a box of HEXIN today. Ifyour drugshould not have it on hand, insist that
he order it. You can buy HEXIN in convenient tins containing 12 tablets and in
economical bottles of 50 and 100 tablets.
Don't let your druggist give you anything
6u£ HEXIN. Nothing else is "just as good'

I

I

Name

I

Address
Cily

so acid.

HEXIN— an

_

State

_

.J

—

alkaline formula was, theredeveloped for children originally. Its
action had to be gentle and safe. What's mild
enough for your child is better for you. But
don't be misled about the effectiveness of
HEXIN for adult use. The action of HEXIN
is immediate for children or adults.
fore,

_

_

—

—

Give us a formula
mothers asked
that
our children can take with safety. Give us a
relief for pain and fever that is milder and
better adapted to the delicate systems of
children than ordinary tablets so strong and

HEXIN, INC., 8 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
me a generous FREE sample of HEXIN.

Please mail

L

Inc.

SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

|

gist

Originally Developed for
Children

,
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Rome,
Sweet Rome!
Some

classic!

Eddie Cantor goes back to an-

cient times in the musical

"Roman

Scandals"

i.

A dark- eye d
ebony-haired

Grace Poggi, one
of the girls who
follows
Eddie's
advice, helps decorate the scene.

slave girl dances
her devotion to
the goddess Terpsichore.

Marcus Eddibus Cantorum of Rome
gathers a few of the local cuties
around him and sings them a new
lyric with an age-old idea.

Eddie
Just between us musicians?
prepares to warble a tune accompanied by no less a musician than the
great god Pan in person.

A

bit of

Romance language/

Ruth

Etting, celebrated torch singer, hears

a few torchy Words from David Manners, a young Roman noble, right.

These statuesque

maidens form
part of a living

frieze for the
Great Slave Market

in

"Roman

Scandals." Let's
hope Eddie kept
his

mind on
work!

his

:

:
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Love

Marie Dressier!

Look!

my

Continued from page 23
nine days, never talking to less than five
Once when she and General
thousand.
Pershing were speaking on the same plat-

form

"And

crowd cried

a frantically enthusiastic

"Pershing for President, Marie Dressier
!"
for Vice President
"If you go to the White House," she
And
said to Pershing, "I will go too."

.

.

last year's

wool!"

looks so

it

new!

out

.

.

.

.

she's smart

to use Ivory

Snow."

she adds, "I could see right then that his
He never seemed to
hopes were blasted.
take any interest in the nomination after
that

!"

When Marie was

but a kiddie she fell
save her dog from being
He had bitten a neighbor's child
who had ill-treated him. As the angry
townfolk approached the house to get the
animal, Marie climbed out of a secondstory window, and bounced unexpectedly
She
off a sloping roof onto the ground.
landed like a ton of lead and shook every
bone in her body, but held tightly to the

roof

off a
shot.

pup

to

-

,

,

'

'

,

Pretty badly shaken and bruised, she
nevertheless carried her pet to safety, and
hid him until she got him a home at a
distance where the law could
sufficient
not reach him.
And ever since then Marie has been
for the under-dog.
If there ever was a friend who faced a
blank wall, wondering if a doorway existed, it was always this great soul who

came

write the play, and it was sold.
She has stepped into the cast of several
plays only to find them doomed to failure.
After a few rehearsals and performances,
she changed them about and they became
roaring successes.
She has made fortunes and lost them
but the sheer great, fine quality of the
woman has always brought her back.
She has never failed a human soul whom
she knew to be worthy and who needed

Someone, some

help.

place,

has

always

leaned on Marie.
From childhood she realized what most
of us do not, that life is only worth the
living if you see the fun there is in it.
Instinctively she became a comedian to
lure folk away from their troubles and
make them laugh. The world has laughed
with her for over four decades but never
her.

She

is

the symbol of

all

we would

like

to be at three-score years.
Gallant,
afraid, and with head thrown back,

laughs because

it

is

unshe
better to laugh than

The great of the world have met her
many lands and paid her homage as an

M

but
arie found in them
friends.
She was never impressed
their greatness.
She found them
artist,

human.
John

"Indeed

it

fluffy

does. Using a soap

that only half-dissolves

is

when you can get an

instant

soap
Susy,

like Ivory

Snow.

and learn how

Sit

to

silly

Ivory

down,
wash

that $15 sweater of yours."

How
1

.

to

wash a sweater

Lay sweater on paper and

outline to

show

cut or draw

onlv

with
only

2. Then, make a generous lukewarm
Ivory suds. You can safely use enough
to make rich, big, fluffy suds because Ivory Snow is pure Ivory Soap and

Rockefeller,

Jr.,

won't hurt colors any more than pure
water.
3. Don't rub. A big fluffy Ivory Snow
suds saves rubbing. Cup the sweater in
your hands and squeeze suds through.
Two sudsings are better than one.

4. Rinse in 3 lukewarm waters of the
same temperature as your Snow suds.
Lukewarm, mind you, not warm. Ivory

Snow suds

rinse out easily.
in a towel for 5 minutes.

Roll sweater

Lay sweater on your paper pattern
pull back gently to size. Dry it flat
away from heat.
You'll thank Ivory Snow for being so

5.

pure, so quick-dissolving, so easy to rinse,
when you see your CLEAN, LOVELY,

on meeting

her said

"Do you know,

I used to sit in a Mllerv
you trirow a banana you
plucked from your hat. at the orchestra
!"

just

to

leader

keeps

SNOW

FLUFFY SWEATER!
D'.

Snow

size.

and

to cry.
in

by Mrs. Franklin/

to the rescue.

between engagements, she was puzzled
as to what she should do next, all she had
to hear was the tale of woe of a fellow
Imactor or actress to decide matters.
mediately her fertile mind thought up an
act for them to do and off they went
into vaudeville for a season.
If a playwright was up against it, not
knowing how to market his brain child,
Marie stepped into the picture, helped reIf,

at

Your woolies always look so
grand, Kay, Does Ivory Snow
make a difference?"

44

Xoo

% PURE

fluffy

woolens
fluffy

Inc.

!
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!
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Beauty Products on Paradewithout the "Ballyhoo"

By Katharine
Hartley
"Busy, dancing
must have

and arranged

in wave-like
rows, so they can penetrate to the under part of
your hair, and even to the
scalp.
It helps you have
the kind of softly shining
hair that makes dancing
partners snuggle closer

feet

their beauty
treatments, too!"

E time has

TH1

come,"
c
on
the calendar
ar says, "to talk
of C h r stmas

"An

things"

.

woman

is

and since a
always interested
.

in beauty,

/

won't

Gray Hair

let

treasures

.

.

my

youth, beauty

.

fun

hair steals your

Without metcy, gray
richest

spoil

.

.

.

deprives you of the admiration that

makes

adventure.

life a spirited

"Distinguished," your friends console
you, as gray hair opens the door to Heart-

break Age. But you can't hide from yourself that the "silver threads" are robbing

you of confidence, making you look and
feel years older than you should.
Hold

youth

fast to

Stop the thief of youth

!

NOTOX
hair,

is

a

new method of recoloring gray

scientific

strictly

.

.

.

undetectable!

It

never looks "artificial"! With Notox you can
overtake even those first gray strands, for its
clever shades blend perfectly with your natural
color. Instead of crusting the hair with a surface of dye as old-fashioned methods do,
Notox gently penetrates the shaft, and colors
your hair inside where nature does. Your hair
remains beautifully soft and lustrous . . and
.

even shade as permanently as
natural color. Wash, wave and sun it allyou like!

retains its lovely,

Ask any good
Notox.

And

see the actual

Notox

bottle. Resent

product exists.
any smart shop.

...
at

no

hairdresser for Inecto Rapid
warning ... be sure you

here's a

like

a substitute

You can buy Notox

•
SEND FOR FREE COPY

of the Inecto Rapid Notox

We

—

to your friend's complexion
Because Armand
either.

powder and rouge are

NOTOX

COLORS HAIR INSIDE
WH E RE NATURE DOES
•

.

.

."

on

—

—

—

It stimulates the circulation and is much more
effective than applying the
cream just with your fingers.

flat-

tering to all colorings and

Here's the reason.
is

The

a blend

You may wonder what

of shades, but so light and
fine in texture that it gives
a transparent finish, allowing the natural skin tints to
show through. The rouge,
too, is designed on the same
principle.
It is blood color
the true color of the skin
when it is naturally flushed

—

and rosy.

Armand

the tap-dancer at the top
of this page has to do
with remarks on beauty.
Well, just this. The stars
in

preparing a
number of other gift packages, and all of
them are within an easy price range. Some
of them are even less than a dollar. Is that
good news, or am I wrong!

When anybody asks me what to do about
improving her hair, my first question
always is, "Do you brush it?' Nine out of
plus a dozen
ten times, the answer is "no"
and one excuses for why
I

—

not

enough

to

hours

beautifying
your face bodies, too,
need pampering. One of
the simplest body beauty
treatments is to use perfumed Linit freely in
your bath.
It dissolves
in the water and makes
your skin feel soft as silk
;

say it before, and I'll
probably go on saying it
for years but the hair
must be brushed if you
want it to be healthy and

—

—

—

sfpend'

me

—

feet or just feet that stand

It's

you've heard

And when you

can buy a really good brush
such as the new ProphyStranzit
for very
lactic
excuse
there's
no
little
a brush,
for not having
and there's even less for
not using it
The Stranzit brush has a
distinctive new feature.
The bristles are wide-set

and
comfort treatments, too
whether they're dancing

around on the set all day.
Scholl lias proved himself a foot's
best friend
what with all his marvelous
products for the "tootsie-wootsies" the
powders, the heel pads, the arch braces, the
what-not. So when your feet are complaining, urge them on to the nearest counter
where you see Dr. Scholl's foot products
displayed.
It's truly the comfortable end
of a long, long trail
Dr.

it.

know

Hollywood have found

that feet need beauty

" There' s no excuse
for not owning a
good brush now!"

is

they don't do

Speaking of new things
the beauty market,

there's a new cream put
out by the makers of
Thine hand cream.
This one is a face
cream a "facial cleanser tonique," it's
called.
And in addition to cleansing thoroughly, it really refreshes and invigorates
the skin.
It's grand for quick cleansing
and toning, when you haven't the time for
a complete facial.
There is also the Thine Applicator
little rubber "mit" that fits
over your fingers for
applying' the cream and
gently massaging the face.

types.

beautiful.

C^/te/Jv C^ilapiJ

J

—

Oh,

will give you, too, the address of a
conveniently located beauty shop where you may have your
hair recolored with Notox.
Write Dept. 85, Sales Affiliates, Inc., 33 West 46th Street, New York.

Beauty Analysis!

it?

seen lots of Christmas beauty
packages but most of them are awYully
expensive, and not even very 'practical.
Here's the exception that proves the rule,
however a gift package from Armand,
consisting of powder, cream rouge, and
And
perfume,, that is very inexpensive.
j-ou don't have to worry
about matching the shades
of the powder and rouge
all

Armand powder
with Notox!

mand

not give her

something to enhance

We've

(

.

why

inexpensive gift
from Ar-

package

i

—

—

and smooth

"It cleanses and
tones up the skin at
the same time!"

as ivory.
Incidentally, if you'll use
Linit and then send the
package top, together
with 10c, to Linit, they'll
send you an attractive

perfume container
your purse.

for
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and Behold!

Edmund

Here's

Continued from page 30
wrong about his methods, his deand his general address.
"Acting, you know, is largely a matter
of timing.
It's pretty hard to gauge the
proper timing when you're performing for
what's

livery

benefit of a parboiled director, two
unimpressionable cameramen and a bunch
of juicers with no yen toward an appre-

the

For

ciation of art.

all

you know, as you

stand out there in front of the cameras
and do your stuff, you may be simply terrible
or you may be making a bum out
of Edwin Booth. It's when you're face to
face with a theatre full of people, and can
feel their response or lack of response, hear
their laughs or their silences, that you
know whether or not you're on the right

—

track.

"And that's why I recommend an occasional fling on the boards for any actor
six weeks or so behind the footlights
as a sort of testing ground for his art or
his racket, as the case may be."
While he was thus discoursing, Eddie
wriggled, shuffled and side-stepped into a
full-dress suit, complete with silk topperhis costume in the little comedy skit in
which the good burghers of Brooklyn were
to see and applaud the handsome cinematist
in the flesh.
With this resplendent outfit
went a sizeable revolver, his equipment as

—

irresistible gentleman crook who comes
to rob and remains to romance.
The entire ensemble was, in its way, an epitome
of Edmund Lowe's career on the screen, a
combination of the best features of two distinct types which he has proved himself an
expert at playing. For when you are not
palpitating to his screen exploits as a
dangerous flaunter of firearms ("I've toted
a gun in almost every one of
pictures,"
Eddie commented), then you are apt to
see him in a suave soup-and-fish role such
as he played in the recent "Her Bodyguard" and the current "Dinner at Eight."
"That's another thing about this acting

an

my

business," pointed out ace-high Lowe. "A
fellow ought to change his style every so
often.
People got to know me as Sergeant
Quirt in 'What Price Glory' and 'The

Cock-Eyed World.'

"

(And

he
immortal
characterization of that picturesque warlived

incidentally,

up to Laurence Stallings'

——

rior as ''the best
top sergeant that
ever destroyed a memorandum receipt.")
"But I figured that there was only a limited future in being a tough soldier all my
life, so I changed off to more polished roles
in pictures like 'The Spider' and 'Transatlantic'
And that's what I've aimed at doing right along.
Within the next few
months I'm going to make another of those
rough-and-tumble sagas with Vic McLaglen, called 'No More Women,' for
Paramount.
And if experience is any
guide, perhaps I'rn jjij^tjfied in hoping that
the fans will welcome me back in that familiar character especially after I've been

away from

it

for

some time."

Other pictures which the sought-after
Eddie has contracted to make in the near
future are

"Bombay

Mail," for Universal,

and "Between You and Me," for Paramount. He is also toying with the idea of
accepting the offer of Mr. Ray Kirkwood,
independent producer, to go to Africa on
location for a thriller which will probably
be known as "Hell Hounds." An attractive idea, thinks Ed, offering travel, adventure, and an environment so different
(in some respects) from Hollywood.

Between

his

definite

plans

for

future

MARIAN NIXON'S
soft as flowers.

TRY THIS! Hinds Cleansing Cream, by the
same makers. Delicate and light, liquefies

RKO's

instantly, floats

film,

hands are as

With Joel McCrea in
"A Chance At Heaven."

out dirt!

.

.

.

40c, 65c.
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pictures and his rather uncrystallized hopes
for a season on the Broadway stage, Eddie
often thinks, he confided, of pursuing a
hobby that has little to do with his actorial
exploits.
He is, as you probably know,
something of a pedant in his way, having
won in his student days the right to append
the learned initials A.B., A.M., to his name,
and having also held the distinction of being the youngest member of the faculty of
his alma mater, the University of Santa
Clara.
(Yes, Eddie was a college instrucHe never pursued his scholastic
tor!)
studies to the logical conclusion of taking
his degree as Doctor of Philosophy, however, for the temptations of a stage and
screen career veered him into other chan-

Joan

in every package!

But

lately the University has tendered
invitation to submit a
thesis for his Doctorate
a signal honor,
as he pointed out, for very rarely is any
scholar permitted to take his Doctor's de-

nels.

him the unusual

—

without undertaking the necessary
classroom study.
And some day, when
Eddie finds the time, he hopes to turn out
a sober thesis and win this crowning academic honor.
Which achievement one ardently hopes
gree

will

come

pass,

to

for

the

spectacle

of

Captain McLaglen being told where in the
blankety-blank he gets off at by Sergeant
Lowe, Ph.D., should be one of the most
exhilarating sights the screen has yet afforded.

Unmasks Hollywood
Continued from page 29

Lovely lustrous hair has a bewitching effect on men!
And after a Golden Glint Shampoo you can always be
sure your hair looks its. best— clean, radiant, full of tiny
dancing lights toned up with the least suggestion of
a tint!
Nobody will guess what you have done— but
they'll admire your beauty— will want to know "who
is that attractive girl
the one with the shining hair?"
25c at your dealers', or send coupon with 10c for sample.

—

J.

I

W. KOBI CO.

1

633 Rainier Ave., Dept. M, Seattle, Wash.
/ enclose 10c for sample of Golden Glint Shampoo.

Name
Address.

proclaimed him J:he white
critics
That brought the
of the legitimate.
Hollywood bid.
Franchot was anxious to oblige when he

brow

State

City

Color of

my

theatre organization in Greenwich Village
to allow me to illustrate how well I could
I
enact the lead in their first production.
read the part with profound confidence.
They rewarded me with a supporting role.
"It was a hectic but stimulating existence
from then on. Good plays and bad ones,
strong parts and poor ones. Finally I got
into Katharine Cornell's 'The Age of InThis success launched him
nocence.' "
in a series of juvenile leads and the ^jigh-

hope

hair:

M-G-M.

But he had no susmovie-making was going to
Everything had been combe complex.
Despite the
paratively smooth sailing.
pavement pounding he was never broke.
reported to
picion

He

that

found that there are all sorts
Hollywood and that sign-

soon

of problems in
ing a contract

He

SKIN ERUPTIONS
NEED NOT WORRY YOU
eczema, itching, burning skin, undue
minor rashes and scaly scalps are no
longer necessary when relief is so simple. Poslam
will show what it will do for you in one application. Just apply at night and note improvePimples,
redness,

ment next morning.

we

JUST TO PROVE

IT

send you a test package FREE.
Simply send your name- and address to;
POSLAM CO. Desk 6-V, 254 W. 54th St.
New York, N. Y.
will

is

determined

only half the battle.
to play a lone hand.

Silence couldn't get him into trouble. And
so our first conception of him was that
he was aloof.
The advice of one who is at the top, of
one who has learned the ropes by often
bitter experience, has been an invaluable
Ability can mean nothing in pictures
aid.
if you don't know the tricks of the trade.
Unless it is properly exploited.
"This is where Joan's counsel came in,"
(We were introFranchot said to me.
I'd
duced over the telephone, by the way
called Joan and he happened to be at her
house.
So she did the honors by remote
!

control.

on the

Y<3U can get Poslam at any drug store, 50c.

Later

I

took

to

visiting

them

sets.)

"In every business there are people

who

must be pleased .if one wishes to be looked
Powers behind the
upon with favor.
thrones, too.
Joan intimated who was
who in Hollywood." And, of course, she
sponsored him socially.
Probably the most noticeable change she
affected in him was in his viewpoint towards publicity.

FACE LIFTING WITHOUT SURGERY— USE
B. & P. ERADICATORS AND FROWNERS

GLORIOUS youth and beauty of face restored!
Unsightly wrinkles and facial creases erased!
Worry-aged faces remade and inspired with new
ife and vigor!
No knife, no danger, no inconvenience, no costly operation! Makes you appear many years younger. Especially used by
stage, screen and society women, or artists mak-

I

ing public appearance. Simple, easy to use
day or night. Start now. Ask your drug or dept.
store for B. & P. Eradicators and Frowners. 65c
and $1 boxes.
The B. & P. Company (Two Women)
P. O. Box 2632
Cleveland, Ohio

"On

the stage it is a negligible factor.
posing for portraits and autographing books for fans was a form of
At premieres I used to
exhibitionism.
I'd
blush violently when noticed and
scribble my name in the fans' books so
fast I scarcely knew what I was doing.
"Joan showed me how wrong I was.
She convinced me that a picture player
is not making a fool of himself when he
She
acknowledges the public's curiosity.
believes one should be very grateful to
the fans for their approval. I agree now
that I've reasoned it out.
"I remember my first Mayfair Club
news photogparty at the Biltmore.
I

felt that

A

Here's Rosalie Roy, one of the
Warner chorines, and an added
reason for looking forward to
that musical extravaganza,
"Footlight Parade."

rapher snapped a group shot of Joan
and Doug, Jr., the Irving Thalbergs and
the Leslie Howards and myself.
I carer
fully stood so that my head would be completely hidden by Leslie'*!"
The lessons in showmanship have
modulated his reserve. He still lacks the
spectacular quality which big stars have,
but it can be developed since he is no
longer inhibited by self-consciousness. He
is endeavoring to discover just what kind
of publicity

"When

is

best.

how writers have badgered
Joan, particularly when she announced her
separation from Doug, I shudder at the
dangers one can encounter by being too
!"
kind to the press
Franchot has moved in from the beach
to Brentwood, a few blocks from Joan.
The set decorator who fixed that delightful barn-house for Alice Brady in "When
I see

!

December 1933

for

71

Ladies Meet" supervised the furnishing
(With some sugof the new Tone home.
The chief feature
gestions from Joan!)
is a beautiful all-white bedroom, designed
Franchot anticipates a
for his mother.
visit from her shortly, having forwarded
pictures of the room to Niagara Falls.
There are many details of the actual
camera work which he has had to master,
and on which Joan helped him.
"My gestures were quicker than they
should be for the screen and Joan slowed
me down. Then the speed with which
It is diffiscenes are taken confused me.
cult to rise to a climax with no preliminaries, as we have on the stage.
"I noted that whenever Joan loses the
mood of a scene she stops and begins anew.
Naturally, she'd be a mechanism if she
did otherwise. I might expose my secret
On occasions when I realize I'm not getting
the correct mood I pretend to forget a
line.

:

They have

stop.

to

Only a

star

some pretext!"
Joan's generosity towards her fellow
He had
actors was a revelation to him.
been warned that every movie star was
for self, and heaven rescue the rest of the
rates ceasing without

1

a

silly

generalization," Fran-

"Joan is
She wants each person

chot declares.

She told
stealers.

him how

to

fair to everyone.
to do his best."

deal

with

scene-

;
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"An actor may maneuver around so that
you are 'backed up,' as they describe it.
He emerges full-face to the camera and
you have only a profile showing. Joan
recommended that if such a situation arose
I turn my back completely to the camera.
Then the director would have to give me
a close-up to see what the heck I was expressing on my face!
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recent picture the leading lady
do me dirt exactly in this manner.
followed through quite successfully with

"In a

tried to
I

!"

Joan's advice
On the stage the stars leave the wardrobe items to those who are paid to atFranchot learned
tend to the costuming.
from watching Joan that a wise star
wouldn't dream of overlooking his or her

ake

equal *3
fighting colds

clothes.

At first he was in a daze with the Hollywood custom of rushing one into a part
without

consulting

the

actor

about

it.

Everyone knows before the player, in contrast to the legitimate where one may
That
pick at leisure the suitable roles.
Joan has proffered opinions as to which
are "building" parts is not to be doubted.
And I'm going to quote Joan. Though
she has been interviewed numberless times
That is beshe is always vivid copy.
cause she is a thinker as well as a doer,
because she is ever progressing, ever living.

"From all appearances Franchot is the
most indifferent person in the world," Joan
began as we sat in her portable dressingroom on the "Dancing Lady" set. She
was adorable in a demure Swiss costume,
Patiently she
topped by a flaxen wig.
braided the long yellow hair into two coy
pigtails and tied san j~& bright blue bow
as the finishing touch.
The fancy effects
were for a Broadway revue number in the
picture.

"Then you begin your scene with him
and are astounded to find you are working
with the keenest of actors.
Technically,
he is perfect. He knows how to express
every kind of feeling instantly!
"I have no technique at dl myself. I'm
all emotion and when I cry, for instance,
I keep on until I'm cried out.
I'd give
anything to be as skilled in acting as he
is.
But ^ he learned his technique on the
stage an'd you can't develop any in films.
"Franchot has fascinated me with his
accounts of the theatre. My greatest de-

—

$1

The average cold lasted 5 days. Pepsodent cut that
time in half. And remember, $1 worth of Pepsodent
equals $3 worth of other leading mouth antiseptics.
""VT'ES," you say, "Pepsodent Antiseptic is 3 times more powerful in
killing germs. But what does that mean
in fighting colds?" Here is the striking
answer based on 500 human tests.

X

3 noteworthy results
months last winter one group

For 5
of people gargled twice a day with
Pepsodent Antiseptic mixed with water.
Other groups gargled with other leading mouth washes or just plain salt and

Here is the result
50% more of those who gargled with
Pepsodent had no colds all winter.

water.
1

.

Colds lasted only half the time
among Pepsodent users.
3. Pepsodent users caught fewer colds.
Those are the facts. Intelligent people
will be quick to benefit by what they
2.

Here is clear-cut proof of jrhe
extra protection Pepsodent Antiseptic
offers you in winter time.

teach.

Only 2 kinds of antiseptics
There are two kinds of leading mouth
antiseptics.

One kind

when mixed with

—

cannot kill germs
water. The other kind

—

Pepsodent Antiseptic
does kill
germs in 10 seconds even when mixed

—

with 2 parts of water.
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That's
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gives you 3 times as much for your
far
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SAFE

Here's One

Way To

Lose

FAT

—Prescribed By Doctors—

Maurice enters the heartache-healing business.' This still from "The
Way to Love" shows him with a new leading lady none other than Ann
Dvorak, whose exotic beauty is well suited to the gypsy role she assumes

—

here.

now is to act with the famous Group
Theatre in New York, the organization
with which he played. They take time to
analyze every character, to study everything pertaining to drama."
And speaking of analyzing 'reminded
Joan that Franchot is the most logical
man she has ever known.
"He has taught me to curb relying upon
my, intuition. If someone hurts him he
doesn't lose his temper.
He sits in a corWhen
ner quietly and reasons out why.
people have said sarcastic things to or
But he has shown
about me I've cried.
me that they must have had a motive for
And when you search for
being mean.
it you recognize their purpose and aren't
sire

unattractive — not

9

when

Don't stay fat and
it's so easy and safe to get rid of double chins,
ugly hip-fat and rolls of unattractive fat on
waist and bust
At the same time you can build up more
energy and strength increase vitality feel
and look younger and keep free from headaches, indigestion, acidity, gas and shortness
of breath simply take a half teaspoonful of
Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot' water first
thing every morning.

9

—

—
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An 85c jar lasts 4 weeks and is sold by
druggists the world over. Make sure you get
Kruschen, the SAFE,
way to reduce
safeguard your health
refuse cheap
imitations.
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Write E. Griffiths Hughes, Inc.,
Dept. S - 2 Rochester, N.Y., for new
book giving complete details of Kruschen
Treatment also precious aids for obtaining
youthful beauty.
.

•
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KRUSCHEN salts

hurt."
I

asked her what his foremost charac-

and she replied sincerity and
may be imagined that his
wealth of academic and stage atmosphere
strikes
a hitherto untouched chord in
Joan's heart. Doug, Jr. thrilled her when
she was impressed by superficial glory.

teristics are

honest)-.

It

Franchot

stands

for

maturity,

conserva-

tive achievement.
"It's not true that I'm easily influenced,"
Joan added, denying the many articles

which have painted her as swayed by her
environment.
"The friendship of people

and respect indirectly affects me
the better, I hope
But I have to
like them a lot to value their prescriptions.
"I have learned peace of mind from
Franchot," Joan concluded as an assistant
director called her to work.
"He has
taught me to have faith in my own judgment. And, oh yes he reads aloud to me
All the grandest plays and 'Alice in
I

trust

— for

!

—

Wonderland.'

I'd

—

never read

!"
it

"Maybe you

are falling in love, Joan?"
"Ah-ha !" she rallied back. "You want
Well, I refer
the lowdown. don't you?
you to Carlyle who said something about
love being the embroidery of the imagina!"
tion upon the stuff of nature
Joan may be ambitious, but she is the
eternal woman at heart.
She couldn't be
so exciting if she led an ordinary life.

Lilians Life Story
Continued from page 20
the
Isles

Harvey family departed the British
and embarked on what was intended

to be a glorious holiday
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on the Continent.

Fortune, good or ill, guided them to Germany.
Gay, happy, comfortably wealthy,
the little family was bent on a vacation
that was to have extended over the summer months.
The}' were in Berlin when the black
cloud of war appeared on the horizon, and
with a suddenness that was bewildering,
the cloud swept across the sky of all EuBefore the Harveys could realize
rope.
what was taking place, England and
Germany were in a state of war, and all
English subjects within German boundNo boats
aries were forced to remain.
were crossing the channel no foreigners
were permitted to cross the border lines.
The five Harveys were suddenly zvar
prisoners in Germany!
"I was too young to understand war,"
"I only remember hordes of
Lilian says.
;

men
I
I

bayonets and steel helmets,

parading the

The beat of drums, the
bugles and the constant thud of

streets of Berlin.

blare of

marching feet went on endlessly.
"Weeks went by, and weeks turned ''into
months, and months into years stark,
horrible years they must have been, even
though I could not quite realize their horror.
My parents and other English people were kept in Germany until their fates
could be decided.
We were not treated
as prisoners, but our liberties were curtailed.
There was the constant feeling of
confinement; of being watched; of every
movement being checked and rechecked
by government spies and officials."
Lilian was sent to a German school, but
schools there were different from her own

—

English educational institutions.

many, the boys
separate

tomed

classes.

In Gerand the girls attended
So little Lilie, accus-

associating with boys, was ab• uu girls
ruptly forced to
Of course, she evaded tnis strict school
often as possible.
edict as
She often
sneaked away from the gil
gfeygrouhds
to

—

—
December

for

19

3 3
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and joined the boys. Occasionally she was
caught, and that called for punishment
and reports to her parents.
One day the pupils were instructed to
bringto their classes some articles of
clothing to be sent to the German Red
Lilian brought knitted sox and a
Cross.
sweater, and she was given a small box
into which to pack her presents. The class
teacher then went from pupil to pupil,
showing each the proper way to pack
their articles for shipping.
On the top of Lilian's box was a picture of Kaiser Wilhelm, but to the little

ROMANCE

NVITE
Ijf

Izeeprn^ that sxJwol^diL complexion.

English girl, he was unknown.
She saw
only a man with a great mustache and a
beard.
Childlike, she also saw room for
improvement, so she employed her pencil
industriously.
When the teacher reached
Lilian's
desk, the child had given the
Kaiser's mustache a ludicrous upward tilt
that
into

transformed

Mack

a

the

Sennett

dignified

Emperor

comedian.

The teacher was horrified. Here was
treason an English girl who dared to mar
the picture of the Kaiser.
Excitedly, she
seized the box and hid the retouched picture beneath the folds of her dress, that
other pupils might not see the shameful
results of Lilian's artistry.
Then she led
her culprit before the school principal.
Fortunately, that dignitary was wise
enough to realize that Lilian was far too
young to know what she had done.
She
talked to her kindly, then sent her back to
her classroom. But from that day, Lilian
suffered a mortal dread of her teachers.
This fear soon possessed Lilian's physical
body.
The fire left her eyes; the color
left her checks.
Her health grew gradually worse.
Further complicating her condition, food became scarce and everybody
was forced to go on strict, and skimpy war
rations.
The Harvey table lacked even
the scantiest delicacy the daily menu consisted of potatoes and a foodstuff that
Lilian now describes as "little more than
;

;

weeds.'"

"A few months after the incident at
school, my mother realized that
condition was dangerous," Miss Harvey now
recalls.
"My illness threatened to transform itself into consumption.
Mother
knew that I would not live if I had to remain in Germany, and she turned heaven
and earth to gain permission to send me
to another country.
"Even so, she might have failed for
war measures are cruel and heartless
had not she learned of the death of a
young German boy who was to have been
sent to a health camp in Switzerland. She
went to an official, and by pleading and
adding a bribe to her pleas, she managed
to get me into Switzerland in the place
I crossed the Germanof the dead lad.

my

—

Switzerland

border disguised as a boy."
Lilian liked Switzerland.
She made her
ho*ne there with an aunt, her mother's
sister.
Once freed of German restrictions
and the fear of German teachers, she
bloomed into health again. Soon she was
playing just as she had played in her
earlier London childhood.
As she grew
into her 'teens,'- she^learned to ice. skate and

BIRTHDAYS

may be forgotten, years need
not really count when skin retains the
radiant bloom of youth. And daily care with
the soap of youth
Palmolive
helps to keep
that schoolgirl complexion.

—

Palmolive is made from a blend of youthgiving oils, the oils of olive and palm. That
blend accounts for Palmolive's supremacy in
keeping skin young and lovely.
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-minute beauty treatment:
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your hands; rinse with warm
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the confidence of youth— youth
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this 2
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freeing them of impurities, leaving skin soft,
smooth, gloriously clear and fresh. Olive oil
gives that soft, rich green color, too
a color
that assures you of natural purity and safety.

Wf5

—

.

She climbed snow-capped mountains, and finally she crowned her glory
by scaling the peak of the famous Jungto_ ski.

frau, then the goal of mountain-climbers
from every part of the world.
About this period of her life, Lilian
developed a yearning to dance. Her aunt,
kindly but regarding dancing as a branch
of the stage and therefore something to
be avoided, would not allow the child to
study ballet.
So Lilian schemed, and
from her scheming she hatched a clever

Remember, into each cake
of Palmolive Soap goes an

abundance of olive
ture's greatest

oil, nabeauty aid.

PALMOLIVE...

plot.

At
with
chest.

began to sit at her desk
shoulders
and drawn-in
teachers regarded her closely,

school, she

slumped

The

soup o| Xjoutn

!
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smallness,
conferred
pitiful
her
themselves, and then advised her
aunt to permit the child to add gymnastics
The aunt, frightened into
to her studies.
a belief that Lilian's health was none too
good, acquiesced. Thus did Miss Harvey
gymnastics,
included
which
undertake
outdoor and ballet dancing.
After the Armistice, Lilian returned to
her mother, who had meanwhile been divorced from her father. Lilian never saw
him again. In Berlin, she continued to
study dancing under the expert tutelage
of Alary Zimmerman of the Berlin Opera
House, but still she harbored no plans
for a professional career.
"They did not teach dancing with kindness," Lilian says.
"I was slapped and
childhood
dancing.
bullied
into
dreams evaporated instead of being play,
found the study of dancing was toilI
some, heart-breaking work.
"Pupils were seldom praised for their
efforts. I would end a hard day's practice
with, 'There.
I
achieved much today.'
teacher would retort, 'You are terrible
Be here at nine o'clock tomorrow mornYou'll never be
ing for more practice.
good, my child.'
"But Mary Zimmerman was kind to
me.
She taught me so much, and now
I am enormously grateful for those backbreaking days."
Miss Harvey's first public appearance as
a dancer occurred in Berlin, when she
interpreted at the Berlin Opera House,
the music of Klingzvorth-Schanvetikctfcial.
The following day she received an amazing ovation from public and press, and for
the first time ambition budded in her
heart and mind.
She approached her mother with a plan
to become a professional dancer, but Mrs.
Harvey firmly retorted that no daughter
of hers should ever go on the stage, thus
proving that what has heretofore been
regarded as a good old American custom
is really world-wide.
Lilian
immediately
ran
away from
home. On advice of Mary Zimmerman,
she fled to Vienna.
In that city she
joined a ballet chorus, and almost at once
she made her debut at the Ronacher Theaaccident octre.
It was here than an
curred which eventually lifted her out of
the theatre and deposited her bodily in a
motion picture studio.
"We were performing before a distinguished audience one evening," Lilian
barkens back over the years, "and I was
excited. During the midst of a dance, I
stumbled from the stage and fell into the
orchestra pit.
Luckily for my bones, I
landed with a resounding boom not written into the musical score on the bass

noted

V G N Y
I
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feller"
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at $1.00

among

begun.
However, studio officials decided
that she showed promise, so they gave
her a new opportunity in a production
titled "The Wild Lola."
That motion picture proved to be another turning point in her life.
She was
an instantaneous success. Her fame spread
to England, and she was invited to visit
London and make a personal appearance
with the presentation of her picture. She
met the Prince of Wr.ks, and was consequently feted in the very same Alexandra
Palace that once she dreamed about from
a treetop on a nearby hill.
Miss Harvey remained in England long
enough to make a single picture, "One
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drum.
"It

happened so quickly

One

!

instant

was dancing on the stage the next second I was half-buried inside the great
I

for 16-page illustrated
booklet. Explains simple but scientific method of removing these ugly growths and warts.
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Hollywood world's beauty centers. Quick Safe
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my

failure."
Lilian's tumble was also her good
fortune.
As she sat or lay, or whatever
her position may be termed in the bass

But

Day- Long Beauty

l

my

head, arms, and legs protruding
ridiculously into the air.
I was so astonished that at the moment I was not
ashamed, though later I cried at length

,

Keeler,

leading

song-

and-dance star in "Footlight
Parade,''' shows you her idea
of how a little white kitten
would do a tap-dance.

;

drum,

SENT FREE — Write

Ruby

—

—

drum, her pert face and ludicrous expression so amused Robert Land, a motion
picture director seated in the front row,
that he at once conceived the idea of embodying the incident in a screen story.
Furthermore, he decided that the little
chorus girl should fulfill on the screen
the role she accidentally plaved in real
life.

Lilian was sixteen years of age at the
time she appeared in her first motion picture, "The Curse."
The title fitted the
picture, which was so bad that Lilian's
career almost ended as abruptly as it had

Night

in

London," and again her

brilliant

personality and indisputable talent sparkled
lrom the celluloid like the Evening Star in
an inky-blue sky. She became the toast of
all
Europe overnight.
Thus it would
appear that movie fame happens as suddenly and completely in Europe as it
does in America, for certainly no Hollywood Cinderel!a-story surpasses Lilian's
quick transition from the near-consumptive
girl who fled war-bound Germany, only to
return a few years later to be entertained
and honored by royalty.
It seems strange, perhaps, that in her
biography to date, there is no hint of

romance.

There can be no mention where

there zvas no romance.
Lilian liked masculine companionship.
She enjoyed the
games and sports of masculine companions.

But no thought of romance entered her
She worked long hours, and she
was still only seventeen years of age when
she returned to Germanv.

mincl.

!

December

for

Then,

play

too,

life

19
is

—

—
75

5 5

much

stricter

in

There is little
in America.
Lilian says, for the younger

Germany than

social life,
Open houses,
people.

DON'T BE

where friends may

unannounced, are a popular form,
of entertaining in Hollywood and other
cities of the United States, but are almost
unheard-of in Europe. Over there, friends
do drop in, but they never fail to telephone
in advance to make certain that their presdrop

ence

in

is

Not

desired.
until she

returned

in

triumph

SKINNY
MY SECRET

HERE'S

to

Berlin did Miss Harvey meet a man whom
she regarded as anything more than a
friend.

That

was when

into her

NEW WAY ADDS

came

German stage and screen
and he ranks among his country's

Fritsch
star,

Fritsch

Willie

life.
is

a

most popular entertainers. He has never
come to America, Miss Harvey says, be-

5 to 15 POUNDS
in a few weeks!

cause until recently he has not troubled to
master the English language.
"He talks broken English, like Maurice
Chevalier," laughs Lilian, "but Wilhelm is
much worse than Maurice."
Soon after she met Fritsch, Miss Harvey changed his name. She does not like
Willie, which happens to be his christened

name, so she

changed that

to

Thousands who were once skinny
Praise quick way to get lovely
curves

Wilhelm,

because Fritsch's birth date is the same as
the Kaiser Wilhelm's not the same year,
of course, but the same day and month.
Now, she says, people believe Fritsch's

—

name

Wilhelm, and that \A illie is
only a nickname.
In Berlin, Lilian signed a contract with
Germany's most important film company,
Ufa.
Then, for the first time, she was
given her own dressing room.
"It seemed like a palace," she says.
"I
had my own bathroom. I had my own
hairdresser. I had my own wardrobe girl.
My own maid. My own shoemaker.
Sometimes I even had my own way! But
real

Why

—

Taxi,"

"Congress

WISH
HAD YOUR

"The

Fair

—one after an-

other her starring pictures swept Europe.
Several of them invaded even America
Miss Harvey made every motion picturein three languages
German, French, and
English.
Her versatility with languages
simplified
production problems for her
studio.
There were always three complete
casts, with one role in each left open for
herself, on every set.
Scenes were first
made with the German cast. Then Miss
Harvey played the same scenes with the
French cast.
Finally, she went through
the exact routines with an English cast.
Naturally, the work was gruelling, for
actually she was .constantly starring in
three pictures simultaneously.
Her hours
were long often she worked from seven
o'clock in the morning until far past midnight.
Still, she rarely complained, for in
addition to ambition, she possesses a tremendous supply of nervous energy; she
can work amazingly long hours without
showing signs of weariness.
Her second return to London proved to
be the rnrtct rrlnrimiQ fp^v weeks of hex
life.
On her firsl x>urriey to that city
after her Vienna tikn, "The Wild Lo'la"

—

;
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ashamed of your
STOP being
—

;

having people

figure

call

j

you "skinny", and losing your
chances of making friends on

j

that account. Here's a new,
quick, easy treatment that is
giving thousands solid, healthy
flesh and attractive curves
in
just a jew weeks!

As you know,

doctors for
years have prescribed yeast to
build up health for rundown

—

Dances,"

Dream," "The Love Waltz"

vital health !

1
1

is

that was not often.
In Germany, direcIn Hollywood, stars
tors are the bosses.
are often more important than their directors.
That is not true in Germany; there
the director's word is law."
She rented a house in Berlin. It was
the first home, except for the houses she
occupied as a child with her parents, that
Lilian had ever possessed, and she was
completely happy.
not ?
She had
her work, she had success and she had
her first love, Willie pardon, Wilhelm
Fritsch.
Crowning her happiness, her motion picture vehicles were successful from the very
first.
"Crazy Mazie," "The Girl in the

and

men and women. But now with
this new
far greater tonic results

Posed by professional models

the strong, well-built person. So begin at

once to get back the healthy flesh you
need.

Do it

discovery you can get

—

—

shorter time.

Not only are thousands quickly gaining
beauty-bringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, freedom from indigestion and
constipation, strong nerves, new pep.
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This amazing new product, Ironized Yeast,
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—

yeast known— which by a new process is
concentrated 7 times— made 7 times more
powerful.

But that is not all! This marvelous,
health-building yeast is then ironized with
3 special kinds of iron which strengthen the
blood, add abounding pep.

Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast,
watch ugly, gawky angles fill out, flat chest
develop and skinny limbs round out attractively. And with this will come a radiantly
you're an entirely
clear skin, new health
new

—

person.

Skinniness dangerous
n tha
:

are far

kinny, anemic, nervliable to serious
l
ing diseases than

more

it

is loo late.

Results guaranteed

than with ordi-

regain health, and in addition
nary yeast
and in a jar
put on pounds of solid flesh

bejore

No

matter how skinny and weak you
be, this marvelous new Ironized
Yeast should build you up in a few short
weeks as it has thousands of others. So
successful has it been in even hopeless

may

cases that it is positively guaranteed. If
you are not delighted with the results of
the very first package, your money instantly refunded.

Only be sure you get genuine Ironized
Yeast, not some imitation that cannot
give the same results. Insist on the genuine with "IY" stamped on each tablet.

Special

To

start

right

you building up your health

away,

FREE

FREE offer!

we make

this

absolutely

Purchase a package of
Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal
on the box and mail it to us with a clipping of this paragraph. We will send you
a fascinating new book on health, "New
Facts About Your Body", by a wellknown authority. Remember, results are
guaranteed with the
very first package
or
offer.
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rejunded. At all
druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Dept.. 2612, Atlanta, Georgia.
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..A LOVELY
m
^§P? COMPLEXION

,

that nothing will

Would you

A

complexion that won't come
a radiant color all your

—
own?
off

4P£tyt

remove

like a lovely skin?

constipation

It

the

is

cause

of your troubles give
your system the little calcium
that it needs
and note the
immediate improvement.
Stuart's Calcium Wafers help Nature to quickly
rid the system of impurities and poisonous wastes
that cause pimples, blotches, acne and other skin
blemishes. A week-end's use will frequently work
a wondrous change. From the very first day you

—

should see and feel the difference.
Clear, satin-smooth skin
Bright, sparkling eyes
Nails and hair alive and glossy
free from faults
with sound growth! And a warm flush of natural
color radiating from within
refreshingly lovely
color that no rouge can imitate, and nothing can
remove. Try them this week-end.
1

I

—

STUART'S CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES: 10c and 60c

—

1
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|

A sample package sufficient to prove the value to
you of Stuart's Calcium Wafers will be sent to you.
if you mail this coupon to the Stuart Co., Dept. 30-E,
Marshall, Mich.
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No American

was ever given a
homecoming than was
accorded Miss Harvey on the occasion of
Banners hung
her second visit home.
from theatres and stores. Parades were
more

J

^JTown

'

—

half-frightened Lilian Harvey whose heart
was so full that she dared not talk lest
she burst into sobs.

"And can you guess what I did as soon
away from the
I was able to steal

crowds

?"

Lilian

confides.

"I

went back

those handsome courts, and that I would
be recognized and welcomed.
At last I

clambered down, and
a very

lovely

gown

I

managed

before

I

to

ground. I didn't mind the dress I would
not have cared if I had ruined a dozen
;

gowns.
That secret trip
was worth much to me."

to

the

treetop

Soon after her return to the Ufa studios
Berlin, Lilian was offered a contract
to go to Hollywood and star in pictures
for the Fox Film Company.
She thought
in

she owed first allegiance to Ufa,
therefore she took the proffered contract
to that company's executives and placed
before them.
it
that

"Here
want

an American offer," she said.
go to Hollywood, but if you
meet these American terms, I will remain
here with you."
Then she departed, leaving the execu"I

is

to

what they could do. A few
Miss Harvey was enacting
scenes before a camera when she heard
a newspaper boy crying:
tives to decide

hours

later,

"LILIAN

HARVEY SIGNS TO GO

TO HOLLYWOOD."

Until she purchased a newspaper and
read that Ufa executives had failed to
meet the American terms, and that her
agents had signed the Hollywood contract.
Lilian was not aware that she would ever

when

leave Germany.

I

was a

child.

'

remained in that tree for a long,
long time, and once again I peered over
the wall into Alexandra Palace', but this
time I knew that I could walk right ffrito

Next month Lilian tells of her Hollywood experiences in the second instalment
of

her

colorful

life

story,

exclusive

S GREENLAND.
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tear

reached the

to my old neighborhood, where as a little
girl I had walked fences and shinned up
trees.
I've never told this before, but I
climbed to the top of the very tree in
which I had spent so many happy hours
"I

DEVELOP vour FORM

star

spectacular

arranged in her honor. Royalty, society,
theatredom greeted her and feted her.
Newspapers and magazines blazed with
headlines and highly painted adjectives.
Homecoming-week was holiday-week in
London, and at the head of every procession
rode -a demure, tiny, blonde girl with shinan awed, happy,
ing, tear-dimmed eyes

as

FREE SAMPLE COUPON

.

fame at that time did not approach
the glory that was hers following the long
Her pictures
series of Ufa successes.
were leading those of all other stars at
the box-office. In the most sweeping popularity contest held in Europe, her votes
totaled more than five-to-one over her
nearest competitor.
her

Trouble's brewing! And here's a striking studio picture showing how it's
brewed, in Paul Muni's forthcoming picture, "The World Changes."
Beyond the tangle of studio equipment, you can see Muni being menaced
by Douglas Dumbrill, while director Mervyn LeRoy watches. Note the
elaborate set of a Kansas City saloon-hotel.

to
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for
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Ask Me
By Miss Vee Dee
Bee S. In "Walls of Gold" from the
Kathleen Norris story, you will see another new face and a handsome one at that
Hal Boyer, who plays with Sally Eilers
Hal was born in
and Norman Foster.
Neuss, on the Rhine. He is 23 years old,
is 6 feet 2 inches tall, weighs 188 pounds
and has curly brown hair and grey-blue
eyes.
He came to America with his parents at the age of 10 years, learned to speak
English, finished his education at Northwestern University in 1932, played on the
Illinois A. C. water polo team and went

—

to the coast to try for the Olympic games
last summer and stayed to play with the

Pasadena

Community

and

Players,

now

on the screen.

for a try-out

U-Sed-It. With a name like that, you
Another screen find has
should go far.
been discovered! John Beal, who played
with Helen Hayes in "Another Language."
He is from the stage and will be a very
welcome addition to your list of screen
The beloved Louise Closser
favorites.
Hale, as Mom, made her final screen apFrankie Darro,
pearance in that film.
who played with James Cagney in "The

Mayor

of Hell,"

is

the

HOW

IS

I

REMOVE
A CORN

I

same Frankie who
many West-

played with Tom Tyler in so
ern pictures. Clever lad.

Katharine
Hepburn Fan.
new laurels with each new

winning

is

screen role.
She plays with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in

also in the movie
Katharine is Jo Marsh
and her "sisters" are Joan Bennett,. Jean
And now the
Parker, and Frances Dee.
greatest news of the year about Greta
None
Garbo and her new leading man
Do you rememother than John Gilbert.
ber when they starred together in "Flesh
and the Devil"?

"Morning Glory" and

"Little

Women."

THE PAIN

!

Luella M. I have some good news for
you about Alice White. She is scheduled
to play in two Universal pictures, "Kid
Alice
Gloves" and "Good Red Bricks."
was born on July 25, 1907, in Paterson,
N. J. Myrna Loy is 28 and Claudette
Claudette was born in
Colbert is 26.
She has very dark brown
Paris, France.
hair and eyes, is 5 feet 4 inches tall and
Her latest release
weighs 112 pounds.
is "Torch Singer," with Ricardo Cortez,
David Manners, Lyda Roberti, Florence
Claudette's
Roberts, and Baby LeRoy.
next will be "Four Frightened People,"
directed by Cecil DeMille.

"Z used

STOPS INSTANTLY!

"Mary Howard."
Lily Christine.

1. Soak foot for ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.

mover.

2. Apply Blue -Jay, centering pad directly over
the corn.

HOW BLUE-JAY WORKS:
A is the B & B medication that gently undermines the corn.

Screenland. Look out now
We may have one
any minute. Eric was born in New York
He is 5 feet 9
City on July 12, 1911.
inches tall, weighs 150 pounds, and has
!

picture

hn''*

"r.d
in

wc-i;

is

the

felt

pad that

re-

lieves the pressure, stops

pain at once.

C is the adhesive strip
that holds pad in place,
prevents slipping.

You will learn why millions of corn

have used Blue-Jay
with supreme satisfaction. Blue-Jay stops
the ache and pain instantly removes the
corn in 3 days, only occasionally needing
a second application.
Blue-Jay is safe, tried and provengentle in its action. It is the invention of
a noted scientist made for you by Bauer
& Black, the surgical dressing house whose
scientific products are used by doctors and
hospitals the world over.
sufferers for 35 years

—

—

Don't tolerate unsightly, painful corns.
Don't risk cutting or paring them, and
don't risk harsh, unscientific methods of

3. After three days, corn
is gone. Remove plaster,
soak foot ten minutes
in hot water, lift out
the corn. (Old, tough
corns may need a second

removal. Be kind to your feet. When a corn
appears, remove it at once with Blue-Jay.

application, because
Blue-Jay is mild and

25c at all druggists. Special sizes for bunions and calluses

its

action.)

FREE

BOOKLET

like a picture

of Eric Linden in every issue of

brow,

— before

tried Blue-Jay, the safe, scientific corn re-

gentle in

So you'd

corns

USE THIS SAFE METHOD

B

This department would
not be complete without loads of praise
In her next picture,
for Joan Crawford.
"Dancing Lady," she will have in her cast
Tone,
Frank
Franchot
Gable,
Clark
Morgan, Ted Healey, Winnie Lightner,
Florine McKinney, Arthur Jarrett, and
Fred Astaire, 'famous for his dancing in
Will Rogers has been
stage productions.
married to Betty Rogers, his first and only
Their pretty 18-yearwife, for 25 years.
old daughter Mary played a role in "My
Weakness" under the screen name of

Merry Maid.

my

I fully
Then
I discovered Blue-Jay, made by Bauer &
Black — and my corn troubles were over."
Yours, too, will be over once you have
to cut

realized the grave danger of infection.

brown

eyes.

1931.

He

Hp

began

—

"For

BLUE-JAY
BAUER & BLACKS SCIENTIFIC

Better Feet"
Contains helpful information for foot
sufferers. Also valuable exercises for foot health and beauty.
Address Bauer Black, '2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago. (Pasting this coupon on a government postcard will save postage.)

&
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Name
Street

'

has appeared
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Mae West tells How
"Get Your Man"

to

Continued from page 33
entrance

Resinol Helped

My Skin in 3 Days
"When

I

my

com-

question.

motor

For a free sample, and copy of skin
treatment booklet, write Resinol, Dept.
3-C, Baltimore, Maryland.

"A Woman may Harry

Whom She Likes!"
— said

Thackeray. This great
knew the power of women — better than most women
do. Men are helpless in the hands
author

'

such''

'

—

HIGH
BLOOD
PRESSURE
Quick
You Only Pay When
Relief, or

you

FREE

toms diminish and normal sleep returns within 3 days.
Contains no salts, physics, opiates or dope.
Safe with
any diet.
PAY NOTHING UNLESS GREATLY IM-

PROVED. Then send $1. If not your report cancels the
charge. Write Dr. Hayes Ass'n, 3136Coates, Kansas City, Mo.

Learn Public
Speaking
time

Overcome "stag-e- fright,"
selfconfidence, increase your salary, through

LIQUOR HABIT
FREE TRIAL

of Noxalco, a guaranteed harmless
food or drink to
Gin, Home Brew,
Wine, Moonshine, etc Your request for Free Trial brings
trial 6upply by return mail and full $2.00 treatment which
you may try under a 30 day refund guarantee. Try Noxalco
at our risk. ARLEE CO. Dept 105
BALTIMORE,

home treatment Can be given secretly in
anyone who drinks or craves Whiskey, Beer,

MQ

your* Marriage Forecast

As Told By Your Stars
Is the romance In store for you . . .
Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
What Is your luckiest
should you marry?
Send full birth-date with Dime and
day?
Stamped Return envelope for your Chart at

What

'

THURSTON,
Jatkson Blvd.

beauty.

Nevertheless,

pretty

are

looks

your major investment.
"Take stock. Is your skin the kind they
gotta touch? Your hair a crowning glory?

Your make-up

the

most

sort

flattering

?

your own fault, and funeral.
Acquired glamor is as good as being born
with beauty. If you have to deliberately
If

not

it's

Dept.C-16
"Chisago.

111.

Yoo-hoo, Max! If your ring
could only see you now!
Max Baer, famous heavyweight,

rivals

—

—

To which Mae

replies,

"Bunk

!

•

You

Your details degotta be smart, clever.
pend on the personality of the man you're
after.
No one is too high to reach for.
But to claim you can't succeed every time
Why, there are a million ways
is absurd.
It's a great study and
to make a man.
Take that rebuff, Peggy!
requires skill."
She paid no attention to the speed with
which we were effecting a Cook's Tour of

"Be

Available.

The very

first

thing

you gotta do is to promote yourself into
Get a job that'll have somehis company.
Or arrange so's
thin' to do with his.
Without his
you'll meet him regularly.
suspecting your plans, nat'rally.
"He may be dreaming of a fairy prinIn the
cess or mooning over a fiancee.
meantime, little you are there and familYou may have to
iarity breeds attempt.
Your type, your
alter your whole life.
they'll be declothes, your mannerisms
termined by the man. But you can't do a
thing 'till you're on the ground.

—

In my pictures I
Self-Sufficient.
plenty of propositioning, but you'll
I let
notice I lead 'em on and then halt.
the man I love conclude that I can be had,
and then I lay off. I am bored with his
That fetches 'em
enthusiasm.
"I don't,, 'put much faith in the giving-all
philosophy.
lover enjoys doing nice
deeds-.' Better than havin' you be sweet
He wants you to break down ar.-d
to him.

"Be

W.

—

declines to endorse a contemporary
When quizzed, Peggy
author and sage.
Hopkins Joyce who hasn't done badly
told me that women should be sensible
and admit they cannot attract any man.

for loving.

— 20 minutes
a
gain

North American Institute, Dept. 4439
Chicago, III.

20

it

"Be Beautiful. Men often marry homely women.
When you gotta love you
gotta love. Sex-appeal is more than mere

Mae

Mae was
town. Nor to the town.
happily launched on her infallible design

3601 Michigan Avenue,

OI>Ce

Well, do
next day give him the
him, yet don't ever get

in low.

the

ability to sway others by effective
speech.
Write now for free booklet.
How to Work Wonders With Words.

for

barely

mad moment.

the

Chase

caught at

if I didn't get my fortune
learned about love. (Theoretically.)
She doesn't agree with the Victorians.
Dickens, for instance, wrote, "Real love
is blind devotion, unquestioning self-humiliation, utter submission, trust and belief
against yourself and against the whole
world, giving up your whole heart' and
soul to the smiter."
In Mae's taunting eyes there was an unv
mistakable twinkle.
she proclaimed.
"That's swell, ideal !"
"But until it applies equally to men it's
Remember the drab,
a losin' proposition.
unappreciated lives those women led?
Clinging vines.
And it wasn't
Whew
long until they were patted on the head
and shuffled off to grind out their days
in drudgery.
"It was a man's world then and the
boys were smart enough to let the gals
do the submission and devotion act. Those
!"
days are gone forever
Jumping from one extreme to another,

Satisfied

suffer Eftjfii High Blood pressure,
dizziness,
ringing in the ears, can't sleep at nights, feel weak and
shaky, bad taste, nervous. If your heart pounds and you fear
a paralytic stroke, to demonstrate Dr. Hayes' prescription
we will send you postpaid, a regular $1 treatment on
absolutely
TRIAL.
While it is non-specific,
many cases report remarkably quick relief ; often symp-

Send

feet

And

once.
freeze.

can't live, without him, that

!

know how

powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secret9
of'Fascinating Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
Jaws of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood" an interesting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press, Dept. 86-M. 585 Kingsland Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

day.

My

(Silly
touched the

you

that

your one

he's

told, I

You will doubt-

Id spare

suggested
I wish

moan

Anyway, even

less find, as thousands of others have, that
this simple treatment can help you.

At home

He

our meeting.

—

*Natne oq Request. St. Louis, Mo.
Does your skin annoy or embarrass you?
Then get Resinol Ointment and Soap

If

car.

running-board !)
The suppressed desire that she might
order James-at-the-wheel to rush us up
to her apartment so I could glimpse her
"summer stuff" died prematurely as she
instructed him to drive just hither and
Which he did at break-neck speed,
yon.
With Mae I've no use
to my disgust.
for fancy drivin', like to see a chauffeur

(Signed)— Mrs. M. N."

have

imposing

suitably

go for a spin with Mae. Would
to take a ride with Miss West?

Now

of women who really
to handle them. You

her

I

plexion was a sight from pimples
and blackheads. I had a horrid,
muddy looking skin and when
I used powder it looked even
worse. After three days use of
the Resinol Ointment and Resinol Soap, I could see an improveall my friends tell
ment.
me how well my skin looks."

from any druggist today.

facilitate

to

decided to try Resinol

Soap and Ointment,

in

Mr. Timmony, her manager and reception committee, was standing on the curb

do

!

A

for his role in "The
Prizefighter and the Lady."

makes up
develop charm

in your face
you'll watch yourself closer,
portunities.

and

figure,

miss no op-

"Be Elemental. Pretense is a pain in
the neck to anybody.
And you're wise if
you recognize the fact that you can't fool
all the men all the time.
Someday you'll

—

slip up on your stunt
if you go puttin'
on an act and then you'll lose the interest

—

you've cultivated.
"Don't be afraid to be natural.
Be
naturally easy on the eyes and ears.
Improvement's right.
If its if/i-natural for
you to be poor, do something about it.

Make your way up

in

the world

!

But

bother with elegant poses or farfetched accents.
They scare men away.
I give 'em that intimate, elemental attitude and it never misses.
"Be Entertaining. Your boy friend's
chief reason for sharin' his time with you
is that he wants to be amused
put in a
happy frame of mind. Melancholy dames
are okay in the movies, where the photography gives 'em the mysterious glamor.
In real life they'd be flops.
"Every girl should be a swell dancer.
She ought to be able to
That's not hard.
Oh, Oh, yeh, I talk a lot. It
converse.
keeps up the suspense, you know
Well, if you're reduced to
"Cards?
playin' contract, I suppose you should be
But me, I find so
fresh on the rules.
don't

—

much

better

ways of

bein'

entertainin'

I

"iver play bridge.
"Let 'em figure out that you're too Mnart
to be given a runaround, and th<-n try

:

j

o

!

December

r

—

!
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Many's the evening
the old listening gag.
!'
I lisI've wanted to cry, 'Oh, shut up
tened, and they thought I was brilliant
"Be Feminine. Marlene Dietrich is my

Not because she wears
favorite actress.
In spite of 'em. I notice
pants, though.

when she vamps on
the screen. Dress as womanly as possible.
Accentuate your curves. Let your gowns

REDUCE

FAT

EXCESS

she climbs out of 'em

every

that

insinuate

meanin' all its own
"Don't drink or

corner has

little

smoke.

I

with the

a

and

Some

with drastic diets and
exhausting exercises is no longer necessary

"DEDUCE as your
*^ with the proven,

things, yes.

inent

You can judge

You

better and be better.
You will
fashionable and famous patients have built a
reputation for Dr. McCaskey that makes him an acknowledged
authority on weight control.
Here is a case report of one of Dr. McCaskey's patients
that is a matter of record:
Net
Before
After
Reduction
Using
Using
X
1
Upper Arm
inches
13
inches
loVn
A inches
Lower Arm
10 inches
11 V2 inches
IV2 inches
41/2 inches
Thigh
ZlVz inches
23 inches
Calf of Leg
13 inches
I6V2 inches
3V2 inches
Ankle
9 inches
9V2 inches
Vz inch
Hips
46 Vz inches
37 inches
9V2 inches
Waist
23 inches
15V2 inches
38 Va inches
inches
32 inches
inches
Bust
38
6
inches
13 inches
15
2
inches
Neck
When you start your treatment we urge you to make a
complete set of measurements of yourself. Write the figures
down.
Then, as your condition improves, watch your

—

be wearing.
Dr. McCaskey's prescription is mildly purgative it contains no thyroid, no harmful drugs.
No drastic diets are
necessary, no exercises, nothing that interferes with your
comfort.
regular habits or

—

eventually."

Send No Money

:

Love is transient. When
over.
So be thinking of
your health, your wealth and

Your money refunded

MONEY-BACK

entirely

GUARANTEE
Send for

—

The
love,

too.

"The one who gains the upper hand is
happiest.
Be master and assert that you'll
be dating a couple of other fellows if not
You will be
Ask,
handled like glass.
and you'll be astounded at what you'll reLet it be understood that you must
ceive.
Say
be treated with the greatest respect.
And you'll never be the one
'or else.'
who's left blue and broken-hearted."
As we whirled back to the front door
at Paramount and stopped with a flourish
which caused a big commotion, Mae added
as an afterthought that she disagrees with
Ina Claire's assertion that a vamp can't
have a sense of humor.
"There are embarrassing moments that
you gotta gloss over with a laugh !" she
"Mpn likp sex hut thev like fun with
said
summarized Mae, who
Experience'
it.
h?>; class with a capital K
"is a gal's best

Our Risk

Read the interesting
booklet enclosed.
Start at
once and continue for a few

lets.

weeks.

Many

users of these tablets

have reduced as much as 5
pounds in one week. Your
money refunded if you are
not

DR.

if

you are not

satisfied.

DONALD McCASKEY, M.D.

boxes of Dr. McCaskey's Prescription Tab3

satisfied.

Recognized authority on weight conHis fine thirty year record
as a physician brought him such
honors as Membership in the Medical
trol.

Society of the County of

New York

and an Officer's Commission in the
Medical Corps of the Army. He is
a licensed physician and surgeon in
both New York and Pennsylvania.
He has lectured and written on weight
control
for
medical journals and
magazines of general circulation.

it's

yourself,
Darwin was right.
what's ahead.
strongest dominate in life and in

— Try at

price of Dr. McCaskey's Prescription Tablets
If you use the coupon we will send
is $1.00 per package.
Send
you three full-size packages.
Merely pay the postno money.
man $2.50 and a few cents postage.

The regular

Selfish.

gone

feel better, look

why

measurements grow smaller.
Soon you will understand why we tell you that Dr.
McCaskey's prescription not only makes you feel better, but
Think how much happier you
also makes you look better.
will be wearing the size clothes that you really ought to

—

"Be

will

realize

!

Which brings us to the rule Mae never,
never relaxes. It is
This is tough when
"Be Uncertain.
However, it's your inyou're palpitatin'.
Let
surance against becoming a bore.
there be doubt as to your constancy. 'Love
you? You bet I do, honey!' And right
in the same breath sigh, and look over his
head in a preoccupied manner.
"You try to learn every single thing
your lover has done, don't you? His past,
present and future intentions? Discovering
'em is the essence of love. When you have
It
glance elsewhere.
him down pat, you
!"
applies both ways
Digest that and proceed to her Tenth
Commandment, last but not least in her
decalogue

American

doctor would advise you
safe prescription of a promauthority on weight control.

Take Dr. McCaskey's Prescription Tablets and
follow the method explained in each package and
you will definitely see the pounds vanish.

!

he's

a

RISKING HEALTH

Generally the}- want you to be
which.
Study folks
Observe, read.
informed.
so you'll handle any situation, fit into any
crowd.
"My definition of a sophisticate is a person who knows which way the wind is
blowing and why. You should be startling,
Bright
self-possessed, tactful, intelligent.
enough to conceal your brains
"Be Eopular. As soon as you've given
in and admitted you love a man, he wants
you to be his 'little woman.' My advice
He admired, you 'cause you
is
don't
He didn't rush the
were hard-to-get.
Be the life of the
wallflowers, did he?
parties.
It's no joke; it's an asset.
"Competition peps up a lover. The more
you are in demand well, the more you are
If you're exercisin' your disin demand!
cretion you won't burn your bridges behind you. Keep your friends. When love
Be
cools you won't be high and dry.
prepared for the worst it's sure to happen

—

of

A

be beguiling.
"Be Sophisticated. Life is short and
men don't care to stop and explain everything.

prescription

Specialist on weight control

do

don't

I've yet to be accused of being
man loves a girl who is
a bum sport.
So when the others holler for
dif'frent.
Be
cocktails and cigarettes, be unusual.
And that doesn't mean naive.
feminine.
It's a perfect excuse to
Just the reverse.
either,

McCASKErS

Send No Money— Mail This Coupon
DISPENSARY SUPPLY CO.
67 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y.
Send me 3 packages of Dr. McCaskey's

SC-12

Prescription

with booklet enclosed.
I will pay the postman
and the few cents postage. It is understood that
may return the packages at any time and that you

Tablets
$2.50

Prescription

I

will

refund

my money

immediately.

NAME

Tablets

ADDRESS.

!

-

.

<eacher.

—

!

Some

—

of u:

—

have

a

flair for

it!"

"GOOD NEWS" FROM HOLLYWOOD
ScreenlaNd's stones, departments, and gossip bring you "good news" from the
Cinema Coast.
It's good because it's accurate, up-to-date, and realistic!
Screenland gives you the whole truth about the movies and movie stars not
merely what they would like you to know.

—

Its exclusive feature stories and interviews furnish facts regarding the doings, hopes,
plans and purposes of the screen great that are accessible nowhere else.
-

To be

really

"up" on your Hollywood

ad Sc

INLAND every month!

!

!

Perfume

Now Men Adore Her
White Skin
Milky
> CUE has the

Continued from page 60

les and blemishes made her
actually homely, until she
learned of a deli-

cate, dainty

white cream,
called Golden
Peacock Bleach
Creme. This new

discovery

brought out the

hidden natural
whiteness of her

skin
I

in three
days! And now,
in only ten minutes a week, this
same cream keeps
her skin always
dazzling white.

No more redness,
sallowness or freckles; blackheads and blemishes

never bother her. Try a jar of Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme yourself at any drug store or

—

department store

—Essence

of Loveliness

loveliest face!
muddy skin, freck-

^WBp* ^ Once

toilet counter.

One of the most important things about
perfume is the way you apply it. When
you dab perfume on yourself, straight
from the bottle, its loveliness is dissipated.

and

Its fragrance rises in spots.
It is too
strong around the place where it has been
applied; too weak when "caught" from
another angle. The ideal thing is to first
apply a bit of perfume with your fingers
to your ears, to your eyebrows, under
your nose, in the hollows of your neck, on
the insides of your wrists.
Then use an
atomizer to spread the perfume lightly
on your furs, on your handkerchief, on

best

—

the inside of your hat.
Oh yes, and don't
forget to keep your nicest lingerie sprayed
with perfume, as it lies in your dresser
Then when you put it on, the
drawer.
delicately
perfume
will
be
suffused
.

throughout the garment.
Here's another
point about using an atomizer.
Always

some little distance away from
you won't drench yourself with
heavy stream of the perfume.
The

hold
you,
a

l/r
wM

velop the Full,
now

though

the Vogue.

all

Why be embarrassed by a
flat-chested, unwomanly
form? Fill out your bust
to lovely shapeliness.
Try
easy, home treatment
for adding firm, rounded
tissue.

my

pREE

t

Write today for my easy instructions and container of
CreamO free. Merely send
name, address and 1O0 forwarding charges. Your
package will be mailed in

—

plain wrapper.

MAKIE DU1VNE,

I<

ourth Avenue,

when used

directly on the 'skin, alsomewhat with different
types of perfumes. The flower odors, particularly, are more lovely when dabbed
lightly on the skin.
Other odors, such as
the musks and the heavy oriental types,
seem to have a closer affinity with furs.
When, as a finishing gesture, you spray
your perfume lightly over every costume,
also have a thought for the type of fabric
The chemical
you're spraying it on.
character of some fabrics spoils the perfume.
You needn't worry about most
but certain dark woolens
silks or chiffons

better

CURVES,

rounded

V

it

so

finely diffused rays of fragrance are much
more subtle, and just as effective.
As a general rule, most perfumes are

Let Me Show
LI
ifll*^
* I 11/
You How to De-

—

!

SCREENLAND
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,o,
1

!

!

this varies

—

Dept. SC-12
]\ e w York, N. Y,

etc., have an unfriendly reperfumes.
The girl behind the
perfume counter will usually be able to
tell you what perfume goes with what

flannels,

action

to

It is much smarter to use perfume in
your clothes, rather than on them in your
lingerie, as I have already told you, and
on the inside of your hat. You may also
saturate small pieces of cotton with perfume and sew them in the hem of your
skirt, or in your girdle, or in the inside
of your handbag.
These provide an entrancing aura of perfume all about your

—

person.
If somebody gives you a lovely large
bottle of perfume for Christmas, transfer
the perfume in small amounts to your

atomizer or dressingtable bottles, to protect it
from evaporation and deterioration.
Or, if you're buying it yourself, buy
it in small bottles and buy it more often.
This has other advantages too.
If you
feel
like
changing your perfume and
when you feel that way, by all means do,
because it's good for what ails you you
don't have to hesitate because of fearing
to waste a lot.
There are so many marvelous perfumes

—
—

in the market that
what to buy. All I

it's

a problem to

can say to you

know

is,

keep

trying them, one after another, until you

perfumes that really inspire you

find the

every time you put them on. You know,
have often thought how thrilling it
I
would be to deal in perfumes, because as
someone once wrote, "To trade in perfumes is to belong to romance !"
Oh dear, there I go, quoting poetry as
I said I wouldn't
do
But at least I
caught myself, before I got very far.
!

FREE RING
To introduce our rainbow

MEXICAN ORIZABA

flash

ring

(worn by Movie Stars) we will
send free a I Kt. Spanish im.
Diamond Ring (looks like $150
--.tone), for this ad and 15c to help
pay adv. and handling expense.

MEXICAN ORIZABA GEM IMPORT CO.. 329 S. Broadway,

Los Angeles, Cal.
Agents wanted.

(2 for

Continued from page 51

25c).

a historic remedy that has always
monkeys and worse of learned
professors and of mystical water-springs.
Mary's recipe for abounding youth is
just a strong and abiding love of her life's
labors, an unresting torrent of nervous and
emotional energy that never lets her rest.
Yes, my friends. The little old lady is
a pretty tornado that makes the late
Caribbean hurficane look like a gentle
zephyr. The little blonde twister of Hollywood, the perpetual motion machine of

authors, managers, agents and dressmakers,
and had even found time for a few friends.
And then, darned if the little woman
hadn't charged into the hat market, that
den of raging lions, and had bought scores
of chapeaux for a shop run by a girl
cousin in California!
She had charmed
the entire wholesale district, and had
bought the hats with the cunning of an
expert and the wisdom of the serpent. Oh
Lord, what a woman
And so, we sat and talked, Pickford

the movies.

and

is

it

Learn to Dance

Yon can leant all the modern dances— the latest
stepa, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzes
smart Collegiate Stepa, and popular Society Steps
at home. easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancinff as simple as A-B-C. No music
or partne^ required. Don't be a Wallflower.
Learn to dance.Complete course— 286 pages,
64 illustrations, sent on 6 Days' Free Trial.
Equals $50.00 course. Send no money. Pay
postman only Sl.98.plo8 postage upon arrival.
Ddoney back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 Wo. Clark St.. Dept. B716. Chicago

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again.
Safe,
easy,
permanent.
Use it privately, at home.
The delightful relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamp* TOD A Y for Booklet. For promptness in writing me. I will include a $2.00 Certificate for
Mahler Beauty Preparations.
D. J. MAHLER CO.. Dept. 29P, Providence, R. I.

MOVE FAT

from any

with
— Your you
money back

reduced.
No Equipment
if you are not satitficd.

part

WAY

SURE
A SAFE
METHOD
AND

J

N

T&

C £ B

quickly and safely reduces double
and other partB of body.

chins, arms, bust, hipa. lega,

Large Jar
NOTHING

Now

MORE

TO

Two Jars

Only
Buy

JOAN HALL,

60c

For

$1

Dept. SI. 1851 Washington Ave..
City. Please aend Joan Hall Cream and
at reduced price.
1 will pay postman tiOc
plus few cento postage.
money will be refunded
if not pleased.

New York
Method

Name

W l-'ti

My

—

made

Tango

neceMtaru

Mary

Miracle

—

ask you to behold her contemporaries.
The other three members of the Big Four
who made motion picture history
Douglas Fairbanks, fed to the teeth with
films, roams the wide earth, playing where
he will, swinging from tree to tree. Chaplin lives on his millions, trots about with
pretty young girls, (the old rascal), makes
a masterpiece every two or three years.
David Wark_ Griffith, the Old Master Director, slips into the shadows of memory.
But Mary Pickford storms along, her
eyes snapping, her mind alert, her heart
full of love for life and for her business!
When I saw her she was winding up a
frantic

week

New

V>rk.
She had slaved over u.e possibilities of
two plays she wanted to do on Broadway.

in

She had conferred endlessly with lawyers,

I.

What

I

sort of a part does she

on stage and screen?
"I want to play a girl who
intelligent enough, and neither

want now,
is

modern,
nor

fluffy

bad," she said.

"And I'll always want to play a character
who will make an audience, no matter how
it is, feel that it's better off than
am."
This is the smart show-woman talking
This pretty creature has only been at the
business twenty-four years

miserable
I

"That's Chaplin's secret, of course. And
like to play a girl who can make the
customers say 'Look she's having a terriYet she is able to smile. Why
ble time.
can't I?*"
You have plajied
Oh canny Pickford
these parts for years little golden-haire'l
I

—

!

—

!

!
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BATHASWEET
•

•

the giver

of

beautiful bodies
TRY

IT FREE

These days when backs have come out into
the open, and sports clothes and bathing costumes are more brief than ever, body-beauty
is

as important as face-beauty.

That explains the rapid pace

A

little uncertainty seems to prevail as to the proper garb for this little
family party on the Universal lot. Here are John Boles, Eddie McKenna,
Helen Twelvetrees, Frank Albertson, and Chester Morris. Boles is currently starring in "Only Yesterday" ; the others are in "Kid Gloves."

girls with torn stockings who smiled in
spite of drunken papas, dead mammas, and
even broken legs

New

York was agog,
talk veered.
at the time, with Katharine Hepburn, hung
with new laurels for her beautiful work
The

in

"Morning Glory."
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seems to
limited

Mary
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me.

brilliant future for
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that her possibilities are un-
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What

a tribute from a queen to a rising
princess of the blood royal
And Pickford meant it with all her heart. She loves
youth in the theatre and the films you
!

and

I

will never

—

know how many young-

she has helped toward greatness.
And as we sat there, above the Park,
and Mary talked, my mind could not help
returning over the long pathway of the
years she has followed so faithfully.
At sixteen "The Little Biograph Girl,"
with the golden curls and the sweet smile.
At twenty the most famous ;md bf loved
:tt
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:ious
reign
sters

—
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ress,

life

for

any

child.
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a world figure, before eve

She was "America's Sweetheart" then,

my

fellow ancients

And what is she now, in 1933?
Mary Pickford has made many grievous
down the years. Mistakes of the
head and of the heart.
She wore rags,
and shook her long golden curls, until
errors,

—

she was past thirty mortally afraid to
desert the "beloved ragamuffin" sort of
tripe that had brought her glory, love, and
millions.
There were times when she was
accused of flagrant snobbishness ?nd high
hattery.
Many and varied haj
haymakers delivered at that love
head. Many of them were not
And what has come out
kisses and bludgeonings of F r
lieve, a noble and a high-hea
<

.

.

"America's Sweetheart!"
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Bathasweet has been growing in vogue; for
Bathasweet not only makes the bath a perfumed luxury that is a delight to the senses,
but it is a veritable beauty treatment as well.
It gives the water a unique softness which increases its cleansing power and washes out the
pores quite differently than when only soap
and water are used. Impurities are dissolved and
stay dissolved, as evidenced by the fact that no
"ring" remains around the tub. This greater
cleanliness means added beauty and vigor for
the skin. Imperfections disappear. And irr their
stead comes that healthy, glowing smoothness
which is the very height of alluring loveliness.

In addition, the greater cleanliness which results from Bathasweet keeps you dainty much
longer— with that indefinable aura about you
of a recent tubbing^fe. does not cover up
body odors; it removes utstjr cause. Do not
..-,\
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heart-aches it has caused her
today
Of course, ever
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A hat
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end for years.
public
Bn
hie
lid blew off, and Mary'
was
blasted into the open
fled
herself and admitted the newSwith the
utmost dignity and taci.
hing
has convinced me thai
kf
d is
now a well-rounded, j
Mary Pickford at
veryBeei
where, seen everythin
the
wide world can give.
RictS as a sultana,
still pretty and zestfu
elievably ardent
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HOPELESS
STRUGGLE
AGAINST
UNLOVELY

;

FAT
I

KEPT GAINING WEIGHT IN SPITE OF DAILY
EXERCISE AND CONSTANT DIETING
.

.

.

il

i

for her
I

life's

left

labors.

roman

remarka,.

this

with a sure sense that 1 iuu met
Someone an actress whose spiritual horsepower had surmounted every torment of
body, mind and soul.
Mary, I who have loved you since the
Autumn of 1909, salute you. You are a
great gal, and I wouldn't trade you for
twenty head of Hollywood's glamorous
young crackpots.
When they are your
age, they'll be fat, sour, and mentally dead.
How about you and me going to a show

—

TRIED TIGHT, CHOKING GIRDLES, TOOK WEAKENING SALTS, AND STILL WEIGHED TOO MUCH

I

I

I

FINALLY,

I

FOUND A

TRUE REDUCER.

..

Know a Remarkable
Way to Reduce Fat!"

TRIED a dozen or more foolish
I fads
in my efforts to reduce. I
watched my diet at every meal

And now.

months and months—yet it
seemed that I would have to go
on foolishly fighting fat for the

my

Home

"Dollar a

—

Word"

Continued from page 27

No starvation diets. No
strenuous exercises. No foolish
fads. You will feel better because
Marmola acts the right way to
help turn fat to vim. At all good
drug stores. Do not accept sub-

and the reputation of being the best poker
player in the Indian service.
In 1918, he

stitutes.

year,

a day.

f

of Marmola has spread thruout
the world into more than 12
foreign countries. I know now
that it employs a tested principle
that does reduce.
Marmola is so effective that it

came

to

New York

to write.

That

first

both day and night, he
earned the munificent sum of $675. Please

MARMOLA

working

do your own arithmetic.
Abdullah decided that no writer could
be successful if he had to subsist on beans.
So he borrowed $10,000 from a friend and
moved to the Ritz. The improved atmosphere gave a new lift to his work. And
the fact that he was living like a Sybarite
impressed editors and publishers.
They
succumbed to his apparent success.
He
received a contract from a weekly magazine.
His left hand sold what his right
hand sowed. His prices soared. He paid
back the loan and moved from the Ritz.
Not to a duplex, if you please, but to a
triplex apartment on Fifth Avenue, where
he maintains a gardener to care for the
riotous flower beds on his private roof
Just now, he's in Hollywood adapting
the "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," for Paramount. He reports on the set with jingling
pockets, suede shoes, yellow socks, plaid
trousers, a walking stick, a monocle and

"Who's Afraid-^
The Great Disney
hit is in

Sonny, help Grandpa up
be gettin' on back to the Soldiers'

He'll

has become the world's leading
remedy for fat. Over 20 million
boxes have been sold.
Why should anyone wishing to
reduce fail to try this famous
remedy, when it has such a remarkable record? The formula is
printed in every box. And it is so
delightfully simple. Just 4 tablets

for

life.
rest of
At last a friend suggested a
true reducer called Marmola, that
is based on a scientifically recognized reducing principle. I had
heard of it before, of course, but
I did not fully realize how the use

some night?

the

Christmas issue

!

ELIZABETH WILSON

fourteen languages.

Frances Marion and Ralph Spence are
Exhibits A's of the cinema world.
Their salaries are paid in long distance
telephone numbers.
Miss Marion's usual price is twenty-five
thousand dollars for an idea that may run
less than two thousand words.
Out with
We'll wait a minute
your fountain-pen
while you add, subtract, divide but mostly

ADELA ROGERS ST. JOHNS
RUTH BIERY
HARRIET PARSONS
JAMES M. FIDLER

the

!

multiply.

The curious thing about Miss Marion

Read

file

On

C

sale

November
Third

SCREEN

she began her career of a writer
It was up in San Francisco
on a newspaper. To this day, she is an
avid reader, many of her best stories having been inspired by news events.
She
works ten hours a day, often on several
stories at once, with perhaps a novel "on
She writes her adaptations in
the side."
one-line sentences, somewhat like blank
verse, and from this dictates her finished
script, and edits her dialogue right on the
set, changing it as she hears it s jjken by
is

that

as

an

artist

!

the players.

Did you

see

"Min and

Bill?"

Did you

!

for
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"Emma?"

Well, then, you understand
Dressier is her best friend.
Another big name that rose up from the
newspaper ranks, is that of Charles Macrefuse to point him out as
Arthur.
the husband of Helen Hayes. Helen Hayes
may be his wife, but his laurels are his
see

why Marie

We

own.

He

—

!

writes

reporter-fashion

with

two

What makes
fingers on the typewriter.
him so unique is that he needs to sit down
for only a few minutes to turn out an
entire sequence, crackling, polished and
finished.
He can leave his work midway
in the machine, go out to play, and come
back to pick up the thread of his continuity just where he dropped it, banging
off finis with a flourish.
Howard Green of "Blessed Event" and
"Morning Glory" fame, is another who
an apprenticeship as a reporter.
He was educated and intended for the
bar and we mean the dignified and not
He earned his
the swinging door variety.
Then he
first dollar typing manuscripts.
went to work on the old New York Clipper.
Luck called in person. Johnny Hines
He went to
hired him as a gag man.
Hollywood.
served

—

wasn't easy.
He came to the end of his rope more
But he tied the end into a
than once.
knot and hung on. Today, he is a writerproducer with his own unit and only two
spinach and inaversions in the world
surance agents.
But then, there's not an author who
Caraway seed, garhasn't a pet aversion.
lic, gnats holding down eagles'
jobs, and
soft tooth-brushes are the hot hates of a
certain scribe who is at present adapting
"Man of Two Worlds" for R-K-O. Ainsworth Morgan is the name and it confesses to being directly descended from
It

—

Mr. Morthe infamously famous pirate.
gan's earliest ambition was to be a street
He married instead. As
car conductor.
he goes by on sixteen cylinders, he waves
enviously at every yellow street car. He's
out to make his pile and retire. He'll be
a conductor

yet,

he vows.

Among

the femme writers, little women
Vina Delmar of
seem to predominate.
"Bad Girl" fame is tiny, brittle, bright.
Kathleen Shepard who sold "Working
Girl" to Paramount is only twenty- four,
has no husband, hates beer and bridge,
loves filet mignon and lives with a pet eel
named Jericho. Bess Meredyth is a platinum blonde with blue eyes. On rainy days,
they are very, very blue.
Anita Loos, who tickled the nation's
funny bone with her "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," is a pee-wee weighing ninety
pounds.
She began as a child actress in
the days of Mary Pickford, submitting
her first scenario to Biograph at the
prodigy age of twelve. Miss Loos lives in

a furnished house in Hollywood. She abOnce each year, she
hors possessions.
runs away from everything and everyone.
Europe, of course. She has an odd aversion to darkness. Every lamp in her house
must be lighted at night and every light
must burn all night long.
The day of the lady author with the
plateau chest and the spring spectacles is
no more.
Jane Storm who collaborated with George
Marion, Jr., on "Adorable" is a petite who
Tashman is
is always perfectly groomed.
her model. Paris is her Bible. But she's
She works.
not just a clothes horse.
Strangely enough, her favorite working
day is Sunday. "On Sundays, I can get
two days' work done in one," she says.
"No, there isn't much time nor energy for
.

diversion after you get through at six
o'clock.
As for playing in the morning
well, I've heard of that but it's probably
just another idle rumor."

In a business where collaboration usually

ends in battle, S. N. Behrman, author of
"Biography" announced that he would not
work unless he could work with Sonya
Their partnership has endured
Levien.

"Sonya makes me laugh.
for four years.
And if you don't laugh in the picture
business you cry."

—
Levien

Miss
was born in a little Russian village which boasted less than fifty
houses.
Yet Mrs. Ben Schulberg and
Robert Milton were also destined to be
born there |o meet and know each other
for the^ first time in Hollywood.
Jesse Lasky read and liked her magazine
short stories and brought her out to learn
Has she learned it? Judge
the business.
for yourself. Among her recent successes

CAROLE LOMBARD, GLAMOROUS PARAMOUNT PICTURES PLAYER

ENTICING
EYES

—

are "Daddy-Long-Legs," "Cavalcade," and
"State Fair."
She gives this good advice to those who
want to break through the ropes. "The
motion picture business is a notoriousl}'
Writers are extremely
hard profession.
sensitive persons.
screen writer finds
himself part of a ponderous moving machine, working under
conditions which
make it fatal to think of one's personal
The reward for stoicism, for trefeelings.
mendous persistence under difficulties and
under pressure, comes when the picture is
finished.
If it turns out to be good—you
have the excitement of winning a battle.
If it turns out badly you still have the
money in your pocket. It is not a profession for anyone who wants a quiet, peaceful
life,
or is ambitious for literary fame."
Well, those are the ingredients of which
successful screen writers are made. There
you have them on the set and off fighting supervisors, homesickness and the incessant sunshine, but most of all, trying to
forget art for art's sake.
At a dollar a word, you and I would
do the same

A

—

win j£ove!
•

Eyes hold mystery and glamor
only when they are set off by rich,
dark, long-looking lashes. Such
lashes are enticing to men.

Now

any girl can have such
For Winx the
type
mascara transforms even pale,
skimpy lashes into veils of luxurious loveliness.
Winx is made with a special
French formula. Therefore it can-

lashes.

—

—

not smudge or flake as ordinary
mascaras so often do. Never stiffens into coarse, ugly beads. Always
looks completely natural.
Two forms Liquid Winx, waterCake Winx, tear-proof.
proof
And ... to make your eyes
doubly seductive, use the new
Winx Eye Shadow. It is not greasy.

—

.

.

.

winx

—

—
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MUSIC

Drama

in the Air

ful

me

of being a 'great big wonder-

!'

mans
want you

to meet Mr. Parsonnet,
an excellent director," he continued.
"The bows go to Marion for any success
I have attained on the radio.
An actor
is an instrument in
a director's hand to
do with as he wishes and any actor who
denies that a director can make or break
a player is just side-stepping the truth."
Marion Parsonnet and Knowles Entrikin, a character actor with the Drama
Guild, joined us
when Jack Roche, Columbia's publicity man, dashed in and said,

"I

he's

;

—

"Hey, Parsonnet, I wish you wouldn't put
on such realistic drama the Newark ±\:->ivs

—

Own

Teacher
LEARN AT HOME

Continued from page 61
accused

NEW

'phoned and wanted to know where
the plane had crashed.
And the calls
from frantic fans are too much for me !"
Everyone asked Pilot Stephen Fox where
he crashed, and how badly was he hurt.
In the midst of all this, the 'phone rang
again a long distance call, The Philadelphia Ledger wanting to know about the
plane crash
We left as Mr. Roche was
patiently exrjaining that Betty Barthell
wasn't cut jfr the air in the midst of her
just

—

to play by note. Piano, Violin,
Ukulele, Tenor Banjo, Hawaiian Guitar, Piano Accordion, Saxophone or any other
instrument or to sing. Wonderful new method teaches in
half the time.
Simple as

—

ABC. No "numbers" or trick

music. Cost averages only a
few cents a day. Over 600,000
students.

rp
r p DWV/I^
RnOIf
r axLC

Write today for Free Booklet and Free

Dem-

onstration Lesson explaining this method in
detail. Tell what your favorite instrument is and write name and address plainlv. Instrim.^cs supplied when needed, cash or credit.
0. S.
11912 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. C.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

!

song, tha' it was done deliberately as part
of the act put on by the Drama Guild
playe;s, and that the pilot of the plane was

Stephen Fox, Columbia's
actor under contract

only

dramatic

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely
material (Words rr Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild. 1650 Broadway. New York.

—

SCREENLAND
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"We!"
Continued from page 56

a

Her Blonde Hair
won me!

ROMANCE always comes to blondes

who keep

their hair golden. And it's so easy with
Blondex. This special shampoo not only prevents

darkening — but safely brings back natural

golden color to dull, faded light hair. Brings
out sparkling lights adds gleaming radiance.
Not a dye. No harmful chemicals. Fine for
scalp. Used and recommended by scores of
famous blonde movie stars. Get Blondex today!
Two sizes
inexpensive 25c
package and economical $1.00 bottle. At any good drug or depart-

—

— NEW

ment

store.

Have you

tried Blondex

Wave-Set Powder? Doesn't darken

—not sticky — only 35c.

light hair

WE

DO OUR PART

Fat Joplin Girl
Lost 44 Lbs.
Amazing Hollywood Prescription Guarantees
You Safely Lose 16 Lbs. In 18
Days Or No Cost

—

Bead Miss Margrette Staley's of Joplin,
Mo., own words: "More praise to Hollywood
wonderful.
My friends are amazed.
those movie girls easily keep
I weighed 184 pounds on
March 27th and today, June 21st, I weigh
Lost 44 pounds.
Feel marvelous.
My
140.
figure looks 10 years younger and was so
easy to lose."
Signed, Margrette Staley,
214 Penn. Ave., Joplin. Mo.
I don't care how fat you are or what you
have tried.
There is only one sure way to
safely reduce.
You must remove the cause
That's exactly
toxins that encourage fat.
Origiwhat sciences' latest discovery does.
It's
nated for the overweight, movie stars.
Positively safe and
now available to you.
-M
harmless.
18.

It's

No wonder
pretty

as suddenly as she did," he explained be-

Edna's and mine," he smiled.

tween scenes of "The Solitaire Man," the

I

"It was her
She was a little
nervous and strange.
We had always
been together working together and playIt was a tough break for
ing together.
She was
her to come out here all alone.
first

of his trio of pictures.

first

visit to

Hollywood.

—

afraid that, in her more or less fearful
state of mind, she could not do justice
And she decided, wisely, I
to the part.
believe, that it was better not to do it at
Edna has utterly
all than to do it badly.
no conceit.
She knew that she could be
replaced a dozen times."

The Marshalls have no definite theories
about marriage. Their romance was long
and slow in the building. They met each
other many years ago when they both happened to play in the same English company.
They liked each other immensely, became
good friends. Then the engagement ended
But they met
and they were separated.
again a season or two later, and took uf
their companionship where it had ended

A

relationship, which began as
before.
mutually admiring friendship, grew
a
gradually into love.
"It seems to me, looking at the situation from an outside viewpoint, ttjat the
reason for the failure of so many Hollywood marriages is their lack of a secure
foundation," Herbert said, in his seriously
slow-spoken British way. "No sane man

would think of building a home on a
But apparently
papier-mache foundation.
sane men and women will rush into marriage, scarcel}" knowing each other, carried away by the glamor or something
like that.
They don't wait to build a per-

figures.

manent and

stable foundation.
"I don't like to talk about our happiness,

"Every time
read about the boasted happiness of some
couple or other, I feel like sighing a little.
You don't talk about the things which are
closest to your heart.
And I always have
the fear that, by the mere speaking of the
words, I'll break the spell."

Herbert

is fundamentally, but not agresEnglish.
His thoughts and ideas
are as firmly rooted as are the old trees
and stone castles Otyhis native land. He
likes and admires and enjoys the colorfulness of a comparatively new Hollywood. But he is not a part of it.
"I think that Edna and I have worked
out a very satisfactory scheme of living,"
he went on.
"We don't want to belong
to Hollywood, to London, or to New York
exclusively.
don't want to be affiliated
just with the stage or just with the screen.
hope to divide our time equally between the three. So we've worked out a
tri-cornered agreement which will give us

sively,

We

We

six months in Hollywood, six in New York
on the stage and six in London."
Herbert never speaks of "I" or "Me."
It is always that affectionately companionable "We." Within the last few months
that "we" has included tiny Susan, now in
England with her grandparents,
"The baby was too small to take on so
long an ocean trip," Herbert said, "so
when our contracts demanded that we
come to Hollywood, we left her in England. But this winter, when we go to New
York to do a play, after we have finished

our quota of pictures, she will come over
to be with us."
With one definite gesture, Herbert exploded the theory that it is unwise for
husbands and wives to work together.
"I'd rather play with Edna than any

i

No

starving,

pills,

equipment

exercises,

or

reduce with the same prescription that the movie stars
Pleasant
use who have to keep their lovely figures.

and easy.

We
We

guarantee you will lose
And we prove it to you.
better
at least 10 pounds in 18 days, look and feel 100
send you the complete,
or you don't pay a cent.
18 treatments for only $1.00.
original

HOLLYWOOD

Weigh
lose

at

yourself
least

%

If you don't
and 18 days later.
Write
pounds we return your money.
Dept. 71, 3G29 Main, Kansas City, Mo.

today

lfi

MEED COMPANY,
f

L

NOTE: To

hasten reducing excessively fatty parts, hips, bust,
arms, legs, add $1.00 extra for Hollywood Masseuse Greme

FADED

GRAY

Women, men,

girls

1
J

HAIR

withfaded,gray,streakedhair,shampoo

and color your hair at the same time with my new French
discovery— "SHAD/IPO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into your hair
any natural shade with "SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color; unaffected bv washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 23 W. 30th St..

New York

City.

SONGS

.TALKING
PICTURES
'ALTIEJ-

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your

lyriofl

or lyrica to your mueic, Becure U. S. copyright, broadcast your

-one over the radio. Our Bales department submits to Alusic publishers
•nd Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bldg Western Avenue and
Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California
,

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which

resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.

They

are inexpensive.

booklet and sworn statement of £)/?f//W
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. O. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 984, 70 5th Ave., New

Prettv h1ar>de Tobv Wing, Paramount starlet, is receiving
her high school diploma ti'&m Rachel Smith, who conducts the little
classroom on the studio lot for players who huven' t finished their formal
education. Baby LeRoy is now th* sole remaining student.'
Schruit's C"<t>

"Write for
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—
for
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other actress in the world," he said with
"In the first place, she's a grand
trouper.
In the second place, it gives us
both
a new bond of mutual interest.
want the play to succeed, for ourselves and
In the third place, there
for each other.
is no trace
of professional jealously between us. That jealousy is, I believe, the
fly in the ointment of so many professional
marriages, especially in Hollywood, where
Today the
conditions change over night.
Towife is the star, the big attraction.
morrow the husband may be given a picture which will carry him higher than his
wife.
Up and down go their places in
popularity and up and down go their emotions.
Jealousy creeps in and happiness
sincerity.

We

is

doomed."

Edna

her just as he has done plays with her.
"I work better when I'm working with
Edna," he admitted. "She doesn't know
She
the meaning of the word flattery.
criticizes my performance with intelligent
clear-sightedness.
I'm not saying that we
I
are superhuman or anything like that.
don't know what might happen to us if
Edna were a star in one studio and I were
working in another, making pictures in exact competition.
But I'm inclined to believe that our marriage is so firmly anchored on joint experiences, that we would
without feeling any
survive that
test
deadly professional jealousy."
In Hollywood the Marshalls are living
in the home of their good friend and fellow
'

Englishman,

radiantly happy over her husband's success in films.
But Herbert
doesn't want to be the sole owner of the
glory.
He hopes to make pictures with
is

Ronald

Colman.

They

in-

herited the Colman servants, quiet unobtrusive English people.
They use the Colman cars and live in the Colman quietness,
there in the walled hilltop house. But they
do not limit their circle of friends to a
few intimates, as Colman did. The Marshalls like people.
They go about with the
British
colony members and with the
American film folk. When in Hollywood
they do as the Hollywoodians do.
Just
as in
York, they are New Yorkers.
And in their beloved London, they are
typically Londoners.
"Monotony is another seriously disturbing factor" in marriage, in Hollywood as
well as anywhere else," Marshall continued, "People who stay in one place, no
matter how exciting it is, become too much
a part %{ it. Unconsciously they become
a little bored. with it and then a little bored
with each other. Understand, I'm not advocating these separate homes or separate
vacations from marriage.
I believe that
two people who care for each other should

New

from their environment together. Edna and I stay in each
place just long enough really to enjoy
it and to leave, looking
forward to a re-

take their

vacations

Consider

your Leashes
Its a conceded beauty
lashes

fact that curling

make the eyes seem

with no trouble at
lashes curl?

The

you can make your

all

secret lies in a gadget

You

that looks innocent enough.

your

lashes in

it.

cosmetics.

ishing as any

slip

Squeeze the handles,

and presto, they curl divinely

No

and

larger

Did you know that

infinitely enticing.

And

the effect

youVe

No

!

is

heat.

as

rav

ever wished for!

At toilet goods counters everywhere.

$i.

'

turn."

Before they left England a short time
the Marshalls bought a lovely, picturesque river-side house and installed an
ago,

boatman caretaker to look after it
during their absences. Now they are looking forward to returning to it, after they
have enjoyed Hollywood and New York.
Their life is one continual looking-forward to something, so they don't tire of
old

Welcome home, Connie! Constance Cummings, home from
England, plays in "Broadway
Through a Keyhole, "with Paul
Kelly.

1

anything.

KURLASH
Would you

More Adventures
Hollywood's "Grand Hotel"

in

and how

and excitement and

unexpected-

ness of a motion picture lot are things of
which it's impossible to tire.
Once you

have their

odor and atmosphere in your

can't get them out again.
So
I've been told by some of the oldest and
most experienced actors in the films, and
To move through a
I can well believe it.
sparkling Paris street for twenty yards,
and suddenly find yourself in an old English village among flower-grown cottages
to turn the corner and come face to face
with a green and sinister jungle to pass
through a tunnel and emerge in gaudy
Mexico and out ajain into the brilliance
of a fete at an Austrian court all this
thrills the senses and stirs the imagination
to such an extent that it seems unbearably
cruel to be forced to drag your reluctant
feet away from the gaiety and light and
music, and return to the solitary confinement of your rell. Those are the moments

nostrils,

you

—

'

—

our booklet on lovely

a writer's job seems to you the hardthe most desolate and thankless in all

Secret

—

and god which

is
the movie public, by
whose smiles or frowns the movie world

lives

or dies.

The second and most
assignment

is

to be

pleasant type of

given a good novel or

I

her friend she con-* fessed the secret of her
flawless clear white skin.
Long ago she learned that
no cosmetic would hide
blotches, pimples or sal-

A

been done before— how do we know they'll
like it?"
They the million-headed ogre

The

rVO

Hollywood.
writer may be given one of three types
of assignments.
He may be told to write
an original story and work it out according to his own notions. This may happen,
but it doesn't happen often, the reason being that there is no human way of judging
how an original story will strike an audience.
There is no touchstone, no test to
which it can be put. You may have the
freshest and most original idea in the
world—its very freshness and originality
will frighten the movies off.
"It's never

eyes,

it.

WHISPERED
Great Complexion

when
est,

li\e

have them? Write us for

Kurlash Company, Rochester, 7<[ew Tor\.

Continued from page 31
activity

to

lowness. She found the
secret of real complexion

beauty in NR Tablets
(Nature's Remedy) They
.

cleansed and cleared the
eliminative tract—corrected sluggish bowel action
drove out the poisonous
wastes. She felt better, too, full of pep, tingling with
vitality. Try this mild, safe, dependable, all-vegetable
corrective tonight. See your complexion improve, see

—

CDCCI
mtti

headaches, dullness vanish.
New gold& blue At all druggists' only 25c.
1934 Calendar-

Thermometer — samples
NR and Turns. Send
name, address, stamp to
A. H. LEWIS CO.

Desk TG-91

St. Louis, Missouri

—

i

TO-NIGHT
TOMORROW ALRIGHT

-

—

—
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play to adapt.
An adaptation may mean
anything from minor .technical changes to
a complete revolution.
There have been
many complaints on the part of authors
whose novels have been adapted to the
screen complaints which are not in my
opinion always justified.
Often situations
which are good in a novel won't do at all
in the films.
And then, there is that everpresent, all-important thing in the movies
that thing which I hate and without
which no story has ever been brought to
the screen that thing which is called a

YOU MUST BE

—

SHAPELY'
. . .

ii

You can be shapely

—

Sai/s lush ion

says

—

Nancy Lee

"twist."

Are you flat-chested? Try this easy way to fill out
your chest-line to shapely beauty. Here is your chance
to get the famous Nancy Lee treatment at little cost.

Never, never, never should you try to
a simple story simply that's a rule
that's hammered into your head from the"
moment you meet your supervisor to the
moment you bid him farewell. Don't do it
will never in a million years work.
it
It would be as boring as a six-day bicycle
race that nobody's tampered with.
The
"twist" is to the picture what the hocuspocus is to the six-day bicycle race a sudden, unexpected touch of something which
takes the audience by surprise, which makes
them laugh when they expected to cry,

—

tell

—
Is

your figure shy on femDo you
inine curves?
look hollow-chested in the

Do you want to know
how to enlarge your bust?
To mould it to firm,

new sheath gowns that

rounded shapeliness? To
It's all in
lift the sag?
the Nancy Lee treatment
and ten minutes a day

emphasize the bust-line?
Are you hopelessly out of
style with a straight-line
Are your
silhouette?
chest-tissues thin and
sagging?
Now, more than ever,

does

special

ments,

my

dainty

with

JVIiracle
Cream, some clever little
exercises to tone and firm
the tissues,, with other
helpful hints that's all
No wonthere is to it!
der women all over the
world are delighted, with
so simple and pleasant a
way to develop the bust.

is for the
rounded, full-busted figure. Now, more than ever,
women are turning to
the famous Nancy Lee
treatment to develop the
bust.
See how easy it is
fill

massage

trick.

lubricating

the vogue

to

A

few
move-

the

—

out your bust this

easy, natural way.

Increase Your Bust-Measure

FREE

tiA

%Z»

ful

Everything mailed in .plain
wrapper. Money-Back Guarantee. Just send your name,
address and $1.00 TODAY.

This interesting little book
on bust development will be
mailed to you free. And here
is my big bargain offer: Send
only $1.00 for the Nancy Lee
treatment including instruc-

NANCY

New

York, N. Y.

Please send me the. Nancy Lee
treatment, including instructions
and Miracle Cream, by return
mail, in plain wrapper. I enclose

book.

in

$1.00

NANCY LEE

payment,

full

under

Money-Back Guarantee.

Name.

Dept. SC-12

BROADWAY
YORK,

LEE, Dept. SC-12

816 Broadway,

and large container of
Miracle Cream, with free

816

Town

State.

SCREENLAND
Beats The News!

to

SCREENLAND'S gossip of the
Our
you're a step ahead of the news!
Coast reporters have the inside track they know
when and where events are brewing, and they're
out there to tell you about it!
SCREENLAND gives you news-in-the-making
the true "lowdown" on Hollywood lives, loves
and ex-loves before it's public property. If you
wonder what the future holds for your pet performers if you want to know what the stars are
doing, and why, and with whom you'll find all
the answers in our "Here's Hollywood!"

When

you read

stars

your figure spoiled by a
Are
you embarrassed by this un-

Is

heavy, sagging bust?
sightly fat?

Then

tell

to

you how

oversize

bust.

let

me

reduce an
I'll
gladly

send you my easy directions,
with a container of "Prescription- 3 6".

Semi >Ie Your Name
And address and your
pleasant

home

treat-

ment will come to you
by return mail in plain
wrapper.
Please enclose 10c for forwarding charge.

IJORIS KENT, SC-12
SO East 11th Street,
New York, N. Y.

—

—

—

Read SCREENLAND every month
most authentic "chatter" from

for the latest,

movie-town!

MAKEHome
MONEY

—

finall}- tossed
shelves of the
to the
manuscript department to dry up and rot,
which is re-discovered and dusted off and
handed over to some unlucky wretch
"Here see what you can do with it."
Curiously enough, it will sometimes happen that one of these very lemons, apparently squeezed dry of every drop of
is

—

ever contained, somehow, fantastithis business where so much is
fantastic, manages to become a hit.
I was
once awarded a lemon of this kind, and I
was No. 29 to try my hand at it.
The point of the story was that a poor
devil of an Egyptian dragoman fell in love
with a very snooty English lady of high
rank.
Every time I saw my supervisor,
he would harp on that point, urging me
emphasize and exaggerate in every
to
way possible this difference in rank and
station
the tragic passion of the Egyptian,
the unapproachable glamor of the lady.
As you can see for yourselves, it was
hardly a story to wind up in a clinch.
The English lady, swept off her feet by
the mystery and dangers of the desert,
juice

it

in

oil.

"Make Money

Work

(lone

by

Chicago,

Hr>

wanted, and
ing

my

I

was overjoyed, on complet-

labors,

to

this

find

by congratulations from

myself

my

return. I

writ*

was

r.

was in production aid
Meantime, however, himors had reached
my ears to the effect tl.vat this lemon hi
been wrung through the ?nnds of at least
eight more authors since J tiad aone

;

I.

—a very

told that the story
doing very- well.

NATIONAL AR' SCH'7"
3601 Michigan Avenue,

showered

bosses

rare thing in Hollywood.
Soon after that I was obliged to leave
town for a while and I took my departure,
" satisfied with myself
feeling Very
bursting with

On my

steady income each week, working at home,
EARN
coloring photos and miniatures in
Learn famous

"Koehne Method" in few wpet«
method in big demand. No
needed. Many become inder

yields to an overpowering emotion and
falls into the arms of the dragoman. After
a brief idyl of love they part, he to return
to his milieu, she to hers, both cherishing
their memories.
the story, I
I worked like a fiend on
did my best to supply what I thought was

ability as a- scree,-,

f

free booklet,

—

—

—

Address.

N. Y.

Watf

which makes them cry when they expected
to laugh, which complicates something that
was simple and falsifies something that was
natural.
It saps your spirit, it wrecks
your nerves, it breaks your heart but it
makes your picture the twist.
The third and worst type of assignment
you can get is a "lemon." A lemon is a
manuscript which has passed through the
hands of many, many writers a manuscript which was probably poor in the first
place, which has grown worse and worse
in its passage from hand to hand, which

cally,

tions

NEW

—

|

—
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commissariat of the

studio.

"We're shooting that story you worked

"Come

me.
We're doing

on," he
it.

told

the

take a look at

wedding ceremony

today."

"Who's getting married?"

inquired

I

cautiously.

"Who

do you suppose?

The

girl

and

the boy, of course."

"But how can they? He's a poor dragoman and she's an English lady."
"Oh, we've fixed
me.

'

"He was

"Even

all that," he assured
really a prince in disguise."
I said, trying not to blink

so,"
"He's still a black prince
too idiotically.
and she's a white woman."

"That's where you're wrong," he grinned.
"They discovered what do you think
that she was a half caste."

—

Would you

like to

know how

the

normal

day of a writer in Hollywood ends? Well,
something like this.
At six o'clock
it's
you heave a sigh, take a look at your
muddled desk, decide that your muddled
head won't work any longer and that
You reach the door
you'll call it a day.

and the telephone

The

rings.

supervisor

would

hopefully

you at seven.
waiting-room

when he asks you

in.

like to see
in his

You
till

sit

I'M KEPT IN CONSTANT
MISERY FROM CORNS

nine,

At

10 :30 you leave
the studio there's no one at the door now
the good-looking boys
to check you out

—

AND SORE TOES

—

have gone home. You're trying to bear up
under the blow just dealt you by the supervisor, who has informed you kindly
but firmly that the meeting you've contrived with so much agony between your
lovers is banal, and that the motive you've
supplied for their falling in love is inadequate.
You go home, you eat a little
dinner, you sit in your bathtub and the
whole performance starts all over again.
Would you like to know the feelings of
a writer in Hollywood? I can give them
to

you

in

a nutshell.

When I was first
of my studio, he

introduced to the head
said
"You're considered a good writer,
Miss Baum, and of course you've had a
certain amount of success in the world.
But that means nothing to us.
You've
got to prove that you're a good writer in
Hollywood, and until then you don't
count."
You don't count in Hollywood and
that's exactly how you feel.
:

—

!

YOU'LL GET INSTANT

RELIEF

IF

YOU USE

dr'scholl's ZINOPADS

Doctors Recommend This
Treatment. It's SAFE, SURE!
Don't experiment! The modern medically
safe sure way to treat corns and sore toes is
to use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. These cushioned, soothing, healing, protective pads
quickly end pain; stop shoe friction and
pressure; prevent blisters and sore toes;
keep you rid of corns. Used with the separate Medicated Disks, included at no extra cost, Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads safely and
painlessly loosen and remove corns and callouses.

Sizes for Corns,
Callouses and Bunions

Jean Harlow's 3rd Marriage

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are

Continued from pctge 21

shapes for Corns, Callouses,
Bunions and Soft Corns. Get
a box today at your drug,
department or shoe store.

Oh, he will be painted as handsome. One
writer has already referred to his mustache
as "distinguished." Another compared him
to the late Paul Bern, Jean's second husband.

Erase all such description from your
mind.
Hal Rosson, one of my good
friends, is just an ordinary guy, even as
you and I. He isn't handsome by far,
and he knows it. He is certainly not "disAs for comparison with
tinguished."
Bern, that is most ridiculous. Except that
Rosson, like Paul Bern, is rather less than
medium in height, and has the same kind
of "immature mustache," I see no reason
for comparing them.
At the golf club, where Hal and I often
play together, he is a popular member.
Men like him, and he is always a welcome
He is a good
addition to any match.
He is possessed of a remarkably
sport.
even temperament. He is a fine loser and
an equally pleasant winner. He is, to be
precise, a man's man.
That he is also a woman's man goes
without saying. Jean Harlow married him,
didn't she?

three of us have often played toIn fact, my first intimation that
they were in love came on the golf links.
I noticed that he condoned her poor shots,
and enthused about her fine ones. When a
masculine golfer achieves that interest
in a feminine golfer, there's more in the
air than drives and putts.
Hal would watch her with adoring eyes.
After a particularly good shot, he would
sometimes glance at me and smile happily.
enjoyed
I honestly believe that Rosson
her good shots better than his own. I am
a golfer, and I can tell you that nothing
could better prove love than the statement

The

gether.

_

just offered.

Rosson has made no secret of his love
Ever since he photographed her

for Jean.
in

"Red Headed Woman," he has been

in

I think the reason no one
love with her.
took his declarations seriously was that
many other men o'so were in love with
Jean, and they weren't secretive about their
worship, either.
Most of these other
suitors were far handsomer than Hal, and

I rather believe that

made

Hollywood expected

Miss Harlow to wed a dashing hero-type,
or a romantic millionaire. Therefore, most
of us regarded Rosson's asserted love
rather amusedly.
Had Hal been a less
popular chap, we might have pitied him.
I

in special sizes and

i ^SES

CAL;

Other Foot Trouble?
Tliere is a Dr. Scholl Relief
for it. For booklet on Care
of the Feet, write Dr. Scholl's
Inc.,

Dept. 15, Chicago,

III.

J
BU

am

not particularly surprised
that she chose him.
Jean has told me
countless times that masculine handsomeness means nothing to her.
She has always looked for good sportsmanship and
cleverness.
Til say for her that she has
Still,

CORNS

D? Scholl's

Zino-pads
—

found both in Hal Rosson.
Don't think, because he is a cameraman,
that he is merely a salaried worker. Rosson was once a director. The coming of
talking pictures, which strangely twisted
the careers of many in Hollywood, abruptly
cut short Rosson's directorial success. Now
he has become one of the film industry's
ace cameramen, and his weekly salary far
exceeds that of many fine directors. Furthermore (and this can be regarded only
as a prophesy, of course), Rosson will return to his directorial capacity ere long.
I was one of the first to hear about the
wedding, for Jean telegraphed me from
Yuma. Her wire read, in part "Dear
Jimmie. Hal and I married here today.
You were right." [A few weeks previously
I had_ predicted, on my radio program, that
I anticipated Jean's marriage to Rosson].
"Wish you were here. Jean." Of course,
that final tag was in the nature of a jest.
:

Jean wished no such thing.
On her return, Jean told me that she
and Hal arrived in Yuma hours before the
hour at which the Justice of Peace ordinarily crawls out of bed. Nothing daunted,
they hammered on that austere gentleman's door until he answered.
"And was he peeved!" exclaimed Jean.
"Until he found out that it was Jean
Harlow he was invited to marry," interrupted Hal. "Then he was all smiles and
jollification."

of all things !" said Jean. "When
the ceremony ended, I looked down and
saw I had a run in my stocking. It was
too early for stores to be open, so I did
the next best thing I took the stockings
off and returned home bare-legged."

"And

Put one on

the* pain

is

gone!

Gtfwwft CtUAa/
The women you most admire, and per.
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. 1 .
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result cdaily care. Above all else, these women keep
their blood free of the poisons of constipation.
Thousands of such women find Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets a matchless corrective. Made
of pure vegetable ingredients. Know them
by their olive color. They are a safe substitute for dangerous calomel. Not habit
forming. All druggists, 15c, 30c

and

60c.

LIVE TABLETS

YOU CAN
CHANGE1
YOUR FACE!
Dr. Stotter, a graduate of
The University of Vienna,
with many years of experience in Plastic Surgery reconstructs unshapely noses, protruding and large ears, lips,
wrinkles around eyes and eyelids, face and neck etc., by
methods as perfected in the great Vienna Polyclinic.
Moderate Fees. Booklet free.

—

DR.
50

F\ST

42nd

STOTTER

Street.

Dept.

41-C,

New

York

City
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The Return of
Lillian

Gish

Continued from page 53
and man}" a day before that?
has our gentle Lillian been doing,
all these years she has been away from
our midst ?
Living,
growing always growing, in
mental and spiritual grace. It is no exaggeration to say that in her quaint, individual way, Lillian Gish is one of the
great women of our time.
yesterday,

What

Here

an easy way

is

—

reduce

to

heavy, sagging tissues

•

Are you self-conscious about your figure?
There is nothing quite so conspicuous as an
enlarged bust,

is

there? Especially now,

when

the vogue is all for the sheer, form-revealing
dresses decreed by Paris.
That bulging,
drooping line utterly ruins the silhouette!
Recapture the firm,
Reduce your bust!
special home
trim contours of youth.
treatment is designed for this purpose.

My

SLENDERIZE YOUR BUST
Send today and see how easy my method is,
and how effective. Nothing difficult or dangersimple, sensible directions for
taking off flabby fat, for lifting the sag and
remoulding the form.
large container'of my
FORMULA-X is included, a dainty, creamy
compound used with my special massage
technique. If you want a trim, shapely bi' Q %
with smart, arching contours, then I urge*' you
to take advantage of the liberal introductory
Your satisfaction is guaranoffer below.
teed or money back.

Just

ous.

A

—

She exerts a subtle
power over those among

yet

whom

A

tremendous
she moves.

great spiritual influence. Her intimates
are sometimes leaders in the world of
thought.
Dour old Theodore Dreiser, the
novelist, bemused with the world's woes.
George Jean Nathan, most critical of
critics.

Joseph Hergesheimer, outstanding

colorist

among American

novelists.

Many

Yet she will always turn from
them to mother the motherless befriend
more.

—

the friendless.

Those who know Gish best, love her
most truest test of human character.
Mary Pickford, who brought Lillian to
Griffith twenty years ago, and grew up
with her in the picture world, is one of
her most devoted friends.
Recently the
forthright little Pickford has been laboring
with Lillian to get her to bob the famous
tresses that have been famous for their

—

beauty for years.
actually

Lillian
I told

her

laughed out loud when
described to me

how Mary had

world-shaking crusade.
she has tried her hardest to get
me to bob my hair. But a week or two
ago I went to the hair-dresser with Mary.
After watching what she went through,
for two hours, to keep her own shorn
head in perfect trim, I swore Pd wear
this

"Yes,

A BARGAIN OFFER!

/

Just a single dollar brings you this
specialized treatment for reducing
Mail the coupon or
the bust.
BETTY
write, enclosing $1.00, and you
drew,
will receive your treatment
Dept. SC-12,
799 Broadway,
by return mail instrucNew York N - Y -

/

—

/
/

S

/

and Formula-X,
send me, unir>
nlain
wrapper, s«/ derPlease
plain wrannpr
your Money . BacU
Can you afford to S Guarantee, the Betty
Drew treatment for bustmi'cs SUCtl
cunti an
an
miSS
only
enclose
I
red „ ct ion.
Mail
opportunity:
„*
$1.00 in full payment.
tions

m

"

y

S

at

once

in

plain

wrapper.

REW

And

during her

shall !"

And

long absence

from

I

the screen, has made an honored name in
Her performance in Tchethe theatre.
kov's "Uncle Vanya," a thing of superlative beauty, will never be forgotten by
those who saw it.
And after the play, these last few years?

even

mentioning

from the

spotlight

Yet one cannot judge
and the spangles.
and appreciate this remarkable woman

Address

Dept. SC-12)

ew York, N.

Lillian,

forever.

am reticent about
I
Lillian Gish's life away

Name

1

long hair
she will!

Town

State.

without realizing that for nine long years
her whole life has revolved about that of
her beautiful mother, May Gish, who has
lain paralyzed and helpless all these endless days
and nights.
Almost never is Lillian absent from her
side.
Since the tragic day that Mrs. Gish
was stricken, during a trip abroad, Lillian's
life
only lived for her.
May Gish,
is
whose days and nights were miracles of
tender care for Lillian and sister Dorothy
when they were child actresses, trouping
the long trail of one-night stands the
country over.
There's nothing maudlin about this stuBut when Lillian
pendous mother-love.
says '.'I can't imagine a world without
mother," it isn't imagination that sees her
eyes grow a bit more luminous with a

—

1

T'

Birthday Greetings to Marie Dressier
on Her 62nd Birthday!

oved star will be 62 years old on November 9. Her well-wishers
are planning a nation-wide tribute. Send your congratulations!

STOP Your Rupture

LADIES

Worries!

Why worry and suffer with that
rupture any longer? Learn about
my perfected invention. It has

I

brought ease, comfort and happiness to thousands by assisting in
relieving and curing many cases
of reducible hernia. It has Automatic Air Cushions which bind
I

positively

guarantee

my

great

successful "Relief Compound."
Safely relieves some of the most
unnaturally painful and functionally delayed cases in 3 to 5 days.

FOR OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY

from all over the country have used this comand draw the broken parts women
pound with remarkable results. Testimonials without

together as you would a

'broken limb. No
No
'

607-H

number.

obnoxious
or

C.E.Brooks. inventor springs or pads.
salves
plasters. Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to pro
Beware of imitations. Never sold 1
agents. Write today for full info
in plain, sealed envelope.
State St.
H. C. BROOKS.

Mail, $2.
i^—

j

-

|

I

I

No harm, pain or interference with work.
Double strength, $3. Booklet Free. Also

»„Tt,;in 4-U~.. lor.*- O TJ^ok 1 O?
127 pages entitled "What Every Married
Shoald Know by Fieldi^r axid "The Physiology of
Sex Life" by Dr. Greer." Simply mail tiiiu ad and your order today for either single or double strength treatment to
UK. F. T. SUUTHltitifOB REMEDY CO., KANSAS CITY, MO.

KELGL

Woman

"

hint of unshed tears.
In the summer Lillian and her mother
have a little house in the lush Connecticut
country back of Norwalk a small house
with an old-fashioned garden, where Mrs.
Gish, on fine days, can be brought into
the open to lie in the shade of the trees.
Early Fall sees them in a spacious and

—

comfortable apartment ir-^'ew York, whose
living room windows look out upon the
busy bosom of the Esst River, with its
boat/ and
ferry
ponderous
scurrying

!

for

December

19

!

!
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moving about far below.
There Lillian and Mrs. Gish spend their
days, surrounded by a group of truly devoted friends.
It is

a quiet and a gentle
it.

!!

3 3

barges

would have

—

!

life,

as Lillian

She has never married, and

doubt that she ever will. Certainly not
during the life of her mother. There is no
Her long
serious swain in the picture.
romantic friendship with George Jean
Nathan, the dramatic critic, is over.
Yet Gish believes in marriage, as the
happiest and most natural state for two
She
people who are fond of each other.
has an instinctive feeling for true companionship the intimate friendship of conI

—

she
I believe
genial minds and hearts.
loves and venerates this more than anything else in life.
Back to the bustling set the hurrying
crowds which revolve around Lillian Gish,

—

the star.
Is this making of "The Great Adventure" the beginning of another motion
picture career for Lillian Gish?
I know that a great HollyI doubt it.
wood studio is trying to lure her to the
But
Gold Coast for a series of films.
Lillian says, with perfect truth, that she
feels she has grown past merely making
another parade of pictures.
She was at it for so many laborious

She worked so long and so well,
and the name of Lillian Gish, in any posthe movies, will loom
sible history of
large as one of the greatest of the silent

years

!

artists.

course, if the perfect chance comes
story and a part strike fire in her
mind nothing will keep her from the
camera. Celluloid, for all the passing of
toil and time, is in her artist blood.
Thank you,
But just another movie?

Of
a

if

—

And who can blame her?
You Gish fans of the grand old days
I wanted you to know of my visit with
To realize that she is
this lovely ghost.
no.

as lovely as ever, and even more beloved
by those who come in contact with her.
You should hear the ravings of Mr. Young,

who

privileged to play opposite her in
this new screen adventure.
One of these days a talkie called "The
Great Adventure" will be advertised at
your theatre and mine. And all we Gish
addicts will rush down to see it, by way
of welcoming our girl friend after this
four-year absence.
I'm sorry, but you won't be first in the
line that awaits the opening of the house.
I don't give a toot how early you get up.
When you arrive, there will be a weazened
little
old feller dozing against the boxoffice window.
That will be Hall.

Be As Beautiful As
Your Favorite Star J

is

The

A Skilful Make-up

Secret:

—

—

so
Picture yourself so charming
so beautiful
popular.
skilful make-up will do wonders for
you.
Hollywood Stars require expensive equipment and correct illumination to secure a faultless
make-up, yet you can enjoy these Hollywood facilities in your own home, at little cost, with the new

A

A modern beauty aid.
Has powerful

Appeals to

bulb
—
no glare — no
mirror with

all.

electric

to illuminate face

opshadows. Large
tical magnifying mirror attached
by hinge (swings out of sight

J^ST"

true
work — eye shadow
blemishes.
eyebrow plucking, and removing
—
Beautifully
Size 5j4"x8". Compact and portable.

when not

in use)

for

line

facial

Reunion on Lo^g

Black Enamel and Striped with
in
Complete with bulb and cord. Only $1.50.
Makes a wonderful gift. If your dealer is not
stocked, order direct, giving dealer's name.

Island

finished
Silver.

Continued from page 25
Colbert and Charlie Ruggles and Miriam
There the Marx monkeys began
There's a story in
their flicker fortunes.
every fleck of dust on that studio floor
long
two-year
after
that
Suddenly,
Five
snooze, the doors were flung open.
thousand bats flew out all the souls of
bad actors better off dead.
"Come on !" said the owners. "Anyone
who wants to make a talkie is welcome.
You put up the do-re-mi, and in half an
hour we'll have a complete crew of stagewizards and technical
electrical
hands,
geniuses on the job."
And thus it was that the fun began!
In the twinkling of a phoney eye-lash
someone started making a picture. Eastern movie men who had been reading the
want-ads for two years suddenly had jobs.
The old lot resounded with glad cries of
"Hello, Pete !", "Hi, Jake !" and "When do
we eat?" It was too true to be wonder-

Hopkins.

—

_

ful!
I dropped out to the dear old place not
long ago, while they were shooting some
scenes for the film version of the Broadway musical hit, "Take a Chance." And
darlings, it was so mad and marvelous,
so truly in the great tradition of the

movies

—that

I sat

right

down on

a sleep-

It
ing property boy and cried my eyes out
was the happy Hollywood of the old days
the movies running amuck
In the first place, there were the actors
Who should heave into view but Buddy
(no more Charles) Rogers! Heavier, but
It was on this sacred spot
still beautiful.
!

—

the immortal Buddy, with Kansas
wheat-dust still in his hair, graduated from
the first and only class of the Paramount
Pictures School, and went on to glory.
Here he first looked pretty for the camera
eight (can it be possible?) years ago!
I looked again, and saw. James, or Jimmy, Dunn, totally minus a Sally Eilers.
He was on from the west to do a fat comedy part. Jimmy with the winning Irish
ways, the contagious smile that leaves
New York night clubs limp and gasping.
And, speaking of Dunn, Romance had
already reared its dizzy head on the "Take

that

The leading girl was none
a Chance" set.
other than June Knight, the blonde charmer who was Jimmy's Best Girl years
not
many ago, when both were winning their
ways together in the same musical comedy

—

—

on Broadway.
Jimmy had gone west to pictures, and
was mentioned by wire in connection with
least
half
at
of Hollywood's prettiest
minxes. June, on Broadway, ran up an

AMERICAN AUTOMATIC DEVICES

|

502 Throop Street., Chicago,
Please send me
Mirrors. Enclosed And $

j

ear-scrambler

an English-Broadway-Hollywood air. And
who also was on exhibition but Lillian
Roth
Shucks
You remember Lillian
She was one of the earliest entrants in the
musical films of the old (four years ago)
days, and got her great chance in Para!

!

mount's beautiful Technicolor "The Vagabond King." About a year ago Mile.
Roth married a New York judge and
handed in her dinner pail.
But the call of the Kliegs was too loud.
And here she was again, prettier than ever,
and singing her lungs out on Eadie Was a
Lady, the song of the decade.

And

here, too,

was

Cliff

Edwards, the

"Ukelele Ike" of pious memory. No Metro picture was considered legal without
Ike, in 1929 and 1930.
Pie was the J.

Durante of that
But the troupe
of

the

era.
is

Paramount

only part of the story
Eastern Studio as of

Everything combines to make
the grand old plant the hub of motion picture madness of this day and age
When I walked on the "Take a Chance"
set I stumbled into the midst of a large
and confused crowd, consisting of sixty or
f
seventy people^
cw, had visible
even date.

means of sup
Fifteen or|
stood' abou

e-shifters,
or
^ing
luncheon

grips,

from

their

s

|

:em.

Some few

stag-

I
'
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Consult Yogi Alpha
NEW

1934 READING

NOW READY

of the prize-ring.

And here they were on Long Island
together again, romancing around, and
holding hands for all the world to see
Off with the new love, on with the old
I saw Lilian Bond lending proceedings

\

Town

|

|

I

| Address

Max

and

nose-mangier

Hollywood Make-up

Name

|

impressive roster of boy-friends, windingup, not long ago, with Mr.
Baer, the

eminent

CO..

111.

1934 will be the year of opportunity.
Yoj?i Alpha, internationally known psychologist and astrologer, who haB amazed
thousands by his uncanny predictions, offers a 2500 word Giant Astrological Reading based on your sign in the Zodiac,
giving you predictions month by month
'

1

,

with exact days, dates and happenings
for 1934 and balance of 1933. Consult it
before making any changes in business,
signing papers, love, marriage, employment, speculation, health, acci dents,
lucky "days, travel, etc. Send only 50c
and exact birth date for complete Astrological Forecast. 300-word Numerology
Reading included
Money returned if not satisfied. YOGI
Box 1411. Dept. 89
San Diego, Calif.
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FREE.
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with
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BLACKHEADS!
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IT CAUSES SCARS,
Dissolve Blackheads scientifiLarge Pores, stop embarrassing
Greasiness, "Shine," clear Muddy, Tanned Skin.
Just wash with water and wonderful KLEERPLEX WASH! Has marvelous pore purifying
powers. Gets at the cause quickly, safely. ReGives you that
news, lightens, beautifies skin.
clean-cut attractive look which means everything
in social and business life. See instant improvement! No chemicals. No staying home. A guaranteed pure, natural product, approved by Health
both Men and Women.
Authorities and thousands of happy users
Nothing like itl Stop wasting time and money on ordinary products.
for your 2 mo.'*
Your skin deserves the bestl Send SI. 00
supply of wonderful KLEERPLEX WASH, to Kleerplex (Dept. 9).
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90
gered about with

bits

"Hup!"

out,

of scenery, yelling
"Comin'
thar!"
through!" Enough light-men tinkered with
cables to run the illuminating system of
the greater city.
What really caught my soul was the fact
that there were two directors, as of the
early talkie era.
One, of course, for the
movie end; one, naturally, to care for the
art of the drama.
Mr. Monte Brice officiated for the cinLawrence
Schwab,
bunch. Mr.
ema
Broadway producer of girl shows, sat by
to see that the drammer got at least an
even break.
The scene to be shot was not, as you
might guess, the Closet Scene from "Hamlet."
In fact, Mr. James Dunn was being
thrown out of a speakeasy into the luscious
arms of Miss Lillian Roth, who was waitSimple enough, one
ing on the sidewalk.

— "Look

—

might think.
Bells rang, rockets flashed, lights glared.
a take !" screamed three or four
young men at no one in particular.
were all still as little mice. Mr. Dunn
was duly booted out of the saloon. "Cut,"
said Mr. Monte Brice.
It looked all right.
But I, of course, was quite wrong.
'.

!

."It's

We

Mr. Schwab, of the theatre, arose in his
might from the directorial camp-stool
where he had been sitting and sneering.
"No no NO !" remarked Mr. Schwab.
"Not at ALL
Jimmy, you are not being
asked into the garden for a dish of tea!
You are being given the bum's rush from
a speak because you cannot cough up
enough scratch for the tab. Now please,
boys and girls, I ask you
And while this was going on, Mr. Brice
representing the Art of the Cinema, was
looking as though he had swallowed an
anchovy the wrong way, and memories of
such directorial teams of the old days in

— —

earth could one find such sleepy zeal, such
dozing energy, save in a good old studio
slaving away at a musical movie?

Oh memories
I

!

—

Hollywood

filled

my

old eyes with a saline
not, of course, have

solution that could
been tears.
The heart-throb was too much.
In a large and dirty rehearsal hall

I

fled.

found
Connolly
I

Isn't

to

every crazy, wonderful, beloved thing
that had made the movies my heart's delight
the alienists'
Heaven, the nervedoctors' Paradise
Just across the East River from Manhattan's sane (?), sober (??), businesslike
(???) world was everything the movie
cosmos had loved long since, and lost
die,

—

awhile.

There, on the Long Island flats, I found
Jimmy Dunn and June Knight holding

hands

— Buddy

dream

the highly-talented Mr. Bobby
rehearsing fifty beauteous chorus girls for
"Take a Chance." Mr. Connolly, wearing
a large cigar and white pants, assured me
that the girls had eight very tough numbers to learn, and were doing fine, while
the young ladies of the ensemble worked
frantically at reading novels, catching catnaps and swapping gossip. Where on

She

that bless and burn
had seen once more, before I came

—a

Rogers still the cash-girls'
hundred people rushing about

screaming.
This tale has been written with a typewriter and a song in my heart. Once
more I find myself VITALLY interested
in the movies
Again I am up to the
arm-pits in the beloved cinema
For I have discovered, bless my heart,
one spot on this budgeted, balanced earth
!

where the film-making art is once more
charming, nutty and unbelievably nice. Go
thou, my comrades, and do likewise

Like That at All!

Continued from page 57
and planning new clothes

—

she is one of
best-dressed women on the screen,
you know but she enjoys deep-sea fishing
much more. She should be always elegantly indolent. Instead she is occasionally gloriously lazy.
So, if you're disappointed, don't go on.
The interviewer wasn't disappo nted, he
was amazed and delighted. Any screen
siren who likes bacon and eggs and declares that she can cook them "beautifully," wins his attention any time.
It didn't seem possible that Miss Francis
could rest on anything less luxurious than
a chaise-lounge.
But, believe it or not, she
likes a hammock better.
In keeping with the mysterious screen
personality she has built up and which
we are now busy tearing down one would
imagine she would read decadent French
novelists, or perhaps Ibsen or Tolstoy. But
she is addicted to detective fiction and to
Hemingway and other moderns.
She seems to be the very soul of dignity
but she likes a good fight and a six-day
bicycle race she finds
irresistible
She
might be one who would gamble magnificently for enormous sums.
Instead she
plays bridge for small stakes.
novelist, writing about such a woman,
would give her lion cubs for pets. But
she is content with two dachshunds, two
cats, a parrot, a rabbit, a canary, several
goldfish, and three frogs.
And if you are
one of those who think of Miss Francis as
efficient only in the art of being beautiful,
be advised now that she is also proficient
as a typist and in taking short-hand notes.
She might, one would suspect from her
pictures, have as many jewels as Peggy
Hopkins Joyce is supposed to have. But
she hates diamonds and wears only oldfashioned brooches and a pair of inexpensive ear-rings, for good luck.
She ought
to be above such mundane things as superstition
but she won't wear blue.
In fact, this screen "lady of mystery" is
really just a
woman of charm. Miss
Francis has been seen in boudoirs and
period living-rooms so often, dressed in
such intriguing gowns, nlaving at being
llufi
a distinct
exotic and
is
refreshshock to fii
ler a
ingly natur
those

—

:

—

—
—

!

—

A

"How can a fellow learn his lines?" Bill Powell asks, not too plaintively,
as Marie Dees, Virginia Dabney and Loretta Andrews seek to lighten his
mental labors in preparing for "The Kennel Murder Case." Cheer up,
Bill
there are lines and lines!

—

large sums of money for intriguing bottles
of exotic perfumes.
But the one odor she
finds absolutely irresistible, we have her
word for this, is the smell of freshly buttered popcorn
One can picture her ordering crepe
suzettes from an obsequious head waiter
hovering near. Instead, she is more apt
to munch an ice cream cone and her

dinner dish is "lamb chops."
contradictions is this lady made.
Almost every thing she seems to be she
isn't
She isn't languorous. She once
ran the hundred-yard dash in twelve seconds.
She plays tennis. She ought to be
thinking about her "art," but the chances
are she's looking for a new chair for her
living room.
She ought to enjoy shopping
favorite

Of such
!

—

.

—

I
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"We're In The Money"
sang the Chorus Girls
in

Warner

Bros.

Get

"In

"Gold
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Diggers of

The Money"

With SCREENLAND'S New
Subscription Plan
money in spare time.
The Screenland Subscription Plan offers a number of
Screenland subscriptions for you to sell at a .50%
Here's your chance to earn extra

profit to yourself!

You Keep Half

the Money!

—

rate of $1.50.

And

here's the big cash offer: for

every two $1.50 subscriptions

$3.00)

YOU KEEP

which you

(for

Dollar in

With
cash

the

Hand

is

Screenland

IMMEDIATELY!

Worth Two on

collect

new

subscribers'

No

waiting,

—

each time you make two
Just think
spend $1.50 the same day.

no uncertainty.

sales

Make Your Christmas Money, Quickly,

GET BUSY

$1.50, and send us just $1.50 with

names and

addresses.

Books!

Subscription Plan you get your
half the

you can

Easily

—

NOW

ON

you sell
THE Screenland
four subscriptions, $3-00 goes into your pocket, and you
SUBSCRIPTION PLAN!
send $3.00 to us and so on, for as many
groups of two subscribers as you can get.
screenland subscription club,
SCREENLAND MAGAZINE, 45 West 45th Stteet, New Yotk, N.
Due to the volume of the Screenland Sub-

the

tb>A

The minute you sell two subscriptions you put
money in your own pocket!

The plan is simple just tell your friends about Screenland and solicit their subscriptions for one year at the
low

A

If

—

must be
handled only in units of TWO. Get as many
as you can, from two up, and remember : for
every tivo one-year subscriptions, you collect
$3.00 from the subscribers, KEEP $1.50, and
send us $1.50.
scription Plan, this special cash offer

(//

the

sell more than two subscriptions, send half the money and
names and addresses in a letter. The coupon is not necessary.)

you
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Canadian

postage 60$ extra per
Foreign $1.00 extra.
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$1.50 each for one-year subscriptions
to Screenland.
In accordance with the Screenland Subscription Plan, I have
kept half the money and enclose the remaining $1.50.
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"SHE

men say

shall

- -

LOVELY

IS

SO EXQUISITE!"
PATRICIA

BY

GORDON

«1

Princess Pat n?.ake-up. The rouge, for instance. Of the famous
Duo-Tone blend.
mystery of radiant beauty so natural that
its glowing color seems actually to come from within the skin.
Powder of precious almond base (instead of chalky starch).
Softer than any other powder; far more clinging. Powder to
velvet any skin to smooth, aristocratic perfection. And lip
rouge So wonderfully natural, so smooth, so free of waxy substance. To color lips divinely, to be wholly indelible.

A

—

The Music ends softly. A momentary hush. 'A throng; but you
seem mysteriously detached. It is your moment. Something
portends. Born on the strange silence, a remark about you.

—

Some one says, "She is lovely!" No conscious flattery this
not meant to be overheard. And so, a thrilling compliment.
"So Lovely, so

Exquisite!"

How? Pretty

As background,

poise,

chic?

dimly.

Only women are

yes.

clothes,

But as to

daintiness,

these,

men

see

Men

observe colorful cheeks,
are entranced by luscious hps, thrilled by eyes brilliant and
mysterious. Sh-h-h-h! make-up! Ah yes; but make-up so
clever, so artistic that to masculine eyes it appears as natural.

Some Women Know

critical.

— Some Do

How

be otherwise
than true? When a woman will tolerate obvious make-up, she
simply does not know the glamorous beauty of harmonized
Not.

can

it

!

Each With The Other Harmonized. How different! Whatever
Princess Pat rouge, powder and eye make-up shades you
choose will invariably harmonize.
secret color theme invests
Princess Pat make-up with this marvelous advantage. With
usual make-up there is ever the risk of discordant shades;
but never with Princess Pat.

A

Make-up To Go With Costume. Because any shade of Princess Pat
rouge will match your skin, you may choose with the color of
your costume in mind. Simply choose the more intense shades
of rouge for strongly colored costumes, the softer rouge shades
for softer

costume

colors.

There are

shades of Princess Pat rouge, fulfilling
your every requirement for stunning,

a MAKE-UP KIT for only 10c
O 9 This famous Introductory Kit contains rouge and

individualized make-up.

rouge to last two weeks to a month; also a purse size,
metal box of Princess Pat face powder and a book of new
copyrighted beauty secrets. The 10c is simply for postage
and packing. An extraordinary offer; made to acquaint you
with three delightful Princess Pat beauty aids.

lip

PRINCESS PAT Dept. 254-C. 2709 S. Wells St. Chicago.
Send your famous Minute Make-up Kit containing rouge,
lip rouge and face powder. I enclose 10c in full payment.
,

{In Canada,

NCESS PAT
LONDON

.

;hicago

1 5c)

Street

City and State

IN CANADA, 93

CHURCH

STREET, TORONTO
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Suffer Pain

Women

SAW JANE

ONE

OF

YESTERDAY.SH E

WAS

MY BRIDESMAIDS AND NOW-

POOR THING-SHE LOOKS OLD ENOUGH
/TO BE THE

MOTHER OF THE OTHER GIRLS

— Needlessly

Medical authorities discover new

scientific facts

— new formula stops
pain by relaxation — quickly — safely —
about cause and

relief

of pain

scientifically

What

MODERN
about
Now

Pain

alkaline formula will not injure the heart nor upset the stomach.
Don't take a chance with old-fashioned tablets. Modern science
has long since discarded them in favor of Hexin.

Is

doctors have discovered important

new facts

pain. They have known for years that pain is
caused by pressure on the sensitive ends of your nerves.
they have discovered that as you grow tired, your muscles,

tense and hard from over -work, contract like a clenched

fist

To Sleep Soundly
The next time you have trouble getting to sleep try 2 Hexin
tablets with water. Too many cigarettes
that extra cup of coffee

—
—nervousness—worry—any one of these things can rob you of

on

blood vessels and capillaries. The capillaries, (minute blood vessels) become conjested, causing that pressure on nerve ends which
results in "pressure" headache, neuralgia and other severe* pain.

New Method

your rest, and steal your energy.
Let Hexin relax tired nerves and gently soothe you to sleep
Hexin is not a hypnotic or a narcotic causing artificial drowsiness.
Why ruin your health and lower your efficiency needlessly by
lying awaka? Let Hexin help you to sleep naturally and soundly.

of Relief

Hexin—an amazing new formula—relieves pain simply, quickly, and

Take

—

properly by relaxation
the newest and safest scientific method.
As Hexin relaxes the taut, cramped fibres and tiny muscles, (1)
blood again starts to flow normally, (2) Capillary congestion is
have
relieved, removing pressure from
A SICK
HEADACHE.
your nerve-ends, (3) pain vanishes
CAN'T
like magic
quickly, safely and

Doctors

—

naturally.

Don't confuse Hexin with oldfashioned tablets which drug your
nerves into insensibility and encourage acid stomach. Hexin relieves pain safely by relaxation. Its

OH, YOU'D BETTER
ORDER. TAKE 2

Will it upsh
my stomach?

HEXIN

i've meant
TO TRY
HEXI
ITWM

TABLETS. YOL)
WILL FEEL FINE

BEFORE WE
ARE SERVED

I

WW

The only

—

adapted to the delicate systems of
children than ordinary tablets so
strong and so acid.
Hexin an alkaline formula

M

ing the coupon

*HEXIN

YOUR

is

Take 2 Hexin

how

it

tablets

HEXIN

NOW.

The action ofHEXiNis

is

many women

suffer periodically.

CERTAINLY GLAD

HEXIN.

1

**HEXIN

IS

ALKALINE

(non-acid).

FEEL

A DIFFERENT

APPETITE.

LIKE

HEXIN

PERSON ALREADY

is

Hexin

remarkably effective in relieving the muscular pain or cramps from which

YOU CAVE ME THAT

EFFECT

to Test

any pain -reliever that means anything

modern drug store. Nothing else
is"just as good". Or make your
personal test FREE by mail-

immediate for children or adults.
I

test of

tense nerves start to relax. At
once Hexin starts to set up an
alkaline reaction in your stomach. You'll never know what
quick relief is till you try Hexin.
Insist on Hexin today at any

and fever that is milder and better

was, therefore, developed for children originally. Its action had to be
gentle and safe. What's mild
enough for your child is better for
you. But don't be misled about
the effectiveness of Hexin for

VVON T EVEN

Colds

acts with you. Make this test yourself.
with a glass of water. At once

—

IT

for

differ as to

How

Originally Developed for
Children
Give us a formula mothers asked
—that our children can take with
safety. Give us a relief for pain

adult use.

HEXIN

the cause of colds but all agree that the
resultant distress is directly due to congestion. Hexin relieves
congestion safely by relaxing taut tissues and reestablishing the
normal flow of blood.
Colds and headaches often start because your system has an
over -balance of acidity. Be careful, then, not to add acid** tablets
to an already acid stomach. It stands to reason that the strong
vinegar acid of some old-fashioned formulas may only serve to
aggravate your condition.
Hexin is alkaline (non-acid). It relieves the direct cause of
cold-distress by the only safe method — relaxation.
Most people find that 1 Hexin tablet with water every hour
until a total of 6 or 7 have been taken keeps a cold from starting or greatly relieves one that has started.

i

I

may

HEXIN,

ALKALINE

8

Inc.

SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

HEXIN, INC., 8 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago
sample of HEXIN.
Please send me a generous

FREE

Name
Address
City,

_

_

_
State,.

S—5234

Modern Druggists Prefer HEXIN
Buy a box of HEXIN today. Ifyour druggist
should not have it on hand, insist that he
order it. You can buy HEXIN in convenient
tins containing 12 tablets and in economical
bottles of 50 and 100 tablets. Don't let your
druggist give you anything but HEXIN.
Nothing else is "just as good"*

—
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GOOD

NUMBERS^! FROM PARAMOUNT

cenous picture -snatchers, stealing laughs from
each other, six grand mirthmakers in a story
made for mirth. The six — Charlie Ruggles and

"FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE"
Four frightened people fleeing

into

a tropical

jungle to escape from a plague-ridden ship

.

Mary Boland, W. C. Fields and Alison Skipworth,
George Burns and Gracie Allen. The director
—Leo McCarey.

.

shedding their good manners with their clothes
casting civilization aside, being once more,
.
"Male and Female." The people— Clc-bdette
Colbert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Boland,
William Gargan. The director— Cecil B. DeMille.
.

.

A BOAT"

"EIGHT GIRLS IN
Eight lovely girls

were forbidden.

a school

in

Eight girls

where men

dreaming spring

dreams ... a lover looked in at the window
and then there were seven. The eighth girl
Dorothy Wilson
the lover
Douglas
.

.

—

.

— Richard

Montgomery. The director

if

it's

a

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE,

it's

the

best

Wallace.

show

in

town

.
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FEATURES:
Marie Dressier and
Lionel Barrymore in
Marie's birthday
picture: "Christopher Bean."

COVER PORTRAIT OF JEAN HARLOW
Charles Sheldon
THE EDITOR'S PAGE
Delight Evans
KATHARINE HEPBURN'S COLLEGE DAYS
Betty Shannon
WILL HOLLYWOOD ACCEPT NUDISM?
James M. Fidler
ARLISS TELLS WHAT HA'PPY MARRIAGE HAS TAUGHT HIM Ada Patterson
MEDALS AND BIRDS
S. R. Mook
USE THE MOVIES IN HOME-MAKING
Ruth Tildesley
EAST COAST, WEST COAST— WHERE ARE THE MOVIES BOUND? Leonard Hall
THE SCREEN SPECTATOR SPEAKS
JEAN HARLOW CONFIDES HER SECRET AMBITION
James M. Fidler
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When a month is marked with so many
good pictures that we have to begin to review
them for you on this page, you know your
For example,
movie-going will be a pleasure!
there is "Christopher Bean," Marie Dressler's
At 62 the Grand Old
"birthday picture."
Girl of stage and screen turns in one of her
finest performances as the co-star of Lionel
Barrymore

in

this

clever

adaptation

of

the
Miss

novel story, with
stage play.
It's a
Dressier playing a New England housekeeper
and Mr. Barrymore a country doctor whose
quiet lives are stirred by the discovery that
paintings in the housekeeper's possession are
The
works of art worth many thousands.
struggle between the doctor's greed and Marie's
devotion to the dead artist's memory is poignantly told.
Not a great picture, but always
interesting
and the co-stars are at their best.
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32
52
58
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THE TWO WOMEN IN HIS LIFE. Cary Grant
IF SHE HADN'T BEEN BORN IN BROOKLYN.
ORIGINAL. Margaret Sullavan
THEY'LL BET ON LOVE. George

Clara

Bow

O'Brien and Marguerite Churchill.
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Lillian Montanye
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.

Walter Connolly
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—

SPECIAL ART SECTION:
Off

Guard

(Greta Garbo)

(Ramon Novarro and

Harmony

.

for

Two (Marion Davies and Bing

Jeanette MacDonald).

Quick!

Who

Crosby).

And Two More
Jimmy

(Richard Barthelmess).

Is It?

Himself (James Dunn). Watch the Ice Melt (Lilian Harvey). Cagney as a "Lady Killer" (James
New Glimpse of Gable (Clark Gable)
New Portrait of a Lady (Norma Shearer) Portrait
Drawing of Colleen Moore. All in the Interests of Art (Mary Astor)
Who's Frightened? (Claudelte
The Most Beautiful Still of the Month. Pre-View of "Spring" by Madge Evans.
Colbert).
Hollywood' s Blazing N ew Beauty (Marguerite Churchill)
as

Cagney).

.

.

.

"Duck Soup" with
They're

loose

the Four

Mad

Marxes.

The

four

frenetic

again!

Marx Brothers this time get mixed up with the
mythical kingdom of Freedonia, with results
devastating to sense, sobriety, and sanity. The
laughs aren't, perhaps, as deliriously sustained
as in their past nightmares.
But it's still twice
as goofy a comedy as any you've seen in a long

Margaret Dumont and Edgar Kennedy
are present for added fun, and Raquel Torres
time.

for pulchritude.
In brief, a typical Marx riot.
Thanks, boys, for the buggiest ride of the
season!
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GRETA GARBO in "Queen
Christina" with John
Gilbert, Ian Keith, Lewis

Stone, Elizabeth Young,

A

Rouben Mamoulian

Production, Associate
Producer, Walter Wanger

—
!

!

!
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Now
You're
Talking!
The

voice of the people

the producers' guide

is

The

below receive

eight letters

prizes of five dollars each

SOUND-TRACK SALLIES
Kay Francis — Mellow 'cello.
Ann Harding Downright done

—
—
—
—
— —

right.

;

John Gilbert Passion (or asthma).
Janet Gaynor Itsy, bitsy ga-ga.
Mae West The Greeks had a word.
Irene Dunne Easy on ears.
Claudette Colbert
Utterly charming
head cold.

Marx— Restful.

Harpo

Marion Brownell,
219 Commonwealth Ave.,
Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Cagney wins/

The

letter-writers

take

Jim my
hearts

to

their

this

month

after having seen his
lively performance as

the dance director in
"Footlight Parade."

The

versatile

singer, as well as the

screen's

SILENCE
When

HATH CHARMS,

that breathless

TOO!

arrives
crisis, and for

the drama reaches its
an instant nobody speaks why drag in
unnecessary and irrelevant music? "Morning
Glory,"
"Voltaire,"
"Sign of the

—

all

everybody

had their

seconds, and
Please, directors

silent

liked it.
don't spoil the cinema's Biggest Moments
Fannie Shuelein,

220

W. 93rd
New York

St.,

City.

QUIT "BEARDING" THE
LIONEL?

"WORDS, WORDS, WORDS!"
So do
Helen Haves talks too much
Chatterton, Harding, and Howard.
Most of the films these fine actors appear in are from stage hits, with little
action and much dialogue.
I like action
Stage stories are making the talkies
"ALL talkie" while audiences slumber!
F. M. Martin,
2424 Spaulding, Apt. 5,
Berkeley, Calif.
!

—

Why

lead the versatile talents of Lionel
Barrymore into a rut ? Did he not make
screen history with
such unforgettable
portrayals as Rasputin, and the Russian

General

in

toug hest

boy.

moment

when

Cross,"

James

has proved to the
world that he's an
adept dancer and

"Mata Hari"?

Stereotyped, simple-minded "old man"
parts will doom him to oblivion.
The
greatest of the Barrymores is capable of
varied interpretations.

GREAT SCOTT!
fondest wish is to see "Ivanhoe" on
the screen, with Frederic March in the
Claudette Colbert would make
title role.
an ideal Rebecca, and Doris Kenyon could
play Lady Rozvcna to perfection. What
Will my wish come true?
a picture!

Albert Manski,
66 Bowdoin St.,
Boston, Mass.

128 Forest Rd.,
Raleigh, N. C.

is

accused of being a snob and

think

James

Garbo.

acquiring
polish
a
"polish"), and a depth of
new, appealing seriousness.

AHlly Buranitz,
244 60th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

a host of other favorites receive the
justly excited admirers.

"bravos" of

about your own little say in
this free-for-all cinema forum? Get your favorite
ideas or prejudices off your chest
it's fun!
And
for added zest, there are those eight $5 prizes
awarded each month to the authors of the eight

—

best letters.
Send us your movie message today! Remember the fiftv-word limit on all communications
and mail your letters to reach us by the 10th
of the month.
Address Letter Department,

—

SCREENLAND, 45 W. 45th St., New York.

A CYCLE OF FANTASY

Cagney gave the best

performance of his career in "Footlight
Parade."
Without any loss whatsoever
of his lovable, rugged charm, he is actu-

loyal and
Gilbert as
Christinia"
was a splendid gesture, and it gave us an
insight
into the real unselfish
soul of
sincere.

comment. And Jimmy Cagney, Ann Harding,
Bing Crosby, Irene Dunne, David Manners, and

CAGNEY!
I

To me she is fine,
Her choice of John
her leading man in "Queen

a recluse.

Screen voices, casting habits of the directors,
picture themes, the eternal Garbo, and
other timely talkie topics come in for trenchant

new

A BIGGER AND BETTER

GALLANT GRETA!
Garbo

day!

And now how

My

Mrs. H. D. Cooksey,

There's a battle royal raging in this month's
mail bag, between the view-with-alarmers and
the pointers-with-pride!
Plenty of well-deserved praise, and lots of discerning criticism,
are in evidence among the rapid-fire comments
from our readers. And the boosters win the

ally

irresistible

(yes,

I

said

character and
All in all, an

combination
Mary Clark Weathers,
!

Louisville,

Let's immortalize our beloved childhood
fairy-tales
Walt Disney's "Silly Sym!

phonies" and the inimitable Mickey Mouse
have contributed greatly to this end. But
the field is practically untouched, and I'd
to see some talkie stars in these fanroles.
"Alice in Wonderland" is
something like it
like

tastic

E.

Ky.

M.

Sartain,
Portal, Ariz.

for

February

1934

^TaJut eve

7

cthjl ^JirtZcruj

As new as the
Hailed by
novel of
From
"Footlight Parade" -

comes
utterly

Year

is

this latest

from Warner Bros.!
nations as one of the most
stage hits, now at last it

sensation

musical

the Directors of

New

six
all

to the screen, bringing with

different

it

an

conception of pictures

with music! All the flash

and glamor of

LLOYD: BACON and
dance numbers created and directed by

"Gold Diggers" and "Footlight Parade",

BUSBY BERKELEY

theatre will announce it
its most important attraction

plus

Isb^^-s^s •

scores

of surprise

Your
soon as

features!

in

years!

Brilliant

New

Songs

by "42nd Street's"
FamousComposers—

DUBIN and
HARRY WARREN

"AL

A

First Nat'!

Picture..

•

•

«
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Tagging
Son of
a Sailor
First

Ann Harding,

as a

woman

succumbs to her longing

for

surgeon

Talkies

the

R-K-O

who

romance only

National

Here's one of the better Joe E. Brown
He's a teller of tall talesjn this one.
Joe boasts that he's a fighter, and before
you know it his fellow tars have arranged
for him to fight the Boston Buster!
Joe
unwittingly boasts that he knows the
Admiral to the Admiral's grand-daughter,
of all people!
Complications?
Plenty!
Laughs? Many! Recommended? Certainly!
And besides that, you'll meet Jean Muir.
films.

Delight Evans' Reviews on

to find that she has made a mistake, adds
another chapter to her long career of patient

Page 62

After Robert Young, the man
she marries, does her wrong she realizes that
Nils Asther, a fellow-scientist, was the right
man all along. Miss Harding is very lovely
in her rather stuffy role, and the proceedings
are lively when the plot isn't plotting.
suffering.

—

Blood

Money
Twen-

Lady
Killer

Warners

tieth

Century

Here
vehicle
It

is

Jimmy Cagney in a typical Cagney

—fast-moving, hard-boiled,

begins with

Jimmy

hilarious.
as the brains in the

New York
in

gambling-house racket, and ends
outlandish Hollywood where he becomes

a movie star and tries to forget his past.
Perhaps it is based on the actual career of

—

a popular screen actor you decide. Mae
Clarke does nicely Margaret Lindsay is loveCagney is Cagney.
ly as a movie actress

A chemist with an
Here's a new one!
insane lust for power perfects a formula for
making himself invisible. He then embarks
on a campaign of terrorization until trapped
by the police. H. G. Wells' thriller is rrfade
intelligently and with well-contrived suspense, yet the "horror" element is never
overdone. In fact, some of the situations
arouse legitimate laughs. The title part is
well represented by Claude Rain's dramatic
voice. Gloria Stuart is the girl.

—

;

There's undoubtedly a first-rate movie in
the bail bond racket, but this one falls just
short of making the grade.
George Bancroft, in his screen come-back, is properly
masterful, and Judith Anderson, though a
shade too elaborately decadent, is good as
an underworld lady. The story, however,
becomes sadly involved and settles none of
Frances Dee's acute
the issues it raised.
portrayal of a giddy girl is excellent.

Tillie

and
College

j

Coach

—

—

Woman
Para-

mount

Don't
You'll like this story which
reveals the "inside" of dear old Calvert's
football racket. Pat O'Brien, as the coach
who hires tramp athletes in order to build a
winning team, delivers a first rate performance,. Lyle Talbot does right by his role of
a swell-headed gridiron hero; Ann Dovrak
is the decorative heroine
Dick Powell sings
and Hugh Herbert furnishes
a catchy song
the laughs. And there you are!

White

Para-

mount

^5 Warners

A touchdown!

Gus

let

the insipid

title

of this picture

unassuming way it
is one of the most amusing and refreshing
comedies in many moons. The dialogue is
unhackneyed and full of laughs, and so are
scare

you

off, for in its

genteelly lowdown antics of W. C.
Fields and Alison Skipworth, an ideal team
for goofy entertainments of this type. Baby
LeRoy, though plainly showing his advancing years, lives up to his high standard of
histrionism.
picture to see and enjoy!

the

A

There's a new wrinkle or two in this
tropical-island melodrama, but on the whole
it follows the time-tried formula.
Charles
Laughton is the cruel and slightly cuckoo
boss of the island; Charles Bickford is his
tough lieutenant; Kent Taylor is the handsome juvenile; and Carole Lombard is the
be-menaced white girl. As played by this
it becomes an enjoyable show, thanks
mainly to Laughton's rich impersonation.

troupe

Broad-

way
The

Mad
Game
Fox

Through
a

Keyhole

Twentieth

Century

Power, speed, and melodramatic tension
are present in this timely story concerning
the "snatch racket," once known as kidnapping. Spencer Tracy, a racketeer with a
sense of decency, is outraged when an associate stoops to the "snatch" game, incidentally stealing his girl. Tracy, released
from jail on his promise to "get" the offender, makes good.
Tracy packs lots of
punch; Claire Trevor is a pretty heroine.

gang chieftains, croonand other racketeers do
entrancing stuff in this Broadway saga

Night club
ers, crooks,

their

singers,

cops,

by that eminent authority, Walter Winchell.
The atmosphere is authentic, the music
lively, and the story exciting; but the picture
does not differ sufficiently from its toonumerous forerunners.
Constance Cummings is good and Paul Kelly is better still.
Russ Colombo croons his lyrics pleasantly.

This is definitely not a Chevalier masterpiece; yet the simple little tale of a happygo-lucky Paris vagabond who finds love and
is diverting enough on the whole. The
magnetic Maurice sings, grins and mispronounces engagingly, while the other players
help with proper unobtrusiveness.
Ann
Dvorak, the troubled waif whom he be-

a job

Livelier story and
would have helped considerably.

friends, gets little to do.

direction

!

February

for

1934
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Havana Widows
First National

Mae

Meet

and Sadie, meaning Joan
Blondell and Glenda Farrell.
They're a
couple of wise-cracking show-girls looking
for the right sort of two-legged gold-mine
in Havana.
If you like slap-dash, rowdy
comedy, here's what you're looking for.
Allen Jenkins, Guy Kibbee, Frank McHugh, Lyle Talbot and Ralph Ince add to
the boisterousness, and there's the most
hilarious free-for-all fight you ever saw,
starting small and piling up into a riot.
The Blondell and Farrell are cute tricks.

My

YOUR WAIST AND
3

INCHES

wiin

{lie

PERFOLASTIC
GIRDLE

—mythical

fluff

starts off with

new

twist but unfortunately soon falls
the usual formula.
The King's inebriated chauffeur, El Brendel, offers Lilian
Harvey, who plays a dancer, a lift home
in his boss's car.
And did the neighbors
talk
Overnight fame for Lilian follows
this episode.
Of course John Boles, playing the monarch, investigates the matter,
and of course there's a happy ending
But
La Harvey deserves better material for he"
captivating art and we hear she's getting it

a

DAYS

IN 10

Lips Betray

Fox
Here's a charming bit of
kingdom-Cinderella stuff. It

HIPS

into

WON'T COST YOU A CENT!

IT

Oil WANT YOU TO TRY

!

E

the Perfolastic Girdle. Test it for yourself
for 10 days absolutely FREE.
Then, if
without diet, drugs or exercise, you have
not reduced at least 3 inches around waist
and hips, it will cost you nothing!

!

—

Million Dollar

OR

.

Melody

Educational

REDUCES QUICKLY, EASILY AND SAFELY!

Lillian Roth's first song-and-dance short,

The

concerning the rise in market-value of
the heroine's song-writing husband after his
supposed suicide, and the necessity of keeping him "dead," is unfamiliar and amusing.

massage-like action of this famous
Reducing Girdle takes the place
of months of tiring exercises.
You do
nothing, take no drugs, eat all you wish,
yet, with every move the marvelous Perfolastic Girdle gently massages away the
surplus fat, stimulating the body once more
into energetic health.

From Headquarters

VENTILATED TO PERMIT THE SKIN TO BREATHE!

by James Hanley and Benny
makes an agreeable little show.
Miss Roth puts over her song numbers
with charm and spirit, and demonstrates
anew her talents as a comedienne. The
with

ditties

Perfolastic

Davis,

plot,

S And

it is so comfortable!
The ventilating perforations allow the skin pores to

Warners

You

readers who have
been wondering what makes the wheels go
round in police headquarters will complete
your education from this exhibit. Inspector
George Brent, assisted by the finger-print
squad, ballistic experts, and all of the other
deductive departments, unravels a pretty
little killing in which stunning Margaret
Lindsay is involved.
It's a picture you
might put on your "must" list if you go
for mysteries.
If you don't, it's pretty
good entertainment for you just the same.

mystery-story

breathe normally. The inner surface of
the Perfolastic Girdle is a delightfully soft,
satinized

fabric,

especially designed to
to the body. It does away with
irritation, chafing and discomfort,

wear next
all

keeping your body cool and fresh at all
times.
There is no sticky, unpleasant
feeling. A special adjustable back allows
for perfect

fit

inches disappear.

as

TEST THE PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

FOR TEN DAYS

Blind Adventure
R-K-O

E!

This mystery-comedy film carries you
through a giddy series of surprises, counter-

and super-surprises, embellished
of
amusing lines and
situations.
Robert Armstrong solves a
murder in fog-bound London, brings the
transgressors to book, and wins Helen
Mack's hand in the process. Not a bad
hour-and-a-quarter's work! Roland Young
gives a delightful performance as a Cockney crook with a nice gift for epigram.
surprises
a

with

Warners
Put

this

down

as

one

of the keenest
"detekatif" stories ever filmed, with S. S.
Van Dine's novel of the same name serving
as a plot, and with William Powell as the

suave Philo Vance, and Eugene Pallette as
the blundering Sergeant Heath. The mystifying action has been handled in an" ingenious
manner,
although
the
wiser
spectators may pick the murderer without
too much trouble.
If we had room we'd
like to hand out a blue ribbon to the little
black Scottie for a grand performance.

.

AT OUR EXPENSE!

to yourself quickly

whether or not

this

very
.

This illustration of the PerfoGirdle also features the

Perfolastic Uplift

.

.

.

.

.

Bandeau.

GIRDLE

"

... writes Miss Jean Healy

^

"It massages like magic**,
writes Miss Carroll .... "The
fat
seems to have melted
away", writes Mrs. McSorley
.... "I reduced from 43 inches
to 34 % inches", writes Miss
Brian . . "Reduced almost 20
pounds**, writes Mrs. Noble
. .
"Without your girdle I am
lost**, writes Mrs. Browne.
.

.

.

new

"I REDUCED MY HIPS NINE
INCHES WITH THE PERFOLASTIC

.

effi-

not need to risk one penny
try it
for 10 days
then send it back if you
are not completely astonished at the
wonderful results. Don't wait any
longer
act today!
.

lastic

and

You do

cient girdle will reduce you.

number

The Kennel Murder Case

You can prove

definitely

.

.

PERFOLASTIC,
41 E. 42nd ST., Dept. 732

Without obligation on

BOOKLET

my

Inc.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

part,

send

me FREE

describing and illustrating the
new Perfolastic Reducing Girdle, also sample
of perforated Rubber and particulars of your
10
FREE TRIAL OFFER!

DAY

Name
Address
City
Use Coupon or send

State

Name
Post

ajid Address on

Card

Penny

—

—
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Hepburn

To

as Jo, Jean Parker as Beth,

Joan Bennett as Amy, Frances Dee as Meg

the Wonderful "Little
Dedicate our

all stars!

Women

Honor Page

To everyone concerned
from

in this production,
star to script girl, from director to

props," we extend our profound thanks
for The Perfect Motion Picture.
And
lest we forget
to Louisa M. Alcott!

—

To George Cukor, superb diand Miss Katharine
Hepburn, amazing star.

rector,

To Douglass Montgomery, be-

To Paul Lukas, whose por-

low, with Miss Hepburn, for
his fine sensitive performance as Laurie, Jo's boy.

trayal of the

German profes-

man, is heart-warming and very real.

sor, Jo's

for

February

19

11

3 4

THEY CRASH THE BEAUTY RACKET TO SEE

WHAT MAKES

— ^rrr
^
1

The funnies.

musical 9 «rl* S
in a

curves
Taking the

((

„j

hoW

,

.

ing

mjnute

s.x.v
delight at

COOPER.
WERlAH C

.

|

Rob

E—

HY

"IT"

GO!

—
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Day-Dreams come True
o^l,

with her Lovely

•

•

for

CAMAY COMPLEXION!

Turn
fact!

all

your day-dreams into

Don't miss the good times

that are

due you! There's fun

for the pretty girls

life

girls

with

—

in

for the

Camay Complexions!

searching eyes of men and

women.
So get yourself a Camay Complexion
a skin soft as petals and
down. Then gallant remarks and
sincere compliments will be a

Pure,

and delicately fragrant, Camay
and yellow wrapper, in Cellophane.

creamy-white

comes in a

green

—

daily occurrence.

ALL

For

—

LIFE IS

A BEAUTY CONTEST

like Joan, the girl

above

Camay, the Soap of Beautiful

Women, is

your

ally.

fully

for

At a party, a dance, as
you walk down the street wher-

soon

you'll detect a

—

ever you go

— your

beauty, your

charm, your skin are judged by the

_

it

faith-

one month, and very

you, too, are in a daily Beauty
Contest.

Use
new

perfec-

tion in your skin.

Get a supply of Camay today.

The

price

is

amazingly low!

_

CAMAY

Copr. 1933. Procter

The Soap of Beautiful

&.

Gamble Co.

Women

—
for

February

1934

By
Delight

HELP,

Evans

HELP!

Two

—

fair deserters

Elissa

Landi and

Katharine Hepburn.

Exodus from Hollywood— or, Broadways Revenge!
has
THIS
straight

gone far enough! In fact, it has gone
back to Broadway and that's too far
from Hollywood.
After all these years the stage
is having its revenge.
Remember Hollywood bought
its best "names."
Now Broadway is luring them
back. And what's the matter with Hollywood that it
is taking so calmly the desertion of some of its biggest
and best attractions? It was bad enough when Helen
Hayes announced her intention of spending six months
of the year on the stage.
When Nancy Carroll left

Lilian

Bond

—

for the "legit," perhaps only a few of us cared.
It
wasn't too heart-breaking to lose Lilian Bond, Laurence Olivier, Conrad Nagel, Estelle Taylor, Douglass

But when Hollywood permitted Elissa
Landi to leave instead of tempting her with better
roles; and when Herbert Marshall and Charles Laughton both admitted they must have their stage interludes
it seemed that fun's fun but that the joke was
beginning to be on dear old Hollywood.
At that,
we might have borne up bravely if the worst blow of
all hadn't fallen.
Just as "Little Women" had sky-

Montgomery.

Helen Hayes

—

Herbert Marshall

rocketed her into very nearly first place on the list
of movie idols, Katharine Hepburn accepted an offer
to appear on Broadway in "The Lake." True, she
completed "Trigger" before leaving, but right now
movie audiences are so hungry for Hepburn they want
more and more. Miriam Hopkins, with her greatest
screen hit in "Design for Living" making her more
than ever in demand with film-goers, left Hollywood
to play in "Jezebel."
Both Hepburn and Hopkins, of
course, were established stage players before succumbing to the movies, but while they left Broadway
quietly they return in glory
and how their screen
There
"draw" will help the "legitimate" box-offices
are even insidious rumors that Jean Harlow may be

—

Laurence Olivier

—

!

tempted to star in "The Holmeses of Baker Street"
Franchot Tone frankly says he
it's not true, Jean!
would like to do a play and he thinks Joan Crawford
would be marvelous on the stage, too. Wake up,
Hollywood! Don't let your best stars stay away too
long.
You've given them money so it must be Art
give 'em Art!
they want. All right
say

Nancy

Carroll

—

—

Jean Harlow

!
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Hepburn

grew up.
and go

Bryn Mawr—" Mrs. Hepburn would
into some fascinating

352 Laurel Street, Hartford, Conn.
W. 86th Street, New York City.

say,

May Day,"

parade.
of son

going to father's college was
kept up in this family by
daughter going to mother's
college.
And Kate Hepburn
the

Spring of her Junior year at
college that she showed
strong signs that she

still

re-

the Goodheart Building at
Bryn Mawr where plays were pro
duced. Right, Katharine' s room.

Above,

when

Hepburn could not

"Big

was "yes" when Kate wanted to
march with her mother in the

went to Bryn Mawr.
But it was not until

New York

City

N. Y.

a student at

tained a deep but hidden longing to tread the boards.
That year, mostly through the influence of one Miss
"Beany" Parker, coach of Varsity Dramatics who had
violent stage ambitions herself, Kate Hepburn was enthused into trying out for the college presentation of
the well-known Broadway play, "The Truth About
Blayds," in which she played the male juvenile lead.
The next year, her senior year, she played in the
Varsity Dramatics version of "The Cradle Song," which
had become so familiar to New York audiences by that
time through the Civic Repertory Theatre presentations
of Miss Eva Le Gallienne.
"Katharine Hepburn as Theresa was so extraordinarily lovely to look at that it was difficult to form
any judgment on her acting. Her voice had, perhaps,
too much of the childish treble but her little movements,
her poses, and the contrast of her gaiety with the restrained atmosphere of the convent could not have been
improved," stated the next issue of the College News.
"In other words, up to this time the general college
was 'Kate's marvelous-looking, but, good
attitude
heavens, she can't act !' " a girl who was present at
that college play told me.
But Bryn Mawr students, were never again to say

story of her college days.
"I want to go to Bin Mar!"
would come the plea from little
freckle-face.
"All right, some day you shall
go," was the answer. Just as it

Woman's Suffrage
And so the tradition

City.

16

407 Central Park West,

that

off

New York

Bedford, Pa.

the time she was a little freckle-faced girl
could dive like a duck, stand on her head
and do all sorts of awe-inspiring stunts on her
sliding trapeze in the garden
there were two
things that "Kate" Hepburn cared for more than anything in the world.
One was making up plays and "putting them on."
When she was twelve she staged her own idea of
"Beauty and the Beast," playing the "big, bad wolf"
herself with gusto, in a ferocious-looking head she had
made with cardboard and flannel.
The other was some day to go to Bryn Mawr College.
This was her mother's college, and that of her
aunt, her mother's sister, now Mrs. Edith Houghton
Hooker, of Baltimore, both of whom had been very distinguished students. They had been at Bryn Mawr at
the chafing-dish-large-pompadour-and-padded-hips era
of the college girl, around the close of the century, and
were keen about college.
School, and education, and suffrage, and "freedom"
and all such 'strong-minded subjects, as well as the
more jolly side of college life, were discussed freely
in the bosom of the Hepburn family in the great

at

-

jUj}''

Fishkill.

FROM
who

-"Now

c lc v

"

108 E. 86th Street,

Today's screen idol as she was

rambling Hartford house where Katharine

1

act

a celebration of each fourth year

]

r

February
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Your Katharine as a
college girl! What was
she like?

Meet her in this

never-before-told story

Bryn Mawr, Class of 1928!
Bryn Mawr, with May Pole, dancing, and plays,
came shortly before the class of 1928 left the college

By
Betty

at

halls forever.

For her role of Pandora in the May Day version of
"The Woman in the Moon," the college's distinguished
professor of Diction, Professor Samuel Arthur King,
took a hand in Kate's rehearsals. Up to that time she
had had no professional training. Such earlier coaching as she had received had come from the aforesaid
"Beany" Parker, coach of the Varsity Dramatics, who
was an amateur undergraduate like herself.
Professor King was the first expert to work with
Kate Hepburn, I believe, in an intensive effort to help
her place her voice and find herself dramatically.
The audiences of classmates, parents, and visitors
were thrilled and amazed at the poise and beauty of her

Shannon

The pictures
above show Kath-

Houghton
Hepburn as she

arine

looked as a student fromapage
in the Bryn Mawr

—

performances, of which there were three.

Class

It was their appreciation and a rising sense of power
and courage that made Kate Hepburn determine to
make the stage her profession. And which led, four
years after her graduation and as grilling a stage experience between college and Hollywood as ever a girl
went through, to her sensational debut as a hitherto

1928.

Book

Wh

a

t

of
a

change! See her,
right, as she looks
off-screen

today.

untried actress for the screen.

Kate Hepburn, Bryn Mawr,
girl

—

at least the first

'28,

is

the

first

college

gradu- (Continued on page 90)

Left,

college

another
room.

glimpse of Katharine's
Above, Pembroke East,

"Kate's" college home.

—

—
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"Nudism

is

more than a

fad," thinks Dick Arlen.
"But it's such a radical
change from the habit of
ages that it can't become
common in a day."

The athletic Joel McCrea
and the lovely Katharine
Hepburn like to dally
with the sunbeams, too.
In fact, Joel gets as close
to

them

as possible.

Will Hollywt>
IS

nudism about

to

become an

actuality

in

Holly-

wood ?

for the sake of the
fathers), and are claiming
among themselves that before
another year has passed, a great
nudist camp will be situated
right outside the Hollywood city
lar clothing,

city

Will the screen actress of tomorrow moan, "I
have nothing to wear" and mean it?
Will next season's best-dressed star sally forth in a
wristwatch and a pre-occupied air
and retain her

—

title ?

Leaders of the nudist cult have recently been visiting the film colony with the concentrated purpose of
interesting the stars in nudism, because, they say, "if
the film stars adopt our cult, the- world will follow suit."
These exponents of nudism are not being coldly rebuffed by the film colonists, despite Will Hays' edict
that no motion picture company shall produce a movie
depicting life in nudist camps. In fact, the cult leaders
are going about town wearing broad smiles (and regu-

limits
zvill

and many famous

stars

be regular guests!

"I'm going to buy the property next door, erect stands, and
each seat to be equipfell seats
ped with a telescope," Jack
Oakie remarked at a gathering.
Maybe it was a jest, but seven
guests at the same party immediately placed orders with Jack

—

Buster Crabbe, one
of Hollywood's leading Apollos, hasn't
much to fear from

b ack - to the
nature" movement.
'

'

for

February

1934

The "nude

deal"

advances on

film-

17

land—what are the
stars going to do
about it? Read, and
be surprised!

"There's going to be a
nudist colony right in

Hollywood ," predict s
Gloria Stuart, Eddie Canleading
tor's
lady
in
"Roman Scandals." Well,
all right!

—know
but

anything
sounds
like a 'skin game' to me,"
quips Jack Oakie.
"I don't

about

(Left),

it

it

George

O'Brien

and Johnny Weissmuller
would be a credit to any
au naturel gathering.

Nudism?
for front-row seats.

Nudism

developing into a
serious
subject
in
America.
Thousands, perhaps hundreds of
thousands, of adherents have
joined up.
"Nature camps," as
is

open-air encampments are
are
situated
in
every
state of the Union. These camps
number memberships of from a
score
to
hundreds of men,
the

titled,

A
is

nature-loving lass
Ida Lupino, Eng-

land's

new

contri-

bution to the films.
California sunshine

agrees with her.'

women and

children.

California is a logical goal for
the cult, because the climate
lends itself to year - round
nudism.
Old Sol shines 325

days a year (according to the Chamber of Commerce),
and the coldest weather is not too bitter for back-tonature gamboling in the open fields.
Too, the stars have given past evidence that they
sun-baths as a health provider.
Few stars
It is legendary that
indulge in sun-bathing.
Great Garbo enjoys hours of rest in the solitary and
well-guarded confines of her own back yard.
Joan
Crawford is an advocate of solar bathing. In fact, few
stars do not regularly expose their bodies to the healthgiving rays of the sun.
The California beaches Malibu, Santa Monica,
Laguna, and others habituated by the stars have long
been noted for nrar-nudism.
Men on those beaches
wear the briefest of shorts, and nothing more. Women
wear similar shorts, and the (Continued on page 92)
believe in
fail

to

—

—

—

—
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What

matrimony's

are

"Dangerous Ages"?

do

many

Why

unions
turn into failures? These
so

blissful

and other vital problems
are answered by the Films'
First Actor after thirtyfour years of happiness

By

Ada

G

Patterson

lEORGE ARLISS

has been married

serenely and happily to a dignified
partner whom he dares to call "The
Pioneer" married for thirty-four

—

years, with no slightest intent, at any time,
to become unmarried, or dismarried.
(Since

determined to tag with a term those
not entered, or have severed the
matrimonial obligations, why not say of a
bachelor he is "unmarried"? And of a man
whose bonds of wedlock have been severed by
the aid of the courts, he is "dismarried"? It
society

is

who have

would spare us unnumbered complications.)
On a certain September day, Mr. Arliss
says, he

Tells

L
I

S
S

What

married "the prettiest

girl in the prettiest

church

on the prettiest day in England."
There had been obstacles. When were there not obstacles to marriage?
First, because, as George Arliss
says, in his autobiography, "Up the Years from Bloomsbury," she didn't seem to like him
It was in Miss Sarah
Thome's school and company at Margate. He was the
"new man" in the company and had to bear comparison
with the last.
"I was introduced to everybody and
seemed to be regarded as fairly acceptable except by one
girl who seemed to look at me with somewhat unnecesA nice girl, too. She had very pretty
sary contempt.
!

Happy
Marriage
Has Taug

You

couldn't help noticing that."
She even tried to arrange a match between him and a
p-irl in a large hat who apparently regarded him with
She promoted the proposed match by
far more favor.
inviting both to tea, and obligingly had gone out. "The
whole thing having been a frightful fiasco" the young
would-be match-maker stopped her match-making for
But it required eight years for
that discouraging pair.
the actor to learn that the girl with such nice arms had
not been as indifferent as she seemed for while they

arms.

;

Him

were arranging for their afternoon wedding at Harrow
Weald, on that September 16, she revealed that her eyes
had not held the contempt the shy actor thought they
did at that epochal meeting at Margate.
"Wear brown," she said. "All brown. Your suit, your

,

!

for

February

19

3 4

19

* m.

Lady and gentleman! In

this interview Mr. Arliss demonstrates one of his important precepts for lasting
marital harmony that of continual gallantry on the part of a husband toward his life partner. He insists that
Mrs. Arliss deserves the credit for all the important decisions which have led to his present eminence.

—

and your boots. Wear brown from head to foot !"
"Brown? That would be an odd color for a wedding!

hat,

Why, dear?"
"Because that was what you wore the day we met !"
What masks even girls with "very pretty arms" can
wear when first they meet The Man
But Cupid is a determined sprite. Again and again
he brought them into the same provincial touring companies in England.
He even arranged a sudden storm
that should drive both of them to the stage of the Royal
Theatre of Margate one afternoon. That gave the actor
a chance to propose. He was worried because there was
no "little home" of his dreams anywhere which he might
invite her to enter immediately as mistress.
But a large one eventuated.
Two! A handsome
apartment in the Seventies near the East River, in Manhattan.
Another for the summer at St. Margaret's-bythe-Sea in England. Florence Montgomery and the
young man who wooed her that afternoon, on the stage
of an- otherwise empty theatre, proved again that most
desired things come to those who wait.
They waited
eight years for the "prettiest day" at Harrow Weald in

England.

Throughout all of the succeeding four and thirty years
he declares she has been The Pioneer. For "I had no
particular ambition.
I don't think I ever have had.
I
just wanted to be on the stage and play parts." Florence
Montgomery had much ambition for him. When came
the chance to sail for the United States in Mrs. Patrick
Campbell's company it was the girl with "the very pretty
arms" whom he had met at Margate and who seemed
to regard him with "somewhat unnecessary contempt"
who made the decision. When managers began to talk
to him of stardom he told her of his answers to them
that he preferred the calmer life and the lesser responsibility of a mere member of a star's company.
To her

he elaborated the argument.

She dismissed it with a
"Tcha !"
The ensuing situation he summed up with, "At one
bound I became a star and an obedient husband (an unshort and potent syllable.

usual combination).
And I have never since tried to
escape from the position in which Flo had decided to
place me."
That is the background for Mr. Arliss' interesting
opinions about what is the matter with marriage and how
to

make

it

permanent.

human nature, don't you think?" the
distinguished actor said to me meditatively, looking down
at a carved desk top in an executive office of the United
Artists in New York, on his return from England and
on his way to Hollywood. "Human nature, in Hollywood as elsewhere."
He had consented to talk, for the first time for publication, about marriage.
short, shocked laugh greeted
my statement that one of every seven marriages in the
United States ends in the divorce courts and that in one
of the forty-eight states half of the marriages end with
two succinct words "Decree granted." "Fifty-fifty marriage!" he exclaimed.
"What do you think is the solution ?" I asked.
Again the meditative look at the carved surface of the
desk.
"It is the attitude with which we approach the marriage question, isn't it? The mental attitude that determines most questions in life, barring accidents.
"I don't blame a couple that cannot get on together
for separating. I think that is what should be done unIf there are children the parents
less there are children.
should bear with each other, and even deny themselves
the dubious pleasure of quarreling. For contention in the
family has lasting and serious effects upon the children
(Continued on page 89)
who witness it.
"It goes back to

A

—

—
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MEDALS!
By

third annual cheering-

special request:

and-razzing review

Remember,

!

if

you don't

agree write to the author— he can take
What about

In

fact,

Barrymore?

it.

he has!

THIS

Medals and Birds business is
beginning to get me down. It isn't
only the labor of raising flowers all
year to give away in one splendiferous gesture at the end of it it isn't the drain on
my exchequer of providing gold medals for
actors who accept them as their meed
it isn't the trouble I go to to keep on hand
a goodly supply of birds, (or Bronx
cheers, if you prefer), because I love that!
I say it isn't any of those things that's

—

Judith

Allen

—hmmmm!

It's the looks I
getting under my skin.
get from friends and acquaintances for
months after the awards have been made.
Last year about three months after my
findings had been made public I was introduced to Preston Foster. "Glad to know
and immediately
you," he vouchsafed,
placed a safe distance between us.
"What's the matter with you?" I
grumbled, following him up.
"You're the guy that sticks knives in
people," he explained, still backing up on

expressly for you to plundjr and that
when people do something yt j don't like
you can't go around like the Queen of
Hearts yelling "Off with their heads!"
My enthusiasm is cooling and you'd better
do something about it.
Richard Arlen gets a shinv fourteencarat gold medal for being, after five
years' close
friendship, the most consistently regular guy in Hollywood.
That
makes three times running you've got this
medal, Dick, so that makes it i °rmanent.

me.
"Well,

all you've got to do is cross yourand bow seven times when I come
on the set and you don't get knifed," I

self

still following.
Preston, having backed up against a
brick wall and being unable to back
farther, rubbed his chin reflectively. "MayAnyhow, I had a laugh
be you're right.
over that article and one of those birds

retorted,

Norman
"Good Sport"
Foster.

Who can
Judge the
Arline?

me.
Boy, that was one I'd
!"
like to have given vent to myself
Well, Mr. Foster, just to prove I'm not
as black as you paint me, you get a medal
sure tickled

for fooling

Fox

into giving you a contract.
in a burst of generosity

Year before last
and infatuation I

house of flowers to
Constanza Bennett.

Myrna-without-a-Loy!

gave

the

Madame

whole
le

hot-

Marquise,

Last year I'd recovered my equilibrium to the point where I
contented myself with passing out all the
orchids in the place to her. You can have
the orchids again this year, Constance, because to me you're still the most beautiful,
charming, and sophisticated woman I
know—but I do wish you'd realize that
the world isn't a treasure house put here

May
for

he-can-

Lyle
t

a

k

e

-

i

t

Talbot

"Lady
Always"

Robson

That Devine Andy

how

does he fare?

Little,

new, but oh-my

Ann Hovey

:

for

—

!
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BIRDS!
By

S.

R.

Mook

Hollywood's bravest war correspondent

Bill

"Screen"

Boyd

is still the only actress
as good-looking off the
on, so she rates the bed

Claudette Colbert
I

know who

is

screen as she is
of chrysanthemums. And, what with prohibition abo t to be repealed, I don't care
what the o„her affronted ladies of the

cinema

thin*'

— and

say.

Fredric March gets an improved 1933
gold medal for being the most versatile
actor in pictures and Spencer Tracy's is
diamond studded for being the most
natural.
What that boy can do to put
life into a colorless role is nobody's business or everybody's.
To Bette Davis goes the bed of car-

—

gets his.

nations, that, apparently being her favorite
flower,
for
spiking
her cleverness in
rumors of a marital separation.
When
said rumors were Hying thick and fast

and her husband was out of town, she appeared at a premiere with eight escorts all
tagged with her label (carnations). Since
then no one has heard anything more about
a separation.

And Ann Dvorak gets the Sweet Williams because she's been so darned sweet
about seeing' writers and discussing any
and all phases of her career with them.
Most actresses, after any sort of unpleasantness whether it pertains to their business or their private lives
immediately
shut themselves in and refuse to see the

—

press.

—

Don't miss
the Dorothy

Mackaill
award!

Not Ann

A

heart-shaped gold medal to John Barryraore for his devotion to his family. Mr.
Barrymore has always given me the impression of being the most conceited and
self-sufficient person I've ever run across.
That makes his family life the more incomprehensible and praiseworthy.
I used to love flowers, and the fun I
had distributing them helped make my
life something of sweetness and light.
But
now, with my hay fever, all I can think
of is to scatter them to the four winds.

—

Una

sense-of-

humor

Witness
The bed of American Beauty roses being
extra large and more than one person
can wear and keep within the confines
of good taste
And speaking of good
taste, I'll never forget the time Lupe Velez
showed me a sixteen-carat diamond ring,
remarking that that was as large as a
person could wear in the daytime and be
well-dressed, but that she had a twentyfour-carat diamond she donned for evening
wear.
Well, to get back to those aforementioned American Beauties, they go
and all the prayers and good wishes I
have go with them to Wynne Gibson,
Betty Compson, Dorothy Mackaill and

—

Merkel

Gable. Medals or birds?

—

—

Arlen,theBig

Medal Man

Carole Lombard for not only being beautiful but the most regular scouts I've ever
met anywhere. And if it happens there's
an odd number (Continued on page 84)

Ooooh, Diana

Wynyard!

Mary

"Sweetheart"
Boland.

Dick

'Good

Humor"

Powell.

Mary "Cuddly" Carlisle.
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Use

Movies

the

"Design For Living" in

comfort and charm!
A. A. Freudeman, Paramount's art director,
gives you the benefit of
his twenty years' experience in valuable advice and suggestions.

Above, the beautiful room designed for important scenes in "Design For Living." Everyone
cannot boast a home with rooms as spacious as
this but the same ideal of elegance may be
maintained. Note the unusual treatment of the
fireplace and doorway.

—

A

ARE
RE you

Below, you've seen artstudios on the
ists'
screen before, but here
is a daring new conception for "Design For
Living."
The idea of
modern decoration is

comfort

and

utility.

Above, the lovely modern bedroom designed by Mr. Freudeman for the new Lubitsch
picture.
Softly dainty and
feminine, this room also has
character.
But, warns Mr.
Freudeman, be sure you study
a room that pleases and suits
you before you copy it.

going to remodel your house ?
like to "do over" your

Would you
living

room?

don't you know what to do with
Aunt Emma's old furniture?
Problems such as these can be solved, very pleasantly,
by going to see modern motion pictures and studying the
beautiful homes on the screen.
The influence of the screen on the modern American
home increases every day, according to A. A. Freudeman,
one of Hollywood's outstanding art directors, who has
had twenty years' experience in films.
"When I began to design sets in 1912, we used to paint
furniture on the walls," Mr. Freudeman, now designing
for Paramount, recalls smilingly. "Then we were limited
and no one thought of copying our effects. Today, you
can safely go to the screen for an education in what is
good taste in decoration, what is new in furniture, what
is appropriate for the small or the large house, what is

Or

formal or informal rooms.
"Manufacturers of electric refrigerators, kitchen devices, new inventions for house-wives, are always glad to
have us use their products on our sets, because women see
the things in use or on exhibition in the screen homes of
stars and are influenced to ask for them. Fans are always
writing in to inquire where they can buy this or that.
They liked the bed Miriam Hopkins slept in where can
they get one like it ? Marlene Dietrich served coffee from
a new sort of urn is it for sale ? Fredric March wrote
at a unique desk
can they have a sketch of it?
"All of which shows that women are ready to take
effective in

—

—
—

!
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Home -making!
Let the films be your
interior

decorators

The

in

first

our ex-

clusive series of

ad-

visory articles to help

make your home
more charming

By
Ruth
Tildesley

The picture above shows the same room illustrated for you on the opposite page as it looks
Miriam
"in action" in "Design For Living."
Hopkins and Edward Everett Horton hold the
center of the stage, with their "guests" grouped
about them.

on how to improve their homes."
Mr. Freudeman, however, thinks that if you
would get the best results in doing over your
home, you will take your particular problem to
an expert and let him decide it. You will save
money by so doing.
"But many people will not do this," he asserts.
hints

—

"If

something happens to the car something that perhaps a
screw driver and a knowledge of mechanics will fix in
five minutes
the average person rushes to a garage to
have it attended to. But he does not think of calling in
an expert for his house; and if he should do so, he will
insist on incorporating his own ideas.
"So, since this is true, it is well that those who wish to
build new homes, or redecorate old ones, should go for
education in the matter to the screen. When an art director is given an assignment to do a set, he is not bound
by the ideas of half a dozen people. He has no one to

—

consult but himself, and the result

is

right

—

it is

not a

compromise.
"Naturally, we are sometimes called upon to design
to be lived in by people of bad taste, or people
who know nothing of art or decoration. These rooms are,
of course, designed to show up the characters, and are
easily identified, and never copied by home-makers.
"Ordinarily, however, we execute our finest designs for
every purpose.
try to show the players in surroundings of good taste.
"The modern home is the livable home.
"The reason for the excellence of modern interiors for
the modern person is this
The world is changing. Our
way of living is altering. Sim- (Continued on page 76)

rooms

We

:

What woman would not

de-

light in this exquisite dressing
table? It was designed especially for Miriam Hopkins, but
there's no reason why you

could not have it copied if it
pleases you.
Not only is it
charming, but it is more practical than most dressing tables.

More
with

entirely in accord

the

"modern"

mood is

this interesting
below. It shows

room
you a very new

note' in
the chaise longue, as
well as a good example
of the "built-in" idea.
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By

Kay
Richards
In

"The House on 56th

Street"

Raymond

plays a

different type of part, op-

posite

Kay

Francis.

Gene in one of his
favorite roles with la HarSuzanne."
vey in "7
Here's

Am

He
Knows

What
He Wants!

Romance? — Marriage? — A future
career ? — All about Gene Raymond's
Bi 2 Plans!

GENE RAYMOND

is the direct antithesis of most
On the screen,
of the roles he has portrayed.
called upon to
not,
has
been
more often than
he
far superior
appearance
young
men
of
depict

to their mental or spiritual qualifications.
vacillating characters tossed hither and yon

Weak and
upon the sea

ofMife and love, with no compass of strength to chart
their perilous courses.

While in actuality Gene is a most forthright and determined young man with definite ideas and ambitions and

—

In fact, it has
a concrete plan for achieving his goal.
been the policy of having a definite plan of action and
following it that is responsible for his present advantageous position in the cinema capital.
"I don't believe in luck
at least for myself," he explained. "I think that success in this or any other field
should be worked for and earned. That is, lasting success.
"What is often called a 'lucky break' is in reality any-

—

thing but that. More lives have been wrecked, more unhappiness caused, by a sudden flash to fame and fortune
which could not be retained than from any other cause.
Yet few persons stop to think of that the idea of preparing oneself for whatever position is desired just isn't
considered.

—

"When

came

Hollywood

I was under contract
of the publicity department of
that organization came to me on several occasions and
asked me what I had done before working in pictures.

to

I first

Paramount.

to

Members

I

told

them

I

had been on the

stage,

and they threw up

their hands in horror.
" 'But that's not interesting or

glamorous !' they said.
have you done ? Haven't you ever been so
broke you almost starved, or haven't you ever driven a

'What

else

truck or delivered ice or moved pianos ?'
"When I assured them that all I had ever been was an
actor, they walked away in disgust. The idea of an actor
having planned to be just that not having been rescued
from the gutter by some producer, or found singing in a
night-club by some star or 'discovered' by a director
seemed appalling to them.
"Yet to me, the only logical reason for being on the
stage or in pictures is because one has made up his mind
to follow that profession and has prepared for it."
Gene was in a position to know whereof he spoke. Today he is one of the most sought-after actors in Hollywood. He has appeared in eight pictures during the past
ten months and has turned down parts in as many more,
Yet there is
because he did not deem them suitable.
nothing accidental about his success.
He has "constructed" his career just as an engineer erects a bridge
or an architect builds a house. It has been thus from the
beginning.
When he was a baby, his mother looked around at a
world seemingly overcrowded with doctors, lawyers, and
business men.
Believing firmly that a child should be
trained from infancy toward a (Continued on page 81)

—

!
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Virginia Cherrill, the real
romance in Cary's life.

Mae West Cary's "reel"
romance. It was at Mae's

She made her screen
debut as leading lady to
Charlie Chaplin in "City

personal insistence that
he played in "She Done
Him Wrong" and "I'm
No Angel."

Lights."

Both

in screen

By

and in real -life
romance, Cary
Grant is "sitting

Nior timer
Franklin

pretty"

2^fye•men m His Life!
ONE

of the things

Cary Grant
Cary sticks

you

find yourself liking about

Come what may,

his resoluteness.
to his guns ; and that's a quality not
often discoverable among the dwellers in cinis

emaland.

There is, for instance, that far from little matter of
Cary and Virginia Cherrill. At the moment of zooming
to press, Cary still denied that Virginia was going to become Mrs. Grant. But at the same exciting moment several remarkable coincidences could be observed which
pointed to a different conclusion. Yet Cary still stuck to
his guns and his denials.
What were these remarkable coincidences?
To begin with, Cary was about to sail for England

when
best

I

Virginia, who he admits is his
likewise was about to sail or already

interviewed him.

and only

girl,

had

sailed for England.
Coincidence number one
Again, Cary averred that he would in all likelihood be
seeing Miss Cherrill during their respective vacations in
England. This in spite of the fact that their announced
destinations in the Motherland were some 140 miles
apart
Coincidence number two
Yet again, Cary had previously gone on record as requiring certain qualities in a life companion, and had
!

!

acknowledged that Miss Cherrill seemed
those qualities.

to possess just

Coincidence number three

!

Cary freely admitted (a) that he fully intended marrying "some day;" and (b) that among feminine companions he preferred Virginia to anybody else
that, in fact, there is nobody else, so far as he is concerned. Coincidence the fourth and last
Still

again,

—

Though this
But a truce to laboring of the obvious
deponent persistently flunked bis mathematics in .the
springtime of his life, he did manage to learn how to put
two and two together. And it is this deponent's prediction that, deny it who will, Cary and Virginia will return
from England, (perhaps have returned home by the time
you read this), as Mr. and Mrs. Cary Grant.
Just why this handsome and wholly likable couple
should enfold any plans they may have in such mystery
The match is an attractive one from
is itself a mystery.
any standpoint. So far as the unaided eye can see, there
The principals are
are no drawbacks of any account.
forward to and
comely,
and
much
to
look
young,
have
their joint photographs are of the kind over which sentimental old ladies smile with benevolent approval. Then
what? Well, perhaps when the World's Last Secret is
uncovered, such reticences as this will be answered with
that long list of other mysteries concerned with the way
of a man and a maid.
It was with evident relief that Cary Grant turned from
the topic of Miss Cherrill and (Continued on page 86)
!
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The "different" story about Clara

Bow you

have been waiting for— it

is

touching, human, true

By Lillian M.ontanye

ONE

little

tence,
life.

word, yet

it

can give a phrase, a sen-

new meaning. It may even influence a
But we began with it and we hold to it.

If she hadn't been born in Brooklyn Clara Bow
might never have known fame. Might never have become
the Happiest of movie flappers, the It-iest of all the It
Might never have become the gifted,
girls of the screen.
glamorous, hard-working, lovable figure she did become.
Might never, we may well add, have known the loneliness, the acid regrets, the spiritual desperation that she

came
more

to

when

she

know

—a

period

pathetic
than her
childish days in Brooklyn

knew

only pov-

and neglect.
But why blame Brooklyn? you want to know.

erty, privation,

—

Well,

listen,

my

We don't have to tell you, we
hope, that the pictures on the
opposite page are all Clara and
practically all of Clara! Above,
the Bow in more serious mood.

—

children,

—
—

and you shall hear for
the
the first time, perhaps
true story of a "fame and
fortune" beauty contest.
In fact, the story of three
beauty contests, for to understand the insignificance
of the contest that launched

a scene from "Hoopla,"
with Clara and her leading man,
Richard Cromwell.
The current Bow vehicle is the talking
picturization of "The Barker,"
Left,

the

Clara
you must know
about the pomp and circumstance of the preceding ones and their contrasting
results.

Everyone knows that's the way Clara began her
few know the facts of that beginning. Not
even the few of us intimately connected with this littlepublicized affair had the remotest idea that it would mean
more than a flash in the pan to the scared little browneyed girl from some remote corner of Brooklyn. "Too
bad," we said patronizingly, even pityingly.
"She is
such a child, barely sixteen, and this will only put ideas
in her head." We were right
but what ideas and where
they would lead her our wildest flights of fancy could not
encompass then.
It was the man whose vision made possible the first
screen magazine, then owner and publisher of a group of
fan magazines in Brooklyn, who promoted this contest.
career, but

—

She Hadn't
Been Born

Broadway stage play.

Intensely interested in the fast-

developing art of motion pictures he decided to inaugurate through his publications a contest de luxe that
would bring new faces, new talent to the screen.
Ambitious plans were formulated. From the photographs submitted several would be chosen each month
and published in the four publications. These would constitute an honor roll and from these the winner would be
chosen. At the close of the contest these girls would
be asked to come to New York. All expenses would be
paid, chaperones and entertainment would be provided.
The girls would take part in the making of a picture
which would offer a chance to prove their ability. The
final winners would be given tests at a real studio, and
a part in a real picture.
The old
Photographs poured in by the hundreds.
brown-stone house in Brooklyn (Continued on page 72)

in

Brooklyn!

!

!
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Startled Screenland
reporter finds cameras
whirring all over New
York, and fears for the
fate of the Gold Coast
"Out Yander"!

By
Leonard Hall

Old Sleuth Hall, prowling around a Long Island
Movie set, ran smack into Helen Morgan, the
famous piano-sitting torch singer. Though she's
appeared in lots of pictures, Hollywood is only a
vague rumor to La Belle Morgan!

Famous

screen stars in profusion cavort around Eastern studios these palmy days. Here are comedian Ernest
Truex, the celebrated "Two Black Crows," Moran and Mack, and sweet singer Lillian Roth, all encountered by our
reporter in a day's ramble. They're enjoying a little recess with producer Al Christie.

my
REALLY,
Hollywood

dears,

what IS going

to

happen

to

?

Good old Goofytown-on-the-Pacific has been
dawdling along for several years, secure in the
fond belief that any motion picture not made within gunshot of The Brown Derby wasn't legal. Then, only two
months ago, your astonished reporter found that several
presumptuous squirts had dared to make several feature
films in and about New York City, a large port on the
Atlantic Ocean. And in spite of the fact that this was
the wrong ocean, such movies as "Moonlight and Pretzels" and "Take A Chance" were actually being shown!
But, darlings, now I find that it is much worse

Further research around the mad metropolis discloses
the fact that the whole town seems to have gone stark
mad on the subject of movie-making! They don't shoot
policemen in New York any more they shoot pictures.
The camera is mightier than the machine gun. Dear old
ham actors who haven't had a job since Chaplin hurled
his last cream puff are trimming their cuffs and hoping
for work
What is going to happen to quaint old Hollywood?
I got this scoop for Screenland by moseying over to
the hallowed old studio on Long Island to look for a child
actress with adenoids and buck teeth reported quietly

—

murdered there

in '26.

"

!
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East Coast, West CoastWhere are the Movies Bound?
didn't find that, but I did find Mr. Christie.
Christie, of the famous Christie brothers. The
man who took the first movie comedy company to Hollywood twenty years ago, rented a barn at the corner of
I

Mr. Al

Vine and Gower Streets, and christened his leading man
by smacking him on the head with a bottle of beer.
Mr. Christie is a little over seven feet tall. He has the
shoulders of a pug and the bow legs of an old cavalry
corporal.
He also has a piercing eye, and a voice that
can knock three scene painters off a scaffold at a hundred
And he has made 90,000 or a million motion picture
feet.
comedies.
And here was this delicate California bloom in the
chilly East
There the veteran producer stood, surveying the bedlam
of the grand old studio. In one corner the famous blackface comics, Moran and Mack, "The Two Black Crows,"
rehearsed a comedy poker game, with the aces wild. In
another, the noted Miss Helen Morgan, gorgeous torch
singer who still mourns her Bill, practised hopping on and
off a grand piano and crying at the same time.
"Why, Mr. Christie !" I quavered, "Whatever on earth
are you doing here, so far from Hollywood ?"
He turned on me, stabbing my wishbone with those
azure orbs.

"Hollywood?" he roared, conversationally, as three
extras swooned. "Son, I've been in Hollywood 22 years,
man and boy, and I'm having more fun shooting short
films here in New York than I ever had in my
life

!

Why,

the stars

I

can get here

I

West

fled to think

Why?
Will you make me bother Mr. Christie
Oh, dear!
again ?
"Please, Mr. Christie, why all this making of short
films in the East ?"
"Why, Son," the producer answered, patting me so
benevolently that he knocked me into a Moran and Mack
jack-pot, "haven't you heard about the New Deal in making short subjects? Well, you will!" And oh, didn't he
just

Educational Pictures suddenly realized, with one of
those lightning strokes of genius, that all the best comedians aren't serving life sentences out among the pink
haciendas of Beverly Hills. Also, that not all pretty girls
grow on palm-trees.
How about the hundreds of swell stage talents who
couldn't or wouldn't trek West to make movies? If the
mountains wouldn't go to the camera, the camera could

sneak up on them

Thus they arrived at the decision to make great gobs
of their miniature epics in the Eastern film foundries.
Mr. Al Christie and Mr. Jack White, two of the ablest
veterans in the comedy field, (Continued on page 78)

And here's

about

Lillian

Roth

warble

I

over.

ody," another East

say,

it

couldn't get

!

a
the finale of
"Million Dollar Mel-

—and
grounds — why, Son, —
the

in

I

sun-kissed lots. Studios around New York are grinding
out more short subjects than they have in years. FoxEducational Pictures, which furnishes us with 118 (my
gosh ) one and two-reelers a year, is now making no less
than half of them east of the Hudson River.

these

.

New York

back-

Here's what has happened.

Another chunk of Hollywood has deserted the

lyric

to

in

Coast product complete
with music, dancing,
and gorgeous gals.

Ernest

Truex

has

a

bashful moment in
"Mr. Adam," one of
the

Fox-Educational

short comedies which
he is making in the
East.

It's all

—

about

a.

nudist cult
and very
funny, too!
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SCREENLAND'S Glamot

You may know Fay Wray by
her eyes They have mystery,
depth, enchantment. For the
screen Fay wears those luxurious artful eyelashes that
Offenhance a girl's own.
screen, she prefers to let her
lashes curl in peace, aided
only by the careful use of
mascara.
!

Let's go luscious
in the evenings,
says this evening

ensemble of pink
satin and ostrich

worn by Fay at
The
the left.

\

bodice goes GreLike that
cian.
ostrich muff?

Above, Fay Wray's favorite suit, of
The
green cloth with silver fox.
short belted jacket has sleeves that

were cut bell-shaped and then held
in tightly to the wrist and forearm
like cuffs.

Fay's hat

is

black ante-

lope with a short veil.

Fay proves that a girl can be a movie
star and still not drip with jewels!
She cares little for gems and still less
But she does
for costume jewelry.
enjoy the wrist-watch she is showingyou in the pictures below and to the
The watch case is of wood with
left.
a cover that slides off when the fair
golfer wants to know the time of
day. Smart, isn't it?

The photographs on these
two pages were posed by

Fay
for

Wray

exclusively

SCREENLAND Glamor

Irving Lippman,
School.
portrait photographer. The
gowns and hats worn by
Miss

bv

Wray were
Kalloch

of

designed

Columbia.

February

for

1934

Edited by

School

There is a girl in Hollywood who is
acknowledged by other stars to have
mastered the art of attraction without

who

ostentation;

prefers

plicity to sensationalism;

Glamor with

We

charm.

gives

Black

and white,
and backand with a

train,

of

course,

and cut on princess
pretty

lines

vastating,

de-

worn

as

by Fay! The white
bodice
is
draped
around the top of
the

pointed

black

and
gathered onto a
satin

skirt

cord at the

round

neckline.

Two

the satin
used for this

pieces of

are

Grecian

effect

and

they are not sewed

together but
lowed

al-

separate
just a trifle, so that
the bare skin peeps
to

through! In the

back, they are
crossed like an ascot tie at the waist.

"Angel-skin" lace sounds yum-

The wide revers and wooden

my

cuff-link buttons are an interesting note in this suit of

—and

Particularly when
the lace has gold thread embroidered through it! Fay's gown has
the new square neckline, and
sable shoulder straps, no less!
is!

What Fay

calls

her "sweet, simple,

and girlish" coiffure
above.

It's

brown and tan tweed, which
Fay Wray wears, above.

soft,

is

illustrated

appealing,

and

very feminine.
Now look at La
Wray over at the right!

prefer her more sophisticated coiffure here? See that
alluring ear ornament?
Made like
a clip, it fastens on the lobe of the

Perhaps you

ear,

fitting

part

way around

it.

who achieves

grace and effortless

Wray, who
you her Glamor secrets

sleeveless
less

smart sim-

j

present Fay

!

!
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The

Screen Spectator

Here, Hollywood,

is

constructive criticism,
pungently expressed.

Help

yourself

good

SO

to

Speaks

some

ideas!

BRILLIANT

is

the ability of the makers of our

screenplays that we wonder why so many irritating faults are prevalent in many of the pictures
that we see.
do not fail to realize that errors
understand painstaking effort
of detail will occur.
is made to prevent such, and that scientific research and
advice are dearly paid for in a constant
struggle to technically produce the
perfect picture.
But we are constantly confronted in
our movie-going life with conditions

We
We

seem possible to overcome. For
example, many of our movies deal
with the various phases of business
enterprises.
Usually the office of the
boss is shown.
We work in an office.
We have been in a thousand offices!
Only once, however, have we seen in
real life an office typical of the conthat

mium

!

And every
can check as true enables
us more easily to accept that with
which we are not familiar. Producers,
directors, writers and players should
niture, clothes, locale, etc.
detail that

realize

we

this

and not confound us

in

their artistic offerings with absurdities
so patent that we are prone to sit like

in less

moment

all
industrialists, bankers, and
brokers occupy rooms five hundred by
three hundred feet, decorated in geometrically designed heavens of chro-

—

We

—

that

!

—

ceptions of the interior decorators of
Hollywood of the place a man of big
business works in
and that one was
a fly-by-night concern that folded up

than six months
Don't you believe for one

modern glass,
Even though

trick furniture and trickier
Senatorial investigations of
the boom years that went Boom Boom would indicate
that big business men were all fat heads
take it from
us that nine out of ten of such could not have dictated
even one of their contracts of iniquity in such a place.
It was a joy, therefore, to behold the
office of Spencer Tracy in "The Power
and the Glory." That zvas an office
and didn't Tracy impress you
as is
while at work in that office as being
actually a big-time leader of a business enterprise?
find realistic settings of this
sort most gratifying because we can
quickly recognize authenticity in fur-

tubes,

secretaries.

Why, asks the Screen Spectator, is the art of ZaSu Pitts
allowed to languish in features, when she was so good
in shorts?

The office of Spencer Tracy in
"The Power and the Glory" with
Ralph Morgan as his faithful secretary, really looked like an office
but have you seen some of those
other movie "offices"?

—

sharp-eyed ferrets watching for errors,
when we prefer to be entranced by
the wonders of the screen world.
Another condition that bewilders us
(Continued on page 82)
is the pic-

Can't something be done to save
us, asks the Spectator, the

anguish

of such scenes as in "Wild Boys of
the Road," in which that youngster
lost his leg in full view of the

audience?

!

!
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One-word description
of the new screen
sensation, Margaret
Sullavan.

Radie

Here's the

only interview she has
granted since her smash
hit in

Harris

"Only Yesterday"

Orig i n a
been immune to rumors ever since I
the one about Ann Harding and
Harry Bannister being "Hollywood's Ideal
Married Couple."
But when, via the grape-vine route, came rumblings of Margaret Sullavan's magnificent performance in "Only Yesterday," I believed them all of them.

I'VE
heard

I

two years

had witnessed her stage
debut in a play called, "A Modern Virgin." It had been
a very bad play but her performance stood out like a
lalique vase in a five and ten cent store. I knew then that
she was Going Places
Hollywood, inevitably.
It was there that I met her for the first time, after she
had been dying for several days in the final scenes of
"Only Yesterday."
"I'm supposed to die of a heart attack, but I sound like
the last stages of asthma !" she greeted me, when I discovered her on Stage 9 in, of all places, the assistant
see,

ago, I

—

director's lap

And

with blithe unconcern, she continued to

sit

there

young man from the publicity department drew over a chair and murmured "Won't You Sit

until the harassed

Down?"
had already been warned that this littlest rebel hated
Hollywood. So I opened fire with my best line of attack.
I told her I came from New York.
It worked like Claudette Colbert's charm
We became
soul-mates immediately, while she weeped on my shoulder
and sang me her Hymn of Hate.
I

!

"They
a lifetime

!"

—

'Only Yesterday' but it's been
she exclaimed. "We've been on it for almost

call this picture,

four months now and I've had exactly one day's
vacation and then I spent it in jail for smoking
I might still be
a cigarette in a forest region.
there if my name didn't happen to be Sullavan!"
she added with a grin.
As she sat opposite me in a pair of blue slacks, looking for all the world like Huck Finn's younger sister,
it was hard to realize that this pert infant was a brilliant
actress, who in her very first screen effort was being
"supported" by such luminaries as John Boles and Billie

—

—

You

1

Burke.
Orchidaceous.

Glamorous. Sextacular. None of the
usual Hollywood labels catalogue her. In a land of carbons, she is as original as the "a" in the spelling of her
last

name.

Her

voice, too,

is

like

no one

else's

you have ever heard.

hasn't the lyric quality of Cornell or the guttural richness of Fontanne, but its vibrant huskiness is a catch between a laugh and a tear, and there is just enough of a
Southern accent to identify Norfolk, Virginia, as her
It

birthplace.

She is the daughter of Cornelius Hancock Sullavan and
Garland Councill, suh names that instinctively conjure
up visions of a white colonial homestead, baked banana
pie, and darkies strumming "Old Black Joe" on a sum-

—

mer

evening.

When

it came to christening their baby daughter,
ever, the Sullavans chose the plain, down-to-earth

of Margaret, a
as she, herself,

"Peggy."

name as
Her
is.

how-

name

unaffected and straightforward
friends have always called her
(Continued on page 94)
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^ARBO grins!

And

<T when Garbo

grins

world smiles in sym-

lie

athy.

his

You'll see her in

mood and many

thers in her

"Queen

new

film,

Christina."

Manatt

FROM

Harmony

for

Two

"Too Much Harmony" Bing Crosby croons his in
way into "Going Hollywood," Marion Davie?
new picture. Here's the grand new team in a seen

gradating
!

tuneful

from the

film.

You'll like

it.

cheering for
WE'RE
Novarro and

Jeanette

version of
J

new combination,
MacDonald co-star

this

"The Cat and the

too.

Ramon

in the screen

Fiddle," one of Jerome Kern's
and how they sing!

most charming operettas

—

And Two
9

More!

HOW

long did it take you to identify tl
Yes, ii
above? Three guesses?
Richard Barthelmess in his current characteriz
don of an Indian in "Massacre."
th«
you'll like him.

THE

star

Longworth

Quick!

Who

Is It?

We

iut

he

fTpHE Dunn

lad's

been kept hopping of

late,

l!J_ what with varied r61es in "Take a Chance,"

I jimmy and
Ikit he

still

Sally,"

and "Fox Movietone

has time to be

the real

large Irish smile!

Follies."

Jimmy

—just a

T«*v%*%"»
1

1X1 1x11

V

clS

T Ti <i.x.D.n.|-f T
X AllllSt^lI •

lucky
Hollywood
—or
WELL,
long when Lilian Harvey
it's

Watch

the Ice Melt!

ice

it's

it

wouldn't

leads the St. Moritz

in her

new

picture, "I

Am

American movie

last

number

Suzanne."
Lovely Lilian's third
said to be her best.

is

J.

Elmer Fryer

A ND

another new part for the screen's best bad
Jimmy Cagney, having turned into a songXA.
and-dance man all in the good cause of film musicals,
now takes a fresh role yes, "fresh" is the word!
still

boy.

—

'

Cagney

as a

"Lady

Killer"

!

New

Glimpse

of Gable
YES,

he's all right

—and

now

his robust per-

formances in "Dancing
Lady" with Joan Crawford,
and "Overland Bus" with
Claudette Colbert, for
Columbia, will prove it to
you. Clark's cheerful again

—good

New

Portrait

of a Lady
AND

a fine actress,

il. Norma Shearer
working in her
turn"

screen

first

play,

is

"re-

"Rip

Tide," with Robert Montgomery playing opposite
her. And then she promises

she will play "Marie

Antoinette"

—

positively!

JobuMUs

All

ASTOR,
MARY
ing with Adolphe
appear-

Menjou

in the

Interests

of Art!

To

Love,"
permitted the photographer
to portray her in what may
be called the title role. Mary
can be as daringly decorative
in "Easy

as the accepted

—

it's all

cinema sirens

in the day's

work

to

Miss Astor; but off-screen
she is one of the frankest,
most genuine and humorous
young women in Hollywood.

Don

English

has
Who's Frightened? LA COLBERTDeMille's

a congenially colorful

4

NotClaudette Colbert!

in

Cecil

latest

opus,

role

"Four

Frightened People," filmed in Hawaii. At the
left,
Claudette in a scene with debonair
Herbert Marshall.

AT

ll

LAST,

a scene that the

appreciate!

men

in the

Warner Baxter goes

audience will

"As
provides us with one of
fishing in

Husbands Go" and incidentally
the most picturesque "stills" we have ever
It's a good picture, too.

selected.

The Most
Still

Beautiful

of the

Month

I

4

I*

Pre-View of "Spring"

by Madge Evans!

YOU may

Madge

—

rushing the season but perhaps
what's
she's thinking of Palm Beach, or Bermuda, or Hawaii
Miss Evans says she's just dressed up
Sorry, folks
that, Madge?
for her new picture and so busy she'll have to leave the winter
think that

is

—

vacations and cruises to you!

—

—

Hollywood's

B

Z i 11 2

1 ci

NTT:
W C
JD

TJECOGNIZE

her?

She's another ex-

XV. ample

Zy

of the movies' amazing
Marguerite Churchill, from a
capable ingenue has been transformed
into a magnetic and exciting person
and you'll see her in "Girl Without a
Room." Read about her in the story
magic.

cl VI t

V
/

on the opposite page.

!
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Thoroughbreds

— George and

his bride, Marguerite.

And

isn't

she lovely

?

They'll Bet on Love!
And

we'll bet

on George O'Brien and

By

A

grand story
Marguerite Churchill!
about a grand guy and his girl

I

HAVE

a unique story to tell you.
concerns a good man and a good woman who
have found each other in Hollywood. And deIt

spite

My

Hollywood

right thing, and live an irreproachable life.^we'd be
happy.
Somehow it's a pretty big order to carry
out idealistic intentions. People seem to get ahead by

out-maneuvering

adjectives are emphatic because these

two are

Dickson Morley

others.

thoroughbreds. The
hero is everything a

want

to introduce

two who

are

And I'll let you
draw your own conclu-

tics.

sion as to the dividends
a life of Goodness

possesses all
the virtues you seek in
a woman and, in addition, she is beautiful

heroine

pays.

This, then,

story of

and charming.

is

the

George

O'Brien and Marguer-

"different" because its moral
is

ite

Churchill.

You know

that
when they married the

so old that most of
us will have to dig into
our memories to get
the point.
When all of us were
is

very young we were
told that if we'd be
good, always do the

fanciest

actually Hollywood's
most admirable roman-

Handsome and virile.
Above all, sincere. Our

tale

jazz

too.

to the

I

man

The

it,

you

should be.
The soul of honor, intelligent, courageous.
real

who

Those

apparently eat their cake and have

middle of last July, in
the historic old California Mission San
Ynez, the final ca-

Remember when George and Marguerite

acted together in
Westerns? Here's a souvenir of those days, with George
"shooting" his leading lady when she wasn't looking.

pitulation

of

the

gal-

Bachelor O'Brien
(Cont. on page 74)

lant

!
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Jean

Harlow

Confides
4

Her Secret
Ambition

Platinum Bombshell gives us the
best story of her life to date Don't

By

!

miss
jET you

it

James

Exclusive

!

Harlow's secret ambican't. What? Three
guesses ? Don't make me laugh you can never
guess in three guesses. Sure go ahead and try
Jean wants to be the most popular motion picture
star ?
That's your first guess ? Pardon me while I
have myself a laugh. Oh, don't get me wrong Jean is
tion.

can't guess Jean

No, no

— I'm sure you

—

;

!

—

;

interested in her career
deeply, seriously interested.
No doubi; she would like to become the greatest star on
the screen, and if she continues to progress as she has
during the past year, she's headed straight for the top.
However, .that's not her secret ambition. Guess again.
That's your
Jean wants to be very, very wealthy
:

Certainly Jean wants to be rich. Who
doesn't? But money isn't everything in the world not
to Jean, at any rate. No, that's not her secret ambition.
And you have only one more guess.
What? What is that you said? Jean wants a baby?
Your third guess is that Jean wants a baby? Awwwww,
somebody must've told you
You could never have
guessed it.
Nobody could have guessed. Whoever

second guess?

—

!

heard of such a guess

Harlow

M.

Fidler

Imagine

?

!

Hard-boiled Jean

"Red Dust" wanting a baby Loose-talking
Jean of "Hold Your Man" wanting a baby Nawwwww,
you didn't guess that. Somebody told you.
Even so, you are only partially correct. Jean doesn't
want just a baby. She zuants babies. Three or four
of

!

!-

youngsters running around her house, carving their initials in the piano, pilfering doughnuts from the breadbox, and embarrassing Aunt Molly by saying, in her
presence, "Mamma, Aunt Molly isn't cooked. You said
she was hard-boiled."
maybe a pair
Babies. Jean wants a family of them
of boys, and at least one sister for them. A sister for
cherubic little
the brothers to fight over, and for.
darling with silky, platinum hair and big blue eyes and
lips you'd love to touch.
tiny angel who would never,
would be a grand little
cry
or
whimper.
Who
never
Who would give her doll to
sport on every occasion.
that poor girl down the street, whose parents could not
afford to buy a doll. A baby Jean.
"I want her to have platinum hair," Jean confided to

—

A

A

!

for

February

;

1934
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Maybe we shouldn't say so but Jean told Jimmy Fidler this was her favorite
of

all

the stories ever written about her.

"There have been times in my life when I was
sorry for the color of my hair sorry for the reason
that that very hair threatened to hinder my career because motion picture producers seemed to lose sight of
any acting talent I might have, simply because my hair
was so widely exploited. There have been times when
I
have grown very weary of being called platinum
me.

—

blonde.

"But when

Woman,'

I

I

wore a red wig for 'Red-Headed
that I was happier as

made up my mind

a blonde. I will be glad if my daughter has hair exactly
the same color. What if she has, and doesn't like it?"
Jean laughed. "She can change it easily!"
Jean wants one son to be older than the daughter
the other, younger. She hopes the older boy will come
two years in advance of the daughter, and that the next
son will be a year or two younger than Miss Jean, the
second. Yes, she's figured it all out
She wants the boys to be dark. No
platinum blond boys for Jean, if her
hope is granted.
She wants them to
grow into tall, broad-shouldered, almost-

Of

Rosson, her husband.

in
I

order
have

—

and fret about?"
At that same luncheon, which took
place about three months before Jean's
marriage to Rosson, she told me that
she was in love with Hal. That is why
I laugh every time some gossip says that
the platinum blonde married in a hurry,
and then adds an accusing, "Why?"
She married for love; that is why. She
was in love (Continued on page 90)

But what do men

A

says.

The man whom
Jean Harlow calls

her "unlucky
husband."

intimately

Nevertheless, Jean, and her mother and step-father, and
her husband and I are intimate enough to sit together
and discuss very personal issues such as Jean's yearning for babies.
Several months after Paul Bern's death, I was lunching with Jean one noon.
About midway of the salad
course, I asked: "Do you think you'll marry again?"
She stared at me as if amazed. I began to feel a
little foolish
for having voiced the question, because
I knew her answer even before she opened her lips.
"Of course I'll marry again," Jean said. "What an
absurd question for you, of all people, to
ask.
How many times have I told you
that I want a home?
I mean a real
home, with children cf my own to worry

—

what Hal

Public?

known her for years, since she was in her early 'teens.
At times I consider myself almost a member of the
family, although I must admit that no move has been
made to adopt me into the Harlow fireside circle.

of babies?
man's
only interest is that the first-born will
be a boy, and that he will be just a little
bit tough
a fighting little fool. At any
rate, that's

it,

understand the domestic side of her nature.

course, I'm telling you what Jean
I
haven't once quoted Hal

know about dreaming

about

One must know Jean Harlow
to

swarthy men.
wants.

What

But

Hal Rosson,

above, looks like
the happiest man
in Hollywood.

—

Left, the Jean of the screen alluring,
exotic. Right, the real girl, who reveals
herself to you iri this "scoop" story.

!

!

!
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What Has Hollywood
The movies have

got under the

Read
exclusive story and meet a

great actor's skin at
this

last!

new Muni

By
Ben

Maddox

MUNI
PAUL
Hollywood

is on the verge of departure from
again.
He has made his allotted two
pictures for the year. But this time it's an entirely
altered Muni who is checking out.
Hollywood has got under his skin at last
He used to.be the banner boy for the "free souls." In
him surged the ever-present, unquenchable yearning to
wander. And now look how constant exposure to ne-

farious movie atmosphere has changed him.

Our wan-

has settled down
The acting genius who said, when he was doing his
memorable chain-gang drama, that life was merely a trap
and that his soul was torn with the desire to "escape,"
has right-about-faced.
He proclaimed that he could never positively be
Nor property. Then he added
fettered with a home.
that only such an understanding woman as Mrs. Muni
could even put up with his craving to be "free."
Bella Frank, who is Mrs. Muni, merely smiled in those
days when he was reacting so violently to the international fame which the talkies suddenly poured upon him.
She was discreetly silent. For she is understanding and
wise
Twelve years of marriage to this strange man Muni
have taught her that, because he is a master of his art, he
Every mood, including his infreis supremely sensitive.
quent gay moments, is a significant feeling for him. He

dering

Muni

—

!

—

—

The new home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Muni is a fiveacre estate about fifteen miles from Hollywood. The
picture above shows the Munis and a corner of their
swimming-pool pleasant place, isn't it?

—

!

.
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can do nothing casually, no matter

how unimportant,

lavishness and ease of Hollywood scared him silly,
"I had to work so hard that the over-night way men
and women are pushed into picture stardom appalled me,"

The

he admitted when I called on him and his wife in their
new home.
Home do you get it ?
That's what Hollywood has done to the marvelous
Muni It has shown him that one doesn't have to become
a hobo to breathe one's fill of fresh air, that people are
happiest when they live a simple, regular life. And that
contentment lies right in your own front yard!
"I honestly never expected to learn the virtues of home,
sweet home from Hollywood!" he told me with an expression of delight on his mobile features.
It seems that I was the first interviewer who had been

—

!

privileged to visit his establishment, so a word or two
about it will not be amiss. The Muni headquarters is a
rambling, pink stucco house in the center of a five-acre
grove of walnuts, figs, and peaches. It is in the country,
or "out on the land" as Muni expresses
from Hollywood
it, about fifteen miles
proper. Quiet, secluded, and thoroughly
comfortable, it is a miniature kingdom in
which Muni is monarch of all he surveys.
"We have no antiques," he pointed
out proudly as he introduced me to the
cheerful living-room. "I told Mrs. Muni
we wanted a place that would be, above
all

else,

a home.
it
up,

and fixed

So she went ahead
and doesn't it look

livable?"

The one

Muni?

to Paul

feature for which he apolo-

gizes elaborately is the big swimming-pool in front
He
explains that it was already there when they bought the
ranch last summer, so they just have to make the best of
it.
revels in swimming in it, but is afraid to admit
( He
it for fear he'll sound like one of the idle rich!)
"We may be away all winter. Of course, I intended
to do a Broadway play and I have devoted my spare time
I came across nothing particularly
to reading scripts.
outstanding and it is almost too late to start a play run
now. So unless some extraordinarily good show turns
!

We

have made
up, Mrs. Muni and I will go to Europe.
several trips before and enjoy travelling immensely.
"There is a possibility of my doing personal appearances in France. It appears that my pictures have gone
very well there and I have an offer for a vaudeville tour.
I cannot speak French, but, if I should decide to accept,
I will take a month or two to learn enough of the lan-

guage to present an act."
Yet no matter how far
call

Munis

stray, they'll

"We

on.
won't be tied

down. This house
not an expensive luxury. While we
are away we can get one man to live
here and take care of the orchard. And
at a very nominal cost, so we won't
feel that we have to be here unless we
wish."
"What has caused your transformation into a home-lover?" I inquired
with reasonable curiosity.
His response confounded me.
He
thinks he is getting old
is

"I am thirty-five and Mrs. Muni and
have begun to think of our old age.
We do not make definite plans to do
specific things.
We have learned from
experience (Continued on page 87)
I

Right, a close-up of the star of "I'm A
Fugitive" and "The World Changes" as
he looks in his new home. Below, with
his wife, Bella, in a musical moment

afield the

Hollywood home from now
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Swell trouper!

W.

C.

Fields,

a long
and lustrous
career
as
a
after

Fields

Broadway
s t

a g]e

star,

gave in to the
movies and beca

me more

popular

Fun!

for

than

ever.

All about that laugh-maker

everybody likes— except
Baby LeRoy!

By Amory

Westcott

FIELDS

is a
with a
real sense of hu-

W.

C.

comedian

mor

!

You know,

he doesn't play Hamlet in his
private life. He is just a droll
fellow,

on and

off.

Why

the impressive initials?
Well, as he explains it, a comic

must have some dignity. Everybody really calls him Bill.
His "feud" with Baby Le-

Roy

the funniest thing that has happened in Hollywood in
you'll have to admit that a lot of funny things have
is

and
Hollywood.

many moons,
happened in

It seems the baby thought that good old Bill was a "heavy" instead of a
comic.
He bawled every time he looked at him. So many scenes were
ruined that certain persons began to accuse Bill of going around frightening-

children.
I say, Bill Fields has a swell sense of humor.
Lhe harried
comedian retorted: "Say, I'm the only actor this baby hasn't been able to
That's why he is throwing those fits of artistic temsteal a scene from.
perament." And, when the feud became heated, the following advertiselittle

Just as

ment appeared

in a

Hollywood paper

:

"If a certain prominent baby in our esteemed industry does not cease
telling people that I, W. C. Fields, stole his bottle, he will get himself into
a whole peck of trouble.
(Be careful, B.L.) Signed: W. C. Fields."
This absurd advertisement is typical of the Fields brand of humor. Even
when someone maliciously suggested that the baby was afraid of Bill's
famous red nose, the victim took it all in good fun.
Be that as it may, the "feud" came to a sudden end when the comedian
jumped into a tank of water to haul the baby off a raft which looked as if
it might tip over.
Then and there, they became fast friends. Before the
picture was finished, they do say that Bill was discovered in a corner of the
set teaching Baby LeRoy to sing, "Who's afraid of the big red nose?"
For an artist who has been one of the most famous and highest salaried
comedy stars for some twenty years, Bill Fields has an extraordinarily odd,
but sensible, philosophy.
"Health, wealth, and freedom !" is his motto.
"I keep in good health," says he, "to insure making sufficient wealth, to
enjoy the life I like most."
Unlike the traditional trouper, Bill would be perfectly content to forego
the flattery of seeing his name in electric lights if he could play golf every
day of his life. In fact, he almost manages to (Continued on page 96)

Wa-a-a-a-a!

Baby LeRoy howls

every time he has to play a scene
with Fields and not with laughIt's the funniest film feud.
ter.

—

for
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Above, Walter Connolly with his wife, who is
Nedda Harrigan of the stage, and their
daughter. Right, Mr. Connolly studies his
script.

Grand

actor!

Home's
Yv here His

Art

Is!

Hollywood or Broadway, it's
all the same to Walter
Connolly

if

his roles are

good

the oldest law in the theatre
PROBABLY
play must go on."
The Harrigans have

is

another line

—the

on Broadway.
rigan's presence in

By Jed Barker
"The
added

Harrigans must be represented
this can explain Nedda Harthe East while Walter Connolly re-

Only

mains in the West making pictures. Certainly it was not
an economical move to keep the Harrigan fire burning
brightly on Broadway for the nightly long-distance calls
have made their telephone bills formidable first-of-themonth visitors. But the Harrigan ghost must not walk.
So Nedda remains acting in the East while Walter is
adding to his laurels in Hollywood.
Walter, you may remember, was one of the die-hards
of the legitimate stage who refused to travel westward
for many, many years. His determination to avoid motion picture alliances was due to an experience he had had
in the movies in the early silent days.
In those times,
picture-making was admittedly mechanical. Walter hates,
as only an artist can, anything mechanical connected with
acting.
Producer after producer attempted to lure him
to Hollywood, waving fat contracts before him, but he
closed his eyes resolutely and fled. Columbia's good luckcame when Walter was ill in the hospital and unable to
escape.
Nedda Harrigan, his wife, has never appeared
in the movies, but there is still hope.
Some day she may

be sick and have to go to a hospital. Jolly thought!
Her return to the East on the stage afforded, however,
an opportunity which is rarely given of seeing an actor
through his wife's eyes, while she is so far away from
him that his presence cannot color her opinions. We were
naturally interested to discover how and why Walter
Connolly's aversion to the movies had evaporated so soon.
It must have evaporated or he would not have signed a
new contract giving Columbia first call on his services for
the next five years.
Walter Connolly, it appears, likes Hollywood because
it means work, constant creation, work in the morning,
in the afternoon, and often work in the evening.
During the filming of "A Man's Castle," the Frank
Borzage production, Walter Connolly worked for the
most part at night and in the early morning. During the
afternoon he was busy making "East of Fifth Avenue"
some days, and "Master of Men" others.
It seems that Walter had his entire opinion of Hollywood changed shortly after his arrival there. He had
always felt the movies had no heart, no soul, but a little
incident during the filming of "Washington Merry-GoRound" changed his entire outlook. One of the scenes
in that picture was in the "Hoover City" where Lee Tracy,
as the young Congressman, {Continued on page 93)

work
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Dorothy Lee likes gadgets and says so frankly!
"But too amusing!" she says of this cigarette
lighter that looks like a lipstick, which she is
showing off in the picture above. It is ignited not
by flints, but by a chemical action which is automatically released

One

of the

when

the cylinder

most entrancing

is

opened.

coiffures to be seen at

Hollywood smart spots and picture premieres

Thelma Todd's,

illustrated for

you below.

is

It is a

softer version of the classic coronet idea, with a
most becoming cluster of curls at the neck. Note,
too, the sparkling clip Thelma wears with it.

Well,

Ruth

If you aren'

t

Etting!

wearing

one of the craziest
creations we've seen

in many movie
moons! It's a twoway affair in which
the sleeves can be
white lace or black
velvet, according to

La Etting's mood.
Ruth wears it in
"Hips, Hips, Hooray," the giddy

new

gelatine opera in
which her gay good
looks and lovely voice

are feat ured with
Messrs. Wheeler and
Woolsey. Yes, that
turban is crownless.

Margaret Lindsay, at
the right, is wearing
one of those gowns
that other girls greet
with a drawled, "My
dear, how Holly-

But, worn
by Margaret, it attracts its daring

wood!"

—

dusky chiffon sleeves
contrasting so dramatically the trailing white gown with
its deep-cut shoulders. We're not surprised that the suave
William Powell pre-

i

fers Miss Lindsay to
other leading ladies
these days!

"7

..

:S

!
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Lovely Loretta!
She's a Young poem,
in this rather origi-

nal

turquoise

blue

satin gown with its
interesting neckline

treatment. Loretta
wears it in "Born To
Be Bad," her first
production for 20th
Century in which she
appears with Cary
Grant.
Glitter, glitter, little
star! But with Con-

stance

Cummings

a

beading is as good as a
ton to some other
movie girls, and her
black frock is bright-

touch of

silver

ened simply but
surely at the neckline,

with a turban

ornamented

to

match.

If You

Would Strike That
New Note—

Here are suggestions from Hollywood, where girls are fashionwise — first
Some practical, some
!

fantastic,

but

all

fun

Left,

Thelma Todd

shows you her new wig!
You know, "transformations' are accepted aids to beauty now,
although not many of
'

them are as startling
as Thelma' s " Castilian
Moderne."

See the
white and black braid?
Hi, there, Miss Medusa.'
Below, another view of
this coiffure
that
smooth, soft wave is
something to copy!

—

*

you are as alluring as
Sari Maritza, you can
wear a cocktail costume
If

extreme as Sari is
showing you at the left.
It's fashioned of dark
as

—

green satin imagine! —
with a square-cut back.
(Of course there's a jacket to wear over it, not
shown here.) The hat?
Yes, even Norma Shearer

wore one at Marie
Dressler's formal birth-

day party!

It's a grand,
insane season!

Li;

':{

,

_

!
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Jean Parker's formal frock
taffeta with
is of black
lace-topped bodice. A separate ruched cape is an
added attraction. Note
Jean's coiffure in keeping with the quaint ness of
her costume.

—

It isn't necessary to wear
exotic clothes to be attractive, even in Holly-

wood!

Here Miss Parker
wears a double-breasted
velveteen coat with high
rever neckline,

and match-

ing visor hat.

wwr

Wm

Jean introduces the new eye-brow beret made of tiers of
felt topped with double silver buttons. Jean has this
chapeau copied in colors to wear with sports dresses.

Go

Furred and

— two

fitted

smart

notes in Jean's blue wool suit,
which is buttoned down the
front.
Miss Parker calls attention to the fur pockets but
cautions the "hour-glass" figure girls against this idea.

—

new combination
tweed and jersey. Jean is a
study in brown and white. Her
double - breasted suit is of
brown and white striped tweed,
her accessories are of brown
Here's a

jersey

— beret,

h

gloves,

scarf.

fer

Sn

i™
WmA

m

n

If You Would Be Quaint—

m

iiln

fall

Quaintness, right now, is to be desired—

and

can be acquired. Look and learn,
you Jean Parker-esque girls

it

lite

;

Kay

Francis, with
Ricardo Cortez, in a

scene from ''The

House on 56th
Street," in which

Kay plays a mature
matron in many seRight,

quences.

Kay selects

a

smartly tailored hat
in keeping with the
graceful age she portrays in some scenes
in her new film.

5"

Isn't she stunning!

Kay Francis

says

it's

better to accept

your age with sophistication and stateliness than to cling
to frills and curls. Pay particular attention to make-up it
is more important in the fascinating forties than ever before.

—

If You Would Have
Poise
Gorgeously groomed, Kay
Francis makes her character in "The House on 56th
Street" even more charming in maturity than in
youth. Her lovely coiffure is

an

inspiration!

Dignity

—and keep those
counsels Kay.
a quality of

silver threads,

They lend
handsomeness all their own,
especially when waved as
beautifully as Kay's.

preferred after

you have said farewell to first
youth, says Kay Francis. And
here's

how

self is a
Be natural

is

—

Kay,

long

who

her-

way from ma-

turity, expects to achieve

it

——

!
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

REVIEWS
Little

of the

Women

&

R-K-O

'

SEAL- OF]

•

:

:

Best
Pictures
r

the Perfect Picture! "Little Women" is a masterI hope every man, woman, and child will hurry
afoot or in the family Ford, by bobsled or by airplane, by
hook or crook and SEE IT! Louisa M. Alcott's book has
been translated to the screen without losing even a little of its
power and appeal. Who's responsible? Perhaps George Cukor
henceforth my favorite director. Perhaps the adapter. Perhaps
the cast. Perhaps, even, the supervisor. I don't know. It's a
miracle and I'm thrilled.
You will be, too. "Little Women"
proves that what every American most needed at this point was
a good cry. People are melting; crying their way in and out of
Katharine Heptheatres, coming back for more
it's that good.
burn is starred, and she is a perfect Jo March. Her best performance by far. But it isn't a starring picture to me. It's all-star,
with laurels, first, to Miss Alcott, who wrote the story; to the director, next; and then to the extraordinary cast.
"Little Women"
has artistic integrity. It's the first great film to come out of Hollywood untainted by commercialism and it is breaking records.

At

last,

piece,

and

—

—

Only

Design for

Yesterday
Universal

Living

Paramount

Never a dull moment, thanks to
This is great fun!
fiSiHM| director Lubitsch, his sparkling cast, and some of the most
hilarious situations ever devised for your delectation.
^"v* Frankly feather-weight, elegantly ribald, this picturization
of Noel Coward's play

may

astound the author

—

but I think it
as skilful or subtle as the
original, still the screen's "Design for Living" offers as sprightly
entertainment as you'll find in this season's cinemas. A triangle,
but with a difference! Gary Cooper, as an artist, and Fredric March,
as his playwright pal, both adore the lovely Miriam Hopkins
and no wonder, for she's more alluring than ever here. And she,
wicked wench, loves both of them. When the artist's away she
worships the playwright. Then the absent one returns and her
affections wander
all very amusingly.
The scenes in which the
two musketeers turn up and wreck Miriam's marriage of convenience are spontaneously side-splitting. Gary Cooper is, to me, the
shining star he reveals a gorgeous sense of comedy. But you may
prefer March, who is excellent; or Miss Hopkins, who's superlative.
will also

amuse him very much.

Not

—

—

Or Edward Everett Horton, never

funnier.

See by

all

means

!

Meet Margaret

Sullavan! She's the

Miss Sullavan

is

New Girl of the Month.

something very new in screen heroines.

Not

beautiful, like Dietrich; not picturesque in the HepBut arresting in her own way, and using
with rare discretion one of the most interesting voices you've
ever heard. In fact, like Franchot Tone, Miss Sullavan rides to
fame, for me, on the waves of a thrilling voice. But about "Only

"

;

burn manner.

Yesterday": it's a picture of "moments." John Stahl has directed
certain scenes of surpassing beauty. The screen has never given
us a more beautiful love idyll than that enacted by Miss Sullavan
and John Boles when she, as the Southern girl, and he as a worldwar officer, meet, love, and part. But as the serious story of a
are
woman's life and love, "Only Yesterday" never convinces.
asked to believe that the hero could forget the lyric interlude so
completely that when he later meets and loves the heroine, now
the mother of his child, he sees her as a total stranger. Well, it

We

can happen in Hollywood! But the fine performances, not only of
Miss Sullavan, but of Mr. Boles, Billie Burke, and Jimmy Butler
More Sullavan
as the boy make it well worth seeing.

You Can Count on

these Criticisms

—
for
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

or

Favor!

The Prizefighter and
the

Lady

M-G-M

Dancing Lady

M-G-M
This is the picture that took so long to make that it kept
your Joan Crawford off the country's screens for almost
eight months. Was it worth it? Well, I can say honestly
'that it's a glittering and rather gorgeous movie, that it will
bring back the Crawford you seem to prefer, the colorful heroine of
"Dancing Daughters," and that it will not fail to entertain you.
Yes, it's another musical but it's one of the best. And it's novel
to see a star of Crawford's calibre actually dancing, and effectively,
too. The film opens with Joan doing a "strip tease" in a burlesque
show. The theatre is raided and our heroine is jailed until Franchot "Park Avenue Playboy" Tone comes to the rescue. She then
battles her way to Broadway stardom under the tutelage of Clark
Gable, who plays a hard-boiled dance director. And incidentally,
Gable gives one grand performance here. Ted Healy and his
stooges are priceless. But the film is mostly Crawford practically
a one-girl show! Grand if you like the star. A good show even if

—

—

you

don't.

You'll like seeing Joan and Gable together again.

The
ality
girls

—

Let

you'll like him.

Hollywood, Broadway, and

—

—

—

—

Cradle Song

M-G-M

Paramount

—

—

—and

"the rest of the world were startled when the pugilist suddenly loomed as a potent picture actor, with dimples, charm, and a
physique to make Johnny Weissmuller rush off to the desert to
Mr. Baer just call him Maxie! amazes with a goodforget.
humored poise that is completely disarming. You may not like
prizefighters or prizefight pictures, but see this one, anyway; it's
different. Oh, not the story
that's the rather familiar routine of
the rise, the fall, and the rise again of a champ of the squared circle;
but it is so stunningly directed and so superlatively acted that it
becomes grand entertainment. Baer plays the fighter who goes
haywire, alienates his lovely wife, Myrna Loy, and his manager,
Walter Huston; but finally comes back at the crucial moment
right in the ring with Primo Camera
and there's a fight for you!
Best screen scrap I've ever seen. Maxie not only acts, but sings
and dances. Myrna Loy is exquisite. Walter Huston is excellent.

Eskimo

Here's your epic and you won't be disappointed. It's
a whole two hours of epic, and not one of you can say that
you aren't getting your money's worth. It may have
"been produced in the Arctic in fact, it was but it is as
red-blooded as you would wish. Prom the story by Peter Freuchen,
the Danish explorer, director W. S. Van Dyke has fashioned a real
thriller of life among the brave and brawny men of the North and
their lovely wives.
"Eskimo" recounts the adventures of the
mighty Ma/a, a dramatic Eskimo Tarzan, among whales, icebergs,
wolves, caribou, walrus, and the Northwest Mounted Police.
Mala's standards are not those of the white men and so Mala is
branded a murderer when he avenges his wife according to his
code. He is a hunted man
and the camera record of his flight
provides some of the screen's most exciting scenes. "Eskimo" is
too long even breathtakingly beautiful pictures of the frozen
North begin to pall after a while; but it is unique entertainment.
Much of the dialogue is native, but charmingly translated for you.
Mala himself is rather magnificent, and his movie wives are delightful.
Watch for Director Van Dyke himself as a "Mounty."

—

surprise picture of the season! And a new personwho may be a new big star. Max Baer is the boy,

—

A

lovely picture!

Delicate, beautiful,

and tender,

it

may

be no "box-office" sensation, but I wish you would see it
if you like a poetic screenplay as a change from lighter
film fare.
"Cradle Song" marks the American motion
picture debut of Dorothea Wieck, the distinguished continental
actress who scored in "Maedchen in Uniform." She proves, in her
new performance, that she is far from a "one-picture" star. In this
quiet, touching story, adapted from a Spanish play, Miss Wieck
plays a nun, Sister Joanna, who takes to her heart a foundling
The child grows up mothered
left on the doorstep of the convent.
by the nuns but instead of taking the veil she falls in love with a
young man from the outside world. Sorrowfully but sympathetically, the nuns bid her farewell. As an impressive study in motherlove "Cradle Song" will interest you. The acting is very nearly
perfect.
Miss Wieck is the rightful star; she is spiritual beauty
personified; but she is ably supported by Evelyn Venable as the
foster-daughter, Louise Dresser as the gentle prioress, and the
other members of a splendid cast. Not exciting, mind you but
a sincere, moving, and poignant picture. I hope you'll like it!

Them Guide You

—

to the

Good

Films

—

!

!
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By
Katharine
Hartley

Sandals
and
Sheer Hose
Call for

New

(If your foot was as lovely
as Carole Lombard's you'd

want

to

show

w

it off, too!)

HEN

you

gaze at this

glamorous
picture of

the lovely Carole Lombard, and your eyes look
at her admiringly from
tip to toe, aren't you just
a bit envious of that dainty foot, thrust out for your
There isn't very much of the slipper, and
attention?
she isn't wearing hose. It's just a lovely foot, as smooth
and white as her hands, and as expertly manicured.
(All right, "pedicured" if you want to be explicit!)
This is something all women have to realize sooner or
later.
foot can be just as intriguing as a beautiful, graceful hand. In fact it's got to be, since fashion has decreed
that we wear open sandals for evening, and the sheerest
and filmiest of hose. And who wears bathing shoes any
more when they go in swimming? Well, let's face it
who ? only those who are afraid to show their toes
I don't know why we have been so sensitive on this
subject for so long. Unless perhaps we didn't know how
to make our feet beautiful and healthy.
For of course
these two things go together. And the beauty and health
of our feet have much to do with the expression of our
It's a known fact that neglected feet and uncomfaces.
fortable shoes etch more lines on a face then ever time or

A

—

!

age could

Why

is it like

puning teeth

to get

most

women

to go

Footnotes
on Beauty
to a chiropodist's office?

who laugh

Why

are there so

many women

at the suggestion of a pedicure, feeling that

only a ridiculous fad, a mere affectation?
Here's
stars in Hollywood have it all over us.
What
with standing around on the set all day, and a tap lesson
here, and a series of exercises there, they knozv it's important to care for their feet as they would for their
hands. Regularly, their tiny toes trip to the chiropodist's
for comfort and to the pedicurist's for "make-up." And
it's all just a part of their beauty routine.
That's the way
we should all feel about it.
One of the surest ways of having lots of foot comfort
is to have lots of shoes, and change them often.
It's
really almost impossible not to have several pairs these
days, since there are so many flattering styles to intrigue
Even so-called "sensible" shoes are not as awful as
us.
they sound, and much better-looking than they used to
be.
Every smart woman sticks to medium-heeled shoes
with daytime and sport clothes. Only in the evening,
can our shoes be as giddy as we like, with extremely
high heels, and a very low cut
it's

where the

for

February
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Hail! Radios

and opera turn out

New Home
STUPENDOUS!

Tremendous!

Colossal! Don't
been over to NBC's new modernistic home in Radio City
You should have
heard the adjectives being tossed around by the
stop

me

—

I've just

!

1200 distinguished guests that night Radio City went
on the air for the first time. It was the biggest event
of the season
with the cream of society, opera, screen,
and stage represented.
The program opened with a blast of trumpets from

—

RCA

Building. Then the
Orchestra, under the direction of
Frank Black, played the Star-Spangled Banner. Merlin
H. Aylesworth, president of NBC, extended a greeting

the top of the seventy-story

NBC

Symphony

By

Society, stage, screen,
for

Evelyn

NBC's inauguration

Ballarine

and listeners. Jane Cowl read a dedicatory
Maria Jeritfca, John McCormack, Will Rogers,
Amos 'n' Andy, Rudy Vallee, Paul Whiteman, Jess-ica
Dragonette, Dr. Walter Damrosch, and other celebrated

to guests

poem.

contributed their talents.
Irene Rich came in from Chicago to
She said this was one bit of history she
be present.
didn't want to miss!
(Incidentally, have you been
listening to her excellent Hollywood "inside" chatter
every Wednesday and Friday evening at 7:45 P.M.,
E. S.T.?)
Now let's get statistical:
occupies ten floors of
this
huge building, with (Continued on page 98)
artists

The charming

NBC

a

!

!
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Torrid

news

tips

on screen

in the making!

those stories about Greta
ALL
Garbo being money-mad —
miser, and penny-squeezer, and
whatever else she may have been
termed are made to appear silly
by the fact that the Swedish star
has actually turned her back on

—

more than

$250,000 in cold cash

during the past year!
If

and

you think the sum is fabulous,
you are inclined not to be-

if

lieve that she really rejected such
an amount, following are the offers that she turned down:

Life-story interview for national

magazine: $25,000; offer to speak
one word
"Hello"
on radio:

—

—

$10,000; series of ten radio talks:
$150,000; one week on New York
stage: $50,000; and endorsement
of a certain cigarette: $25,000.
Total: $260,000—and refused by

Garbo
Joan
THE nexthas completed
her

Blondell won't talk

time,

until she

plans.

For months, Joan had kept her eye on a
certain marvelous mountain estate, planning
eventually to purchase it for herself. One
night Busby Berkeley, the dance director,
visited Joan's house, and Joan
or her husband,
George Barnes told their guest
about this wonderful piece of property.
The following day Berkeley bought it for
himself

—

—

The perils of Katharine! Here, in the wildly beautiful San Jacinto Mountains of
burn spent several days making outdoor scenes for "Trigger." The central peak
chatting with Robert Young, who is the "heavy" of this picture, while at the left

TDERT WHEELER'S

tiny
daughter played havoc with a
scene at her father's studio. But
'

me

explain that when the
Wheelers were divorced, the child

let

went with Mrs. Wheeler.

Now, returning to the story:
was on a "Hips, Hips, Hooray" set, embracing six lovely
chorus girls, when little Miss

-Bert

Spotting her
Wheeler arrived.
father immediately, she called:

"Daddy, why don't you ever come

home?"
Mr. Powell! Here
WHY,
with two ex-wives —one
Wide World
Cortez

and

"discovery"!
Here are Ricardo Cortez and his
Christine
favorite
lady,
Lee.
They may be married by the
time you see this picture. Good
his

luck,

folks!

ole

Lombard

—and

of

William
them Car-

who do you

think he's

is

being seen with in Hollywood?
None other than the first Mrs. Powell
one night, and the second Mrs. Powell the
Well, there
night immediately following.
is one advantage in taking out his ex-wives
T
3ill knows just what to order at dinner.

—

HOLLYWOOD,
greatly

for

excited

a few hours, was
the rumor that
to be re-made as a

by

"Seventh Heaven" was
picture, with Janet

talking

Gaynor

and

Charles Farrell in the original roles they
played in the silent version.
The report emanated from the Fox studio.
Company executives did approach
Farrell to learn whether he would consider
Charlie would,
playing his original role.
he told officials.
A few nights later, I took Janet to a
preview of Katharine Hepburn's "Little
Women." That night she said, "Under no
conditions will I re-make 'Seventh Heaven.'
I could not equal my work in the silent
version, and I do not intend to invite comparison."
Incidentally,

Janet expressed anxiety to

meet Miss Hepburn, and at the preview we
tried to fight our way through the crowd.
Before we could reach Katty, she disappeared through a rear exit in an effort to
avoid the large mob of avid autograph
hunters.

;

for
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By
Weston East
joke
THE
burn! On

is

on Katharine Hep-

location for "Trigger" scenes, Katty offered $25-aday prizes for the daily winner of
the company-workers' volley-ball

games. You see, Miss Hepburn
expected to be on location two
days.

Unexpected fog slowed proceedcompany remained on

ings, so the

location eleven days. Katty's generous gesture cost her nearly $300!

HOLLYWOOD— the

younger, sportive
element has a new ambition.
It is
to bring Jean Harlow and Constance Cummings together in a dice game.
Both Jean and Connie are amazingly
lucky with the little square gamboleers. It

—

is

recorded, for instance, that Miss

Harlow

famous Mexican gambling resort

visited a

and ran

thirty-three straight passes, bebe a world's record.
On the
other hand, Miss Cummings has yet to
go into a dice game and emerge a loser.
The wisest remark concerning a possible
meeting between the two came from Chester Morris, who said
"I'd hate to be the
!"
third person in that crap game
lieved

to

:

THE

thing Gary Cooper did before
Hollywood for a vacation in the
East was to sign with Samuel Goldwyn for
last

leaving

male lead opposite Anna Sten in
"Barbary Coast." This will be the Russian star's second picture under the Goldwyn banner. Following it Gary will return

the

to Paramount for another film to fulfill his
contract.

Southern California, more than five thousand feet above sea level, Katharine HepMiss Hepburn is
in the background is Tauquitz, the famous rumbling mountain.
the set crews are moving their cameras, floodlights and "mikes" into position.

THEATRE marquee

sign

"SMILING

:

EYES,

Ed

Comedian
with a big cast"
Kennedy says that a middle hair-part

for

men

.

.

sissified

isn't

.

the part

if

more

is

Dixie Lee
Crosby (Mrs. Bing) is planning a movie
come-back
George Brent was sus.
pended by his studio for refusing to play a
role assigned to him
Sally Rand,
movie-contracted because of her sensational
fan dance, refused to repeat the performance for the screen
Title "Bombshell" (Jean Harlow opus) was changed
to "The Blonde Bombshell" because theatreshoppers thought it a war picture
Deer hunting is a new Hollywood fad
Gary Cooper, Clark Gable, John Gilbert,
Robert Montgomery, Lew Ayres bagged
one each
George Raft likes fine white
linen handkerchiefs
he owns more than
200 of them
Three special trains are
required annually to transport Hollywood
than four inches wide
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

tie

this? Gloria Stuart asked a

to write a note for his

commenced to arrive at the studio, and
fore the week ended, Gloria had enough
ties to make fifty crazy quilts.

/\FTER many

t\

Northern California for the big
football classics
Don't miss seeing
Constance Bennett in her black wig for
"Moulin Rouge."
.

.

.

beold

years of saying no to

all

Bernard Shaw, the
celebrated Irish playwright, soothsayer and
wit, has finally sold the movie rights to one
comers,

George

plays.
The opus to be filmed is
Devil's Disciple," a costume comedy
laid in America about the time of the
Revolutionary War. R-K-O will make the
picture, with John Barrymore in the leading role, and production is expected to

of his

"The

.

rooters to

news-

paper asking for men to send her their old
ties, as she needed them for a crazy quilt.
Within three days, piles of packages

.

.

.

you
CAN
columnist

begin

sometime

next

MacGown, R-K-O

March.

Kenneth

associate producer, is
given the chief credit for having sold Shaw
the idea while the latter was visiting Hollywood last spring.

—

last
Shaw surrenders! The
veteran dramatist has sold the
picture rights to his play, "The

At

Devil's Disciple," to R-K-O. John
Barrymore will star in it.

:
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VOU

have read about Gary
Cooper being a "strong, silent

man

of the plains"? Well, the restraint is a family trait.
Gary visited his Montana ranch, he
and his brother, Art Cooper, rode

When

to the ranch-house from the depot.
According to an account of their
ride, this was their complete con-

versation during that eight-mile
journey:
Art: "H'yuh, Frank?"

(Gary's

name).
Gary: "H'yuh, Art?"
A few minutes of silent riding,
and then:
real

Art:

Gary:
Art:

More

Jane Hamilton is
one of the fast

"How's Hollywood?"
"Oke."

you'll see in the

chorus of "MouRouge," 20th
Century's musical movie in

lin

Gary: "How's that lame mare?"
Art: "Oke."
Gary: "That's good."

WOULD

name, but

Ugh!

Heap handsome

Barthelmess
faces
a

as

a

Injun! Dick
entertains
the paleredskin performer for

Wild West show

in

"Massacre."

which Connie
Bennett stars.

cruel to mention her
story is told at the expense of a recently-married star.
It seems that she went before the executives of her company and demanded a
salary raise. When they asked for a reason
for her request, she floored them with

IT

be

Jane is feeling
very nautical!

this

"I'm married now, and
person to support."

whom

steppers

"That's good."
silence, and then:

I

have one more

LIKE

most Hollywood

stars,

Bing Crosby

> has a private telephone number. Not
long ago too many people had learned his
number, so Bing changed it. Then he forgot his new number, and when he asked
the operator to refresh his memory, she
refused.
"How do I know you are Mr. Crosby?"
she asked, when he persisted.
And then yes, you guessed it
Bing
sang a chorus of "Learn to Croon." He
got the number.

—

:

E ALL
YAJ
"

kid a lot about that
producer who makes the
awful mistakes in grammar," comments Fredric March, "but has
anybody ever heard of him making an error when he counts his

"

picture profits?"

A FAN-LETTER

writer wanted to know
Russ Colombo is related to the fellow
who discovered America
Elissa Landi
has a most useful manner of spending
spare hours on sets she writes chapters
if

.

.

.

—

for her

new

book.

Henry

Wonderland")
sonal

.

.

.

Charlotte ("Alice in
is now on
a per-

... A

appearance tour

Derby waitress

Brown

double for
Joan Crawford, and a Sardi bus boy resembles George Raft
Since her return
from Europe, Patsy Ruth Miller makes use
of a lorgnette
The cake for Marie
Dressler's birthday party measured six
a

is

.

.

feet across,

.

.

.

.

was eight feet tall, and weighed
Pancho Lucas, M-G-M
was seen by a casting director,

500 pounds
office boy,

startling

.

.

.

and now is an actor his first picture is
"Viva Villa"
Lilian Harvey had
never seen a football game until she came
Mary Jane Irving,
to Hollywcod
once a prominent child-star, is Janet Gaynor's stand-in ... If you live near Bowie,
Maryland, you may have seen that Clara
Bow handicap (horse race) run there on
November 27th
Joel and Frances Dee
;

.

.

.

.

Here's looking at you!
Anna Sten, backed up by Mae Clarke and Muriel Kirkland, peeps out at the world in her nineteenth century costume as "Nana."
The
Russian beauty plays the title role of that classic in her first American film.

McCrea

lived

(Joel's),

while

.

.

.

.

.

two-room house,
a
carpenters added more
rooms .... When William Powell refused
to answer the telephone in response to her
call, Carole Lombard burst into tears at
her studio.
in

I

—
February

for

:
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days, Florence Desmond,
FOR
clever mimic, whose "Holly-

wood Party"

imitations will entermillions
of
theatre-goers,
watched Joan Crawford at work in
tain

"Dancing Lady."

Then Florence went away, and
a week she practiced her

for

Crawford
visited

imitations.

Joan's

house

She
and

then
per-

formed.

"And do you know," Joan

said

afterward, "since I've seen myself
as others see me, I'm actually selfconscious in public."

TF YOU

see a blonde Joan Blondell in
her next movie, you may be sure that
the lady is wearing a wig, for Joan is
-I

now

a brunette.
Let me tell you the
amusing story
The wig represents a compromise with
Not long ago she suddenly
Joan's studio.
announced her plans to change her name
to Joan Barnes (her husband's name is
Barnes) and to alter the color of her hair.
Studio officials objected to both, but compromised by granting her
the
latter

an-

June Gale

is

other of the

"Mou-

Rouge"

lin

pretthose
the
in

Among

ties.

featured
of

cast

privilege.

This is the laugh
That is all Joan
wanted. Several times she had asked permission to turn brunette, and each time
This time she threw
the studio said no.
up a smoke screen in the form of the decision to change her name, and the studio
officials became so excited that they gave
in on the hair-darkening.
:

pic-

this

ture are Franchot
Tone and Tullio
Carminati.

CAN
I wood

Here's Pat Paterson, pretty blonde
English picture star, newly arrived
in Hollywood to join the Fox Film
forces. Greetings!

you right now, these Hollyof Jean
fear the wiles
Harlow, even though she is married.
Joan Crawford, for instance, protested
loudly and long when Franchot Tone was
given a role in "The Blonde Bombshell,"
tell

girls

with Jean.

And

if you think Joan's outbursts were
you should have listened to the uproar from Lupe Velez when M-G-M officials announced that her Tarsan, Johnny
Weissmuiler, was to play opposite Miss
Harlow.
Funny thing is, Jean has never been interested in actors, and now that she is mar-

noisy,

ried, she

is

even

less

interested,

if

that

is

possible, than before.

JIMMY CAGNEY

has proved himself a
bought some tickets in
a football pool gotten up by the studio office
boys and one of Cagney's tickets won the
pool, which amounted to $30.
So what did Jimmy do but refuse to take
the money.
Instead, he gave it to one of
the office workers and requested that it be
used to defray the expenses of a general
dinner for the boys and their girl-friends
and is Cagney the popular lad with those
young chaps now!

good

sport.

He

—

TS THIS

*

treason?

Clara

Bow

said to a group of friends with
whom she lunched at the Derby,
"I don't like red-headed women."
Clara is a red-head herself as
if you don't know that
and she
surprised her friends when she
went on to say, "Red-headed
women are vampires at heart.

—

—

if she were my best friend,
wouldn't trust my husband with
a red head!"

Even
I

VALLEE
RUDY
-film of

George

appear in Fox's
White's "Scandals,"

will

now

in preparation.
Rudy, who recently
signed for the one picture, will part from
his band for the duration of the filming,

and by special arrangement will work with
Gus Arnheim's orchestra.

Co-stars!
Baby LeRoy has the title part, no less, in "Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen,"
with Dorothea Wieck as his beautiful young mother. Master LeRoy seems mighty
proud of his screen mama and why not?

—
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POSITIVELY

touching is the incident
about Francis Lederer, handsome star from Czecho-Slovakia who
simply slew the New York gals when he
appeared on the stage there last season.
Lederer, it seems, knew Lilian Harvey
quite well when both were acting in Continental films.
In fact, they worked for
a time in the same studio. Now, of course,
Lilian has become a leading star in Hollywood, while Lederer has yet to prove his
they

tell

mettle in

American

films.

One day a visitor to Hollywood who
knew them both in Europe paid a call on
Lederer.
The compelling Czech asked his

New

screen starlet! She's none other than Maria Sieber, Marlene Dietrich's pretty
eight-year-old daughter, who appears in her mother's new film, "Catherine the
Great." Maria plays the Empress as a child.

COOPER'S engagement
Miss
MONTHLY
GARY
DEPT.:
Veronica Balfe, debutante who has
to

appeared in films as Sandra Shaw, was
formally announced at a dinner given by
Miss Balfe's mother, Mrs. Paul Shields,
in New York November 28.
No date has
as yet been set for the wedding. And this,
as we scurry to press, is the final word
regarding Gary and his fiancee.

YOU'D
must
visit

be surprised what one
go through in order to
the home of a movie star.

Take, for instance, that night I
escorted Janet Gaynor to the preview of Katharine Hepburn's
"Little

A

Women."

me at the gate
for identification.
Another guard
was at the door when I drove to
the front of the house, also for
identification.
drove to the
preview in Janet's car and her
chauffeur is licensed to carry a gun.
Upon our return to her house,
the gate-guard ran behind her car
to the front door, where the secguard stopped

We

—

ond guard again mysteriously appeared.
The chauffeur alighted
from the car and the three stood
watch until we were indoors.

—

you Lochinvars have any kidnapping ideas with regard to Miss
Gaynor, dismiss them they're a
If

—

waste of your time.

A

lovely

HISS

AND CHEER

friend if he were going to see Miss Harvey, and begged him to convey his regards
to her.
"You mean to say you haven't
seen Lilian during all the time you've both
been here?" demanded the amazed friend.
"No," admitted Francis. "You see, Miss
Harvey has made a big success in American pictures, and I have yet to appear in
my first picture. So I haven't gone to see
her for fear of appearing to thrust myself
upon her."

close-up to Jean Harlow, and

make the lighting very special. When Jean
was confined to the hospital after her appendectomy, she received myriads of flowInstead of keeping them, she sent
them in truckloads to an orphanage.
A long shot with blurred lighting to Lupe

ers.

Velez. Although newspaper and magazine
writers have been most kind to Lupe, she
deliberately denied her marriage to them,
and permitted several good friends to be
scooped on her wedding story.
double close-up to be shared by Joan
Crawford and Clark Gable. Although both
were ill at the time, they worked far into
the night on "Dancing Lady," in order that
the crew might have the following after-

A

noon
game.

off

to

go

to

an important

football

A

blurred long-shot to George Brent. He
chose that moment when there was so much
adverse comment on movie salaries to demand a higher weekly check from his studio.

And

that despite the fact that his re-

ported thousand-dollars-a-week stipend

him

A

left

no danger of immediate starvation.
nice close-up to Ginger Rogers.
Re-

in

turning from Palm Springs, she went to
her garage to get her car. She discovered
that during her absence, a mama-bird had
brought her little ones to nest in the machine.
So Ginger made use of a taxi until
her gardener constructed a new home for
the bird family.

Pola Negri, celebrated Dark Lady of the screen, as she looks
in her new French-made film, "Fanatisme."
Pola plays a
famous Parisian beauty of the time of the French Revolution.

Soft music, please!
a romantic

moment

You've

probably

recognized

this

gallant White Knight by his towering figure!
Gary Cooper goes
through some bizarre antics in his
role in "Alice in Wonderland."

Elissa Landi and Paul Lukas are having
in an appropriate setting in this scene

from their forthcoming picture, "By Candlelight."
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Sally Eilers,

charming Fox star

YOU can have the kind of skin men
can t resist— says
DON'T

"I'd like to tell every girl:
be
satisfied with just an 'average' skin!"
says this beautiful screen star.

the complexion with something
.
. . the soft luminous quaL..y of
true loveliness . . that men can't resist! And this beauty can be yours
. .
"It's

more

.

.

with

my complexion

care. I've used

Lux Toilet Soap for years because it
keeps my skin so incredibly soft and
smooth.

.

.

.

—

You

try

it.

—

Begin today to win new

loveliness!

Precious Elements in this

for your complexion. Use it
regularly
faithfully ... as I do. Then
see how soon the delicate new loveliness of your skin is noticed admired

"Try

ing that they need no longer be satisfied
with a complexion that just "gets by."
Hollywood has shown them the way to
exquisite loveliness
the irresistible
beauty that wins and holds hearts!
Actually 9 out of 10 lovely screen
stars use fragrant, white Lux Toilet
Soap.

it

.

.

— adored!"

.

—

Girls the country over are discover-

Soap— Scientists explain
"Skin grows old-looking through the gradual loss of certain elements Nature puts
in skin to keep it youthful," scientists say.
"Gentle Lux Toilet Soap, so readily soluble, actually contains such precious elements checks their loss from the skin."

—

For EVERY Type of Skin.

. .

dry.

. .

oify.

.

"in-between

"

!

!

—

—

!
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If She Hadn't

Been Born

in

Brooklyn

Continued from page 27
where the magazines were published could
Each month when
scarcely house them.
pictures were chosen for the honor roll it
was a rite in which everyone from the

And
view

!

father,

was Clara Bow's first interbackground hovered her
Robert W. Bow, a pitiful figure I
this

In

the

the publisher himself engaged. Beautiful pictures of beautiful girls
were spread on the floor of the various
offices with only a path to walk through.
No other place was large enough to display

thought then, proud, watchful, alert to
every word that was spoken, interrupting
now and then to tell me of his little girl's
devotion to her invalid mother, her popularity at school, her love for art and all
things beautiful, her cleverness at amateur

them.

theatricals.

boys

office

to

Came

the close of the contest and the
coast to coast they came
brunette, Titian, slender, plump;
some very young, some not so young some
with mothers, some without. They swarmed
up the steps of the old brown-stone house,
They invaded
up the dark dingy stairs.
The
the business and editorial offices.
managing editor fled to his office after
several hours of interviewing delectable
beauties and behind locked doors muttered
vaguely into his insistent telephone, "Is
Has she
she from California or Texas ?
got curls?"
were all that way.
Came the final day. At the publisher's
beautiful Long Island home the contestants, chaperones, cameramen, director and
make-up man assembled, and the film,
"Dream of Fair Women," prepared for the

deluge.
blonde,

From

;

We

occasion was filmed.

Lovely Mary Astor,

came into prominence
Virginia Brown, who later
at this time.
became Virginia Faire, was one of the
an honor

roll

girl,

winners, for the final choice could not be
The
to one or even two.
other three winners and honor roll girls
flickered more or less brightly on the
then, because
screen horizon for a time
of lack of talent, ambition, or because producers found no desirable spots for them,
faded out entirely. An interesting contest,
fairly conducted, and a good though anxious time was held by all
The second contest, staged the following
year, was less spectacular, with two winners.
Came the third year. But the publisher had wearied of contests, or perhaps
thought the screen had talent enough to
worry along with. Anyway, the third and
last attempt was conducted indifferently,
perfunctorily, with indifferent results.
Or
But how wrong
that was how it seemed.
we were, for this time along came Clara
As for the preceding contests, a short
story or series of scenes including the conIn a back room
testants had been filmed.
called the projection room of the editorial
in
Brooklyn
offices
in
the
old house
gathered the staff and a few others to view
the picture.
It was only one reel, crudely
made, not too carefully directed, but from
the screen a curly-haired girl with big
brown eyes and a piquant expression
flashed a smile at us and arrested our at-

narrowed down

;

tention.

"H-m-m-m !"

"Ever since I can remember," this interview of nine years ago reads, as it
quoted Clara Bow for the first time, "I
have been acting.
When I was thirteen
I acted in Shakespearean school plays.
I
would drag all kinds of things to school
with me, old lace curtains, shawls, table
covers, draperies, anything I could lay my
hands on. I would hide in the dressingroom before rehearsals and dress up, then
I
knew
sail in and surprise everyone.
nothing at all about Portia. Rosalind, or
Ophelia, but that didn't matter.
I played
them just the same."
Clara's mother had long been a hopeless
invalid, she told me.
Since she was a small
child she had been obliged to spend all her
time at home outside of school hours.
When other children were playing in the
street Clara's recreation was dressing up
and pretending she was this or that famous actress.
"I never dreamed of a
chance such as this!" she exclaimed. "A
real film test, and a chance in a real picture.
I
can't believe it yet, but if it's
really true I'm going to work and try
harder than any girl ever worked before!"

And

thus concludes Clara Bow's first in"This little girl has a childlike
trust, a frank assurance and a personality
that will carry her far.
She has, I am
confident, the emotional quality so necessary to success, the ability to weep at will,
or to laugh, or to smile through tears.
But no matter to what heights she may attain she never will be more frankly thrilled
than when she sat before me in the big
leather chair that summer day and happily
chanted, 'I'm to have a real chance in a
And I,
real picture, I can't believe it!'"
who wrote that first interview and who
followed with confidence Cara's early career, claim that I was something of a
prophetess.
When Clara Bow came to me that day
she was poorly, cheaply dressed in a little
Her shoes were
brown dress and hat.
shabby.
She was immature in mind and
body. She had no background of fine livBut she was gallant in
ing and culture.
spirit, ~ager to make the most of the good
She rafortune that had overtaken her.
That was
diated youth and enthusiasm.

terview

:

her background.

That afternoon,

the

editor

assigned to

muttered the promoter of
fame and beauty contests, calling for the
cheap photographs Clara Bow had submitted.
"She'll do, and she's right here
No car-fares to bring her
in Brooklyn.
here for the promised test, very little expense of any kind."
And just like that,
without flare of trumpets, without benefit
of the press, with nothing to recommend
her except a mop of bright curly hair, a
dimpled childish face, and the fact that
she lived in Brooklyn, Clara Bow began

duty took Clara by the hand
and led her forth, not to the shops of
Brooklyn but across the bridge into the
Clothes
shopping marts of Manhattan.
were purchased, smart sports things one
would choose for a high school or college
only a few things but they mightily
girl
became the exuberant Clara. Then a film
test was arranged with Universal and a
subdued and fearful little contest winner
was taken to and beyond the portals of

her career.

the great studio.

A
mite

few weeks passed and one day a slim
of a girl came into my office and

slipped shyly into a big leather chair beside my desk.
At the same time my buzzer
sounded and came the chief's voice saying,
"I just sent Miss Bow to you to be interviewed.
promised it to her, so
please give her a short write-up."

We

this pleasant

—

The

test

was a success

and Clara was given a small part in a picture a part which was completely elimin-

—

Her
ated before the picture was released
first real part was that of a vivacious subdeb in a piece called "Beyond the Rain!

bow."

Then came her chance
Sea

in

in

"Down

to the

Ships" directed by Elmer Clifton.

And

even then, young and untried as she
was, Clara knew that it was not just a
test in a picture she went to meet.
It was
a tryst one she had faced want, loneli-

—

ness, and discouragement to keep.
"Down
to the Sea in Ships."
great sea, a free
wind, a handful of men daring the universe.
To her, it was Clara Bow alone,

A

facing success or failure.
Romance, high
adventure, fame, all the beauty that had
been shut out of her life might be hers if
she swung safely through this racing sea.
She did
To the strange world that is Hollywood
came Clara, confident and unafraid. She
was young
barely
seventeen
pretty,
shapely, with glints in her hair, laughter
in her eyes, in her heart a burning ambition for fame and fortune, for life and
happiness.

—

—

About this time came the glimmer of an
awakening in the picture world and the
screen heroine, hitherto naive and pure,
began to fall from her pedestal of sweet
young innocence. Elinor Glyn, appointing
herself chief oracle of this new-found force
of life and romance designated as "It,"
acclaimed the

little

newcomer

as

its

per-

sonification.
And Clara, aiming to please,
startled if not shocked the movie world by

playing a new kind of heroine, a bit
naughty, but with sharply defined reservations.
Gayly she lured her men, leading
them through a merry chase yet no real
harm was done. The studios became wise
to the value of sex appeal
the "It" epidemic was on. Clara's Hollywood career
from then on, her successes, her failures,
the good and bad of her, are film history
not to be judged without due consideration
of all she had missed in her unguided, untrained youth.
Most of us like to pretend we believe in
fairy stories, and the Cinderella tale is the
favorite of all because it's the most applicable.
Clara Bow was a Cinderella
whose pumpkin turned over-night into a
coach and four.
But her return to the
inevitable ashes was not the next day or
And when she did return,
the next year.
weary, sad, and disillusioned, her fairy
prince, the real one, did not at once appear
but he came. And that romance is not film
history for she is living it day by day.
She has found that it was not just fame
and the glamor of Hollywood that she
wanted, but the glamor, the serenity that
comes when the heart has found out to

—
—

to whom it belongs.
the little girl from Brooklyn there
is no past now, only a road leading ahead.
The pieces of the puzzle that is life have
fallen into their rightful places and she
sees the pattern clearly
joy, hope, work,
each piece fitting so
grief
but
love,
closely that where one begins and the
And that's
other ends no one can tell.
the way life should be.
If she had not been born in Brooklyn,

what and

To

—

—

would

Clara

Would

she

in

have

found

her

chance?

some manner have found

road that led to an opportunity for
appearances before Hollywood's cameras,
Would she have
and ultimate success?
that

idol of the screen, a star whom
the public made and stuck by with unsurShe might!
passed loyalty?

become the

Or might she have become a contented
Brooklyn housewife, going daily to market,
to church on Sunday, to her bridge club
on Wednesday, to the movies Saturday
But remembering
night ?
She might
!

that first brief interview with Clara, the
glint in her young eyes of definite, not-to-

be defeated purpose

— some

way

I

doubt

it!

<
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Ask Me!

Two ways

By Miss Vee Dee

to

wash woolens!

So you've "gone Mae West
I'm not annoyed I've gone

Gerry L.
completely."

—

West myself along with a million other
fans.
Alae was born in New York City
on August 17, 1900. She has blonde hair,
violet

and

eyes,

a

is

little

over 5 feet 3

Her Paramount releases are
"She Done Him Wrong," "I'm No Angel,"
and her next may be called "It Ain't No
Sin."
Clever woman, Mae West writes
her own stories, her own dialogue, and
inches

tall.

—

Sorry

tosses off novels in her "spare" time.

cannot arrange a meeting between you
and the engaging Miss West. But if she
tried meeting all her fans she'd have no
time left to make movies.
I

Boo Hoo.

Out of 7,000 girls who apthe role of "Alice in Wonderland" Charlotte Henry, 19-year-old girl
from Brooklyn, N. Y., got the year's biggest plum.
All you movie fans who have
forgotten your "Alice in Wonderland,"
dust off Lewis Carroll's book and get set
for a grand entertainment.
Over forty
prominent screen stars are in it, a list I
haven't space for here. Just imagine seeing
the Mad Hatter, the March Hare, the
Mock Turtle, the Cook, the Duchess and
many others, all played by your favorite
stars.
P.S.— W. C. Fields will play
Humpty-Dumpty and isn't that something?
Gary Cooper, Jack Oakie, Richard Arlen,
Cary Grant are a few favorites in the
plied

for

cast.

Sherry.
Peggy Shannon would be delighted to know of your sincere admiration
for her screen work, your desire to be her
humble slave, and so on and on and on
Her latest pictures are "Devil's Mate,"
"Turn Back the Clock," and "The Deluge."
Peggy was born Jan. 10, 1909, in Pine
Bluff, Ark.
She is 5 feet ¥/2 inches tall,
weighs 112 pounds, and has red hair and
green eyes.
She began her screen career
in 1931 in Vitaphone shorts.
Her real
!

name

is

Winona Sammon.
Have you heard Dick Powell

Doris S.

sing The Road is Open Again in a recent
"short" about the
?
The blonde
Toby Wing was the girl in the I'm Young

NRA

and Healthy song number in "FortySecond Street" with Dick. Toby, whose
real

name

Martha Virginia Wing, was

is

born near Richmond, Va., on July 14, 1915.
She has appeared in "The Kid from Spain"
with Eddie Cantor and in "College Humor"
and had a small part in "This Day and
Age." Watch for her in Paramount Pic-

These knitted

outfits started out even.

Same manufacturer. Bought in the
same department store. Same price.
Same size. Same soft wooliness!
In the picture above they are worn
by the same baby.
What makes the differences? The
washing, my dears! The suit on the
right was washed correctly with pure,
fluffy

IVORY SNOW which

perfectly in

dissolves

LUKEWARM water. The

other one wasn't.

tures in the future.

Anne H.

As long

as

nard there will be Western films

Tom

O'Brien,

Tyler,

Bob

!

George
and

Steele,

George Duryea, known on the screen now
as

Tom

Keene,

players of the

are

West

among the popular
we like to see it.

Mission,

grey eyes,

Texas.
is

your hands and squeeze suds through.
Two sudsings are better than one.

lukewarm waters of the
same temperature as your SNOW

4. Rinse in 3
suds.

Squeeze out as

much water

as

In the column at the right are directions for washing wools SAFELY.

possible without twisting or wringing.

Read them

and

carefully

and follow them

exactly to get perfect

results.

Lay garment on your paper pattern
pull it back gently to size. Dry it
flat away from heat.
5.

as

Ken Maynard was born on July
at

YOU CAN

we have Ken May-

Make a generous lukewarm Ivory
Snow suds. You can safely use enough
SNOW to make big, rich suds because
Ivory Snow is pure.
3. Don't rub. A big fluffy Ivory Snow
suds saves rubbing. Cup garment in
2.

He

21, 1896,

has black hair,

4

9 9 7ioo% Pure

.

Quickest dissolving

in

lukewarm water

and weighs 160
graduated from the Virginia
6

feet

tall

pounds.
He
Military School at the age of 18 years
with a degree in civil engineering.
But
the lure of the circus proved too much for
Ken so in 1914 he joined up with a traveling show as a trick rider, later becoming
nationally known as a stunt-rider and

roper with Hagenback-Wallace Circus and
Ringling Brothers. He made his first pictures in 1922.
Ken is happily married to
Mary Leeper, a non-professional. Among
his releases are "The Lone Avenger," "The
Trail Drive," and "Gun Justice."

To make

Ivory Snow, a creamy
stream of pure Ivory Soap is
forced through sprayers. It dries
in soft, fluffy bits. No hard flat
flakes! No hot water needed to
dissolve it! Large-size package
only 156 Enough Ivory Snow
for 40-50 SAFE washings of the
suit shown above.

"
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They'll Bet

on Love!

Continued from page 51
was a surprise. For years he had been
man with excepa target for women.
tional looks, character, and wealth is rare
But
Hollywood.
place including
any
George politely refused to be caught by
experts' wiles, and it appeared that here
was the one fellow who couldn't be had!

A

—

^

A

famous siren once stormed into
publicity offices of a studio where he

the

was

working. She threw her hat and purse on
the floor and proceeded to refer to the absent George with words a lady never
When asked what he'd done she
uses.

—

"Nothing blankety-blank him!"^
Closer questioning revealed that she'd
been posing for publicity stills in the porThey
trait gallery all afternoon with him.
replied,

She yenned for him and
scenes.
pulled every trick in her extensive reper :
toire to excite him into "comin' up sumtime" for a rendezvous. She ended her
cussing in a flood of tears at her lack of

were love

as I'd been signed for the picture Sally
Eilers eventually did there.
"I waited for six weeks in London for

Then I was advised it would
to start.
I
was
be delayed another six weeks.
homesick, and lonely for George, so I cancelled my contract and headed for HollyBy flying across the continent
wood."
she made the trip in ten days.
While she was in London she was consoled by the gorgeous engagement ring
George bought in Cairo for her. It is a
Her wedbig sapphire set in diamonds.
ding ring is a plain platinum band.
Because George and his father were the
closest of chums, Hollywood often said
that it would be difficult for a girl to intrigue him.
it

room across the street. But one
decided to fix lunch for my husband.
When George returned from a
swim I had my food arrayed like a buffet
The chief dish was canned corn
supper.
beef.
George took one look at it and
said, 'Marguerite, how could you?
Don't
you know that anyone who's been in the
navy can't stand canned corn beef ?'
Since then she has left the cooking to
Marie, the faithful cook George has had
for years. Marguerite isn't a bit domestic
and George, who is wise enough to realize
that a girl can be a fine wife without adoring to bake and dust, doesn't care.
in a tea

noon

I

"Folks have asked me if I don't want
Marguerite to retire now that we're marWhatever she wishes suits me," he
ried.

luck.

Though a gracious escort to various
women, the only girl George ever really
cared about before he met Marguerite was
Olive Borden. When she was a Fox star
half a dozen years ago, Hollywood concluded mutual attraction would lead to
marriage. That was not in the cards.
Why and how did he fall for Marguerglance at her new photoite Churchill ?
graphs will give you one reason.
"We were introduced in a director's office at Fox two and a half years ago," he
"Marguerite had been on the
recollects.
lot for nearly two years and we'd never
met. She was cast with me in a Western."

A

They went on
maybe
about.

among
actor.
other's

location

and every-day

George

the idea that
dreamed
this was the girl he'd
She noted that he was a man
men, as well as a very personable

association

gave

Cautiously
qualities
friends.

as,

each
they 'checked
on the surface, they

became
George has been the backbone of

the

Fox

organization with his Westerns, but
that doesn't mean he hasn't all the perfect

You know how
traits off-screen.
But did you know that his
looks.
clothes are made by Hollywood's most
That his manners are
expensive tailor?

Dolores Del Rio, looking her loveliest, was interviewed by Jimmy Fidler,
SCREENLAND' S Hollywood reporter, for a recent program in his "Hollywood-on-the-Air" series. A pleasant job for Jimmy.

Romeo
he

That

he is a sympathetic
And
and fascinating conversationalist?
that he is as proficient on a dance floor
as he is on a horse or at tennis, swimming,
boxing, wrestling, football, baseball, soccer
and, oh, any other sport you can think
of?
Marguerite, you must understand, did
She saw that he had
not run after him.
been totally unspoiled by Hollywood, that
he was not conceited or' blase, that he
personified the sound-mind-in-a-sound-body
ideal.
But she had had other beaux. She
was neither gaga nor awed by movie fame.
So when she and Fox parted shortly after
she met George, she went back to New
York and the stage.
"I
didn't
forget him,
though," she
acknowledged to me. Nor could he banish her from his thoughts.
She returned

impeccable?

—

to

pictures

for

the

summer

of

'32,

and

then reverted to Broadway again, scoring
there last season in "Dinner at Eight."
The damage to both hearts had been done

by then.

"We wanted

be married last spring
in Paris," Marguerite informed me, "but
George's father, who was touring Egypt
with him, had heart trouble and was ordered to California immediately for the
more favorable climate. I'd already booked
passage abroad, so I went on to England
to

"On

the

contrary,"

says

George,

"my

saw me coming home from my
trips around the world, and wondered why
They apI never brought back a wife !"
parents

proved most highly of Marguerite.
"I think I made my first headway," he
laughs, "when Marguerite asked me what
confessed
I
I planned about something.
I never plan far ahead and am likely to
change my mind any moment. 'Shake !' she
exclaimed.

man

after

'At

last

my own

come across

I've

heart

!'

a

"

The George O'Briens have now weath-

"We

had no notion.

We

headed for Can-

we were driving
along Marguerite remarked, T doubt if we
will get any tan up this way
it's getting
One afternoon

so cold.'

We

as

—

turned around in the middle
!"

of the highway and headed for Mexico
They tarried longest in La Jolla, an
ocean-side resort near San Diego.
"We were spotted at the hotel, so we
took a cottage on the beach," Marguerite
recounts.

"I can't cook at

Kansas

City, she went to the Professional
Children's School in New York and lived
in Buenos Aires when her
father pro-

duced shows there.

He

all,

so

we

ate

died

when

later

she

years
Guild's

In

ered six months of matrimony and they
They are renting a
are blissfully happy.
furnished house atop Lookout Mountain,
in Hollywood. Joan Blondell is their nearest neighbor.
They began their honeymoon without
plans and that's the way they continue to
live.
"After the wedding my father asked
where we were going," George remembers.
ada.

declares.
And she wishes to hold on to
her career, having been born the daughter
of
and having
a theatrical producer,
studied dramatics all her life.
Born in

her

Two
she was twelve.
enrolled in the Theatre

dramatic academy in New York.
first year she was awarded the

Winthrop Ames scholarship, and the next
year she won the Otto H. Kahn scholarship.
At sixteen she was debuting opposite Gene Raymond in the Broadway production, "Why Not?" Six more play leads
and she was imported to Hollywood by
Fox.

"That was a dismal experience," she
"They cast me in ginghams and I
was sunk in insipid roles." You aren't
acquainted with the real Marguerite if
you haven't seen her in "Girl Without a
Room," the first film on her new longterm contract with the Paramount-Charles
R. Rogers' unit.
She has bobbed her
hair, adopted a dashing coiffure, and is
says.

being allowed to display her capacity for
wearing stunning clothes.
"I want to play absorbing characters on
the screen from now on," she announces.
"And I look forward to doing one play

.
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year in New York. Other than that,
George and I have no plans, except that
we want to travel. He has been practically
I'm most anxious to go to
everywhere.
a

the Orient with him.

"We

are entertaining very

little,

<6

Keep cold* and grippe outside

prob-

we relish each other's company so much
I like the outdoor life of
Hollywood, but I also adore New York,
getting up at noon, and going places at
Hollywood night-life seems amanight.
ably because

!

by proper home disinfection"

teurish.

"How

to

happily

be

married

Why, the possibility
never dawned on me. I've
tures?

in

pic-

of divorce has
been appalled
But
divorces.

the number of movie
only theory is
they didn't deter me.
that it is necessary to thoroughly know
And I regard the oppoyour husband.
sites-attract-opposites line as wrong. The
!"
more you have in common, the better
much
Consider,
for a minute, how
George and Marguerite agree on things.
Both come from fine family stock; both
have ideals. Neither has ever indulged in
Both are independent spirits
whoopee.
Both get a
and hate to be tied down.
tremendous kick from acting, and their
fun from sports. Travel and dressing up
and good shows are other mutual likes.
Did you know that for the past five
years George has taken four months off
annually to roam the world?
He has
never owned a home in Hollywood, his
cottage at Malibu, informal and comfortable, having been his simple headquarters.
Marguerite has no desire to own a home
at

My

now.

Only twenty-three, her picture fan following is potentially large. His is huge,
and he has worked for it.
For eight
years he has had the same secretary, and
installed in his suite at the studio.

she

is

He

pays more attention to his fans than

Hollywood. Every letter is
filed, every photograph he sends is personWhereas most players
ally autographed.
who have been prominent for any length
of time are bored with the public's demands, George is sincerely pleased whenever anyone is interested in him.
This winter marks the turning point in
his life, professionally and personally. In

any actor

Lehn&

for dramatic
roles.
He is to do two Westerns a year
for Fox, and be free the rest of the time.
"I am not tired of Westerns," he has
made it plain to me. "I cannot imagine a
more pleasurable job than riding horseback and being outdoors in the fresh air
for one's work."
He has averaged $100,000 annually at it in recent years.
the future he'll be available

"For a while

Dr. Margaret B. C. Manus,
leading physician of Amsterdam, on staff of Municipal Hospital, Boerhave Hospital, and State

straight,

'indoor'

leads

whenever I'm convinced it's a strong
I'll accept
it.
But four pictures a
year is all I intend doing. More would be
unwise. And I hope to persuade Fox to
that
part

me

historical Westerns,
fictitious ones."

rather than

None of our actors can wear a dinner
jacket with more aplomb than George,
and a lot of us are glad to see him coming off the range for a spell.
The death of his beloved father
October was a great blow to him. A

last

man

.

.

.

.

.

cost millions.

it is amazing how people still negone simple measure that fights off
pernicious germs .
that helps check
that makes the
dangerous epidemics

"Yet

home a health

for

medical science

baffle

ills still

thousands

many

offers

a

is

quick, magic cure for common colds,
grippe and influenza, he'll answer
promptly, 'No.' Those three highly inkill

.

.

.

.

.

resort instead of a hospital.

"In Holland, as

in

war on disease germs by the "Lysol"
method of personal and home disinfection. "Lysol" is the modern mother's
weapon for protecting her home and
family against disease and infection."
DR.

MARGARET

B. C.

MANUS

of

extraordinarily strong character, the
elder O'Brien was idolized in San Francisco where for many years he was chief
of police.

"Five years ago I was broke," George
revealed to me. "I'd invested my savings
ill-advisedly.
I determined then that 'Cap'
would have to take over my business. He
gradually handled it all, investing my salary cleverly and acting as my agent in
dealings with studios.
That he had to be

and

woodwork and

ing with "Lysol."

furniture, by washUse "Lysol" to disinfect

basins and other sickroom furnishings.

"LysoV for feminine hygiene
Physicians of leading nations have endorsed
and recommended "Lysol" as a safe and
effective method for feminine hygiene. "Lysol"
kills germs anywhere
even in the presence
of organic matter. Yet it is safe and gentle
to the most sensitive tissue.
.

.

.

—

Send for the booklet
"Marriage Hygiene,"
with articles by leading women gynecologists.

America, through

four decades, leading physicians, hospitals and health authorities have waged

(Signed)

especially bedding

to wash the bathroom, tubs and tiling.
After any illness, disinfect the bedroom,
floors,

fectious

clothes,

handkerchiefs, with "Lysol." Use "Lysol"

"Ask your doctor whether there

lect

I

Keep your house clean with "Lysol."

Wash

Hygienic Service.

yearned to be a young
did 'Sunrise' and demonJannings.
I
strated what I could do with a really dramatic assignment.
Recently I've had so

give

Fink, Inc.. 7934

in

"'Lysol" kills germs. It's safe. Ifs an effective
germicide at ALL times. For forty years it
has had the full acceptance of the most prominent physicians, of the entire medical profession throughout the world. It's the standard
antiseptic in modern hospitals everywhere.
No other antiseptic enjoys such absolute trust,
or is so generally recommended for home use.

GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS

wry

Lehn & Fink,

Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept. L-7
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant

v

me free the "Lysol'* Health Library includ— "Keeping
a Healthy Home," "Marriage Hygiene,'*

Please send
ing

—^

"Preparation for Motherhood."

/I

Disinfectant
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City-
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more than a sorrow. He
But he lived a strenuous,
constructive life, and I am more than
proud to have had such a wonderful
taken from us

was my

is

pal.

father."

George has a brother a few years
younger than himself who is a brilliant

So Dan O'Brien,
handling the business affairs

San Francisco attorney.

now

is

Jr.,

family's

the

of

!

member.
George

stellar

To Hollywood

way

has
maintained his equilibrium is nothing short
San Francisco high
of miraculous.
school athlete, he joined the navy at sixHe
teen, when America entered the War.
attended Santa Clara College afterwards,
the

A

leaving to work his way up to film starStarting at the bottom, he was a
an
boy, an assistant cameraman,

dom.
prop

extra, a stunt

man, and a

progressed

he

world-renowned

to

leads

bit

player before

and

became

a

star.

Modestly, he claims that the bending
of the twig determines what a man's conHe doesn't rate adult enduct will be.
an important
influence.
vironment
as
Which means that he thinks you don't go
Hollywood or hey-hey unless you're the
kind of a person who wants to.
At thirty-three he has superb health, an
unblemished reputation, countless friends,
and all the money he needs. He is mellowed by travel and first-hand knowledge
Because he is so appreciative
of people.
of his success, everyone who meets him
values

his

friendship.

Personally,

no man in Hollywood more
George O'Brien.
spect

Use the Movies

in

I

re-

than

Now

he has Marguerite to share the
rest of the road with him.
Talented and
lovely, she rounds out his life.
This he-man who doesn't smoke, or
drink,_ or miss church, and his glamorous
but nice wife are visual proof that well,

—

need I repeat the obvious moral? They've
no complexes, no troubles, nothing to hide.
Two healthier, more normal people would
be hard to find anywhere.
We know that of the many who have
tried to combine career and marriage in
Hollywood the majority have failed at
it.
But how many couples had the stamina
of these two?
George O'Brien and Marguerite Churchill are anticipating a golden
wedding anniversary. To survive the intervening snares, they'll bet on love.
I'll

bet on

them

!

Home-Making

Continued from page 23
Simplification
plicity is a necessity to us.
of furniture eliminates unnecessary frills,
and we do not need or want frills today.
"Steel and glass are the preferred materials, not so much brick or stone or lumber.
The steel makes the building strong,
the glass makes it light. Designs for furniture and decoration of these homes must
be different from those of an earlier day,
hence modern furniture. It's a new period,
that's all.

idea

of

have to sit in it for an hour. You should
be able to sit in a modern chair all day
and feel no discomfort.

"But please note

this

IT IS IMPOR-

:

TANT.
"Modern interiors were originally designed in Europe more than thirty years
ago.
They are beautiful, but they have
Fake rebeen abused by inferior minds.
productions and cheap imitations have almost ruined our conception of them in this
Therefore, I want you to study
country.
the modern sets you see and try to understand why they differ from the bad modern stuff you see in cheap shops.
"One of Los Angeles' leading designers
studied the modern art and specialized in
Our leading
this design a few years ago.
furniture company commercialized his ideas
establishing a special shop in their
large plant where they displayed his beau-

by

tiful

tilings.

"Modern

furniture, if properly made, is
expensive, because the simplest things are
the hardest to make perfect. You can conceal poor workmanship in a complicated
job, but a simple thing must be absolutely
true.
Only the expert can produce the
modern perfect piece, just as only the best
dressmakers in Paris can turn out the perfect, very simple gown.
"But little shops sprang up everywhere,
in imitation of this artist's work, showing
cheap, unpainted, grotesque furniture supposed to be copies of things created by the
master mind. They were dreadful because
those who made them didn't understand
the principle back of what they were trying
to do, so what they made was in bad

They

thought that any unusual
angle, any queer-looking bulge, any striktaste.

ingly

abnormal

piece

of

furniture

was

'modern' and they could sell it.
Their
things were hideous and uncomfortable and
thev ruined the market for what was really
good."
young man associated with Paramount
Studios wanted to build a house, and went
to Mr. Freudeman for advice.
He had a
friend, a director of sophisticated pictures,
who was building a Mexican farm-house

A

too.

"Why should a modern man live in a
Mexican farm-house?" asked the art director.
"Such a house has tiny windows
It
that let in very little air or sunshine.
has tiled floors which are uncomfortable
winter and summer.
Maybe this house
was right for Mexico at the time it was
designed possibly deep mud was tracked
into houses from unmade roads and the
tiled floors were practicable because they
Possibly the
could be mopped up easily.
sun was so hot and so strong that the
small windows were designed to shut it
out.
But California is not Mexico.
"You cannot make people live in places
they should choose, if they do not like
;

modern furniture is comThe average Louis Sixfort and utility.
teenth chair gives you a sore back if you

The

home, and he wondered whether or
not he should have a house of this type,

those places. But this young man saw the
force of my arguments against Mexican
dwellings and we went ahead and designed
another house for him.
"He is a bachelor, so all he really needs
is one room, with kitchen and bath. The
most valuable possession he has is a collection of books, some of them first editions.
He wanted a place where they
could be locked up, away from careless

by chance guests, so my first
problem was to design shelves for them
that could be locked, in one corner of the
room.
"You know how Japanese use bamboo
screens to close off portions of a room,
making their apartments large or small at
will ? Just so for this house, we have sliding doors that can be pulled out or pushed
back to make walls or to eliminate them,
as we choose. We can shut off the library
with these doors if we like, or we can close
The bed can
off the bedroom with them.
be turned into a couch by day, or just
pushed back into the wall until it is needed.
"This young man is very fond of outIf he had an
doors, so he has a garden.
ordinary house, there would be a wall, with
perhaps two windows between him and
handling

He could see only parts of
special angles.
"Instead of this, the whole side of the
room is of glass, so he can enjoy his flowbring the house into
ers all the time.
the garden and the garden into the house,
by having the glass slide open at will.
There is always plenty of air and the supply can be controlled easily, for you can
open as much or as little of the glass as
you please.
"There is a wall, with a gate that locks,
around the garden, thus taking care of
safety.
this garden.
it,

from

We

"Modern design gets away from the
stereotyped thing.
build-in many of
the things we need and so have plenty of

We

For this man's room, a table will
space.
be required, two or three chairs, perhaps
a davenport or couch, and a cabinet for certain
articles.
The cabinet, book-cases,
desk, or whatever you desire can be made
of an interesting design conforming to that
of your room, and the whole effect will be
beautiful.

"Things should be easy to live with.
There should be no confusion; just simple,
restful, livable comfort.

"Wall treatment should be simple. You
notice that modern interiors seldom
show many pictures. I sometimes have one
in a scene to make good composition.

will

"Tastes differ about this, as about many
things.
man of the world chooses to live
in a Mexican farm-house.
Other sophisticates of the studio select early American
designs.
Early American is the present
fad.
It brings back wall papers, because

A

they were used when America was young.
You can get excellent examples of good
taste in this style of interior decoration by
watching the screen, since the screen must
reflect current custom.
"A few years ago, everything was Spanish; before that we had Louis Sixteenth
furniture; befoie that anything in Directoire fashions was good.
When we had
Spanish houses, rags hung from balconies
all over Hollywood!
"What ruins every good thing is this
business
of
cheap
reproduction 'fake'
things.
Furniture manufacturers are now
making a million dollars' worth of early
American furniture, but few of them employ good designers who understand line
and proportion. They won't pay real artists, so any draftsman who can draw combines their No. 14 back with their No. 12

—

and their No. 17 seat, and that's early
American, take it or leave it
"A boy who used to drive a truck here at
the studio a few years ago, and who now
has his own business, stopped me on the
street the other day to ask a favor.
He
said he was building a six-room house,
wanted to do it in early American style,
and would I go shopping with him so he
leg,

could get the stuff wholesale

even know
American'

what

was

!

He

meant by

didn't
'early

"At present, a great deal of Monterey
furniture is being made.
What, in heavWhoen's name, is Monterey furniture?
There never was such
ever heard of it ?
Someone got the idea of making
a thing
stuff that looked like driftwood, so he made
and that's what
it and called it Monterey
it is, believe it or not
"Study a room that pleases you, before
you copy it, and try to understand why you
Don't be cheated by a mere
are pleased.
resemblance.
little school girl often sees
!

—

A

!

February

for

!

;

1934
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screen, with Miriam
bed, and she likes
She paints her
it.
own walls yellow, puts down a black rug,
buys an ugly, shapeless bed, paints it, and
believes she has a modern room.
"When she gets tired of it, as of course
she does, she thinks it's modern furniture
But she's tired of it beshe doesn't like.
cause it's hideous. Beauty grows on you
you see new loveliness in it all the time
so be sure that what you choose is beautiful and not merely strikingly unusual.
"When you see something that pleases
you in a picture, try to find out about it
before you incorporate it into your home.
Learn all that you can about the furniture,
rug, decoration, or drapery.

a bedroom

on

the

Hopkins occupying the
it because Miriam is in

"You

shouldn't buy your furniture in a
Get just the essential pieces first,
and spend a year or so picking up the things
you really want, that you can live with

hurry.

forever, or so long as you last.
"People take a year to build a house
and expect to furnish it in three weeks.

That's impossible
"Often, friends or acquaintances ask

me

them what is wrong with their
houses. I go to see them but I know before I go what I will find There is always
too much in them! But when I say 'Throw
They hate
this out!' they do not do so.
They go to
to part with whatever it is.
auctions and pick up junk, just because it
is cheap and they think it's a bargain, and
then what can they do with it?
"Never buy anything unless you know
exactly what you will do with it
"Lighting for modern homes is all subto

tell

—
!

I
ciinGE
CHAcOtATI^D6E

1

Mix

I do not use floor
dued, indirect lighting.
lamps, because I think table lamps infinitely
better.
Essential lighting is the right kind.
Ask yourself 'Why do I want light ?' The
answer is 'To read by.' Well, then, get
a good reading-lamp and place it by a chair
that you have bought because it is comfortplace the
able and you like to sit in it
chair where you like to sit, not where somebody else thinks it will look best, and have

bS

:

it.

That

the essence of modern design.
"Draperies are used either to shut out or
to let in light.
very simple, homespun
linen, dyed any color you choose, will hang
well, be inexpensive and durable, and every
bit as effective as velvet or brocade.
"Remember that color is psychological.
all react to it.
Living in a room done
entirely in grays would be very dull.
It

would probably depress

us,

whether
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eetened

outside and decHe couldn't work

Stateplainly)

(Print

name an d address

at his office in the studio until he had called
in the painters and had it done over in
his favorite color, because he is only happy

Other people cannot bear
with yellow.
yellow and are happy only with blue.
studio, we have charts to show
various tints' and shades of color
photograph. There are six distinct variations of each color and these are numbered,
so that we know No. 3 yellow and No. 3
blue will have the same value on the screen
and can combine our colors for photographic value.
"In real life, however, color never has
the same value in different places, because
it becomes different with varied reflections.
"If a house is surrounded with trees,
lawns, and shrubberies, that outside green
will affect the color inside.
must,
therefore, take this green reflection into
account when working with colors in the
house; and remember that at night, when
there is no green reflection to affect the interior, we must have our lights to correspond with the missing value. Our lamp
shadow can be arranged to take care of

"At the

how

We

this.

When good directors get together! Wesley Ruggles and his actress wife,
Arline Judge, spend a carefree afternoon with director Harry Joe Brown
and Sally Eilers, his bride. "Certainly they direct on the set!" say the girls.

—

—

-

—

!
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"In a pent-house, where there are no rework out

flections to disturb you, you can
your color scheme differently.

a tut

"Do you know
color
blinds
of the
"If

that you can control the
of a room entirely with Venetian
at your windows?
This is a trick

trade not perhaps generally known.
you want a bedroom in blues that
will be nice and quiet and restful, you can
use Venetian blinds that caa be so adjusted as not to admit color from outside,
and get some marvelous effects. Then you
can change all this by admitting more light
when you are, we will say, dressing, and
wish to get the effect of your new gown for

SO SEDUCTIVE
SO K1ISS ABLE!
.

!

a gala luncheon.

.

£ale

Your

lips are cold lips!

lips to

be

tempting and attractive to others, must radiate
the pulsating color of youth.
Today, lovely women everywhere are choosing Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Lipstick as the

make-up

for their lips. Indelible and.
waterproof, this exquisite lipstick spreads
smoothly and imparts to the lips a thrilling,
ideal

natural glow.

Outdoor Girl's colors are pure and safe;
contain no harmful ingredients. Its olive oil
base keeps the lips from chapping or cracking.
In 5 captivating shades. At leading drug and

—

department stores
50c, 25c. Also at variety
stores in miniature sizes for 10c.

"Plain-colored chenille rugs are always
favored by me, because they do not clash
with furniture or draperies and need not be
considered when you are working for effects.
But if you like Oriental rugs, please
get an expert to go with you to select them,
so that you may be sure of getting real
values.

"I am glad to see American women taking an active interest in what we do on the
screen.
are learning something new
every day
with each new picture we try
out new effects, work out new ideas, progress a little or a lot and women can
follow our experiments and benefit by them.

We
;

—

"We

—

have an advantage over designers

in

we have no opposition. We
we will do and we carry out
our decisions.
The trade man must subthe trade, for

decide what

mit his designs to the owner of the house
that has employed him, and alter them to
suit the occupants of the house, whether
they know about interior decoration or not.
Joe Doakes wants this wall covered with
pictures, because he likes pictures; his wife
wants the draperies looped inartistically,
and insists on using grandma's tiptilted
table and old spinning wheel, both entirely
out of the period, because she has them and
values them.
The result is hodge-podge,
and the trade designer is not proud of it.
who design for the screen, however,
are usually back of everything we create."

We

Next month, the second article in
Screenland's exclusive "Home Hints" series will appear. It will give you the beneof the advice of the celebrated Cedric
Gibbons, announced last month as the first
of the Hollywood decorators to talk to you.

fit

Due, however,

to the timeliness of

"Design

For Living," for which Mr. Freudeman of
Paramount designed the sets, we presented
first the article you have just read, and take
great pleasure in promising you Mr. Gibbons' suggestions for the next issue. Don't
miss it.

OUTDOOR GIRL
OLIVE OIL LIPSTICK

—

West Coast
Where Are the Movies Bound?
East Coast,

CRYSTAL CORPORATION,DEPT.
WILLIS AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

R

Please send me a Free Trial Package of
Outdoor Girl Olive Oil Lipstick.

Continued from page 29
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ALLURES
your form

Is

fiat,

undersized, sag3-6 inches

Tou can add

ging?

and have lovely, rounded womanly
curves with Beautipon Cream
treatment, which has given thousands a beautiful form.
YOUR
if your form is not
increased after applying Beautipon
Cream treatment for 14 days!
Full 30-days' Treatment, $1.00, sent in plain wrapper.
The ultra-rapid, certain, GUARANTEED way to have the
bewitching, magnetic, feminine charm you've always longed
fori FREE! Send $1.00 for Beautipon Cream treatment
NOW, and you will receive world-famous Beauty Expert's
Course, "Fascinating Loveliness," as sold in thousands at
$1.00 FREE!!
Offer limited— SEND $1.00 TODAY 1
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—
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MUSIC MASTER
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By Ear

Play popular song hits perfectly.
the tune, play it by ear. No
teacher— self-instruction. No tedi-
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practice-just
brief, entertaining lessons, eas-

ous ding-dong

20
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mastered.

Home
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for FREE
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BOOK. Learn many

and syncopation
10c (coin or
If
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ceive wonderful booklet
Entertain at Piano"
tricks, stunts, etc.

"How

to

and many new

Niagara School of Music
Dept. 3003 Niagara Falls, N.Y.
.

for this Free

given
American passports
and
headed toward New York in a covered
wagon.
They surveyed the field and
found it fruitful. Now they are shooting
pictures frantically all over Gotham, hir-

were

STATE.

Book

A BOOKLET WITHOUT COST—

'The Smart Point of View''
Margery Wilson's personalized training by correspondence enhances personality, gives you poise, conversational ease,

grace

To

—the

charming manners, finish,
smart point of view.

receive the Booklet
write to

and
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MARGERY WILSON
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American

vests or your

money

back.

swamps of

Stars ?
Broadway is fairly crawling
with twinklers who can't or won't go
West, Young Asteroid
Here's the beaucheous Helen Morgan,
sweet singer of sad songs, gorgeous creature of "Show Boat" and "Sweet Adeline," who has cracked a heart for every
dented derby on Broadway.
When the
dawn comes up like thunder over Long
Island,_ it reveals Morgan, hip-deep in tears,
drowning belated night club souses with
her maudlin melodies.
One of Broadway's leading landmarks,
Hollywood is only a vague, unconfirmed

contract bridge, gets the judge's breakfast
and motors blithely to the big Eastern
Service studio in the Bronx, New York.
There she takes off some of her store
clothes, dons a few spangles, and stars in
a little musical comedy produced by Mr.
White getting home in time to cook up a
mess of cheese blintzes for judgie's supper.
What could possibly be sweeter ?

rumor to La Belle Morgan.
She still
thinks it is something you hang on the
chandelier at Christmas. But the girl can
be lured from her scented sheets at an
early hour and set to warbling into a New
York microphone. Educational therefore
.tempts her with foul lucre, and neither
we nor the screen at large is deprived of
her beauty, her art, or her Morganesque

(Note

moonings over ole Bill
The mellow Morgan" stopped her pianohopping long enough to dry those gorgeous eyes and say a few words.

ing

stars

who

are

ours.

flicker

all

—

Take

friends

of

Lillian Roth
Happily
a pleasure
to Mr.
Justice Shalleck of the
York bar, Lillian, her Hollywood
triumphs almost forgotten, had given up
Then the
all
thoughts of the screen.
!

spliced

New

cameras started grinding

at her

very front

door.

Now

lovely

Lillian,

instead

her youth and beauty in the

sinking

of

—

"Nothing," answered dimpled

—

Lil.

Ah,
to the boys
she's prettier than ever.
there, judgie!)
Then there's Mr. Ernest Truex. Ernie,
split
pint
comedian whose sissy
the
Sapiens

in the filmed

memory's
Mr. Truex

sets

"Warrior's Husband"

ribs a'cracking.

a country gentleman of
Jersey and is devoted to the
New York stage, (which is, by a happy
circumstance, devoted to him). Moreover,
he is guiding one strapping son through
his first feeble steps as a Broadway actor,
and watching another bone-crushing offspring score touch-downs for Dear Old
Rutgers, the storied college on the banks
of the old Raritan.
Happy the moment when Educational's
Mr.
Eastern short production began
Truex has just finished one called "Mr.
Adam," or Ernie Among The Nudists,
which is guaranteed to bust the buttons

nearby

Be Charming

off a million

is

New

!

"Do I like making these little songpictures in the East?" she said.
"Does a
night-club habitue like a pink toy balloon ?
You know, I'm a part of Broadway and
always have been.
friends are here
I love the atmosphere of the New York
theatre, and the smoke-filled, noisy nightclubs where I sing my songs.
"So these Eastern pictures are a great
boon to me. I can stay in my own home

My

with

my mother

and

my new

husband,

(he's 'Buddy' Maschke, son of a Cleveland
political mogul).
I can cook over my own
gas range, sing at the Simplon Club at
midnight, and the next day go to the
studio and sing a song or two straight at

the camera."
lovely girl, this

A

Helen Morgan, with

—
February

for
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a heart as big as the Empire State Building.
She simply cannot be imagined away
from the raucous Broadway scenes she so
adorns.
And she is so simon-pure genuine and honest with herself and other
people that she hardly belongs among the
microphonics of (you should excuse me)

KNEW YOU'D LIKE
HIM. BY THE TIME

I

GET BACK FROM
MY TRIP YOU'LL BE
FAST FRIEMOS

Hollywood.
"Then, too," went on the pretty minx,
fixing her mascara in readiness for the
next musical blubber f est, "I don't object
at all to finding another check with the
morning bills, as long" as I don't have
to go West to earn it.
And what with
my Sunday night broadcasts and my nightclub work, Helen is doing well this seaI'm glad the Eastern studios are
son.
busy. And is it true that there aren't any
night spots in this Hollywood?"
Christie and White have their claws into
many more troupers. Moran and Mack,
funniest of blackface buffoons, who are
chained to the East by radio contracts.
Tom Patricola, the dancing comic, now
featured on Broadway in Joe Cook's musical show; Tom Howard
old hatchet-faced
Tom one of the greatest of all drawling
comedians of the Extra Dry type; Stoopnagle and Budd, the radio zanies James
Melton, handsome and able young tenor.
All ether slaves of the East.
All these things go to make up the New
Deal in big little pictures.
Star names

—

—

;

TWO MONTHS

LAIER- Jean's

back

home
DID AT FIRST,
THEN HE DRIFTED
AWAY-JUST AS
THEY DO IN THE
I

NOW TELL
ABOUT YOU
> BILL. BEEN

(SEEING A LOT

S

*

OF HIM?

ALMOST THINK

mean dollars in electric lights. New
York backgrounds as a healthful change
that

from the palms and magenta bungaloos
Story ideas taken
the Golden State.
from the news of the day and not the
mothy old comedy rag-bag.
All this Messrs. Christie and White will
tell you with
loud voices and dramatic
gestures.
Both Californimaniacs of the
most vicious type, they are now gibbering
nuts over the joys of Eastern comedy
of

production.
"Please, sir," I said to Mr. Christie,
who was juggling three Boston cream pies

keep

to

practice,

in

"do

you have any

trouble in casting your epics?"
"Lor' bless you,
Son," he boomed,
!"
"Just look over thar
I saw ten men with flowing whiskers
holding a beaver convention on the saloon
set.

send

"I didn't
the boss.

for

those fellers,"

said

"They just came. Word got
around Broadway that I was doing a mining camp scene in this Moran and Mack
opera, and those ten beards turned up without being called. Then I needed a Chief
Devil for the big Hell scene. But before
I had a chance to send out for one, six
very fine Chief Devils reported in one
morning!
Excuse me all ready on the
saloon set?
Come on, boys, act gay and

—

tough

!"

"Now may
ment?"

I

I see the custard pie depart-

asked.

"What do you think this is, a cafeteria?" said the boss.
"Comedy pies went
out with the Wilson administration.
Run
along up in the Bronx, Son, and see the
!"

chorus girls

And

I

did!

WE COVER HOLLYWOOD!
—

Wherever big news

is
developing wherever
importance to the screen world are
shaping wherever there are goings-on involving
your picture favorites there's where our Holly-

events

of

—

—

wood reporters are to be found.
Screenland brings you the news of the Cinema
City before it has "broken" to the outside world
And it is genuine news authentic, reliable, up-

—

to-the-minute

!

Combats

TWO winter

enemy NO. 1— cold,

biting winds that

tate the skin.

READ SCREENLAND EACH MONTH
FOR THE BEST HOLLYWOOD

NEWS AND

GOSSIP!

enemy no.

2

"B.O." {body

Lifebuoy lather soothes

roughen and

irri-

— cleanses, gently!

— close, stuffy rooms that make
odor) to offend.

foes
it

easy for

Lifebuoy lather purifies

deodorizes pores. Its pleasant, quickly-vanishing, hygienic

scent tells

you

B.O."ADS. YOU'D

this rich lather stops

"B.O."

!

!
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Skin Irritations

"A
is

thing of beauty

a joy forever..."

"Beauty is on the air
Lady Esther.'"
. .

By Katharine

.

Hartley
J

impies
G logged

Don't be a "stay

at

home", ashamed to
go places, because

'Pores

your complexion is
marred by pimples
and blackheads
or

Itching

Eczema

—

GlxaRrxg

because you are em-

barrassed by some
itching condition of your skin.

Adopt the safe, simple Resinol treatment as your external aid in restoring skin health.
Just cleanse your skin well twice daily with
the pure, non-irritating lather of Resinol
Soap. Rinse thoroughly, pat dry, and generously apply soothing Resinol Ointment to
the broken out, smarting places. Then see
how quickly the irritation is relieved and
the skin becomes clearer, smoother and finer.

—

Use Resinol freely anywhere on the body
no parts are too tender, no surface too irritated to receive

its

soothing medication.

Your druggist sells Resinol Ointment and
Soap. Get them, start the treatment today.
Fov a free sample each, of Ointment and
Soap ivrile Resinol, Dept. 3-D, Balto., Md.

Resinol
Remove

that

• Have jou a

FAT

full, oversize

bust? You can reduce 3-5
inehes and have alluring,

slim loveliness with my
famous Slim cream treatment, which reduced my
Nist A_yz inches,

id

lbs.

in

28

and weight
days!

I

GUARANTEE TO RETURN
TOUR MONET if your form
not reduced after applying my Slimcream treatment
grateful;
Full 30 days' "So happy
Treatment, $1.00, sent in plain wrapper. The ultrarapid, GUARANTEED way to get those slender,
girlish, fascinating curves so much admired. FREE!
Send $1.00 for my Slimcream treatment NOW, and
I will send you, FREE, my world-famous, regular
$1.00 Beauty Treatment, with a gold-mine of priceless beauty secrets never before revealed!
Limited
is

&

for 14 days!

Offer— SEND TOD AT
Daisy Stebbing, Dept. T.
I

L. 6, Forrest Kills,

New York

Burpee'sGianf Zinnias

3Pktsfor SO^:
Giant Mammoth Zinnias,
one full-size packet each of Scarlet. Yellow,

Three beautiful

and Rose (regular value 30c) postpaid for
only 10c. Don't miss this remarkable "getaoouainted" offer. Send 10c today.
Burpee's Garden Book FREE. World's greatest garden guido
describing all best flowers and vegetables. Burpee's guaranteed seeds. Lower prices. Write for free BOOK today
W. ATLEE BURPEE CO., 250 Burpee Bldg., Philadelphia

flKfene

of^the

TKeatre

B>
Graduates: Lee Tracy, Peggy Shannon, Fred Astaire, Una Merkel,
Zita Johann, Mary Pickford, etc. Drama, Dance, Speech, Musical Comedy,
Opera, Personal Development, Culture. Stock Theal rf> Training appearaDceBwhilelearning. For catalog, write Sec'y LAND, 66 W.85St., N. Y.

in the
BEAUTY
means Lady

who wish

Esther on the

air.

Her assuring voice has

urged thousands of
women to try her products.

Not only

Hood Company,
Orange, N.

them,

but to test them.
If you don't believe Lady

Face

Esther

grit-free, bite

don't

Powder
it.

If

Lady
Four-Purpose

think

the

Esther
cream has four purposes,

"Keep your chin up"

means

" Beau-T-

Hood."

...

it and check on every
one for yourself.

I
like this
I did and
Four-Purpose Cream. It
quickly and
liquefies

Christmas time didn't

include one of the smart

new

Lentheric

purse

—

!

me,

"It

looks

and works

like a lighter
is

at

vial
of Lentheric's
Miracle perfume, and a
tricky atomizer that looks
and works like a cigarette lighter
only it's not
as temperamental
You
can carry it in your purse
and it won't leak. You
can use it any place and
every place.
And you

It
cleanses beautifully.
gives a nice smooth feelIt does
ing to the skin.
not leave the pores full
of grease .... for the
cream itself is not the
And, a
least bit greasy.
point that always pleases

There

South

J.

atomizers, is no reason
that you should go without one.
Buy the set
yourself.
It's not very
expensive, and it's grand.
The box includes a large

try

it
has an appealing
fragrance.
I guess you gather that
I think it's pretty swell

Beau-Tat

Just because your haul

is

you

to their

please write the

try

to

add

to

and neck line.
If
you want more information on this brand new
contrivance,
won't you
chin

air,

.

.

."

nothing so de-

moralizing to a woman
as that first moment when
she realizes she is getting
a sagging, double chin
.... that first moment
when she faces the dreadful fact that her neck
and under-chin are beginning to lose their tautness .... their youthful
contour and firmness. It
happens to some of us
quite early in life ....
But no
to others, later.
matter what your age, the
next time someone ad-

eliminate the necessity of
having to dose up on
perfume in the morning, in order to still
smell a little sweet at
night.

There

is a product that
not only to remove skin blemishes, but
Ireckles as well. (I wish
I'd known about it last
summer when all you
people were writing me
for information on how
to
banish the stubborn
spots.) Anyway, Beaufix,
for that's its name, is a

claims

scientific, medicated treatment, and in no way connected with skin-peeling.

monishes you to "Keep
"Hinds appears on
your chin up !" I want
Sounds like something to
the winter scene in
look into
you to think of "Beau-Ta new bottle ..."
You'll see this
Hood."
cute contraption on the
"When winter winds
I say
dainty lady with the coffee cup.
do blow, and we shall have snow,"
"cute" because it is, in spite of the fact
(swiped from some enterprising poet), we
that it has a very serious purpose in life.
will also have chapped hands, unless we
It
It's made of pink satin-lastex and net.
watch out.
Hinds Honey and Almond
fits the head snugly, and wraps the chin
cream that old favorite has appeared on
The minute you put
and neck firmly.
the winter scene in a brand new bottle,
it on, you will feel the muscles drawn up
and label. Bright red is the trimming, and
Wear it all night, and you
and back.
it strikes a cheery note on the bathroom or
can almost feel them grow that way
kitchen shelf.
Even the stars in Hollyor
anti-wrinkle
If you have a special
spite
all our California sunin
of
wood,
muscle-building cream, you may use that
shine that you've heard about, use Hinds
under the chin strap part, and it will proto counteract chapping and dryness, and to
tect your bedding, and keep the cream out
keep their hands worthy of the admiration
This "Beau-T-Hood" may also
of sight.
millions.
of
women
cream
by
nourishing
with
a
be used
!

—

—
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He Knows What
He Wants

ied today

what thev had

J

500 PEOPLE

Continued from page 24

HOW TO END

she decided that she would
educate her son for a career in a meuium
which has always offered unlimited opthe theatre.
portunities to the individual
Of course when he grew old enough to
decide such matters for himself, he could
either continue along the way he had begun
or select some other vocation.
goal,

definite

SHOW

IN

COLDS
HALF THE TIME

—

Average cold lasted 5

So Gene made his theatrical debut in
child roles at an early age, later attending
Upon
the Professional Children's School.
graduation from that institution he determined to pursue the Thespian muse and
embarked in earnest upon the career which
was destined to lead him to Hollywood
and films.
His first stage role after finishing school
was in "The Potters," following which he
was one of those who got snatched in
"The Cradle Snatchers." Various other
popular shows of the next few years

young Mr. Raymond's

presence,
screen siren called, he was
well-equipped to answer her song.
Not only in the quality of his work, but
in his attitude toward it has his training
For it has given him
proven its value.
the ability to view himself and his work
with detachment and a clear perspective.
He considers acting his business and
accords it the same assiduous attention
that a banker or a merchant or a broker
gives to his. He respects the demands that
work makes upon the individual, but he
has no distorted sense of values. In other
words, he takes his work seriously but
not himself.
"During the time that I was at Paramount, I was cast in several roles for
That
which I was entirely unsuited.
usually happens to players when under
Since I have been free-lancing,
contract.
when I am suggested for a part I quite
naturally have the opportunity to read the
script before either accepting or declining.
In this way I hope to avoid at least some
of the casting mistakes that are so preva-

boasted
so

when

the

—
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WHEN FIGHTING COLDS
Pepsodent

mouth

!

is

3

times more powerful than other leading

Hence it gives you much greater
you 3 times more for your money.

antiseptics.

protection

— gives

until

director calls 'Cut
That's all for
today !' I consider myself the property of
the studio and feel that it has a right to
my most earnest efforts.
"But when the day's work is over and
I leave the studio, I leave the part I am
playing as well."
"Enjoying life" to Gene Raymond does
not mean attending wild parties or frequenting the late spots.
It means riding
horseback along wooded bridle paths,
swimming in the cool sparkling waters of
the Pacific, attending small dinner parties
given by the more dignified element of
Hollywood, or taking a girl to the Cocoanut Grove rather than to one of the more
hilarious night clubs.
To date, he has
never become over-serious about any of
the numerous young ladies whom he has
escorted thusly.
"I don't expect to marry
for many
years," he told me.
"Not until I have
really accomplished some of the things
I want to' do and would have time to try
to make a
girl happy.
Not until I've
traveled all over the world.
And I don't
mean just to take a brief and cursory va-

the

mm

th

technically perfecting
From the moment the

start grinding each

fiv|§

of a cold is cut to
from a cold were ss

"After I do sign for a picture, I devote
my time and attention to my part and
endeavor to make my character a living,
breathing human being. This means concentrating on the person I am trying to
well

t
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New

one of the largest tests of
kind
INever
made Pepsodent Antiseptic proves

—

itself impressively.

Think of that! Fewer colds
colds
ended in half time. That is what modern
science offers you in Pepsodent as com-

sults that

pared with ordinary

its

This proof lies in reeveryone can understand. Read
carefully for these facts are vitally important to your family's health.

antiseptics.

For your information

You may

not know that, when mixed
with an equal amount of water, many

Practical yet scientific proof

—

leading mouth antiseptics cannot kill
germs. But Pepsodent Antiseptic does
kill germs in less than 10 seconds
even
when mixed with two parts of water.

Those who used Pepsodent had 50%

That's why Pepsodent goes 3 times as
gives you 3 times as much for your
money makes $1 do the work of $3.

Last winter 500 people were divided
into groups. Some fought colds by
gargling with plain salt and water
some with leading mouth antiseptics
one group used only Pepsodent.

—

than any other group.
What's more, those using Pepsodent
Antiseptic, who did catch cold, got rid
of their colds in half the time.

fewer

colds

—

far

——

Don't gamble with ineffective antiseptics. Be safe. Use Pepsodent
"\
Antiseptic—and save money. / £3
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cation trip
I want some day to travel in
leisurely fashion, stopping for as long as
I wish in any place that interests or appeals to me.
For it is by scratching beneath the surface and living among many
peoples, absorbing something of their history and philosophy, that we learn really
And certainly a
to
understand them.
thorough understanding of every type of
character is necessary to become a successful actor or director.
For it is as a director or producer that

Gene expects some day to be ranked.
While he expects to continue acting for a
good many years to come, it is in an ex-

Jacqueb
The

with drab and dullish locks
often left upon the rocks;
But she who wears a lustrous crown
girl

Is

Will soon select her wedding gown!

•GOLDED

GLIflTShampoo ™ (4^iude

(Note: Do not confuse this with other shampoos that
merely cleanse. Besides cleansing, Golden Glint Shampoo gives your hair a " tiny-tint"
a wee little bithardly perceptible. But how it brings out the natural
beauty of your hair!
25c at your dealers', or send
coupon for free sample.)

ecutive capacity that he feels lie the best
chances for real achievement and accomThen, and then only, when he
plishment.
has somewhat stabilized his life, will he
be ready to think of romance.
"No matter how optimistically a couple
enters marriage in Hollywood, the odds
are against them. I wouldn't even attempt
but I do know that
to say why that is
I'd rather wait to marry until I can have
In other words,
better odds in the gamble.

—

do my share in trying to achieve
success and happiness with my wife.
So

until I can

for the next few years my whole attention is goin'- to be on my work."
Mr. Raymond's favorite roles have been
Zani in "Zoo in Budapest" and his current
part in "I
Suzanne," with Lilian

Am

Harvey.

He

likes foreign characteribecause he feels that they allow
more opportunity for real creative work.
"No matter how we may try to make
each character we portray an individual
and a personality, we are handicapped -by
having always to make him a type.
By
that I mean, if I am playing a young

especially

zations

society wastrel, I can't just create him as
I think that particular man would be.
I
have to paint him as he would be seen
through the eyes of the audience. In other
words, I have to create the audience's
conception of what a society wastrel is
otherwise, the audience won't believe me.

—

"While with a foreign character such
boy and do
all the things he would do
because the
audience had no cut-and-dried conception
of how a lad of that type would act.
I
could make Zani real and believable at
the same time."
as Zani, I could really be that

—

—

The

FREE
J.
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Wash * # *

Seattle,

.

Please send a free sample.

Name

turing of the dreadful agonies suffered by
all surfer, but we
screen characters.
Can't we be spared witnessing
have to.
the awful realism of the torture we have
been or may sometime be subjected to in
the future?
never know when or where the horrors of Hollywood's torture chambers will
turn up.
When our critics and screen
writers advise that a picture is "a la Frankenstein" perpetrated to scare the daylights
out of us, we avoid it. And we don't condemn such pictures nor ask that they not
know many persons
be produced.
enjoy the sadistical, ghoulish, terrible realities and imaginings of humankind.
just stay away.
But can't something be done to save us
the anguish of such gruesome scenes as in
"Wild Boys of the Road," when that young-

We

Address
CAtv
Color of

Continued from page 32
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Free for Asthma

During Winter
If

you

with those terrible attacks of

suffer

Asthma when it is cold and damp if raw, Wintry
winds make you choke as if each gasp for breath
was the very last if restful sleep is impossible be;

;

cause of the struggle to breathe if you feel the
disease is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail
to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for
a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter
;

where you live or whether you have any faith in
any remedy under the Sun, send for this free
trial.
If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried
everything you could learn of without relief even
if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
Address.
cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma Co.
92-T
Frontier Bldg.
;

462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

BLACKHEADS

We

We

Remember, first his
ster lost his leg ?
terror at having to jump off the fastmoving freight then his stumble over the
railroad tracks, and then his torturing
struggle to escape an onrushing locomotive.
Just what happened then we don't
know because we shut our eyes, and fortunately our sub-conscious permitted us
from hearing. After a few deep breaths
we looked again, realized a serious acci;

dent had occurred, but darned if they
weren't amputating his leg in a field or
shack without an anaesthetic, without hot
water, other facilities or anything but our
nerves and stomachs
Must we grant to our screen playwrights
that there may at sometime arise such a
medical crisis that in this day of sirenscreaming, racing ambulances no hospital
could be reached by a doctor who said he
had performed three major operations that
very day? The agony of the boy induced
many in our audience to deplore that scene,
and it succeeded only in upsetting us.
It did make the story so unreal that the
excellence of the theme value of the picture
was greatly diminished. It typified such
exaggerated torture that it could easily
lead those unaware of the plight of America's vagabond youth to believe that this
was just another horror film rather than
the forceful social propaganda which inspired the author of this screen drama.
Again, in "Torch Singer," Claudette
Colbert's suffering when she appeared to
be in the veritable throes of death's agony
in that childbirth scene, so affected us
that we failed to enjoy Claudette's swell
crooning and her as usual splendid characterization.
were unprepared for such

We

Don't Squeeze Them! It causes Scars! Infection! Dissolve Blackheads scientifically, refine Large Pores, stop
embarrassing Greasiness, "Shine", clear Muddy, Tanned
skin with wonderful KLEERPLEX WASH.
Renews!
Lightens! Beautifies! Gets at the cause quickly safely!
See instant improvement!
No chemicals. No staying
home.
Approved by health authorities and thousands of
happy users. Nothing like it!
Send $1 TODAY for 2
runs' supply to KLEERPLEX (Dept. 10) 1 \V. 34th St.,
N. Y. C. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! C.O.D. 20c ex.
Outside U. S. $1.25—no C.O.D. s.
(Clip this adv.)
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l
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,

THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again.
Safe,
easy,
permanent.
Use it privately, at home.
The delightful
relief will
bring happiness, freedom
of mind and greater success.
We teach Beauty Culture. Send 6c in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For promptness in writing' me. I will include a $2.00 Cer(ifirate

D. J.

Iff

for

MAHLER

Mahler

Beauty Preparations.
CO., Dept. 29B, Providence, R. I.

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely

Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.

material

(

Connie Bennett and Franchot Tone wax emotional in this scene from
"Moulin Rouge," Connie's first starring picture for Twentieth Century.
It's a musical film, with Tullio Carminati, Helen Westley, and others in
the large

and distinguished

cast.
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That
in a torch singer's story.
of her physical "death struggle"
and the dialogue of doctor, nurse, and
When
nun convinced us she would die.
she didn't die, we felt the whole story
from then on was insincere that one episode decreased not only the entertainment
value of what followed, but spoiled our
evening.
differently the screen can tell, with
dramatic intensity, gruesome events was
an incident
scene

6 WEEKS AGO
Jfeg

—

TODAY
HEIGHT

V-E-A

WEIGHT

5

FT. 4IN.
120 LBS.

lr; Skinny

How

portrayed in "The Private Life of Henry
Seldom have we seen an efVIII."
fort exceeding in dramatic planning and
direction the beheading of Anne Boleyn.
grim but humorous and human atmosphere attended every detail of preparation
the sharpenof our minds for the scene
ing of the ax, the mob's anticipation of
the event, the building of the execution
block, the personal preparations of Anne
Boleyn, the reactions of Henry, of the
all
clergy, the nobles, ladies, servants
were so adroitly handled that, while we
were constantly aware of the hideous act
that was to come, we were, however, con-

CLEAR
SKIN

A

BUST

—

35 IN

—

stantly aware that we were seeing the
And no sincerity
theatre at its very best.
of acting, dialogue, scenic effects or other
dramatic qualities was lost by our not
actually seeing the ax chop off her head!
Another evidence of what we have in
mind appeared to us in the casting of John

Barrymore, Helen Hayes, Robert Montgomery, Myrna Loy, Lionel Barrymore,
and Clark Gable in "Night Flight."
at
-First, let us admit our amazement
the daring heroism portrayed in this film.
We were held breathless at the no less
than marvelous handling of the sequence
in which Robert Montgomery is supposed

The
be crossing the Andes at night.
storm he encountered in the narrow chasm
in the mountains was photographed with
such realism that even though we knew

to

we were

we felt actual fear
sigh of relief escaped us when

at the movies,

grip us.

A

he came through it safely.
The magnificence of the scenes in that
picture will long linger in our minds
beautiful

skies;

bleak,

cruel,

mountain

fogs,
angry, storm-tossed seas
contributed a background so
rain
all
natural and emphatically real that the accompanying dialogue of the sterling case
of players mentioned above seemed inane
and unnecessary.
This was an adventure film par excel-

ranges

—

;

;

players' names had led us
to expect something entirely different. This
was a man's film of the glory of daring
have seen
the unknown and untried.
similar air adventure films before and
liked them, even though cast with only
competent actors.
The point is, therefore, that when we read
that cast of famous players, we expected
dramatic acting that would warrant such
As the picture
a constellation of stars.
developed it was the work of the directors,
cameramen, and stunt fliers, and not the
work of the Barrymores, Hayeses, etc.,
that supplemented the grandeurs of nature
lence.

Skinny?
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"skinny", and

to have people calling you
losing all your chances of making
and keeping friends. Here's a new easy treatment
that is giving thousands solid flesh and attractive
curves— in just a few weeks.
there's
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As you know, doctors for years have prescribed
yeast to build up health. But now with this new discovery you can get far greater tonic results than with
ordinary yeast— regain health, and in addition put
on pounds of healthy flesh and in afar shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining beautybringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, freedom from constipation and indigestion, new pep.

CALF
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But the

We

and made

this a great air epic.

We

felt,

perhaps unreasonably, but honestly nevertheless, that a lot of our money had been

on salaries for those stars which
should have been diverted to give us another "Dinner at Eight" or "Grand Hotel."
Not one of them earned his or her pay,
and ladies of the audience who do not like
aviation adventure films were disappointed
spent

in not seeing their favorites give the anticipated performances of which they are
capable.
And, speaking of the performances of
which our screen stars are capable, will
some one rise up with us and tell our producers to cease trying to make our comedians and comediennes carry a picture of
an hour-and-a-half's duration?
Few of
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them can do it. Only occasionally have we
a Joe E. Brown. Usually it takes a whole
family like the

Marx

Brothers to be funny

that long

SORE TOES
CALLOUSES BUNIONS

MEDICALLY
SAFE

Quick Sure RELIEF!

As an example of what we mean, take
Zasu Pitts. Up to a few months ago, all
Zasu had to do was to appear in a rough
and tumble short comedy with Thelma
Todd to cause the average audience to
But suddenly,
burst into chuckles of joy.
she and Slim Summerville were cast in a
series of features in which, instead of being funny, she was cast as having not an
ounce of brains, nor a whit of sense. She's
Yes, we still
just getting to be a bore!
like her "Oh, my's!" and interpretative
hands.
But we feel she should be given
either very, very much better plays or
kept in "shorts."
Likewise, we remember an awful film

—

an
in which Laurel and Hardy were cast
operetta upon which lavish sets, good
singing by Dennis King, and a large cast
were wasted because the whole effort was

made

to emphasize the comedy of those
masters of slapstick comedy.
It can't be
done any more successfully than the entire
contents of a newspaper could be made of
comics, or an entire vaudeville show of
clowns.
So long as these actors or their producers insist upon trying to have such
comedians make full-length features, they
will not find success, because broad burlesques of life's tribulations must be so
over-emphasized that it can only exist
when it is so infantile it causes belly laughs
at its very absurdity.
And we can't laugh
that way for long we get physically tired
if we don't get fed up.
Let our ladies and
gentlemen of humor provide just that as
a counterpoint to straight drama let them
ease our tense moments, give them to us
in short skits or interspersed as "bits" in
our other forms of the dramatic art. But
only give them to us at their best, because
a joke's a joke, but a sour comedian is

—

—

tragic
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demand.

Una Merkel

Warner Baxter and

Warren William

gets the bed of cornflowers
because they're as unpretentious as Una
and because aside from being a perfectly
swell actress, she's so genuine and has
such a gorgeous sense of humor she is a
fitting friend for Madge Evans.
Madge Evans gets the edelweiss because it is one of the rarest flowers and

a brace between them for being
not-too-humble opinion the prize
hams of the business. As far as I'm concerned they should be paid by the pound
instead of by the week.
Lupe Velez gets a bird for her ingratitude to writers who have befriended her.
Her ingratitude consists in keeping her
marriage a secret from them so one writer
could have a scoop when other writers
have been just as friendly. There's nothing personal about that, either, because I
barely have a speaking acquaintance with

most difficult to obtain and Madge is the
only girl I know whose sense of humor is
on a par with her beauty.
Norman Foster gets a medal for being
such a good sport when Richard Cromwell got the part in "Hoopla" that he had
played on the stage and which he was so

her.

anxious to do

split

my

much

for that.
I've recovered
sufficiently to get back into a marshmallow

Well, so

mood.

_

in

pictures.

Sally Eilers gets the bed of salphaglosis
for being the shrewdest girl in the business
and never letting her heart run away with
her head.
James Dunn gets a medal for sticking
to his job and outsmarting the Hollywood gels who were looking for a meal

Gary Cooper rates a croix de guerre
because he's the most decorative leading
man since Wally Reid, because in "Design
for Living" he proves himself a deft
farceur
(surprised!)
and lastly because
he's still a cowboy at heart.
To Miriam Hopkins goes a whole primrose path because she is the most elemental girl in pictures and she always gets
her man.
Cary Grant gets a medal because, although he started his career as a stiltwalker, he didn't need them to reach the

favorite flowers.
By the same token, Arin addition to being a fascinating
wench, is one of my screen favorites and
entirely unassuming despite being married
to one of the foremost directors in the
business. And she's a great hand at craw-

top.

fishing.

—

DEAFNESS" MISERY

latter

box.

in
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health.

was before the Hays
uppity and
decided "Hell"
couldn't be used in a title. That makes it
tough on the studios. You remember only
last
month how the title of "Captain
Jericho" had to be changed to "Hell and
High Water" on account of that ruling?
to Hell."
office
got

!

Absolutely

stars

and I can never forget those two amazing
performances he turned in in "All Quiet
on the Western Front" and "The Doorway

Medicated Disks, included in every box. Double]
valuenowatno extra cost! Getl
a box at your dealers today I

ON — THE

enough to take a few birds from the

Wynn

picture deas she looks in the Ed
serves extra consideration.
Lew Ayres gets a medal. I can't quite
figure out for what, except that I like him

and Callouses

PUT ONE

This Pollyanna mood I'm in is suffocatThe aura of sweetness and goo
exuding from me is too much. It's unnatural.
So I'll leave the hothouse long

cause she is as modest as they and because
in her first part in "Wild Boys of the
Road" she turned in a performance any
actress might be proud of.
Tom Brown gets a medal because he
gets more fun out of life than anyone I
know and because he's a corking actor.
Joan Blondell gets the daisy bed because
she's still as fresh as one
no cracks intended
and because her devotion to her
husband is something unique in Hollywood and because she peps up any picture fortunate enough to boast her presence in its cast.
Andy Devine rates a medal, too, because
he has never forgotten the days when he
was broke and a dollar is still a dollar to
him. When he made a hit he only asked
for a nominal increase in salary instead
of the telephone number salaries most

so they can't be evenly divided, the extras
go to Dorothy because anyone as gorgeous

tight shoes.

Remove Corns

Ann Hovey

—

gets the bed of violets be-

—

and because he's good company.
Arline Judge gets the hollyhocks because they're unassuming and one of my
ticket

line,

Clark

Gable

gets

an

eighteen-carat

February

for

1934

no less, because he began as
a personality and has developed
into a corking actor without letting his
success affect the size of his hat-band.
Marie Dressier merits the magnolia
tree because its sweetness, like Marie's,
simply overpowers you and because, despite the demands made on her by her profession, she still finds time to keep up
her social obligations.
James Cagney gets a medal because he
is one of the most intelligent men I know
and because he is credited with being a
personality rather than the really fine actor
medal,

merely

he

is.

Ann Harding

gets the century flower
because the century plant blooms only once
in a hundred years and Ann blooms only
on those rare occasions when she makes a
picture the rest of the time contenting
herself with looking like a house-frau
going to market, a picture entirely out
of keeping with her glorious voice and in-

—

telligence.

William Gargan gets a medal because
he has the courage to speak his mind regardless of who or what is affected, and
because he reminds me of a small boy
who has just got hold of a quarter all at
one time.
Marion Davies gets the bed of camelias
because they're so sweet, like Marion.
While much of Marion's charity has, of
necessity, been exploited, the biggest portion of it has never been made public,
even the recipients often not knowing the

And also beof their benefactress.
when she doesn't stoop to slapstick
comedy, she's a helluva good actress.
(screen) Boyd gets a medal beBill
cause after all these years he is still reliable entertainment, because I have never
seen him give a poor performance, and
because without ballyhoo or even good
pictures, he keeps a large and loyal fan
following.
Norma Shearer gets the bed of lilies for
having the courage to leave her career at
its height and devoting herself to her husname

cause,

band when he needed
I

all

her.

feel another attack
these marshmallows.

coming on from
Quick, Watson,

the bird.
One of the biggest and best ever raised
to Will Rogers because he's "home folks"
ad nauseam and because after frantically
yelling wisecracks at people all over the
Fox restaurant one noon he suddenly became bashful, hung his head, scratched it
with his fork and then went right on eating with it.
Charles Laughton gets a bird because
although he is one of the very finest actors on the screen he will forget himself
on the slightest provocation and ham with
the best of them.
Diana Wynyard gets a bird for wearing

complete Norma Shearer make-up in
"Reunion in Vienna" instead of originating
one of her own and because / think she
is one of the coldest and most incompea

business.
Robert Montgomery gets a bird for
Because when
purely personal reasons.
an uncomplimentary article about him appeared he blamed it on me and quit speaking without having the decency to ask me
tent

actresses

in

the

whether

I'd written it.
Dietrich gets one of the loudest
birds ever because when she first came
over here she almost fawned on the press
and as soon as her picture was released
and she was a success she became more
difficult to see than President Roosevelt
and because those pants of hers sicken

And

me.

George Brent gets a bird because after
announcing and proudly that he never
intended to become Mr. Chatterton he has
done just that by permitting her to dictate
what pictures he will appear in.

—

—
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And Janet (Six Lumps) Gaynor gets a
bird for being all sweetness and light in
pictures and just the opposite
from reports I get
in her dealings with people
around the studio.
Lilian Harvey gets the bed of bleeding
hearts for being the favorite on the Fox
lot despite her enforced separation from
Willie Fritsch.
Jackie Cooper gets a medal grown-up
size, too
for being the most natural child
actor ever to step before a camera. That's
been said before but what hasn't been
said is that adult actors come away from
scenes they've played with him amazed by
his poise and ability.
Myrna Loy gets the bed of crimson poppies because she grows more beautiful
daily and because she has developed into
the actress I always knew she could be if
she were ever given the opportunity.
Ramon Novarro gets a medal for his
eagerness and the zest he still finds in living and acting after fourteen years in the

—

—

—

—

limelight.

May Robson gets the bed of petunias
because she lost no time in proving herself
when she got the opportunity, ("Lady for
a Day"), and because by her performance
she showed up many better known actresses
and because she is simply magnificent as
The Queen of Hearts in "Alice in Wonderland."
inGeorge O'Brien gets a medal for
ning the girl other men have pined for and
for finally eschewing the joys of professional bachelordom.
Mary Boland gets the daffydills because
no other flower could do justice to her
superb clowning which is as rib-tickling
.

In addition, she gets
because despite her beauty
a
which is great enough to permit her to
play grandes dames with authority, she
ignores her looks and knuckles down to
giving the public good, deep belly-laughs
and manages those without mugging.
Gene Raymond gets a medal because
his mother raised her boy to be an actor
and he's done her proud.
Jean Harlow gets the moonflower vine
because her friends today are the friends
she had before she ever became successful and because she has ignored the slanderous things printed and said about her
instead of taking them to heart and trying

a

off the screen as on.

gilded

soft

—

to slap back.

Helen Hayes gets the honeysuckle, (my
favorite flower of all), because she's as
hardy as that plant and because, behind
that exterior of" sweetness, is a will of
iron and the courage to do the things she
wants.
And because she is one of the
most intelligent girls out here.
Kay Francis gets the hibiscus because
there is nobody on the screen who can
wear the modes of yesterday as authoritatively and as charmingly as she
and because she is regular enough to swear like
a trouper when the occasion demands.
Jack Oakie gets a medal because he is
one of the few comedians I can tolerate
on the screen and because he is a fine
dramatic actor as well.
Mae West rates the bed of nasturtia
because she is determined her pictures will
make box-office history or bust. And because she is one of the most ambitious
women in Hollywood. In addition to her
desire to be a lady is her longing to write,
cast,
and direct her pictures and she
works hard at all her ambitions.
Richard Cromwell gets a medal for being the least temperamental actor in Hollywood bar none and for doing a bit in
"The House of Connelly" without a
squawk after playing leads in "This Day

Maiden's prayer
for that matter:
smooth skin."
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and Age" and "Hoopla."
Richard Barthelmess gets one of my
very best medals because whether his pictures are good or bad he always manages
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—
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Are You Flat -Chested?

Why be embarrassed by a
flat-chested, unwomanly
form? Fill out your bust

to get a certain

arresting quality into his

performances and because he continues to
be box-office through his sincerity.
Constance Cummings gets the bed of
geraniums because off-screen she looks like
the girl next door and on the screen she
practically drips glamor.
Dick Powell rates a medal for his unfailing good humor.
Mary Carlisle gets the bed of sweet peas
for remaining cute and girlish without
making a profession of it and for continuing to be one of the best-natured girls in
despite her recent success.
Lyle Talbot gets a medal because he is
developing into one of the very best lead-

the business

ing men on the screen.
Elissa Landi gets the bed of dahlias because she is so modest about her own
writing, because she is an intriguing personality, because she is an excellent horsewoman and lastly because her horse,
"Darky," is one of the best looking animals I've ever seen.
Paul Muni gets a medal for being such
a grand actor.
Barbara Stanwyck gets the. bed of tiger
lilies because, in addition to being a swell
actress she is an honest person.
And, in
addition to loving Frank Fay, she is candid enough to squelch ridiculous stories
by saying she has never pretended they do
not scrap.
Mae Clarke gets the bed of anemones
because they're a hardy flower and Mae
is a hardy girl.
She seems to thrive on
hard luck and the greater the misfortune
that overtakes her the harder she fights
to come back.
Brian Ahern gets a medal for his good
taste in leaving the screen after his appalling performance in "Song of Songs."
I hate to end on a sour note but I'm all
out of flowers and medals and there are
still a few birds left.
might as well

We

to lovely shapeliness.
Try
easy, home treatment
for adding firm, rounded
tissue.

make

a clean sweep of it and start fresh
for next year.
bird to Katharine Hepburn for her
attitude towards the press and photographers who played such an important part in
her success.
You're not the first actress,
Katie, who's believed the things that have
been written about her and before you
start handling your career in such a highhanded manner you had better take a look
at some of those others.
There's nothing
personal in this either because I've never
even been introduced to you.
bird to John Boles for sending me
Christmas wires every year and cutting
me on the street. If you don't know me
well enough to speak you don't know me
well enough to send me Yuletide greetings,
Mr. Boles.

A

A

A

bird to Judith Allen for going to a
social function with a full picture makeup on, all ready for the photographers
who might be there.

And the last bird in the larder to Jean
Muir, whose idea of her importance, I am
afraid, is beginning to be out of all proportion to the parts she has played so far.
What's

this?

Two

lone medals

left

after

One goes unhesitatingly to Chester
Morris who is still the best company I've

all ?

struck in Hollywood.

The other, which is the largest and best
I've got, goes to
pal Bing Crosby for
his marvelous sense of humor, because he is

my

the best crooner the radio has produced,
because he is the best actor Paramount has
developed this year, and lastly because he
is the most modest man I've ever met.
That's all there is. There isn't a petal
left fluttering around nor a spot of grease
large enough to fry a bird in.
Quick,
Watson, my trowel and spade and I'll be
seeing you next year "When the Harvest
Moon is Shining, Molly, dear."

my
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or

lady in question ? I am referring, of
course, to Miss Mae West.
"I warn you in advance," chuckled the
original "tall, dark and handsome," "not
to ask me for any new angles on Miss
West. Because a blind man can see that
there are no angles on Mae."
Touche!
"But there are plenty of funny notions
floating around about that lady," he pursued more seriously, "and I'd like to set
a few people straight on some of them.
I'd like to have it known, for example,
that her phenomenal success has nothing
of the accidental, flukey, or ephemeral
about it. I admire Mae for many reasons,
but chief of all because I consider her a
fine artist.
She has created out of her
head, and is interpreting with wonderful
skill and talent, a character that will stand
as a classic of the screen.
To my mind
she is more than an actress even more
than a first-rate actress.
She's a creative
artist as well.

The

by methods as perfected in the great
Vienna Polyclinic.
Moderate Fees.
Booklet free.

DR.

—

"How

would I explain the suddenness
completeness of her fame?
Why,
there's nothing particularly strange about
it.
She always had it in her. The masses
of people didn't fall for her sooner because they didn't have a chance to she
and
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P speech.

North American Institute, Dept. 4432
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herself to the much narrower
medium of the stage. But you can see for
yourself that she was no over-night flash,
because her plays were a sensation in New
York as much as eight or nine years ago.

was confining

What

the screen did was to multiply by
times an audience that already knew
her for the great star that she is !"
Of Miss West as herself off the screen
Cary could say little. He has rarely seen
her when they were not working.
He is
quick to deny, however, that the lusty vulgarity that infuses the star's screen self
is any part of her personal life or char-

many

"Don't

acter.
that.

let

When you

ments or gay

anybody fool you about
hear some zippy senti-

lines

attributed to her, the

chances are she said them.
it?

It isn't

Lou or

But what of
speaking, but Lady
In other words, she's just
her screen character, as her
her to be. That's her 'stuff'
know it, and she's sticking

Mae West

Tira.

being true to
public expects
as the people
to it for popular consumption
and darn
!"
smart of her, too
On the set, says Cary, Mae hasn't the
least trouble forgetting that she is Paramount's star-bright auditorium-filler and
one-woman gold mine, and acts as affably
and naturally as the least important member of the cast.
She chats freely with the
assisting actors and the technical crews,
inviting opinions about the playing of a
scene or the wearing of a gown from directors and third assistant sound men im-

—

partially.
With his roles in Mae's first two passion
epics Cary expressed himself as well satis-

"Of course," he observed, "I'm only
there as a foil for Mae, but that's valuable
for a fellow in my position, because those
fied.

!

for

!
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pictures certainly do get around the counWhat's the use of having a big part
try.
in a mediocre picture that nobody goes to
I'd rather play a minor part in a
see?
huge success any day than star in a flop."
Two pictures of the Westian school, howMore than that
ever, are enough for him.
would be too much like settling in a rut.
"Most of my roles so far," he observed
in this connection, "have seemed a little
Dashing, romantic fellows,
unreal to me.
little too
but lacking three dimensions.

A

Frank Merriwell,
mean.

don't

I

you

if

know what

I

know

to play in when I
shot at some real

yet what I'm going
get back, but I'd like a

human parts, with a
touch of comedy in them. Like the characters I used to play on Broadway before
I

hit

Hollywood."

Of

the unique part that Cary enacted
before leaving Hollywood, he was
This was none other
eloquent in praise.
than the Mock Turtle in "Alice in Wonderjust

land."

It

was an experience.

Cary had

to

imagine the emotions of a turtle, and play
the role accordingly
"As for little Charlotte Henry, I'd have
a hard time imagining anybody doing Alice
more delightfully. That little girl is going
places in the movies.
I think you'll agree
when you see the picture that she, as well
as Norman McLeod and the whole cast,
have caught the spirit of Lewis Carroll's
yarn perfectly.
isn't true,
It
as many
people think, that Charlotte's a one-picture
actress who isn't fitted for any other parts.
She's been in Hollywood for years, has
had minor parts in other pictures, and
knows her acting. Unless I miss my guess,
she's in the movies to stay."
I prepared to leave as various items of
personal business connected with his trip
began to crowd in on Cary.
"Hope you've liked our interview about
Virginia, Mae, and Charlotte," grinned
Grant in parting. "And if you ever want
a story about Cary Grant, look me up
again some time."

What Has Hollywood Done

to Paul

Muni?

Continued from page 35
So we
that you cannot map your life.
do not fret, but take what comes." He
sighed.
"At that, it is a more stimulating
method
"However, we would like to know that
we shall have security when we are old.
I am at my peak now, from the financial

There he underwent the gruelling but
unexcelled training of stock. And one day
he was cast opposite a girl named Bella
Frank. In less than two months they married
Her career has faded into the background, compared to his, yet she still hopes
!

to act

on the stage again.
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Marion Davies plays one of the most amusing bits of her career in this
black-face interlude in "Going Hollywood." Bing Crosby, that handsome Confederate soldier, is her leading man.

for

most

cases.

in convenient purse-size boxes of 12 tablets.

Mail coupon below for free sample.
standpoint.
And Hollywood has taught
us that a home is the safest and best sort
of investment."
flash-back of Paul Muni's past will
give you a keener appreciation of his argument.
He grew up without benefit of
advantages.
Born in Austria, the son of
itinerant show troupers, he was brought
His
to New York City when a baby.
childhood was a hard and bitter one. He
watched his parents' ceaseless struggle for
existence.
At eleven, the age when the average boy
is playing baseball, being forced to practice on the piano, and being marched to the
dentist's for teeth-straightening, Paul was
put to work at the only business with
which he was familiar acting.
By the time he reached his late 'teens
he had portrayed so many character parts,
as he barn-stormed about the country with
his family, that he was able to secure a

A

—

steady engagement with the Yiddish Art

Theatre

in

New

York.

Religiously applying himself to acting,
believing in every role with unstinted
faith, he gradually dented the consciousness of the big-league producers.
few
years in major theatres and he was in demand at the studios.
"My first impression of Hollywood was
an unfortunate one.
Fox tried to make
me a second Lon Chaney." If there is
one topic upon which he is rabid, it is
the subject of being typed in a particular
classification.
So completely does he sink
himself into each characterization that the

A

awed movie magnates want

to

SAMPLE

rush him

use coupon

into a series of similar parts.
But you can't rush Muni.

He's a bit
stubborn. And if variety has allowed him
to display every facet of his beloved art,

why

should he

let

them shove him

into a

rut?

passed on a compliment a prominent
screen ingenue had paid him.
"To me Muni is more exciting than
Gable.
I'f
they would let him dress up
I
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YOU have a
IFinstructive
booklet

flair for

writing, don't

FREE

to get the big

fail

"How To Write Short Stories, Talking Picand Book Manuscripts." Here is one of the most helpful
yet it doesn't cost you

tures

booklets ever offered to writers and authors

a penny.

—

and give him hot love scenes, he would
be the most thrilling screen lover of all !"
Muni wasn't grateful. Or, rather, he
doubted it. (Even though he has the most
magnetic eyes of any male in Hollywood!)
"Some stars register on the strength of
their good looks and personality. But me
no
I am not handsome enough.
And,
even if I were, I should not care to be a
matinee idol.
I have studied acting too
long to receive any satisfaction from being
a puppet. When the story calls for a love
!

my

It gives the "inside secrets" of writing . . . shows the type of material
that clicks with publishers and producers . . . demonstrates clearly

scene,

how unaccepted manuscripts can be

people to come to

densed,

etc.,

revised, reshaped, edited, con-

and be whipped into marketable shape.

Just the thing for the novice writer as well as the professional. And
best of all, it explains a new service that is now available to all
writers .
but particularly adapted to the beginner who has had
trouble getting writings accepted.
If you are one of these "hard
luck" writers, don't give up hope! You
may find the answer to your problems
in thia Free booklet. Don't wait. Write
for it today.
It obligates you in no
.

.

WRITE FOR

FREE

way whatsoever.
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Being treated with respectful solicitude
by Warners, he has little by little become
quite fond of pictures.
Despite all pleading, though, he will not do more than two
"I want to give outstanding portrayals,"
he contends.
"It is not possible to rind
more than two convincing stories a year."
"But if the fans forget you because other
stars are doing so many more films?" I
prodded.
"Well," he mused, "it is better to be
half-forgotten, if that be the penalty, and
then to arouse interest all over again each
time you do appear.
They won't have a
chance to tire of you, and they'll anticipate your next show.
"I endeavor to present a surprise in
each film. 'Scarface' and 'I
Fugitive From A Chain Gang' were strong
propaganda against two of our country's
greatest evils the gangsters and prison

Am A

—

cruelties.

A

the

evolution of a family.
dramatic
tale, but hardly an influential one.
second picture for this year, just finished,
is
still
very different from these predecessors.
'Hi,
Nellie!'
is
boisterous,
a

My

rowdy newspaper comedy.

It will prove
!"
have a sense of humor
That Paul Muni is sold on the talkies is
evidenced by nothing so much as his choice
of Hollywood for his permanent residence.
"This is really our first home. We did
own a small place at Brighton Beach, in
New York, but we only lived in it a few
months. When I am doing a play I have
to take an apartment near the theatre.
To
get into the country in the East would
necessitate too many hours commuting.

that

Illinois

too,

I,

"When we came

out last summer we
house in Beverly Hills, having
resorted to apartments on previous excursions to Hollywood.
We learned the joy
of having our own fireside.
But Beverly
was too formal and crowded. We finally

No Equipment
part you with reduced.
— Your
money back if you are not
rented
L

From any
necettary

kiss

my

But I don't want
performances just

'

GRAY
HAIR
DON'T
and

me

see

best.

"They had news value, you might say.
Whereas 'The World Changes reveals

YOU HAVE

IF

do

films a year.
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Inc.

to

I

a

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
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and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meyer Bid;., Western Avenue and
Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

less

We

Broadway producers."
Pressure was brought to bear
to enact the valiant attorney in

upon Muni
Universale

"Counsellor-at-Law."
It
was in vain.
Every inducement was dangled before
him whatever director he wished, his
okay on all scenes. When Warners could
not make him do it, he recommended John
Barrymore for the role which he himself

—

originated

on the

stage.

The reason?
"I don't
a picture.

believe

was due

ever,

it

will

The important

be so good as
objection, how-

playwright
about it. He
to Universal on the assumption
would jump at the opportunity to
to

neglected to ask

the

having

me

on the screen. Everyone knew
it but me.
Had I been asked

sold
that
play

all

it

I
it

about

/"

Which admission betrays to us that
Muni has the genuine brand of

Paul

artistic

brag,

temperament.
nor fight for

He doesn't strut or
superficial prestige.

But he does like to be accorded thoughtful
treatment
His devotion to his wife is one of his
most admirable traits.
He includes her
in
all
his
discussions and "we" is a
busier word than "I" in his vocabulary.
Though he was not able to finish high
school, he is a well-educated man.
Intensive reading and studying for his hundreds of parts have done more for him
than a college course does for most men.
is his hobby.
He neither sings
dances, (they couldn't inveigle him
into any of the Warner musicals!), but
he is a fine violinist and is an authority

Music

nor

on Beethoven and Bach.
Politics and crusades for relieving unjust

intrigue him.
culinary tastes, he

When

situations

comes

to

plebian.
dish,

and

At

the

Scrambled eggs is
to heck with fancy

is

it

frankly

his favorite
diets

studio, when doing a play, he
at fever pitch.
Nothing is spared
to make his performance perfectly-rounded.
At home in Hollywood he prefers to

works

—

lounge around

—

in

and wonder when

cords
his

and shirt-sleeves
truck garden will

discovered this ideal spot in the country.
"We probably will spend half of our
time in the future here. I don't care for
night clubs or stiff social functions, and
neither does Mrs. Muni.
This peaceful
hide-away, with our books, our dogs, and
the company of our few intimates, is all

we

native.

ask."

Although he

unanimously hailed as
a leader in his profession, Paul Muni indulges in none of the eccentricities dear to
the heart of stage and screen royalty.
He is not a back-slapper. In fact, he
declares he has only about twelve really
He
personal acquaintances in Hollywood.
is

The show-off
other stellar tricks.
Invitations
instance.
to
for
He doesn't
glittery affairs are declined.
go for premieres, splashy autos, Malibu,
celebrity-chasing, or stepping out on his
lacks

SONGS

Mrs. Muni and I take Hollywood
seriously than those who get no
perspective.
feel as though we participate in the worth-while things of the
city, but are onlookers to the gaudy side,
I honestly relish working in pictures now
that I have a say on my stories. And the
studio executives?
They are just like
year

begin to furnish the household needs.
"I am wearing this suit today," he informed me with an astonishingly naive
grin, "because I wore it to a studio conference yesterday, and it was the first
!"
thing that came to hand this morning
Mrs. Muni nodded at this confession and
murmured something about her chief duty
being to keep him from going wholly

complex,

•TALKING
PICTURES

fected, that is his inner self creeping out,
to be blamed upon the acting
business.
Perhaps by going away half the

and not

wife.

There
crashing

is

no fear of the Muni marriage

now

that they are a part of the
They are in but not of

Hollywood scene.
the movie crowd.

"If one wishes

to

be extreme and af-

That,

wood
As

again,
influence

is

our

wholesome Holly-

a final indication that he has tasted
of California home life and found it unbeatable, you will kindly note that he has

purchased two small ranches near his
own.
His mother, now retired from the
The other is
stage, is installed on one.
being run by a musician brother who had'
been having tough sledding in the East.
Paul Muni and the lady in his life are
getting out their fine feathers to do Europe
But I know that
in the proper style.
they'll be thinking of their little pink nest
in the West, worrying whether the caretaker is watering the walnuts, and envying

him for suspected dips
swimming-pool

in

that

front-yard

for

February
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How

age

to

quickly!

Stuart

Gloria

is

being

made up by
metician
Pierce

cos-

Jack
a

for

"forty-yearslater"

scene in

the musical
romance,

"Be-

loved." It's hexfirst starring
role a t t a

—

Gloria.'

Arliss Talks

About Marriage

Continued from page 19
"But, having married, I think we should
all give the ancient institution a fair trial.
It has the elements of permanency else it
wouldn't have endured through the centuries.

"There are two dangerous periods in
marriage.
One is the first three or four
years of wedlock. That period of adjustment being over there is a good chance for
the matrimonial ship to weather the rest
of the life voyage.
But there is another.
It comes when each is about forty."
"The time that Sir Arthur Wing Pinero
wrote about in 'Mid-channel' in which Miss
Barrymore played ?"
"Yes.
When they have been married
about twenty years.
Pass the rocks of
impatience and intolerance at that time and
a couple is liable to reach the port of happiness together.
In the earlier and later
danger period and all others in married life
I think selfishness is the rock of which to
beware.
"As I have looked on at the marriages
of my friends and others I cannot truthfully say that either the man or woman
is more to blame.
I believe that if both
exercised the sense of fair play they might
go on to journey's end together."
"Some students of marriage and its dangers say that the extravagance of women
is the cause of most failures," I remarked.
"You remember that Flaubert said 'There
no wind that blows so coldly upon love
demand for money.' He may have
meant an unreasonable demand for money."
Mr. Arliss registered unbelief. "Women
seem extravagant because they do not know
is

as the

their husband's earnings.
Men make a
great mistake there. They should put their
cards on the table.
man should say at
the beginning, or before marriage, 'My income is so much. Do you think your share
should be so much?'
That ought to prevent misunderstandings and all unfairness.
Most women who know what their husbands' incomes are do not spend more than
a fair share of it. They are good sports-

A

women.

"Women are more likely to be restless
than extravagant," Mr. Arliss continued.
"Many of them do not have enough to do.
My earliest impressions were that a woman's horizons were bounded by home and
that therein she found content.
Now that
is not so.
Her home does not occupy all
her time. Of course she has her clubs ai.d
bridge.
Often the woman who is unhappy
in her marriage has time to spare.
She
has half hours to waste in pitying herself
and nursing her grievances. Small grievances grow into huge ones.
If she has
talents she does not have to work hard

enough

at

them

to

keep her from that same

Loretta Young and Spencer Tracy
the Columbia picture "A Man's

in a scene from
Castle"

grievance nursing.

"Mrs. Arliss and I have a friend who
once was a really brilliant writer.
She
married a man who could take care of her.

Not especially well, but enough
along. She has stopped writing.

to

We

get

asked
her why. She said, 'It is fun to go to my
desk and know that I don't really have to
do anything!'
man, whatever his job,
works like a -dog at it. That makes him
accomplish something and get on.
"Nowhere more than in marriage is
needed a sense of proportion. Both must
learn not to exaggerate trivialities."

NEW BEAUTY
of skin

A

I

man who had

asked the

illuminated the
characters of Disraeli and Voltaire if he
had heard the story of a bride and her
bridegroom who separated at their wedding
breakfast because she thought the breakfast
egg should be broken at the large end and
he the small
He had heard it, but not
of the woman who deserted her husband
because he looked at his feet while they
walked together. He told me of the couple
who quarreled because one told the other
of his dreams.
"We lived in the same
house with such a couple," he said.
!

"Do you

think, as Hall Caine did, that

permanence in marriage can be insured by
keeping alive romantic love?" I asked.
"I think an effort to do that might make
life artificial,

but the solid friendship built

upon the foundation of romance is a desirable and an enduring thing," George Arliss
answered.

"Which

involves common interests? The
caring for the same things?" I suggested.

"For instance, I happen to know you and
Mrs. Arliss are both members and supporters

of

the

Humane

York."
"Ah,

yes.

ciety.

Mrs. Arliss

Society of

New

And

the Anti-Vivisection Soin those, as in all else,
was the pioneer. She became interested in
them first and I followed. In every step,
in all the important decisions of my life*
she has been the pioneer."
_

We

he would have us do, Mrs.
Arliss, Pioneer.
many husbands, of Hollywood or other variety, are
salute, as

George

How

so gallant?

Which, perhaps, is the place at which to
that her husband said, "While the
attempt to keep alive romantic love might
recall

be artificial there are gallantries that
should be a part of every marriage."
He reflected again and delivered his last

and most memorable comment on stormy
voyages and frequent wreckage of the good
ship Marriage: "The Navajos say: 'Anger
is the worst of sins.'
Isn't it?"

and
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Does your mirror show that
you have a dull or blemished

Any pimples?
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have an easy way to correct
faulty elimination of the bodily

so

much
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little

make

vigor, help to

richer,

give the soft, rosy effect of
youth. Keep the skin clean outside but also let
Wafers
do their wprk inside for
Stuart's Calcium
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Use them for a few days and learn by experience
how quickly they may bring renewed charm and
brilliance to your complexion. Try them without
cost. Send the coupon.
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motion picture business, a gal must
think at least a little bit about appearances.
"Don't be surprised, though, if I telephone you some day before long and tell
you that Hal and I are announcing our
engagement that is," again that typical
Harlow fun-poke at herself, "if he doesn't
this

change his mind!"
Jean didn't telephone me. Her elopement
took place too suddenly for telephone
calls.
She did telegraph immediately
after
the ceremony, and the day she

FAT Away •
With New Invention

•

—

—

Address _
J
I

with Rosson at least five months before
she married him.
At luncheon that day,
Jean said to me
"I'll
marry again, all right and I'm
certain that Hal will be the unlucky husband who'll be burdened with me from
the day of our wedding."
Unlucky husband who'll be burdened
with me! that's the way Jean habitually
talks about herself.
If she has an ounce
of conceit, it has been perfectly hidden.
"Hal has asked me to marry him," Jean
continued, "and I'm in love with him. But
think we should wait a few more
I
months. I don't want to wait, but for the
Many
sake of appearances, we must.
misunderstand if I repeople would
In
married so soon after Paul's death.

—

What you may need is a little
calcium. Taken in the form of

wastes which cause
complexion trouble.
as a stimulus to skin
redder blood and to

Secret

Roll

returned from Yuma, where they were
married, she and Hal and I dined together.
Jean then explained that "the desert moon
got her." She went to Mojave on location
for scenes in "The Blonde Bombshell,"

Rid yourself of unsightly
fat. Ha^e a trim, slender, beautiful figure.

Amazing invention
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—
quickly
from any

removes fat
part of your
starving, no
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flesh, breaks down your
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Harlow Confides

and Hal was cameraman for the company.
Now, there is no scene more beautiful
than a moonlit summer night on the desert
and in the soft glow of that romantic
lunar planet, Jean promised to wed Rosson

—

So they eloped.
number of critics, in their apppraisals
"The Blonde Bombshell," sneered at

immediately.

A
of
that

sequence in which

portraying
a famous movie star goodness, if you
haven't seen "Blonde Bombshell," by all
means do "yearned and yearned for the
patter of little feet about the house."

—

Jean,

—

Dept. 151, Wichita Falls, Tex.

Those critics claimed that it was out of
character for Jean to want babies.
If they only knew!
If they only could
have heard Jean say, when she read that
script for the first time, "Oh, I'm going
to love doing the baby sequence."
And
though that particular series of scenes happens to be treated humorously in the picture, Jean's own emotions as she quoted
the dialogue were far from comic.
Now, you may have observed nothing
unusual about the way Jean portrayed that
particular baby sequence. Unless you have
known and observed her for years, you
probably watched her, laughed and sighed
with her, and left the theatre saying, "That
Harlow is becoming a better actress with
each new picture."
Jean's intimate friends saw something
else in that sequence.
They saw, if they
cared to observe, a lovelier, softer, more
womanly girl throughout the episodes in
which she talked of babies, or during
those scenes in which she visited an orphanage and fondled several tots.
Did
you observe? If you did not, I beg you to
visit the theatre again and pay special
attention to that entire sequence. The revelation will be worth more than the extra
admission. I vow that if you watch carefully, you will discover a new character
in Jean Harlow.
Then, if you have been
inclined to treat this story as publicity
trash as many will
I'm positive you will

—

—

change your mind.

Now

that I've confided Jean's ambition,

want

you'll

babies

of

know?

to
will

How

know when

this procession

commence.
How can I
can anybody know?
Such

secrets are locked in God's own heart.
I can only tell you this much
Jean
wants them. Jean will be happier than at
:

any

previous

period of her whole life
the first one arrives. Be that a few
months from now, or a few years, you
may accept my word, as coming direct to
you from Miss Harlow, that no career is
going to stand in the way.

when
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individuality and artistry in the photographic medium those who knew her before, or those who never heard of her
before the appearance of the picture version of "A Bill of Divorcement" with
John Barrymore which introduced her to
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picture audiences.

You know what the people who had
never seen her before even in "The Warrior's Husband" or any of her other few

—

on the New York stage between coland Hollywood did when they saw
her first screen performance of Sydney.
They just took her to their hearts, by
the millions, of course. Even as you and I.
But the girls who had gone through
Bryn Mawr with her, who had been in the
same classes with her, and played tennis
roles
lege

—

with her or even remembered those three
splendid performances of Pandora on Big
May Day, just could not believe it was
true

They had known

that

Kate

Hepburn

—
—

was a grand girl awfully careless as to
clothes, of course
but clever and interesting.
Very independent. Not particularly well-known to any but her own intimate crowd, which included Alice Palache of Boston, and the girl who is now
Mrs. Frederick Vanderbilt Field.
Just
one of them.
But they "didn't know it was in her"
to do such big things, and in a way they
were shocked to think what they had overlooked, but thrilled, of course.
And with
each of her successive screen appearances her former classmates have become
increasingly proud of her.

There was no way

in

which Kate Hep-

displayed 'her independence more,
perhaps, than in the matter of her clothes
on the campus.
She was on; of the girls to introduce
fad into Bryn Mawr.
the bare-legged
in the
( Screenland, you remember, said
beginning that she was "more modern
than tomorrow.")
She wore battered sneakers about the
Big, heavy sports shoes and
campus.
socks, also, sometimes.

burn

!

for
And

February
as

a

!
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the

overalls

and slacks that she now wears on the
Hollywood lot and has brought so much

—

discussion she frequently made her appearance at breakfast in a suit or dress
pulled hastily over her pajamas, with the
A green corduroy
sleep still in her eyes.
skirt with raveled hem, and a shirt which
needed pressing, and a beret or tyrolean
hat with a long pheasant's feather are
remembered as a favorite costume of hers.
But she was known for her complete indifference to other people's criticism of
her ensemble.
(This is conceded to be a fault of many
college girls, however, not just an ec-

One of the college
of Kate's.
recently published an article
comparing the campus "where there are
no men" with that of the co-educational
college, and found the latter much betterdressed.)
"Kate could be stunning!" I was told
the other day by a girl from her class.
"As a matter of fact, her clothes were
exceedingly smart. She was lovely in the
evening.
Most of them, as I recall it,
were made for her."
centricity

magazines

"In Hartford?"
"Yes, in Hartford.
She designed most
of them, or many, at any rate. Of course,
at college during the week she did not
Bryn Mawr is not
dress up particularly.
like the other women's colleges that have
proms and tea dances all the time on the
Everyone goes home week-ends
campus.
when possible or to Philadelphia or some

—

place.

"Katharine went home to Hartford, or
New York week-ends. Sometimes

over to

she visited in Philadelphia."

—

Speaking of boys I have been told by
one of her best friends that there were
always strings of boys around wherever
she was. She has always been exceedingly
popular with them since the head-standing,
trapeze-sliding days at Hartford, and has
usually been able to equal them in athletic
games and contests.
She met "Lud"
Smith, as every one knows, at Bryn Mawr
at the home of some friends whose son had
brought him home for a visit, during her
senior year, and was married her first
year out of school.
She does not care much for dancing ex-

a study, such as she made with
preparation for her stage
in
work, and rarely indulges in ball-room
dancing, I am told.
cept

as
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"Katharine Hepburn could have been
one of the most brilliant students on the
campus if she had felt the urge," one girl
from her class told me. "Just as she could
have more easily than not become a member of the swimming team. Everyone was
very much excited over her swimming
Freshman year, hoping for great things
from her on the Varsity. She was too much
of an individualist, however, to be interested long in any community activity, and
not interested enough to keep in training."
"Kate" majored in Philosophy and two
of her other subjects were Psychology and
German. She had a very quick and original mind and was able to understand and
learn her work very easily.
She had an
amusing habit, like schoolboys, of addressing all male professors as "Sir" and would
often preface an objection with "But, Sir,
what about the other side of the question?"
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"Of all the so-called 'children of nature'
Kate was the most natural. She always
managed to do what she wanted to no
matter what the world said, and she was
most contradictory," said a friend who
knows her well. "She never cared at all
for rules."

One

of

Hepburn's

favorite

spots

on

campus on spring evenings was the
greensward enclosed by the library cloisters where she loved to disport herself and
roll around in the damp grass
She lived in Pembroke West Freshman
year and in Junior and Senior years in
Pembroke East in the charming towerthe

room

just outside the dining room.

ticism in the furnishing of her room when
she decided to be as Spartan as possible,
sleeping on the floor and having none of
the accepted comforts and ornaments of
life such as cushions and curtains.

This must have given the room, at least
for a while, a very different appearance
from that of either of the two rooms
which we managed to snap the other day
fitted up
for the girls now occupying
them.

not when she could get out of
Bridge gives her the jitters.
Katharine Hepburn is what they call,

but
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how to take it
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"Kate" appeared to have plenty of
money and took her meals out, for the
most part, besides being an habitue of the
College Inn where she was usually to be
found from tea time on, playing bridge
sometimes with her own particular friends,
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Will Hollywood Accept Nudism?
Continued from page
very

minutest of garments above their
lovely waists.
It is but a short step from
the
semi-dishabille
of
the
California
beaches to the complete nakedness of the
nudists' mountain encampments.
long will it be until the film stars
take that step?
And who, if I may be so bold, could
offer more to the cause of nudism, from
a physical point of view? The most beau-
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tiful

your figure spoiled by a
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oversize
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you have a friend who wishes reading, send $1 for the
readings.
If

TWO

Many

world are gathered
of the most perfect

masculine bodies are integrals of the film

industry.

The Harlows, Crawfords,

Dietrichs,
Colberts; the O'Briens, McCreas, Baers, Weissmullers
they would
add much to the physical charm of a
nature camp, without doubt.
"I think nudism is more than a fad,"
Richard Arlen said one evening at his
home.
"Of course, the cult is a radical
change from a habit that is hundreds of
centuries old, therefore nudism cannot be-

—

come common

a day.
people do not seem to understand is that nudism honest nudism
is
not shameful.
Nudism and nakedness
are as contrastive as art and vulgarity. I
think the honest nudist is more modest
than, for example, audiences who attend
burlesque theatres to witness
so-called

"What most

It

is

wood.

my

in

—

located within easy reach of HollyPermit me to relate the facts of

visit
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In an effort to ascertain the truth about
nature camps, I visited one of these sites.
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the entrance, I was invited to disrobe.
I
confess that I balked.
I compromised by
donning a pair of trunks. Thus partially
garbed, I was permitted to enter the en-

campment.
This

overlooks one of California's
and as I neared the closer
shore with my guide, I discovered more
than a score of men and women, all entirely unclothed, disporting themselves in
the water, or on the beach.
For the first few minutes of my visit,
This, my
I was horribly self-conscious.
escort took pains to explain, is common
Before long, my emto nudism novices.
barrassment vanished, and the naked
bathers seemed as natural as the lake itself,
and its surrounding landscape.
Those nudists to whom I was introduced
were most serious. One and all, they believe that their cult will sweep the country.
They are positive that when this ocsite

beautiful lakes,

curs, healthier bodies and healthier
will result.
The creed of nudism

minds
is

that

1

modest nakedness
body and mind.

They are not
until I

creates

purity

publicity-seekers.

In

fact,

my mission was
my description of

assured them that

entirely serious, and that
their encampment would be in

no way de-

was not permitted
Edenesque little garden.

rogatory,
their

of both

I

to

enter

Following my visit to the encampment,
talked with several motion picture stars.
They are about equally divided, for and
against nudism. Lilyan Tashman, for one,
is a rabid anti-nudist.
I

"Modesty will prevent nudism from becoming common," Lilyan declared. "There
are really so few beautiful bodies in the
world that the thought of nakedness is
somewhat revolting."
Now read Jean Harlow's answer to that
thrust
"If human bodies are not beautiful, it is
the fault of men and women," says Jean.
"Bodies are created beautiful, and if we
will exercise as much care in preserving
our bodies as we do in beautifying our
faces and hands and other commonly exposed parts of our bodies, we may retain
physical beauty.
"The trouble is, clothes hide bodily disfigurement.
People are prone to allow
their bodies to disintegrate because they
know their ugly bodies cannot be seen. If
nudism becomes common, I believe the
human race will be forced to seek ways
to beautify their bodies.
Exercises, sunbathing, and other methods will become
prevalent and anyone can see the pos-

—

sible benefits."

nudism

comes into popular vogue,
horribly mis-shapen people,
(together with the few good figures),
walk around without clothing, I am sure
all sense of fine feeling will disappear,"
further protests Miss Tashman. "It seems
to me that such a situation would do something to us mentally would make us a
crudely-minded, crudely-mannered people."
George O'Brien says
"Miss Tashman
seems to have disregarded the fact that
nudism is not a matter of the sight;
nudism is a cult for the betterment of
There is no reason for
health and mind.
a normal man or woman to possess an
Proper exercise can build up
ugly body.
too-thin people, or reduce too-fat people.
"If nudism does become a vogue, men
and women who have fat or ugly bodies
will strive to beautify themselves. Frankly,
I
can see remarkable benefits to the
human race from the cult."
few statements made to me by Gloria
Stuart as of especial interest, because
"If

and

all

the

—

:

A

—

:
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Gloria was once a model for her nowestranged husband, Gordon Blair Newell,
the young sculptor
"I do not doubt that before long a
nudist colony will be established right in
Hollywood," Miss Stuart said. "The Bohemian spirit of the town would not frown
upon the idea as quickly as other localities

do.

"There

nothing bold or vulgar about

is

Civilization has merely given us
a certain false modesty, and this will pre-

nudism.

vent nudism from becoming generally esThe greatest of all art, through
the ages, has been nude art, and people
generally respect the beauty of the human
figure.
But conventions and the fear of
sex today discourages nudism.
"If the public ever reaches that point
of intelligence when it will not confuse
nudity and nakedness, and nudism and sex,
then nudism as a cult may arrive and be
strongly adopted.
Today, the only race
of people who have reached that point are
the Balinese.
The true spirit of nudism
exists among them, and there is less sex
misinterpretation among them than anywhere else in the world."
"So, there's bares in them thar mountings !" Jack Oakie said, after I had told
him about my visit to the nudist encampment.
"I know nothing about nudism
tablished.

sounds to me like a skin game."
Despite Oakie's levity, and the pro-andcon arguments of the remainder of Hollywood's film colonists, nudist cult leaders
are now engaged in a quietly persuasive
it

campaign in and out of the studios.
Throughout the winter and spring months,
the campaign will continue.
With the arrival of summer, 1934, a
concerted effort will be put forth to lure
least a few motion picture notables to
the cause of nudism. Such an effort would
be doomed to failure at this moment. But
much may be accomplished within a few
months' time, and perhaps the campaign
of the cult leaders may be successful
before summer comes.
Meanwhile, in spite of the mandate of
the Will Hays office that no motion pictures depicting the life in nudists camps
be produced, an independent motion picture director recently visited an important
encampment near Hollywood, and there
obtained scenes for a photoplay that is in
direct opposition to the Hays edict.
Not only did this daring producer make
such a picture, but it has been shown in
Hollywood and nearby towns, and many
audiences greeted the film with stormy
at
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Continued from page 57
ex-service men who have
come to Washington seeking government
aid.
Most of the extras were old legitimate actors whom Walter in his early
days had looked up to and revered and
envied.
Now through circumstances they
have been reduced to $5.00 and $7.00 a day
extras.
They were hired by the day.
During the shooting of the scene, the director, Frank Capra, decided to go through
a rehearsal first and shoot the scene on
But Lee Tracy put
the following day.
so much into his role that the company,
experienced actors, realized that he
all
could never duplicate the performance
and all, of their own accord, without any
order from the director, entered into the
scene spontaneously with all the art of
They made
their long stage experience.
the scene then and there although it meant
losing an extra day's pay, which for most
And
of them meant meals for the week.
then and there Walter Connolly realized
that there could be sacrifice in art in the
movies as well as on the stage.
Simply and unaffectedly, indication that
this was a daily custom, the youngster

addresses

replied

:

the

"I

shall."

And

grace was

said.

But let us go back to hear what Nedda
Harrigan has to say. Mrs. Connolly confessed that Walter is much nicer since
he entered the movies.
He is less temperamental.

"When

working on a stage play
he concentrates all his energy on the
play.
He works at top speed, and during
the months prior t» the opening he is not
he

is

man to get along with. The
break out
Meals must be on
time.
The house must be quiet. And he
notices nothing.
He reacts to movies
much easier. That is due a great deal to
the fact that he does not study roles, but
only characterizations.
Before he can
arouse himself up to his highest pitch he
is through with the picture and beginning
a new one.
He is charmed and delighted
by the intricacies of motion picture production.
He comes home and relates all

the

easiest

artist will

the details of the

!

new

technique.

He

is

IP

as enthusiastic as he was in his early
stage days.
Every new picture brings
him into a new world. He loves going
on location. He enjoyed making 'Master
of Men' because so many of the scenes
were shot in a steel mill. He feels that
motion pictures, for the performers, are
a broadening experience.
It
took him
some time, however, to readjust himself to
Hollywood existence after the routine of
acting on the stage.
"During his theatre days he dined spar-
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ingly.
He was accustomed to a huge
meal after the play.
It took him some
time to acquire an appetite for a seven
o'clock dinner, and that is an ordeal when
one is trying to run a well managed house.
"Actors in the movies," Nedda Harrigan
continued, "should live longer than stage
performers, for there is less wear and
tear on their nervous systems.
This, not

because

individual

cellophane

Address
City

-

State

but

on the stage every performer feels that
the success of the play depends individually on him.
In the motion picture, however, the players never see the finished
work until it is too late to do anything
about it, and the success or the failure
of the picture occurs many months later
while they are working on another feature
and so they are freed from that responsibility."

Nedda Harrigan and Walter Connolly
have been married thirteen years. They
met when they were on the stage. They

How BLONDES
hold their sweethearts

MENtheSTAY
most

in love with the blonde who makes
of her hair. She does it with
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—
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back real blonde gleam to stringy, faded light hair
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instantly into a frothy, searching foam that routs
out every bit of scalp dust stimulates hair roots.
Leaves hair soft and silky. Let Blondex make
your hair unforgettably alluring. Blondex comes
in two sizes the NEW, inexpensive 25c package
and the economical $1.00 bottle. Try it today

—

a "milkTheir first interest in,
—
each other came into being when Walter
used to bring her a bottle of milk every
day to her dressing-room as it had been
prescribed by the doctor and she never
remembered to drink it of her own accord. and see the difference. At all good drug
He has not changed in all these days. He and department stores. Have you tried
Blondex Wave Set Powder ? Doesn't
still loves old clothes and cannot endure
being perfectly dressed.
When they go darken light haii not sticky only 35c.
out in the evening he always does some-Musical Comedies, Oper*
57 fettas, Vaudeville Acts,
thing to disarray his attire a tie out of
[years/[Minstrels, Comedy
place or a handkerchief awry.
He abhors
lOFHITSI
Songs. Make-up Goods.
feeling that he has just stepped out of a
Catalog Freo
T.S.
band-box.
Denison & Co. 623 S.Wabash, Dept. 14, Chicago
refer to their early courting as

bottle

romance."
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Walter's willingness to stay in Hollyis the first long separation they have
had since they were married. Before this
they were almost constantly on Broadway

ESCAPED

I

From

wood

Prison of

;

Pain !
For years I was free only three weeks a month.
Period.cally, relentlessly, PAIN robbed
me of freedom, as
cruelly as prison bars. And I was guilty
then— guilty
of ignorance!
I had never heard of

But

now— I'm
'

al e

»?^r-.i

f
'u
safely
wjth
i

His popularity and ability have
kept him constantly engaged.
The short
time he has been there he has appeared
as the Senator in "Washington-Merry-GoRound" national adviser to the Chinese
general in the "Bitter Tea of General
Yen"; the father (the role he likes next
best to his part in "A Man's Castle") in
"No More Orchids" the congenial and
likable
Italian
speakeasy proprietor in
"Man Against Woman"
the
Spanish
Count in "Lady for a Day" the elderly
Englishman in "East of Fifth Avenue";
the financier in "Master of Men."
In "A
Man's Castle" he plays the preacher who
has been reduced in circumstances to gain
together.

the

MYLIN

FREE!

Happiness, energy, radiant
wee * s " month, EVERY
v™""^"'"'
can esca P e PAIN quickly and

MYLIN.

-

MYLIN

contains no narcotics or habit forming drugs and is a pure, medical, uterine
sedative that gives safe, sure, quick relief.
Keep a supply of
handy and take a
capsule ar the first sign of periodic pain or
headache.
gives relief within 15 to
20 minutes. If your druggist cannot supply
you, send 25^ for the new purse size package or 75(J for a year's supply. Address
Dept. D., Mifflin Chemical Corp Delaware
Ave. and Mifflin St., Philadelphia, Pa.

;

;

;

by being a night watchman.
Although Walter Connolly's contract calls
for five years in Hollywood, Nedda is
sure that he will ask Columbia to allow
him to come back to New York for at
least one or two plays.
The Harrigan
tradition, although it was acquired by mar-

his livelihood

riage,

runs strong

in his veins.
either that," Mrs. Connolly admitted, "or I will spend my time between
plays travelling Westward.
I
want to
stay in the East until Anna, our nineyear old girl, finishes her schooling.
I
don't think it is fair for her to change
schools.
"That is about all," Mrs. Connolly said
when we tried to coax her to tell us more
about Walter.
"I probably have said too
much already, but then Walter always
!"
said, 'Nedda, you talk too much'

"It.

is

MYLIN
MYLIN

SAFE, SURE,

MYLIN FROM
QUICK RELIEF

PERIODIC PAIN

AND HEADACHE

She Thought
Her Figure Was
Hopeless!
You,

TS

your bust large? Reduce that bulging, ma-

tronly chest-line to the
slender, girlish lines of
uth.
Take 3 or more
inches off your bust

measure.

sagging tissues

Just

apply

MULA-X

FOR-

treatment

at

home

and watch your
breasts grow slim and

young-looking. This
wonderful new discovery
quickly removes soft,
flabby fat.
firms
and
moulds the bust to trim
shapeliness. Bust is left
small, firm, arched and
lovely.
No sag. No
wrinkles.

Bargain Offer

NOW

Take advantage of special introductory offer now.
Send only $1.00 for large container of FOBMULA-X
and instructions. See how easy it is to take off that
ugly chest-line bulge with this safe home treatment
for reducing and reshaping the bust.
This bargain
offer may be withdrawn any time, so send $1.00 at once.
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Continued from page 33
Delving

into

Peggy's

family

history,

there isn't the slightest trace of a theatrical blot anywhere.
And until she was
eighteen, Peggy never gave the slightest
hint that she would be the exception to
prove the rule.
She graduated from Chatham Hall, an
exclusive institute at Chatham, Virginia,
and entered Sullings College at Bristol.
Her family wanted her to major in Art,
the most genteel of all avocations for a
nice little Southern girl but Peggy spent
all of the first semester majoring in "How

—

can REDUCE a Large Bust
this New Easy Way
too,

Lift

Original!

Hollywood,

California

to

Leave College!"
She passed with

flying colors when she
for several months, her
punishment to her parents for making her
In despair,
so miserable and unhappy.
they sent for her.
No sooner was she home again than she
began to make up for her "silent" treatment
by talking herself hoarse in an effort to
"sell" her family on the idea of going
"No'th" to study dancing at the Denishawn School. Again, in despair, they let
her go.
After all, Boston was a cultural seat and
dancing
(asthetic dancing, of course!)
was considered one of the Seven Arts.
Besides, if the truth were known, their
fond offspring was beginning to be an
awful little pest
Sooooooo, Peggy, "tripped the light fanuntil that fatal day
tastic" at Denishawn
when she attended a matinee, and after
viewing the leading lady's performance
was convinced that she couldn't possibly
be that bad and she might even be a
whole lot better
Which explains why the next day Denishawn was minus a dancer and the Copley
School of the Theatre plus a new student.
Journeying with this group of young
collegians for a summer's stock engage-

didn't write

home

—

Lovely Lilputs these miniature

—

ment

at

Cape Cod, Massachusetts, Peggy

important roles in "A Kiss for
Nymph,"
"CoCinderella,"
"Constant
quette," and other noteworthy productions.
But despite the New England atmosphere,
she still retained her Southern accent, so
when she heard that Brock Pemberton was
casting for the road company of "Strictly
Dishonorable," in which the heroine hailed
from below the Mason-Dixon line, she
came to New York and applied for the
part.
And "on account of" she sounded
like Yoakum, Mississippi, she got the job!
By a happy coincidence, her tour of the
South included a one-night stand .in Norfolk.
Having failed to apprize her family
of her "Strictly Dishonorable" venture,
her return home was interpreted with only
played

Gary Cooper and
Douglas Fairbanks through
their paces Jn "7 Am Suzanne."
editions of

—

one meaning she had finally given up all
this silly nonsense about a stage career.

And Peggy

didn't disillusion

them

wasn't until they saw her picture
grinning at them from the front page of
the morning newspaper, headlining the
news, LOCAL GIRL
GOOD,
that they knew the true reason for her
It

MAKES

home-coming.
"Poor darlings, I'm afraid it was quite
a shock to them!" Peggy confessed with
a twinkle in her eye. "But, bravely, they
came to the opening night. Remember in
the second act when I disrobe on the stage?
I wish you could have seen Mother's horrified expression
and was Daddy's face
red!"

—

But these blushes were anemic compared
the crimson hue that diffused their
cheeks when, a few months later, they
learned that Peggy had been signed for

to

!

February

for

—

—

!

1934
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title role in a play called "A Modern
Peggy, a thousand miles away,
Virgin."
could hear the Sullavan ancestors turning
triple somersaults in their august graves

the

was

It

as

this

"Modern

Virgin"

that

was launched on the
Every critic
Broadway consciousness.
Every proanointed her in superlatives.
ducer asked, "Where have you been all
Margaret

Sullavan

our lives?"
Hollywood, of course, immediately began

Long-term conWorld adulation. But
She couldn't
Peggy remained immune.
She
see herself as a screen personality.
r*or some inexplicable reason,
still can't,
she has a terrific inferiority complex about
to cast its Lorelei
Fat salary.
tract.

spell.

her looks that intensifies itself in a wholesale beauty mart like Hollywood.
It was this unfathomable barrier that no
film producer could ever break down, until
John Stahl came along with the script of
"Only Yesterday."
Ever since Universal had decided to
make the picture, Director Stahl had been
carrying on an endless search for an actress
to play the feminine lead, a role more
dominant, more exacting than that of
Irene Dunne's in "Back Street."
After testing every available leading
lady in Hollywood, none of whom suited
his rigid requirements, he was on the
verge of giving up in despair, when he
suddenlyr remembered an ingenue he had
seen a few months before in a play called
If he could only reach her
"Chrysalis."
now she was the living counterpart of
Mary Lane young, aristocratic, with a
fresh, unspoiled loveliness and a dramatic
talent and poignant voice that could capture all the delicate beauty and richness

—

—

of the role.
Sending a frantic S.O.S. to New York,
he discovered that she could be found at
the Music Box Theatre, where she was
playing the role of Paula Jordan in "DinBut could she be had?
ner at Eight."
That was the question of "Universal" im-

portance
An emissary of Stahl's was sent to visit
her back-stage with the script of "Only
Yesterday" under his arm and a prayer
Peggy was still as adamant
in his heart.
as ever on the subject of herself as a film
But when she read this hauntingly
choice.
tragic story of "a girl who was true forever to a man who kissed and forgot," all
her former prejudices were completely
obliterated in her enthusiasm for the part
of Mary Lane.
Thus it came about that on May sixteenth
on her twenty-second birthday,
Margaret Sullavan arrived at Universal
City and a new screen star was born.
From May 22nd until the end of August,
Peggy stayed in Hollywood, seeing nothing of it but the road between her bungalow in the hills and the entrance gate to the
Stahl is a tireless
Universal Studios.
worker.
The opening of a door, small,
quickly disposed of gesture to any other
director, was given as much attention as
Three exhausting
an important scene.
weeks were spent on one sequence that is
now on the cutting-room floor
!

—

With only long, dreary
I w=s so lonely and friendless.
evenings in store for me. Then one day read about
a new way to learn music that had made popular mtlsicians of thousands.
I

MUSIC

Learn

During the
Peggy

rushes.

With

entire making of the picdidn't
see a
single day's
that old inferiority complex

working over-time again, she was afraid
that once she had seen herself on the
screen, she wouldn't have the courage to
Even when she was told that it
go on
was on the strength of these daily rushes
that she was being elevated to stardom, a
rare achievement in a first picture, even
then, she couldn't believe she was any good.
Without even waiting for the first preview, she hopped a plane back to
York.
It was here that we met again
and a Hollywood acquaintance grew into
friendship.
!

New

I

.

.

Way

this quick, Easy

shortest road tofriends, popularity, good times
The

interesting
story told above is
not just one
unusual case.
It is typical of the experiences of more
than 600.000 other folks who have learned music who
have become socially popular this quick, modern, easy
as A-B-C way.

ing

—

U. S.

—

Piano

method

literally

easy as
tells

A-B-C.
how

Guitar

Organ

Saxophone
Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion
or any other instrument

is

you

do

it.

simpler?

be

—

New York

City
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Name

a

thing. Then it shows you
in pictures how to do it.
Then you do it yourself

and hear
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Send me your amazing free book. "How You Can
Master Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by Dr. Frank Crane, also Free Demonstration Les-

First, it
to

Practicing beused to be with

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

1192 Brunswick Bldg..

Easy as A-B-C
The U. S. School

Violin

it

to yourself without cost how easily and quickly
learn to play.
Send today for Free Demonstration Lesson and Explanatory Booklet.
See the simple
If you
principles around which this method is built.
mail the
really want to learn music
enjoy good times
Instruments
coupon below.
Don't delay
act NOW.
supplied when needed
cash or credit.
U. S. School of
Music, 1192 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
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LEARN TO PLAY
BY NOTE

as

Prove
you can

—

Tou,
pep

the

game.

the old way.

too,
can learn to play to entertain others
up any party.
And you can do this without
expense of a private teacher right in your own
home.
You don't need to be talented.
You don't
need previous musical training.
You don't have to
spend hours and hours playing monotonous scales and
humdrum finger exercises.
You start right in playing
real little tunes.
And sooner than you expected you
yourself
entertaining
find
your
friends
having " the
best times you ever had.

to

this way is like playing a
real fun instead of a bore

comes

—

—
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What could
And learn-

Have you
Instrument?
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Increase Your

Bust-Measure
Are you flat-chested?
ly

beauty.

is

so

Fill

out your chest-line to shape-

Increase your bust measure by inches.
It
with my -famous
LEE treatment.

NANCY

EASY

You

mould your form to smart,
sagging tissues to firm, rounded
develop fascinating, feminine curves.
contours
My new
method is simple, easy, confidential. Just a few minutes a
day in the privacy of your home will work wonders.

YES!

can

womanly beauty;

actually
lift

;

A

You

Full Shapely Bust for
PROVE

Let me
to you that you can have full, firm, shapely contours.
Just give me 30 days to convince you that you can enlarge the bust to
ideal size, lift sagging tissues and remould the form.

—

ture,

The Free Demonstration Then came Janet's party a few months later,
Lesson proved that this How flabbergasted they all were when I
way of learning was as played. thought they'd never let me stop,
easy as A-B-C.
No more lonesome evenings now.

Free

"A

Beautiful

Form"

My

book on bust development
is
Bargain Offer Now: Send
only $1.00 and my Nancy Lee treatment will be forwarded by return mail,
in plain wrapper
including large container of Miracle Cream, instructions and
Free Book. Send name, address and $1.00
illustrated
yours, Free.

—

TODAY.

NANCY
816

Broadway

LEE,
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Dept.

New

York, N.
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Peggy has been accused

$3,500.00
CASH PRIZE
To Be Given to Some

Man or Woman
There

a concern

in Cincinnati, Ohio,
that will give $3,500.00 to some ambitious
man or woman who answers their announcements ... as part of their publicity
is

program. Tom Wood, Manager for this
company, said: "Before I give this money
to anyone, I would like to know how
wisely the $3,500.00 will be used. Some
people say that money given away so
freely will be spent foolishly but I think
they are wrong."
Now, Mr. Wood wants to find out.
That's why he asks you to answer this

—

"What

question:

Will

$3,500.00 if I Give It to

Cash Prize

YOU Do With
A $250.00

You?"

will be paid for the best an-

swer. By sending your answer, you immediately qualify for the opportunity to
win the big $3,500.00 Cash Prize. There is
no way that you can lose anything. There
are no strings tied to this offer. This concern is reliable. There is nothing to buy
or sell to win the $250.00 Cash Prize. This
offer closes February 28, 1934. Simply take
a penny postcard and write Mr. Wood
today. Tell him in 20 plain, simple words
or less
the answer to this question
"What Will YOU Do With $3,500.00 if I
Give It to You?"
Thousands of people have won prizes
.

.

Tom

Wood,

Cincinnati,

Act Now!

she

is

self

and

person, she hasn't developed the art of
subterfuge.
She says exactly what she
thinks without worrying about how it is
going to look in print afterward.
It is
Universal who does the worrying then
Before the release of "Only Yesterday"
she would never sign her own name in an
autograph book. "No one knows me yet,
so how could anyone possibly want my
autograph?" she would ask in amazement
as she obligingly scribbled the name of
"Farina" or some other "known" signature for a somewhat puzzled fan.
It was in Hollywood, too, that she used
to spurn the private dining-room of the
studio commissary, where all the Big Shots
ate in grandiose seclusion, to eat at the
counter with all the grips and electricians
who adored her. If this be "snootiness,"
make the most of it
Unlike a great many actresses, who begin
to splurge as soon as they are "in the
money," Peggy still lives in the modest,
unostentatious style to which she is accustomed.
No elaborate hotel suites and
Beverly Hills mansions for her
In New
York, she shares a small apartment with
some elderly friends of the family. In
Hollywood she lives alone in a small,
rented bungalow. In New York, she rarely
permits herself the extravagance of a taxicab but travels everywhere by street car
or bus. In Hollywood, she drives a second-

greeted

hand Ford.

Wise with the wisdom of youth, she
knows the instability of a stage and screen
career. Her name gleams high in electrics

company. Now, you may be
the very one to win big money. Send your
answer, with your name and address to
this

Prize Mgr., Dept. 502BB;
Ohio.
It costs you notning.
WIN a big prize!

now.

In five years, the fuse may blow out.
believes in preparedness.
I have already hinted more than once,

And Peggy
As

Alluring Curves Now Easy To Get!
well-rounded bosom, arms,
always attract are always admired.
You, too, can easily acquire alluring curves
this new, amazingly simple, harmless way of
Form Development with CHAR.
just rub on before retiring
and the

T3EAUTJFUL,

—

neck

.

MISS
.

"MISS BROADWAY SYSTEM OF
FORM DEVELOPMENT" including
CREAM and DEVELOPER and Free

copy

of

"THE BUST APPEAL"

sent you

Limited

will

be

by return mail in plain wrapper.
Send today.

offer.

ALICE VALENTINE, INC.
53 East 2 1st St., Dept. B-72, N. Y X.

Learn to Dance
Yoa can iearn all the modern dances— the latest
Tango steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzes,
•em art Collegiate Steps, and popular Society Steps
at home, easily and quickly. New chartmethod
makes dancing as simple as A-B-C. No music
or partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to dance. Complete course— 285 pages,

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 No. Clark St.. Dept. 6717, Chicago

Guaranteed

—

._ build, strengthen the vocal organs
not with singing lessons — but by fundamentally

sound and scientifically correct silent exercises . .
and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing
Write for
or speaking voice at least 100%
wonderful voice book— sent free. Learn WHY you
can now have the voice you want. No literature
sent to anyone under 17 unless signed by pareut.
PERFECT VOICE INSTITUTE, Studio 70-92
303 No. Michigan Ave.t Chicago
.

JVttVe*

.

.

Home

Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly during spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
"Win Success in Advertising", and full
free booklet

—

particulars.

3601

No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Chicago, U.
Dept. 4432,

Michigan Ave.,

achieve this ambition by living at Toluca
Lake, right beside the Lakeside golf
course.
They have to give Bill a very
early studio call, or keep him after dark,
to gyp him out of his daily golf.
The
Bill Fields is strictly a man's man.
only girl Bill falls seriously for is one
She is the five-year-old
Angela Moran.
daughter of George Moran, the other
Black Crow to Charlie Mack. Angela is
the cutest little dame you ever laid eyes
on, and does Bill go for her in a big
way
Just to prove that some kids like
Bill, Angela stoutly maintains that he is
her husband. Dutifully, Bill has presented
Angela with a real diamond and platinum
wedding ring which is never off her finger.
!

64 illustrations, sent on 6 Days' Free Trial.
£quals $20.00 course. Send no money. Pay
postman only Sl.9S.plU8 postage Qrjon arrival.
Money back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

100% Improvement

Lunching with her after she had seen
"Only Yesterday" for the first time, she

me

with a face as

long as Stan

Laurel's.

"Well, I've seen it
picions are confirmed.
_

my

and
I

worst sus-

look exactly like

!"

a Pekinese
"Some people like Pekinese,"

I

kidded

back.
"Yes,

but not as a leading lady in a
picture," she retorted.
"I think I had
better leave the country
there's a boat
sailing for Europe and points East in three

—

days

!"

At luncheon a few days before, she had
been torn between motoring through New
England, taking an eight minute part, (but
a swell one, mind you!), in a new play,
and getting a job in a book store.
So
I decided to wait until our next luncheon
before bidding her bon voyage.
In the meantime, I made her a handsome wager that when "Only Yesterday"
had its world premiere at the Radio City
Music Hall in Manhattan, she would be
acclaimed by press and public alike. I had
already caught her performance at a preview and I knew that my bet was like
taking gags from Sam Goldwyn.
A few days later, when I read her
notices, unanimous paeans of praise, I did
the

unforgivable

you so

thing.

I

said,

"I

told

!"

Peggy paid her debt and this time over
the luncheon table, I did say "Bon voyage !" For Universal, quick to make the
most of her over-night success, was luring
her back to Hollywood with another
beautiful script, Hans Fallada's best-selling
novel, "Little Man, What Now?" and the
promise that Frank Borzage would direct
it.

Fun

Flat,

undeveloped breasts take on alluring curves
.
sagging, drooping lines fill out. Order
yours today and note the startling improvement.
Send only $1.00 and the complete
.

is

Continued from page 56
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BROADWAY DEVELOPER.

her-

where her work

super-critical,

concerned.

Fields for

ME CREAM

—

excessively unassuming about

a

!

.

from

pulling

of

"Garbo" on all interviews. She has been
condemned for being snooty and high-hat.
Nothing could be further from the truth
Being a very direct and honest young

Here is one Hollywood romance that is
going to last.
Perhays one reason why Bill is not so
hot as a ladies' man is due to his rough
and ready boyhood. Little Willie got off
He was born in
to a slow start in life.
That is, on the outskirts in
Philadelphia.
Sounds like
a suburb called Rising Sun.
Bill and gang were
an Indian camp
At the tender age of
Indians, at that.
eleven, Willie had a serious tussle with
his old man, and ran away from home,
He didn't run far, but
never to return.
he sure was an independent little cuss. For
several years of formative boyhood he
eked out a precarious existence, living by
!

his wits.

an odd
S. A.

He

wharves, and
gift

gift

slept

in

livery

stables,

on

cheap club rooms where
made him welcome. That
in

was juggling!

This wild kid
see his first

of eleven happened to
feats of juggling at a cheap

burlesque show.

Next day found him

sit-

ting under an apple tree, juggling apples,
The lad had mastered this difficult art all
I'll
skip over this boyhood
by himself.
from eleven to eighteen.
?
Because
every day of those seven years, and for

Why

many years afterward, Willie
Fields did the same thing.
He practiced
juggling for hours and hours and hours.
He loved it. He could juggle anything,
objects that were so vastly different that
they created comedy.
His favorite props
were, and still are, a tennis ball, a cane,
and a high hat.
No one who saw W. C. Fields during his
nine years of stardom on Broadway in
Ziegfeld's "Follies," or in other shows and
vaudeville, can ever forget his famous
billiard-table act. Not only was it the most
amazing and difficult feat of comedy juggling, but in that act Bill Fields elevated
juggling to the heights of pantomime. Don't
get the idea, those of you who never saw
this artist on the stage, that he was just
a juggler, to be classified with acrobatic
acts.
W. C. was the master comedian and
actor, the droll pantomimist who staged
one of the greatest one-man "dumb" shows
in the world.
Though his acts were ludicrously dumb,
Bill
wasn't.
From a runaway lad of
eleven, he rose to fame all over the world.
For years he was one of Broadway's
favorite comics, whose salary sky-rocketed
over $5000 a week.
many,

!

February

for

.

!

1934
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the estimable W. C.
success as a Paramount
comedy star. Believe it or not, a couple
of years ago a comedy producer rejected
Bill's offer to make a picture for nothing,
just to show what he could do!

Today we

an

find

I

WENT HUNGRY

AT EVERY MEAL..
TRIED EVERY NEW
REDUCING

established

FAD

By succeeding in Hollywood he is
enabled to carry out that "health, wealth,
and freedom" idea. No longer must he
roam the world. Not only can he play
his beloved golf, but he can wear his
equally beloved bedroom slippers every
day in the year.
Barrymore his sartorial
Like John
taste startles even the natives out here at
Bill wears bedroom slippers on
times.
He has a nice shiny black
occasions.
Not that Bill
pair for evening clothes.
Liking the open neck
likes to doll up.
shirts and sweaters of the great outdoors,
When he does
he hates to wear a tie.
Never wears a hat.
he runs to stripes.
all

Always a

cap,

if

I

any.

Oh, Bill has his share of eccentricities.
For example he always combs his hair
And
the last thing before going to bed.
if he
gets up during the night he can't
go back to sleep unless he combs his hair.
He is a great hand for waking up at
3 A. M. When he does, he usually eats
a cold snack and imbibes a bottle of beer.
Bill likes to eat, and he likes to eat roast
lamb best.
He knows most of the famous eateries
of the world, but his favorite haunts were
Joe Leoni's in New York and Henri's on
Long Island. He plays no favorites in
Hollywood.
Golf, of course, is Bill's favorite game,
He shoots in the
sport, and exercise.
seventies and pals around with all the
He has played with Bobby
great pros.
He doesn't hunt or fish, but he
Jones.
He boxes with a
likes to play tennis.
trainer every day to keep in trim.

Know It Has The Power
To Reduce Fat!

:

Bill Fields has Ions; been a great friend
of Bill Hart and Bill Rogers, but that
doesn't mean he can ride a horse. In fact,
Just a
horses usually bite or kick him.
case of "If you are going to get on, I'll
get off."
Loves to
He's a great nature lover.
motor through the countryside stopping
Imagine that
off somewhere to picnic.
His favorite actor is Lionel Barrymore.
But he hasn't a favorite actress he likes

—

them

T WAS
1 band

frightened.

My

hus-

and women swear by it.
They ask for it in over 40

der, youthful lines.

so simple!
no exercises. Merely take 4 tablets a
day. Why should anyone who
wants to reduce whether 40
pounds or 14 fail to try this
delightful way that has been so

I

fat

And Marmola

tried almost everything be-

fore a friend suggested Marmola. I had heard of Marmola,
of course, but I did not fully
realize how effective it was.

How

foolish

I

different countries.

was to torture

myself with diet, exercise, girdles and dozens of baseless fads,
when Marmola employs a reducing principle that the whole
scientific world recognizes.
Why, doctors regularly prescribe the same ingredients. It
is the outstanding fat-reducing
method. It has stood test after
test for years. Over 20 million

thoroughly tested so many,

many

times? The formula is
printed in every package. Ask
for Marmola at any good drug
not accept substistore.
tutes.

Do

MARMOLA
The Righf

On The

—

Here's Hollywood
brought right into
your home in all its glamor and gaietyl
When you hear, each Friday, the radio
gossip of SCREENLAND you will be a
step ahead of the news, because our
West Coast reporters not only know
what's happening but they also gather
news-in-the-making.
Keep up with your
favorite
tures,

Hollywood

future

plans,

stars

—

new picnew gags,

whims and hobbies!
Be aware of the
facts and fancies of the film colony.
You'll be Hollywood-wise if you follow

SCREENLAND'S

radio gossip!

Every Friday, 2

P.

M.

WM C A
STATION

positively

guarantee

my

great

Home Treatment That
Costs Nothing To Try

women from

FOR OVER A QUARTER OF A CENTURY

Secretly at

Home in

If you have a husband, son, brother,
father or friend who
is a victim of liquor,
it should be just the
We're All Happy Now-says thing you want. All
Little Mary Lee, because you have to do is to
Mother found how to end
.
_
j
Papa's Whiskey Drinking send your name and
(and we want every woman address and We will
to know about it).
send absolutely FREE,
in plain wrapper, a trial package of Golden Treatment. You will be thankful as long as you live
that you did it. Address Dr. J. W. Haines Co.,
585 Glenn Building, Cincinnati, Ohio.

their

parties,

Reduce

successful "Relief Compound."
Safely relieves some of the most
unnaturally painful and functionally delayed cases in 3 to 5 days.

Tea.Cof f ee or Food.

Air.

to

LADIES
It

Is

Way

I

— Any Lady Can Give

SCREENLAND

—

—

Odorless and Tasteless

IN!

is

No rigid diet watching,

all

LISTEN

Men

boxes have been sold.

was
unforgivable. Yet try as I would
I could not get back my slenthought that

tour Marriage Forecast
As Told By Your Stars
.
.
is the romance In store for you
Whom
destined from the day of your birth?
luckiest
What is your
should you marry?
Send full birth-date with Dime and
day?
Stamped Return envelope for your Chart at
0nC8 '
Dept. D-lG
Chicago, III.
?20 W. J«ks»n Blvd.

What

.

THURSTON,

all over the country have used this compound with remarkable results. Testimonialswithout
number. No harm, pain or interference with work.
Mail. $2. Double strength, $3. Booklet Free. Also

P
rl\CC

|S IJJ |™ with each order while they last 2 Books of
127 pages entitled "What Every Married
Woman Should Know'' by Fielding and "The Physiology of

Sex Life" by Dr. Greer. Simply mail this ad and your order today for either single or double strength treatment to
OR.

F. T.

SOUTHINGTON REMEDY CO.. KANSAS CITY, MO.

STOP Your Rupture
Worries!

Why worry and suffer with that
rupture any longer? Learn about
my perfected invention. It has
brought ease, comfort and happiness to thousands by assisting in
relieving and curing many cases
of reducible hernia. It has Automatic Air Cushions which bind

and draw the broken parts
together as you would a

broken limb. No
No

c.b. Brooks, inventor springs or pads.

obnoxious
salves or

plasters. Durable, cheap. Sent on trial to prove it.
Beware of imitations. Never sold in stores nor by

agents. Write today for full information sent free
in plain, sealed envelope.
H. C. BROOKS, 607-H State St., Marshall. Michigan

SEND NO MONEY
WRITE

NOW

BOTH

Boys' and Men's six-jewel lever move
ment Wrist Watch with metal lin_
bracelet or 22 cal.
Hamilton Repeater Rifle with
magazine holding from 12 to 15 cartridges. Merely giv_
away FREE beautifully colored art pictures with our famous
I NTE SALVE which you sell at 25c per box (giving picture'free) and
remit as per plan in catalog. Liberal Cash Commissions. Our 37th vear. Be first. Offe
limited. Write quick for order of salve. Wilson Chem. Co., Dept. 82-K, Tyrone

GIVEN

New York

CLOVER
Simply send

name and address

WHITE

^

!
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SCREENLAND
Hail! Radio's

New Home
Continued from page 65

There's a

A

BARGAIN IN BEAUTY

thirty-five studios of various
sizes.
special studio for children, and five special
studios for auditions.
Each broadcastingroom is decorated differently all of mod-

—

ern design. Even in the press department
the desks are of black and silver
325
electric clocks throughout the building are
synchronized so that they always show exactly the same time.
And there are 250
!

at

your grocer's

microphone outlets
All in

month

ether
party

this

all,
!

in

the studios.

was Hollywood-on-the-

Marie Dressler's birthday

celebration

brought

the

all

bright

into your home.
Then, of course,
you listened to the grand send-off Hollywood gave to Radio- City. And Rudy Vallee very kindly presented Margaret Sul-

stars

lavan, the newest screen sensation

What
to

a thrill

modern

these

delicately

know,
face

to slip into

—

so flattering

To

moulded curves.

you wear them, that your

as

lovely

as

is

it is

clothes

Miriam

;

as

your

figure,

your eyes bright with health and
happiness

To
many
ing,

look well in the
of us

new

styles,

must reduce. In

menu

be sure your

diet-

contains

adequate "bulk" to prevent faulty
elimination.

This

endanger both
plexions.

It

condition

and

health

may

may
com-

be corrected by

eating a delicious cereal.

Just ask your grocer for a pack-

—

All-Bran rich
in "bulk" and vitamin B to aid
regular habits. All-Bran is also a
age of Kellogg's

good source of iron for the blood.

Hare is Sam Taylor, popular radio
announcer whose pleasant voice
you hear on SCREENLAND' S Friday
afternoon programs over WMCA.
Hopkins, and Ernst Lubitsch, to us listeners.
You've probably been listening to
Eddie Cantor and Will Rogers every SunBing Crosby is back thrilling the
day.
And
tuner-inners with his grand voice.
don't forget our own Jimmy Fidler who,
each week, introduces screen celebrities
from Hollywood.
I sat in on John Florence Sullivan's first
(Yes,
broadcast from the new studios.
folksies, here I am back at Radio City
again!)
What, you don't know Mr. SulAll right, I'll break down and tell
livan
you who he is. Hey, come out from under
There
that moniker, Fred Allen
!

The "bulk"

in

All-Bran

is

!

!

much

Two

like that in leafy vegetables.

tablespoonf uls

usually sufficient.

daily

are

How much pleas-

anter than taking patent medicines!

Gloria Stuart, piquant Universal
has a perfect fifjurr
for the season's slim-hipped silhouPictures

star,

ette,

as this delight-

r^ffigga^ ful town tailleur
clearly shows.

Kellogg's

All-Bran

is

not fat-

tening. Sold by all grocers in the

red-and-green package.

Kellogg

in Battle

Made

by

Creek.

The swanky

studio didn't effect Allen's
droll comedy, he was just as funny as
ever in this elegant setting. You know, of
course, that Fred writes his own material.
And you may also know that Portland
Hoffa is his wife.
("I'll
Intimate!")
They've been married for six years. Allen
He had a
started his career as a juggler.
vaudeville act and toured the country for
years.
His next step from there was the
Broadway stage. He was starred with
Libby Holman and Clifton Webb in "Little
Show," and followed that with "Three's
But now Radio has his una Crowd."
He puts in an appeardivided attention.
ance at the studio every day, trying out
bits of his funny business.
He puts on a good show from the_ be-

"This is
ginning to his unique wind-up
Fred Allen saying Good, spelled G-o-o-d,
Even Mack
Night, spelled N-i-g-h-t !"
Sennett thought this a wow he was a
And
guest, too, the night I was there.
Sennett knows his comedy
:

—

EP

ON THE SUNNY SIDE OF

LIFE
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YOU REALLY KNEW

IF
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at i?awdet

_ YOU'D SURELY TRY

• here

we

fhe facts

IT

shall try to give
-

-

read carefully
GORDON

BY PATRICIA

In the first place, Princess Par is the
only face powder that contains almond.

Your accustomed powders likely have
a base of starch. T his change of the base
in

Princess Pat

makes

it

a completely

powder. Almond makes a more
clinging powder than can possibly be
obtained with starch as a base. So
point one in favor of Princess Pat face
powder is that it stays on longer. Every
woman will appreciate this advantage.
different

NOW

Princess Pat a softer powder than can be made
with any other base. The softer a powder, the better its application. So
point two in favor of Princess Pat is that it can be applied more smoothly,
assuring the soft, velvety tone and texture which definitely establishes
Princess Pat as the choice of ultra fashionable women everywhere.
A deciding factor in choosing powder is fragrance. Will you like Princess
Pat? Yes. For its appeal is to delicacy, to the appreciation every woman
has of romantic things. It is sheer beauty, haunting wistfulness expressed
in perfume. So point three in favor of Princess Pat powder is a fragrance
of such universal charm that every woman is enraptured.

Almond makes

And once again the almond in Princess Pat
is to be credited — the almond found in no other face powder. You know
how confidently you depend upon almond in lotions and creams, how it
beneficial

rich </old

than/ $1

and beautifies, keeping the skin soft, pliant and naturally
Almond in Princess Pat face powder has the selfsame
properties. Fancy that When you powder, you actu-

lovely

It's

a courtesy

gift with Princess

or gleaming silver finish. Never sold for less

— worth more. The

cleverest Vanity you ever
comes ready for use— filled with Princess Pat
powder and indelible lip rouge. Positively cannot leak
of spill. Refills easily. For beauty and convenience the
/anity will simply charm you.
kneh/;

r

hat you do to get the Vanity

Get Princess Pat powder at any drug store or department store. Send in the ribbon and medallion (found

!

soothes

a beautiful Vanity
Pat face powder, this Vanity in

all these advantages, Princess Pat possesses a special
virtue which should make every woman choose Princess Pat as her only
powder. For Princess Pat powder is good for the skin. Not merely harm-

mind you, but

THE TIME! Receive

FREE

Even beyond

less,

IS

J

inside every box) to Princess Pat, together with the

coupon below. Write name and address plainly. The
Vanity will be sent entirely free, postage
prepaid. Please act promptly. This offer

!

s

improve your skin. Constant use of Princess Pat
powder is one of the very best ways to correct and prevent coarse pores, blackheads and roughened skin texture. You will inevitably say you look younger by years
once you have changed to Princess Pat face powder.
ally

Princess Pat Ice Astringent acts like ice to close
and refine the pores. It is ideal as the powder base
cool. pleasant, refreshing as ice. Prevents and corrects
coarse pores. Liquid or cream. Always use before powder.

—

for a limited time only.

PRINCESS PAT,

2709 S. Wells Street. Chicago.
Dept. A-3042.
I am enclosing ribbon and medallion from a box of Princess Pat face powder.
ENTIRELY FREE, postage prepaid, send me the
Vanity offered. The Vanity is to come filled, with
Princess Pat face powder, and indelible lip rouge.
-^^p*-

Check whether Gold

or Silver

Name

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON

CHICAGO

finish Is desired.

;

Street

City and State

IN

CANADA,
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CHURCH STREET, TORONTO.
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THIS TEST

Copyright, 1931, H.
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Reynolds Tobacco Company

TRY

A

Steady Smokers
turn to Camels

MATCHLESS BLEND

Anton Lekang,
over 40

^^^^^^^
Here

is

of
* series

length
STe same

^

Ha

lines exactly

some one
f

count

ftv e,

s^

titles

winner of

and trophies,

are the only cigarette that I

without a

don't get tired of.

nerves.

He

sign

of

jangled

to the

iT ys

^

KNOW
MORE FUN^TTO

A day's last

Cameltastesjustasgood asthe

says:

nerves. In fact, they add up

,

have smoked Camels
steadily for even longer. They
I

smokes Camels steadily

"The most important elements in ski jumping are correct timing and healthy

.

And

same thing because you

firstone

.

And Camels never in-

terfere with healthy nerves.

Countless thousands are
changing to Camels. And they
are urging others to join them

cannot have correct timing

Camels are milder. They have

without healthy nerves. I
have been jumping at cham-

they leave your nerves smooth

pionship ski-runs for years.

and unruffled.

4- K*4?£4A*C7L
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES

.

.

a rich, satisfying flavor.

/V

NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE

And
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Kay

Francis

New
Love
For Garbo?
Gary Cooper Talks About His Big Romance

Who

Are Hollywood's 6 Most Charming Women?

—

Girls who Liow this

win out

secret always

YEARS AGO MY LOVELY
SOUTHERN GRANDMOTHER
FIRST TAUGHT ME THAT A
GIRL WHO WANTS TO BREAK
HEARTS SIMPLY MUST HAVE
A TEA-ROSE COMPLEXION
RKO-RADIO STAR

MANY GIRLS have
SOasked
Dunne how

1
to

make

Irene
themselves more at. how to win admira-

tractive

. .

tion

romance.

. : .

Here

this lovely star tells you!

And

her beauty method is so
simple . . : so easy to try . . ;
regular, everyday care with exquisitely gentle Lux Toilet Soap.

Do follow her advice! See how
much clearer, softer your
skin becomes .
how that
.

hearts

.

complexion wins

extra-lovely

— and holds them!

9 out of 10 glamorous Holly-

wood

stars

.

.

.

countless girls

have proved
the country over
this fragrant, white soap
does for the skin. Is yours just

what

an"average"complexion? Don't
be content — start today— have
the added beauty Lux Toilet
Soap brings.

Precious Elements in this

M

Soap

Scientists say:
"Skin grows old-looking
through the gradual loss
of certain elements
Nature puts In skin to
keep it youthful. Gentle
Lux Toilet Soap, so
readily soluble, actually
contains such precious
elements checks their
loss from the skin."

SB

—

For

EVERY Type of Skin,
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Sh ame?
Pretty

girl

.

.

.

pretty clothes

.

.

.

but she has cloudy teeth and tender gums!

-hern?/-

"PINK TOOTH BRUSH"
ROB YOU OF YOUR CHARM

good company she'd be
WHAT
people would only
her!
if

let

Well read, quick of mind, entertaining, sympathetic. But the dingy
shadow of neglected teeth dims all
the rest of her very real charm.
People can't see the personality
for the teeth.
Yes, it is a shame. But it is more
than that; it is a warning. Her

"pink tooth brush" should tell her
that brushing is not enough. Her
bleeding gums say that
gingivitis, or Vincent's disease, or
even pyorrhea may be on the way.
tender,

Her

flabby, sensitive

gums must be

restored to health.
It is so easy to have sparkling
teeth and healthy gums, with your
whole charm shining through. You
needn't have a mouth that can't
pass muster. Eat the tempting modern foods
too soft to keep gums
firm. But clean the teeth, and masand
sage the gums, with Ipana
modern foods can do no harm.
daily gentle massaging of the
gums with an extra bit of Ipana
gives teeth the lustre of health,
and keeps "pink tooth brush" at

—

—

gums
and one

bay, for Ipana helps keep

Try

firm.

worry

A

for a month,
will be gone.
it

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!

A

good tooth

dentist,

is

good

paste, like

never a luxury.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO., Dept.
New York, N.

73 West Street,

0-34
Y.

TOOTH

a trial tube of IPANA
is
a three-cent stamp to
partly the cost of packing and mailing.

Kindly send me
PASTE. Enclosed

I

P

A N A

TOOTH PASTE

Name

„

„

Street-

City
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DEMILLE'S MAGIC AT

Spencer Tracy and
Loretta

Young

in

"A Man's

Castle"
(Columbia).

Mere, in all respects, is an unusual film!
Director Frank Borzage has called forth all his
old-time skill and wizardry of touch in fashioning a tale of two orphans of the economic
storm.
Bill and Trina, adrift in New York,
meet and pool their assets which total exactly
nothing. They set up sketchy housekeeping in
the "shantytown" of the homeless and jobless,
and there manage to ensnare happiness until
Bill's wanderlust threatens to tear them asunder.
Taking these two very human and appealing characters, Borzage has woven a story

—

that is tender, exciting, and gaily amusing by
turns.
If, here and there, the plot wanders
off into extraneous melodrama, blame the script
rather than the sensitive direction or the consummate acting.
Spencer Tracy's Bill is a
memorable character, especially in the frequent
gay moments where he reveals a rich talent
for sly comedy.
Loretta Young is scarcely less
excellent as the frightened little waif blindly
in love with her roughneck benefactor.
And
the fervent love scenes between these two are
among the most convincing the screen has
shown us in a long time. Walter Connolly,

Marjorie Rambeau, and Arthur Hohl render
able support. This isn't the great screen drama
of America's Years of the Locust, but you'll
find it amply rewarding.

Leonard Hall
Edited by

Miriam Hopkins
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Successor to "TRADER

r

HORN" thrills

Twelve months of danger

filming

in

i

the Arctic— thrills never before attempted

Peter
Freuchen's ''Eskimo"— romantic novel of
woman and the strange moral code of the north.

Spectacular picturization

Hand-to-hand
fight with sav-

age wolf

I

Directed by

A

W.

S.

Van Dyke who made "Trader Horn".

M ETRQ

-

.

.

of

Actual bloodcurdling sounds
of breaking of
the ice floes!

Associate Producer: Hunt Stromberg

G OLD WYN- MAYER Picture

a
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Tagging
Gallant

Lady
20th

the

Talkies

Century

The

is Lillian Gish's
and she's charming.
film in three years
story, adapted from an Arnold Ben-

—

nett play, is a variation on the mistaken
Roland Young portrays
identity theme.
a timid artist who can't prove that it was
So he lives
his valet and not he who died.
the life of the valet even so far as marrying
Both
the dead man's mail-order fiancee!
More Gish films soon!
stars are splendid.

Ann Harding

For

This diverting comedy
first

addicts!

The

star's

and croon have full
play in this never believable and only occasionally moving or amusing story of a
broken-hearted heroine who gives up her
baby son, only to find him again later on in
the engaging little person of Dicky Moore.
Meanwhile she spurns the fascinating Tullio
Carminatti and the irresistible Clive Brook.
classic profile, coiffure,

Delight Evans Reviews on
Page 62

—

hard

Pretty

going

for

the

grand

cast.

Sitting

Pretty

I

Para-

mount
Universal

At last!
comes into
Here's one successful Broadway play
that is equally effective as a screen story.
Vivid and dramatic stuff. John Barrymore
is excellent as the attorney who rose from
the Ghetto to a position of power. Doris
Kenyon, as his snobbish wife, gives a good
performance, and Bebe Daniels wins your
sympathy as the devoted secretary. The
film maintains a lively pace, with cleverly
distributed comedy, drama, and pathos.

The Hollywood

song- writer
In fact, there are two
of them Jack Oakie, the exuberant, and
Jack Haley, the timid and they're both
immensely comical as the heroes of this
musical film. Out on the Coast in quest of a
job, they run into assorted complications,
not least among them the exciting Ginger
Rogers. The music, dancing, and "specta-

—

his

own.

cles" are satisfying.

—

And Gregory

Ratoff!

What a woman's picture! And what a
woman playing it! Kay Francis gives her
grandest performance as a chorus beauty
of the gay 90's who marries a young manabout -town, Gene Raymond, and retires to
the mansion mentioned in the title, where
Tragedy separates
their daughter is born.
them and Kay becomes, later, a lady
Enter
gambler in that same mansion.

daughter

— and sizzling drama.

Girl

Without
Hoopla
Fox

A Room
Para-

mount

We
Bow

wiggles a mean cooch dance
as Fatima, the girl "who begins where all
This
other Oriental dancers leave off."
talkie version of "The Barker" is well presented, and contains some realistic circus
scenes with the usual "hey-rube" free-for-all
fight.
Dick Cromwell is credible as the
romantic circus boy.
The entire story,
however, is too familiar by now to qualify
as anything like first-rank entertainment.

Clara

were afraid of

this.

Jimmy Dunn

—

plays one of those brash press agents
role without which, evidently, no vigorous
young actor's career is complete. As usual,
he loses both his job and his girl through
an excess of zeal. Then, having seen the
error of his ways and reformed, he wins
both back. Jimmy performs with genuine
charm, and Claire Trevor shows promise.
But the story, alas, has little in its favor.

Charlie Ruggles annexes the honors again
in this haphazard yarn about American artists in Paris. As the slightly alcoholic friend
of Charles Farrell, he rescues the latter from
a Russian siren and re-unites him with his

There
sweetheart, Marguerite Churchill.
are a few amusing scenes and a tuneful song
and that's about all. Farrell does
or two
his best with a poor role; Marguerite is
lovely and effective. And Ratoff scores again.

—

Advice
j

Should
Ladies

—

To

the

Lovelorn

The
I

Behave?

20tb

M-G-M

Century 1

They do in this picture but in surprising
ways!
Alice Brady plays a middle-aged
lady who seeks to revive a girlhood romance,
with unlooked-for results. The clever, unhackneyed story furnishes a grand setting
for Miss Brady's slightly daffy comedy.
Lionel Barrymore plays her elderly husband
amid much eyebrow-wiggling. Mary Carlisle is sweetly girlish as their daughter;
Conway Tearle plays the autumnal lover.

Chief

*

What could be funnier than a rough-andtumble newspaperman being forced to
conduct a "heart-throb" column? The answer should be "nothing," particularly when
Lee Tracy is the harried scribe. Yet somehow the story, presented in cinema form,
And the attempt to liven
fails to come off.
matters by hauling in melodrama scarcely
helps. Tracy tries hard; Sterling Holloway
assists; Sally Blane does her best work yet.

M-G-M

You

faithful

Ed Wynn

fans will chortle

with delight at your pet "Fool's" antics in

—

comedy.
As for you others well,
you're going to be entertained in spite of
yourselves! The wistful Wynn plays a befuddled youth who finds himself all mixed
up with a gang of crooked politicians. There
are laughs galore, with Dorothy Mackaill at
her handsomest, and George Givot furnishing dialect chuckles. Well worth seeing.
this

tvi.

"THE
(Based on

directed
A

SCARLET EMPRESS'
a

private diary of Catherine the Great)

by

JOSEF VON STERNBERG

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

—
!

!

!

!

!
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Found!

Mae West's
be heard

A

letter-writer

who

quarrels with

Such originality must
clever and good-humored

latest picture!

— read Merry Mae herewith.
this

criticism of the

—

A

And what's this? Another dissenter!
dyed-in-the-wool film-lover of the old school
calls for a return of the good (?) old custom of
Maybe you won't
applauding at pictures!
agree with him, but his shout of defiance is
amusing and provocative. So here it is!
You'll find plenty of other fresh and interesting viewpoints from intelligent movie-goers on
this month's letter page. And you'll find, too,
some fervent praise of good little actors and
as well as a few good-natured "slams"
actresses
where they're likely to do some good!
We're waiting to hear your raves (or your
razzes), too. You'll find it an amusing game
and those eight five-dollar prizes for the best
letters give vou a chance to combine profit with

—

pleasure.

Address your remarks

to Letter

Department,

SCREENLAND, 4*> W. 45th St., New York, and
mail them to reach us by the 10th of the month.

And don't forget that fifty-word limit on all letters.

NOW
You're

Talking
Stop — read — write

—

One picture and screen fame!
Margaret Sullavan's arresting perand

sonality

thrilling

voice

in

"Only Yesterday" completely capShe's
tivated the film audience.
readers'
Girl-of-the-Month.

our

The

first

eight letters receive

prizes of five dollars each

days.
Give us wholesome pictures, intelligently acted, and they'll continue to pack
us in

lovely voice and see her appealing face as

Mary Lane,
More power

a

girl

to

28 Forest Rd.,
Raleigh, N. C.

Whoever started this no-applause inhibi"Berkeley
anyway?
Recently, at

tion,

Square" and at "Three Little Pigs," I
caused consternation among the sophisticated by clapping in the good, old-fashioned
Well, it's no use either pictures
way.
must become less enjoyable or I'll have
to be handcuffed
W. Ward Wright,
Rural Route 3,
Logansport, Ind.

—

ROMANCE
Who

?

A

letter to

Joan Crawford? Joan replied, promising
to mind Delight and remove "at least two
inches of that make-up."
Judging from
her portrait in the January Screenland,
Joan's

memory

of stickum on
orbs? Spank

Why

the gallon
short.
the justly famous Crawford
her, Delight!
is

Linnie Cooper,
103 N. 7th

St.,

K.O.'S

SEX

never

forget.

FOR "THREE LITTLE
PIGMENTS"

FORGETS!

Hamilton, Ohio.

says movie-going America has gone
lurid sex movie hereabouts
had only fair attendance for two days.
Meanwhile, at an adjacent theatre, "Little
Women" played to packed houses for seven

"sexy"

BUT— JOAN

Remember Delight Evans' open

can

Francis Darrah,
R. F. D. 6,
Manchester, N. H.

Mrs. H. D. Cooksey,

APPLAUSE WITH SOUND?

I

Margaret

Why

Is the
not more films in color?
process too expensive, or what ? I confess
my ignorance but how I do revel in rich,
beautiful color
It adds 50% in attracImagine those
tiveness to any picture.
gorgeous scenes in "Footlight Parade" in

—

!

color.

Not

to

mention the famous Cagney

thatch

Willie Mae Jackson,
108 Riverside Dr.,

Columbia, Tenn.

A GIRL HE CAN'T FORGET!
Margaret Sullavan in "Only Yesterday"
is the most "human" actress I have ever
seen on the screen.
She is completely
real and natural.
I
can still hear her

TRUE "SUCCESS STORY"!
Frank Young, of a local
takes his he-man movies

theatre
seriously.

(Continued on page 11)

staff,
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"42nd Street". .."Gold Diggers". ."Footlight Parade"
and now the most spectacular attraction the
show world has ever known —"Wonder Bar". Sensation of two continents on the stage, it comes to the
.

.

.

.

a blaze of unrivalled splendor to give you a
gloriously new conception of musical screen spectacle!
screen

in

WONDER
BAR"
OLSON
Starring

A L J
DOLORES DEL RIO
RSCARDO CORTEZ
F

I

F

I

KAY FRANCIS

DICK POWELL

HAL LEROY
D'ORSAY GUY KI3BEE

HUGH HERBERT

KATHRYN SERGAVA

RUTH DONNELLY

ROBERT BARRAT

MERNA KENNEDY

HENRY KOLKER

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Dance numbers created and
directed by BUSBY BERKELEY • A First National Picture

SCREENLAND
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To

G
A
R
B

O

ScREENLAND'S Honor Page
WE
HAIL the triumphant "come-back" of the
screen's most noble figure.
believe that
here, for once, is a star and a motion picture
living up to all the advance ballyhoo.
Garbo in
"Queen Christina" is a rare and lovely experience.
are proud and happy to urge you to welcome the

We

We

mighty and majestic Swedish

girl

back

to her

cinema

kingdom.

anew

that

Her first film since her long vacation proves
Garbo gives us something that no other

screen actress is able to give: a glimpse of grandeur,
a hint of deathless beauty, the pulse of pure poetry.
"Queen Christina" is no cheap sex drama for sensation-seekers, but a fine and worthy vehicle for the
Snow Queen's victorious return. Long may she reign!

!!

!

!
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You're Talking

TESTihe...

Continued from page 8
Then

used to earn him a lot of razzing.
one day two six-foot armed bandits appeared.
Frank floored them with a sock
Nobody kids
apiece in the whiskers.
Frank about his movie enthusiasms any

PERFOLASTIC
GIRDLE

more

Manly Wade Wellman,
Wichita, Kan.

My

But am
arms

everything!
find

Cary Grant

favorite star?

him

in

jealous!

I

Mae

of
idea of

the

seems to be his
time.
Understand

—he

our expense!

at

has

usually

I

"3 have

West, which

how

to pass the
effort
is
latest

his

REDUCED MY

Bad" with Loretta Young.
Goodness, what a birthright
"Born

be

to

10 days

for

CARY AND THE GALS

HIPS NINE
INCHES"

Pauline Doris Donner,
Little Rock, Ark.

. . .

writes Miss Healy

TSK-TSK DEPARTMENT!
I can say my say in one sentence
Joe E. Brown had better look to his
laurels
he'll
soon have a rival if Joan
doesn't economize on tnat lip-rouge
Mary Hickey,

—

Ocean Ave.,
Jersey City, N.

171

J.

A BOLAND BOUQUET
My

fifty

words are dedicated

to

read an 'ad' of the

Mary

Perfolastic

...and sent

Boland, a player so intelligent she can do
She has saved
"dumb" roles superbly.
many a so-so picture, like "Three Cornered Moon," through her combination of
charm.
What's
more,
she
wit
and
possesses one of the most attractive voices

Company
(or FREE

folder".

"They allowed me

to

"and

10 days,
measurement,
found my hips 3
in

wear their Perforated
Girdle for 10 days

actual

on

INCHES SMALLER"

trial".

t

on the screen.
Doris Davies,
Regina, Canada.

PAGING MR. MANNERS!
David Manners

is

one of the most ro-

mantic actors on the screen today. At all
times his work is a genuine pleasure to
see. Why not show him in more of those
Producers,
romantic tangles?
give us
more of this popular young Thespian
Winifred Luzmoor,
Lafayette,

.

IT.

KELLY COMES THROUGH!

S.

Let's

E.,

Washington, D.

C.

THE FLAMING FEMME OF
44
What

B.

C.

if she were alive
motion pictures
She not only possessed beauty and acting ability, but she married often totaling three spouses and always made her

today,

a hit Cleopatra,

would be

.

or

it

the

seemed to have

"In a very short

t

my hips
9 INCHES and my
I

had reduced

weight 20 pounds".

melted away".

p"

A°ND

10 DAYS

WANT YOU

the body. It does away with all irritation, chafing and discomfort, keeping your body cool and fresh at all

you have not reduced at
inches around waist and hips,
cost you nothing!

feeling.

least 3
it

will

...

to Permit the

is no sticky, unpleasant
special adjustable back allows for perfect fit as inches disappear.

times.

There

A

And

Roderick Dhu,
4446 Clifton Ave.,
111.
i

it

is

so comfortable!

.

.

.

Act Today!

• You

can prove to yourself quickly and
definitely whether or not this very efficient
girdle will reduce you. You do not nead
to risk one penny
try it for 10 days
then send it back if you are not completely
.

.

.

.

.

.

astonished at the wonderful results.

The illustration
also features the

of the Perfolastic Girdle

NEW Perfolastic

Brassiere.

SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL QFFERI

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
DEPT. 733,41 EAST 42nd ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Without obligation on my part, please send me FREE
BOOKLET describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic
Girdle and Brassiere, also sample of perforated rubber and
particulars of your 10 -DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER.

Skin to Breathe!

Marc

(Continued on page 90)

.

won't cost you one cent!

Ventilated

—

Chicago,

-like
.

to try the
Perfolastic Girdle.
Test it for
yourself for 1 days absolutely FREE.
Then, if without diet, drugs or exer-

in

—

.

Reduce Quickly, Easily and Safely!
The massage-like action of this
famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle
•akes the place of months of tiring
exercises. You do nothing, take
no drugs, eat all you wish, yet,
with every move the marvelous
Perfolastic Girdle gently massages
away the surplus fat, stimulating the
body once more into energetic health.

Ruth Joanne Wilson,
St.

it

Don't Wait Any Longer

friends the producers may not
but they've discovered a great
it,
star in "Broadway Through a Keyhole."
His name is Paul Kelly, and he's one
actor who can make a romantic seen:

240 12th

fat

did

cise,

Our
know

mushy.

.

WE

1933 So. Highland Ave..

it

action

i INCHES IN

about time we put all our synthetic blonde menaces in moth balls anJ
gave girls like Pert Kelton a break?
An orchid and a couple of dandelions
She's a tonic for jaded nervej.
to Pert!
Mae E. Nelson,

making

"The massage

REDUCE

it

effective without
see him often

longer

I

Colo.

Berwyn,

better,

my back no

ached, and had a new
feeling of energy".

OFF THE BLONDE STANDARD?
Isn't

"I really felt

The

ventilating perforations allow the
skin pores to breathe normally. The
inner surface of the Perfolastic Girdle
is a delightfully soft, satinized fabric,
especially designed to wear next to

Name
Address
State

City

Use Coupon

or

Send Nome and Address on Penny Post Cord
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JOHN BARRYMORE
Just as sure as not
You'll find John on his yacht,

Developing seaworthy

And spending

legs.

his time,

Without reason or rhyme,
With his rarest collection of eggs

—

\

JOAN CRAWFORD
You cannot

ignore,
In this group of four,
The personal hobby of Joan

She considers

To model

And even

it

play

in clay
to chis3l in stone

NORMA SHEARER
you can't analyze
The charm of her eyes
Or the glamorous lure of her
If

tresses-

Caricatures

and text by

should have known
That Miss Shearer is prone
To designing her very own dresses.

You, at

least,

CLARK GABLE
Here

is

a

man's man,

A

cinema-fan's man,
An actor in sweater and jeans.

When

off of

You can

the lot

Clark get hot
'A-fishing for whales and sardines.
see

—
for

March 1934
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Two

Great Come-Backs!
By

Little

of the

Mary on the big stage
Paramount Theatre on

Broadway,

New

York,

"The Church Mouse.'

A

n^%JLQ4 <

y

TINY girl with shimmering golden hair and
appealing pout and expressive hands and cute
childish legs walked out on the big stage of

Paramount Theatre on Broadway, New York
one of the "hardest" theatres in the world, with one
of the most exacting audiences. The little girl opened
her lips to speak and perhaps she did, but you
couldn't hear her for the applause that spread through
that vast theatre. Evidently the little girl was Somebody. Just a mite, but maybe the audience knew her.
Knew her? They loved her! They had always loved
her the mothers and the aunts since "Tess of the
Storm Country"; the youngsters since "Secrets." And
she was weaving the same spell. Mary Pickford came
back to Broadway the street she deserted for the
movies when she was a golden-haired child prodigy of
David Belasco in "The Poor Little Devil." And now,
with years of film triumphs behind her, she returned
to play a bit from "The Church Mouse," and conquered again. This Pickford must have something!
I should like to see her in a full-length stage play, as
she plans, touring every city, town, and hamlet where
her movie image has been loved so long. Why don't
you invite her to visit you?
the

—

—

—

WAS

a heart-warming evening, that world preIt
of "Queen Christina" on Broadway.
back
anbrought
brought back Garbo. And it
other movie idol who had been away too long. When
that tall man with the plumed hat and the flashing
smile and the burning eyes stepped from his stage
coach into a movie Swedish snow-drift you believed
he was, in truth, the Spanish envoy on his way to his
sweet fate as the lover of Queen Christina. And no
other movie actor could have made you believe it but
John Gilbert. It isn't easy to be convincingly dashing
and romantic in a fur coat and a velvet hat and a
Castilian hair-cut.
Only Gilbert could do it. And
later, when it becomes so apparent that his role is not
to be "built up"
that he is to be merely Garbo's leading man, he accepts the inevitable with such good
grace, such charming humility, that you admire him
all the more.
I hope that John Gilbert is back in pictures to stay.
Why doesn't some smart producer
take advantage of our current romantic mood and
star him in "The Count of Monte Cristo"?
He's the
one actor who would not be ridiculous in such an
heroic role; he would make us believe it, because he
would believe it himself!

ITmiere

—

—

—

John Gilbert the same romantic, dashing Jack of
"The Wife of the Centaur" and "The Big Parade"
makes a glorious come-back opposite Garbo in
"Queen Christina."

—

—
SCREENLAND
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Gary Cooper
ARY COOPER

Gary's married

!

"Bachelor until

he succumbs at 32. Here are
the reasons, revealed by the
35,"

Montana Menace himself

had always maintained that he
would not marry until he reached the age of
thirty-five.
But his marriage on December 15
to Miss Sandra Shaw (Veronica Balfe) of the
exclusive Park Avenue social sector was announced
and Gary is only thirty-two
With the rest of the world, I was curious to know
just what had actuated him to change his mind and re-

J

!

vise the

sentiments he has
publicly

so

and

often proclaimed both
privately.

I

wanted

to

hear about the girl who had succeeded where so many had failed.
For Gary has been rumored in
love, engaged and even married more
often than any young man in Hollywood, where for an appreciable time
he has reigned as the cinema colony's
most eligible bachelor.
First among the screen sirens who
laid seige to his heart was the torrid
Clara Bow, back in the days when
both were starting their picture
careers.
But their romance did not

endure for long, and Evelyn Brent
followed the Brooklyn bonfire in Mr.
Cooper's affections and press-notices.
Miss Brent was in turn supplanted
by Lupe Velez.
The progress of the Cooper-Velez
romance was historical and hysteriIt lasted for over three years
cal.
and there are those who insist, even
today, that neither Gary nor Lupe
will

forget

each

the time that

Lupe

completely

ever

other.

However,
wrote
lo n g

Gary, one
lywood's mos
ular youth
on the screen

his

fu t u
planned!

at

to that chapter
was a sick boy.

Gary
for Europe

lives,

Th e

finis

in

their

He

sailed

in the double quest of
forgetfulness and health.
It was while abroad that he met
the older woman for whom he felt a
very real appreciation and friendHowever, Hollywood in genship.
eral and the world at large magnified

By
Laura

Benham

for

March 1934
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TALKS
about his

Big

Romance
his friendship with the sophisticated

Countess
Frasso and when that worthy noblewoman
arrived in Hollywood to visit Mary Pickford
shortly after Gary returned home, tongues
wagged and pens scribbled in a veritable
deluge of gossip.
So, for a long time Gary's name was insistently linked with that of this charming
older friend. Despite the various rumors that
di

flew so thick and fast for a while, to the effect
that the countess would soon discard her title
for the simple signature of "Mrs. Gary
Cooper," you may be sure that such an idea
never occurred to the tall, gaunt gentleman

from Montana.
I've known Gary, for a long time and I'm
sure that this is the truth. For he has always
been quite frank with me and his rare confidences are things to believe and to cherish.
For that reason, I wanted to see him and
have a good, long talk with him about his
plunge into matrimony.
I wanted to see if

Hollywood and pictures had at last changed
the man who had always been impervious to
the superficialities and hypocrisies of a town
noted for altering most characters and most

—

views on matrimony.
Along came Sandra Shaw! She is really Veronica Balfe, New
Gary greeted me as cheerily and as silently
York debutante, who entered pictures "for a lark" under an
as is his usual wont.
The fact that he is
assumed name. Miss Balfe changed Gary's ideas about bachelorhood and maybe he isn't glad of it!
one of the most popular actors on the screen
today and has been feted by princes and potentates has not altered the charmingly ingenuous grin and
And when that happens you find that it doesn't matter
half -shy mannerisms that characterized him in the bewhat you've said before it doesn't matter how young
ginning.
all that counts is being together
or how old you are
He was inclined to be reticent at first (but that's and sharing each other's lives."
typical of Gary), and obviously preferred discussing
"Did you know the moment you saw Miss Shaw that
such timely topics as Roosevelt, recovery, and repeal.
she was the 'One Girl'?" I could not resist asking.
But eventually he squared his shoulders and decided to
"I didn't
Gary's blue eyes twinkled as he replied.
be brave and tell me why he had decided to forego those
It was last April in the
see her when I first met her
three years of single bliss.
projection room at the studio.
It was dark, of course,
"It's because I think I've found the One Girl," he exwhen I went in, and after stumbling over several pair
plained.
"The One Girl I've always been looking for.
of feet, I managed to find a {Continued on page 72)

—

—

—

—

—

!
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Charm—what, how, why,
and whose? Here are

all

the

answers!

Every woman wants Charm!
Every screen actress is supposed
to have it!
But what's the real
truth?

Is this precious quality
the exclusive property of a few
movie stars, or may you possess
wanted the anit as well?
swer, and we found it
by asking Margery Wilson, acknowl-

We

—

edged authority on Charm, to tell
Read Miss
us her conclusions.
Wilson's article.
We believe it
and the
is at once the cleverest
ever writmost controversial!
ten on this fascinating subject.
For Margery Wilson knows. She
is consulted by famous stage and
screen stars, by society women,
teachers
and just girls!

—

—

—

MARIE
DRESSLER

'HAT
This

is

Charm?

the question
thrust at me incessantly.
After hearing careless chat
ter on the subject one might suppose that
there are different kinds of Charm
one sort for
actresses, another for housewives, still another for'
dealing with men, and others for different ages.
Let us rid our minds of such complications at once.
will arrive at the forceful truth immediately if we
will admit that there is only
Charm. True, that
Charm expresses itself in a million ways by whatever
is

—

We

ONE

"She has taken
the fear out of
age for women."

KATHARINE HEPBURN
"Her

face does not matter."

HELEN HAYES
"A

lovely lullaby."

—
for

—
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Six:

Hepburn,

Dressier,

Hayes, Chatterton, Garbo, Shearer
GRETA
GARBO
avenues present themselves in any given person, place
or circumstance. But it is basically one thing a single,
will dissect and
vital, immutable psychological fact.
then discuss this common denominator found in all
charming women. Then you will see why I have chosen
this list of six women; you will perceive just what is
and I trust
the special quality they have in common
you will agree with me that they have it in greater abun-

—

We

"She fascinates
even those who
dislike her."

—

dance than their contemporaries.

Now, for the definition: "CHARM IS THE ABILITY TO CAUSE OTHERS TO SEE THEMSELVES
IN YOU." A truly charming actress actually lends her
beauty and emotions to every woman in the audience.
each timid little girl, seated in the dim theatre, is vicariously living the delightful, pathetic, or thrilling things
of the actress' performance
she will adore that actress.
This is the secret of personal appeal and success anywhere in life. Every woman in the world has it to a
greater or a lesser degree.
It is what producers are
combing the earth to find. After you have read this
article, I believe you will have a most interesting experiIf

—

ence in studying yourself comparatively with the

you know.

women

my

These

opinion, reflect
six players, in
amazingly the desires of their audiences.
For instance, Katharine Hepburn does and says things

you and

I would like to do and say
says and does them
with a reckless nobility with always her sound conviction supporting them.
She has, perhaps, the
most rapid co-ordination of heart and head
to be found in Hollywood.
Her face is
not the ordinary one. Her admirers
Ipxx.
think her rather odd face is
beautiful.
Her critics say
she is homely. I say her
;

—

^

face doesn't matter,
for it is merely

HbM

£$

the
ffl

£§

it

""""^n.

place

where

RUTH
CHATTERTON
"Hers

is

trick of

making

the

Time stand
the

fire

still."

of her personality casts
reflections.

"VJ

5^S^ Ik

its

It is

but

'""^sl

screen on which is
shown the shadow-play of
each day's dramas.
Katharine
Hepburn can, if she wishes, act for
an admiring public as long as she lives
IF life does not dim the flame of her spirit,
if nothing dulls the edge of her lightening perceptions.
If her personality remains unchanged she
will later be as beloved a character actress as either Marie
Dressier or May Robson.
For most of us life is too complicated to let us go
about speaking our minds in the Hepburn manner.
fear it might not be politic.
are afraid of giving
offense, of being considered rude.
In her it does not
seem rudeness but rather a passionate and constructive
honesty. Thus, in Katharine Hepburn we see our own
wish given full and arresting expression and we say
"Isn't she charming!"
Mae West's appeal to both rowdy and conservative is
based on the same thing. It charms most people to have
their vices expressed for them. {Continued on page 80)
a

—

We

We

What, no
Crawford, Har-

^^^T

low, or Dietrich? Don't

wonder— just

read

why!
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What
Think

I

of

Jimmy
^HE

only trouble with giving out a
story of this kind, as I see it, is
that in order to be any good it has
can
to be absolutely honest.
particu1 make it honest and yet printable
larly if he's going to give out one on me?

r~~t

How

—

My

first

meeting

when we went

with

him occurred

to a producer's office to see

about parts in "Maggie, the Magnificent."
The room was packed and jammed with
And there, beside me, stood that
people.
tough-looking little redhead with a face
like an amiable bulldog.
As I said, the room was so packed I
despaired of ever getting close enough to
the producer to talk to him.
Cagney was
standing next to me. He must have noticed that I looked a little worried because
suddenly he said, "Do you want to get up

Always in good humor! Here's the breezy Blondell as you've
known her on the screen in a long succession of gay performances. And she's at her best now in "Convention City."

They won
arid

now,

their first success together-

for the first time, Blondell

there?"'

"Sure," I said, "but I don't suppose I
ever will."
"Go on," he said and began pushing me.
When he stopped I was right up in the front line. As
1 came out of the office I gave him a little smile which
was intended to tell him everything was all right. But
I still didn't know who he was.
Next day I met him at rehearsal and we were introduced. He'd got the part he was after, too. The play
only had a six weeks' run but it served two purposes.
got to know each other and became fast friends
and it kept us in coffee and cakes.
Jimmy was a revelation to me even in those days.
YoH expect him to be just a tough mugg. Well, even
.j, v when he was only getting a foothold, Jimmy was
never tough. He was constantly trying to improve himself.
The only people who have ever interested him are
extremely intelligent people and those he calls "camps"
people with an unusual sense of humor who are always good for laughs. But he prefers the intellectuals.
Not only Jimmy but all his brothers read constantly.
And they read good books in an effort to better them-

We

—

selves.

When

I

hear people say he has gone highbrow in an

As

and

told to

up to his position as a star it makes me
furious.
He isn't highbrow! He'll laugh just as uproariously now at low things, even vulgarities if they're
funny, as he ever did. The only difference is that in
those days he was a relatively unimportant person and
no one paid much attention to what he read or even if
effort to live

—

he read.
People are constantly asking me if he has changed.
The only change I can see in Jimmy is that in New
York I could usually understand him whereas now he
You get
talks so low it's almost impossible to hear him.
the feeling

when

he's talking that

some

delectable dirt

being dished if you could only hear it.
But that again resolves itself into the difference between being unimportant and a great star. When you're
unimportant you have to talk loud to make yourself
heard and when you're a star everybody sits on the edge
of the chair so as to be sure of not missing a word.
He has an air of quiet assurance about him that
makes everything;- he does seem O.K. When he used
to tell me something it never (Continued on page 82)
is

—
for
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What
Think

I

of

Joan
When he wired me recently to
join him in Carmel on a little vacation he
failed to give me the address.
I called
George Frank, his friend and business adever met.

"You're lucky he remem!" George chuckled).
I think Joan is without doubt the best
She never
comedienne in the business.
She
has to extend herself for a laugh.
She
has a really great gift for comedy.
is the most attractive young woman I can
think of who can play comedy effortlessly
viser, to get

it.

bered to sign his

Cagney of

many

characters.'

The

versatile

Jimmy

has been

tough, tender, lowdown, and gentlemanly, by turns.
You'll
find him at his most characteristic in "Lady Killer."

and

instinctively.

In her

they've been

good

Cagney consent to
S.

R

friends ever since—

talk

about each other!

about Blondell? I seem to know her too
remember anything startling about her.
When you know a person well you take each
other so much for granted you stop making observations and disregard the colorful aspects of a personality. The result is, very often we are surprised by
a pointed comment from a stranger concerning her.
Joan's most pronounced trait is her absent-mindedness.
An instance of this is furnished by the fact that she is
continually inviting people to dinner and then forgetting
all about it.
Usually when she extends an invitation
to intimates she will add, "Call us up the morning you're
coming and remind us, will you?" That's great as long
at it is intimates she invites but when her to-be guests
are casual acquaintances with whom she is not on
friendly enough terms to do that, things often become a
little embarrassing, because when the guests arrive Joan
and George have generally forgotten about it and are
as apt as not to be out to dinner themselves.
(Mook speaking: That's great coming from Cagney,
who is probably the most absent-minded person / have
well to

first

important role in

New

York,

"Maggie the Magnificent," she took direction from that greatest of all stage diGeorge Kelly with an ease that
rectors
natural
and instinctive actress posonly a

—

—

The very fact that Kelly, himself,
sesses.
used to collapse in the footlights, figuratively speaking, at the facility with which
she followed his instructions proved her
understanding of the requirements.

Mook

TALK

name

much

the rarity of the comedy
particularly young ones
because, for the most part, they are chiefly concerned
with the dramatic aspects of the part they are playing.
Blondell will play any scene for all it is worth and, in
playing a scene, will disregard entirely the characteristi
that is so pronounced among the leading ladies that of
I

gift

cannot stress too

among women

players

—

:

looking pretty at any cost.
She is sensible enough never to let her moods influence
her relations with her associates. I mean, for instance,
of
if she came on the set in a bad humor or feeling c
sorts, she would never have the set closed, as man)
actors and actresses have done. If she is in a bad humor
or a blue funk, she can easily be kidded out of it. She's
always ready for a laugh.
Another of Joan's great characteristics is her very
broad tolerance. She has an amazing capacity for "taking it on the chin." The fact that she has been stung
again and again hasn't embittered her. She will always
listen sympathetically to anyone's tale of woe and do all
she can to help out.
She's {Continued on page 83)
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Consult
the Screen
for

Ideas in

Mr. Gibbons, the eminent art director
whose authoritative views on home decoration are presented to you herewith.

Decorating

Your Home
YOU

can get a free education in interior
decoration from the motion pictures that
you see, according to Cedric Gibbons, the
noted art director who is responsible for
the sets created for such stars as the Barrymores,

Helen Hayes, Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer and

Perhaps the most popular home setting ever created for a motion picture: the living-room devised
for "When Ladies Meet" by Cedric Gibbons, who
received thousands of requests for information
about it from householders throughout the world.

Read what Mr. Gibbons says

in this article.

Clark Gable.
"In the ordinary course of events, an average
American family man knows perhaps twenty other
families into whose homes he can go," says Mr.
Screenland's readers.
speaking to
Gibbons,
"When he has visited these homes once or twice he
has seen all there is to see in them, and they can
give him no new ideas about furniture or decoration.

Remember

the amusing bar in Alice Brady's
home in "When Ladies Meet"? Here's a
view of it, above, from
Cedric Gibbons' files.

Right, Mr. Gibbons
designed this] delightful bedroom
for
a
young girl. Note how
gay and informal with,

out being too

"quaint'.'

for
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Let Cedric Gibbons advise

you on home decoration
problems.

The second

in

ScREENLAND'S exclusive
series of helpful articles by
famous interior decorators

By
Ruth

Tildesley

"But each modern screen production contains anywhere from one to a dozen interiors.
In the course of our film-going we enter a
hundred different homes in a year, and get

It is a very modern home that Cedric Gibbons has created for
his lovely wife, Dolores Del Rio. Modern women should live
broadening as
in modern surroundings, which enhance their appeal.
travel, and in some instances it's a safer guide,
for motion picture producers spend much
money for the best experts in this line, each one possessed dwarf the personalities of interesting people who went
into it.
of the latest thought on the subject.
"I consider it infinitely better than the remodeled cot"The average picture-goer can educate his taste from
tage in 'When Ladies Meet' yet it is this cottage that
the screen, since many sets seen in up-to-date pictures are
brought me a great sheaf of letters asking for stills,
good examples of modern art.
sketches, plans of any kind from all over the country.
"The principle behind the creation of a beautiful room
Apparently, householders who saw the film liked the
is simple
it should be a background for the people who
cottage well enough to wish to live in it, which- somewhat
live in it.
surprised me, because this place was supposed to have
"The average person looks at a room as a place with
been designed for Alice Brady by a fussy architect, and
four walls, furnished thus and so but the correct idea
it was in some ways just a little too 'nice.'
is to look at it merely as a background to set off the
"Probably, however, the reason so many fans noticed
people who come into it.
"Don't crowd it with furniture and ornaments so that
the cottage was that time was given in the picture for
you have to look twice to see who is present. A modern
guests in the house to admire it.
Someone was always
saying 'Isn't this adorable ?' or 'Let me show you the
interior should have a subdued beauty that sets off the
human element to best advantage. No outside details bedrooms,' or 'See what Walter did with the old stables,!'
and so on. People notice what is called to their attenshould detract from the personality of the hostess or
tion, naturally.
the loveliness of her gown.
And the cottage (Continued on page 88)
"I like the living-room in 'Reunion in Vienna,' because
it is a comfortable, beautiful, livable place that wouldn't

as

many new

ideas.

It is as

;

:

;

:

Left, Gibbons designed this man's bedroom for "When Ladies Meet." The wind o w treatment
was widely approved.

Mr. Gibbons himself
likes the living-room,

above, which he de-

signed for "Reunion
in Vienna."
"Comfortable

and

livable!"

!
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Romance

Swedish Sphinx?
Read what one of Hollywood's keenest reporters says about our latest
for the

star-director love

HOLLYWOOD
romance.

wants

its

By

rumor

Garbo involved

Alma Whitaker
in

a

But the secretive, mysterious Greta has never
exactly flaunted her dates.
Gossips pined in
vain.
Not since the days of her first director, Mauritz
Stiller, and later her leading man, John Gilbert, has The
Garbo furnished the film rumor-hounds with sufficient
material for even a paragraph.
So that, the wish being father to the thought, when it
leaked out that she had been seen in the company of
Rouben Mamoulian, while off duty, the glad news buzzed
wherever tongues could wag.
Now Rouben Mamoulian directed Garbo in "Queen
Christina." He is a highly presentable Russian, speaks
six languages, including Greta's own Swedish, is well
versed in the ways of romance and has never been
married.
The excitement began late in the Spring last year,
when Mamoulian was with Paramount, and was directing
Marlene Dietrich in "Song of Songs." Garbo did an

—

unprecedented thing when she accompanied Mamoulian
to the rival studio to see the "rushes" of the Dietrich
picture.
She was to do this on several occasions, finally
attending an out-of-town preview of "Song of Songs"
with the Russian. The next we heard, Rouben Mamoulian had been selected to direct Garbo herself in the
much-discussed "Queen Christina."
Since then, outwardly at least, their status has been
that of an appreciative star toward a sympathetic director and vice versa, except that applied observers vowed
they saw a soupgon of intimacy in the professional mien
which had not been noticeable when, say, Fred Niblo
or Clarence Brown held the directorial wand.

And

that,

mes

amis,

is

positively

all

the evidence.

On

such slender foundation is romance built in Hollywood.
The quidnuncs admit that Garbo may have been merely
appraising Mamoulian's work when she accompanied
him to see those rushes, with a view to having him hired
for "Queen Christina," but they likewise imply that great
oaks from little acorns grow and all that sort of thing.

March 1934
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New Love

GARBO

f,

In the question-

mar k Gar bo
and her new
,

director

,

Ma-

moulian. In the
triangle, Greta
with her leading

man of this and
past screen seasons,
bert.

John GilThe Gar-

bo-Gilbert
team, revived
in ''Queen
Christina,''
has its old
glamor for fans.
still

The

studio

publicity

interest was obviously
aroused by the time "Song of
Songs" was on the way, and

de-

partment at M-G-M is torn
two ways. It entirely approves
of the regal flame of publicity
that has flashed
around the
world, which will in no wise

she

the impression that
mustn't tell.
In the Hebrew, Rouben means "Behold,
a son !" Hollywood wants it to mean "Behold, a lover !" They like the idea of Rouben
being a bachelor, thirty-five years of age and
oozing cosmopolitan tang. Born in Caucasus,

was educated at Moscow University,
where he graduated in law, and at the Lycee
Montaigne in Paris. He went to London to direct
some Russian stage plays in 1920, attracted the attention of George Eastman, who brought him to
the U. S. A. to direct American grand opera, and
later to run the Eastman Theatre School. New York's
Russia, he

Theatre Guild claimed him in 1926.
to

Paramount lured
For them he directed
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," "Love Me

Hollywood

"City Streets,"
Tonight."

in

1931.

Now, of course, no one could possibly accuse Garbo
of coveting anything belonging to Dietrich.
Still, it is
whispered that Garbo made one of her little incognito
trips to see a Dietrich preview.
At all events, Garbo's

Von

Sternberg.

It

was not

fair

Stiller, Sweden's greatest director, who
had picked her out and piloted her on to
fame and Hollywood, had been missed.
In those first American days, nine years
ago, the Stiller influence had been very im-

generally
they simply

give

him out

c/ali

that Dietrich should have two Svengalis!
Garbo's own original Mauritz

and

everything,

to

with

two-way eligible Rouben.
Then, too, the lustrous Garbo
may have envied Marlene her Sven-

hand, their Garbo's rather peremptory ideas about her private affairs
being sacred, forbids them aiding and
abetting the fire.
So they look inno-

deny

— along

the

embarrass the popularity of
"Queen Christina." On the other

cent,

was intrigued enough

see those "rushes"

'

portant to the so-recently elevated daughter
Sven Gustafsson of Stockholm. At that
time Stiller was god-father, prince charming,
guide, philosopher and friend. Stiller was that
most dangerous of men one who understood.
So, in Hollywood's way, it was comfortably decided that Mauritz was the all-important man in
Greta's life, both in the films and out.
And it was after Stiller's departure that she beof

—

came Garbo, the arch-recluse. Hollywood built on
It was the thing to picture her a struggling
Trilby, with a lost Svcngali. There was even a hint of
dismay when succeeding pictures, minus Stiller, proved
During that
successes.
Garbo had fooled them again
period she would visit few people, chiefly Frances Marion
in her hill-top home, where she would sit and gaze wistthat.

!

fully across the world.

But presently came "Love" and "The Divine Woman"
with Jack Gilbert. The bouyant, (Continued on page 73)

!

—

!

!
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DeMille's

DeMille gave Claudette her
chance in "Sign of the Cross."
He gave her another grand part
in "Four Frightened People,"
with William Gargan and Herbert Marshall. But wait until
he presents her as Cleopatra!

Magic
at

Work

Again
CECIL

BLOUNT DeMILLE,

Star-Maker of
the movie lots these twenty years and more, sat
in the restaurant of a New York hotel a few days
ago, and fiddled with a perfectly legal cocktail.
He was breaking a lifetime rule, was Cecil Blount
a law advised by his pappy at the business end of a
razor strop. A wise man and a true gent never touched
a drop before sun-down.
But great matters were a'fizzing under that bronzed skull, and anyway, the sun was
invisible through a Times Square cloudburst.
Yes the dreaded, courted "C.B." was once more hot
upon the stunt that has delighted him and made him
famous through all his movie years. He was engaged
in the spectacular, intricate, and fascinating business of
making another great film star.

—

By Leonard Hall
And the lady ear-marked for lights and luxury was
our toothsome young friend, Claudette Colbert
As an old him reporter, I was so excited when 1
learned what was going on in the DeMille noggin that
Eor when Cecil
I swallowed my ripe olive pit and all.
makes a star, she's a blazer, and she stays made for years
Gaze briefly upon the record of this amazing DeMille,
who was making red-hot movies when most of Hollywood's young geniuses were being carried in to see
!

Chaplin hurl pies.
This vivid vet was the first man in filmland to realize
and cash in on the horse-power and drawing power of
luxurious, sensuous young ladies in motion pictures. Let
the other boys have their "camera angles" and "montage"
and all that studio clap-trap. Give DeMille a gorgeous
girl dallying daintily with scented sin and he was ready
to shoot

He

invented the sunken bath and the two-acre bed sixdeep with silken pillows. He brought delightful yet
He has
censor-proof decadence to the movie world.
screen
any
producer
in
poked
fun
as
much
as
been
at
history yet the same history has never proven his formula wrong.
More, he practically devised the movie star system. And
Not
he didn't use any rusty old second-hand stars.
feet

—

—

!

!

!

!

.
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great director has

created

The star-maker and
his

many famous

most sensational

star.

Cecil

Clau-

dette
Colbert,
we
predict, will become

and

stars— and his latest

new

DeMille and

one of the few great
star-director teams

is

in screen history. It
took DeMille to ap-

Claudette Colbert

preciate Claudette's

potentia lities

Cecil

!

He made

and blankets of gardenias.
Give her a slightly dizzy role, exploit her properly
and watch her

'em, and, to coin

satin,

a striking phrase, how
He dug up a shapely Mack Sennett bathing beaut named Gloria
Swanson, who was married to a low

—

shoot to glory

And

so I found DeMille, after
these years and pictures, plotting another blistering star
about
to turn loose, on the unsuspecting
public, his new ace, Claudette Colbert
Dramatic ? Ask me
He is about to bust out with a
picture for Paramount on the life
and loves of Cleopatra, Queen of
Egypt, sweetie of the great Julius
Caesar, honey-pie of young Marc
Antony, juggler of nations, first
of the Red-Hot Mammas.
I suspect that Cleopatra really infested
the ancient world so that one
day, centuries later, C.B. might put
her in a talkie.
And the little

—

comic called Beery first name WalHe swathed her tightly in two
lace.
yards of white satin, cut low both
In two or three
north and south.
perfumed pictures called some-

all

—

like

of $10,000 a week, rain or shine.
Years ago he found a dark-eyed,
curveful kid called Bebe Daniels.
She was serving Art by being
pushed around in one-reel comedies
by a skinny, goggled boy named
Harold Lloyd. C.B. cast her in his
silken,

sexy

films,

and

at this

old

and

Mother Eve, hot with

dripping with Original
Clothe her craftily, stressing

Egyptian home-breaker and worldwrecker is going to be played by
Claudette "Legs" Colbert.
She's the new DeMille star,

very

hour she is still a leading ornament
of Hollywood, much in demand,
having acquired riches, Husband
Ben Lyon, and a charming infant
on her way through the years.
The old DeMille formula, mates
The one that has obsessed him for
two decades.
Find " a girl who
looks like the wickedest daughter of
allure
Sin.
silk,

!

!

?"
"Who's Your
Husband?"
Your
and "Where's
he made the Swanson girl a star of
such high voltage that in a few years
she was sniffing off earnest offers

thing

—

latest

down

in

in

the

royal

Jot

line.

your memory book.

it

And

around her choice for the purple
hangs as romantic a little yarn as
Hollywood has coughed up in ten
years
Gloria Swanson became a film
sensation when DeMille discovered her. Remember Gloria when

she looked like this? Snappy costume in those good old days!

The Case

of

Claudette

is

his-

one of the most thoroughly
mis-handled and gummed-up in
screen (Continued on page 94)
toric as

!
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Man

The

Tracy was "out" of "Viva
Villa" — and Stuart Erwin
was "in"! That's Hollywood!
Read, here,

comes

how

Stu wel-

his big chance,

with

June Collyer,
cheering him on

his wife,

By
Ben

Maddox

%»

i

He's happy! Stuart Erwin,
that popular and clever

Left, the "Stu" Erwins in
their Beverly Hills home.

You know that Mrs. Erwin
the lovely June Collyer

young
into

actor, has stepped
his biggest role in
"Viva Villa."

is

of the screen.

always happens in Hollywood!
SOMETHING
There
no telling what or whom you'll hump
is

hour

into around the corners of this topsy-turvyville.
Ah, Hollywood you fascinate me
Never a dull
of thee I sing, baby

—

;

More

particularly, of Stu

!

Erwin

I write.

Stu to his friends. No frills
or temperament
a regular guy who, without a speck of
sex-appealing menace in his honest grey eyes, still managed to win the beauteous June Collyer.
This month he has suddenly become an important
personage. Both his fellow players and the distant fans
Stuart

is

plain, true-blue

—

him and discussing his future. And, now
has displayed renewed interest in Stu,
there has been an accompanying avalanche of questions
as to June and her plans.
The attention is the direct result of Lee Tracy having

are talking of
that

M-G-M

too many on that Mexican balcony.
(Certain meanies had long speculated as to the real-life
reaction if a fellow tried Lee's familiar screen technique
for putting folks in their place. Well, now we know!)
In Hollywood, as everywhere, one man's misfortune
is another's meat.
Stu had been patiently awaiting Old
Man Opportunity and diligently doing all he could to

made one smart-crack

improve his individual
him into Tracy's role

So when M-G-M thrust
"Viva Villa" he was ready to

talents.
in

turn out an outstanding performance.
The studio is delighted with their Tracy substitute
and momentous parts are in the offing. Naturally, this
executive recognition pleases those of us who have contended that all either Stu or June needs is a chance.
Probably, at this point, you are attempting to recall

what

couple have been doing recently.
ular, they have been plugging right along.
this

Unspectac-

And

if

they

—

.

for

March

who

1

9

34
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replaced

1

have receded into the background, it is because they've
been too busy being happily married to cut up enough
to crash the gossip columns.
Stu, you remember, rose to brief stardom at Paramount.
But he was dissatisfied with the poor stories
they gave him and voluntarily left to accept featured
billings at Metro.
June, who had been under contract
as a leading lady at Fox and Paramount, has appeared
infrequently since their marriage in the summer of '32.
To distinguish the Erwins for you, I'm going to request that you hark back to the classic story of "Merton
of the Movies."
You recollect the tale the small-town hick of very
average physical charm dreamed of wowing Hollywood
He
as a Romeo, and ended up as a successful comic.
did achieve the Beverly home and, when finally reconciled to his metier, was able to refer glowingly (as
he'd anticipated), to his wife as "my best friend and
:

may I add, my severest critic."
When the talkie version was made, they
in it.
He excelled in the characterization
also,

starred Stu

because he

Merton himself
With variations that are improvements on the original
plot.
In lieu of falling for a mere extra girl, for inAnd
stance, Stu captured the Park Avenue-bred June.

is

a

!

though he doesn't actually use Merlon's description
when speaking of her, you know that he repeats it to
himself devoutly when no one is listening.
I wish you could have been with me the afternoon I
went to call on the Erwins. It was cold outside, so Stu
stirred up a roaring blaze in the fire-place in their
He and June and I
comfortable Beverly living-room.
endeavored to analyze their current happiness. I couldn't
help thinking that he is Merton ten years after.
Today Stu is where he used to dream of being. He's

One of the loveliest of Hollywood girls, June Collyer
was a prominent actress until she married "Stu."
Now she's happy in her career as wife and mother.
famous picture actor, lives in exclusive Beverly Hills,
and has a wonderful wife and a son to carry on his name.
I happen to know exactly the environment in which
Stu grew up, and it is as far removed from the movies
He was born on his parents' cattle ranch
as possible.

a

in the foothills of Central California's big inland valley.

romantic a spot as it sounds, his birthplace
Valley.
His natal day was St. Valentine's Day and, to Stu,
that augured a passionate (Continued on page 86)
It's

Who said

"

unromantic"? Here's how Stuart, in the
of "Joe Palooka," made ardent love to no
less a screen scorcher than Lupe Velez.

title role

as

Squaw

Screen land
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SCREENLAND'S Glamor

A

close-up of Hopkins-Glamor! Rather
use too little make-up than too much,
cautions Miriam, if you possess the
delicate blonde brand of beauty.

Apply your make-up so carefully that
looks smooth from every angle, ad-

it

vises

Miriam, who suggests the use of
brush for that finishing
touch of cosmetic perfection.

powder

Metal invades the field of
sports attire, sponsored by
Miriam Hopkins.
She favors
this gay gray knit frock shot
with silver threads. A tailored
bow and belt are brightened
with
silver
and
nail-heads

bands.
You'll see this dress
"in action" in Miriam's next
film, "All of Me," in which she
appears with Fredric March.

The

first step toward
achievement be

—

Glamor

utterly feminine! Chiffon,
says Miriam, is the most
alluring bit of fluff
so

—

make

it

a

"Must"

your
wardrobe.
in

very private
Miriam's lovely hostess
robe is of pink chiffon,
and satin roses adorn the
shoulders.

for

March 1934
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School
Glamor' Editor
you haven't Glamor, go and get it,
says Miriam. There are no hard and
If

fast rules

for coiffures, cosmetics,

you must follow — you

clothes, that

can,

and should

you choose.

be, as individual as

Hopkins, you
piquant blondes, and accent your

Be

a

individuality

This metal sports dress is
so unusual that we give
you another glimpse of it.
Note, and copy, that full
tight
cuff
idea.
liked this frock
so much that she had it
made for her own personal use.
No wonder!
sleeve,

Miriam

Perky hat with impertinent
peak! Miriam's cap is knitted
in black yarn with wide ribs,
and La Hopkins pulls it well
down over her forehead. It's
practical and quite simple to
make and now, girls, go
back to your knitting!
P. S.
How do you like the
very new coat with the outrageously smart revers?

—

Miriam
again!

goes gray
And how be-

coming to her spungold Glamor! Her suit
is of pale gray wool,

smartly

accented

about the shoulders
and neckline with silver fox fur. Her tiny
turban, handbag, sandals, and
gloves are

gray suede.

!

!
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"TELLING ALU' about
Fresh

authentic reveabout the screen's most

facts,

lations

famous,

ET'S

least talkative

brothers

modern about the Barrymores
Lor more years than they care to count, these
famous "royal" rolling stones have ridden on the

E

^

get

crest of a glorious legend.
Gathering, as you've
heard, plenty of polish.
Where there has been so much smoke you're right
There's been red-hot fire. Likewise a number of misconceptions in the minds of those awed by the Barrymore tradition. I propose to sort the facts from the
fanciful tales for you.
So come along and we'll meet
the illustrious brothers as is, and make an honest ap-

—

praisal.

1934 finds Lionel and John occupying a definite

stellar

Ethel is
the Hollywood scheme of things.
among the missing. Since that one talkie venture with
her brothers a year ago, she has been alternating plays
and vaudeville throughout the East. Doing, I regret to
say, none too well at either.
Have you wondered why all has been strangely quiet
on the Barrymore Front during the past year ?
niche

I'll

in

start

my

tattle-telling

by

true reason for the comparatively

had

recently.

It is their

own

you in on the
mention they have
others have stolen

letting
little

fault

if

the spotlight, for every move of a Barrymore is swell
copy. This is the lowdown
Lionel resents sob stories about himself, and is aloof
because he suspects writers of the worst intentions John
thinks there is something in the writing game, too, and
hence is following Will Rogers' example and saving his
:

;

As a declasse Southerner of the old school, Lionel Barrymore
gives one of his characteristically vigorous performances in
"Carolina," with Janet Gaynor as his lovely daughter.

'Mid the floodlights' white glare! Lionel,
as a shrewd Yankee doctor, plays with
Marie Dressier in "Christopher Bean."

—

:

for

March

1
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BARRYMORES

the

By
Ben

Maddox

own by-line; Ethel has faded from
magazines because she is no longer active in pictures and interest in her has therefore decreased.
Before we encounter the Barrymores separately, there
are a few generalizations I can make which will surprise
you. It is no news, of course, to state that they are extraordinarily talented in their line of work, and that
bright ideas for his
film

they are great individualists. But these facts may astonish you
Although tagged the royal family of the theatrical
profession, they do not agree on the honor themselves.
Only Ethel takes it seriously.
In spite of the prestige which their achievements have
earned them, they are extremely democratic. They don't
give a blankety-blank (as they'd put it) for "society"
They aren't ritzy enough to compete for
real or reel.
the first family of filmdom title.
Their salaries are large, but all three of them were
once poor and had to struggle for fame and money.
They have been lavishly written about, yet they have

always endeavored to keep

(Continued on page 70)

From gay young
blade to model
parent! Some of
John's rash adventures of earlier years are

amusingly told in
this

story.

But

now see him with
little

John,

Jr.!

The youngest of the Barrymores

is

now

quite credible

in middle-aged parts, such as in this scene

from "Long

Lost Father," with Helen Chandler.
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By
Sydney
Valentine

Above, John Davis Lodge
as the dashing Count Alexei,
with Marlene Dietrich in

"And the

"Catherine

the

Great."

Below, Francesca Bragginoted dancer, actress

otti,

and musician, who

Lodges Speak

Mrs.

is

John Davis Lodge.

Only toBut wait! Here's John Davis
of the Boston Lodges— and one
of

DID

Hollywood's

Hollywood

feel

it

own

was suffering from

a short-

Well, anyway, it has
age of "gentlemen" ?
acquired John Davis Lodge, grandson of the
famous statesman, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge.
And you will find it difficult to believe that he is a
gentlemanly novice when you see him as the dashing,
insolent Count Alexei
sent to fetch that princess from
Germany who was later to become Catherine the Great
Marlene Dietrich in her new picture and the
of Russia
sumptuous love-scenes that ensue when they become
mutually enamoured en route.
It
John's family is the pride of superior Boston.
has furnished statesmen through generations, beginning
with that great-great grandfather who is listed as having
been our first Secretary of the Navy under George Washington.
John himself had the sort of education both
here and abroad
Harvard and Europe to fit him for
the law and later high politics. A year ago he had a successful law practice in New York, with which, by the
way, he says his present movie salary does not compete.
No vulgar money considerations lured him to the screen.
But John also has a wife, a dainty, pretty, brilliant
person, who had won fame for herself as Francesca

—

—

—

—

—

Braggiotti,

dancer, actress,

artist,

musician,

when

she

Meanwhile, Metro had been searching the
country for someone who could do voice synchronization
for Greta Garbo in the foreign pictures. So, when Francesca was acting in a play on Broadway and the critics
mentioned how like Garbo's her voice was, Metro seized
the lady with unseemly haste. Francesca speaks English,
French, Italian, German and Spanish and claims all

met John.

—

those bloods in her veins.
Hers, they say, was that
utterly fantastic family that (Continued on page 76)

for
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Past, Present, and
of

Future

Jean Parker
First the struggles— now the
success — and it looks like a happy
ending to come!

By James M.

A
S

F idler

A RULE,

there is little to write about the past of a seventeenyear-old girl. There is not even a great deal to write about
her present.
Generally, so young a girl has her life yet

to live.

Jean Parker is an exception to this rule. She has a past, and until
a few months ago it was none too happy. She certainly has a present,
what with a charming romance, a motion picture contract, and a most
generous outlook on God's world. And if she hasn't a brilliant future, presaged by her remarkable screen work in "Little Women"
and "Wild Birds," then Garbo is a talkative Spanish grandma.
Jean will talk but little about her past, primarily because she was
dreadfully poor, so poor that during the time she attended school in
Pasadena, California, she was too ashamed of her home to permit
young friends to visit her there. Instead, for nearly two years she
hid within her heart a secret, silent love for a school-mate, rather
than allow him to visit her and see for himself the poverty in which
she lived.
When I tell you that this secret sweetheart is Francis Lucas, and that
today, nearly four years after they first met, she is still in love with
Frank (and theirs is without doubt the most charming and the sweetest
romance in Hollywood), you'll understand the soul of Jean Parker.
School duties threw Jean and Frank together often. He was greatly
attracted to her, and often he asked her if he {Continued on page 93)

—

In "Wild Birds" Jean does her finest acting so fine that future stardom no longer seems a dream, but a distinct possibility. Here she is,
above, in a scene from the picture, with Tom Brown.
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Robert

Richard

CROMWELL

•

Mona

DIRECTED BY HENRY KING

•

Henrietta

Stepin

FETCH IT

•

SCREEN PLAY BY REGINALD BERKELEY
FROM "THE HOUSE OF CONNELLY" BY PAUL GREEN

Uorious love story in a setting vibrant with
the season

s

most illustrious

cast,

enthrall you as

roma?tce that will be engraved in your

memory for

it

drama. Seven

unfolds,
r

all of 1 pJ

stars,

jl human, pulsing

M W/

—

Thanks

A
Lot!
To

all

the charming

and all the
handsome lads who
greet you in these
pages, we voice our

ladies

—

appreciation
and
yours
for the good
times they've given
us on the screen

—

To
Myrna Loy
her
and
FOR
interpreting so many varied

artistry in

skill

roles,

to the

from the exotically sinister
wholesomely charming

and for her

ability to be, withal,

as delightfully

herself as

you

see her here.

C.

S.

Bull

Walling

straightforward
FOR
what he called upon to do; and for
sincerity in

his

To Randolph

Scott

acting, regardless

of

high proficiency in
"straight" roles as well as in Westerns, which has earned him
is

the right to succeed

his

Gary Cooper on the Paramount

lot.

keeping
FOR
charm—and

undiminished

her

unmatchable

little-girl

for being as refreshingly lovely as this in her

character as a Southern belle in "Carolina," her next picture in
which she appears with Lionel Barrymore and Robert Young.

To

Janet Gaynor

f raker

—

r

J.

r*f

O b ilSS3

x
JLcUtlCll

TX THOSE unique and delicate loveliness deserves the beauty of
exclusive picture; and who will give
VV setting receives
it

in this

you some more grand performances under her new Columbia contract.

Snider

WHOSE good men

acting has brought

film leading

;

him deserved

and who looks pleasantly

prestige

among

home

against

at

the outdoor background of this picture, also especially posed for you.

X O VjCtlC Xv3.VtHOHCl
*

Don

English

Marlene's maFOR
jestic allure as
"Catherine the Great";
and for her gay humor
in her scene with these
sculptured satyrs.

FOR
and

courage in playing, as his first cinema role, a furred
Esquimo, after having built his acting reputation
on torrid personal charm; and for proving, in this appealingly
his

frigid

natural study, that he's

still

as

warm-blooded

a

lad as ever.

To

Francis Lederer

Wet bourne

To Dick

FOR the
Powell

consistent high quality of his picture portrayals

;

for

combining good acting with equally good
singing; and for being just such an all-around good-humored
"grand guy" as this off-guard photograph reveals him to be.
his versatility in

WHOSE

too

song

infrequent

pictures have brought a great

To
Al Jolson

entertainer before the cinema audi-

ence;

and

Wonder
>creen.

whose
Bar,"

And

stage

sensation,

now comes

thanks,

too,

to

Keeler, the lovely Mrs. Jolson

you

see,

to

the

Ruby

whom

right, with Al!

W elboitrne

"

Frenlicb

WHO

is

just as easy to look at

and yet so
beguilingly different in appearance
(compare the on-the-set portrait be
low) and whose blonde charm and
expert acting have won her an inoff the screen as on,

;

creasingly important series of picture
roles, the latest
it

of which

That

Way

is

in "I

Like

TV*
*•
#

VjlOtt.<l ^tll31*t

ABOVE,

in fluffy
jL~V bangs and naughty
smile, the Russian men-

ace suddenly goes
French, much in the
manner of Lily Damita.
Kathryn's sparkling
charm is one of the

many assets of "Wonder
Bar" and "Bedside."

To
Kathryn
Sergava

WHOSE

many-

sided cinema art

winning her a goodly
share of American rec-

is

ognition. Here, (right),
is

the recently-imported

beauty in what
might be called a sophisticated interpretation of

Slavic

Loretta

Young.

fryer

Sergava
THE
above, puts on
here,

Norma

her

— notice

the

"free-soul"

ex-

mood
gay,

Shearer

pression about the
eyes and mouth that
used to be characteristic of an earlier
screen

Norma?

I

i

r MY SECRET
As

told to Florence Vondelle
by

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Paramount"

Starring in

"FOUR FRIGHTENED PEOPLE"
VowAetr...the
to

Factor's Olive

harmony

Powder

is correct.

A color

perfect color tone... and creamy-smooth,

en the beauty of the skin. Fine in texture, it adheres perfectly and creates a

like finest skin-texture, it blends evenly

satin-smooth make-up that clings for hours.

.

. .

imparting a delicate, lifelike coloring.

WHEN

you sec the lovely beauty of Claudette Colbert
upon the screen, you know that she gives extra
thought to her make-up. Each detail is perfect, yet unnoticed
...it is the vision of beauty that attracts and impresses.
flash

"To

me, make-up means the accentuation of nature's

harmony make-up,

created by

Society
Test
in

Max

"That

Factor,

Make-Up

...

is
is

why

color

so perfect.

The

Face Powder and Lipstick
fill

in

Max

Factor

size

powder, rouge and lipstick harmonize to
enchanting loveliness."

New loveliness

for you, too. ..for

Max
Max

Max

by

screen stars

box of powder

in

Far
Creamy

four shades. Enclose 10 cents for postage and

Ruddy.

sjiow
Freckled

Olive

SKIN

Max

Max

Factor,

EYES

Q
Gray
O
Green
O
Hue)
Q
Brown
Q
Bbdk
a
D lASHES«X~i
Light
O
D«t
a
DryD
Q
D
Q
a

Blue

1 1

Odyd NonruJD

AGE

in Color

make-up

genius.

Factor's Rouge, 50c;

Factor's Super-Indelible Lipstick, $1

COMPLEXIONS

Medium

You will also receive your Color Harmony Make-Up Chart and a 48-page illus. book,
"Tie New Art of Society Mate-Up"..JREE.

you may now share the

Factor, Hollywood's

Factor's Face Powder, $i;

Mail this Coupon to

your color harmony shade and lipstick color tester,
handling.

1034

coupon for purse

new

luxury of color harmony make-up, created originally for the

Very Light

Just

is lip

color tones of

bring out a

Face Powder, Rouge, Lipstick

YOUR Color Harmony

very impor-

make-up to accent the lovely
appeal ofyour lips. Max Factor's SuperIndelible Crimson Lipstick completes my
color harmony make-up. It's moistureproof, the color is natural and permanent and once Fve made up my lips I
know they'll appear perfect for hours.
tant,

A

tone, richly beautiful, to enliv-

colorings," explains Claudette Colbert.

Lipstick.. .last, and so

Wtong<&...next, to impart a youthful,
natural glow of color to the cheeks, rouge
must, ofcourse, harmonize with yourface
powder andyour colorings. Max Factor's
Raspberry Rouge is correct for me.

first essential is face
harmonize with my colorings,
black hair, dark eyes, olive skin. Max

powder

.

At leading

stores.

Harmony

Hollywood 4.3,74

"1

HAIR

i

NAME.

BLONDES
Light .XI

Drrk._0

BROWNETTES
JO STREET.
BRUNETTES

Light. J3 D»rk_

Light__0 Dirfc_a

REDHEADS
L%ht_.D Dark

D

CITY-

f/Hor.Gry.efert

-I

—
—

I

I
I

I

I

STATE.

Ray

Jones,

Samuel Goldwyn

The Most

Beautiful

Anna

Sten and Phillips

Still

of the

Holmes

in

"Nana"

Month

Seventh in S GREENLAND'S Series of Portrait Drawings by Charles Sheldon
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The 5

RUTH
Chattertons
Below, Chatterton,
the actress.

Above, the

La Chatterton,

very feminine

woman

of the
world.

"Ruthie."

Right, Miss
Chatterton,
business-

Left, the

ingenuous
little girl.

woman.

—And how
If

they grew!

you thought you

knew your

By

"Ruthie,"

read below and learn

Scoop Conlon

THERE

are five Ruth Chattertons!
There is the very feminine "Ruthie'' who is
only known to a small intimate circle. She is as
lovably girlish and appealing as the nickname

"Ruthie" implies. She is
thetic, loyal and devoted

altruistic, affectionate,

to

her own.

She

is

sympaas en-

and impulsive as a school-girl, in love with
life
and George Brent.
There is Ruth Chatterton, the artist. Sincere, intelliThis Ruth is a
gent, capable, hard-working actress.
practical dreamer, who has aspired and achieved through
sheer force of character, an inflexible will, and the determination to get what she wants. She also has all the
temperament, egotism, and personal eccentricities which
thusiastic

—

bespeak the

artist.

She
the business woman.
a dominating, courageous fighter born. Keen, analytical, and logical, she has the mind of a Philadelphia
lawyer.
There is Ruth Chatterton, the woman of the world.
Gorgeously impractical, extravagant and physically lazy.
She is a thoroughly charming, witty "first lady who

There

is

Ruth Chatterton,

is

-

'

and sophistication.
Ruth Chatterton no one knows. The
mischievous little girl known as "Mike" in boarding
school.
When this Ruth gets bored with the others, she
plays hookey.
She may be found on a roller-coaster,
revels in an atmosphere of culture, art,

There

is

the

in a dance-hall, or at the zoo.
She is sure to be eating
hot dogs, munching popcorn, drinking soda pop, chewing gum, and playing the slot machines.

The Ruth Chatterton

/ know is a composite of the
her characteristics, I like best one quality
all the Ruths possess
a keen sense of humor.
Several years ago the girl who had been hailed as the
"first lady of the American theatre" arrived in Hollywood
flat-broke.
She had severed all ties with her beloved
theatre to embark upon a tramp adventure.
Walking
quietly in the shadow of her husband, then Ralph
Eorbes, who had scored a hit in "Beau Geste," Ruth
Chatterton found herself virtually unknown in a land of
blonde ingenues.
The proud girl, who had starred in and produced her
own plays on Broadway, was in the undignified position
of a clinging vine. She had a small, cheap roadster and
twenty-five dollars cash. Out of the crash of her career,
she had saved only her talents, an indomitable spirit,
and that deep-rooted sense of humor. She could face
the ridiculous as well as the sublime.
In those days most of the feminine stars were
ingenues in age and ability.
Many times since, Ruth
has told me of her first shock of incredulity when she
overheard a couple of movie buds nonchalantly, but
cruelly referring to a famous screen actress, younger
than herself, as a "has-been" fit only for the old ladies'
home. Such was Hollywood before talking pictures came.
Ruth Chatterton's sensational rise to picture fame overnight actually began in the silents with Emil Jannings,
and has been told too many times to repeat here.
are
more concerned with the revelations of the most misunderstood woman in Hollywood. (Continued on page 74)
five.

Of

all

—

We

—!
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Jos

Boy"
And now

one of your
favorites, too Meet Douglass
Montgomery, hero of "Little
Women" and other fine films
and read some hitherto
he's
!

—

untold anecdotes concerning

Katharine Hepburn

The magnetic Montgom-

''Greetings.'"

sensitive

Here

is

ery played many lyrical
s -or.es in "Little Women" such as this, above,
with Ka tharine Hepburn,

Douglass as the

young wooer of

whom

Josephine

March. His fine playing of the role
established him securely as an actor.

In his latest picture,
"Eight Girls in a Boat,"
Douglass plays opposite
a whole octet of pretty
ladies, including Dorothy Wilson and Kay
Johnson.

By
iWortimer Franklin
A FILM
,/\\

/

^

actor who is stage-struck?
a stage actor who is film-struck?
Whichever of these two interesting categories

Or

Douglass

Montgomery may belong

(and
personally I suspect that he's a combination of both), he
can certainly lay claim to being a few jumps ahead of
the Hollywood he serves.
For years the good-looking
youth who played Laurie to Katharine Hepburn's Jo
March has been doing what only recently became the
fashion among our front-rank film performers.
Long before the Hayses, Landis, Hustons, Hepburns,
et. al., ever thought of it, Douglass was scooting back
and forth across the country, sharing his time between
camera and footlights.
In fact, his determination to
burn his artistic candle at both ends of a continent has
given rise to the accusation of neglecting the cinema for
its elder sister in the arts.
And that's why he now feels
that Hollywood may have begun to suspect him of the
cardinal sin of snootiness
a suspicion which, he assured
me, is wholly unfounded.
"It's true I'm in love with the stage," he acknowledged

—

he knew away
back "when."

in,

amid the quiet charm of his New York river-front apartment, "and I always have been. But my chief plans
are for a permanent film career. As
or hopes, anyway
a matter of fact, that's where my ultimate ambitions he/'
A tall, well-set-up youth, this Montgomery, with a
sensitive, alive face under a blond thatch that makes him
look no more than his twenty-four years. He abounds
in a nervous energy that keeps him almost constantly on
the move and fills his speech with frequent vigorous,
unexpected turns of thought and expression.
Douglass traces his early preference to the stage, by
a paradoxical route, to the fact he was born in Los
Angeles, practically on the doorstep of the burgeoning
film industry. The infant actor and the infant art grew
up hand-in-hand.
"When I was a kid," he pointed out, "movies were
made chiefly out of doors. A couple of actors would get

—

out in the middle of a street or a park or somebody's
start mugging and wigwagging at each other,
with a cameraman and sometimes a director in attendance. That was the art of the (Continued on page 68)

lawn and

!
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Dressier

Gaynor

Cantor

Screen

stars are

mis-

quoted, hounded,
pounded. Here's an

Screen

intelligent

cured at the most stupendous

Spectator

—

envelopes contain twenty-five dollars per week or if we ever reach
the heights and get in the larger

pointment by President Roosevelt of Marie Dressier and
Eddie Cantor to represent the actors of Hollywood's
famed industry caused a happy response in this filmgoer's mind. So much has lately appeared in the public
press as representative of the national government's attitude that our screen stars are overpaid, that this choice
of Marie and Eddie would indicate that no bad wolf is
hovering around to destroy the glamorous glories our
cinema celebrities enjoy as a result of our willing contributions through the box-office for the entertainment and
enjoyment they afford us.
Marie Dressier we know must be one of the highest
paid and certainly Eddie Cantor has been in the money
in a great big way for many, many years.
Neither of
them gets one cent more than he earns. They both have
started at the bottom, trouped and worked, met success
and failure and again success, and are large earners
now because of their ability to so thoroughly entertain
us that we pay millions of dollars to be permitted to
attend their every performance.
hear much of unknown boys and girls making
good overnight in pictures and being paid five hundred
up to one, two, three, four and even ten thousand dollars
per week. We must discount a lot of that and charge

—

We

to the showman's efforts to get publicity for his attraction
as ever since Barnum the entertainment world has

—

we the public
greatest attraction ever offered only
been convinced that

income class. Some few may get
by through pull, luck, family connections or something else. However, no industry as important and

Lee Tracy, the "bad boy" of
Hollywood. Let's have him back
on the screen again!

THIS

the first year of the
Blue Eagle, symbol of N.R.A.
and codification of our nation's industrial life, the ap-

it

cost.

But those stars of the screen
who do get the large salaries we
can be sure have got to produce
profits just exactly the same as
everyone of us whether our pay

Speaks
IN

defense

will
if it

pay for the
has been pro-

calling for so large a capital could

old-fashioned, sound
weren't procured
each
picture that we
remember,
from its efforts and
risking
hundreds
company
person
or
represents
some
see

—

survive
business

if

profits

of thousands of dollars.
Exactly as the pioneer, the inventor, the creator or
the idea man who is successful has been rewarded by
riches, so should those actors and actresses who have
what we the spectators want be it genius or beauty
so too should they reap the rewards of success which

—

under our system can only be represented by money in
the bank.

And even though many of our stars are young, we
must remember we want youth, and frequently the popularity of a star passes in so short a time while the rest
of us are making our more normal lives that, what to

ordinary mortals seem fabulous salaries, may be
Many of these young
earned for only a few years.
stars, through unwise investments, extravagant expenditures for absurd luxuries, gambling and victimization
by the unscrupulous wipe out their fortunes in a few
years and find themselves penniless and unprepared to
earn any livelihood at all.
Often we think that, whatever salary some of the
stars receive, they must feel ill-paid for the job they have
to do for us.
Suppose you were a normal, natural sort
of person and you were able to portray a sweet, wistful,
lonesome sort of waif such as Janet Gaynor has interpreted for us in so many of her very successful screen
portrayals.
And suppose {Continued on page 85)
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Radio Round-Up

Here's lovely Irene Taylor,
the little girl with the big
voice, whom you hear singing
with the Casa Loma band.

They've got rhythm! Glen
Gray and his Casa Loma orchestra pose

SCREENLAND

Holmes
Phillips
liked being guest
star on our proso much
that it looks as

gram

Gathering the

latest

especially for
at Columbia.

about your

though he were
going to take up
crooning!
And

favorite ether entertainers

SCREENLAND likes

By

him so much that
he can croon for
us anytime!

Evelyn Ballarine
facts about him and the band which he adorns.
"We
organized in 1929 with a flock of cynics telling us that
well,
the organization would last about six months
here it is five years later, and we seem to be doing all
There's nothing remarkable about it wouldn't
right.
the boys be foolish not to try to make a go of it
We're
all getting the
same salary and we collect dividends
regularly," he added.
Glen's full name is Glen Gray Knoblauch
he dropped
the last part of it because it's too difficult to pronounce.
However, the boys in the orchestra call him "Spike."
He can't recall how or where he picked up this nickname, except that he has had it from grade school days.
"Just what does it mean to be president of the corporation?" I asked him. "Well, I do the hiring and firing,"
he pointed out. "I almost always select the music for
our programs with the approval of the boys, of course.
I have taken Harold Gifford, the banjoist, out of the
Oh, no, he isn't being fined for
orchestra for a week.
not attending rehearsals, nor is he being punished for imbibing during working hours
he's the lad who does our
arrangements. And that's exactly what he's doing this
week nothing else but," said President Gray. "You
see, we're on the ai* four or five times a week and it
takes plenty of songs to vary the programs. We're kept
so busy that I haven't even been able to take time out
to see a Mae West picture!" (Continued on page 95)

—

—

!

YOU'RE not a Casa Loma fan, you're simply not
an courani musically speaking
This orchestra is
unlike any other band you have ever heard of.
In the first place, it is a corporation owned by the
individual musicians as stockholders. Second, while most
orchestras use the song publisher's arrangements, the
Casa Loma artists make a special arrangement of every
song they play. Hence they've gained an enviable reputation because of their unusual renditions of songs.
Third, they are called Glen Gray and his Casa Loma
orchestra, and yet Mr. Gray is not the conductor
he's
the president of the Corporation.
Melvin Jenssen, the

—

IF

!

—

violinist, is the

conductor.

Another remarkable feature these boys have played
for more college dances than any other orchestra. Princeton re-engaged them four times, thus breaking a long
standing rule of never having the same orchestra more
:

than once.

A

chat with Glen

Gray brings out many

interesting

—

—

—

—

-

!

!
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Let Joan Crawford be an inspiration to

you

What dancing

.

has done for her,

it

can also do

for you.'

Even in

rhythm

this "still," Joan is
personified.
The lines
body all flow in one

of her
beautiful harmony.

Every woman
should take up
dancing in one form
or another

By
Katharine Hartley

Dancing

for your

YOU

have seen Joan Crawford in "Dancing
Lady," you no doubt felt a little envious of her
There's hardly a female amongst
lovely dancing.
us who hasn't, at one time or another, dreamed of
gliding back and forth across the stage, to the tune of
tumultuous applause.
But how few of us every really do anything about it
We gradually grow up and get older, and our bones
We
settle firmly into place, and then it seems too late.
relegate this desire, as we do many others, to the realm
of our childhood, and do our best to forget it.
Now, I haven't reminded you of all this, just to have
Because it's my idea that every
you mope over it.
one of us should take up dancing in one form or another

IF

—not

become professional dancers

at this stage of
twenty), but
(particularly
if
you're
well
over
the
Yes, for the nice things that
for your Beauty's sake.
dancing does to the body, and for the relaxed, happy
expressions that it puts on our faces.
You see, dancing called by any other name might not
(exercising, for example !) but it is,
sound so sweet
truly, the inspired way to take off pounds where you
need to lose them, and to put lovely soft curves where
you lack them. Not only does it do this, but it makes
your figure supple and young, and lithe and beautiful.
Too, it gives your body a natural rhythm.
It teaches
you to move more gracefully, and to stand more still-ly,
without forever fidgeting and shifting from one foot to
another.
And -wonder of wonders what it does for your circulation
After the first lesson or two, you'll no doubt
be tired, and you'll ache how you'll ache
But, nevertheless, you'll feel a renewed well-being.
Your body,
tried and tired as it is, will at least feel alive and responsive.
And your skin will look warm and flushed
and healthy and twice as beautiful as you have ever
seen it look.
to

game

—

'

—

—

!

—

—

!

Beauty's Sake
You will remember that Joan Crawford was a dancer
before she ever became a movie star. And it was not
only the trimness of her figure, but her indomitable
vitality that won her so much attention from the start.
Her personality is as peppy as her feet. Her brightness
twinkles in time with her toes.
So let her be an inspiration to you, and, if you want
to rejuvenate both your body and your spirit, devote an
hour or two a week to some form of dancing. The ideal
"course" is a combination of acrobatic and tap dancing
for real slenderizing results,- as limbering and stretching and agility, are the things which will be of most
practical use to you.
Take a tap lesson one week, and
an acrobatic lesson the next week, and practice both in
between.
(If you don't, it'll be just like starting all
over again every lesson.)

—

Your acrobatic lessons will prove the most interesting
to you, as you soon find yourself doing things which you
never dreamed of doing the splits, for example and
hand-stands, and back-bends, and cart-wheels, and

—

what-not

They will stand you up alongside a bar (not the drinking variety), and tell you to hold on with one hand,
while you kick, sideways, then backwards. You'll do
deep knee-bends with the bar to hang on to. Then you'll
be put on the mat and told to lie on your back, and the
kicking starts all over again.
Only after these kicking
episodes, the instructor will stand in front of you, and
try to put your foot alongside of your left ear. Day by
day, you'll see it drawing nearer and nearer.
There are all sorts of these mat exercises. And some
of them you can do for yourself at home, on a soft carpet.
Sit on the floor and spread your legs as far apart
as they'll go. Then try to touch your head to your right
knee, then to your left one.
You'll realize then how

—

much your stomach needs flattening, when you try to
down over it. Then there's {Continued on page 95)

lean

!

!
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"How do

my

you

Yoo Hoo!

expression?" says Old
like

Trouper LeRoy,
as he goes into
action for a big
Master
scene.

LeRoy has all
the Hollywood

Here's

girls in a dither,

from Marlene
Dietrich

down.

My

Story

Friends and countrymen, lend

me your lap — and I'll tell you
how it feels to be a champ
"scene-stealer"!

By Baby LeRoy
As

HO,

HO,

I'm Baby LeRoy, that's

who

I

Maude Cheatham

told to

am! But

me

the champ scene-stealer.
I was only born in 1932, on May 12.
But
I'm growing as fast as I can and now tip the

they

call

29 pounds.
Being a baby film star

scales at

is lots of fun and I have a new
crop of stunts for every picture. In my first, "A Bedtime Story," I only laughed, goo-gooed, and cried. Yet
critics say I stole the picture.
In "Torch Singer," I stood alone. And did the "razzberry," too. I liked to do that. In "Tillie and Gus," I
walked. Yes, sir, all by myself
In "Miss Fane's Baby
is Stolen," I talked for the very first time, saying Mama, Ma-ma, several times. And did it make a hit? I'm
the Joker, in "Alice in Wonderland." They taught me
!

walked toward the camera and was
happy when Director Norman McLeod exclaimed,
"Fine Did you ever see anything so cunning as the way
he swings his chubby legs in perfect military rhythm?"
They also showed me how to bow from the waist and
touch the floor with my forehead pooh, that was just
like a game.
Maybe
Bathing, though, seems to be my specialty.
I'm to outshine Cecil B. DeMille in a bathroom career.
'Member how Maurice Chevalier bathed me in "A
Bedtime Story?" Then, Claudette Colbert gave me a
scrubbing in "Torch Song." Alison Skipworth put me
in a tub in "Tillie and Gus," but Dorothea Wieck, my
film mother in "Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen," and I had
the best fun of all. We got into the tub together.
She
let me duck her and we came up laughing and hugging
to goose-step as I
I

!

—

each other.

eh?" gurgles the little menace, as Dorothea Wieck cuddles him for this scene in "Miss
Fane's Baby is Stolen." "Guess I'll insist on a
few dozen re-takes!"
"Soft,

Oh,

there's Claudette coming over to see us
"Hello, you rascal," she said, pinching my cheek.
"Did you tell about your big discovery?" Claudette
asked me. "Well, then / will
It was during a scene
in 'Torch Singer.'
I had taken him from the tub and
placed him beside me on a table. Suddenly, he gave a
squeal Baby LeRoy had discovered his navel
"Regardless of the grinding cameras, he began squirming to get a better view.
He pushed his little round
!

;

tummy

this

way and

that way.

Then,

startled,

he looked

questioningly at each of us on the set to see if we saw
what he saw. It was a classic of baby wonderment and
we howled with laughter."
Is that dignified?
Well, maybe not.
But I'll never
get spoiled or smarty.
mother won't have it. She's
sweet and serene but oh, she can be firm. Her name is

My

Gwenneth
yet

and

— Gwenneth

Winebrenner.

she's studying to

become

She

a doctor.

twenty
She comes

isn't

with me every day I work but Wacer has
complete control of me here and she never, never interto the studio
feres.

Water?

Whv, Wacer

is

my

(Continued on page 79)

—
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What

Next, Charlotte?
New

ALICE OF WONDERLAND

/\
/ %

March third.
"Born in March?

lyn on

to that,"

would exclaim.
like a lion, or is

was born

in

Brook-

—

—

she

"Alice in

new triumphs

Wonderland"?

for

Or-

—

there should be a moral
no doubt the Duchess of Wonderland
"Coming in like a lamb and going out
it coming in like a lion and going out

lamb ? Coming or going, going or coming, lion
or lamb
it is all the same."
But Alice or, to use her true name, Charlotte Henry
is not coming
she is here. And neither is she going
like a

r61es,

—

By
James Ml a vion

;

is

here to stay,

we

hope.

what

However,

if

Charlotte

She can't
go on playing Alice forever.
She cannot play Alice again, in fact, any more than
Betty Bronson could twice be Peter Pan. Do you remember how adorable Betty was as Peter Pan? Well,
Charlotte is just as simply charming in the guise of
Alice.
Now, if Betty could not outlive Peter Pan, can
really is to stay, just

is

to

keep her here?

Charlotte survive Alice?
If she can, then how is she to sucIn other words
What next,
ceed ?
Charlotte ?
"The next screen role for Miss
Henry," say those gentlemen of the
studios ambiguously termed executives,
"will very possibly be Lovey Mary in
:

Out of character!
Here's Charlotte

Henry

as she

really

is.

'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch,' by Alice Rice."
Delightful
Charlotte should be as charming as
Lovey Mary as she is as Alice. Perhaps that little storybook girl of Mrs. Wiggs' cabbage patch can make the
public forget Alice.
On the contrary, there is the chance that as Lovey
Mary, Charlotte may still remain Alice to the public,
except that she will be situated in a
new environment in the cabbage
patch instead of Wonderland.
In other words, there is a real
fear in Hollywood that little Miss
Henry has with one screen appearance established herself in a characterization that will cling to her as
definitely and as tenaciously as two
ludicrous shoes and a wisp of a mustache have clung to Charlie Chaplin.
It
will prove a real tragedy if
Charlotte's first big screen opportunity implants her so firmly in the public mind as a
story-book character
that she will never be given a chance
to prove that she has real talent.
Story-book characters have a way
of leaping suddenly to film fame
and fading just as quickly.
Betty
Bronson as Peter Pan is not the only
proof of this statement.
See what
happened to Ruth Taylor of "Gentle!

—

men Prefer
Charlotte

mount

And to KathPanther Woman.

Blondes."

leen Burke, the
is

studio,

a favorite at'the Parawhere "Alice in Won-

derland" was filmed.
It is because
she is so well liked that common fear
is held for {Continued on page 92)
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HJIIil'lllMMttM
The Transformation of Jean
Muir! Make-up magic and
clever coiffures help to make
Jean one of the screen's most

glamorous younger

Here's the new Jean Muir,
below.
Haven't those eyes

taken on mystery? Compare
her with the girl at the right.

actresses

.

.

Copy Bette's soft
roll

curl,

who want

you

to discard

tight

Bette Davis takes

the

mood

New

curls

around

smart long bob effect which won Bette

the ear are an original Davis touch.

your bangs for a
coiffure change

—

—

Here's a more dashing hair-do those

girls

coiffure new
contract! Here's the

her

new

contract.

on

every

of

mode— practically

a

Bette's exciting afternoon frock is of black
The fitted sleeves are marked with
crepe.
self-material buttons with loop fastenings,
and the neck and cuffs are edged with lace.

personality for every

costume. Bette wears

La Davis enhances this blue, horizontally tucked,
ankle-length
frock of sheer crepe shown below.
Note the pleated skirt and the
triple-tiered tie at the high neck.

"The
1934"

these clothes in

Fashions of

Bette's tunic
shown at

frock,

the left, is of
black corded silk,

and the yoke,
sleeves, and ascot
collar are of con-

Bette in her
cadet blue en-

semble — see
the entire cos-

tume here
,

Her tarn and
brief cape are

of velvet,

the

shade matching her sheer
crepe frock.

Gray fox

adorns the
cape and muff.

trasting black
and gold metal
cloth. Metal
links are set on
the side front of
A
the tunic.
minute skull cap

completes the
costume.

,
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Study these suggestions
from Hollywood's smart
actresses and adapt them to
your own clothes and your
coiffure

problems

The "Little

Sophisticated lady!

Women"

That depends

in-

fluence! Margaret Lindsay

on your hair-dresser, says Irene
Bent ley. He can make you look
dramatic like this, above.

affects the lit-

—

tle cluster of
curls on the

—

forehead a la
"Jo" Hepburn

— for

a re

freshing new
coiffure.

And now here's
Irene, left,
with a demure
"little girl"
hair arrange-

ment. Quite
a contrast
isn't it?

4
Below, Irene with still
another coiffure this
time suave yet sweet,

—

altogether suitable for
deb or smart young

matron.

Dennis
It's

all

done with

mirrors! Travis
Banton designed
this

yan

costume

Phillips,

Fox Studio

hair stylist, is creating the
California Curl for Irene

Bent ley.

for Lilfor

Tashman

her personal appearances. The brilliant
tunic is made entirely of mirrors,
and the skirt is a
graceful white satin
inspiration.

This

is

Irene Bentley's

" going-to-town" hairIt's the very thing
do.
for Big Nights in HollyVery striking,
wood.

Miss Bent ley!

Kathryn {of Russia) Sergava
introduces this necklace and
bracelet of glistening aluminum in coat-of-mail design,
interlaced with bands of
black velvet ribbon.

Jean Broadway -to-Hollywood Howard suggests this
crimson velvet

neckedged with
adorn your
whitecrepe evening ensemble.
tiara,

and

lace,
silver

cuffs,
balls, to

Thrilling

tips on
toggery!

Here's a breath-taking affair a printed
linen evening gown,

—

Decorative Del Rio!
Isn't Dolores stun-

Lilyan Tashman,

in this peach
pajama robe or
house coat, whichever you prefer? Note
the three bands of

knows.

jade, the tailored col-

and

absolutely
backless!
Take it
south with you, says

you

it's

who
And how do

like

Lil's

short

ning

satin

and the casual
self-material sash.

lar,

ringlet bob?

Dazzling Dvorak is wearing just
about the wildest gown that ever
came
out of Hollywood!
The
bodice is composed of two long
draped scarfs, a black and a white
satin,

which end as a sash.

Travel in tweeds is Tashman's counsel. Lil
brightens her severely tailored gray tweed
suit with white flowers. Black gloves, black
and white scarf, and a black beret are her
accessories.
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

REVIEWS
Queen

of the

Christina

M-G-M

(

to

-

Best
Pictures

There IS a Garbo! Any doubts you may have felt during
the many months' absence of the Swedish star are dispelled
see "Queen Christina." You breathe a sigh of
say, "So there really was a gorgeous long girl
with an unbelievably beautiful face who knocked us cold for seven
years!" By the time the rather tedious script and slow direction
have given the great Greta a chance to warm up you are asking
yourself, "Hepburn?
Who's she?" Because this Garbo has the
power to make you dream again. You may fight, but before you
know it you are transported into that make-believe world which
you hadn't visited since you thrilled to your first stock company
show. Garbo is in the great tradition. And as Queen Christina
she is the most romantic figure the screen has ever seen. As I said,
it's often very, very slow; but there are scenes
and what scenes!
between Christina and her Spanish lover in a snow-bound inn,
and later on an outward-bound ship, that more than atone for the
dull passages.
The love scenes, so lyric; the queen's abdication,
actually stirring; and the magnificent finish all make "Queen
The Queen is not dead!
Christina" a memorable picture.

when you

'relief

SEA L- OFj I

and

—

—

—

Flying

Alice in

Wonderland
Paramount

Down

to Rio

RKO-Radio

You lovers of Lewis Carroll's book need no
longer cringe. Paramount's "Alice in Wonderland" is a
fair picturization of the classic "Adventures."
Some
critics may find fault with it
and with good reason. But
better to have made it, with all its rubber masks and mistakes,
than not to have had an "Alice" on the Christmas screens. And
there is so much to enjoy that I think only the Carpers' Club will
quibble. For one thing, Charlotte Henry is a charming Alice not
too sweet, seldom self-conscious, and always believable. Perhaps
you won't recognize many other members of the cast; but you'll
know Gary Cooper's inimitable voice as the White Knight; and
you'll be vastly amused at W. C. Fields as Humpty-Dumpty.
The Mad Tea Party is, to me, the best scene in the picture, as, for
me, it was in the book. But you may enjoy more the perfectly crazy
croquet game, or the Cheshire Cat. Just for the record, that's
Cary Grant's melodious voice warbling Soup of the Evening, as
the Mock Turtle and it's Charles Ruggles as the March Hare and the
White Rabbit is none other than Skeet Gallagher. It's all fun. Except
that animated cartoon amateurish and inexcusably unfunny.
It's all right!

—

—

;

;

—

Just about time that some smart producer discovered the
scenic beauties of Rio de Janeiro and Dolores Del Rio
and
put them in the same picture. You'll enjoy this sparkling
movie musical with its stunning setting of Rio's lovely
harbor and its superlative cast.
What a background for Del
Rio's dark beauty, and how grand to see her again! There's no
one quite like Her Latin Loveliness on the screen. Gay tunes,
novel dances, gorgeous girls and what's more, there's a plot somewhere about. But perhaps the most amusing number is the dance
staged by Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire called the Carioca,
which makes the Rhumba look like a slow waltz. The blond and
ingratiating Gene Raymond impersonates a breezy band leader
who falls in love with the Brazilian heiress played by Del Rio, and
wins her away from Raoul Roulien remember Raoul? Ginger
Rogers is completely captivating as the little singer who also shines
in those sizzling dances with Astaire.
And as for that dancin'
boy from Broadway he's a real hit, as a grand dancer and pleasant
person. You'll like that number presented on the wings of a fleet
The last word in spectacle until the next one!
of airplanes.

You Can Count on

—

—

—

—

—

these Criticisms

—
for

March

1

934

Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

The

or

Favor!

Best Performances

Going
Hollywood

of the Month:
Garbo

in

Gilbert

in
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"Queen Christina"
"Queen Christina"

Patsy Kelly in "Going Hollywood"

—

Here's a combination for you Marion Davies and Bing
Crosby! And here's a picture for them to shine in, with
the most agreeable movie music since "42nd Street." By

Bing Crosby in "Going Hollywood"
Eddie Cantor in

"Roman

Marion Davies

"Going Hollywood"

Hugh

Herbert

Fred Astaire
Charlotte

Kay

in

now you know your We'll Make Hay while the Sun
Shines and Our Big Love Scene as well as you ever knew your
Lasr Round-Up. But no matter how well Radio Rudy croons
'em, you haven't really heard 'em until you hear Bing sing them to
Marion who, by the way, "listens" more alluringly than any
other screen heroine.
You'll love Marion as the little French
teacher who goes to Hollywood on a Crosby quest and becomes a
movie star in spite of herself. How she dances and she's prettier
than ever, if possible. As for Bing well, remember what I predicted for him? It all comes true here.
Crosby is better than
ever.
He is the most natural and likable man on the screen
today. No fuss, no "acting" this crooner with a sense-of-humor
And at that, he gives a more convincing peris refreshingly real.
formance than most "actors." "Going Hollywood" has grand
dialogue, a knockout bit by the promising comedienne, Patsy Kelly,
and a very funny interlude of imitations by the Radio Rogues.

"Convention City"

"Flying

in

Henry

Francis in

in

Scandals"

Down

in "Alice in

to

—

Rio"

Wonderland"

—

"The House on 56th Street"

—

—

Roman

Convention

Scandals

City

United

First

Artists

National

Yoo-hoo, Mr. Sam Goldwyn! Come on over here; I want
to whisper something. Who's that with you? Eddie Cantor? Oh, all right; he can listen too. The reason for all
the secrecy is that I like your picture, "Roman Scandals,"
too well. I don't want all the other producers of grand musical
movies to hear me say that it's the best I've ever seen. So I don't
say it. You can just imagine it. You must know that "Roman
Scandals" is as funny as four Marx Brothers pictures and better
than any two Eddie Cantor films. I have never laughed harder
not since Chaplin, anyway than I did at the slave market scene
in which Eddie is auctioned off.
Cheers for Cantor who plays it
and George Kaufman who helped write it. And that's not all.
After a slow beginning every scene of "Roman Scandals" is comic
perfection. Imagine Eddie as the Emperor's fool and food-taster
resisting the Empress' wiles, lost in a ladies' Roman bathorium, in
love with beautiful Gloria Stuart, and finally starring in the most
exciting chariot race since "Ben Hur"
oh, better than that.
Cantor is genuinely, pricelessly funny. You'll like Ruth Etting's
singing and David Manners' profile, and Veree Teasdale.

—

—

—

Let

—

I might call this the comedy "Grand Hotel"
in fact, I
U will, for this rowdy screen show is a hilarious record of the
Average American Business Man at the Great American
sales convention combining the Average Business with
perhaps not quite so average Pleasure. The action and I use the
word advisedly takes place at one of the big hotels that border
the board-walk in Atlantic City.
There are Adolphe Menjou
and Guy Kibbee as rival candidates for the big job of general
sales manager.
There's dazzling Joan Blondell, as a chorus girl
who dabbles in "shake-down" work on the side, with Dick Powell
her first victim. There is pretty Patricia Ellis, the boss' daughter;
and Mary Astor, the smart feminine salesman, who loves Adolphe
and after various complications, wins him. And, last but very far
from least, there are three funny men, Hugh Herbert, Frank
McHugh, and Hobart Cavanaugh, three musketeers of the bottle,
who make matters worse for the cast and better for the audience
with their bubbling geniality.
Herbert, particularly, will panic
you. The story moves at a furious pace. Not for the kiddies but
what fun for everybody else. How you'll like Mary Astor!

Them Guide You

—

—

—
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Good
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Here's
WTW——
M~ "Mr"

Hollywood
m

am

*,

v

•

"\A7HY

does Katharine Hep* * burn dodge newspaper pho-

tographers, you want to know?
The reason is that Katty has
freckles. Those freckles look everso-friendly when met face to face,
but their photographic effect is
like a lamb in a soot-fall.
So,

The busy Baer!

When

not occupied with being
a prominent pugilist or KO'ing
the screen audience, he makes

when Miss Hepburn is without
make-up, she does her utmost to
dodge cameras of every descrip-

stage personal
appearances or

tion.

acts as a night-

club "M. C."
Here's "Maxie"
rehearsing
his
stage act, sup-

ported by

a

pretty little posse
of Helenmorgans.
P. S.
Extra!
learn
as we romp to
press that Maxie

—

We

how was
WELL,
dinner party
?

that
I

for a

strange

mean Joan Craw-

ford's private little dinner for three, given
her home right after Douglas Fairbanks,

in

Jr.'s

return from Europe.

The guests were Young Doug- and Franchot Tone her former husband and (take
But they
it from me)
her next husband.

—

are all quite friendly, and
pleasant evening for all.

it

was a most

may be Mae
West'snextleading

man! Nego-

tiations are
pending.

Wide World

LAUGH
t

When Charthis off, if you can
Henry donned a new tailored suit
Hollywood after her return from a per:

lotte

in

sonal appearance tour, her own employers
Reason ? For
failed to recognize the girl.
five months, Charlotte wore her "Alice in
Wonderland" costume constantly. She is
really quite a grown-up young lady in regulation clothes, and it is no wonder studio
officials

failed to recognize her.

for
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Cartoons ty Victor

De Fauw

ENTRANCE AND EXIT

By

"Getting personal" about

movie men and maids

WeStOH East

WHEN

"The Merry Widow" reaches
talking
picture
screen as
a
(probably with Joan Crawford in the title
role), Clark Gable will be seen somewhere
His studio has promised
as an extra.
Gable's very first
Clark that privilege.
extra part in pictures was in the original
screen "Merry Widow," and for memory's
sake, Clark is going to relegate himself
temporarily to the extras' ranks again.
the

Happy

family-

to-be?

At any

rate,

NINETY

thousand dollars

a lot of
coin to toss for the privilege of living
in a Hollywood house for a few weeks,
but that is the price Rudy Vallee paid.
is

they were happily wed, Fay Webb
Vallee persuaded Rudy to buy a house in
The only
movieland, and it cost $90,000.
time the crooner lived in it was during
that recent brief period when he was in
Hollywood to work in the Fox movie-ised
George White's "Scandals."

When

during the filming of "Wonder-

the

is

recordof thefirst

meeting

tween

be-

Joan

Crawford

and

Mr. and Mrs.
F. J. Tone, pa-

rents of Franchot. It occurred
after

York

my, my, but were the stars
MY,wrangling
among themselves

here

omnipresent
cameraman's

of

the

New

premiere

"Dancing

Lady," which

all

four attended.

Al Jolson, Kay Francis,
Ricardo Cortez each wanted to
be most important in the cast.
Well, one day the cameraman
was having difficulty in lining up
a group for a close-up.
At last
Cortez impatiently cried: "If that
man would move over, we'd be all
bar"!

—

right."

Al glared at Ricardo.
"The
name," he growled, "is Jolson."

Wide World

Or, before and after seeing George Raft, the
Personality Boy!
An average group of men
when they enter the theatre, they're just a
lot of George Rafts after coming under his
potent spell. You know the feeling!

—

—
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Rosemary Ames has that Dietrichand plenty of her own
like charm
appeal, too. She's a new Fox girl.

—

of those
ONE
ring signboard

pests who go about marpictures found his way
into George Raft's studio dressing room
recently.
Raft was working at the time,
and as is his custom, he left the door to
his quarters unlocked.
When he returned from the set at lunchtime, he discovered that every portrait
hanging on the walls (even including pictures of two lovely ladies), had been given

a mustache.

was a funny gag
THAT
Groucho Marx pulled on
Adolphe Menjou. Groucho telephoned Adolphe, and when the

Menjou answered,
Marx droned: "This is the tele-

sophisticated

phone company. We are testing
your line. Will you whistle into
the 'phone, please?"

Dutifully, Menjou puckered his
and whistled.

lips

"Thank you," chuckled Groucho.
"We'll send you some bird-seed

"Here's how we duet," carol Clark and Claudette. The Gable-Colbert team is
a new and exciting star combination which you'll see for the first time in "It Happened One Night," directed by Frank Capra. They're demonstrating some of
the delights of cross-country bus travel in this still.

CAROLE LOMBARD

still
wears the
ring given to her by William Powell.
Katharine Hepburn, gifting her comrepany on completion of "Trigger,"
membered the cat with a box of catnip.
John Barrymore has a forty-foot totem pole in his back yard; he found it on
.
.
an island off the coast of Alaska.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Richard Dix, motoring from Hollywood to
Arizona, was marooned for six hours in a
Alice White's Mexisevere sandstorm.
can honeymoon was cut to twenty-four
hours when she was recalled to Hollywood
Ronald Colman, through
for a picture.
.
.
a Hollywood agent, purchased a 600-acre
ranch in California.
Lewis Stone holds
the unique record of having worked with
Greta Garbo in seven pictures.
Bill
Haines, interior-decorating Carole Lombard's new home, searched two weeks for
a pair of statues and found them in an
undertaking establishment.
Bette
Davis is that pleased because in "The
Heir Chaser" she socks (instead of being
struck by) Jimmy Cagney.
Hollywood
husbands often take adjoining rooms when
their wives go to hospitals; Bing Crosby,
Richard Arlen, and George Barnes (Joan
Blondell's husband) did.
Apparently
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

Mae West

is

a

.

.

permanent

Hollywood, because she
there.

is

.

.

in the

morning."

(Continued on page 97)

TF YOU

have seen Mae West's "I'm No
Angel," and surely you have you will
have noticed a rather meaningless close-up

A

of a

!

monkey

That monkey

in a cage.

or was, because

now

it

is

dead

is

Boogie,

Mae's particular pet.
After the early previews of "I'm

No

Angel," studio executives decided to shorten
the picture about five hundred feet, and
one of the scenes scheduled to go was that
of Boogie.
But Miss West put her foot
down as only a West can. Sacrifice one of
her own close-ups, if they must, but that
shot of Boogie must stay in.
Incidentally, Mae so thoroughly believes
in maintaining her established screen characterization in public that she refused to
attend the funeral when Boogie was buried
She knew she
in a private pet cemetery.
would cry, and she didn't want to be photographed in the role of a teary-eyed
woman, which would be completely at odds
with the supposed Mae West character.

.

.

institution

in

building a house

SOMEBODY

asked Joan Blondell how
she happened to purchase that boloneyshaped dog (a Dachshund) which daily
accompanies her to the studio.
"I merely took the advice of that song
"He said, "Get
writer," murmured Joan.

a long,

little

doggie

!'

"

Harold Teen in person! At least,
in the person of Hal LeRoy, who
will impersonate the famous comicstrip character on the screen.

for
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Underthings absorb perspiration odor — protect
daintiness this easy

No

girl

need

perspiration

way

.

.

be guilty of
odor in under-

ever

things.
Lux takes it away
completely and saves colors!
And it's so easy.

But do avoid cake-soap rubbing and soaps containing
harmful alkali these things

—

fade

—lor underthings
Removes

perspiration

colors,

injure

Lux has no harmful

fabrics.
alkali.

Safe in water, safe in Lux.

odor— Saves

colors

!

!

!

!
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"Jo's

Boy"

Continued from page 52
motion picture as I grew up to know it as
With the
back as I can remember.
movies practically in a fellow's front yard
all the time is it any wonder he isn't exactly paralyzed by the glamor of them?"
With the stage, it was something else
far

Though both Douglass' parents
again.
are non-professionals, he decided in early
childhood that he was going to be an actor
or bust.
"My first trip to the theatre was at such
an early age that I've forgotten the name
But that's the only thing I
of the play.
Everyhave forgotten about that event.
thing else the awe of the unfamiliar and
mysterious, the fascination of watching
people at make-believe on a brilliantly
lighted stage, and the thrill of wondering
what went on behind the scenes it all left
an imprint on my mind that stayed there.
I suppose most kids at that age want to
be actors for awhile, but from that day on
I never wanted to be anything else."
And he wasn't. As soon as he was old
enough to put behind him the irrelevancies
of formal education, he joined the Pasadena Art Theatre, and acted away to his
For a solid season he
heart's content.
stage-managed and directed as well. Then,
as soon as he felt sufficient strength in his
wings, (perhaps murmuring "Git along,
Dougie" to himself), he made for
little
New York and the Ultima Thule of the

—

—

Boland in 'Women Go On Forever' and
with Miriam Hopkins in 'The Garden of
Eden.'
Then I found myself, somewhat
to my own surprise, acting in Theatre
Guild productions, including the lead in
'Volpone' into which I recklessly stepped
when Alfred Lunt left it for a vacation.
I

was

part on Broadway was in
Guthrie McClintic's production of "God
Loves Us," an artistic success but a comShortly after that he
mercial disaster.
landed in a work called, with simple dig"Crime," which subsequent events
nity,
prove .to have been a veritable trainingIn the
ground of future film notables.
cast with him were such geniuses-to-be as
Sylvia Sidney, Kay Francis, Chester Morris, Jack LaRue, James Rennie, and Kay
Johnson. That for your present-day "allfirst

also in

in 'Meteor'
in their

'Faust'

for

the

Guild, and

with Lunt and Fontanne, both

New York and their London productions of that comedy."
Between these stage ventures Montgomery was, meanwhile, shuttling back
and forth from New York to Hollywood,
doing a movie when he was not acting- in
a play or trying to crash into one.
His
first attempts in the talking cinema, disguised as Kent Douglass, weren't particularly auspicious.
It was not until "Waterloo Bridge" that he hit his stride with a
performance opposite
really
compelling
Mae Clarke. And now, following the tremendous success of "Little Women," containing among its other glories his tender,
sympathetic interpretation of the lyric
role of "Jo's Boy," it seems likely that
Douglass is destined to contribute the
major share of his time and talent to Hollywood projects.

"I

theatre.

His

star" movies and their vaunted novelty
"I kept getting my fate tangled up with
those of future movie big-guns," he relates.
"My next parts were with Mary

was

a

little

doubtful about that part

at first," he confessed, "perhaps because of

the

tradition

of

sentimentality

that

sur-

rounds Miss Alcott's story.
And I still
can't get used to the fact that a movie in
which I was implicated has been breaking box-office records so fantastically.

It

shows what a fellow can accomplish," he
concluded with no trace of a twinkle in
eye, "when he has actresses
Hepburn and those other girls in

his

porting cast

like

Kit

his sup j

!"

Montgomery, by the way,

Hepburn

both as an actress and as
Hepburn.
He knew her well
in the good old days of Broadway benchwarming in producers' offices, and studied
dramatic art with her under the famous
coach, Frances Robinson-Duff.
"What do
I think of her present success?
I would
have been amazed if she hadn't knocked
'em for a loop when she went to Holly-

wood

all

Anybody who knew her could

!

see

had it in her, even before she became well-known on the stage or screen.
"Katharine always was great fun to
know, and I found her just as much fun
to work with.
Good-humored, sympathetic,
gay, and above all a swell sport. If there's
anything of the prima donna about her,
as of course it's been charged, I never saw
any sign of it. If she's fond of practical
jokes on others, she thinks they're just as
funny when she happens to be the goat
that she

herself."

He

cite an incident in point.
that scene in 'Little Women'
where Katharine arrives home from the
opera with Paul Lukas, thrilled with the
glamor of what she's seen and heard, and
tells him she wants to be a great prima
donna ?
Katharine had to speak some
rather high-flown lines and end with an
elaborate curtsy a bit of business that
had to be performed with just the right
restraint to keep it from appearing overdone.
Well, she went through it a few
times and got it beautifully, as you've seen
in
the picture.
But, by a pre-arranged
scheme, director Cukor pretended to be dis-

proceeded to

"Remember

—

and made her do it still another
Then, when Katharine finished the
scene again with the proper flourish, the
studio hands fired a barrage of slightly ailing vegetables at her. And as a crowning
touch an assistant director came forward
with a courtly bow and presented her with
satisfied,

time.

a
is

lady,

Katharine

ham
rough ribbing,

"Pretty

for this

Kate took

it

calls

I

like a brigadier.

it,

but

She joined

laugh and accepted the trophy with
!"
speech of thanks
With that Lewis-Carrollish brand of
logic so often found in Hollywood, Douglass' success in a role with four girls in
"Little Women" has been quickly followed
by another picture, just released by Paramount, in which he is the only man inThe film, called
volved with eight girls
"Eight Girls in a Boat," is adapted from
a German photoplay and inevitably recalls
"Maedchen in Uniform," though Douglass
modestly doubts whether it's quite as good
in the

a

little

!

as that classic

What

is

Douglass Montgomery's ultimate

aim

in his flourishing picture career?
that I be allowed to develop in

"Just

my own

"I think I've
way," he summed it up.
proved to them by now that I'm perfectly
People have
serious about my film acting.
asked me if I were aiming to blossom into
some definite 'type' of actor anything
from Gable to Leslie Howard. I even suspect that due to my name some of them
think I ought to combine the best features
of Douglas Fairbanks and Robert Montgomery
But that's all nonsense, of course.
I've got my own ideas and my own personality, and all I want is a chance to

—

!

realize

One

them to the full."
reminded again,
is

irresistibly, of
episode that in which
Jo March, the ambitious young authoress,
unburdens to the Professor her fears that
she will never flower into a Shakespeare.
"No," replies that wise and kindly soul,
"but you can be a Josephine March!"

a "Little

The amazing Miss Harlow had this
match her personality. Here is Jean in the
room, with delicately tinted drapes, and furniture

Jean in her "Platinum Palace"!

mansion at Bel-Air
ivory-white living

built to

in pastel shades.

Gable?
has

other

Women"

Howard?
plans

Montgomery

—

-he'll

—

Tut!
be

"Jo's Boy"
the Douglass

for
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HARD TO KEEP IF YOU ARE
TORMENTED BY PAINFUL FEET,
CORNS, CALLOUSES, BUNIONS
or SORE TOES''
So^l DR.SCHOLL
Just as comfortable feet can be made tbe foundation of new beauty,
grace and attractiveness for you, so will tortured feet show in tired
eyes, wincing lines, a baiting stride and in a silbouette robbed of its
once soft, lovely curves.

Corns, callouses, bunions and sore toes can affect you in these
respects as seriously as most any other painful foot trouble.
Whether it's simply to stop nagging friction or pressure of your shoes
on a tender spot on your feet or toes, or to ease the sharp pain of a corn,
callous or a bunion
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads will give you

—

RELIEF IN

I

For Corns

—Sore Toes

ONE MINUTE!

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads stop the cause of these foot troubles
—shoe friction and pressure— by cushioning and protecting
the sore spot. They soothe irritated nerves and inflamed
tissues and prevent corns, sore toes, blisters and abrasions.
ff
Breaking-in" discomfort of new or tight shoes is avoided,
enabling you to walk, dance or golf with comfort.

QUICKLY REMOVE CORNS

— CALLOUSES

NOW,

to quickly and safely remove corns and callouses,
use Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads with the separate Medicated
Disks, included in every box for that purpose. One or two
applications and the hard, dead skin can be lifted right
off painlessly! Don't cut your corns or callouses and risk
blood-poisoning. Avoid caustic liquids or plasters they
can cause acid burn.

—

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are SAFE. Made under Medical
and Orthopedic supervision in the largest institution in
the world devoted exclusively to tbe feet. Get a box
today. Sold everywhere.

ALSO SPECIAL SIZES AND SHAPES — THICK
for

hammer

toes, very large

joints

and

thick corns

and callouses

" Give proper care

In addition to the regular thin sizes, Dr. Scholl has perfected a new series of Zino-pads "THICK" for removing

to the

this line' if you
value your looks
and healt h," says

pressure and friction of shoes in exceptional cases where
the regular sizes are not of sufficient thickness to give
42 for Hammer Toe

complete

relief.

Ask

for

part of

your body 'below

OR.

them by number.

SCHOLL

16 for Thick Corns

25 for Tender
Behind

Joint

Little Toe.

38 for Thick Callouses
28 for Large Bunions

Dr Scholl's
ZINO-PADS
Put one on' the pain

is

gone /

Have You Other Foot Troubles?
Dr. Scholl has formulated and perfected a
Remedy or Appliance for every foot trouble
guaranteed to give relief. Ask your dealer.
Write for valuable booklet on FOOT CARE
to Dr. Scholl's, Inc., Dept. 59, 213 W. Schiller
St., Chicago, 111.

—

!

;

!

!

!

—

!
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"Telling All" about the Barrymores
Continued from page 31
emphasized how ordinary he was, he could

their personal lives out of print. They have
Incidentally, they
never sought publicity.
rant ferociously at the suggestion of "per-

only say

sonal appearances."

wood or attempt

Contrary to many stage old-timers, they
have an immense respect for the screen and
their attitude towards Hollywood is anything but condescending. Lionel and John
have no desire to return to Broadway and
rank talkies as every bit as exciting as the
stage both to work in and to watch.
Their triumphs in the legitimate theatre
may have caused you to forget that they
are movie pioneers. Lionel made his film
debut in 1909 under D. W. Griffith and was
one of Mary Pickford's first leading men
John and Ethel ventured before cameras
almost twenty years ago.
Now would you like to know their ages?

He

"Hmm!"

gets

to this

angry

you

if

to paint

Holly-

criticize

prom-

as the

it

"There are no more divorces and there's
no more anything here than anywhere else.
And actors are regular humans!" (He

Lionel

is

be fifty-two.
four years ahead

of

John,

—

ing, etching,

"I

am

Yet—
happy," he assured

me

with no in-

decision in his tone, "professionally and
You can't pin any fool compersonally.
Ambitions I still yearn to
plexes on me
No! I am content. Regrets?
satisfy?
The theatre? Aha, now I begin to smell
an 'angle.' I have no regrets or overpower!"
ing troubles
That, I told him, marked him as a very
Having
unusual Hollywood star indeed.
!

oil-paint-

:

The average athlete would complain at
having to forego sports.
Lionel only insists that he is "happy."
Stout fella
At any rate, he is devoted to Irene Fenwick, his wife, whom he married ten years
ago when she was his Broadway heroine.
They have no children, nor did he have
any by his first wife, Doris Rankin, who
was also an actress. The Lionel Barrymore home in central Beverly is luxurious,
iiut it is a quiet place, a house of comfort
and peace.
I might pass on Lupe Velez's discern-

won her film
by winning a national
contest conducted by a Coast
Joyce Williams

Remember

lately.

in

heal properly.

more refuses

about him. Neither Lionel nor
his wife have been in the best of health

He

excells
at the piano.

—

trivial

this

and

The reason for his slight limp has never
been disclosed so more tattle-telling
A dozen years ago he needed money
badly. He used to box and wrestle, and he
cracked a knee-cap one day in a wrestling
match. A movie job came up shortly after,
which demanded that he fight and ride a
spirited horse.
He took the part because
he had to have the cash. But he worked
in agony and his injury didn't have time to

!"

know

I

who

accomplishment.

Reassuring him that I'd be the exception, he unbent.
"I have no 'philosophy of life,' " he said
"I'm no sage. I'm just an actor!"
to me.
To me this is an ill-important tip-off to a
modesty that is astounding. Lionel Barry-

He

stated that three-fourths of
are under present film contract
have had stage training, he said this was
a revelation to him and reiterated that it
wasn't important.
"Joseph Jefferson remarked that a fine
voice had ruined more actors than whiskey," he asserted to me.
"I don't think
anyone should worry about his or her
voice unless there is something terribly

those

!

are worth his attention.
His reluctance to be interviewed has
given him the reputation of irritability.
Yet, observing that he was one of the most
gracious speakers at M-G-M's press parties for May Robson and Marie Dressier,
I searched for him on the set of "CaroHe hadn't been interviewed
lina" at Fox.
for more than a year, but he consented to
talk exclusively for Screenland.
"I don't want to be considered grouchy,"
he declared. "But I hate Hollywood's pubEvery story has to have an
licity methods.
'angle,' and you writers play up a factor

the privileges of a veteran.
that he was acclaimed one of
Broadway's finest actors and that he has
reached the heights in talkies as both acHe has no wish to retor and director.
sume in the latter capacity, although it
was he who directed such notable productions as Chatterton's "Madame X" and
Tibbett's "The Rogue Song," both huge
successes.
Aside from being a man with no delusions of grandeur, he is a brave soul.
will detest this comment, but I'm going to
make it because I believe you ought to

of

!

So, with that hint,
than his "press" age.
you may check again on the family for
yourself; but don't quote me!
And this brings us to Lionel in person.
A bit stooped, gray, he is much as you exImmediately you note the familiar
pect.
mannerism of covering his mouth with his
right hand while thinking, and you are
His wary
pierced by his sharp glance.
look turns genial as soon as he decides you

is

viewpoint

a stage accent?
I never heard of such a
thing !"
assure you none of this was
I
said facetiously. And here most of our ingenues have been trying to imitate Ethel
Barrymore's elegantly trained voice
John
used to study voice improvement for hours
every day.
"Anyway," he went on without a stop,
"how do people recognize a 'stage' accent
whatever that is Most of them have never
!"
seen a play
Dubbed the conservative member of the
trio, thanks to avoiding notoriety, Lionel
is by no means old-fashioned. He drives his
Ford roadster himself, travels by airplane
on long trips, is a keen fight fan, and reads
the latest novels.
Nor is acting his one

And, ahem in a
and two up on Ethel.
moment of rashness John confessed to a
friend of mine that he is two years older

that

the

wrong.
These microphones can make
most any voice sound all right.
"Go to voice teachers? Develop a stage
accent?"
He spluttered. "Why, what is

Okay, I'll tattle-tale!
In "Who's Who" Lionel skips this detail
and his studio associates can't seem to reHowever, John admits that next
call it.
he'll

ing will be amazed at
Lionel, dean of actors.

When

ised land.

—

month

and who have rushed to voice instructors
and into plays for the "necessary" polish-

start

physical training school to
find the girl presenting the
"ideal physical appearance."

And an

excellent choice,
us!

if

you ask

ing description of Lionel. She says, "He is
not like a Hollywood actor.
He fairly
reeks of common sense!"
Even madcap
Lupe appreciates him
Let's progress to John.
Today finds him a matured romantic.
Yes, ninety-nine per cent of those escapades
reported of him are true
He has lustily
loved wine, women and song. Lionel con!

doesn't
speck.)

credit

royal

that

family

line

a

success," he went on, "is due
fifty per cent to ability and fifty per cent
to luck.
I know thousands with the abilNo, perity who've never had the breaks.
sonal contacts are no more prevalent in
I don't apthe studios than on the stage
prove of the excessive ballyhooing of stars

"Acting

!

A

nowadays, though.
of a star if he
publicity."

owes

Then he began

person

his hit to

a

new

isn't

much

high-powered

train of thought.

"Why
and

anyone should try to compare stage
screen is beyond me.
They have

common

Hollywood cuties
who lack an impressive stage background

nothing

in

!"

tended to me that John was never harumscarum, but John is his own best debunker.
If there's anything he hasn't tried
wire,

—

don't write

him what

His having been a

it

is

fast life

and a merry

one, he can hardly object if he now looks
Though his hair is graying, his
his age.
And,
eyes flash as viriley as of yore.
there's still the profile

Which reminds me of an untold incident proving how John recognized the
value of the marvelous photography which
enabled him to hold onto youth so long.

When

he completed his

first

silent

film

Warners years ago, he presented the
cameraman with a check for $1000 as a
for

'

:

!

—

!!

!

March 1934

for

71

token of thanks
seldom bump into John at the
Vendome or the Derby or dancing at the
Grove or the Mayfair. But if you diligently sail the Pacific you may pass him
while he's yachting or deep-sea fishing.
He and Dolores Costello accept very few

modest

little

You'll

Is

your hair TOO DRY or TOO OILY
to train in these

Hollywood invitations. They are exclusive.
Not because they are exceptionally digrather, because they aren't
Their home is probably the most fascinating one in Beverly, what with its valuable collections. One room, for example,
is crowded with guns of every size and
Another overflows with expensiveshape.
nified

;

Wew

Holly wood Styles?

The
stuffed animals, birds, and fish.
library is an amazing room full of rare
aviary requires a whole
editions-.

ly

An

wing.
This winter John bought an adjoining
house (they're on a lonely hill-top above
Beverly proper) and converted it into
swimming-pool and
giant "playhouse."
lawn stretch between and the family
John, Dolores, and the two youngsters, eat
lunch every sunny day on rickety card
tables set up on the grass.
You've heard that John is a model hus-

A

band and father now. That is so. And it
it is worth-while to marry a
man to reform him
He had to call on
Dolores every evening for a year-and-ahalf steady to persuade her to take the
chance!
(His first two marriages, to gossip, were to society women and each lasted
This is the fifth
exactly seven years.
year of wedded bliss with Dolores and so
proves that

!

far so good.)

John hasn't been

to

New York

in years,

preferring to stay home and spoil his nearly-four-year-old daughter and keep up on
"Junior's" tricks. His baby son is a yearWife and kiddies accomand-a-half old.
pany him on all vacation excursions, no
matter whither.
Well, almost all. Last fall he took them
He wanted to try out a
to Yosemite.
sleeping-bag.
So he taxied out to a Sequoia grove, slept all night under the big
trees, and taxied back in the morning.
Dolores wasn't too bewildered at his chartering a taxi instead of driving his own
car.
She's getting used to his doing what
he wants hozv he wants
Position means nothing to John when
it comes to friends.
One of his pals is a
fox-raiser on an Alaskan island. Another
man whom he regards highly raises sheep
on an isle off the West coast of Mexico.
John visits these chums on his cruises.
And his democracy can be pointed by an
awfully funny yarn you've never heard
before
Two years ago Doug Fairbanks, Sr.,
was entertaining some Spanish nobles at
Pickfair and requested John's presence.
John, figuring that he was wanted mainly
to be shown off, took
with malice aforethought up a very potent brew and proceeded to get the noted visitors so blotto
they couldn't be impressed by Beverly's

—

—

Was Doug

annoyed
Clark Gable and Lee Tracy are John's
closest stellar friends and he isn't jealous
of Gable's having succeeded to romantic
supremacy on the screen.
Often John
Barrymore has been accused of conceit.
Let me clear this matter up for you.
He is merely frank. He believes, himself, that his success was largely due to
mere personality. That he is scoring this
aristocrats.

year,

when he

is

!

past the pretty age,

is

Here is the coronet coiffure introduced to
America by a glamorous screen star. A loose
twist of hair crowns the head, its ends lost in

Another Hollywood star parts her hair an inch
above a long bang and draws wide,
soft waves like a satin cap into the neck-line.

curls over the ears. The charm of its skein-silk
contour would be destroyed by fly-away ends
of dry, harsh hair. To help dry hair, use the
Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo treatment below.

The revealing simplicity of this style should
not be attempted with oily, stringy hair.
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo treatment (given
below) helps to correct too-oily hair.

Help for

DRY

To correct OILY hair:

hair:

Don't put up with harsh, dry,

to the right

your hair is too oily, the oil glands
your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo it is

life-

If

burnt-out looking hair. And
don't
oh, don't
use a soap on
your hair which contains free alkali
Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo is
made especially for dry hair. It is a
gentle "emollient" shampoo made
of pure olive oil. In addition, it
contains soothing, softening glycerine which helps to make your
hair silkier and more manageable.

in

less,

—

—

.

.

.

No free alkali ... no acidity in
Packer Shampoos. Both are made
by the Packer Company, makers
of Packer's Tar Soap. Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin to make each cleansing a
scientific home treatment
for your hair.

—

made especially for oily hair. This
shampoo is gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed

oil

glands.

It's quick, easy and can be used
with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necossary, until your hair begins to

show a natural softness and fluffiness. Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its
makers have been specialists
in the care of the hair for

over 60 years.

his

crowning joy. And his fondness for Svengali make-ups lessens as he discovers he
needn't resort to them to play a character
with depth.
Jean Parker whispered to me that John
is the most ««-conceited star on the Metro
lot.
She's had an opportunity to look 'em
all over at a time when they weren't on

PACKER'S

PACKER'S
OLIVE OIL

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair-

hair

parade.

a

—
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Gary Cooper Talks about

his

Continued from page
vacant chair.
As I sat down, someone
next to me tapped me on the arm and said,
'I want you to meet Miss Shaw, who has
just started in pictures,' and motioned to a
It was
girl on the other side of him.
several hours later, after we had seen a
couple of pictures and had exchanged a
few whispered remarks that we walked
out and I had my first look at her.
"And all fiction to the contrary, it was
not love at first sight. I thought she was
Anyone meeting her
beautiful, of course.
"We
would think that," Gary went on.
chatted for a few moments, then departed
am sure that
I
in opposite directions.

of us gave the other a second
thought at that time.
"But Miss Shaw was very prominent in
After making her debut in
Hollywood.
New York, she had come to the Coast for
At a party, she had met David
a visit.
Selznick, who was then an executive of
Impressed with
Radio Pictures Studio.
her potentialities, he asked her if she
would consider a screen career. More for
a lark than because she was seriously interested, she consented to a screen test,
with the result that she was signed by
Radio on a short-term contract and was
assigned small parts in several pictures.
"But though she was a beginner professionally, she knew many people in Hol-

neither

Big Romance

1

other than synthetic gayety and crowds of
people.
She is vitally interested in everything that goes on in the world.
She likes
to discuss politics and sports and philosophy
and motion pictures. She likes to read
and she likes silence.
Another way in
which we are congenial is in our need for
solitude.
Both Sandra and I like to be
alone occasionally, and for that reason,
neither
will
intrude
upon the other's
need for absolute privacy when that mood
arises.

"In other words,

Sandra has breeding

and poise and a

self-sufficiency that, with
her other qualities, make her utterly desirable and the type of woman that any
man would be proud to introduce as his

wife."

Though admitting that Hollywood offers
many temptations to both a man and a
woman, Gary
more difficult

insists that it should be no
to achieve a successful marriage there than in any other place.
is
uncompromising in his opinion of the most
important element in the relationship of a

He

man and woman.
most important factor in
states definitely. "There
may be differences of opinion on any and
all other subjects.
There must be no doubt
"Fidelity

is

the

any marriage," he

on the subject of fidelity and trust, both
mental and physical. Neither partner to a
marriage should brook even the faintest
hint of unfaithfulness in the other.
Both
husband and wife are entitled to know,
without qualification, that utter and complete

fidelity

prevails in their marriage.

"Only as long as they remain true to
each other can their marriage survive and
mean what a real marriage should.

"And once either party
unfaithful, then it is time
whole thing. There is no
Immediately after their
and his bride departed for
they will live on the ranch

finds the other
to break up the
!"

alternative

marriage, Gary

the coast, where
he recently purchased about twenty miles from Hollywood. They plan to stay there about eight
months of the year.
Of course he wants to continue in pictures and that is the only change I can
accuse Hollywood of having wrought in
Gary. For when I first knew him, he expressed a desire to retire from the screen
as soon as he had accumulated enough
money to insure him an income for life.
He has already achieved that material
goal, as for a long time he has been in
the higher salary brackets and his earnings,
wisely
invested
by his business

—

lywood personally and was invited to most
In that way, we met again
and almost before I realized it, I was beginning to look forward to seeing her as
of the parties.

soon as

I

arrived at a party.

"That was when I decided to 'phone her
and ask her to go for a drive with me.
She consented immediately and it was
then, I think, that I first became conscious
of how very much I wanted her to like me.
"And after we had been out together a
number of times, I began to recognize
Sandra as the ideal of all the things I had
dreamed of some day finding in a woman.
She epitomizes all of those things which

—

can make

life complete."
"Just what are these superlative qualities, Gary, that Miss Shaw possesses and

fulfil your ideal requirements?"
While I never
"First, she is beautiful.
felt that the girl I would some day love
and marry must be beautiful, I think that
every man hopes that when he falls in
love it will be with a beautiful woman."
Gary paused to light a cigarette.
have the same ideas about life and

which

"We

"We like the
are congenial," he resumed.
same things and enjoy the same people.
Whenever I 'phone her and say, Would
you like to go to the beach?' that's just
what she has been wanting to do. When
I ask her if she'd like to go for a horseback ride, I find that she is eager to accompany me. If I suggest a moonlight
drive along the beach, that suits her, too,"
he explained naively. And I couldn't help
thinking that almost any girl could bear
up under a moonlight drive with Gary
Cooper.

"And

!"

'career
woman'
"I always said that I hoped
that when I fell in love it would not be
with an actress.
And although Sandra
has appeared in several pictures, and a brilliant future has been predicted for her,
she really isn't interested in a career and
is going
to retire from the screen when

she

isn't

a

he continued.

we marry."
"Aren't you afraid
with life in Hollywood

she'll
if

grow bored

she has nothing

occupy time, after the gay and busy soof New York, to which she was
accustomed ?"
"No, for she has those inner qualities
which enable her to fill her life with things
to

cial life

Acme
Cooper
And so they were married! After keeping all of us guessing, Gary
and Veronica Balfe, known on the screen as Sandra Shaw, took the decisive step.
Here's the smooth-looking couple after the wedding, and
just before leaving on their honeymoon.

!
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manager, assure him a carefree future.
But in the development of his character,
he has become imbued with a real love of
his work and a desire to achieve something
Therereally worthwhile on the screen.
fore, he declares today that he hopes to
continue acting for the next ten or twelve

He

years.

The three-cornered race

does not attempt to look farther

ahead than that professionally.
But in a romantic way, he considers ten
or twelve years as mere seconds in a lifetime. As far as his marriage is concerned,
he expects it to last for all the rest of his

Which

life.

is

the

should be planned

way

—even

New Love

good marriages
Hollywood

all

in

for

Garbo?

Continued from page 23
very American Jack certainly made an impression.
He
sent orchids.

was so "different." Jack
Jack was admitted to the

home sanctuary. For a while Hollywood
And not until
palpitated with expectancy.
Jack actually married Ina Claire would
Hollywood be convinced the Garbo-Gilbert
romance had petered out.
After Jack, Garbo was seemingly to cut
romance out of her life, except for strictly
During the making
professional purposes.
of "Mata Hari" there was a mild flutter
with Ramon Novarro as the possible hero

Ramon at least won her
of the romance.
to breaking her rule against rehearsals, so
that the few love-scenes in "Mata Hari"
did get a little exercise.
Ramon sent yellow roses. But right after "Mata Hari"
Garbo made good her oft-voiced threat,
"I go home," and the new excitement as
to whether she was renouncing pictures
forever, hogged the stage.
There never
seemed to be a Garbo romance that Hollywood could really get its teeth into. Jack
Gilbert came nearest.
For ages the only news about Garbo
was that she had moved again, that her
laundryman was in bad for giving away

The

and

the doctor,

stork,

Which

will arrive first?

and a

baby

A

wins

if either of his

.

.

.

all's well.

when presto, up
Mamoulian.
Those working on the

of "Queen
Christina" insist that Garbo's attitude toward Mamoulian is that of gentle appeal,
of trusting sweetness, of significant little
glances that do give an impression of a
rather special mutual understanding. Nothing tangible, you see.
It may all rest on
the instinctive match-making proclivities
of Hollywood.
For all they really know,
Garbo may be a spinster, or even a nun,
at heart, just being nice to a superior director.
But that isn't what Hollywood
wants to believe. They want to see Garbo
one wild, miserable, aching woman in the
throes of blinding love, all jittery whenever
Rouben hoves in sight, a victim of that
all-absorbing love that is "a torment and a
treasure
Having it no peace, lacking it
no pleasure."
set

;

And

there are even those who are saying that one of these days we may hear
that Garbo has become Madame Mamoulian.
Certainly the story that Greta accompanied her director on a house-hunting
tour, to give her advice on his new abode,
sounds promising. One enterprising Hollywood reporter even vows that he has special
information leading to his positive
belief that Garbo will marry Mamoulian.
But so far we must regretfully admit
that the Garbo poise is very slightly shaken,
if

at

all.

She

is

still

as -we go to press

!

But

two rivals keeps the

lead, there's trouble ahead.

out that 16,000 mothers die

made

is

if

the child de-

a good

at

hospital or

lying-in clinic.

you may be

There,

The

arrival.

If the doctor

up the idea of a
Garbo,

during pregnancy, and
livery

sure,

"Lysol" disin-

fectant will help to safeguard baby's safe

cerned with that question.

The

romance for
pops Rouben

mother, a

doctor, are vitally con-

her new address, that since her return to
pictures she seemed more human, that her
manager still kept the ban on interviews,
that she prefers comfortable plain sport
clothes to dressy things, off the screen,
and so on. The gossips had almost given
first-class

injection

are running a three-cornered race.

delicate operations attend-

ing childbirth require absolute germ-free

"Lysol" disinfectant

cleanliness.

standard

germicide

for

this

is

the

purpose.

Used and recommended by leading hospitals and obstetricians throughout the
world.

Federal Children's Bureau points
in childbirth

every year in these United States.

Of deaths
by

in childbirth,

septic poisoning.

occurs

if

40%

after baby's coming, the battle

of disinfection must go on. See that every
object with which he comes in contact

are caused

That hardly ever

the expectant mother has gone

to her doctor regularly once each

But even

washed

in a solution

prepared

ant,

on the

"

effective

kills

germs.

germicide at

forty rears

it

month

an
times. For

It's safe, it's

ALL

has had the full accept-

ance of prominent physicians, of the
entire medical profession throughout
the world. It's the standard antiseptic

modem

in

No

hospitals in every country.

other antiseptic enjoys such wide,

such absolute trust, or

is

recommended for home

use.

according to directions

bottle.

"Lysol"
"LysoT

is

of "Lysol" disinfect-

so generally

.

.

.

for Feminine Hygiene

Physicians of leading nations have endorsed
and recommended "Lysol" as the safest and
most effective of all germicides for marriage
hygiene and feminine antisepsis. It kills germs
even in contact with organic matter, which
yet is soothing and
means in practical use
gentle to the most sensitive tissue.
.

.

.

—

the book
"Marriage Hygiene,"
written by three internationally known gyne-

Send

for

cologists.

GUIDANCE FOR WIVES AND MOTHERS
Lehn &

Fink, Inc., Bloomfield, N. J., Dept.L-15
Sole Distributors of "Lysol" disinfectant

Please send me the "Lysol" Health Library, consisting
of "Preparation for Motherhood," "Keeping a Healthy

Home" and "Marriage

Hygiene."
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SAFETY
darkening your lashes
use genuine, harmless
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Ruth Chattertons

Continued from page
She is one of the few honest women I
have ever known. Too honest for her surroundings. She has been accused of snobbery.
Of being high-hat. This charge
has always bewildered her.
Snobbishness
is foreign to her nature.
She still doesn't

there is anyone else in the room who
will get what she wants for her.
(Yet she
will work like a demon in the studio or
theatre.
Has been known to paint her
own scenery for a play.) The telephone

to refuse to attend certain
Hollywood parties, to insist upon selecting
her own friends, is to forever stamp her

would

realize

that

frightfully extravagant at times, yet she
so smart a business woman that she
knows where every penny goes. Is very
methodical in running her affairs.
She says exactly what she thinks at all
Thinks straight and reasons like a
times.
man.
She is courageous, not belligerent.
Never has a chip on her shoulder, but she
will fight a buzz-saw at the drop of a hat
for what she believes is right.
Ruth loves to talk and argue, because it
promotes creative, intelligent thought. She
is famous for her habit of sitting up all
night merely to talk with intimate friends,

the eyelashes.
For over sixteen years millions of women have used

Maybelline mascara with
perfect safety and most gratifying results.
Pale scanty lashes are instantly transformed into the
appearance of long, dark, luxuriant fringe with Maybelline

mascara

— by

far the largest

selling eyelash darkener.

or with a chance acquaintance who has
something worth while to talk about. In
the midst of these marathon conversations,
she can talk like an encyclopedia.
However, Ruth has also mastered the
rare art of listening.
In contrast to her
obvious femininity, she has the ability to
remain quiet when it is best to say nothing.
Ruth has an odd but compelling habit of
fully opening her eyes and gazing calmly,
intently into the eyes of the person who is
talking to her.
She really listens, and
thinks rapidly. This is why she wins most
studio arguments. Always six jumps ahead
of the boys
Of her own ability as an actress, she is

extremely modest and reticent.
Yet one
knows instinctively that she has the absolute confidence, assurance, and egotism
necessary for the proper exploitation of
her talents.
She is one of those rare persons who is
capable of making and retaining deep
In Hollyfriendships with both sexes.
wood she is surrounded by old stage
friends, many of whom have seen better
They cherish and are cherished.
days.
She is still "Ruthie" to them.

Ruth dresses simply, but exquisitely. She
Wears only a
doesn't care for jewelry.
diamond wrist watch, and occasionally a
string of pearls.
For the street she prefor evening, soft
fers tailored tweeds
clinging gowns in only black, white, or
Adores all furs, particularly fox.
red.
White is her favorite color. She likes
green, yellow, red, and black, but detests
Outside of a
blue, purple, and lavender.
sentiment for yellow roses which her admirers have sent her for years, her favorite
particularly.
flowers
are white.
Lilies
;

Have lovely lashes safely
and simply with Maybelline
mascara. Black for Brunettes,
Brown for Blondes. 75^.

George Brent always sends her an enorThe perfect

f Mascara

mous vase

of white

flowers every Satur-

day.

She much prefers a quiet evening at
home with her husband, or possibly with a

SOLD BY REPUTABLE
TOILET GOODS DEALERS
THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

all

answer.

day and night before she
This is one of her pet

aversions.

make her own

is

refined mascara for instantly
darkening and beautifying

ring

none of them. I have known her to spend
an evening talking to a crook, simply be-

is

proof MaybeUine is NOT
a DYE, but a pure and highly

could

She detests affectation.
Hates liars.
Social climbers, parasites and stupid people in general bore her.
She will have
cause he was a keenly intelligent individual.
While refusing to waste time associating
with people who fail to arouse her interest,
she has a deep sympathy and charity for
weaklings. She is generous to a fault. She

tear-

if

Ruth cannot make a bed to save her life.
But she is proud of her cooking ability.
She can also sew, but hates to. Confesses
to a passion for making over dresses,
which she can never wear. In the early

as high-hat to the mob.

NON-SMARTING,

j>i

few friends. When she does entertain, it
not done ostentatiously.
At home, among her own, she has all the
odd little eccentricities of the average human. She is physically lazy, for one thing.
Simply refuses to get up to get anything

is

days of her

Ruth

too.

theatrical struggles, she did
clothes
and wore them,
can really trim a snappy hat.

—

Cigarettes furnish another Chatterton eccentricity.
Until recently she smoked incessantly.
She holds the cigarette at the
very tips of her fingers, doesn't inhale, and
blows the smoke out of the corner of her

She has the very bad habit oi
leaving lighted cigarettes in ash trays.
Dislikes to put them out herself because the
ashes soil her finger nails.
Ruthie cannot tell a lie, to those who
mouth.

know

really

look

when

because of an odd

her,

She

mannerism.

loses

and
on a low stool, or on
front of an open fireplace, with

fibbing,

She loves
the floor in

little

that calm, intent
blinks her eyes.

to

her back to the

sit

Particularly when
or victrola.
She
adores a rough house with her dogs, cocker
spaniels and Sealyhams.
She is obsessed
with a desire to change the furniture about.
listening

This

trait

to

is

the

in

fire.

radio

keeping with her restless

nature.

She has enormous vitality. Eats sensibly,
but enough.
Drinks sparingly, if at all.
When she does, she is very fond of rare
old brandy, champagne, and Rhine wine.
Does not believe in diets to get thin. She
keeps in perfect health by eating rare,
unsalted steaks, steamed, unsalted vegetables, salads, sweet butter, and ice cream.
Drinks milk, but no coffee or tea.
She likes exercise, such as walking and
swimming. She is an excellent swimmer.
Does not indulge in any sports such as
golf and tennis, but does swim and walk
religiously.
While she is an excellent
equestrienne, she no longer rides horseback.
Too many spills. Loves to drive
a car, but seldom does because her husband
objects.
She drives too fast.
daily
massage is a further contribution to keeping fit.
Ruth has never cared for sports as a
spectator, such as football, golf, and the
various games.
She does enjoy polo and
tennis occasionally, and she worked up a

A

bullfights in Spain last summer.
suspect, however, that the latter was
more thrill than enjoyment. Her favorite
indoor sports are chess and backgammon,
and she plays a fine game of contract
bridge.

yen for
I

Ruth loves to travel. Prefers France
any other place in the world to live.
But she manages to be content in California or New York.
Nearby Hollywood,
she likes the desert at Palm Springs. Detests the beach because of the cold and
to

fog.

Her

favorite foreign country, France;
Paris.
She speaks French so
fluently that she has been invited many
Howtimes to star in French pictures.
ever, she also loves London, Berlin and

and

city,

Madrid.

Her favorite American spot is good old
San Francisco, colorful and fascinating city
And she
of Bohemianism and tolerance.
knows her San Francisco like a book. With
Henry

Miller, she always opened her plays

for
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there before going to New York, three
thousand miles away.
Ruth Chatterton has a multitude of
friends among the artists and writers who
dwell in the hills overlooking the Golden
Gate, but none more worshipful than certain

denizens

of

that

strangest

of

cities,

San Francisco's Chinatown. So well-liked
and well-known did she become to the
Chinese that she can always wander
through the dimly-lit streets alone at night.
One of her best friends today is an old

Chinaman who is a leading exporter. He
and his family always occupied a box at
opening of her plays, as her guests.
injured in an automobile
accident several years ago at the time when
she was gambling for recognition in Hollywood, our own newspapers paid scant atShe had been
the story.
tention
to
temporarily eclipsed in her profession. But
six months later when she was playing
"The Green Hat" in San Francisco, her
Chinese friends showed her copies of their
own newspapers which chronicled her accithe

When Ruth was

dent in headlines.
She likes everything Chinese, except
Too gaudy. Claims she
their furniture.
likes Chinese food, such as birds'-nest soup,
She has
but I've never seen her eat it.
never traveled in the Orient, but plans to
go in the near future.
Ruth Chatterton is a woman of many
Few know that she is an accomtalents.
plished musician. Composes her own songs
which she sings only for her friends' enHer voice is a mezzo-soprano.
joyment.
Plays the piano beautifully.
She is a devoted patron of the opera,
Never misses a
concert, and symphony.
Hollywood Bowl concert when in town.

Richard Tauber, the German tenor,
of her two favorite singers
bett the other.

;

one
Lawrence Tibis

While she is a voracious reader of everything worth while, she has a weakness
for the detective-mystery story.
She is also something of a linguist.
Speaks, reads, and writes French almost as
She is studying
well as she does English.
German and Italian. Languages come to
She has translated several
her naturally.
plays from the French, including "La Tendresse," her last stage success with Henry
Playwrights and screen writers
Miller.
have profound respect for her dramatic

judgment.
Ruth Chatterton has one iron-clad studio
rule. She never works after 5.30 o'clock, because she firmly believes that eight hours
Yet she has
is the limit of one's efficiency.
been known to break her own rule many
times, working all hours to help her director out of a hole.
of her crews are her
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only

Drawings— FIVE

COM-

PLETE ART COURSES
drawing

outfit.

FREE, including
(Value of each course

16

fessional commercial

and Federal

artists

stu-

dents are not eligible.

Make

.

head

drawing

of

inches high, on

5

paper 6 inches square.

Each contestant whose drawing shows

sufficient merit will

open

amateurs,

to

years old or more. Pro-

1

$185.00.)
FREE!

CONTESTANTS

like to

hesitate to enter.

Prizes for Five Best

Draw only the

receive a grading and also

girl,

not

the lettering or border.

expert advice as to his or her chance of success
Use only pencil or

2.

in

the

art field.

Nowadays

pen.

design and

color play an

important

3.

No

drawings

will

be

returned.

part in the sale of almost everything. Therefore thre

The working men

staunch admirers.
She speaks their language. Her constant
consideration for their welfare is traditional
Ruth hates to pose for still
in the studios.
photographs.
But, one night when dead
tired, she posed for two hours for a young
photographer who convinced her that he
would get in a jam if she didn't. That
she had a dinner party on didn't matter.
As everyone knows, Ruth Chatterton
was a mere chit of a girl, sixteen, when
she scored her first Broadway hit.
The
play was "The Rainbow," and two years
later she rose to stardom in "Daddy Long
Legs." Her next success was "Come Out
Of The Kitchen." Then, "The Changelings."
One of her most artistic successes
was Barrie's "Mary Rose."
Ruth Chatterton's art is of the type
that will survive for posterity because she
went through the Spartan training that is
denied the young actresses of today.
Her real beginnings have never been
told.
In her veins courses the blood of the
aristocratic de Chamonts who trace their

us

this girl

artist,

tising

who designs merchandise or illustrates adverhas become a real factor in modern industry.

Machines can never displace him. Many Federal
students, both men and girls who are now commer-

4.

Write your name, ad-

age and occupaon back of drawing.

dress,

tion
5.

All drawings must be

in
Minneapby February 26th,
1934. Prizes will be

received
olis

cial

designers or

$2000

to

illustrators

$5000

capable of earning from

yearly have been trained

by

the

Federal Course. Here's a splendid opportunity to
test

your

talent.

Read the

rules

and send your draw-

awarded

for

drawings

and
Federal

best in proportion

neatness by

Schools Faculty.

ing to the address below.

•

FEDERAL SCHOOLS,

INC.

306-D Federal Schools Building, Minneapolis, Minnesota

•
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It is characteristic of Ruth Chatterton
that the only ancestor she regards with
pride and veneration is her grandfather,
one Andrew Reed, an up-state
York

New

who had

farmer

niceties of

"When
pop

to

tion

.

.

a

man

takes three years

the question,

and action

.

it's
is

time for

ac-

one thing at
find that once

which I'm an expert. I
a member of the male sex gets

a

whiff of that scent Gabilla blended
for me
he begins to forget his ten

—

reasons for remaining a bachelor."

Now
MAE

you, too, can use PARFUM
WEST by Gabilla of Paris. You

can enjoy that strange fascination
which is Mae West's. PARFUM MAE
WEST is loaded with lure dripping

life.

never

been

"He drank

taught

the

his coffee out

of a cup-plate," admits Ruth, "but he was
a self-made man who became a successful
naval architect despite his handicaps.
He
was one of the simplest and finest men that
ever lived. I like to think that I get my
decent qualities from him."
To this stern and rugged inheritance can
be attributed her ability to struggle through
a pitiful existence in a cheap New York
boarding-house where she and her mother
once lived on $10 a week. Ruth was then
fifteen years of age.
She had been born in
New York City, with a silver spoon in her
mouth.
Her father was an artist. Ruth
was educated at an exclusive girls' school
at Pelham Manor.
When her family fell
upon hard times Ruth and her mother
went out in the world to make their living.
Although not one of her family had ever
been identified with acting, she seemed to
have a natural gift for mimicry.
As a
kid she "rehearsed" Shakespearian roles in
front of a full-length mirror. At fourteen,
with the gay courage and optimism of
youth she sallied forth to conquer the
world.
She succeeded in getting a bit in
a stock company in Washington, D. C.
Here she won the attention and friendship
of Julia Dean, a noted actress, who gave
her much valuable advice and tutelage.
Later, when she landed a small stock engagement in Milwaukee, but needed clothes,
it was Julia Dean who shipped her a trunkful.

For

the better part of two years the
fought for her opportunity, eking out
a precarious existence in the sordid boarding house on West 45th street.
Katharine
Hepburn's "Morning Glory" might have
been the ingenue Ruth Chatterton.
She
was an impertinent minx who blandly
assured stage veterans that she could play
girl

any and

all roles.

And

she firmly believed

it!

Finally, Henry Miller heard of her performance as an ingenue in the Chicago
company of "Standing Pat." He sent for

her.
Picture the sublime nerve of a minx
of sixteen, who told Gilbert Miller that
she would accept the ingenue role in his
father's new play for "$100 a week and
dresses" and that "she would not play the
Bijou Theatre."
Ruth had heard the
Bijou was a jinx house.
Henry Miller had an irascible temper,
but also a great sense of humor. He had

never seen or met the prospective ingenue,
but her ultimatum struck his funny bone.
Talked to her over the telephone and
liked her voice.
She was engaged to play
the ingenue role in "The Rainbow"
sight unseen.

She had

about her age when she

lied

started her career in stock at fourteen, and

she continued to

When

lie.

broadway debut she

was

she

made her

really

sixteen,

but claimed to be nineteen.
It is a matter of Broadway history that
the first night of "The Rainbow" at the
Liberty Theatre was one of the most amazing events in theatrical annals.
Not only
did it witness the discovery of a girl-child
who was destined to become one of our
finest actresses, but it also witnessed a
psychic phenomenon. In the second scene
of the first act, after Henry Miller and

Laura Hope Crews had
terton

made

silently in a
mood of the
falling upon

her

exited,

entrance.

Ruth ChatShe stood

pantomimic expression of the

scene, with a shaft of light
her upturned face. Suddenly
the audience of hard-boiled first-nighters
burst into a storm of applause which culminated in a five-minutes' ovation.
To
this day no one who saw that debut can
explain why, least of all Ruth Chatterton.
She had not spoken a line.
Miller and
Miss Crews left their dressing-rooms in
astonishment. And at the end of the play
the ovation was repeated.
new star was

A

born.

Today, we find Ruth Chatterton one of
the most popular actresses in motion pic-

So is Helen Hayes, who began her
career at the same time with Ruth in that
Washington stock company.
What a
tribute to the excellent taste for genuine
artistry displayed by our picture fans who
have been falsely accused of being quite
moronic.
tures.

. . .

with sex appeal. A few drops behind
your ears and it's all over but the
wedding march!

—

"And

PARFUM MAE
II

R

I

U

able at your favorite

drug or department
store
priced from
65c to$25 per bottle.
Better not lose any
time. Some one else
might start working
on him with PAR -

—

fy>>

FUM MAE WEST.
your favorite store
cannot supply you, order
from us direct, using
m
If

"

a

tne conven 'ent coupon
enclosing 65c in

f ^*t and

stamps for 1 dram size
$1.00 for Vi oz. size.

As a

special introduc-

offer we are sendy°" six intim "te
photographs of Mae
tory,

v^lf-g****

K^fj^^

West with your order.

PARFUMS WESMAY,
19

^est 18th

Enclosed find

Street,
(

)65c.

Margaret Kennedy wrote about

—

t

And

that's

State
is

—to

how John Lodge came

to

visit his wife and daughter.
will tell you that John had no
thought of the screen, that she herself
persuaded him to take a test since there
was such a painful shortage of "gentlemen"

Hollywood
His agent

a

)1.00

Address

NOTE:

"The

gratulations.

la

the

Schulberg

City

in

Nymph" every member of
Constant
which has since made a mark in some
branch of the artistic world.
So Francesca Braggiotti Lodge came to
Hollywood with her small daughter, and
dedicated her days to a sound-proof dark
room, studying the Garbo tempo, breathing,
voice modulation, and temperament generally in order that her voice might substitute for the siren in "Mata Hari," "Susan
Lennox," "Grand Hotel" and "As You
Desire Me" in foreign-release pictures. So
excellent was her skill in the Italian versions that Mussolini himself sent her con-

—

Inc.

N.Y.C.

Name

— this

Continued front page 32

WEST is now avail-

111,

Sl
,

This is not merely an endorsement
the personal
sonal perfume of Mae West.

J

Only To-

the Lodges Speak

Mrs. Ad
Ronald Colman ilk.
is the agent and she says we

good deal
and loved

of

dramatic work at Harvard

it.

Anyway, he took the test, and Paramount
approved it. John insisted upon beginning
in a small part
knew that if he failed
through inexperience in an important one
his
career
would end pronto Boston
Lodge or no Lodge! His first part was
that of the doctor in "Woman Accused,"
his
second rather more significant in
"Murders in the Zoo."
"I was offered a part opposite Mae
West," he reveals, "but begged to be ex-

—

—

cused.
I
risk that."

still

felt

too

inexperienced

to

John will probably go down to history
as the only man who declined to play
opposite Mae West.
As the likeable rascal in "Under the
Tonto Rim," John proved he was acquirThen
ing ever more histrionic assurance.
came the lover role, opposite Frances Dee
That settled
as Meg, in "Little Women."
it

!

Von

Sternberg promptly annexed him
most coveted male role in the

were "tired of seeing men portraying
drawing-room roles who had the appear-

for

ance of clerks."
So far so good, but John himself admits
that he was willing to aid in being "discovered and persuaded." He had done a

winning studio eulogies
galore.
Von Sternberg can overwork
them, keep them hungry, run their nerves
ragged, but John Lodge is in the seventh

that

Dietrich
in

which

picture,

he

is

"Catharine

the

Great,"

—

—
!

!
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heaven of delight about it nevertheless.
And this is
He's all-Hollywood now.
what can happen to a member of that
Boston aristocracy of whom it was written, "This land of the bean and the cod,
where the Lowells speak to the Cabots,
and the Cabots speak only to God."
Incidentally, although John is much too
gentlemanly to mention it, I think he
rather resents Jacques de Bujac taking
the name of Bruce Cabot for screen purIf he really belonged to the Cabots,
poses.

me whan

it
would be all right, you understand.
However, Bruce comes from a pretty good
family, too his grandfather was French
ambassador to the United States, and his
father
was a famous lawyer in New

—

Mexico.
"But we are no relation," informs John
Lodge, sedately.
It was one of Mrs. Lodge's sisters who
started the Braggiotti-Denishawn Dance
Academy in Boston and it was there that
Francesca with solemn permission from
the mayor, did the first bare-foot dance
ever publicly performed in this country.
She is a talented, charming person, and
John Lodge gracefully credits her with

—

precious aid in his acting career.
"My best successes have always been
when I was either seen but not heard or
heard but not seen," laughs Francesca
which did not prevent the New York
speaking highly of her work in
critics
Actually her
straight drama, all the same.
voice is more attractive than Garbo's own
less gutteral, more color and emotion.
Because of the ban on these synchronized
foreign versions of Hollywood pictures in
both Germany and France, Francesca is
largely restricted to the Italian versions of
Garbo now. However, her personality has
won Hollywood, and one or two tentative
offers have been dangled before Francesca
to come out of the sound-proof dark room
and show what she can do in good old
English.
The Lodges have taken a very modest

—

•

house on Highland Avenue in Hollywood,
Their small
no splurge of any kind.
daughter, who haughtily tells strangers her
name is "Miss Lodge," but whose full
cognomen is Lily de Pourtales Lodge, is a
remarkable independent 2 y2 -year-old. One
suspects that the nurse has a busy time of
it,
the young lady is so extremely enter-

but she hadn't the courage

prising.

John Lodge stands six feet two inches
and has an air about him. He isn't
exactly handsome his large black eyes
being his most distinguished feature.
He
carries himself well, and has a firm chin
with dimples, and a most engaging smile.
He was distinctly overwhelmed when the
reporters rushed him for interviews and
pictures on arrival his family hasn't gone
in much for that sort of thing, and it was
tall,

—

distinctly

all

He

new

to him.

expect to forsake the law
he knows very well
that ten years is about the limit for a star
to be popular on the screen.
And, incidentally, he is already slated to be in the

and

doesn't

politics altogether

"My

family

has

always

served
another.

its

My

in some way or
brother, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., deliberately prepared for political work as a newspaper correspondent in Washington, as
contact man in the Arms conference, and
now, beginning at the bottom, as a member
of the Massachusetts Legislature.
He is
also editor of a newspaper
and he's only
30 years old."

country

4

careless about B.O.'

WE

don't

know when

we're guilty

as your assurance of extra protection.

"B.O." {body odor). And even
our nearest and dearest hate to tell us.
Yet this unforgivable fault can rob us of

toilet soaps

success, popularity

lather penetrates

of

;

star class.

him he'd grown

to tell

—

—love

itself

It's easy to offend unknowingly. For
everyone perspires as much as a quart a
day whether or not he realizes it. In
stuffy, overheated rooms, the merest

—

hint of "B.O."

is

quickly noticed.

Play safe always

—bathe regularly with

Lifebuoy. You will recognize its clean,
refreshing, quickly- vanishing scent

Lifebuoy

is

different

from ordinary

—does more than merely

surface-cleanse. Its creamy,

and

abundant

purifies pores

removes every trace of "B.O."

Complexions respond

How they thrive on daily Lifebuoy cleansings!
tive.

Grow

clearer, fresher,

more

attrac-

That's because Lifebuoy's luxurious

lather searches out even grimedin dirt

—-washes

that dull the skin.

out pore poisons

Try Lifebuoy now

—

Whereas John comes from a wealthy
family, Francesca says she has earned her
own living since she was fourteen years of
age.
"All of our family were brought up
to be self-supporting and to have a purpose
in life," she explains.
"So John encourages me to keep on with my career."

LIFEBUOY,
(BCX
c
HEALTH SOAP
*

(body odor)

—

!
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Domestic Doings
Around Hollywood!

WslHcnown dance team
(Tom and Betty Wonder)
•

are favorites

with American

vaudeville audiences

Even the most glamorous and

Imaqme
doisicj

exotic stars have ideas about

house!

a

+naf lasf

By Katharine
Hartley

BAD CORN

over a low flame una bit of the mixture
forms a firm ball when
dropped into cold water.
Then remove it from the
fire, and add 3 squares of
boil

"Joan loves

to
putter around..."

WE

SEE

til

unsweetened chocolate,

and hear

much about
the stars and

silver, all in the same pattern a tiny,
triangular
design, modern in its sim-

and practices beautiJoan loves to put-

The oh's and ah's
were politely suppressed.
But I'll bet every woman
there had difficulties conquering her urge to turn

When
took

Joan Crawford first
housekeeping,
up

what

.

.

.

fully.

appears,

—

we

a corn
the scien-

use Blue-Jay."* Blue-Jay
tific, safe corn remover
Whatever your job in life,
you cannot afford to tolerate painful, unsightly
corns
when you can remove them so quickly, so
safely with Blue-Jay. The pain stops the minute
you apply Blue-Jay. You go about your business
with barefoot comfort and in three days your
corn is gone. • Invented by a famous scientist,
!

—

—

&

Blue-Jay is made by Bauer
Black, surgical dressing house. Don't risk cutting or paring— don't
risk unscientific remedies.

Use Blue-Jay.

Soak foot ten minutes in hot water, wipe dry.
2 Apply Blue-Jay, centering pad directly over corn.
3 After three days the corn is gone. Remove plaster, soak foot
1

a
b

is

C

is

is

lift

out the corn.

BLUE-JAY

WORKS

the B&B medication that gently undermines the corn,
the felt pad that relieves the pressure, stops pain at once.
strip that holds the pad in place, prevents slipping.

BLUE-JAY

.

and

lows

new

inal,

like

Leave

it

—even

—

Joan

all to

herself.

a decorator

such a good deco-

the silver or a plate upside down to see what

"make"

I
is

.

BOOKLET

FREE
"For Better Feet"— Contains helpful
information for foot sufferers. Also valuable foot exercises.
Address Bauer
Black, 2500 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago.

&

°\

"She had

to see

'make'

was

it

.

what
."

.

Having a finger
guess not.
Any
a woman's best fun.

.

way these days. It's practically the faKatie
vorite indoor sport of the stars.
Hepburn lies awake nights trying to remember that fudge recipe she learned in
the good old days at Bryn
Mawr. And those two

There's

When

it

"ensemble" idea

.

.

.

I

©The Kendall Compa:

hope you need no intro-

duction to Cannon towels.
They're just about the
softest, warmest, dryingest towels in the world.
And that's saying a lot.
Here's
another
idea
that
originated
in
the

Sally Blane and
Loretta Young, simply
can't agree on whether
you let the fudge cool before beating ... or what!
all these
here's a foolproof recipe that Oshkosh and Hollywood both,
would do well to follow.
Mix two cups of granulated sugar with a cup
of water, and bring to a

Then add one cup
Eagle Brand Condensed
Milk. Stir constantly and

where.
one thing about Hollywood.
goes in for anything, it goes in

lock,

it

sisters,

of
City

is

stock and barrel.
And that
is not confined to dining
tables alone.
All the "best bathrooms"
have been ensembled completely.
Face
towels, bath towels, wash cloths, seat covers
and bath mats all bear the same smart design
maybe a fish border one day, and a
row of tulips the next. Anyway, Cannon is
responsible for most of these smart sets. And
for

Glamor

City.

You know

that peculiar metallic
odor that hovers 'round

boil.

.

it was.
The seout now, however,
and "Community Plate"
is doing a big business in
Hollywood. You see those
smart ensembles every-

cret

rator as William Haines
is?
Well,
in the pie

.

plicity.

trying pilplaces not
only to see that everything is just so, but to see
that it has a touch of Joan
Crawford about it, too
something unique, origin

.

—

difficulties,

CORN — RE M O V E R
Street

."

.

Well, to solve

BAUER & BLACK'S SCIENTIFIC

Hame

.

rearranging

flowers,

.

HOW

didn't

woman's.
And speaking of having a finger in the
having a finger in fudge is even
pie
more fun, and very tasty. "Making fudge"
is making the grade in Hollywood in a big

25c at druggists. Special swes for bunions and calluses.

ten minutes in hot water,

she

around,

ter

"Whenever

wish,

know

a dish

—

say,

you

about decorating a house
or planning a formal dinner party, she learned

up

—

They

if

and beat

"Katie cooks

life,

we sometimes wonder

what, if anything, they
ever do at home. It may
be surprising to a few romantic-minded
fans to know that Hollywood has a domesIt loves to entertain
tic streak in it, too.
at home and to have the friends "in", if
only to see the new paper on the livingMany of these Hollywood
room wall.
hostesses have excellent taste and their
own ideas about what should be done.

for foot ailments.

meats

nut

until thick and
creamy. Then pour into
a buttered pan. Give the
fudge spoon to the most
deserving of your friends, to lick
and
hold the rest of the crowd off until the
candy is cool and ready to cut into squares.
And if this fudge doesn't melt in your
mouth, I don't know what will. Ice, maybe.
The talk of the town, (among the women,
anyway), occurred recently when one
bright hostess sat her guests down to a
dinner table done entirely
in ensemble fashion.
Lovely china, crystal and

their public

that

© Dancers, like this spirited pair, have no use

Add

cut into small pieces.

so

"The 'best bathrooms'
are all ensembled

.

.

."

the
mouthpiece
of
a
phone? Well, put a few
drops of perfume in the
mouthpiece, and see if
that doesn't add romance
and charm to conversations.

— —

I

!
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Here's

My

MILLIONS END

Story
Continued from page 56
best beloved on all the world, next«to my
mother.
Of course, that's just my name
She's Rachel Smith, State Repfor her.
resentative of all minors at the Paramount
Studio.
She's so pretty. Ask her how many times
She calls me
a day I give her a big hug.
Lover, and says I'm the most affectionate,

most responsive and good-natured baby she

UGLY SKIN FAULTS
with

this

"
famous ^miracle cream

ever saw.
It

was Wacer who discovered me. Guess

how I got into pictures.
Director Norman Taurog wanted a baby
that looked like Maurice Chevalier to play
in "A Bedtime Story," and he asked Wacer
She's told me many times
to find one.
that the very first minute she saw me she
knew I was the one but the studio tested
1000 babies before they decided I had the
Hapsburg lip and screen personality they
were seeking. So, I'm literally one baby
in 1000!
Wacer says I'm such a mimic that all
she has to do is to stand behind the camera
and act out whatever they want me to do
and I follow her.
She's strict, too. And do we have schedules ?
Whew Regular naps, daily sunI'm crazy about
baths, regular meals.
spinach and carrots and tomato juice and
consomme and lots of other good things.
Once in a while when Wacer wants to reward me she gives me a teeny bit of chocolate bar.
She says it can't hurt me for
most of it goes on my face.
I'm allowed on the set four hours a day
and two hours before the cameras. These
two hours, of course, are divided into just
a few minutes at a time so I never get
Oh, and what do you
tired or fretful.
These other
think ? I have two doubles
babies are in the long shots and stand in
for light tests which save my precious
time. I'm pretty much puffed for no other
star ever had two doubles
everybody knows

LARGE PORES

BLACKHEADS
PIMPLES

OILY SKIN

ROUGH HANDS

RED

!

!

Mother and

I

have a

little

home

dressed— you
YOU havebe smartly
most
can

can

the

sonality—but

if

your

appealing percomplexion is

blemished, coarse-textured, oily— or if
your hands are red, rough and chapped,
then much of your charm is lost!

That's
smartest

why over one million of
women in America today

the
use

Noxzema Cream regularly— on their
faces and on their hands. For Noxzema
a "skin medicine" in cream form
designed especially to correct skin
is

troubles

and to

restore

the skin

normal, healthy beauty.

in the

suburbs and I have a goat, a frisky white
and black fellow, a goose, a pet rooster and
two pigs and lots of toys and books
Wacer teaches me
like the books best.
words out of books. Ho, ho, I could say
book a long time ago, and today I learned
the word pig and I say pig, pig, pig all

to

When you

suffer from pimples, oiliness,
pores or blemishes, the trouble
usually can be traced to poisoned pores.
Ordinary creams cannot help this condition. A medicated cream is needed to
purge the pores of clogging, festering
impurities— to soothe tender, irritated
skin— to refine and soften rough skin.
That's where Noxzema alone helps.

large

—

A

—

can say, I'm mad, too, and it sounds
See,
I laugh and laugh at it.
can snap my fingers and dance and keep
I

I

time.

Do you know

Jack Oakie? I love Jack.
Every time he sees me he hollers, "Hi,
Pal!" Guess he borrowed that from "Skippy."
Jack and I are a lot alike for he's
a mother's boy, just like me. Then, everywhere he goes there are always girls
That's how it is with
hovering around.
But it's fun. Jack says when
me, too.
I'm a bit older he will teach me his dances.
And Bing Crosby promises to make me the
Bing and
greatest crooner in the world.
I are to co-star in our next and my dear
.

Norman Taurog

will direct.

Fredric March is swell, too.
He lets
me play with his watch and I never drop
as

it

did the

I

watches

in

"A Bedtime

I

put us out.
I

But

like
I

to see
little

men and boys

like

me

WONDERFUL FOR
CHAPPED HANDS, TOO
Make

this convincing overnight test.

Apply Noxzema on one hand tonight

much as the skin will absorb. In the
morning note how soothed it feels
how much softer, smoother, whiter

as

that

hand

is!

Noxzema improves hands
overnight

originally

prescribed by doctors as a greaseless,
stainless remedy for skin irritations like
sunburn, chapping, itching, etc. Nurses
discovered how wonderful it was as a

beauty cream and for badly
chapped hands. Today 10,000,000 jars

corrective

of

Noxzema

are used!

HOW TO USE:

Apply Noxzema every

night before retiring after all make-up
has been removed. Wash off in the

morning with warm water— then apply
cold water or ice. Apply a little more
Noxzema when you powder as a protective powder base. For hands — see
directions at left. If hands are very
chapped apply Noxzema several times,
as much as skin will absorb. With this
treatment every day— in 10
days you'll note a big improvement
—and soon you'll glory in a skin faultscientific

lessly clear and lovely— hands delicately
smooth and white.

know

better now. Once, Freddy
took me over to see the pretty chorus girls
rehearse their dancing for a picture. They
were peaches, every one, but they became
so interested in us men that the director

Story."

Cream

Noxzema Skin Cream was

the time.
so funny that

Corrective

better than girls.

Miriam Hopkins.

She comes

often and sometimes brings her
boy, Peter.
Peter has the grandest

Special trial offer
See for yourself

how

quickly

Noxzema can

refine your skin. You can
or a
get one of the new larger 50c jars
generous 10c trial jar at any drug or department store. Get a jar today.
clear, soften

and
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With all my sun-bathing I never get
Drown. I get red and then go right back
to white again.
tan.

I like Marlene Dietrich, too.
was making "Song of Songs,"

When

she

she'd leave

her nice leading man, Brian Ahearne, sitting alone at the luncheon table and slip
over to feed me Melba toast. Now, I don't
like Melba toast, but I would eat it every
time to please Marlene.
Perhaps you've heard there was a feud
between W. C. Fields and me. That's all
He calls me Mr. LeRoy and
over now.
we're great pals. Of course, he did accuse
me of stealing some of his choice scenes
in "Tillie and Gus," and now says that
while he doesn't want to squawk, I certainly copped his lines in "Alice in Wonderland."
He tells everybody he's just
waiting 'till I get a full set of teeth so he

$zlieved

(Quickly

"For more than a month", writes one
woman, "I had a rash on my hand which
like ringworm. I tried
it resisted them
At last I started to use Resinol
Ointment, and was amazed when a
small amount healed Jiytrouble nicely."
Does your skin annoy or embarrass you? Does
it itch so that at times you can't resist
scratching, no matter where you are? Does
it get chafed or rough, then burn and smart
unbearably?
Is it pimply?

was something

various treatments, but
all.

way to

get real relief. Bathe the
affected parts with Resinol Soap and warm
water.
Pat dry, and freely apply soothing
Resinol Ointment to the irritated spots. See
how quickly the discomfort is relieved.
Remember, Resinol Ointment is safe for any
patt of the body. Physicians have recom-

Here

is

mended

the

it

for thirty-five years.

Resinol Soap thoroughly cleanses the skin
without drying or injuring its delicate texture.
it helps to prevent
Use it daily
clogged potes, blackheads and pimples.

—

Get Resinol Ointment and Soap from your
druggist today use them at the first sign of
skin irritation, and watch the improvement.

—

For a free sample of each with skin treatment instructions, write Resinol, Dept. 3-E, Baltimore, Md.

Resinol
'
"

Oh yes, one of my favorites is Ernst
Lubitsch. He never had a child in any of
his pictures but he thought I was such a
funny baby that he wrote in a wee bit for
me in "Design For Living," and we had
the greatest fun making it.
He'd carry
me around

in his arms and let me break
up his cigars and just laugh at me. Once,
quick, before he caught me, I tried to puff a
big black one like he does. But he grabbed

inches

Something new is always happening. A
few weeks ago they took me down to the
forecourt of Grauman's Chinese Theatre,
just before the matinee, to wash the elephants in the circus prologue for Mae
West's film, "I'm No Angel." I turned the
hose on them and they liked it.
Then I
rode around on top of the biggest elephant.
Afraid? Oh, no. Why, we were friends.
Oh, hum, what else do you want to know
about me?
Let's see.
Well, Dr. Milton
Metfessel, of the Psychology Department
of the University of Southern California,
put me through a series of tests and said
I have the mental development generally
found in babies twice my age.
I
don't
know what it all means but mother and
Wacer were so proud.
I fall down a hundred times a day but
no one pays any attention to me so I get

When

Month's Treatment only $1.00.

The

ultra-rapid. Guaranteed, certain way to get those fascinating,
elender, girlish curves so much

admired.

FREE— IF YOU ORDER NOW!

complete Beauty Treatment

$100

FREE

"Here's the miracle your Slimcream
Method has worked for me. I have
actually taken five inches off my
bust." L. Ashley.

Daisy Stebbing, Dept. S.L.7, Forest

Hills,

NewYork, N.Y.

Perfumes
{Exquisite

new

odors)

OUBTLE,

fascinating, alluring. Sells
regularly for $12.00 an ounce.
Made from the essence of flowers
single drop

°

:

A

lasts

a week!

Three odors:
(1) Romanza
(2) Lily of the Valley
(3) Esprit de France

To

—

Send only

30/

quickly introduce these new perfumes I'll send you with my compliments trial bottles of all three for
only 30c (silver or stamps) to pay
for postage and handling. Only one
set to each new customer.

PAUL RIEGER
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I didn't touch the floor.
favorite color and all kinds of
wheels fascinate me. I love to watch the
camera wheels whirling round and round.
future?
There's such a lot of it,
Well, I'm signed with Paraisn't there?
mount for seven years and as
only a
year and a half old now I'll be a big boy
when that is over. Besides my salary, my
reward for turning up as the Chevalier
baby, is an insurance policy that will give
me a college education. Mother talks about
me being an engineer and building bridges
but I think I'll go right on in motion pic-

Red

is

my

My

Fm

tures.
I'd

like to be an actor like Freddy
March, wisecrack like Jack Oakie, dance
like Georgie Raft, and sing like Bing.

That's a big order for the future,
watch me get there

but

just

Are Hollywood's 6 Most Charming
Continued jrom page

GUARANTEE

in 28 days! I
that if your bust is not reduced after
following my Method for 14 days, I
Full
return your money!
will

bust and secure the regular

up and pretend

Women?

have alluring, slim
with the new magical

and

My world-famous Si.00 Beau'-y
Treatment, a gold-mine of priceless
beauty secrets never before disFREE with my Slimclosed.
Limited offer.
cream Method.
Send $1.00 NOW* to reduce your

the

new and zippy

never from me."

Slimcream Method, which redm-ed
my bust 4M inches, and weight 28

lbs.

"Raftero," a
step named
after him, which they will
perform in "Bolero."

practise

saying, "None of that, Young Fellow.
You'll probably learn soon enough, but

figure?

loveliness

"How are we doing?" George
and Carole Lombard

Raft

it,

Who

Have you a full, matronly
You can reduce 3-6

my

down
throat.
Pooh,
that's nothing, just professional rivalry.
can knock them

First St.

San Francisco,

Califc

to this is added the delight of making them decorative and amusing, the result
is the tremendous vogue of the woman who
is able to accomplish this.
Sex, alone, becomes a bore. It is Mae West's hard-boiled
philosophy, her irony, that keeps people
coming back to hear her shocking, but
truly amusing, bon mots. The average person has had to find the shelter of a mental
umbrella, as it were, from under which
This,
life may be viewed and laughed at.
of course, is not the highest adjustment to
life, but it is such a common one that Miss
West has struck a deeply human note. She,
too, gives a vicarious outlet, but on such
moot lines one wonders how long she will
continue to hold extreme interest. So Mae
West is not on my list of six.
Ruth Chatterton, on the other hand,
makes us forget all about time. Hers is
She
the trick of making time stand still.
can be enjoyed in any mood or tense. It
does not require too great a stretch of the
imagination to picture ourselves in her
Her good looks are not too ideally
place.
drawn. She is mature to older women and

1

young

to the youngsters.
Seemingly, by
an act of will, she can wipe every vestige
of experience from her face, leaving it all
the inviting intrigue of a blank canvas.
Then you and the moment give it your

own

expression. And, of course, you love
your own creation. Ruth Chatterton is a
master of this form of Charm, perhaps the
greatest one.
She has many other fascinations, but this is the secret of her popularity.
Either by design or instinct she

uses

it

in

just

Ruth Chatterton

the right proportion.
is

So

Number Two on my

list.

Speaking of time, think how long, how
very long, the public has admired that
grand veteran of entertainment, Marie
Dressier.
Somehow we do not hold her
in mind with the reverence due her age.
We do not think of her as having the mellow tenderness and gentleness of those well
past middle life, though she has them.
love Marie Dressier for her pluck. When
we hear her name we think, "What a
What grit! What courage!"
woman!
Marie Dressier will one day be a legend

We

— —

!

—— —

—

!
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that will be told to children to instil valor
told to grown-ups to encourage
in them
them. She grips our emotions as the boldest gladiators must have gripped the Romans by some special feat of heroism,
while the whole theatre of howling people
held up their thumbs (the sign for mercy)

—

approval. Marie Dressier
is not confined to the
She shows us anew
pretty young things.
that women need not fear age but instead
make it serve them. If this is not Charm,
So I must chose
there is no such thing
Marie Dressier as one of Hollywood's six

and roared

their,

Mime
M hvtdMm,Aor
SKINNY
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Charm

proves that

!

most charming women.

We, of the audience, can give our admiration and allegiance to a number of
types of women because we ourselves are
such complex creatures. Sometimes we are
saints, sometimes sinners, most of the time
an inconsistent mixture of the two. The
average woman has within her own nature
both a siren and a madonna. This is why
she can admire both Marlene Dietrich and
Elissa Landi.
Miss Landi is in every move and sound
Discriminating,
the fastidious aristocrat.
yet kindly, she is the eternal princess in the
Graustarkian drama that goes on inside
every woman.
Marlene Dietrich is, in direct contrast,
So much so, that
of the earth, earthly.
even from the screen one can almost feel
There is somethe warmth of her flesh.
Her eyes
thing deeply feline about her.
are like those of a lioness, inscrutable, more
or less than human. You are almost sure
that if she were comfortable before a fire
would purr a deep, rasping,
that she
rhythmic purr, and that the whole room
would be filled with her animal content.
This gives her a great and basic appeal.
Buried somewhere in the human consciousness is the memory of times when the herd
or family huddled together for warmth.
Besides that, we all experience a sense of
satisfaction in beholding a woman who is
physically comfortable.
So to a tired and
jaded world Marlene Dietrich lends the
pleasure of a perfect body. She appeals to
us instinctively rather than mentally. An
important phase of Charm
It is to this same tired world that Helen
Hayes offers the balm of her exquisite tenderness.
She heals our hurts with her
gentle, fluttering hands.
She soothes and
She
rests us with the melody of her voice.
is a lovely lullably singing giants of disillusion to sleep.
She gives us dreams of
our forgotten ideals.
She makes children
of us, children clamoring "Do that again!"
Because she stimulates our imaginations
and refreshes our visions she is an important selection on my list.
Her exact opposite is Garbo. One of the
most interesting things about this strange
woman is that she fascinates even those
who dislike her. Her severest critics never
miss one of her pictures. There is a certain desperate unrest in Garbo that communicates itself disagreeably to others. She
seems imprisoned, lashed by desires impossible of fulfillment.
It is this that pulls
us to her. Within all of us there is something stark, whispering darkly that an inexorable fate will dash our hopes.
So we
are drawn to Garbo by the strange necessity of having to know how she will come
out, thus, perhaps, finding our own solution.
Her appeal is sure and deep, based on the
common ground of human frustration.
True, she is an artist. But there are other
artists
and only one Garbo.
So she is

—

—

number five on my list.
There are two women
to
_

name here

but

I

demanded

editor

has

players

who

I

want

so

much

cannot because
that

I

my

name only

are appearing in current films.
I refer first to Mary Pickford, who seems
to me quite among the most remarkable
woman alive. Though she is a splendid
actress,

it

is

as hostess,

woman, humani-

Posed by professional models
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—
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Results guaranteed
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—
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that

in personality to that

I

She has

admire her most.

tarian

grown

not quite comfortable position of being greater as a perNo
son than anything she has attained.
one could admire her more than I do. Oh
Mary, why aren't you appearing in a film
now so I could put you on this list ?
And if you, Betty Compson, had stayed
in Hollywood, and made a picture instead
of traveling about lately, I would have
been permitted to choose you as one of the

most charming women

six

Few

Hollywood.

in

know

the depth and richness
She is
of this beautiful woman's nature.
not easy to know, but she actually has as
many facets as a well-cut gem. Here again
is that stirring combination of femininity
and gallantry. And she is that rarest of
fair in her thoughts and dealings
all things
as well as in her delicate coloring.
Consider for a moment the Charm of
Claudette Colbert.
It is totally different.
She is like a glass of champagne sparkling, and apt to stir you to any sort of
deviltry.
There are two imps back of her
The more dignified and poised she
eyes.
becomes the more the imps show up. They
suggest that everybody play hookey from
school, stretch black threads for people to
trip over, or remove gates from their hinges
and carry them to the other end of town.
One can imagine Claudette after an evening of hilarity forgetting all about it and
You can safely gamble
writing a poem.
that there is a soft spot in her heart for
Tennyson's "The Lily Maid of Astolat."
You perceive that she is a creature of
moods, and as such would understand
"What a charming friend," you
yours.
say to yourself.
But let me think a little further. One
From all that galmore name to choose
axy of charming personalities who shall

people

—

—

STOP CONSTIPATION

THIS SAFE, SIMPLE,

PLEASANT WAY
DULL

!

pimples and blotches, head"always tired" feeling
often these are caused by constipation

—

be? Before my eyes pass the glamorous
images of Constance Bennett, Joan Crawford, Ann Harding, Kay Francis and Janet
Gaynor.
Interesting and lovely as they are, their
great appeal humbly acknowledged, my
mind is drawn, for my sixth choice, to
Norma Shearer, because she takes us up
into the rarefied atmosphere of almost perfection.
But not that perfection which is
unattainable, in which we cannot quite believe. The smoothness and Tightness of her
it

we

accept

remote

She does not seem a
She makes us feel that with

gladly.

ideal.

just a little more attention we, too, could
lead poised, unruffled lives.
She reminds,
us that beauty, happiness, and success are
quite within reach of humans.
She says
to us, "You can, if you will."
So we
straighten our shoulders and start at our
own tasks with more calm and conscience.

Thus
mirers.
just a

Norma Shearer
And who does
little

bit

noble?

ennobles her adnot enjoy feeling
Is

this

Charm?

Rather

No

discussion of Charm would be comwithout mentioning that utterly refreshing little Madge Evans.
She is as

plete

unformed as a personality. Perhaps
is part of her Charm.
I find myself
wanting to shield her from a mistaken
marriage.
I want her life to be unsoiled,
uncomplicated, free and true and clear, like

yet

this

her own fine countenance.
I find other
people equally anxious about her.
Surely
only the force of her youthful, virginal
Charm could reach out to stir such loving
protection in others' hearts.
And never
forget this is the greatest evidence of the
highest type of truly feminine CHARM.
But one might go on like this indefinitely.
There are so many Charming women in

Hollywood

skin,

aches, that

how

Doctors now know that in countless cases
the real cause of constipation is insufficient
vitamin B. If your constipation has become
a habit, and fails to respond to ordinary
treatment, a shortage of vitamin B is probably the true cause of your trouble. Supply
enough of this factor and elimination becomes easy, regular and complete!

B

Yeast Foam Tablets furnish vitamin
in
great abundance. These tablets are pure,
pasteurized yeast the richest known food
source of the vitamins
and G. These elements stimulate the entire digestive system.
They give tone to weakened intestinal nerves
and muscles. Thus
they promote regular

—

B

elimination naturally, healthfully. Energy revives. Headaches go. The skin
clears up. You really
live!
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1

He says
occurred to me to doubt him.
things with such an air of finality it never
seems possible he could be wrong or that
he might, perhaps, merely be advancing an
When we were together on the
opinion.
stage in New York I had probably had a
great deal more theatrical experience than
he.
Yet, without at all intending to, he
used with that air of authority he has
make me feel that he knew more.
People exclaimed when he walked out
not so long ago because he wanted more
In
That's nothing new for him.
dough.
New York a producer sent for him once
Jim took
for a part in "Penny Arcade."
the script, read it, and went back to talk

could join him.
He wired back immediately and told her to come on.
She arrived while he was at the theatre.
They rushed toward each other with outstretched arms. Suddenly Jim stopped dead
in his tracks.
"My God!" he ejaculated,
"where'd you get that hat?"
And that
was the greeting his bride got after a six
weeks' separation
He's moody as the devil. Every once in
a while he gets tired of people he knows
and shies away from them without a word
of explanation.
Naturally, they feel hurt.
But because at heart he's one of the most
regular people alive, his conscience troubles
him afterwards until he has made things

things over.

right.

—

"How much?"

he asked the producer.

Mr. Blank.
want $200," Jim retorted.
said

pay $125," said the manager.
get somebody else to play the
part then," Jim answered.
He was dead broke, he hadn't worked
when, the part suited
in heaven knows
him to a T and he knew it but that
And, what's more, the
didn't scare him.
producer knew he was broke, but if you
think he got Jim to work for less than $200
you're crazy
Jim was so darned independent he wouldn't even go back to the
producer's office to talk to him.
The queerest things catch his fancy. He
has always had a fetish for women's hats.
It's the jifirst thing he notices about them.
Once, shortly after he was married, he
was in a vaudeville act. 'Bill,' his wife,
was in another act. They had been separated for about six weeks, which is a long
Finally
time when you're first married.
she had a week lay-off and wired Jim she
"Well,

—

—

remarked that he likes intelligent peoWhile we were playing in "Maggie,"
George Kelly, the author, took a liking to
him and Jim used to follow him around
like a puppy,
hanging on every word
George uttered. It's the same with anyone
else who has any brains.
Jim doesn't care
I

ple.

"I
"I can only

!

FREE: MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
NORTHWESTERN YEAST CO.
SC-3

Think of Jimmy

Continued from page

"$125,"

•

I

they talk about shoe-polish or trains.
He's only interested in learning something
he doesn't already know.
He is the most observant person I have
ever met. All the time he is talking to you
he is taking in every detail of your appearance. Not only of your clothes but of
He's quite handy
your features as well.
with a pencil or paint brush and he's mentally sketching you all the time he's talking.
He's a natural mimic and one reason he
gives such convincing performances is because nearly every one of his characterizations is patterned after someone he has
known.
He stores phrases, mannerisms,
tricks and gestures in the back of his head
and when the time comes he pulls them out
if

—
March 19 34
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and uses them

in an entirely natural way.
Recently he went on a trip with a Mr.
There was no other reason for
Blank.
the trip than that he wanted to discuss a
book of philosophy with him. They had
touched on it lightly several times on the
set and finally decided the only way to
thresh it out was to go away by themselves where they wouldn't be interrupted.
Bill, his brother, has told me that sometimes Jim goes out in their back yard and
will lie for hours in a swing looking up at
If anyone comes near
thinking
the sky
him all that can be got out of Jim is a
smile and the expression, "This is the life."
Yet he doesn't mean that literally. He's
merely trying to figure things out for himthink he particularly likes
self.
I don't
Hollywood because he feels that nothing
really creative ever comes out of it.
Despite that gorgeous sense of humor,
people to
he'll never kid if he can get

—

Tums

Indifference

!

talking seriously.

He

seems to

feel that a

laugh only lasts a minute but you can always get ideas from serious conversations
with you and mull over
to take away
No one is ever too dull for
afterwards.
him to attempt to "draw out." He thinks
everyone has ideas that are worth hearing.
If, occasionally, he sees there is no hope
of a serious conversation he'll let go and
clown until he has the whole room in
I've never met anyone who could
stitches.
or who wanted to when
resist laughing
Jim set out to be funny.
He's indefatigable in his efforts to imDuring the studio shutprove himself.
down he devoted an hour each to dancing,
singing and piano lessons every day. He's
always been a good dancer but he wants
to keep himself up to date and not be
known as "an old-fashioned dancer." I
don't remember what all else he studied
during that time.
He never changes his technique. Once in
New York we made a test for Fox. I was

—

—

dolled up

in

the

Mae West

mode.

We

worked like slaves. We did three or four
scenes from our show, Jim did some dances
and I think sang. They thought I was
too big and Jim was too small and they
showed the test around town for laughs.
The other day George Frank, Jim's agent,
saw it over there and said they're laughingout of the other side of their faces now.
We were exactly the same then as we are
now and they could have had either of us

—

—

for $100 a week.
If I go on much longer I'm afraid I'll be
getting into more or less personal matters.
Personal, that is, as far as he is concerned
and hell hath no fury like a Cagney
someone has taken liberties with.
But, in closing, I want to say there's only

—

one like him and

grow

may

his

Wins man who said

Her brother was right. Men don't like paint.
Yet men are attracted by beautiful lips. The
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Lipstick.

paint.
Yet Tangee has the remarkable property of intensifying natural coloring.
is

It isn't

untouched are apt to
have a faded look make
.

the face

being put upon.
People make
touches again and again, yet she has never
learned to say "no" nor has she let unpleasant experiences in the past make her
skeptical of the woes of the next one.
I,
who am generally known as "a soft touch,"
have a heart like a pawnbroker being approached for a loan on buttons when compared to Blondell.
Her chief interest in life is her immediate
family.
They come first and I think anything else in her life is merely incidental.
(Mook speaking: I can furnish an illustration of that.
While I have never
seen any excessive drinking around a
studio it is a common practice at the close
Of a day for one of the leading players to
say to other members of the company.

.

seem

PAINTED

LOOKS ORANGE— ACTS ROSE

-

.

older.

Don't

risk

that painted look.

coarsening and

Tangee looks orange. But put it on
and you'll see that it changes on your lips to
the one shade of blush-rose most becoming to
you
your natural color. Tangee becomes a

Continued from page 19
always

is:

risking that painted look?

In the stick

of Joan

kisses"

attracted to her. It was her own brother
guessed what was wrong, and brotherlike, told her the truth: "Stop using a lipstick
that makes you look painted," he said.

seem

who

.
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want unpainfed

lips while it adds to their allure. No drying
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4-Piece Miracle Make-Up Set containing Tan-

knew the minute she met him that he
SHE
was the man of her dreams. But he did not

shadow never

less.

"I

don't like

It s

men

it.

TANGEE —

Intensifies

natural

color, restores
yourhful appeal, ends
that painted look.

.

very part of you, instead of a greasy coating,
hence is longer-lasting than ordinary "paint"

Moreover, Tangee is made with a
cream base so that it soothes and softens

lipsticks.

special

—

l\etc Tangee Face Powder gives skin a soft
underglow. Contains the magic color-change
principle. Prevents powdery, mask-like effect,
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CAROLE LOMBARD, GLAMOROUS PARAMOUNT PICTURES PLAYER

You can have

ENTICING
EYES

Good actress —good news!

appearance in her new career

• The prettiest eyes in the world
pass unloved, unless they are framed
in dark, caressingly-soft lashes.
.
.

Ask any

artist in make-up,
to get such lashes. She'll tell

— use a LIVE-tone mascara.

.

"Come on over to the dressing room for a
cocktail." It's a natural thing to want one
after a hard day's work.

how
you:

Winx, the new type mascara,
composed of many LIVE tones

(When Joan and George Barnes were
married, Joan said, "Let's not drink withcan manage to wait
out each other.
until we get home if we want a pick-meThere'll be times when one of us. is
up.
working and the other isn't. It isn't the

—
is

We

not one thick, solid tone. Therefore
it darkens lashes and makes them
look live, glistening, natural. Their
silky, languid beauty lasts for many
hours. Winx can't smear, smudge or
flake off. Never forms ugly "beads."

Two forms — Cake Winx, and
safe, pure.

.

.

.

!

Complete

the magic of your eyes with a gossamer thread of Winx Eye Brow Pencil
and a touch of Winx Eye Shadow.

THE

winx

MASCARA

feeling in the world for the one
who's already home to have the other come
rolling in with a liquor breath."
(And she has stuck to that agreement,
too
Once I had been invited up there to
dinner. I arrived a little early and George
wasn't home yet. "Have a cocktail ?" Joan
"Sure," I answered. When the
inquired.
butler brought the shaker in there was only
"Where's yours ?" I asked.
one glass.
"Oh, if you don't mind," she answered,
"I'll wait for George.")
She is moody as the devil but unless
you know her awfully well you can never
tell when she's in one of her moods.
She
can be laughing to beat the band at a
joke and still be SO "sunk." The laughng is just an example of her capacity for
enjoying a joke.
nicest

Liquid Winx. Both are tear-proof.

Both utterly

Lila Lee, looking lovelier than ever, makes her
to the screen after her illness of several years ago. Lila's first

come-back

The most unexpected
If

your form

dell is that
is

undersized, sagging, you can add 3 to 6 inches with Beautipon Cream treat-

ment, which has given thousands a
beautiful womanly form.
BACK if your form is not
increased
after
applying
Beautipon
Cream treatment for 14 days! Full 30
days' Treatment, $1.00, sent in plain
wrapper. The easy, certain way to have
the bewitching,
magnetic, feminine
charm you've always longed for.

YOUR

Free! "Fascinating Loveliness" Free!
world-famous Beauty Expert's

The

Course,

"

— what

Beautipon

Cream has done
case.

in

my

think the result
is remarkable, as I have
actually developed my
bust 4& inches." G.A.
I

"Fascinating Loveliness,"

for

which thousands have paid $1.00. will be
sent FREE if you send $1.00 for Beautipon Cream treatment NOW. OFFER

SEND $1.00 TODAY.
DAISY STEBBING,

LIMITED.
Suite

9,

is

appear to the best advantage sartorially.
That may sound contradictory in view of
what I have said about her playing a
:o

flat,

MONEY

she

thing about Blonso exacting in her desire

Forest Hills, N. Y.

:omedy scene

how

Graduates: Leo Tracy. Peggy Shannon. Fred Astaire. Una Merkel
Zita Johann. Mary Pickford. etc. Drama, Dance, Speech, Musical Comedy
Opera, Personal Development. Culture. Stock Theatre Training apne aranoeswoile learning. For catalog.write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N. Y.

the
it

regardless of
part and parcel

limit,
is all

the same thing.
When she's supposed
be well-dressed for a scene she insists
upon being properly gowned.
Yet, on
the other hand, when she plays a scene in
the mud, she goes whole hog.
Probably
it's more or less a case of being thorough.
(Mook speaking: I don't know about
that.
I've never seen her that she didn't
look as clean as a new-made pin offscreen yet her clothes seem to interest
her less than almost anything I can think
of.
She gets much more kick out of picking up a snappy little number for $10 or
$15 than she does from one for which she
has paid $75 or $100.
The latter she
wears charmingly but she'll call attention
of
to

—

flKtfene ^ h ?s e TKeaire
£

to

she looks, but

—

is

in

to the
thrift

"Lone Cowboy."

former and keep chuckling over her
and the pleasure she gets out of an

inexpensive
look good.)

frock

that

still

manages

to

The real tip-off on Blondell, all my observations not withstanding, is her choice
of a husband. George is fine and sensitive,
considerate and human as anyone I have
ever met.
He will inconvenience himself
a thousand times without complaint to do
anybody a favor, be it friend or perfect
stranger.
In New York, when we were playing
together on the stage, we used to break
each other up nightly.
In "Maggie" I
used to enjoy her characterization so much
would adopt the audience's viewpoint
I
instead of that of the actor playing opposite her.
would start a certain scene
and I would have to look away or concentrate on some prop on the stage to take
my mind off her, as the scene had to be
played very seriously to heighten the comedy effect. Generally it was hopeless because once we got started laughing, nothing
could bring us back to a proper state of

We

decorum.

One night we were feeling particularly
youthful and I glanced directly at her.
She grinned and when Blondell grins
there's never a doubt in anyone's mind
From that point on, in
that it is a grin.
a perfectly fierce scene depicting a family
quarrel, we upbraided each other furiously,
back and forth across the stage, each of
us apparently waiting to strike the first
blow but our faces slit from ear to ear
with big grins belying every word we uttered and every move we made.
just
couldn't stop laughing.
She has always had that effect on me
and I hope she always will because people
like Blondell don't happen along very fre-

We

quently.

John Ruskin used to go to the zoo and
look at the penguins when on the verge
of self-destruction.
They were so comical
that invariably he would be stirred to a
good humor before he left. Well, Ruskin
had his penguins but I have my Blondell.
And I hope she has her Cagney

—

—

I

—
!
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Continued from page 33
finally got sick and tired
sweet, and that writers and
critics sometimes wrote that you weren't
as sweet and ga-ga as your pictures repre-

further that
of being so

you

Then you might feel
and most likely fear that you
were being typed, and want to change to
If
another kind of dramatic portrayal.
you did, most likely we the public would
turn thumbs down on you, refuse to pay
to see you, and your career would be ended.
Remember Jimmy Cagney went haywire
about a year ago because he was tired of
it all and announced he was finished with
acting.
We believe he was sincere in his
sented you to be.
rebellious

desire to return to college to study to be-

come a doctor. But we wanted Cagney
we wanted him to continue to give us interpretations of a hard-boiled guy who was
And we got him berather soft inside.
cause so large a salary was offered to him
he could not resist it and he returned to the
screen.

we saw one of these horrid,
albums of the movies of years
You know, where they take short
ago.
sections from famous films of years gone by
and race the film so fast that the actors,
their mannerisms, even their clothes of
only ten years ago are made to appear so
ridiculous that we are ashamed that we are
Recently

historical
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They represent anentertainment world.
other great American achievement and
all of us who pay our admission at our local
theatre feel that we helped to make them
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The Borden

Many of us, too, see as a
rich and great.
vista of grandeur their unreal lives as something to hope for when and if our ship
comes in and anything that makes a dream
world for us is worth paying plenty for
Because we feel that way we hold the
stars to
an almost cruel accountability.

New

!

York.
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Milk, lemon

the inevitable
Certainly nothusual absurd wise-cracks.
ing else, is needed to emphasize the short
screen life of the average Hollywood player
and to prove that many of them enjoy so
short a vogue that even a large salary is
received at best for only a short interlude
of high stellar salaries
is also selfish from our point of view in
that part of the enjoyment we get from
the movies is in the realization that the
screen players are fabulously rich, that
they live in a rare world of luxury, that
they are the outstanding successes of the

,

.

Blend

As usual
funny commentator made his

more than

cupt e m ? !i lemon or

extract
fe^^nleXn
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address
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(Print
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make them live under a searching glare
we must know their love af-

of publicity

—

eat, how they dress, intiof their home furnishings,
how they exercise, how they play, who
their families are
(even to their uncles
and aunts) and woe betide them if they
displease us.
Let a married star contemplate a divorce such as one in every nine
or ten married persons in the United States
do and lo, the very flood gates of public
criticism are opened.
become the defairs,

what they

mate

details

—

—

We

the prosecutor, the judge and the
jury.
Newspaper and magazine reporters
and photographers, syndicate writers and
cartoonists hound them and pound them
and spy on them every hour of the night
and day hoping to secure or concoct some
juicy,
scandalous morsel to headline in
every journal and other avenue of publicity throughout the world.
Those things which in our lives would
be natural, even though unfortunate and
tective,

unhappy developments of the years we
live, must be handled at high cost for them
through publicity counsels, agents and at-

GAYNOR AND CHARLES FARRELL
RE-MAKE "SEVENTH HEAVEN"?

WILL JANET

The question that all Hollywood is buzzing about right now is, will the screen reunion of the great love team of the movies repeat the sensational success scored in
"Seventh Heaven"? In other words, will Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell be able once
more to re-create the idyllic romance that thrilled the world when they first appeared
together in pictures? You want to know the answer! Well, SCREENLAND'S Hollywood
sleuth, James M. Fidler, who is Janet's best friend among screen scribes, and also a
close friend of Charles Farrell, is hot on the trail of the "inside" story of the imminent
co-starring return of the team that made box-office history. Are Janet and Charlie glad
to be together again?
Will Farrell's role be of equal importance with Gaynor's?
Watch for the answer in the April issue of SCREENLAND, on sale at all newsstands
February 23.

Learn Public
Speaking
—

At home

in spare time— 20 minutes a
Overcome "stagre-frigrht," pain selfconfidence, increase your salary, through
ability to sway others by effective
speech. Write now for free booklet.

day.
.
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and so adroitly must the symtorneys
pathy of the movie-goer be cultivated because some frivolous or stupid remark or
affair might wind up a successful career
overnight.
Just recently that peerless actor, Lee
Tracy, on a "rambunctious" holiday, made
;

SH-HH"!
A SECRET!
GLORIA STUART
POPULAR STAR

Not
know

a soul will

what

just

you have done to

make your

hair so

Certainly

lovely !

nobody would
dream that a single

shampooing could
add such beauty—
such delightful lustresuch exquisite soft tones!

x

A secret

indeed— a beauty

specialist's secret!

But you

share it, too!
Just one Golden Glint Shampoo*
will show you the way! 25c at your dealers', or send
for free sample.

may

Do not confuse this with other shampoos that
merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo, in addition to
cleansing, gives your hair a "tiny-tint"— a wee little
bit— not much—hardly perceptible. But how it does
bring out the true beauty ofyour oivn individual shade
*(Note:

of hair!)

J.

FREE

W. KOBI

Seattle,

Name

CO., 617 Rainier Ave., Dept.

•*••

Wash.

,

Please send

C

a free sample.

remarks and misbehaved as even
might sometime, in a foreign
country.
If you or I did, we could take
our punishment and make amends.
But,
after Lee made an effort to extricate himself from his difficulties, through the publicity attendant upon his life as a screen
star he not only found he was not rid of
the unpleasant affair, but he almost had
created an international incident.
Sorry
as he was and frank and honest as his explanation was, he was promptly fired by
his employer, and unless we the public deindiscreet

you or

I

mand

his return, his screen life
after only a few years of success

over

is

and while

is still a young man.
Let us hope there will be no governmental supervision causing a scaling downward of all of the players' salaries. Let
us, therefore, be free to demand that Janet
Gaynor continue sweet and that Marie
Dressier make more pictures regardless of
her age and that Jimmy Cagney give us
his fast, hard impersonations.
We don't
want stock company players who can act
every part well but no part superlatively.

he

We

want

who typify certain crosshuman lives and affairs. That
demand, but we know every

stars

sections of
is
a cruel

_

not a Sarah Bernhardt or
Edwin Booth we know they are frequently
only the creatures of our demands, cleverly
manipulated by able directors, make-up
artists, playwrights and technicians.
And
while we demand them to remain our
certain, definite types, let them be well
screen player

.

is

—
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pays! 1 paid
J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 for a
single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
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kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I pay big cash premiums.
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S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of other
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me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder
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profit to you. Write today to

NUMISMATIC COMPANY OF TEXAS
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Dept. 251
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WORTH TEXAS
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QUICK
EASY
SAFE
Method For Face and
Body Beauty
scientific

method

regaining beauty of face
and form without the aid of
medicines, starving diet, or
straining exercise.
A simple
vacuum device and lotion approved by doctors and easy to
Reduces weight, eliminuse.
ates wrinkles, and other ugly
signs of age. Leaves the skin
glowing with health
the
of

.

.

.

body refreshed and invigorated. A few minutes
use daily produces remarkable results.
Complete set including lotion $2.95

Lawton Method

of these two ladies
plays in "By Candlelight."

elder

Replaced Lee Tracy

Continued from page 27
pilgrimage

through

life.
Alas, his face
to his expectations
Nevertheless, he kept his notions of
evolving into a Great Lover in his heart
throughout his uneventful childhood.
he was a senior in the high schools at
Porterville,
California, he got his first

didn't

come up

!

When

He performed in the
taste of dramatics.
class plays and that convinced him he was
destined for the heights.
But there had never been an actor in
the Erwin family his two brothers and
a sister still live in peaceful obscurity near
their birthplace
so he discreetly enrolled
at the University of California in Berkeley,
and supposedly began majoring in

—

A new modern

Meet Mary Esther Ralston,
who so demurely takes a bow
with Mama Esther.
The

It

1894

Dept. 2-A

50 East 42 Street, N. Y. C.
I agree to pay postman $2.95 plus postage for

complete Lawton Method Beauty Set. If I am
not satisfied within ten days, I may return it
and my money will be refunded.

Name
Address
City

paid so that when their part is played and
forever done they can be happy in the
recollection that we the spectators might
have been cruel task masters but we gave
them a break because we paid them handsomely.

State

—

facing the Facts of Hollywood was just
much of a blow to Stu's ego as it was
to Merton's.
Stu quit the training academy when he
was offered a part in the local production
of "White Collars." Produced in a small
theatre, it ran a whole year.
It gave him
the necessary theatrical varnish, and he
continued in Los Angeles stage shows,
alternating occasionally as a stage manager, until a Fox scout noticed him.
His
film career thus began with a role in
"Mother Knows Best," one of the early
as

talkies.

"I'm thankful

I

have a

trick,

quavery

voice," Stu pointed out.
"It's an asset to
type.
I have tried to develop a distinct comedy style.
"Compare myself to Lee Tracy? Well,
I'd say that our methods are just the op-

my

journalism.

"The summer following my freshman
year I worked in the fruit cannery in
Porterville," he told me as we talked in
front of the fire, "and, at the last minute,
instead of returning to college I took the
money I'd earned for my tuition and headed
for Los Angeles and a dramatic academy."
Can't you picture him murmuring, "Darling, I want you, I must have you?" as
he sliced peaches endlessly all that summer?
then that I could
"I firmly believed
play heroic leads," he confessed to me and
Visions of Stu melodramatically
June.
acting before his boarding-house mirror
Like Merton, in
floated before our eyes.
reality Stu gaped at Hollywood's stars
and confidently planned what he'd do when
he was one of the sacred circle.
"Fortunately," he laughed, "by the time
I'd finished four months in the dramatic
school I had come to the realization that I
was humorous rather than 'hot.' " This
was casually stated, but you can bet that

—

—

He's high-key I'm low-key. He
overplays, gets his laughs by his speedy deposite.

;

and his flair for bluffing. Whereas
underplay, talk too slowly, and appear
vague."
It may seem easy to wander through a
talkie looking dumb, but it isn't.
Stu explains that, in life, a funny fellow isn't
that way all the time.
He is apt to be
most laughable when by himself and to be
On
perfectly ordinary when with others.
the screen one has to be funny when it
Furthermore, it's diffican be observed.
cult to be amusing and maintain the slow
pace when the rest of the cast is playing
livery

I

straight.

That Stu and June should have

hit

it

ceased to
astonish those who don't really understand
them.
Squaw Valley and Park Avenue

off

so

marvelously has

never

j
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are worlds apart on the surface. At the
time these two married I did a story on
them and called it "Hollywood's Strangest
Marriage."

The way
literally

lasted and
their
love has
deepened with each passing year

my

proves to me that
have been "wisest.''

Environment
Stu

may have

self

of

isn't

an

adjective
infallible

should
index.

been a hick once, but, like
Merton, he has had no intention of not
having the finest things effort and money
can procure.
June discerned this inner
his.

What's more, she discovered what many
a

woman

it

comes

—

has learned too late that when
to marriage a man's profile isn't
Stu is kindly,
as essential as character.
Altointelligent.
faithful, sincere, and
gether, the ideal husband.
It takes two to make a go of a Holly-

and we must give June equal
The daughter of a prominent New
York attorney, she was raised In a wealthy,
sophisticated atmosphere. But she was not

wood

union,

credit.

Shortly after her
permitted to be blase.
private schooling was over, she attracted

Alan Dwan's gaze when he was in New
to direct a George O'Brien film. He

Don't let PAIN rob you
of your charm!

York

persuaded her to try a supporting part.
Her beauty resulted in a Fox contract and
she

was

That was

sent to the coast.

1927.
"I enjoy

acting,"

reason

has

couple

this

beaten

the

Ambitious, June has
Hollywood jinx.
wisely weighed the ultimate value of fame
love and found the latter infinitely
z s.
more desirable.
i

Her professional rating has slipped beSoon after
cause of her loyalty to Stu.
their marriage she was offered a fine role
and rejected it because it meant a location
trip.

Then Stu was

sent to

New York

for

months and she refused to be sepafrom him. Stuart, Jr.'s debut came
along next.
Now the baby is fourteen
months old and, circumstances having adjusted themselves favorably, June has just
done two leads again.
three
rated

"I don't believe in marital separations,"
she explained to me.
Stu doesn't either.

And if this isn't love, what is ? When he
was on location with "The Stranger's Return" company at Chico, he drove in every
night to be with June

—a

sixty-mile jaunt.

asked them why they hadn't been
bothered by the insidious gossip which
sooner or later creeps up on every film
I

attitude has

changed on

this matter,"

June commented.

"I used to assume that
were persecuting innocent
people.
But I began to check on the
rumors and eventually most of them ma-

the columnists

terialized as
I

© Don't let pain take the sparkle out
of your eyes or the brilliance from
your conversation!
It

is

foolish to let

truths

!

As

are concerned, they can't

far as

Stu and

make up

trouble

brought down for my inspection by June.
"Mama" and "daddy" cooed at his cute
tricks, and I did, too.
He's a smart child
and it's easy to guess that he's going to
have everything his affectionate parents
can bestow.
Each morning at eight, June arises and
personally gives the baby his breakfast.
she

is
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in pain, take 2
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pain begins to lessen and tense muscles relax in 3 to 5 minutes. In 5 to 10
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in the stomach, giving instant relief.
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studio, his nurse
for lunch with her.

The Erwins have never spent a full weekend away from home since the baby was
born.

any of the

Science has made amazing strides in
the relief of pain, and now headaches,
backaches, earaches, and toothaches
are commonly relieved in record time.

working at a

brings him to the lot

Doctors Approve

just before meals without upsetting
the stomach or spoiling the appetite.

nary aches and pains distress you.
You can be sure to feel well at any
particular time and need have no
wasted afternoons and evenings.

where none exists. We've given them no
ground to whisper !"
The aforementioned Stuart, Jr. was

When

— Modern

times as fast and to last 3 times as long.

pair.

"My

Relief "Works Faster

in

June declared when
our conversation switched from Stu to
But
her, "and I hope to go on with it.
been absolutely secondary since our
it's
marriage. Stu and the baby are first with
They mean more than any part or
me.
!"
any contract
This devotion to husband and home,
unwavering and unassailable, shows you another

New

Name

-

Address
Packed in bottles
of 50 or 100 tablets

for

home

use

City

State

—

!

!

!
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Stu and June attend a moderate number
Hollywood functions, but never go out
when it will conflict with their sensible
home regime. In fact, they've never had
time to see a Mae West film
They aren't too methodical, though. Doing the unexpected has been a habit ever
since their elopement.
You'll remember

DO YOUR

T

CLASH WITH

when

that they met

cast in

YOUR

Color Harmony"
To be

is

the smart

new note

truly beautiful, the color-

tones of your lips and cheeks must match!

Outdoor Girl

Lip-and-Cheek Rouge does
away with the cheap artificial effect that so
often results when different shades of rouge
and lipstick are used. A mere touch, applied
to lips and cheeks, reproduces the beautiful,
natural shades of a healthy, glowing skin.
Pure colors; harmless to even the most delicate skin. Goes on smoothly. Indelible and
waterproof. In 5 exquisite shades. At leading
drug and department stores — 50c, 25c. Also
at variety stores in

miniature sizes for 10c.

ing her.

Aside from golf and tennis, candid
cameraing is his pet sport.
June gave
him an elaborately equipped "dark room"
on his last birthday so he can develop his
own prints. His favorite subjects are June
and Junior.
Her domesticity makes the wheels of
their household run with enviable smoothness.
But June always supervised the
regime of her home, even when she was
single and was feted by Prince George
of England, Buddy Rogers, and othei
noted young men.
My prophecy is that Stu will eventually
be a youthful Will Rogers.
In "Viva

"Dude Ranch"

—

to drive to

deserted the hick type.
And
don't want him to copy Lee
Stu's dry, thoroughly human wit
ought to be given an outlet on the screen.
After all, Merton wouldn't remain forever
naive
Whether the patrician June will regain
her former standing depends on the breaks
she gets.
Stu's just had his; maybe hers
lurks around the corner. She is more beautiful than ever, and that's the highest of
compliments.
If roles don't turn up immediately, she isn't worrying.
Applause
from the world is a luxury the senior and
Junior Stuarts' praise is all she really asks.
This, then, is the man who replaced Lee
Tracy, and the details of his private life.
Stu's off-screen doings aren't as sensational as Lee's.
And for that I'm sure we
can thank Mister Erwin's "best friend
and severest critic."
Take the orchid,

Yuma.

With

June's two brothers in the backseat, they made a historic trip.
First they
hit a wind storm.
Then a cloudburst.
Came sand. Finally a terrific battalion of
bugs.
Wearily they marched before a
justice of the peace at ten the next morning.
It was so hot they couldn't venture
forth on the return journey until dark.
They had picture schedules to obey, so
their delayed honeymoon was unconventional.
They hadn't had time to get away

Hollywood.
Then one Saturday
having a breathing spell, they
sat in their car at a sandwich stand at
Vine and Sunset boulevards.
"Let's go
for a ride," remarked Stu. "Let's," agreed

from

afternoon,

OUTDOOR GIRL
LIP-AND-CHEEK ROUGE

They

June.

didnt get

home

or

of

Villa"

he

while
Tracy,

we

;

until the fol-

lowing Thursday!
(Yosemite and Tahoe
were where they were surprised to find

CRYSTAL CORPORATION, DEPT. 105C

WILLIS AVE., NEW YORK CITY
Please send me a Free One-Week's Trial Package
Outdoor Girl Lip-and-Cheek Rouge, also samples
5 popular shades of Outdoor Girl Face Powder.

tion,

Paramount. Stu was the comedy relief
and the handsome hero now forgotten
had the kissing scenes with June.
She thought Stu more entertaining than
the hero when they went on location. They
began lunching together.
There were
dancing dates. June kept going places with
other admirers, however, so their elopement was totally unforeseen by their
friends.
At eleven one night they decided
at

in make-up.

two-and-a-half years of constant associais remarkable.
June insists that Stu
have his way; he wouldn't dream of cross-

of

themselves.)
Their consideration for each other, after

June

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Consult the Screen for Ideas in
Decorating Your Home

Free for Asthma
was charming,

During Winter
If

you

Asthma when it is cold and damp if raw, Wintry
winds make you choke as if each gasp for breath
;

was the very

in spite of being, as I

last if restful sleep is impossible because of the struggle to breathe if you feel the
disease is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail
to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co. for
a free trial of a remarkable method. No matter
where you live or whether you have any faith in
any remedy under the Sun, send for this free
trial.
If you have suffered for a lifetime and tried
everything you could learn of without relief even
if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing.
Address.
Frontier Asthma Co.
92-T
Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
;

;

;

Learn

PHOTOGRAPHY
and have
a profitable vocation

There are many opportunities in this digand profitable profession. Learn
Quickly by the famous N. Y. I. method of
instruction. Personal attendance or Home
Study courses in Commercial, News, Portrait, or Motion
Picture Photography.
Free booklet. " How to Succeed in Photog-

nified

raphy."

New

York Institute of Photography
Founded 1910
10 West 33 St., Dept. 60-C, New York City

But if you were thinking of remodeling
your house so that it will look like Alice
Brady's movie Westchester home, take Mr.
Gibbon's advice and invite an architect to
see the film with you.

"A good

the cheapest investment any person can make," he declares.
"He saves money and keeps you from the
pitfalls of ignorance.
I know that a good
many people think of him as a luxury for
the wealthy only, but instead he's absolutely
essential if you are to get a good job.
"When you are sick, you don't try to
doctor yourself that is, if your ailment is
serious, or you have any sense
you apply
to a man who has studied medicine or
surgery.
So if you're wise, you'll call in
an expert for your sick house.
"Your architect can tell you if it is possible to remodel your place into something
like the cottage.
If not, he'll give you
another workable idea."
But there are some valuable tips Mr.

architect

is

—

—

Gibbons can give us.
"In the main, anything that

is designed
function is good design.
chair is
primarily a thing to sit in, and so it should
be designed for comfort in the first place.
car is designed primarily for speed.
When we see a long, low car with stream
lines, it looks like speed to us and we admire it, because the purpose of a car is
to get us somewhere.
"Simplicity is the key to beauty. Today
essential because our modern life is
it
is
In earlier days, life was
so complicated.
simple
people hadn't so much to do,, so
they made complicated things.
piece of

A

to

1^2 Photoplay I deas

Consistent percentage of stories sold for our clients to the Talking
Picture Producers in Hollywood proves we know market requirements. Majority Studios in New York closed leaving HOLLYMOST ACTIVE MARKET. Deal with a recognized Hollywood agent. Established since 1917. Original plots and ideas are
what is wanted. Manuscripts may be submitted in any form for
FREE reading and report. Copyright service. Send for FREE

WOOD

full details.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY

543 Meyer Bldg.,

Western

&

Siena

Visla,

Hollywood, California

it

and no straight

because it is harder to make a curved
line and they liked to do intricate things.
"They used to take two hours to dress,
perfuming themselves, seeing that the lace
on their cuffs hung properly, that their wigs
lines,

A

BOOK giving

furniture had curliques on

say,

too nice."

with those terrible attacks of

suffer

Continued from page 21

;

A

.

were powdered and their silken sleeves
matched to their doublets or cloaks. I'm
talking of men, as well as women. Today,
'we wish we could dress in a single second;
;we have so many more things to do.
"My wife had a Spanish house before
we were married. She is a Mexican, as
you know, and she had a very nice house
and many beautiful old things, heavy pieces
She had always lived
of great value.
among lovely old Latin furniture, and I
was afraid she might not care for the very

modern house

I designed for her.
"I explained to her why
house was
best for a modern woman, how a simple

my

set off beauty, and why geometrical designs are good.
She listened
and looked, and tried it out, and now she
will not even look at old stuff, because
she loves the new.
"I like straight lines and never use a
curve.
I
let the people who enter the
room supply the curves. It sets them off.

background

"In 1914, Europe was experimenting
with what we call modern furniture and
modern sets, but the war stopped it for
four years and then they went ahead. Over
here, the idea of modern furniture is comparatively new. Five years ago, I did the
first screen sets in this style for 'Dancing
Daughters.'
I had to have a background
for a very modern person so I used the
Now, I use them
latest thing in sets.
entirely for up-to-date houses.

—

.

1

March 1934

for

"When

I

first

began to do

They used wall-paper

in

hung

for the

conspicuous de-

many

pictures,
on the walls, figured curtains,
draperies, a general clutter of

decorated walls, too

objects

sets

were over-dressed.

screen, in 1914, all sets
signs,

89

embroidered
furniture and pillows and brie a brae everyYou could hardly see the action.
where.
After all, a motion
"I looked at them.
picture exists for movement and why lose
I was a painter and I thought that
it?
creating sets was the same thing as paintNo one would
ing pictures, in a sense.
think of painting a portrait against a background of zigzag lines it would serve to
confuse the eye. No artist would pose a
patterned
intricately
against
an
sitter
screen, for people would look at the screen
instead of the subject.
"So I threw out all the ornate and elaborate sets and used instead just a gray
wall, a single picture, a chair, and perhaps,
furniture
if necessary, one other piece of
;

Simple backgrounds set off
a scene.
characters, just as simple lines in a gown
set off a woman's beauty.
"I didn't use wall-paper then and I seldom use it now, because I find it distracts
in

from dramatic

the eye

action.

To those who think
Learning Music
PERHAPS

is like taking a dose
It isn't any longer!
of medicine.
far
you're
concerned, the
As
as
old days of long practice hours with

their

hard-work exercises, and ex-

pensive personal
over with.

fit

many homes. There

into

cal

good times now!

lessons

Red used to
these photographed white.
But now we
go black and so did gold.
use the colors we would use on the stage.
"Remember

to

color

use

sparingly

Send for Our Free
Book and Demon-

S.

sl.ahcn Lesson

you really do want to play your favorite instrument,
out and mail the coupon asking for our Free Booklet
and Free Demonstration Lesson.
These explain our wonderful method fully and show you how easily and quickly
you can learn to play at little expense.
Instruments are
supplied when needed cash or credit.
IT.
S. School of
Music, 1193 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
If

fill

clearer or easier.

—

learned to play this modern
way
and found it
easy as A-B-C. ForTO PLAY
get that old-fashioned
NOTE
idea that you need
Violin
special "talent." Just
Saxophone
read the list of instruUkulele

600,000 people

LEARN
BY
Organ

gowns, our banquet
with yellow linen

—

come to you by mail from the faSchool of Music. They consist of
complete printed instructions, diagrams, and all
You're never in hot water.
the music you need.
First you are told how a thing is done. Then a
picture shows you how, then you do it yourself
and hear it. No private teacher could make it
The

mous U.

—

U. S.

in the panel,
decide which one you

want

Or Any Other
Instrument

U.
the

to play,

S. School
rest.

me under any

does not put

Name

and the
do

will

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

1193 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Send me your amazing free book, "How You Can Master
Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson.
This

ments

Tenor Banjo
Guitar
Hawiian
Piano Accordion

-"^^^^

choose, the cost
in each case will
average the same
just a few cents
a day.

Easy As Can Be

If I do not use them, you must not
think that I advise against them altogether; it is action I must consider when
I design for the screen, and I allow nothing to interfere with the dramatic purpose
of the picture.
"Remember, though, that a wall-paper
of large design in a small room makes the
room smaller," added Mr. Gibbons.
"Color is very important," he empha"With the new sensitive film we get
sizes.
color values as they are, and the trained eye
used
can pick them up on the screen.
to avoid white because of halation, and
put our actors into blue shirts, our brides

into pink wedding
tables were spread

'A*

—

are period wall-papers that are very nice,

We

are

fees

For, through a method that removes
the boredom and extravagance from
music lessons, you can now learn to play your
favorite instrument entirely at home- without a
private teacher in half the usual time— -at a fraction of the usual cost.

piano
Guitar

too.

teacher

You have no alibis whatsoever for
not making your start toward musi-

"Some modern

charming and

yon think that taking

music lessons

Over

wall-papers done in geometric designs and subdued colors are quite

hard-

is

Address

No matter

Have you

which instrument you

Instrument

this Inst.?

SOME
GROW—
Read AdeBa

"SOME

Roger

St.

obligation.

.

SWELL"

John's "Article"

MARCH— SILVER SCREEN— OUT

<0dt Out

in

the

2nd

FEB.

^ljou?t

if

you are arranging a background for yourIf you use red, don't put it into a
self.
green room, for the red will make the
green greener, and the green will make
the red redder, and the effect will not be
restful.

"If you have a yellow room, you can
put a green chair into it, because yellow
and blue combined will give you green, and
You
green is a complementary color.

flat-chested?
Do you
AREtheyoushapely
feminine curves

might make your room green and have
yellow curtains, which will be nice because
the sun will come in through the curtains.
"Light is color. People seldom rememWhere the sun hits a tree that
ber that.

lessly

i

i

round?

instead

of

that

Is your bust small
*i
r
Does it
sag form-

are all the vogue?
j
and undeveloped?
.

lack

-j

standing

Thousands

out

firm

and

women have used

of

the famous Nancy Lee treatment to enlarge
the bust, to mould it to high arching shapeJust a few minutes
liness, to lift the sag.
a day required.

tree is yellow, farther down the trunk the
shadows are blue, together they give you
the green of the tree.
"I think it is always well to put your
darker shades low, near the ground, and
your lighter ones high, with middle tones

Add Firm, Shapely Beauty
r

Let me send
easy the Nancy Lee way!
you my simple instructions, with large container
for special massage technique.
of Miracle Cream
No drugs or appliances, nothing harmful. This is
the natural way to enlarge and beautify the bust.
You risk nothing.
Try it and see!

It

is

so

READ!
"My sincere congratulations on your
uu-sa.m for mnbusted girls."
.

d'tudimprole^n't
in my bust."
"7
»»> happy to tell
you that my breasts
friends say
is like

my form

a young

girl's

again.

"My

bust has devel-

oped two inches."

between.
"If

two

you choose one color and then add
complementary ones, you will have

some very nice effects.
"The sort of house you build should be
decided by the place you expect to build
it in.
If you live in New York City, it
should be built straight up so that it will
fit

the

New York

down

lines will

into

up and

skyline.

Straight

be good there.

"If the house is to be set in rolling country or on a fiat prairie, you will want it
low and spreading to conform to the lines

Your building must fit its
the land.
surroundings.
Nobody expects a flag-pole
to be painted with cross lines to take off its
height you want height in a flag pole. If
of

—

^^0^^^^

t NANCY LEE, Dept. SC-3,
t 816 Broadway,
book on bust
*
New York, N. Y.
development is free! Take advantage
ot big bargain offer now: Send only
j
r
lt
tme
10
r the NaI Cy Lee
?
Pl«se send me your developing
,° j?
T Miracle
\
M
instructions
and
including
t/ treatment, including instructions and
t Miracle Cream, with free book, in
Cream. Free Book included. Your
t plain wrapper. I enclose $1.00. Money
money back if not satisfied. Mail
* back if not satisfied.
coupon or write, enclosing only

My
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illustrated
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$1.00.

NANCY LEE
Dept. SC-3
816 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
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you have a low window, spread things out
on either side to get the full beauty of it;
if the window is tall and narrow, build
things up.

"Notice windows

in the next picture you
and you will get what I mean."
If you are still worrying about Aunt
Emma's furniture, here's a tip from Mr.
Gibbons
"If you have several pieces of furniture
of different periods and must use them
together, paint them all one color and they
Painting things white
will seem related.
is especially good if you don't want them

see

to clash.

"Sometimes you can use an expensive
of old furniture with your modern
stuff by painting it and taking off the oldfashioned curliques and fancy wood work.

omen

piece

Make
The women you most admire, and perhaps
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of
daily care. Above all else, these women keep
their blood free of the poisons of constipation.
Thousands of such women find Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets a matchless corrective. Made
of pure vegetable ingredients. Know them
by their olive color. They are a safe substitute for dangerous calomel. Not habitforming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

everything

tragedy.

possible."

We may
in

have done things to
hangings that wouldn't

best to model
It's
lighter ones.
"A period picture will seldom give you
anything of special value to use in home
decoration, unless you can adapt a style of
long ago to the fashion of today, as women's clothes today have been adapted from
those of the Gay Nineties. Wide shoulders
come from the old leg-of-mutton sleeve,
and so furniture of another period can be

Me Show

You How to Develop the Full,

CURVES,

rounded

as

sets,

add shadows, put
ordinarily

now

simple

according to our authority.
"If you see a child's room in a picture,
it is usually safe to copy it, for it will be
a happy room," points out the artist. "But
a bedroom designed for a death scene will
probably be somber. Very likely we have
made it gloomy on purpose to enhance the

judge the

your

1)0

as

Not everything you see on the screen
will serve as model for your, enthusiasm.
You must take into consideration the story
of the picture on the screen when you

be

used.

own rooms on

developed into something quite lovely in
the geometrical designs of these times.
"But to the average man or woman, a
period room is merely a 'funny' room.
]
saw 'I Loved A Woman,' and admired the
sets very much because they were so well
done, so entirely in the period of the film.
But to the majority of the audience, they
were simply 'funny,' just as they called
the clothes the women wore 'funny,' although they were exactly right for that
day.

"When you arrange a background for
yourself, don't think that if you have it
right it won't do for your husband also.
gray wall and a white mantel, a fine
piece of furniture, will set off both of you.
Just remember that simplicity is the key.
"A room for a young and virginal girl
should be springlike
it should make you
think of April and morning. Use organdie
at the windows and light furniture in the

A

;

room.

"For a sophisticated woman,
in

tailored

drapes

or

I

should put
with a

something

geometrical design.

I'd use sophisticated
interesting pieces that would
out of place if used in tne

colors, and
be entirely

younger room.
"For hints of this, observe the bedrooms shown for very young actresses like
Madge Evans and compare them with
bedrooms designed for Norma Shearer or
Joan Crawford.
"Be sure that you don't let your background overwhelm you.
"The problem of decoration is always
interesting.
I am as much interested in
getting something lovely when I have fifty
dollars to spend on a room, as I am in
getting effects with $50,000.
It is all a
question of what you can do to get the

most for your money."

the Vogue.

all

Are You Flat-Chested?

Why

be embarrassed

form?

by a

unwomanly

flat-chested,

Now

out your bust
to lovely shapeliness.
Try
Fill

my

easy,

for

adding

tissue.

home treatment
firm,

FREE

Continued from page 11

,

Write today for my easy instructions and container of Creamo
free.
Merely send name, address
and 10c forwarding charges. Your
package will be mailed In plain

MARIE DUNNE,

122 Fourth Avenue,

TO

He's one swell
Here's to Bing Crosby
an unusual
lad who can both act and sing
combination. And when he croons "Thanks"
well, I haven't words to express my
!

Dept. SC-3
York, N. Y.

New

—

—

BROADCAST?

feelings.

lad

is

who saw "Too

Those

Harmony"

will
going to

If you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet. "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000
14th St., N. W., Dept.
4C10, Washington. D. C.

1

A MODERN "CLASSIC"

CRAZY OVER CROSBY

wrapper.

WANT

You're Talking

rounded

—

Much

agree with me that this
go a long way.
Dorothy Johnston,
300 S. Cortez St.,
New Orleans, La.

seen
—"Ajust Man's

I've

year

—

—

—

scalp
brittle hair
tion
fading dandruff.
quest. Send 3c postage.

—

—

split

—
—discolora-

hair

Booklet Free on
Address

re-

of

the

Spencer

A

terpret their roles left me spellbound.
perfect thing
Frank Borzage has taken
a homely love story and produced a compelling classic.
Thanks
Bessie Toles,
!

514 N. Nevada Ave.,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

"QUEEN" EDNA!

!

oily

with

DUNNE!
toast to the screen's most forceful,
"The
and beautiful actress
versatile,
Silver Cord," "Ann Vickers," and "If I
Were Free" all are proofs of her amazing,

—

picture

Tracy and Loretta Young. The artistry
and feeling with which these players in-

A

the famous scientists of the Hair Research
Laboratories Learn causes and simple remedies for loss of hair
early grayness
dry hair

the best
Castle,"

dramatic prowess and her touching, symIrene
pathetic qualities. Who do I mean?
Let's have some more
Dunne, of course
!

Irene

Dunne

hits

M. M.,
52 Fruit St.,

HAIR RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Dept. 5.
11 West 42d St., New York

Worcester, Mass.

Long

She
May Oliver
corner of Movieland
happens to be found, and

Edna

live

brightens

any

!

little

which she
oft-times her light dims that of the stars.
Her delightful characterizations of the past
make me look forward with pleasure to
seeing her as the Red Queen.
Frances E. Finneran,
119 Main St.,
Bel Air, Md.
in

RIGHT!

DEAFNESS" MISERY
Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because thev
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
Thev are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of QfHjM
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. O.

LEONARD,

Inc., Suite

425.70 5th Ave.,

New York

Katharine Hepburn in "Little Women"
has given us a Jo that we shall never forAfter seeing it I simply can't help
get
voicing my praise for the superb artistry
with which the entire production was handled.
Not a single disappointment to a
lover of the Alcott books
Louise Neuer,
1139 N. 22nd St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

TRIUMPHANT TONE!

!

Franchot Tone was simply immense in
Too much credit can"Dancing Lady."
not be given that lad for his magnificent
performance. Speaking of scene-stealers
Franchot, for me, practically stole the

whole

show

What more

from

Crawford and Gable.

can one say?

Give us plenty

\

!

!

for

!

March 1934
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more of Franchot Tone. We can take
Vermetta Miller,
310 Mill

it

St.,

"Little Women" in a very poor seat in the
gallery, the house being packed.
But it
was worth it
What an antidote this picture is to the sophistication of our usual
feature pictures
More like it, and I'll

few

^\fery

!

A HEARTY CHEER FOR JOAN
Joan Crawford

is

grace, loveliness and

in

them

New York

ANOTHER

"LITTLE

RAVE
sat

through

two

performances

of

T

j

j
»
\_simy leashes!

How
?

about some more of Frances Ful"One Sunday Afternoon" was a Gary

and great is
Frances had to be
even to be noticed
Yet I
struck by her charm and her
ing.
Here's love and success
little Frances

Cooper

WOMEN"

J3or« with

CHEERS FOR A FILM
DEBUTANTE!

peal

City.

!

Lott,
207 Kelvin Place,
Ithaca, N. Y.

ler

Muriel Marks,
2104 Aqueduct Ave.,

sitter

Mignon Quaw

her newest

picture, "Dancing Lady."
Excellent in her
dance routines, poignant and convincing in
her emotional scenes, and amusing in her
comedy moments. Here's hoping that 1934
will bring happiness, contentment and cont'nued
success to Joan.
She deserves

I

become a marathon movie

the personification of

charm

are

girls

!

Madison, Ind.

—so

picture,

!

Gary's ap-

good
was deeply

plenty

sincere actto charming

Elizabeth Avery,
2606 Maryland Ave.,
Baltimore, Md.
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NO PRACTICING
Nobody
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ever or ever

(What
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having straight

about that slow, upward sweep

But up to now, there hasn't
been much choice about it. Now there is a Way.
Kurlash ...a new, improved Kurlash. Kurlash is
that's so devastating?)

that ingenious

little

gadget that takes your straight

them out divinely curled
and
isn't a cosmetic, and you don't use

lashes and turns
instantly! It

.

.

.

heat. Slip your lashes in, press the Kurlash handle,

and

that's all there is to

isn't at

It costs $i,

it.

your favorite department

or beauty shop, we'll send

it

and

drug

store,

if it

store,

direct.

The Kurlash Company, Rochester, New York
The Kurlash Company oj Canada at Toronto 5
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LEARNATTO
DANCE
HOME
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LEARN THE LATEST

This new. simple method teaches you quickly
and caiilv. 20 DIFFERENT STEPS FOR ALL

MODERN DANCES.

TANGO— WALTZ.

The modern FOX TROT. The dreamy WALTZ.
The latest SOCIETY STEPS will make vou

HAPPIER. HEALTHIER. MORE POPULAR.
YOU'LL ENJOY DANCING. Money back if

Dorothy Tree finds a little hide-away all to herself where she can sit and
ponder her next scene. Dorothy played her first featured role in "East of
Fifth Avenue." Watch for this charming little brunette in future pictures.

not satisfied after 10 days
wallflower.
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What

Next, Charlotte?

Continued from page 3 7
her future.
From director Norman McLeod, who produced the picture, to the
least important "props," her co-workers

admire and love

this

little

newcomer

for

her unselfishness, for her willingness, and
for her sweetness.
"Not once during production of the picture did Miss Henry ask for time off,"

"We worked steadily for
days.
Each morning she was
among the first on the set ; every evening
and far into many nights she was one of
the last to leave.
"There were times when I and others
working on this picture reached the end
were working
of human endurance.
night and day in order to complete the
picture in time for Christmas showings
throughout the English-speaking world.
When we were so tired that we felt we
could no longer go on, we would look at
Charlotte smiling, cheering us with a
smile that toward the end became a little
wan at times but never disappeared and
we would pull our belts a few notches
tighter, square our shoulders, and plunge
McLeod

said.

fifty-six

Blondes
why be

blind?

We

Don't shut your eyes to the fact that blonde hair
requires special care. Its texture is so delicate that
ordinary shampoo methods may cause it to fade,
streak or darken.
Yet now it's easy tokeep blonde hair always lovely.
For there is a wonderful shampoo, called Blondex,
especially made for blonde hair only, that will bring
out all its rich, golden beauty. Helps keep light hair
from darkening. Brings back the true golden sparkle
to dull, dark, faded and streaked blonde hair. Not a
dye. No harmful chemicals. Leaves hair soft, fluffy,
silky. Used by millions of blondes.

FREE—Trial package
To

get a generous trial package of Blondex entirely

send your name and address to Swedish
Laboratories, Dept. 153,27 West 20th St.,
NewYorkCity. Oryoucanbuy Blondexatany tf.RA
good drug or department store
either the ]jS£
free, just

Shampoo

—

economical $1.00 bottle or inexpensive 25c

DEVELOP

size, fzjzfi

FORM

vour

by a Safe Simple Method successful more than 30 years.
Build up Flat Scrawny Bosom,
Neck. Arms, Legs --or ANY
part of the Body. Get a Beautiful Symmetrical Figure with no
trouble and little cost.
no absurd claims but
I make
send the PROOF and the Cream

—

mime.
So perfectly had she remembered

her
previous actions, when the new scene
reached the cutting room, only the absence
of talk in the second take provided the

—

—

back to work."
It will be a pity if a girl with such courage and ambition finds herself barred from
success by a seeming good fortune that
backfires that is, by having won a screen
role so great that it cannot be topped, and
therefore will prove to be the one big
;

event of her career.
Carefully hidden by her studio, (in an
effort to not spoil her Alic e-characterization by having it contaminated by past filth
parts), is the fact that Charlotte Henry
is no screen newcomer.
She has played
in other pictures before "Alice in Wonder-

among them "Huckleberry Finn"
and "Lena Rivers." Not only did she take
part

enclose

Just

sequence in the picture that runs slightly
longer than four minutes. When the scene
was photographed, a mistake in timing
caused the cat's mouth to move before the
actual conversation, (spoken by Richard
Arlen), was heard. Three weeks after that
scene was first photographed, it was remade, the second time without conversation
Charlotte had only to repeat her panto-

land,"

a dime,
carefully wrapped, to help pay
will
you
and
for packing etc.,
receive a Large Container of my

FREE.

—

was thereafter abic co repeat
them without error.
For instance, there is a Cheshire-cat
once, and she

in

those

pictures,

but

she

clearly

demonstrated that she is possessed of a
magnetic personality and real ability she
presaged a real future for herself.
Only
one thing barred her immediate ascension
to screen success after "Lena Rivers," and
that was her age and her even more youthful appearance
the very thing that won
her the title role in "Alice in Wonderland."
Charlotte is not the "growing-up" type.
She is destined to look very, very young
Perhaps this fact may
for j'ears to come.
open a way to her future success. Perhaps Charlotte Henry may be cast in

The blondes keep coming!
But there's always room for
more light-haired ladies

;

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM

when

minute information "How to
Have a Beautiful Symmetrical
Form by my Natural Home
Method", sealed and prepaid.
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steady income each week, working at home,
EARN
coloring photos and miniatures in
Learn famous
oil.

'Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for

"Make Money at Home."

free booklet,

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL.

Inc.

Michigan Avenue, Dept. 4433, Chicago,

3601

Kil
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permanent.
again.
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relief will
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bring happiness, freedom
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some

of

Mary

This seems a most logical step for her.
In more ways than one, little Miss Henry
to the Mary Pickford of
is comparable
She should fit admirably
fifteen years ago.
into the Pickford parts in "Suds," "Tess
of the Storm Country," "The Hoodlum,"
"Daddy Long Legs," and other of Mary's
child-roles.

There is no sham or pretense about
She has not become affected as
Charlotte.
a consequence of all the fame that has been
suddenly heaped upon her slim shoulders.
If there is any change in the immature girl
who walked, half-afraid, into the Paramount studios and asked for a test for the
part of Alice, such change is not apparent
She says her sirs and
on the surface.
ma'ams to her elders, which is unlike the
majority of too-fresh children who have
She speaks
been spoiled by film success.
quietly, and never has much to say unless
she is first spoken to.
She is more than wise ; she is intelligent.
She has a remarkable memory.

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely
material (Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Musi. Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.

Pickford's

earlier productions.

Although

dialogue for "Alice in
Wonderland" religiously, there were times
when that dialogue was changed on the set.
Charlotte had only to be told her new lines
she

studied

her

Dell,

as pretty

as
just

who has

joined the Paramount forces.

—

and my Confidential up-to-the

they're

Dorothy

cutters with a means of distinguishing the
new from the old negative.
Charlotte was asked one day if all the
attentions and the publicity being given her
were not having an effect on her own
opinion of herself.
"Why should it?" was her surprisingly
wise reply.
"It all goes with the part I
am playing. The same fuss would have
been made over any girl chosen for the role
It is not I who is being feted;
of Alice.
it is the part I play."
Unlike just about everybody who knows
her, Charlotte is not worrying over her
future.
She believes that she is a capable
artist.
She is a shrewd and impartial
She admits withcritic of her own efforts.
out hesitation that she has little or no
opportunity to prove her ability in "Alice
in Wonderland," but she knows that when
the time comes, she has the necessary
talent to succeed in any part assigned her.
From the moment of her selection for
the picture, and no doubt until she is given
another role, she has been Alice, Alice,
Alice.
She has been photographed at the
studio, at home, at meals, at play, and

—

always in her Alice costume.
in bed
She has made radio speeches, and on every

even

occasion she appeared at broadcasting stations in the same familiar garb.
She made a long personal-appearance
tour on which she was introduced to more
During that tour,
than a million people.
she met Mayors and Governors she dined
with Rotarians, Lions and civic organi;

.

!

)
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for
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she appeared in dance halls, de'ores,
schools, women's clubs
4
and not once was she perand i.ieo,
in other than her Alice
mitted to
she dined privately
L'
costume.
in hotels, and on trains, and when she attended private house parties, or visited
state capitals, did she wear the same seablue frock and pink stockings and lowheeled slippers, not to forget the ribbon
She made that
that held back her hair.
personal appearance with not one or two,
but with fifteen costumes, identical in color,
cut, and material.
Thus do I say that every effort has
been advanced by her studio to establish
the girl in the public eye as Alice and no
Charlotte
effort to build the name of
For this, the studio cannot be
Henry.
After all, Charlotte was concensured.
tracted to play Alice, and Paramount expended a fortune in the production of its
The studio cannot be expected
picture.
to jeopardize a half-million dollar investzations

;

—

1

i

i

—

The

ment

simply because Charlotte Henry's
may be involved.
It remains for Charlotte herself to outPerhaps, after "Alice in Wonlive Alice.
has
been
released
generally
derland"
throughout the country, the studio that
employs her may consider it safe to aid
her in the fight to blot out Alice and write
future

in Cliarlotte.

future hope of
upon you, Mr.
If,
Reader, and upon you, Miss Reader.
after you have seen Charlotte as Alice of
Wonderland, you leave the theatre, not
with the feeling that you have witnessed

Frankly,

this

little

I

believe

girl

the

"Yes— it's the SMARTEST
I ever had— and I made

depends

7 dress

at least

Easily, quickly, right at home,
in spare time, you can learn all
the professional secrets of dressmaking. You can copy the smart
costumes worn by your favorite
screen star. Have Mord clothes,
with smart individuality
and
save one- third to one-half their cost.

—

—

A Successful

Advancing prices have greatly in-

future.

creased the demand for professional dressmakers. You can easily
earn a splendid income at home
or have a successful career in a
smart shop of your own.

Learn Millinery, Cookery,
Tea Room Management
How to make hats to match each

and Future

costume, or save or earn money.
All about selecting, preparing,
cooking and serving food in
delicious, well-balanced, healthbuilding meals. How to Eakn

Money

Continued from page 33
As

visit her.

imploring
with him.

notes,

often again, he wrote
begging Jean to go out

And though her very young heart cried
out against the pain of denied companionship, Jean smilingly refused to permit the
youthful Lucas to visit her. Neither would
she go out with him, because she was too
poor to buy the clothes that every young
girl loves to wear in order to please her
sweetheart.
Opportunity to step from poverty to fame
came to Jean in a most spectacular fashion.
In 1932, she was chosen by her school
to ride on a float which was to have been
entered in the Pasadena Tournament of
Roses parade. Something went wrong and
the float was not entered, but before that
occurred, Jean's photograph appeared in
a Los Angeles newspaper.
Now pictures in newspapers ordinarily
mean little, but it happened that this photograph revealed Jean in a bathing suit, and
that
Miss Ida Koverman, secretary to
Louis B. Mayer of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
is interested in all
water sports.
She was the organizer of the Women's
Swimming Association of New York a few

studios,

years

organization of its
kind.
Therefore, anything in a bathing
suit captures her eye at once.
She saw
the newspaper photograph of Jean Parker,
and she persuaded her employer that this
girl's picture indicated screen promise.
Ultimately, Jean was invited to the
studio for a screen test.
"Come tomorrow
ago,

the

—Thursday,"

first

invited

Miss Koverman, by

telephone.

Astoundingly, Jean

answered, "I can't
come tomorrow I am going on a hike."
Miss Koverman could hardly believe her
ears.
girl, offered a motion picture test,
could not accept because she was going on
a
hike
Could this be impertinence ?
Luckily for Jean, Miss Koverman decided
;

A
!

it

was youthful ignorance. She laughed.
"Then come the next day," she invited.

On

the assigned Friday, Jean visited the
Miss Koverman, liking the girl
immediately, explained that if the test was
good, it would mean a contract. No doubt
the studio chief executive's secretary expected Miss Parker to be excited by that
studio.

announcement, but Jean wasn't at

all

ex-

cited.

"I don't want a contract," she answered.
"I have two more years of high school to

finish.

I

am

teria,

not an actress.

I

am

running tea room, cafehome, catering,

tourists'

>or selling foods.
To prove to you how easily
you can learn, we will gladly
send you a 48-page Dress-

not

beautiful."

making

LUTELY

right

now.

— ABSO-

SEE FOR YOUR-

SELF how
flail

tiful.

the

easy
coupon

everything

is.

TODAY1

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE, Dept. 93-C. Scranton. Pa.
48-page Lesson and full
Send me
FREE

—

Miss Koverman was thunderstruck, but
she realized that the naive innocence of the
girl could not have been posed—Jean Parker actually believed she had nothing to

—

information about course checked:
How to Make Smart, Becoming Clothes

motion pictures

Q

Of course, the test was
Koverman says today that

taken.
Miss
she has never
in her life, on such short notice, wanted to
help a girl as she did Jean Parker.
So
the test was arranged, and within twentyfour hours, despite Jean's own belief that
it was all a dream, M-G-M had signed the
newcomer to a long-term contract.
series of not too important film roles
followed. "Divorce in the Family" was her
first part.
Then she played one of the

How
How
How
How

to Earn Money in Dressmaking
to Make Chic, Becoming Hats
to Serve Delicious, Well-balanced
to

Meals
Earn Money Conducting Tea Room,

Cafeteria, Food Shop, Tourists'

Home

(Please specify whether Miss or Mrs.

Address

A

Grand Duchesses in "Rasputin."
"Gabriel over the White House," "The
Secret of Madame Blanche," and other pictures provided her with other minor roles.
As so often happens in Hollywood, another studio provided Jean with her first
real opportunity
she was borrowed by
Columbia for a feature parf in "Lady for
a Day."
That started the Parker ball
a-rolling.
Radio borrowed her next for
"Little Women," and on the heels of her
performance in that picture, she was again
borrowed by Radio for "Wild Birds."
It is "Wild Birds" that promises to win
Jean quick stardom. When the picture was
given its first pre-view in a cold studio
projection room, a
storm of applause
greeted its ending. That applause was not
alone for a fine production, but for a finer
performance enacted by little Jean Parker.
But what, meanwhile, of her school-days'
sweetheart, Frank Lucas ?
Well, when
stocks and bonds were crashing and billions of dollars were being lost in the great
financial debacle of
1929, '30 and '31,
Frank's father lost a great part of his
fortune, and the son was forced temporarily
to relinquish his plan to complete his college education. He had to find a job.
And of all places, Frank secured that
job at the M-G-M studio, the same studio
that held a contract on the services of

Lesson

FREE. Read its
'clear directions. Actually
MAKE something you need

Jean interposed innumerable other reasons why she wanted no screen contract.
She wished to become a commercial artist,
she insisted. She also wanted to be a conShe had never thought of
cert pianist.
motion pictures, because she was not beau-

offer

Career in

Dressmaking

of Jean Parker
might

ONE-HALF."

That's what you'll be able to
say when you make your clothes
the modern Woman's Institute way.

the bringing-to-life of a story-book character, but with the thought that you have
just witnessed a remarkable impersonation
of that story-book being, then it may be
simpler for you to later accept this new
actress as herself.
Upon you, the Public,
and not upon Charlotte or her studio depends Miss Henry's sole hope for a screen

Past, Present
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girl
named Jean Parker
little
But now a new and queerly contorted
Now Jean was the
situation had arisen.
important one, and Lucas the reluctant
lover.
She was an actress, and he merely
an office worker, and not for one moment
did he think of imposing on their former

a

Asthma Was
Her

friendship.
He did not account for Jean, however.
that she was in a position to have
him in her home, now that she had a home
to which she could invite him, she made
up her mind that she would not let him
escape her again.
But nothing so prosaic as merely saying "Why don't you come up some time ?"
romantic sentientered Jean's mind.
mentalist by nature, she sought a more
colorful method of promoting his first visit.
She conferred with mutual school friends,
and together they hatched a plot to kidnap

Now

A

Got Immediate —Relief!
Seventeen Years Later "Still
Enjoying Splendid Health"

—

Frank.
So one night four masked men seized
young Lucas near his home. They bound
and gagged him, and presently a very

"I had asthma for 17 years. I
8, 1916.
coughed most of the time and couldn't rest, day or
night. I tried everything, but grew so weak I could
hardly walk across the room. After taking one bottle
of Nacor, I could do most of my housework. That
was 8 years ago. I am still feeling fine, with no sign
Mrs. Mary Bean, R. 3, Nashua, Iowa.
of asthma."
July 31, 1933 "I continue in good health and am
still praising Nacor. I have no signs of asthma."
Mrs. Mary Bean
FREE No need to suffer asthma torture when
blessed relief can be yours. For years Nacor has
helped thousands. Their letters and booklet of vital
information sent FREE. Write to Nacor Medicine

December

frightened young man felt himself carried
an automobile, and then was aware that
he was being taken for miles and miles by
a group of silent men. Whether they were
gangsters, or kidnappers, or merely highwaymen, he had no means of knowing. It
is to his credit that young Lucas did not

——

to

—

—

Co., 338 State Life Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

whimper for mercy.
Soon he felt himself being lifted from
the automobile.
His feet were placed on
the ground, and he was guided into a

"A Woman may Marry

whom She Likes!"
— said

Thackeray.

author

knew

This great

the power of wo-

men — better than most women
do. Men are helpless in the hands
of women who really know how
to handle them. You have such^'
powers. You can develop and use them to win a
husband, a home and happiness. Read the secrets

Womanhood" a daring book which
shows how women attract men by using the simple
laws of man's psychology.
Don't let romance and love pass you by. Send us
only 10c and we will send you the booklet entitled
"Secrets of Fascinating Womanhood" — an interof "Fascinating

esting synopsis of the revelations in "Fascinating
Womanhood." Sent in plain wrapper. Psychology
Press, Dept. 86-C, 585 Kingsland Avenue, St. Louis, Mo.

building and up a flight of stairs.
Silently,
his captors led him through another door,
and" at last he was invited by a heavy,
gruff voice to "Sit down." He sat.
"Of course, he couldn't know, but I was
in that room," Jean explains happily. "For
a few minutes I watched Frank, blindfolded and seated on the davenport. Soon
he began to feel about in an effort to learn
what kind of seat had been placed under
him.
It was then that I knelt beside him
and removed the blindfold."
Neither Jean nor Frank will describe
the scene that followed, and unfortunately
this writer was not present to witness it.
Suffice to say that from that moment to
now and there seems every reason to believe that I may safely say "from now on"

—

and Frank have been openly
—Jean
A few weeks ago, during the filming

in love.

of

"Wild Birds," rumorists tried to insinuate
that Jean and young Tom Brown, leading
man of the picture, were romantically inclined.
Nothing was ever further from
the truth.
Daily young Lucas drove Jean
to the studio

;

every evening he called with

unfailing

gallantry to drive her home.
people could understand how
sweet and fine Frank is, and how long I
have loved him, they would never report
me interested in any other boy," Jean says.
Miss Parker is a charming, unspoiled
youngster.
She delights in sitting on the
floor.
She sat there and told me about
her five serious ambitions ambitions that
will completely fill her future
all of her
future, that is, not to be devoted to love.
Her ambitions are to be a fine pianist, to
be a successful commercial artist, to be a
great interpretative dancer, to become a
famous motion picture and stage actress,
and to write a book
She wants to write only one book
something to live after she is gone. Such
a desire sounds strange when voiced by
such young lips, but childhood poverty and
suffering have caused Jean to use her head
and to think for herself. No pampering
has spoiled her; she has always had to do
for herself.
She is older than her years.
She is deeply emotional. Talking of any
subject that is dear to her heart, she will
suddenly well up inside, and tears will flood
her eyes and very beautiful eyes they are,
too.
For instance, she recently attended
a benefit show for old vaudeville artists.
Among the performers was Donald Brian,
the man who years ago created the role
of the Prince in "The Merry Widow" on
the stage. With his wife, Brian re-created,
on benefit night, his former dance, the
famous waltz.
Jean watched him, and
suddenly she realized that here was a man
who, years before she was born, was a
great dancer and stage star.
Before she
knew it, she was crying, much to the
amazement of those near her.
Many people laughed at that little incident.
Those laughers are fools. They do
not realize that only soul could bring those
tears to Jean Parker's eyes.
They do not
understand soul, those laughers. But when
I told this same story to Charlie Chaplin,
he stared at me for an instant before he

only

"If

—

—

—

"I should like to meet Miss Parker."
Chaplin understands soul.
Because of this so rare element, I predict Jean's future freely.
Given such opportunities as were provided her in "Little

said,

Women"
tined to

now

and "Wild Birds," she is desbecome a great star, whether she

realizes

it

or not.

But soul must be handled as carefully as
must human hearts. If ever the Parker
soul

is

crushed, the greatness will go.

I

pray studio executives are not too preoccupied or too case-hardened to recognize
this fact.

"My daughter's

goitre is gone, thanks to you. Out
doctor says she is now sound as a dollar" says the Rev.
S. A.Cotton, Washington, North Carolina. Pictured
above is Miss Sophia Kuric before and after using a
simple, easy, harmless home treatment of a great Bat-
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sweet

METHOD

METHODS

One

of the choicest sirens of the
stage, young, beautiful, and alluring, the fair Colbert was set to playing
history.

Why

LIEPE

little

nothings

in

organdy

Her company had a ball of fire on its
hands.
So it cast her as modern versions
of Goldilocks, Little Red Riding Hood, and
Pollyanna. With a million dollars of lure
under contract, the company settled for a
cream puff.
was weird, wonderful,
It
and very sad
Naturally, after a few pictures, Claudette

"

284 - reen Ba * A «>.
2
Dept. 90-C
Milwaukee, Wis.

and very thoroughly died, like a
volcano that had never been given a chance
She was on the point of being
to erupt.
turned out into the night, a Hollywood
quietly

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4433, 3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicago, U. S. A

Again
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Suite 518-L, Sanborn Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich.
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FREE! LIEPE METHOD
OFHOME TREATMENT

Work

DeMille's Magic at

Creek Specialist. This treatment, which has already been used by 200,000 others who wished to
avoid operation, is described in this Specialist's book
on "How To End Goitre Quickly." Anyone suffering with
Goitre will receive this book FREE by sending their
name at once to Physician's Treatment & Advisory Co.,
tle

failure.

-

At that dramatic moment, with the orchestra beginning "Hearts and Flowers,"
the dapper Cecil Blount DeMille came
strolling by.
He was the sheriff gallop-

ing up with the pardon.
He was the
Marines landing. But let the star-maker
tell

it.

He

loves to.

met Claudette on the lot one day,"
"She was on the point of
C.B. told me.
being dropped, and no doubt was pretty
low in her mind.
"I

"I stopped her.

Miss

Colbert,'

I

said,

'I

Hollywood has got you all wrong.'
'Why, what do you mean, Mr. De-

think
"

Mille?' she asked.
" 'Why, they've been making you play
The Little Fairy Princess and all that sort
'They seem to think
of thing,' I told her.
you're a good girl, or something!'
" 'Don't you?' she asked.
" 'I certainly do not !' I said.
think
'I
I think you're one of the
you're terrible
wickedest women I've ever seen in a studio.
I think you are positively bursting with
!'
suppressed acting sin
!

!

——

!

for

March 19 34

"

really,'

!
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"You'll find her
told me.
best performance she's ever
watch her Cleopictures.

there,"

DeMille

half to death.

giving

the

" 'I do,' I told her, 'And I'm going to
do something about it. I want you for the
part of Poppaea, the sinful empress, in
'The Sign of the Cross.' And I'm going

done

'Do you

to get you.'

And

I

she beamed,

flattered

his fried scallops
thought of the
executives' confusion when he went to ask
for the use of Colbert in his picture.
"But do you think she looks like the

Christian girl?" they asked. That was the
Another
role played by Elissa Landi.
sissy part
"I don't want her for the Christian girl,"
said DeMille, trying to be patient and to
"I want her for
keep from laughing.
Poppaea, the wicked empress."
One or two of the big-wigs nearly had
a stroke. But they let him have her, and
what she did with that rich role was a

No one in
hundred-percent caution, net.
Hollywood could have played it better or
wickeder
And that, chums, was the beginning
of the lovely Claudette's
the real beginning
movie career. All the insipid roles that
had gone before were so much waste mo-

—

—

mere

beatings of the air.
From Poppaea, the she-devil of old
Rome, to Cleopatra, the hell-cat of ancient
Egypt, was an easy and natural step.
Between the two pictures, DeMille has
taken a company to Hawaii and made
"Four Frightened People" in the jungles
Oh, yes,
of that sun-kissed archipelago.
Claudette was in the troupe, under the
master's wand.
"She proved herself a real trouper, out
tion,

His

bright

forked

blue

another

futile

COMPLEXION

twinkled as he
Don't you fret,

eyes

scallop.

We'll watch

Cece old boy.

did!"

DeMille snickered into
and tartar sauce as he

A BEAUTIFUL

Now

in

patra!"

Without Rouge!

!

Once
The star-maker, hard at it again
more a glittering young woman has caught
Again he is
his fancy as star-material.
!

doing what he did so long ago with a
youngster named Swanson and a flapper
named Daniels. And is he brimming over
with j oy
A great old bird, this DeMille. A
grandpappy now. Four grown sons and
daughters one of his own, three muchA good job, a
loved adopted children.
worthy name, the rosette of the Legion of

—

Honor

in

his

Clear-eyed,

lapel.

fine-

He's
smart under the scalp.
marched on all these years, with "highbrow" critics snapping at his heels making the sort of pictures he likes and that
many millions appear to like, too.
His eyes twinkle as we say goodbye.
"Every woman has a spot of Cleopatra
"Some more, some less.
in her," he says.
If all women weren't a bit of Clco at
heart, most of the best plays and stories
and songs would never have been written.
It's Cleo that makes the world go 'round.
"I just happen to think that Claudette
has more Cleopatra than anybody I know.
See if you don't think I'm right."
And with that the young-old veteran
charged blithely into the storm to see if
he could find a handsome, husky Marc
Antony on the actor-littered sidewalks of
New York.
skinned,

—

—

F%
7

Whydepend on artificial means
to make an unsightly skin attractive? Remove the cause of
your trouble.

system. If such conditions
cause yourblemishes.a littleCal-

llpS

Stuart's

ciumwillwork wonders for you.
Calcium Wafers have helped thousands

women

of

to restore their Natural Beauty.

STUARTS CALCIUM WAFERS
AT ALL DRUG STORES: 10c and 60c
FREE SAMPLE COUPON

r— —
I
|

A sample package sufficient to prove

I

Name

I

j
I

Town

I

Plf

your figure spoiled by a
Are
this un-

heavy, sagging bust?

you embarrassed by
sightly fat?

Then

tell

to reduce

you how

A

weight blouse will

suffice.

The

first

time

you catch a look at yourself in a mirror
in this outfit, you will probably wonder
who that young girl is. The trunk-andblouse thing is successful for just
reason.
It makes you look young,
when you look that way, you usually
so.
And youth and exhilaration are
most enticing qualities of all.

that

Irene Taylor, the
voice,

is

little

girl

even more pleasant

with the big
to the eye

She's dark, exotic, and
She grew up with Ginger Rogers
Irene, you know,
in Fort Worth, Texas.
sings with the Casa Loma orchestra.
I'd been suspecting that it was about
time I sat in on one of Screenland's

than to the ear.
petite.

own broadcasts. And when the
me that Phillips Holmes was to

boss told
be guest
artist I was sure it was about time
I
knew Phil hadn't done much broadcasting,
so I dashed up to the studio about thirtyfive minutes before the program began,
!

an

scription-36".

SEND ME YOUR NAME
Jtjk

and address and your pleasant
home treatment will come to you

A

^jHMf

^^B|

k

by return mail in plain wrapper,
Please enclose 10c for forward-

JB/L

lHt
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DORIS KENT,

SC-3
SO East 11th Street,
New York, N. T.

s-'^H

and
feel

the

Just

A Shadow
j

DR.

STOTTER

FACIAL RECONSTRUCTION
Dept. 41-F
50 EAST 42NO ST.,

the benevolent
for him.
But

idea

of

when

I

paving the
got there I

found Mr. Holmes sitting in the crowded
reception room going over his script, unmindful of the people staring at him. "Why
aren't you fussed? Why aren't you pacing
up and down?" I said in amazement. "Oh,
I'm very fresh about that microphone, I
refuse to be impressed by the monster,"
laughed Phil. "The only thing that worries me right now is how I'm ever going
to be ready to sail for England this evening!"
Phillips went over the script of his
broadcast only once with Mr. Sam Taylor, the announcer.
And just as they were
about to go on the air, Phil grinned at
Taylor and kiddingly cautioned him not
However, young Holmes
to be nervous
said he wished his dad, Taylor Holmes,
!

former"^

Dr. Stotter, a graduate of The University of Vienna, with many years of
experience in Plastic Surgery, reconstructs unshapely noses, protruding
and large ears, lips, wrinkles around

Booklet free.

Continued jrom page 54

tell!

me

gladly
bust.
I'll
send you my easy directions,
with a container of "Pre-

Radio Round-Up

—

let

oversize

eyes and eyelids, face and neck, etc.,
by methods as perfected in the great
Moderate Fees,
Vienna Polyclinic.

—

g

|

'Jq

!

way

I
|

J

rather, the clothes you don't wear
pair
of short velveteen trunks with a rubber
dancing belt under them, and a light

with

I

Address

Continued jrom page 55

Which reminds me that you'll probably
be seeing the Casa Loma boys in shorts
soon.
I mean short film features, of course
And if Glen Gray photographs as well as
he looks "in person" well, you never can

;

the value to you of
Stuart's Calcium WaferB will be sent you if you mail
Stuart
Co.,
Dept. 30-H. Marcoupon
the
F.
to
A.
I this
shall, Mich.

Dancing for Beauty's Sake

_

They

have seen a dull, lifeless, pimply skin become clear,
smooth and firm again and with a flush of natural
color that nothing can remove. Now their powder
and rouge are only a habit instead of a necessity.
Try Stuart's Calcium Wafers for just a few days.
Let this gentle, internal beauty -aid prove to you the
system's need for Calcium and why Natural Beauty
must come from within. A Free Sample will be sent
you if you mail the coupon below.

Is

that old exercise where you sit up from
a prone position and touch your toes with
your hands, and then lie down again.
These and many others are all designed
to teach your muscles to work smoothly
and evenly, and literally "without a hitch."
That "stiffish" feeling so many of us get,
after years of no exercise at all, will soon
Shoulders get straighter, and
melt away.
hips pull in, and abdomens disappear, and
waist-lines shrink substantially.
One of the nicest parts of this dancing
Or,
business, is the clothes you wear.

Most complex-

ions are ruined by faulty elimination and impoverished blood
due to a lack of Calcium in the

;

IN
gr*

Safe,

NEW YORK

CITY

ONLY 30 DAYS: Be Attractive
economical.
Quick results — no more,
—but beautiful, firm, graceful contours.
flat

chest

Marvelous

VoaiMte £Lome
Send

Method

fascinating story, and special
Write today.
IHcKAY, 1160 Chatham Court

my

for

30-dav

offer.

CLARA

Chicago,

Dept. 221

"MEXICAN ORIZABA"

111,

%£*gS&S?
ffS
Movie Stars) we

MEXICAN ORIZABA Rine (worn bv

send a 2 Kt. ORIZABA Rine (looks like S200 stone).
Reg. Cat. Price $5 for thia ad and $1. Moil TODAY.
Mention Rins size. AGENTS WANTED. $1 an bour
spare time. Stamp for catalog. If you can tell it from
a real diamond, return and money refunded. ORIZABA
CO.. Dept. STJ 329 So. Broadway. Los Angeles, CaL
will

.

Books on Corporal Punishment
and Other Curious
Unabridged, privately printed and unusually illustrated
volumes. Send stamp for descriptive illustrated catalogue.
Address: THE GARGOYLE
State age and occupation.

PRESS.

(Dept. C.

M. ),

70 Fifth Ave.,

New York

City.
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SheThougflt herfigurewas

had been able to be at the studio with
So your guess is as good as mine
him.
as to whether he is really as cocky as all
that

Anyway,

!

wishing

here's

Phil

—

a

grand vacation in jolly old England he
may make a movie while he is over there,
Li

too.

wag
SHE
ashamed

The Hinds Honey and Almond Cream
program is one of the most "ultra" on the
Names
Here are "names" for you
air.
of stage, screen, and opera and more to

positively
of herself

!

Was there anything
more unsightly than a

—

heavy, sagging bust? What
could be done about those
bulging tissues that hung in
flabby masses, utterly ruinImagine
ing her charm ?
her joy when she learned
of the wonderful FORMULA-X treatment, made expressly to reduce an oversize
bust!

wrinkles.

NOW

of big bargain offer

now.

!

Send

only $1.00 for treatment, including large conSee
tainer of FORMULA-X and instructions.
easy it is to take off that ugly chest-line
bulge with this safe home treatment. Offer may
be withdrawn at any time send $1.00 at once.

how

—

BETTY DREW
799

(Dept. SC-3)

New

Broadway

LISTEN

York, N. Y.

On The

IN!

Helen is the bright little
coming right along with all
the best troupers.
She plays with Marie
Dressier and Lionel Barrymore in "ChrisHelen Mack.

Air.

—

—

their new picfavorite Hollywood stars
plans, parties, new gags,
tures, future
Be aware of the
whims and hobbies!
facts and fancies of the film colony.
You'll be Hollywood-wise if you follow

radio gossip!

Every Friday, 2

P.

M.

WMC A
York

Her first talking film was
topher Bean."
"While Paris Sleeps" with Victor McLagLater she played with Lionel Barrylen.
more in "Sweepings." Helen was born' in
Island, 111., on November 13, 1913.
She has lovely dark brown eyes, weighs
105 pounds and is 5 feet 2>y2 inches tall.

Rock

Kitty.
You are appealing to me for a
I'll not
picture of David Manners?
overlook such a cry for help, so here is
David, all ready for your inspection. He
has grey-green eyes, brown hair, is 6 feet

word

tall

and weighs 169 pounds.

on

April

pearance

Worries!

draw
the broken parts together as
you would a broken limb. No obnoxioos springs or pads.
No salves or plasters. Sent on trial to prove it. Beware of

sold in stores. Write today for full information flAnt frp*i in Dlain. sealed envelope.
G07-J State St., Marshall, Mich.
H. C.

Never

BROOKS,

LIQUOR HABIT
Send

FREE TRIAL

of Noxalco, a guaranteed harmless
home treatment. Can be given secretly in food or drink to
anyone who drinks or craves Whiskey, Beer, Gin, Home Brew,
Wine, Moonshine, etc Your request for Free Trial brings
trial supply by return mail and full $2.00 treatment which
you may try under a 30 day refund guarantee. Try Noxalco
BALTIMORE,
at our risk. ARLEE CO. Dept. 165
for

Halifax,

Nova

Warrior's Husband," "The Girl in 419,"
and "The Torch Singer" with Claudette
Colbert. Two charming children appeared
with Claudette and David: Baby LeRoy,
Shirley Ann Christensen as Little Sally,

Why

Imitations.

in

born

vorable impression. Among his latest pictures are "The Devil's in Love," "The

and

Cushions which bind and

1902,

30,

He was

Real name is Rauff Acklom. He
attended the University of Toronto and
He played
later decided to try the stage.
in "He Who Gets Slapped," "The Witch"
and "Dancing Daughters" on the stage.
His first screen appearance was in "Journey's End" in which he made a very fa-

STOP Your Rupture
worry. Buffer with that rapture? Learn about my perfected
Invention. It has automatic Air

is

Scotia.

STATION

New

who

girl

brought right into
Here's Hollywood
your home in all its glamor and gaiety!
When you hear, each Friday, the radio
gossip of SCREENLAND you will be a
step ahead of the news, because our
West Coast reporters not only know
what's happening but they also gather
Keep up with your
news-in-the-making.

SCREENLAND'S

With

next picture will be "All of Me" with
March, Miriam Hopkins, and
Fredric

SCREENLAND
Is

so many stars from the
world of experience, extenand fine voice control, is it
any wonder an inexperienced person, even
with a lot of ambition and ability, finds
it hard to get a foothold on the screen?
George Raft was born in New York City
He is 5 feet 11
but doesn't say when.
inches tall, weighs 160 pounds and has
His screen
black hair and brown eyes.
career began in 1931, appearing in "Quick
Millions," "Hush Money," "Palmy Days,"
"Dancers in the Dark" and "Scarface."
For several years George was a nightclub dancer in New York, later appearing
His
in stage productions on Broadway.

Nona.

stage, with a
sive training,

Bargain Offer
Take advantage

of

you tuners-in know how grand she was
Next Lily Pons, famous French coloratura
soprano of the Metropolitan Opera, thrilled
us with her glorious voice.
This series is
rightly known as Hinds' "Hall of Fame"
and is serving us with the cream of the

amusement world

—for

which many, many

thanks.

By Vee Dee

treatment at home and
watch your breasts grow
slim and young-looking.
This wonderful new method acts to remove flabby
fat, firm and mould the
bust to trim shapeliness.
Bust is left small, firm,
No
arched and lovely.

No

series

Ask Me!

Bust Reduced
Just use FORMULA-X

sag.

!

Katharine Hepburn inaugurated the
weekly Sunday broadcasts on
January 7, over NBC at 10:30 P.M. And
come.

MD

Cora Sue Collins takes the
David made his latest apthe Eddie Cantor picture,

later, little

role of Sally.

"Roman

in

Scandals."

Muni Fan, You can't decide if Paul
Muni has a personality allow me to say

—

Did you see "A Fugitive
from a Chain Gang" or his latest, "The
World Changes"? He was born on September 22, 1897, in Vienna and at the age
of four came with his parents, who were

he has plenty.

Paul's
struggling actors, to New York.
boyhood was spent in various schools over
the country and in East Side public schools
He has played in
in New York City.
vaudeville in Chicago, working at odd jobs
between engagements, played in a stock

company

Boston, became identified with

in

theatre guilds and art theatres when his
work came to the notice of Broadway
producers.
He was a sensation in "We
Americans" and "Four Walls" on the
stage.
His real name is Muni Weisenfreund.
He is married, is very fond of
music, having studied the violin since the
age of four. His next release will be "Hi,
Nellie !"
Red, the convict in "I
a
Fugitive," was played by James Bell.

Am

Ann

You want me

to give all other
but give Nils Asther a
break if appearing in two important new
pictures, "The Right to Romance" with
Ann Harding, Sari Maritza, Robert Young
and Donald Reed, and in "If I Were Free"
with Irene Dunne and Clive Brook, isn't
getting a good break, what is? Nils' first

C.

players

—

a

rest

two American pictures were "Topsy and
Eva" and "Sorrell and Son." While working in "Topsy and Eva" he fell in love
with Vivian Duncan their engagement
was soon broken but two years later it was
renewed and their marriage took place.

—

little daughter, Evelyn, whom
Nils adores, but their marriage was a failure so divorce followed. Nils is 31 years
old, has black hair, greenish eyes, is 6
feet tall and weighs 175 pounds. His hobby
is collecting antiques and his love of good

They have a

literature

is

well-known.

Richard B.

W

.

Your

favorite,

Sally

grand march on her many
friends and flew to Yuma, Arizona, on
September 24 and was united in marriage
to Harry Joe Brown, the well-known director. The wedding followed by less than
a week the marriage of Jean Harlow and
Harold G. Rosson, who likewise chartered
an airplane from the screen capital to
Sally was diArizona's "Gretna Green."
vorced from Hoot Gibson on August 28.
She and Hoot married on June 29, 1930,
were separated for the first time a year
ago, but affected a reconciliation which
lasted a few weeks until Sally went to
Europe for a vacation. Sally's eyes are all
right; they shine like stars so don't let any
rumor disturb you about Sally losing her
Eilers, stole a

eye-sight.

M. O. D. Here you are in print and how
do you like it? Billie Dove hasn't made
a picture for a long time and we miss her.
Billie

is

30 years old,

is

5

feet

5

inches

and weighs 115 pounds. She is hapKatharine Heppily married, you know.
burn does not reveal her age. Dick Powell
was born November 14, 1904. Lillian Roth
was born December 13, 1911. Adrienne
Ames is 24. Joel McCrea was born November 5, 1905, and Frances Dee, NovemJoel and Frances were
ber 26, 1908.
married on October 20, 1933, at Rye, N. Y.,
and on Friday, too but who's afraid of
Friday?
tall,

—

—

—

M arch
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Here's

Hollywood

SHORT STORIES

Continued from page 66

THERE
tract of

OFFICIALS

of a Hollywood radio station became excited with the news
that Constance Bennett and Gilbert Roland
were to make a double appearance over
the air.
In view of considerable rumor
surrounding the two, Miss Bennett's agreement to appear was cause for widespread
conversation.
But a few of the facts never were made
public.
Principal among these was the
fact that Connie, when asked to sing over
the radio, agreed provided the station
would pay five thousand dollars for one
song.
Now you can understand why you
have not, up to this time, heard Miss Bennett on the air.

YORK CITY. PLANNING SEVERAL
HOLLYWOOD WITHIN
NEXT FEW MONTHS STOP WILL
LEAVE PARCELS AT HOMES OF
JOAN BENNETT (FEBRUARY)
DOROTHY JORDAN (MARCH) BILLIE DOVE HELEN HAYES AND
REGINALD DENNY REGARDS THE

a clause in the con-

new-leading-lady Eva-

What would he
contract.
he came on the set and saw
me necking?"
"What do you think nry father
would say," retorted March, "if he
saw me sitting on a davenport
with a beautiful girl, and soft
music and low lights and I
didn't kiss her?"

in

my

say

VISITS TO

STORK.

is

lyn Venable's contract which provides that she is not to be kissed
So when
in movie love scenes.
Evalyn and Fredric March were
sofa-ing it for "Death Takes a
Holiday" and March was permitted only a kiss on her shoulder,
he frowned his disapproval.
"I can't help it," explained Eva"Father had that clause put
lyn.

LETTER: WESTON EAST,
NIGHT
SCREENLAND MAGAZINE, NEW

if

A

HISS

group closeDept.:
Evans, Robert Montwho took up a collecBanks, the little extra
girl who worked in a picture-bit, only to
have her entire earnings stolen from her
room the very night after she was paid.
long shot with spotty lighting to those

and Cheer
up to Madge
gomery and others
tion for "Peanut"

A

CHRISTMAS

week meant

plenty of excitement in the Joe E. Brown household.
December 19th marked the fourth
birthday of his youngest daughter, KathDecember 24th was the
erine Frances.
eighteenth anniversary of Joe and Mrs.
Brown. And Christmas Day, in addition
to being that special occasion, was also the
Quite a
birthday of his eldest son, Don.
festival season, all in all.

came
THIS
story, and

me

true
is passed along as
such.
It seems that when Sally
Rand performed her famous fan
dance for the picture, "Bolero," so
many people tried to crash the
gate that director Wesley Ruggles
to

as

barred everybody except
bers of the cast and staff.

George Raft,

a

mem-

star of the picture,

arrived late to work, and he was
stopped at the set's entrance by
a

new gateman

"I'm the leading man of this
picture," Raft explained.
"Tell it to somebody else,"
snapped the guard. "I've already
passed Fredric March, Bing Crosby, Richard Arlen, Jack Oakie
and six others who said they were
the leading man. How many men
are in this picture,

THIS

anyhow?"

sounds like a press agent's dream,
but it is truth
director hired an
Italian hot-chestnut vendor for a minor bit
in "Old Hannibal."
The embryo actor
was to bring his stand to the studio for
long shots on a New York street, and for a
final close-up with May Robson.
"All you have to do," the director explained to Tony, "is sell your chestnuts."
Considerable elucidation was necessary to
make everything clear, but Tony at last
indicated that he understood all he had to
do was sell his chestnuts.
The long shots were taken, with Tony
shouting "Hotta ches'nut
Hotta ches'nut !" and the extras buying. Half an hour
:

A

—

!

the director and his crew moved up
for a close-up of Miss Robson buying a
bag of chestnuts but there was no Tony.
He had sold all his chestnuts to the extras
later,

—

— and

had gone home

!

—

scandal-mongers who built a molehill into
a mountain in the unfortunate Lee Tracy
Mexican affair. True, Lee did digress a
bit from the straight and narrow, but eyewitnesses in plenty have testified that
Tracy has been unmercifully crucified for
his mistake.

And a perfectly gorgeous close-up (the
best in the box, Mr. Cameraman) to Isabel
Jewell for her staunch loyalty to Lee Tracy
She stood readjr to
during his troubles.
rise or fall with him, without regard for
her own career.
pretty close-up to Ginger Rogers.
During the holidays she came upon a small
boy gazing wistfully at a turkey in a store

A

window. "Are you going to have turkey
The boy's
your house?" she asked.
eyes swam in tears as he looked at Ginger
All we ever have is
and said, "Naw.
in

BRING BIG MONEY!

FREE Book Tells How!
New
FREE
YOU
flair for writing, don't fail to get the big
To Write Short Stories, Talking PicHere
tures, Book Manuscripts, Song Lyrics and Poetry, etc."
one of the most helpful booklets ever offered to writers and authors

have a
IFinstructive
booklet
is

— yet

it doesn't cost you a penny!
the "inside secrets" of writing . shows the type of material
that clicks with publishers and producers . demonstrates clearly
how unaccepted manuscripts can be revised, reshaped, edited, condensed, etc., and be whipped into marketable shape.
Just the thing for the novice writer as well as the professional. And
best of all, it explains a new service that is now available to all
writers
but particularly adapted to the beginner who has had
If you are one of these "hard
trouble getting writings accepted.
luck" writers, don't give up hope! You
may find the answer to your problems
Don't
wait.
Write
in this Free booklet.
It obligates you in no
for it today.
way whatsoever.

It gives

.

.

.

WRITE FOR

FREE

Daniel O'Malley Co., Inc.
Dept. C-4, N.Y.C.
W. 60 St.

.

.

.

.

ABOUT YOUR FUTURE
1934 will be the year of opportunity.
Yogi Alpha, internationally known psychologist

and

astrologer,

.

.

home

his uncanny predictions, offers a 2500word Giant Astrological Reading, based on your sign in the Zodiac,

giving you predictions month by month
with exact days, dates and happenings
for 1934, Consult it before making any
changes in business, signing papers,
love,
marriage,
employment, health,
accidents, lucky days, travel, etc. Send
only 50c and exact birth date for complete Astrological Forecast.
300-word
Numerology Reading included FREE.

.

.

;

luncheon cooked and served in her dressing-room bungalow.
Wallace Beery
was broken-hearted when, on his return
from location with a full-grown mustache,
his adopted daughter. Carol Ann, who as
everyone knows is the apple of his eye,
failed to recognize him.
.

.

FREE

Money returned
not satisfied. YOGI
ALPHA, Box 1411, Dept. 901, San
it

Diego,

Calif

.

300-WORD

Reading

1

.

HAIR

GRAY
Women, men,

.

with
der for Astrological

you have a friend who wishes reading, send $1 for the TWO readings.

FADED

.

NUMEROLOGY
READING
or-

If

wlthfaded.gray.streaked hair, shampoo
same time with my new French
discovery "SHAMPO - K3LOR". No tuss or muss.
Takes only a few minutes to merely shampoo into your hair
any natural shade with "SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color; unaffected by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 254 W. 31st St.,
New York City.

and

glrla

—

color your hair at the

Not

Joke
To Be Deaf
—Every deaf person Knows that—
Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
being deaf for twenty-five years, with his Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and
They stopped his head
noises. They are invisible

night.

andcomfortable.no wires
or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness.
Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY

7551ofniann Bide.

Detroit, Michigan

.^TALKING

Songs 'ALTPICTURES
f

IEJ-

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your music, secure TJ. S. copyright, broadcast your
song over the radio.
Our sale3 department submits to Music publisher^

and Hollywood Picture Studios.

WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,

604 Meyer Bldg:, Western Avenue and
Hollywood, California

Vista,

BLACKHEADS

DON'T SQUEEZE THEM! IT CAUSES
SCARS, INFECTION
Dissolve Black!

heads, scientifically, refine Large Pores,
stop
embarrassing
Greasiness,
"Shine",
clear
Muddy, Tanned Skin.
Just wash

with

water

WASH

!

powers.

and wonderful
Has marvelous

Gets

at

the

KLEERPLEX

pore-purifying
cause QUICKLY,

SAFELY!
RENEWS!
BEAUTIFIES! Gives you
attractive

.

in November. .
Janet Gaynor
rarely dines in the studio cafe she prefers

who has amazed

thousands by

.

.

TODAY

Consult Yogi Alpha

Sierra

wants to know if Incemetery "happy haunting
grounds."
Ann Dvorak, who won
movie attention as a member of a dancing
chorus, dances for the first time, since fame
came, in "Upper World."
Appendix
operations claimed three stars in as many
weeks when, one after another, Jean Harlow, Maureen O' Sullivan, and Joan Blondell had 'em yanked.
English actors
had to mail their Christmas gifts back

BOOKLET

20

ONLY

call a

.

.

We

MARX
HARPO
dians

.

.

ain't got money
babies in our house.
And so Ginger provided
for no turkey."
that family with its holiday bird.

by a fraction of an inch did Lyle
Talbot escape being permanently marred when he was injured in that recent
automobile accident.
You may remember that Talbot suffered facial bruises and concussions ? Well,
the scar on his forehead strangely follows
his hairline, and by clever manipulation of
make-up, it does not show when he is
photographed.
A half-inch lower, and
Lyle's career would have been ended.

"How

LIGHTENS!

that clean-cut
look which means everything in
and social life.
SEE INSTANT

business
IMPROVEMENT!
No chemicals.
No
staying home.
A guaranteed pure, natural
product, approved by Health Authorities and thousands of
happy users both Men and Women.
Nothing like it!
Stop wasting time and money on ordinary cosmetics
send only $1 TODAY for this unusual skin healthifier.

—

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
KLEERPLEX (Dept. II)
I

W.
of

New York

34th St.,

Here

is

$1.

City,

Please send

KLEERPLEX WASH

I will pay

Outside

TJ.

postman plus
S,

me

N. Y.
2 mos' supply

or

20c. P.

$1.25— no CODs

MAIL

COUPON

O. charge.

WRITE NAME-ADDRESS IN MARGIN

MAIL
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WOULD
ITname,
but

be cruelty to mention her
a certain star stormed into a

studio photographic department and berated
the retoucher for what she termed his "unsatisfactory retouching of her latest sitting."
The fellow listened to her tirade for a
minute, then snapped, "Listen, I ought to
be paid extra for touching out your double
!"

chins

HEART BEATS AND HEART
BLEATS DEPT.:

THE

most exciting romantic chatter of
moment is that Greta Garbo may
marry her director, Rouben Mamoulian.
Why, so emphatic is the report, Greta may
be Mrs. Mamoulian almost any_ day now.
There are ever-so-many weddings about
to take place that a half dozen now-engaged couples may trip to the altar soon,
they are not actually married before
if
you read these lines. Cary Grant and VirAnd Ranginia Cherrill, for instance.
dolph Scott and Vivian Gaye, who'll marry
either in New York or Hollywood.
Then, too, Christine Lee and Ricardo
Wing
Cortez, and Pat (Toby's sister)
and William Perry, wealthy young ranchowner, may take the step any minute.
the

Ken Murray has filed suit for divorce
from his wife, and Sue Carol will likely
They'll marry
sue Nick Stuart at once.
when their divorces are final, of course.
Miriam Jordan's Eastern broker-fiance and

Family reunion! Joan Blondell visits her husband, photographer George Barnes,
who is shooting scenes on location for "Massacre." They're lunching with
Richard Barthelmess and director Alan Crosland.
Davis
Mary McCormic.
Bette
emphatically that she and hubby
Harmon O. Nelson are rifting.
Ned

marry

the blonde actress can't be wed until she
divorces Joe Davis, her English husband
but she'll be doing that soon.
There are Anita Louise and Tom Brown,
too very young, but very much in love,
and a marriage shouldn't surprise you.
Ruth Romaine is likely to become Mrs.
Georgie Stone any old time, and Genevieve Tobin admits that she and Felix
Chappelet are only awaiting a propitious

denies

—

Sparks was cruel,

—

moment between her

Mercedes Sparks

Alice Faye and Rudy Vallee are ga-gaFlorine McKinney and director W. S.

ing.

Van Dyke have it bad. Lyle Talbot is
helping Countess Dorothy di Frasso forget Gary Cooper.
D'Orsay

Fifi

pictures.

Among

Hill,

the keeping-companies who are
attracting attention by their devotion (apparently) to each other, are Marian Nixon

and Gene Raymond, Mary Brian and Donald Cook, Veree Teasdale and Adolphe
Menjou (who'll likely wed next summer,
when Adolphe's divorce is final), and
Mary Carlisle and Eddie Hillman (Marion
Nixon's ex-).
Bets are on that Harry Bannister (divorced from Ann Harding)
will
not

testified

— and they are now divorced.

Alice

is

at last sealed to Maurice

many pro and con wagers.
White went to Mexico to wed Sidney
after

Bartlett, and after a twenty- four hour
honeymoon, she was recalled to work. Director Lowell Sherman and actress Geneva
Mitchell are pricing marriage licenses.
Contrarily, Thelma Todd and her husband,
Pat de Cicco, are said to be thinking in

Hepburn goes maternal! Katharine
scenes in "Trigger" with
eight-months-old Irene Rich.

plays

terms of divorce.
Joan Crawford has as much as admitted
that she will altar-ate her life with Franchot Tone when her divorce from Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., becomes final.
Ginger
Rogers and Lew Ayres are more serious
since their two-week split-up, and
try marriage in the merry,
month of April.
they'll

maybe
merry

Wheeler have
no-go between
Joan Gale and Lew Schrieber, her agent.
The film colony's youngest (and sweetest)
romance continues to belong to Jean Parker
and Francis Lucas.
Amidst the din of choo-choo bells and
whistles, Betty Compson married Irving
Weinberg, her business manager, on the
observation platform of a transcontinental
train in Albuquerque, New Mexico, late in
December. Forty-five hundred goggly-eyed
citizens were on hand to see the solemn
rites performed.
Two days later, Gary Cooper took onto
professionally
Veronica
Balfe,
himself
known as Sandra Shaw. Their marriage
occurred in New York City, and while
earlier than friends anticipated, it was no
Patsy Parker and

cooled,

and

it

looks

Bert
like

surprise.
To offset all those divorce rumors, Sid-

Here are some amusing doubles

for the stars of "Dinner at Eight," who appeared
in a two-reel burlesque of that film, called "Come to Dinner." Front row Ninon
Bunyea as Billie Burke; Flavia Arcaro as Marie Dressier; Leda Lee as Jean
:

Harlow. Rear row: Curtis Karpe as Wallace Beery; Margot Stevenson as Madge
Evans; Herschel Mayall as Lionel Barrymore; Renee Brun as Karen Morley;
Charles Cannefax as Edmund Lowe.

ney Fox and her husband, Charles Beahan,
the writer, were re-married at the Little
Church of the Flowers, near Hollywood,
on the first anniversary of their New York
wedding.
They'll re-wed yearly, Sidney
says.

Mrs. Benny Rubin sued for divorce from
comedian-husband, and won $300-a-

her

month alimony.

Oil to be

in

Hollywood now

that April

there!

s

(With apologies to Robert Browning)

Photograph by

Wynn

Richards'

And beautiful Hollywood with its gorgeous Garbos and
Spring, beautiful Spring!
Dietrichs, its handsome Gables and Coopers I Who wouldn't like to be in Hollywood in the Spring? The next best thing is the Spring Number of SCREENLAND,
the Magazine of the movies that brings Hollywood into your home. The April
issue is Hollywood at its loveliest and liveliest.
Screenland s

Own

Spring Fashion Show!

For the first time a film magazine presents its own
fashion show for you directly on the screen by courtesy
of Fox Movietone News. Gorgeous gowns worn by
smart ladies are modeled for you in the movie. These
same gowns appear in a special rotogravure feature in
the April issue of the Magazine. Watch for them!

And now,

in a

new

10 Big Issues For Only $1.00

Only

—You Save 50c

Screenland sells on the newsstands for 15c a copy, but
if you mail the coupon at once, you will get the next 10
saving you 50c.
issues of Screenland for one dollar

—

Pin a dollar

the coupon

bill to

— MAIL

STARS!

Probably the most sensational feature ever to appear
in a screen magazine! Dr. Louis Bisch, eminent psychiatrist, believes that Hollywood actors and actresses
are in grave danger. He faces a serious question fearlessly. He may tread on some famous toes in his article,
but it is an article which had to be written. Read it.

Hollywood presented

OFFER— For a Short Time

and mail

it

now.

{Screenland 15c a copy; $1.50 a year in U. S. and possessions. Canadian postage 60c extra; Foreign $1 .00 extra.)

a bombshell!

WARNING TO HOLLYWOOD

It is

SPECIAL

light.

THIS

NOW —

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
45

W. 45th

Here's

my

St.,

New York

Please send

$1.00.

10 issues of

City

me

the next

Screenland.

{Canadian postage 50c extra; Foreign 80c)

DON'T MISS
APRIL SCREENI AND
On
THE CUNE0 PRESS,

Sale

INC..

CHICAGO

At All Newsstands

—

Feb. 23rd
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City

-

.State.
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the cigarette that's

MILDER

•

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
©

1934, Liggett

& Myers Tobacco

Co.
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Lilian

Harvey
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WARNING
to

Hollywood
Stars!

Bing Crosby's Real Life Story
IS

See Page 20

MOVIE LOVE TOO REAL? LESLIE HOWARD ANSWERS!
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell Tell the Truth

About Their Screen Reunion

(below)

DOROTHY DODD comes from

Atlanta. She attended private schools
in the south and topped off her education with travel abroad. Now she is in
New York and following out a childhood
ambition is entering upon a stage career.
She trusts the care of her lovely teeth to
Listeriue Tooth Paste.

(right) Some folks picture the life of an artist's model
as mostly champagne parties. Nothing could be
further from the truth. RUTH COLE will tell you
that posing means long hours of hard work. Recently she had an opportunity to go to Hollywood but
mother decided against the venture; so Ruth, who is
only eighteen, smiles for New York cameras instead.

A BEAUTY

TREATMENT
for the

TEETH
.

.

Why
Listen to the

say smart

I

9
)

women

don't you try a tube?
comments we receive about Listerine

Tooth Paste: "Friends tell me my teeth glisten so
becomingly." "My teeth have a lustre and sparkle
they didn't used to have." "It is so easy now to
keep teeth free from smoke stains."
These amazing results explain why already more
than 2 million women have changed to this 25(£
dentifrice

The

picture of
ever published started a vogue for
the hat she wore. She became known as "the girl
who sold a million hats."
But Miss Holt doesn't need
a hat to photograph becomingly, as this portrait shows.
(above)

first

ETHELYNE HOLT

from costlier brands.
Tooth Paste does beautify the teeth

Listerine

modern polishing agent is swift in
Long brushing is not necessary. Yet this

surprisingly. Its

action.

modern formula is gentle

(left)

to

New

Jersey to Teachers'
Columbia University, and had firmly in mind
a teaching career. Then recurring demands for her
services as a model made
her think she didn't want to
teach and she took up posing as a profession. She is
kept happily busy at it.
in

— safe even for children's

College,

delicate enamel.

you are worried by dull, "off color" teeth, by
all means give Listerine Tooth Paste a trial. Note
the quick improvement how white your teeth
look, how much healthier your gums feel. Your
mouth is pleasantly refreshed the same effect
you associate with Listerine itself. And, remember, this dentifrice costs you just half as much as
50j£ brands. On the basis of a tube a month, that
means you have a chance to save about $3 a year!
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

NORMA WYCKOFF used

commute from her home

If

—

—

Removes film faster

Screenland

for

April

1934

3

T

AST night, when you were dressed
JLi and ready to go, a last look in
your mirror showed you a picture that
suited even you. You felt that he
would be pleased, too.
And yet, somehow, he wasn't. His
eagerness had cooled.
The trouble? The trouble was, your
mirror lied to you!
It told you you were lovely. And
you weren't altogether lovely.
For your mirror failed to tell you
one important thing that you had
carelessly let the unpleasant odor of
underarm perspiration creep in to ruin
the effect of your lovely appearance.

—

Don't trust your mirror on this.
to be safe from this unseen danger is to make it impossible.

The only way

Mum!

That's what up-to-date

girls

and women use. A quick bit under
each arm and you're safe for all day.

Mum

perfectly harmless to clothsoothing even to a sensitive skin
so soothing you can use it
right after shaving the underarms.
ing.

is

And

it's

—

—

Remember this in destroying the
does
ugly odor of perspiration,
not prevent the perspiration itself.
to keep your underTrust
arms always fresh, free from odor.
Get
at any toilet counter.
Mfg. Co., Inc., 75 West St., New York.

Mum

Mum

Mum

Mum

TAKES
THE ODOR OUT OF
PERSPIRATION

s u s?
>

it-ihez.

ANOTHER WAY

MUM

SERVES

WOMEN. Mum on sanitary napkins

gives that assurance of protection which

comforting peace of mind on this

means a complete and

old, old

feminine problem.

i

utTf/eia%Ht and
hodtf odoti

j §
~~
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Hollywood's Salute to Spring.
(Janet Gaynor and Robert Young in "Carolina.")
Their "Pet"
Playmates.
{Shirley Temple, Helen Mack, Genevieve Tobin, Heather Angel, Irene Bentley.) Haven't
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—

—

O wn Spring Fashion Show.
in
of

Screen

Drama

in the Great Tradition.

"The House of Rothschild.") Speaking of Springtime's Charms.
Ginger Rogers. The Most Beautiful Still of the Month.

(George Arliss
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and Loretta Young
Portrait Drawing
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Screen land

Tagging
Moulin

Man

Rouge

of

20th

Century

the

impersonates another

woman and

R-K-O

The

At last Darryl Zanuck has given us a
sparkling photoplay such as we had a right
to expect of him. Connie Bennett, in a dual
role,

Talkies

Two

Worlds

Delight Evans' Reviews on
Page 56

finds

her husband falling in love with her alter
ego. The story is an implausible tour de
force of "The Guardsman" school, but the
deft play-acting of Connie, Franchot Tone
and Tullio Carminati carries it off. The
song-and-dance scenes are extremely pleasing.

Arctic

is

the Arctic and England

England, and never the twain,

is

So

etc.

Francis Lederer, the mighty Esquimo hunter
who forsakes his people for sophisticated
Elissa Landi, finds her slightly unresponsive. For a time this problem picture seems
credible, but its climax breathes phoniness
and leaves the issues confused.
Lederer
shows high promise, and J. Walter Ruben's
spirited direction helps greatly.

Miss
Fane's

Baby
Fugitive
Lovers

Para-

mount

M-G-M

Fast and frantic speeds the action in this
of the cross-country bus pictures.
Robert Montgomery, a fugitive from jail,
casts his lot with Madge Evans, whom Nat
Pendleton is pursuing all over creation.
They help each other through a series of
tight squeezes, until Bob wins a pardon by
saving a bus-full of children from death. An
unconvincing tale, entertainingly told, with
grand laughs by Ted Healy.
first

Is

Stolen

This is one of the rare instances where a
movie can go the limit in melodramatics and
still conform to true life. The story, dealing
with baby -snatching, is gripping even hair-

—

—

by its very nature. And the fine
acting of Dorothea Wieck as the mother,
aided by Alice Brady and Baby LeRoy, adds
Fortunately, since
to its persuasiveness.
this is a movie, the stolen lamb is returned
after a narrow escape, and all ends joyously.
raising

The gag-men were kind to the Messrs.
Wheeler and Woolsey in shaping this lunatic
fable. At times the laughs burst forth hearty
and uncontrolled. After a slow start the
story goes frankly cuckoo, rambling from
musical didoes in a beauty products emporium to a cross-country auto race such as
Barney Oldfield never dreamed of. Dorothy
Lee's ingenue-ing will get you. And Thelma
Todd is up to standard. Ruth Etting, too!

By
Candlelight

Universal

Richard Barthelmess, as an Indian youth
has won success among the white race,
goes back to his people to find them suffering
horribly at the hands of their white conquerors. This film portrays, with realistic detail,
the tragedy of the oppressed Indian race in
America. If a serious and courageous attempt to grapple with a poignant social problem interests you, don't miss it. Ann Dvorak
and Claire Dodd are good in brief roles.

who

You'll like this! Elissa Landi and Paul
Lukas give excellent performances in their
roles of maid and butler impersonating a
Prince and a Countess. Here are two actors
who really submerge their own personalities
and play the humble characters with just the
One of the most amusing
right shadings.
is when Nils Asther, the real
prince, finds his butler impersonating him.

sequences

Asther

is

most engaging.

It's

gay!

Mix a long-distance bus journey with a
bow-and-arrow murder, and this is what you
get. Despite the efforts of Lew Ayres, June
Knight, Alan Dinehart, Alice White, and
company, it's no epic. And the dialogue is
unconvincing life seems to be just one bad
pun after another on these gas choo-choos.
This entry in the transcontinental bus
sweepstakes, in short, isn't much of a vehicle

—

(there, it's got us/).

Eight
Sons of
the
Desert

Girls
in a

M-G-M

Para-

Boat

mount

who has to
honors with Gregory Ratoff All
the principals here Edmund Lowe, Ann
Sothern, Helen Vinson, Tala Birell are excellent; but they're just also-rans when
Ratoff appears to exert his hilarious art.
The story, a Hollywood comedy, is one of
those airy nothings done with such refreshing verve and gaiety that it's worth a dozen
toilsome "dramas." See it.
{Continued on page 93)
Hard

The

guy convince
their wives that they're going to Honolulu
in search of health. Instead the naughty boys
light out for Chicago and a gay convention.
Of course their duplicity is discovered, and
the hefty Hardy and the long-suffering
fat fellow

and the

little

Laurel receive their just deserts.
It's all
familiar L.-and-H. slapstick, built around a
good idea but not too ingeniously developed
With Charlie Chase.

The

cloistered life in a girls' school proves
unbearable to beautiful Dorothy Wilson,
who seeks refuge in a romance with Douglass
Montgomery that narrowly escapes tragic

The story bears obvious overtones
"Maedchen in Uniform," but fails by
some margin to equal that masterpiece.
However, Dorothy and Douglass reveal
some high-grade acting, assisted by Kay
results.

of

Johnson and Walter Connolly.

compete

is

the lot of the actor

for

—

!

—

for

Apr/1

1934
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LAN NY ROSS
From the radio

comes Lanny
of the

to

the screen

Ross, singing star

Maxwell House Coffee

Showboat Hour. For two
one

of the

most popular per-

formers on the
voice
will

years,

air, his

and charming

thrilling

personality

be heard and seen from now

"MELODY
IN

SPRING"
with

on

in

PARAMOUNT

PICTURES.

Charlie Ruggles

Mary Boland
Ann Sothern
Directed by

Norman

McLeod. AParamount
Picture. .will introduce

Lanny Ross to motion
picture

audiences

:

;

;

;

;

!

SCREENLAND

Now
You're

Talking
SCREENLAND
readers write!

By popular acclaim!
John Barrymore, who
turns each of his pictures into a personal
triumph, is our readers'
favorite of the
month, by virtue of
his splendid acting in
"Counsellor at Law."

The

first

eight letters receive

Bees"

—

all

wonder why
Katharine Hepburn is always tragic
Randolph Scott can knock out three men
with a single blow
Gary Cooper hasn't a leading lady who
comes at least to his knees
Ralph Bellamy never gets the girl
Irene

Dunne

is

such a confirmed martyr.

Betty Presner,
1874 Loring PI.,

New York

City.

BRING 'EM BACK WITH
SOUND!
Producers howl for new material
Why,
there's a wealth of it in the old, pre-talkie
!

field.

For example, how I'd love to see "The
Little Minister," "Little Old
York,"
"Tillie, the Menonite Maid," "Pollyanna,"

New

"The Magic Garden," and "Keeper

of the

Eh, producers?

619 Vermont St.,
Quincy, 111.

KATIE,

MARVELS OF THE MOVIES

form.

Mrs. C. E. Padgett,

prizes of five dollars each

I

in talkie

CHANGE YOUR ACT!

Hepburn's publicity "act" hasn't been so
hot from the very start.
Her grand entrance in an expensive (rented) flivver
failed.
I'll admit she's a great actress, but
her off-stage manner pains me.
I
wish
she'd quit imitating a certain famous Swede.
Katie, leave the camera-dodging to Garbo
Clyde Terry,
P. O. Box 658,
Mineral Wells, Texas.

HERE'S A "DIFFERENT"
SLANT!
Anent the Editor's Page in February
Screenland, I disagree. I wish even more
actors would divide their time between
stage and movies.
Stage plays are, and
always will be, more fascinating than
movies and I honestly believe cinemactors
who tread the boards now and then are

—

benefited by the variety.

Taimi Helin,
Milford, Mass.
{Continued on page 76)

Should screen actresses

stick to the screen?

Katharine Hepburn on the wrong track in
her relations with the public? Can movieIs

goers imbibe inspiration from the work of the
Hollywood costume designer?
These problems and others of equal importance are
"solved" for you in this month's mail bag.
The ravers, too, are out in full force again.
Plaudits still pour in for Margaret Sullavan's
And
unique charm in "Only Yesterday."
there's loads of love for Jean Harlow, for Bing
Crosby, for Joan Crawford, (with intelligent
reservations), and for other deserving cinema
boys and girls, not least among them the compelling actor whose picture you see on this
page.
Have you an "angle" to add to the discussion
some original idea on movies or moviemaking, some word of praise or sincere criticism
of your screen favorites? Here's the place to get
And those eight $5.00 prizes
it off your chest.
for the best letters provide ample opportunity
to make it worth your while.
(Kindly bear in mind, however, that only
letters of general interest, suitable for reproduction in print, are desired by this department.
If you wish to comment on the contents of the
magazine, address your letters to the Editor of

—

SCREENLAND.)
Send in your movie comments now! Keep
them within 50 words, and address them to LetDepartment, SCREENLAND, 45 W. 45th St.,
York. Mail all communications to reach
us by the 10th of each month. Read then
ter

New

write!

—

for

April

1934

THE GENIUS THAT CREATED HENRY
BLAZES FORTH AGAIN!
From

VIII"

the hrilliant studios

of

Alexander Korda, another
motion picture masterpiece
emerges in the unforgettahle

story of a simple girls
rise

to

Empress, her

Czarist husband,

mad

and her

regiment of lovers ... who

would have died for her I

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
scaling

undreamed-of heights

jr.

I

and

ELIZABETH BERGNER
—

lilce

of whom

the screen has never

hnown I

a new star

the

GERALD Du MAURIER
and
el

FLORA ROBSON
D irected by
Paul Csinner
Produced ly

ALEXANDER
RORDA
Presented by

LONDON

FILMS

Released thru

UNITED ARTISTS
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Screenlands Honor Page
Shared by Elizabeth Bergner and Madeline Carroll
(Ladies, ladies

— don't fight

!

You're both good, but

Lovely Madeline

The amazing Elizabeth
Bergner, German star
of the English picture,
"Catherine the Great."

Car-

blonde British
beauty who scores in the
fine film "I Was a Spy."
roll,

HAVE you

heard of her, Elizabeth Bergner with
the big eyes, the expressive mouth, the unerring dramatic talent? She's a German girl
who came to England not so long ago and scored sensationally both on stage and screen. Critics are raving.
The public and the British public, remember!
is applauding.
Now you are to see and judge Bergner for yourself, for United Artists has imported her
new picture, "Catherine the Great," in which she
co-stars with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., under the supervision of Alexander Korda, the director responsible for
"Henry the Eighth." Elizabeth Bergner is little and
appealing but she is much, much more than that.
She has authority! She can play comedy and drama
with equal ease. And her voice is one you will long
remember. If you insist upon classifying your screen
stars, then you may want to know that Bergner is a
little like Lilian Harvey, but not so pretty; something
like Janet Gaynor, with more dignity; and
but see
her for yourself! As for us, we welcome her heartily.

—

—

different.}

—

—

MADELINE
famous

CARROLL

is one of Britain's most
She is a real English beauty
of the spun-gold, peaches-and-cream kind.
In addition, she is a very fine actress. Some of her
pictures are being shown over here now, and soon
Madeline herself, in person, will be coming to Hollywood to make films among us. Watch for Miss Carroll in "I Was A Spy," which we can thank Fox Films
for importing. It is an impressive drama of the World
War in which the blonde actress gives a poignant performance.
Imagine, if you can, a beautiful screen
star who plays some of her most effective scenes with
her back turned to the camera! No feeling, here, that
you are watching a star emote; but a genuine impression of a real character, honestly and deeply interpreted.
Perhaps you may see Madeline again in a
lighter film offering, "Love and Let Love," a GaumontShe is just as
British production with Ivor Novello.
interesting in sparkling scenes. Remember, we warned
you to watch for Madeline Carroll! You'll like her.

stars.

.

for

April

11
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The most amazing show ever conceived

—the one and only "Wonder Bar"!

The

producers of the screen's most glorious

LAUGHTER

SONG!...
DRAMA!
. .

SPECTACLE!
A

First

National Picture

musicals

now

bring you the master per-

formances of the world's master perform-

4 breath-taking spectacles staged

ers!

by Busby Berkeley, creator of the sensa-

numbers of "Gold Diggers" and

tional

"Fashions of 1934" ... 5 rousing song
hits

.

.

.

and a thousand other

surprises

and

thrills

and

from the director of "42nd

St."

"Footlight

Parade"

— Lloyd

Bacon!

:
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WHY
Jean

Almost
Quit
the

Screen

Jean told Screenland—
and no other magazineall about it, and we're telling you! EXCLUSIVE!

F idler

James M.

MOTION
For

came near
two weeks

pictures

losing Jean

Imagine losing all this radiance from the screen! It almost
happened, and this exclusive story tells you just why Jean
Harlow was on the verge of leaving pictures forever.

—

Harlow.

January, the
platinum blonde seriously considered quitting
her screen career. Several times she was on
the pjint of making announcements to that effect, but
each time she decided to wait a few more days.
This all took place during her salary quarrel with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. For two months, she
was under suspension, which means that for two months
at least

late in

she received no salary.
Of course, everything is settled now, and Jean is once
more at work in the studio. Early in February, she met
with her employers in a final conference.
From that
meeting came about a peaceful settlement of the controversy.
Had the conference not ended satisfactorily,
I am positive that Jean Harlow would have quit motion
pictures.

Let me tell the inside facts about the platinum blonde's
quarrel with her employers
Miss Harlow walked out of the studio in November
when her employers refused to increase her salary. At
the time of her departure through studio gates, she was
being paid $1500 a week.
Now- $1500 a week seems like a great deal of money
to thus freely kiss goodbye; in fact, $1500 is a tremendous weekly salary in any business in the world except
motion pictures.
isn't $1500 a big salary for a
screen star? The answer is
Because a screen star must
undergo unusual and heavy expenses.
Of her $1500-a-week salary, Miss Harlow put aside

—

Why

:

sum for taxes. She set aside $150 (ten per cent, the
usual fee) for her business agent.
Another $175 defrayed the salary of her secretary and the maintenance
of her fan correspondence.
Her general business expenses totaled an additional $75. Thus, at the end of
each week, Jean's actual income was considerably less
than the original $1500.
Now even $450 a week seems like a considerable income. Again I state, such a salary is plenty lucrative in
any other business, but is insufficient for the needs of a
motion picture star. Why? Because a star's normal
living expenses are greater than those of an ordinary
citizen, due to the "front" that a screen notable must
maintain.
a

A

must have a fine home. She must have servants.
important that she have a handsome motor. She
must dress well. All these things are important to her
prestige
and it has been proven that prestige is imporstar

It is

—

tant to a screen career.
"Ridiculous as it may appear, I cannot make ends meet
on a salary of $1500 a week," Jean told me during the
"Yet I live simply. I pay
heat of her studio quarrel.
I possess few jewels.
I certainly do
little for clothes.
not entertain elaborately. Despite these things, I found
myself gradually dipping further into the hole at the end

of each $1500 week.

"So what? So this: I determined to quit motion picI did not extures unless I could win a new contract.
pect to remain idle, when I planned abandoning the
I had just finished writing a novel, 'Today Is
screen.

!

April

for

1934

Tonight' I had received a fine offer for
book and magazine rights. A motion picture company had made me another offer
for

screen

rights.

can write, and that

am

I

that

positive

I

might make almost
that field as in motion
I

much money in
pictures.
"I realize that millions of people will say
that I was crazy for ever considering desertion from motion pictures.
But why be
earnings gave me no
in a business, if
career can't
chance to save? After all,
future.
last forever; I must provide for
as

my

my

my

"I

am

one of those strange people who
personal health and happiness to

prefer
I was unhappy
screen fame and wealth.
under the conditions of my old contract,
therefore I had made up my mind to seek
happiness elsewhere. The glitter and sham
of screen stardom mean nothing to me.
I more enjoy the friendships of fans than
any possible idolization.
"I never, at any time during my controversy with the studio, blamed my employers for not readily offering me a new
contract.
I did not once claim that I am
worth more money to them. That question
was for them to decide. I did say that if
I was not worth more, then far better that
In other words, the worry and the
I quit.
nervous strain of being a star and at the
end of each week being unable to save part
of my salary was not worth what I was
giving."
But of course, that is all settled now.
After two months, Jean's employers finally
perceived the reasonableness of her request.
During her suspension, an erroneous newspaper item reported that she was demandmore conservative
ing $10,000 a week.
reporter declared that she was asking
Both stories were ridiculous. Jean
$5000.
Harlow actually sought (and the studio
Scores
at last granted her), $3000 a week.
scores who are not
of stars received more
as popular at box-offices as Jean, who is
generally ranked among the ten screen

—

—

A

—

leaders.

Only seven people were aware of Jean's
decision to quit motion pictures unless her
salary request was fulfilled.
They were,
in addition to this writer, Hal Rosson (her
husband), Jean's mother and step-father,
and her attorneys.
all knew that her plans were advanced to the point at which Jean's statements to newspapers were already prepared.
If studio executives had not acceded to
the platinum blonde's request during the
last important conference, I have no doubt
but that she would have calmly quit the
screen, never to return.
If this declaration seems preposterous,
bear in mind that other screen stars have
abandoned their careers in the past. Some
walked out of their studios never to return.
Olive Borden and Madge Bellamy, for
example, who were perhaps just as popular
a few years ago as Jean Harlow is today.
Others quit their careers, but were recalled
by their employers.
Rudolph Valentino,

We

James

among

Cagney

Gaynor

and

this latter

Janet
group.

are

And what would have happened had
Jean really quit?
glamorous close-ups

!

No more of those
No more of that

catchy, contagious voice speaking wisecracks that roll 'em in the aisles
No more
of those heart-throbbing love scenes
No
more of—but hold
Let the dead past bury
its dead.
Jean is back again
!

!

!

And now we
sume

its

hope that Metro will re-

interesting

plan

of

co-starring

Jean Harlow and Marie Dressier, for here
would be one of the most fascinating teams
in screen history— the genial, warm-hearted, sympathetic Marie and the lovely, spirited Harlow with her youthful radiance
and exuberant humor. Miss Dressier has
just been signed to a new one-year contract and Jean, of course, will be working
under her newly signed agreement.

SCREENLAND

hard Ralston Arlen, Jr., "star" of "Babyhe Ice-Box," with his two supporting
r

ers, Sally Eilers

te first

?ad

and

why Dick

baby son in

>

Arlen, Sr.

close-up of this great

new

Left,
star.

Arlen put

pictures, in

funniest story of the

e

season

—

squawking his head off!"
ograph?" I wanted to know.
said Dick modestly.
the nurse brought the young actor
a knitted cap set rakishly askew. He
and me disdainfully. Memory stirred
I had been present at his birth,
ler and spit up his lunch,
.ired regretfully.
"He used to be able
nit his stomach turning."
Ider," Dick explained tactfully, and
:count of Elmer's entry into pictures,
ling they brought over some of the
had worn in a couple of pictures and
>akie

:

1

'

think Elmer would wear

1

nd they
;r

finally

had

to get

them? He
him some

happen

to consent to letting
persisted, harking back to

him

my

I

act
orig-

rht.

we thought

it would be a gag.
Bewould be nice for him when he
this hunk of film with both of us in it.
)w if it was such a good idea or not.
performance better than I do and
vhen he gets old enough to distinguish

)u

^ht

it

—

—

rood acting, he's likely to think I'm not
hot and get just a trifle conde-

;o

;cending.

"Do you know," Dick went
Helen Hayes' own baby

vvas

on, "that

she had

-

for

April

1934
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acting with her in 'The Sin of Madelon
Not many people know that.
Claudet'?
Helen wanted that film as a sort of record
I thought it was a pretty
for the child.
swell idea.
"I don't know that I'd want Elmer to
keep on with his career right now but I
know this much: No matter what actors
say about not wanting their children to go
on the screen and stage, there isn't a one
of them who, down in his heart, doesn't
secretly hope when the kids grow up that's
what they'll choose as a profession. That's
ego again. It's like a man founding a business in the hope that when junior grows
up he'll carry it on. Or like a man wanting a son to perpetuate his name."

Dick was warming

who can

up.

REDUCE
THREE INCHES

waist and hips

WON'T COST YOU ONE

...IT

TESTo

o o

in

CENTI

tike

PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE
l'-;.,

... at our expense

I

There's no one

get quite as excited as he does

e want you to try

when he
no respecter of persons.

over comparatively nothing and
gets

wound up

he's

THE PERFOLASTIC GIRDLE

"Why shouldn't kids be actors? If
I won't even say
they're successful actors
good actors, I'll just say if they're successthey can make more money
ful actors
than they can in any other line of work.
Why, most of this mousetrap crowd out
here in Hollywood today couldn't make $50
a week at anything else if their lives de-

—

at

—

pended on

our expense!

REDUCED MY WAIST AND
I HIPS
9 INCHES," writes Miss
Jean Healy. ."I reduced from 43 inches to 34^2 inches". . .writes Miss
Brian
. "Massages like magic"
writes Miss Carroll
."The fat
seems to have melted away". . .writes
Mrs. McSorley.
.

it.

"Elmer gets $25 an hour when he works.
We started a bank account for him with

.

.

.

.

He ought to be
he's earned.
proud when he's a little older to
have a nest egg and know that he made

his

ten days or

money

pretty

.

.

.

• So many of our customers are delighted with the wonderful results

himself."
success changed him any?" I asked
anxiously.
"Dun't esk!" said Dick, his face drop"You know how democratic he used
ping.
to be ? Speak to anybody ? Not any more.
He and Baby LeRoy look the other way
when they pass each other. That's bad
enough but if that were all I wouldn't take
it to heart because they'd never met until
Elmer started working on this picture. I
suppose it's only natural for LeRoy to feel
that Elmer's being groomed to take his
place and, accordingly, resent him.
"Say !" he ejaculated suddenly. "I'll bet
that W. C. Fields put Elmer up to acting
that way. Bill and LeRoy have a feud on.
They've never liked each other but Bill
can't do anything about it because he's so
much bigger than LeRoy. I'll bet he's been
running from one to the other carrying
tales in the hope that if they started scrapping LeRoy would get his new tooth
knocked out."
"Well, after all," I said, "that's nothing
to get worked up over.
Just go to LeRoy

This Famous Reducing Girdle will prove
now you can be
your slimmer self without strenuous exercise, diet or drugs!
The girdle is ventilated to allow the skin to breathe and
works constantly while you walk, work, or
sit
its massage-like action gently but
.
persistently eliminating
fat
with every

tell him what's happened and then tell
Elmer he can't trust Bill Fields."
"Sure," said Dick gloomily.
"If that
was all there was to it, it might be easy
enough to straighten things out, but it

Don't Wait any Longer
Act Today
© You can prove to yourself quickly and

it

"Has

obtained with this Perforated Rubber Reducing Girdle that we want
you to try it for 10 days at our
expense!
Massage-Like Action Reduces Quickly!

•

a great boon to you, for

move you make.

Keeps Your Body Cool and Fresh
Perfolastic may be worn next to

• The

the skin with perfect safety, for a special
inner surface of satinized cloth protects
the body.
So soft and smooth, it prevents
any friction. So porous, it actually absorbs
perspiration.
This "inner surface" keeps
your body perfectly cool and fresh.

and

.

"Elmer and Gunder Crosby were born

.

now
YOUR
W

—

take them out together

\J i\

/

.

.

.

.

.
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without Exercise,
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1
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This

.

.

of the Perfolastic
Features the New

Illustration

Girdle Also

Perfolastic Uplift Brassiere

SEND FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFERI

PERFOLASTIC, INC.
DEPT.

feel bad."

there's no sense letting a kid
that way," I retorted. "Why don't
you give him a good talking to?"
"I did," said Dick mournfully.
"You
know what he did? He never said a word.
Just looked at me disgustedly."
Elmer passed through the room briefly,
on his nurse's arm. I glanced at him but
he wasn't looking at me so I took a good
{Continued on page 94)

.

.

.

.

Dr

hoping that away from the studio Elmer
will forget he's a star and be himself again,
he high-hats Gunder.
Just sits there
jingling his money and rattles that he
bought himself and knowing darned well
that all the money and rattles Gunder's got
are what his old man bought him.
It

makes Gunder

.

.

practically in the same bed and they've
been lifelong friends or were until Elmer
Now, Elmer won't
went into pictures.
speak to Gunder any more. And even that

When we

.

definitely in 10 days whether or not this
very efficient girdle will reduce you. You
try it for
do not need to risk one penny
then send it back if you are
10 days
not completely astonished at the wonderful
and your money will be imresults
mediately refunded.

goes deeper than that.

isn't all.

.

.

734, 41

NEW

"Well,

grow up

REDUCED MY HIPS
9 INCHES"

"I

writes Miss Healy

May the PerfoGirdle has
reduced
my hips nine inches. This
reduction was made without
the slightest diet."

"Since last
lastie

Miss

JEAN HEALY
299 Park Avenue,
New York City

REDUCED MY HIPS
from 43 to 34'/2 INCHES"
"I

*'l

.

writes Miss Brian
measured 43 inches
.

EAST 42nd STREET
YORK, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part, please
describing and illustrating the
Girdle and Uplift Brassiere,
perforated Rubber and particulars of your

BOOKLET
Reducing

send

me FREE

new

Perfolastic

also

sample

10 -DAY

of

FREE

TRIAL OFFER.

.

through

the

hips,

and

weighed 135 pounds. In one
year I was down to normal,
weighing 120 pounds, measuring 3 4M: inches around

Name
Address-

the hips."

Miss B.

BRIAN

Hotel Victoria
New York City

City.

Use Coupon

or

Send

Name and

-State
Address on Penny Post Card
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-^/e£c^ Enjoys
that

Good Times

the

<

come

to Girls

with

CAMAY COMPLEXIONS!

humdrum

notice the texture of your skin.

Pure,

creamy-white

Enjoy the good things the

Camay Com-

comes

in

Get out of the
life.

world has to

rut of a

Every day brings good times,
if a girl

has a

Camay Complexion.

WIN YOUR BEAUTY CONTEST
For everyday you live
above

—

So

get yourself a

plexion

offer.

—

you compete

like

in a

Helen

Beauty

Why, you can't even go
walk down the street, but

—

—

and often romance.
Camay, the Soap of Beautiful

ration

yes,

Women, is pure, creamy-white and
unusually mild

— the modern way

to care for your skin.

Use

it

one

for a

the improvement in your looks.

—

A MAY

Camay

gloriously fresh. It attracts admi-

month, and you'll be delighted with

—

delicately fragrant,

a skin soft as velvet and

Contest.

what someone's eyes search your
face
judge your looks
and

and

a green and yellow vjrapper, in Cellophane.

Get a supply of Camay

The

price

is

today.

amazingly low.

Copr. 1934. Procter

The Soap of Beautiful

& Gamble C'c

Women

—

An Open
to

Letter

Anna Sten

from '"T^t&^W
ANNA
DEAR
We

STEN:

I'm glad you're here!
needed you how we needed you! What
with Garbo striding about the screen in boots
in "Queen Christina," and Marlene Dietrich taking to
long, voluminous skirts in "The Scarlet Empress," and
Katharine Hepburn attired in calico as a mountain
gal in "Trigger," we were getting rather austere and

and All-for-Art. And now you appear. And
we know why we recognized Russia.
"Nana" is a tonic for tired screens, and you are
sensible

"Nana." I'm afraid that some of us nice polite moviegoers had been thinking all along that Nana was just

one of the characters in "Peter Pan." We know different now!
"Nana" is a dash of the Dietrich we
knew in "The Blue Angel" singing Falling In Love
Again; only Nana's song is Who Cares? but it seems

mean about the same
name for a girl like you!
to

thing.

—

Anna

—
— and

what

a

begins to look as if you're
going to be worth all that half -million dollars that
Sam Goldwyn spent on you.
You're teaching us a new language, Anna Sten.
But I admire you most because you learned our language first! For over a year you worked and studied.
Not easy, learning to speak English without a trace of
an accent. But you persevered. All those months you
hid your breathless beauty in a little home on the Pacific at Santa Monica
not for you the high spots of
it

—
—work—work.
And now want
your new American
story
heard about you — hope you won't mind.

Hollywood, but work
I

a

friends

to tell

I've

I

makes me like you. Seems that you rented your
beach house from Franchot Tone, who left a lot of
Your English teacher recommended
his books there.
"recreational reading," and so you decided to browse
It

in Franchot's library.

Hugh

Here

Anna Sten reading the book that made her cry!
have read the Open Letter on this page you
know why the Russian star of "Nana" was so
touched by Hugh Walpole's novel.
is

When you
will

The

first

book you selected was

Walpole's "Rogue Herries," that robust novel
of Georgian life and love. Then, because it was next
on the shelf, you read "Judith Paris," in which Walpole continued his social history of the Herries family.
You liked that, so you ordered the next in the series,
"The Fortress," and finally the last, "Vanessa." And
you read through that long book and, toward the
finish, on Page 598, you came upon these words:
"They had been seeing 'Tempest' with the new RusShe had excited Benjie and
sian actress, Anna Sten.
he would have given anything to be able to kiss her
adorable and most mysterious almond eyes."
And as you read those lines, Anna Sten, you cried.
No wonder! Already a success in your native Russia;
then a celebrated English author pays you rare tribute. And now America joins in the applause.
What's the Russian for "Three cheers"?
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Exclusive to you!
Never before has
the screen's fore-

crooning
actor permitted
his authorized

Many happy

autobiography to

small picture at

appear. Intimate

page shows Bing

most

facts

and

recol-

lections of his

life

are told here for
the first time in

any magazine

The

Crosbys!
the

of

top

the

as a tiny baseball

hero

Below:

.

when the boy
grew older; then
as a youthful dia-

mond

star;

finally,

and

when he

began his real
crooning career.

Editor's Note: What has this Bing Crosby that makes him the hottest thing in the field of pictures, radio, and canned music? It isn't
his looks because, although he has a pleasant face, there are handsomer men on the screen. It isn't altogether his voice because there
have been singers who could put a song over as well. It isn't altogether his acting because there are equally deft farceurs. Perhaps it's
a combination of all those things. Perhaps it's just Bing. At any
rate, unable to figure out a satisfactory answer ourselves, SCREENLAND
has persuaded Bing to write his life story for you, hoping that somewhere in the account of his travels, trials and tribulations, you will
discover the secret of his charm.

DOES

it

smack of conceit

to say that as a kid I

used to dream of the day

I should be asked for
story ? I wonder
Or does everyone
hope that some day he'll be successful enough

my

life

and important enough

!

to have magazines and newspapers clamoring for interviews? I don't mean that I
have reached that point. I only mean I wonder if that
is what everyone longs for.
I'll be honest, at the risk of being considered egotisti-

for

April

1934

My

19

Real Life Story
As

told to

S.

R.

Mook

and admit I used to hope that would happen some day, although
must also admit I never had anything more than a forlorn hope
that I'd ever be anything other than a little Spokane punk.
cal,
I

1 used to treasure anecdotes, intimate, revealing incidents that I
thought would look well in print, but now, as I sit here, trying to
make a beginning I find that I'm just one of those muggs whose
memory reaches no farther back than the day before yesterday.
Instead of bringing everything out into sharp relief so you can

get a true perspective on your life, Time plays you dirt and dulls
everything.
Disappointments and heartaches that seemed so keen
and all-important at the time, are either completely forgotten or are
blurred to the point of actual inconsequence. And good times are
magnified and intensified out of all proportion to the joy we had
from them at the moment. Maybe it is better that we look back on
If we could live
the vista of years through rose-colored glasses.
over the unpleasant things of life and feel them as keenly years
afterwards as we felt them at the moment of their occurrence, I'm
afraid we should all be pretty bitter.
For instance, I can remember how my mother used to take us all
out to a lake every summer, during vacation. It was cheaper than
staying in town where the seven of us would be pestering her for
money to go to picture shows,
for ice-cream sodas, for car-

fare and other incidentals
usually
every minute.
stayed a few weeks.
I've always been nuts about

We

swimming and one summer I
persuaded one of the ladies
ran the camp to give me
job carrying water and
wood, in exchange for my
By doing
food and board.
(Continued on page 77)

who

a

Above, the Rhythm Boys before the
mike. It was as a member of this
trio that Bing began his climb.
Right, the girls get a break!

When

Crosby is cornered there's nothing
to do but authograph his way out!
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EDITOR'S NOTE:
In presenting this sensational "Warning," SCREENLAND
sincerely wishes to be of service to those beloved movie stars
who have contributed so much to the pleasure of world audiences. Dr. Louis E. Bisch, one of America's most eminent
neuro-pyschiatrists, sounds the constructive note in his admonition to screen favorites and we believe his advice will
prove of stimulating interest not only to Hollywood's darlings
but to you, their public. Let us know what you think!

—

—

a strange thing about Hollywood stars you
"can't help lovin' 'em"
Indeed, this personality interest exceeds by far even one's interest
in the films produced.
And is this not, after all, perfectly natural? Seeing
them so often and in so many different roles you get to
know the movie actors from many angles. Gradually
their whole personality seems to reveal itself.
You experience a feeling of intimacy. And before you know
it they are your friends.
That is precisely why I am writing this article. I
have been observing Hollywood with a professional eye
I have had the privilege of knowing
for many years.
in the flesh
yes, actually of advising in a medical capacity
some of the best known film players.
And since these good folk surely are your friends as
well as mine, I want to tell you why I am concerned

IT'S
simply

Th e beautiful
Barbara La-

Marr as she
looked when
she was the ack now led ged
glamor girl of
the screen as

—

popular in
the silent film
days as Crawford

is

today.

!

— —

about them.

Say what you like, no more strenuous labor exists
than that of the motion picture actor or actress. The

mere physical exertion of performing on any movie lot
is taxing enough even if it does not involve hanging on
to a runaway horse or doing a parachute jump from an

DANGER AHEAD!
CrawEmpress
of Emotion.

Joan
ford,

,

!

for

April

,

1934
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to Hollywood Stars
If this is

What

bears the brunt of the strain in particular, however, are not the muscles but the mind and
the nervous system sometimes, indeed, to an extent that
becomes well-nigh unendurable.
Surely it is not to be wondered at that every screen
lot witnesses so many cases of "nerves" and sometimes
airplane.

;

the most daring article

ever aimed

at

member—the

even downright breakdowns.
In this connection one at once thinks of certain names.
Barbara La Marr and Alma Rubens, for instance. And
then those others
Valentino, Wallace Reid, Ernest
Torrence.
I must confess that last winter, when
Bob Montgomery did a week of "personal appearances" in New
York and invited me backstage for a "chin-chin," my
pleasure at renewing an old friendship carried with it a
:

what five years
Hollywood had done to him.
Here surely is a young man who climbed to fame
through his own efforts and hard work. And when I
recalled the rather frail and high-strung lad he was when
he acted in my own "Complex" on Broadway (dare I
definite professional curiosity to discover

of

but

it

movie
truth

actors, re-

may

hurt,

must be spoken!

By
Louis E.
Bisch,
M..D.J Ph.D.

—

confess I write plays?), back in 1925
once, in the capacity of stage manager, being so nervous that he rang
down the curtain before the act was finished well, I

—

just

wondered

Happily, however, I found Montgomery more mature,
more robust and more stable than I had ever known
him before. Possibly there was a little more sophistication about him, which probably was to be expected. On
the whole, however, he was still the same frank, agreeable,

vivacious youth as of

(Continued on page 80)

STOP, LOOK, LISTEN!

Valen t ino
who was the
r e a t e s t

matinee
idol the
i

e s

mov-

ever

knew.

Robert Montgomery

Comedy-Dra ma
King.

Gar bo, Glamor In Person.
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tell

the truth about their

Screen Reunion!

for

April

The

—

—

!

1934

ONLY
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they agreed to play together again!
these great screen lovers really

TWO
at

Gaynor and Farrell since
Read it if you would know how
feel about each other— now!

authorized interview given by

of the happiest young people in Hollywood
moment are Janet Gaynor and Charles

this

Farrell

The reason

for their supreme joy lies in the
two are once again to be united on the
After a separation of more than a year, Janet
screen.
and Charlie are about to resume their screen lovefact that these

making.

Soon you

will see their first picture of this reunion.
a screen version of Kathleen Norris' story, "Manhattan Love Song," but is likely to reach theatres with
another title.
Both Janet and Charlie must recognize the peril of
unfavorable publicity. I
their re-unition. That peril is
also call it unfair publicity, because all of the malicious
gossip that has surrounded them since Miss Gaynor's
divorce from Lydell Peck is based on lies.
Farrell is married
and happily so to Virginia Valli.
maintains
soft spot in his heart for the girl
if
he
a
But
then why mar that
of his first real romance Janet
remember, I say if
feeling with ugly stories. And if
Janet still cares for Charlie, is that not her privilege, or
is it necessary for gossips
It is

—

—

—

—
—

The

reason for the re-joining of Miss Gaynor
is that the public has demanded
their reunion.
I asked Charlie if this were not true.
"I can only judge by my letters from fans," he answered. "I have received thousands and thousands of
letters demanding that I star again with Janet.
Many
writers blame me for the breaking up of the team, and
they have reviled me. I presume that these same letterreal

and Farrell on the screen

writers have made demands on the studio, and that Fox
officials, recognizing the box-office value of re-joining
us, have acted accordingly."
Janet, too, has received myriads of letters requesting
her to enact again her screen romances with Charlie,
rather than with other leading men.
"I'm happy to work with Mr. Farrell again," she said.
"We are the best of- friends professionally and personally.

Not only have

I

always enjoyed working with him,

but our co-starring pictures have invariably been successful."
"Will you re-make 'Seventh Heaven'?" I asked Janet.
"No, won't," she answered. "In that picture, we attained a beautifully romantic spirit that could never be
reached in a talking picThe talkies are too
ture.
1.

{Continued on page 94)
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WHAT
Is

Katharine a screen

and a stage flop?
Everybody wants to
know the truth
hit

about her stage play.
Here's the real story,

told

frankly and
fearlessly

HE'S

runner-up to Garbo." "She's a promising
actress with a striking but immobile
countenance, a voice that is monotonous and un-

By

young

pleasing to the ear, and gestures that are reminiscent of graduation day."
"Some day she will be our greatest actress, perhaps
as great as Duse." "She's a young actress with a rather
monotonous delivery, playing at being Duse."

"She has an ardor and emotional warmth that drag
the heart out of your body." "She's a stick that couldn't
wring a tear from a weeping willow."
"She's divine!" "She's disappointing!"
"She's a poem!" "She's a wet smack!"
Take your choice, ladies and gentlemen, from among
this random collection of comments, written and oral, on
There
the subject of filmdom's Katharine the Great.
If
something
taste.
not,
ought to be
here to suit every
Look up
there's a wealth of others you can pick from.
the files of the fan magazines. Look up the screen reviews of the Sunday newspapers and the smart periodiLook up the New York public prints of December
cals.
You'll find their pages
27th and the days following.
studded with Katharine Hepburn's name in garlands of
Arm yourselves with what
contradictory adjectives.
ammunition you need. Whether you belong to the reverently worshipful, the coolly judicial or the definitely

Ida
Zettlin

Here

is

Hepburn

as

she looked when she
made her entrance
in the first act of her

stage play,

"The

Lake," in her role of
an English girl who

—

loves twice and
both times disastrously.

Read in

this

story what Katharine thought of herself in the play.

for

April

19
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3 4

Happened
to Hepburn
on Broadway!
"You'll have a scoop!" Hepburn

promised Ida Zeitlin, who secured
the only screen magazine interview given by the star in New York

KHmilVHIMilili
antagonistic school doesn't matter.
But to some school
you must belong, or find yourselves cut off from half the
dinner-table arguments in America.
Myself, I am among the "antis." I'm sorry, you whose
I can only plead in extenuasensibilities I'm offending.
tion that I've done my best to see the light. I've watched
her performances, willing, eager to be moved, trying
earnestly to find what so many had found before me.
But pushover though I am for tear-jerkers in any form
I've sat through them all cold as the heart of a kidnapper. Intelligence, distinction of appearance, vitality
(Continued on page 90)
those things I could see.

——
—

—

Stage

photo-

graphs

Miss

of

Hepburn

in

—

Hollywood's Three H's Hepburn, Hopkins, and
Hayes came back to Broadway at the same time.
Now turn the page and read the fate of the
other two!

"The

Lake," a Jed Harris production, hy

Yandamm Studio,
New York.

In the second act
of

"The

Lake"

Hepburn appeared as a bride,

wearing this
striking gown designed for her by
Howard Greer of

Hollywood.

The

screen star of
"Little

Women"

received mixed
notices on her return to Broad-

way.

One

called her

a

critic
"still

promisin

young

actress.

Blanche Bates, stage favorite of yesteryear,
came back to Broadway to support Hepburn,
playing the heroine's understanding aunt.

!
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Star's

Return

First of the Three Hollywood H's to go back

to

Broadway, Miriam Hopkins was also the

first

to find the "legit" audiences less

warm

than the movie fans. Read how she feels
about her footlight experience and her
future film career

By Leonard Hall
Miriam Hopkins
brought gasps of admiration from Manhattan theatre-goers
when she appeared on
the stage in "Jezebel"
as a belle of the Old
South in this lovely

gown; but her play
brought "Poohs" from
the critics.

Miss
in
''Jezebel," a
Guthrie McClin-

Portrait of

Hopkins

lic

V

production by
a n d a
m

Studio,

m

N. Y.

THREE

glamorous Aitches of Hollywood sped
Eastward last fall to resuscitate the swooning
Drammer.
They were the Misses Hayes
(Helen), Hepburn (Katharine), and Hopkins
(Miriam).
Once the choo-choo had dumped its precious freight
in New York, the Drammer came to, and opened one
Surely, with these three gilded chickabiddies on
eye.
the job, Broadway was itself again.
Well, let's see. Miss Hayes has scored a terrific wallop in "Mary of Scotland," and once more queens it
over the theatre.
Hepburn, though sadly over-anticipated by fawning thousands, still trots along in her play,

"The Lake," before milling throngs of pop-eyed schoolLa Belle Hopkins, alas, was first to fall
She opened on Broadway in a play called "Jezebel,"
once destined for Talloo Bankhead until that feminine
bromo seltzer fell ill. Playing a daughter of The Old
girls.

South, a part fit for one of Gawgia's fairest flowers,
Miriam looked like a distillation of all that is loveliest
in Southern Womanhood
a cloud of white chiffon, blue
eyes, rebellious hair, and those alabaster shoulders over
which male film fans moon, sicken and die.

—

But it was no dice. Dramatic critics
"Pooh" and shot "Jezebel" from
under the star with their heaviest shells.
The citizens fell upon the play with
bestial cries, and beat it to death with
public apathy. After five weeks "Jezebel"
turned up its toes, sighed faintly and
died.
Miriam Hopkins said "That's
that," gave her troupe a champagne party
on the last night, and left the platform
to the mice and the old dead dreams.
Little woman, what now?
It was to
discover precisely that which nerved me
said

to dare the

uptown

glares of Mile.
on the

Hopkins' grand hotel
Avenoo.
"Miss Hopkins asks

come up,"

house phone.
I

popped

York

you to
on the

said the voice

"Suite 3311."

into the lift

elevators

are

—

lifts,

—

all

New

please,

and mused
east of Fifth Avenoo
on what manner of Miriam Hopkins I should find in good old
3311.
I

ses,

remembered several Hopkinall

(Continued on page 72)

—

!
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Hail, Hayes!
Helen, alone of the Three H's, swept all before her in her return to the stage. The

Queen of troupers captivated New
York as "Mary of Scotland." She gives you,
Little

and fearless opinion of
Broadway and Hollywood

here, her frank

Also by Mr. Hall, who makes 'em

talk'.

In the Theatre

THE

other day I stood in the wings of a great
New York theatre and heard a tremendous burst
of applause explode in the face of a little fivefoot-nothing actress named Helen Hayes.
On the stage Helen had just finished another of those
feats of magic that make her unique on stage and screen.
By sheer acting horse-power she had convinced 1,200
people that she was not a plain, mousy little woman kneehigh to a duck, but was really Mary, Queen of Scots
six feet tall and so beautiful that her loveliness knocked
half the lairds of Scotland for a braw, bricht loop and a
couple of hoot mons.
Helen, in short, was up to her old tricks.
refugee
from Hollywood after two years before the camera, she
had captured Broadway again.
Once more she was
queen of her beloved theatre, star of "Mary of Scotland," the rip-roaring hit of the town
Her eyes were shining as she came off the scene.
"Can't hear that in Hollywood !" she chortled. "Come
right into the dressing-room."
I did.
So did her maid. And so did a chubby little
doctor who was treating Helen for some very sore toes.
The shoes she wears on the stage to build her up from
five feet to five-feet-four were playing hob with her
precious pinkies. As the doctor probed and Helen winced

Guild's production
of Maxwell Anderson's lyrical drama

about the

ill-fated

Mary Queenof Scots,
Helen Hayes is frequently called upon
to

dominate a stage

peopled with imposing characters from

But Helen
equal to the task.

history.
is

A

daintily,

My

we

talked.

remark was a dumb crack, but necessary. I
knew the answer before I opened my mouth.
"Are you glad to be back in the theatre, after Hollyfirst

wood?"
La Hayes was entitled to brain me with
powder puff, but she didn't.

a

"Glad?" she answered, "I'm too happy to be
The play is so beautiful and so successful,
and you know as well as I do that the theatre is
my first love, and my last. And then, of course,
I'm home!"
Now it was the wife and mama, not just the
true

!

speaking.
"Charlie, (that's husband MacArthur, the playwright), and I bought a house up in Nyack a
year ago. It's a colonial place, just four doors
from Ben Hecht.
(Hecht is the other divine
madman, who collaborates with Charlie on plays

artist,

and movies).

'When I'm on Broadway, we

live

there,

the lot of us. I drive up there every night
after the play.
have fine times."
Isn't it heart-warming to know that this

We

little

vagabond

(Continued

on

page

70)

Photograph

of

Miss Hayes by

Vandamm,

iV.

Y,

—

!

!
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Those camera kisses!
are they felt ?

How deeply

The screen's leading

romancer knows— and

tells

Ann Harding,
Leslie's favorite

leading

woman,

was his love in
"Animal King-

do

m

they'll

By

s t a r

What

'

'

,

and

soon co-

again.
is

this

thing called
"movie love"?

Ben

Maddox

Is

Movie Love

Too
'A\

Real?

EN'T you wondered?
Do movie love scenes tempt the stars?
When the virile hero reaches for the luscious

lady, enfolds her so firmly in his arms, and
at each other in those intimate
close-ups
is it just make-believe?

when they gaze adoringly

Embraces which display

a technique you crave to conthey leap the border-line of mere acting? In
the tenderest moments which often are hours in the
filming, then are they artists concerned with their Art,
or are they very human ?
I thought I would query Leslie Howard, because he
is back in Hollywood and because most women seem to
agree that, concerning the finer points of romance, he
should have the best answers.
He does, pals, he does What I particularly approve of in the fascinating Mr. Howard is his delightful
candor. Naturally, being a married man, he has to be
tact

Leslie

— do

!

Howard

Answers!

respectfully discreet. Yet, being the one and only subtle
Leslie, he is far too intelligent to stall.
"Screen love?"
He registered concentration. (He
does that by leaning his face on his right hand in classic
thinker style.)
"Certainly it's thrilling to the participants, assuredly
it's liable to be too realistic, and of course movie kisses
are dangerous
Why, cinema sweethearts have all the
external qualities of romance presented to them on a
!"
silver platter
!

Nothing evasive about Mr. Howard

"When millions of fans are entranced by a gorgeous
screen girl, can her hero be a man of iron? He probably
should be, I'll admit.
But," and he suddenly stared
piercingly at me, "could you be nonchalant?"
I reminded him that he was the interviewee, and he replied
he didn't believe it would be normal to be utterly casual.
Almost

finished with

"Of Human Bondage,"

his first

—

,

for

April

1934
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American production since the memorable "Berkeley
Square," he had slipped over to his manager's office to
visit with me while his associates at Radio went into
a huddle to decide how to wind up the plot.
"If it wouldn't sound facetious or be a bad pun, I
might confess that

I

myself learned

much about women

from Hollywood !" Now I was getting somewhere. I
urged him to elaborate.
"Well, you see the leading ladies here are superStage heroines, for instance, climb to the top
In the theatre a girl
their acting merits.
need only be passable as regards her face. The audience's distance automatically endows her with sufficient
glamor. You get what I'm driving at? While one may
admire a fine technician, one isn't struck giddy by her
alluring.
strictly

—

!

on

Leslie's

appeal-

ing

daugh-

little

ter,

named

him,
constant
ter

is

mate and

afhis

playthe

apple of his eye.
Here are the two
in a characteristic

moment

during Mr.
Howard's recent
sojourn in old
England.

knack for acting.
"Here in Hollywood, surface sex appeal reigns triumphant. The heroines, thanks to the close-ups, must
be positively appetizing.
Delectable
The public
must literally see why the
lady is so enchanting to
!

the hero.

More and more

sheer ability is counting,
but a beautiful personality
has so far been an adequate substitute."
His blue eyes sparkling
with that constant intensity which is so exclusively his,
his

he

subject.

warmed

tense can start you guessing about your partner's
reactions
if you are bold.
"You say to yourself,
'Now here's a person capable of feeling the ardor
she pretends for the sake
of the story.' The director orders you to put en-

to

Alternately

he lounged lazily behind
a massive desk and then

thusiasm into your scenes.

Ah,

strode vigorously up and
down the room. There is
a charm about him which
is as evident in person as
on screen or stage.
"It's all very well and
diplomatic to declare that
working in movie love
scenes is purely business.
But if you are a sensitive,

Few

—

dare to be as frank

Leslie

high-lighted with cases of

actor— you are predisposed for romance. You
yourself

problem

Howard. But
Hollywood's history is

as

emotional person and
you have to be to be an

remind

a

it's

whether you're single, or
married and in peaceful
relationship with your
own wife !"
Where high-pressure
film affection has frequently led, we know.

screen thrills that

up

wound

Offscreen friendships become
more serious when the
two friends are cast together in love sequences

that

you're acting, but the preHere, below, is the lovely
Howard residence in Surrey,
England a four-hundred year-old Tudor home.

in

real

flame.

—often.

Joan Crawford
and Franchot Tone currently, as Garbo and Gil-

—

bert

in

the

silent

days,

exemplify this tendency.
But to return to Mr.

Howard's

Leslie Howard leads the field
when it comes to subtle

revelations.

"English

girls
screen
are not so troublesome to
the actor," he continued.
"The British fans haven't
been educated up to the
In
high standard of beauty Hollywood has achieved.
London, when they cast a film, they just hire a competent actress and turn her loose on the set.
She shifts
for herself.
The infinite pains taken here to enhance
Consequently, it's
a lady's looks are not taken there.
easier on the actor's conscience in Britain
"I should interpret this variation thus.
In America
the film stars have established themselves as the supreme

masculine charm. He's now
in "Of Human Bondage."

influences.

The average

girJ

(Continued on page 95)
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Edited by

School
"Loy"

is

Holly-

wood

language
for Lure! Myrna's
is

a very

special

kind— she is subtly

sophisticated
but never glaringly
Lace for mystery, bangs for
Myrna offers a
piquancy!
devastating combination of
both with this chapeau!

We

glamorous.
present the

Princess of Poise!

Myrna's four-piece tweed ensemble, shown below, is in
red and blue checks on white,
with a knitted blouse.

Above, luscious Loy in a dazzling dinner
dress of deep blue satin which flaunts an
extremely high neckline, with diamond cutouts at bodice accented with brilliants and
full capelet sleeves.

Left, here's Myrna's beach ensemble without the coat.
It consists of a sleeveless
blouse with an anchor in blue, matching
linen shorts, and a separate buttoned skirt
with a blue suede belt. Myrna's advance
vacation suggestion!

Photographs of Miss Loy posed exclusively
for Scree nla nd by Clarence Sinclair Bull.
Clothes by I. Magnin.

.
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Maurice
Denies
Give Chevalier

It!

chance to
defend himself! Don't con-«
demn him until you have
heard his side of the story!
Screenland, in the interests
a

of fair play, asked the

Frenchman
inside

facts.

must read

ONE

day

last fall a rich little

was dropped

famous

to give us the

In all justice you
his

explanation

nugget of scandal

into the hospitable lap of Holly-

wood.

CHEVALIER BREAKS WITH LUBITSCH. CHEVALIER REFUSES TO WORK WITH MacDONALD. CHEVALIER
SAYS HE'S BIG ENOUGH TO CARRY A PICTURE BY HIMSELF. CHEVALIER DISSATISFIED WITH LUBITSCH DIRECTION. CHEVALIER WILL NOT PLAY MERRY WIDOW IF
LUBITSCH DIRECTS.
Tongues wagged and rumors flew. "What do you
suppose happened? What's it all about? Why doesn't
he deny it?
How dreadful! How amusing! But
Lubitsch and he were such friends, my dear. I have it
on the best authority. Then, he ought to deny it. They
say he's jealous of MacDonald's success. But he couldn't
be.
He's not that sort of person. I met him once
But it's spread all over the papers and he hasn't denied
it.
So it must be true " And so on and on and on
through all the delightful variations the theme afforded.
Meantime Chevalier, blissfully unconscious, was

—

—

speeding across the ocean for a well-earned rest in
France. Three months later he returned to a hailstorm
of questions.
"How about 'The Merry Widow'? How about
Lubitsch? How about MacDonald? Why don't you
want to play with MacDonald? What have you got
against Lubitsch?
Is it true that you said," etc., etc.,
_

etc.

"No, no, no, no!" cried Chevalier, aghast, bewildered,
indignant, incredulous.
"I have not said these things!"
"But you haven't denied it. You should have denied
it.
didn't you deny it?"
like a mocking chorus

Why

—

Do you want

to see Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald
together again in "The Merry Widow"? We hope that
by the time you are reading this, these two will be
reunited on the screen. See what Maurice says!

April
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heard in a bad dream.
I
found him standing
in the middle of his hotel
room, his hands thrust
deep into his trouser
pockets, his eyes like

By Ida

those of a woebegone child who's been swiftly and aiddenlv kicked in the pants for no reason that he can
:

discover.

know," he
"I would swear
— "Youcould
meet God tomorrow — that

in front of

said,

if I

these things

The

I

God

have not said

!"

effect of that interpolated

utter simplicity

the profession to

in

bad about someone.
sides, I would have

— spoken with
— was curiously

phrase

and no thought of humor

moving, bearing witness as it did to the depth and
honesty of his distress. So far as I'm concerned, I'd
as soon take Maurice Chevalier's unadorned word for
the truth of a statement as any oath sworn to before a
bar human or divine.
But it was easy to understand
why he should have felt the need for emphasis. The
legend had grown pretty firmly entrenched during his
absence. And he hadn't
so they told him
denied it.
"How can I deny it?" inquired Maurice patiently,
"before I have heard it?
In America nothing was

—

—

talk

Bebe
crazy to even hint such a
thing about Lubitsch.
I

Zeitlin

to

owe him too much. It is
against my thoughts
it is as
it is against my feelings
far from the truth as the earth from the moon
it
" he
cast about almost desperately for some word that would
adequately convey his feeling on the subject, then gave
it up.
"Well, anyhow, the proof is that from the boat
to France I sent a letter and Charles Laughton sent a
letter to Lubitsch,' saying how we would be happy if we
could work, the three of us, in a story Lubitsch has in
the back of his head for Laughton and me.
And I
hope," he continued drily, "I hope I can say without
praising myself too much that I am not the fellow who
says behind a man's back I don't want to work with him
and then writes him a letter that I do."
Deeply disturbed though he was, he spoke quietly,
sitting still in his chair.
He has none of the staccato
gestures we have come to associate, rightly or wrongly,
with the typical Gallic temperament. His feeling was
apparent only in an occasional shrug, a tilt of the brows,
a compression of the lips, a slight roughening of the

—
——

—

voice.

"When

I

him what

I

read Thalberg's wire,

I wired back, telling
have not said. Meantime there came a letter from Lubitsch, sent two weeks
before.
As I have not denied anything about those
articles, he thought I was meaning them and answered
something in the papers. Am I blaming him for that?
No, a thousand times. I understand how he was hurt.
I in his place would have felt the same.
Then I wired
him personally, saying exactly what I have said to Thalberg, and he sent me a very (Continued on page 83)

have said and what

I

Did you

believe those

stories about

Chevalier refusing to
act again under Ernst
Lubitsch's direction?

Remember their triumphs as star and di"The Love
Parade" and "The

rector of

Smiling Lieutenant?"

Read what Maurice
really thinks of Ernst!

—

printed till I am on the boat at least I have seen
nothing.
In France I do not read the American
papers.
At first yes at first I got all the clippings
from everywhere. I thought it would be
nice, you know?
lots of fun
to read them. But
in this clipping someone was saying I am a genius
in that clipping someone was saying I am the
most terrible actor in the world. Well " his eyebrows went up and he gestured helplessly, " it
drives me crazy. So no more clippings."
His first intimation of what was going on came
in a wire from Irving Thalberg to Paris, telling
him he'd been quoted as saying he no longer
wished to work under the direction of Lubitsch.
"It made me feel ashamed," said Maurice slowly,
his eyes fixed on his interlaced fingers, "
like

— —
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

some poor beggar coming back
should

I

talk

bad about Lubitsch

to
?

Paris.

First, I

Why
am

not
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Here's "Little Boy Bart'

Here's Herbert Marshall, Esq.

Marshall

vs.

Famous author exposes the

By Beth Brown

mystery of "two" of your favorite

Whose

movie gentlemen!

is the true story about two people wearing
the one skin and sharing" the same wife.
One of them is a small boy who will never
grow up. The other is a man who has never
been young. That's why only those who know him very
well call him Bart.
At the studio on the lot to the
rest of the world, the outer half of him answers to the
sober name of Herbert Marshall, Esquire.
If you catch him in a moment of intimacy, you may
also find the Bart of him at home
and their act begins.
You've seen a ventriloquist on-stage arguing with a
wooden doll who is his other self. Well, it's just like
that.
Mr. Marshall is very gracious, very distinguished,
very suave. Little Boy Bart is childish, mischievous and
painfully outspoken.
That was how Herbert Marshall and his echo sat
there facing me.
Mr. Marshall was hoping the camera
would break or the dinner bell would ring for dinner.
He hates to talk about himself. That's why nobody
knows anything much about him.
Bart was squirming to tell all.
Bart looks eleven

—

best-selling novel,

will

THIS

—

"Bart"

—

"Man and

Wife,'

soon be filmed by Metro

Mr. Marshall looks thirty-seven. People are
supposed to multiply this combined age by two and
divide by seven.
"Please don't give away any secrets," whispered Mr.

years old.

-

Marshall.

"You can

trust me,"' with a malicious wink.
the interview began.
Mr. Marshall
Bart will eat anything but bananas.
Bart likes striped
dotes on roast beef and kidney.
Mr. Marshall dislikes tea in tea bags. They
suits.
are both intrigued by American refrigerators. Mr. Mar-

And

shall is six feet tall, weighs one hundred and seventy
pounds, and is as handsome as his wife insists that he
In fact, he is the only actor in captivity who is
is.
distinguished without being gray-haired about it.
He
Bart is forever buying ties, shirts and collars.
The orderly,
likes his handkerchief at a careless angle.
immaculate, British Mr. Marshall keeps correcting the

incorrigible Bart.
The ladies all adore
just

Mr. Marshall. Theatre alleys
swarm with young and (Continued on page 84)

a

"Come, gentle spring,
mildness, come!"
the fragrant air, the
budding trees, the balmy
ethereal
It's in

winds.

And Hollywood

—

extends its welcome
welcome epitomized in this
charming still of Janet
Gaynor and Robert Young
in "Carolina."

Their
sn(

p«j

"Pet

Playmates!

Miss Shirley Temple,
sudden, is
one of the proudest young persons in Hollywood. And next proudest is the Fox
studio, which discovered her, put her in
"Fox Follies," and has been congratulating
itself since!
Here's Shirley with Victor
Jory, one of her humble slaves.
She's a

pet.'

Little

who became a movie star all of a

"This is no Scotch joke," says
Helen Mack, as she teaches Hoot
Mon, her Scottish terrier, how to
take a proper pride in his personal
appearance.

Springtime

is

playtime—and

the boys and girls of film-

land

know how

their play

to choose

companions

If*

"Now I ask
vieve Tobin,

you," demands Gene"how can I refuse him
anything?" We don't know not
when her supplicator is this appealing youngster.
Genevieve
thought she was going to snatch a
snooze on the grass but her twin
pups had other plans for spending
the afternoon. Watch for Miss
Tobin in "The Ninth Guest."

—

—

Here's a touching story! Penny, Heather Angel's kitten,
suffering from anemia, so Heather has to "build him
up" with dosesof sherry. Take your medicine, Penny!

is

:s

4

*

N

Just a couple of interpretative artists! Irene Bentley,
lovely screen actress, supervises little Mitzie's piano
practice. Mitzie's learning to play a duet with herself.

Beauty of every
kind outdoes itself in Spring!

The

leaves

are

greener, the blos-

soms gayer—and
yes,

the Holly-

wood

girls

look

more gorgeous
than ever!

See

for yourself!

"Let's Fall in Love" is
the logical title for a
picture involving Ann
Sothern, especially at
this time of year. And
that, by a happy coincidence, is the name of
the film musical in
which she is being seen.

Spring does right by
Pat Paterson! With the

coming of that bright
season,
Fox was so
deeply impressed with
her young charm and
beauty that they forthwith placed her right
leading rdle in

George White's
"Scandals."

Hay en Y You Noticed

The

Girls

Grow More Gorgeous!

June Knight, once a cinema bud, shows

she's in tune
with the season by flowering into stardom. June's
springlike name is co-starred with Russ Columbo's in
"The Love Life of a Crooner."

that vernal bloom? Florine McKinney has never been easier to look at
than she is here, and that's praise!
Is it

Renewal is the keynote of Spring, and that sounds like a
good idea to Arline Judge. So she proceeds blithely
with her renewed screen careei even more delightful
than you knew her in the old.

—

And here's Marian Marsh, whose early ingenue acting you remember well. She's a
more mature, more gracious Marian today.

The

M en

M°

rC

In /ove wiYh Nature, too!
Francis Lederer, one of the
most romantic of stage and
screen actors, finds room in
his heart for yearnings toward beauty botanical as
well as feminine. And even
Nature, which loves a lover
too, seems to be returning
his admiration.

The balmy season fills
Eddie Horton with more
than his usual agitation
and that's quite a lot

—

of fussiness!
But this
clever comedian shows

you here that he can be a
pretty
too,

fetching

when

it

fellow,

comes

to

prepossessing looks.

Tullio Carminati,
singer of gay songs
and actor in romantic r61es, finds new inspiration in these delightful days.
Have

you seen him making
love to

Connie Ben-

nett in "Moulin
Rouge"?

New
vigor,

new

dash,

new

spirit

infuse the lads of

Cinemaland when
Spring puts on
her gay attire.
Behold some of
Holly wo o d's
handsomest, agog
to greet the season

Otto

Kruger,

that

manly

actor, knows
respond to the call

rejuvenated outdoors.

and

gentleto

how

of the

Trim

athletic in his golf
sweater and knickers, he's as
pleasing to the eye in this
informal off-screen picture
as in any of his posed stills or
portraits.

Even "bad-man" Bickford softens in answer to
the smile of the elements. Charlie, who so
often appears before the
screen public in the
roughneck garb of the

"tough guy,"

and

slicks

up

looks pleasant for
Spring's return.

Phillips

Holmes

doesn't need any special incentive for looking attractive does

—

Yet there's
an added appeal and
new assurance in his
he, girls?

look as he breathes in
the Spring sunshine.

Our

Own
Spring
Fashion

Show
All photographs by Wynn Richards,
posed exclusively for ScREENLAND,
courtesy of Fox Movietone News.
Additional gowns by Lord & Taylor.

Stunning gowns worn by
this a picture!
ladies! These advance Spring frocks are absolutely correct for formal soirees satin, taffeta,
take your choice!
lace, challis
Isn't

Here's

a

heavenly tur-

quoise blue
American

lace

gown with

the

smart high
neck-line achieved

by a

scarf that
crosses in the

back and

smart

—

—

A

creation of luscious green taffeta with the new
bustle effect, and a V neckline. In keeping with
the quaint gown, a pair of dull gold bracelets,
one on each wrist, and a gold leaf tiara, are worn.
Lillian Sloane.

falls

gracefully over
the shoulders.

A V back and
short train are
featured. Berg-

dor f-Goodman

"The flowers that bloom in the Spring" inspired Reboux to ornament this elegant
large black milan chapeau. Nicole de Paris.

For the

time a
screen fashion show
has been dedicated
first

to a magazine
Moviegoers all over
the country enjoyed
!

Fox

Movietone's

glimpses

of

the
new gowns in a
Screenland Fashion

Show — and now we
show you herewith,
the complete review

Screen land's Spring style
show was directed by Miss
Vyvyan Donner of Fox Movietone News, and shown on the
screens throughout the world.

Here are suggestions for that important Spring
The girls wearing these SCREEN LAND
evening!
fashion specials are famous New York models,
each noted for good looks and chic.

This regal silver lame evening suit with
kolinsky fur demands that high tiara and
stunning neckline. Ten Eyck.

Even G rand ma

will put the

stamp of approvon this printed
challis evening
gown with its red
al

velvet
series

sash.

A

of ruffles
cascade from the
knees into a train.
Lillian Sloane.

Very 1840,

my

dear, but oh, so
1934!— this hat of

lustrous navy
straw trimmed
and faced with
pique. Dache.

Hnrrell

Speaking of
Springtime's Charms!

DON'T

overlook Fay Wray, whose fresh youthfulwarmth make her eminently
Fay, looking her most
suited to any vernal celebration.
proud
in serious roles.
doing
herself
gorgeous, has been
ness and pervading

O

To

Powder
is

"The

Enhance the Charm of

Rouge

of face powder
should harmonize

color tone

most important, for

it

with and enliven the beauty of the skin.
For my colorings... blonde hair, blue eyes,
fair sk\in...I use Max Factor's Rachelle
Powder. Clinging in texture, it creates a
satin-smooth make-up that
1 know will
appear faultless under any close-up test."

"The charm of beauty
color

is

lies in

To

the fingertips.

harmony,

Rouge

.

I

..its

use

be

delicate

smoothness help a
iful,

soft,

of correct color
Blondeen
and creamy
texture

lot

natural,

the appeal of color. ..for

the exciting thing about beauty. Color

is

the bril-

how

"Make-up holds the secret. And in Hollywood,
means color harmony make-up... powder, rouge and

FREE

Make-Up

. . .

NOTE:

of"

Powder and

1934

Max

Factor

handling.

Factor's

for extra postage

and

Super- Indelible

my make-up

color

It's moisture-proof, permanent in color,

lasts all day. ..three

good reasons why 1 use

it."

Like Hollywood's stars, you mav now share the luxury
of color harmony make-up, created by Max Factor, Filmland's genius of make-up. Max Factor's Face Powder,
dollar;

Max

|

Mail this Coupon to

COMPLEXIONS

O
O
O
D

V«ty l%>"
ftk
Creamy

Medium
Rudo,.

Factor's Rouge,

SKIN

OdyO

in Color
Max

Factor,

EYES

._n

a

Hard

Harmony

Hollywood 4 - 1 - 7
'

HAUL
BLONDES

Blue

ota,
Greta

fifty cents;

NAME.

Lafbc_a Dark. S3

BROWNETTES
Lajhi-.O Datlc.-O

Brawn

BRUNETTES

Black

Ligfat..O

Dark.-Q

LASHES(CJ^)
REDHEADS
CITYL*ht
Light—
Darfc-O

Freckled

D

Olrre

Sampler, four shades, enclose 10 cents

Max

Lipstick completes

lip-

Lipstick Color

the

harmonized color tones. ..created by Max Factor
enhance the colorful appeal of youthful beauty."

Sallow.

For Purse-Size Box

in.

Super-Indelible Lipstick, one dollar.

and mail coupon to Max
Chart!
Factor, Hollywood, for your Complexion Analvsis and Color
Harmony Make-Up Chart; also 48-page Illustrated Instruction Book, "The New Art of Society Make-Up."

keep

by simply compressing lips together;

one

in

and

Make up

trace this lip contour on the

this

Your Color Harmony
Fill

lip

harmony.

a beaut-

Society Make-Up...F«« Powder, Rouge, Lipstick

NOW

lower

and

lipstick.

stick in
to

Bette Davis describes that elusive something
called charm... and here is her secret for capturing it.
is

lip first

Vtrmilion

coloring."

lifelike

upper

then fill

Factor's

in blending

dry your lips

them dry when applying

sure

Max

liance that attracts... that creates unforgettable charm.'*

This

Lipstick "Always

"Pat on a touch of rouge follow-

ing the natural curve of the cheekbone ... and
then soften the edges by blending with

ChyO

Normal

Dark

AGE

lyfe

«sW md acre.Q STATE _

At

up
Ml

Max

Factor's

leading stores.

SCREEN

DRAMA
in the

Great
Tradition

*

—

.

Its a breach
if

your hair

hasr/i

.

a

"

of fashion
spring ou

'

tfit,

too

•

•

•

!

Miss Margaret C.Whitney of Garden City,
L.

I.,

nent

"Why should summer only be permawaving time? I want my hair looking its
says

best the

:

year round

— and I keep

it

so by getting

a Eugene permanent two or three times a year.

—

Fashion is busily showing new things for Spring frocks, coats
and hats with many clever new touches. But Fashion has one
stern rule: Whatever the style of your Spring costuming, your
hair must be in wave. Straight hair

is

conspicuously out

of place.

That means you need your Eugene Permanent Wave

now. If

you may have planned, you miss months
of smartness, beauty and convenience. Instead, follow those knowing women here and abroad
Go at once to a hairdresser who does genuine Eugene Waving,
and get a genuine Eugene Permanent Wave. Enjoy its
comfort and loveliness all through Spring
and Summer; then when your new hair
you wait

for "later," as

.

.

vm

euGtnt

ft
Eugene
bulletin
styles

will gladly

It

shows the

style

latest coiffure

sponsored by Harper's Bazaar and reproduced

by Eugene, and

it

contains important advice

manent waving. Send the coupon

at once.

in, a

few months from now, have this new straight hair

permanently waved, too!
Hairdressers

who

feature the

on

per-

Eugene Method can keep your

hair permanently beautiful with undulating waves, flattering ring-

and cunning clusters of indestructible curls... just as you deThey give you these results by using genuine Eugene Sachets
approved by Good Housekeeping and identified, for your protection, by the Eugene trademark, the famous "Goddess of the Wave."
When you see this trademark stamped on the sachets used, you
can be absolutely certain that you are getting what you are paylets

sire.

—

ing for

a genuine Eugene permanent wave, preferred the world over.

Eugene

Ltd.,

New

-FREE... Eugene

send you a free copy of his

"Hair Views."

grows

Eugene

York, London, Paris and Sydney.

offers

"Hair Views"

New

Ltd., 521 Fifth Avenue,
York City.
me " Hair Views" sponsored by Harper's Bazaar

Please send

(

9>

and Eugene.

Name
Address
City

State

(YOU CAN PASTE THIS

ON

A PENNY POST CARD)

An

unconventional portrait drawing by Charles Sheldon

,

Lippman
Columbia
Pictures

The Most

Beautiful

Still

Clark Gable and Claudette Colbert in "It

Something was bound

to

happen when the

dashing Gable crossed the path of the ravishing Claudette! Here's one of the results.

of the Month
Happened One Night."

!

!

!

!!
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As Thousands

HEAR
How do screen stars behave while
broadcasting?

Here's the answer!

By

Time out! Dolores Del Rio is caught by
cameraman in the process of being
interviewed by Evelyn Ballarine,
the

SCREENLAND'S

radio reporter,
ing a rehearsal.

dur-

Evelyn Ballarine

RECENTLY
Del Rio
was

you heard Dolores
broadcast with the
Ipana Troubadours. You applauded her work and when it
over you tuned in on another pro-

"Nervous?" echoed the lovely
"People have asked me that
about the radio before but how
Latin.

strange

gram, and that was that. But it wasn't,
really
you can't dismiss it as calmly
Dolores devoted an entire
as all that.
afternoon to rehearsals I know, I was

—

—

!

practically

no interruptions

!

—

Two

—

sets

—

etc.

—

tude taken by Katharine Hepburn
when she was rehearsing from the
same studio I hear that she not only
denied herself to spectators and visitors of all kinds, but even had to
have an elevator all to herself when
coming to and from her broadcast
On the other hand, there was Phillips
Holmes, who not only sailed through
his program for Screenland without the least bit of embarrassment,
but actually sat out in the reception
room and visited with people almost
up to the very minute when he had
to go on the air.
Strange how differently that bit of metal called
"Mike" affects different performers
In response to my query as to
whether she was sorry she had bobbed her "crowning glory," Dolores
had this to {Continued on page 82)
;

of photographers barged in a Spanish
couple who were friends of a friend arrived for a chat several N. B. C. executives came in to say "Hello." Etc.,

As soon as she had a breathing spell,
Dolores came over and chatted with me.
She was having a grand time in New
York, seeing every worthwhile play on
Broadway and visiting the gay spots
in town. I asked Dolores the inevitable
question did she feel a bit nervous on
approaching the microphone, or did
radio hold no terrors for her?

I like to

That seemed to be that yet how
refreshingly different from the atti-

And what

a hectic afternoon
News of her presence at the broadcasting studio spread like wildfire. Fans
appeared in droves. Dolores graciously
autographed papers and things.
She
had been told that there would be no
interruptions at the rehearsals.
Well,
there

—

talk for audiences,
whether I can see them or not. Don't
I always talk to a microphone when
I am working in a picture ?"
!

How

Del Rio looked
faced her

when she

ether audience.

SCREENLAND
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How

to beautify
your home back-

ground! Read this
third article in our
exclusive series of

informative talks
by the screen's
leading decorators

Here

is

a view of the living-room
by Mr. Polglase for

set designed

new picture,
Dunn's
Irene
"Transient Love." Note his effective use of a white wall with plain
rug, and furniture of varying
periods.

HINTS FOR
This month we present Mr. Van Nest

R-K-O's
Polglase,
diyouthful
art
rector. His hints for

home

decoration are
decidedly practical,
as well as artistic, in
viewpoint.

more critical of things he formerly took for granted,
simply because he has the contrast of what he sees on
the screen. He may enjoy looking at a set done in cubes,
oblongs, and cylinders, but he is still, in my opinion,
very far from wishing to live in a house of that design.
"After all, the hints I have to give concern the average American, not the exceptional individual who has
his own rigid ideas on decoration, or the one who can
afford to turn the whole problem over to an interior
ing

decorator.
"First of
picture,

P
wear

EOPLE

like livable houses," declares

Polglase, art director for

why

R-K-O

Van Nest
"And

Studios.

not?

"The average American wants a home

that will

one that he can enjoy several years hence as,
much as he does today. He doesn't care for very odd
and unusual decorations around him, no matter how
much he may admire the effects on the screen."
Slim, young, and red-headed, Mr. Polglase stood on
the very "livable" set he had designed for Irene Dunne's
latest picture, "Transient love," and considered the home
problems of Screenland's readers.
well,

know

a great deal of interest taken in
the rooms shown on the screen," he continued, "for we
have a steady flow of fan mail, asking questions, begging
for plans or sketches or stills of particular dwellings or
furnishings in our pictures.
"After 'Animal Kingdom,' my first production on this
lot, we were nearly swamped with requests for details
of the little house occupied by Leslie Howard and Myrna
Loy. It was a small, attractive, home-like place, not in
It spelled comfort,
the least bizarre or modernistic.
which is the first requisite of young America.
"I am convinced that the average American is becom"I

that there

is

all, when you judge the room you see in a
remember that it was designed to get the finest

—

photographic effects and take that into consideration
when you attempt to reproduce it. We use white walls
on this set, but if I were to put them into a home I
would use off-white or even an ivory or cream.
"Before you plan the rooms in your new house or
the changes you wish to make in your old one
consider
Consider yourthe personalities who are to live in it.
self, your husband, your mother, the children
whoever
is to be part of the home, and let the rooms frame the
family so that they will be at their best. Never try to
live with something that clashes with your personality.

—
—

"Extreme

styles are for

showy

people.

I believe

—

mod-

very good for public buildings, for
theatre lobbies, for offices, for formal places, for very
grand opera stars or flamboyant
'arty' people, perhaps
but they are decidedly not for the average
actors
American.
"I like a very homey house myself, smart but comfortable. I think I'd have light walls, probably off-white,
with contrasting curtains, and furniture that was comernistic effects are

—

—

French Provincial or
fortable and cheerful-looking.
early American furniture, or mixed styles, would look
well in such a house.
"For a typical American family, I would suggest a

for

April

1934
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By
Ruth
Tildesley

The same room seen from a
showing the
sun room at the far end an
different angle,

—

artful device for achieving a

"sunshiny"

effect.

curtains

cheerful

Note the

on

the

double doors, which lead to a
terrace.

HOME-MAKERS
room in early American style. I'd have wallpaper of the period and an off-white paneling, simple
drapes in solid colors, and early American furniture in
knotted pine.
"If the family has inherited some pieces of good furniMost people
ture, they can be fitted into such a room.
have some pieces they don't wish to give up, either because the things are really good, or because they have a
sentimental value. Even the Victorian stuff needn't be
thrown out, unless it is too ornate, for horsehair can be
ripped off and replaced by plain rep, and useless ornamentation removed.
Good old mahogany looks well

living

anywhere

in a living

your furniture and it
"In this set, you

room

of this type.

You may mix

will not look out of place.
will

notice

we have two French

Provincial chairs that we've covered in blue and white
checked material; they fit into the room perfectly.
"If you have something that has no value except a
sentimental one, don't think you must sacrifice it because
date.
Consider the piece carefully and
it is out of
watch the screen for hints. You have no idea how a
little attention can make it sightly and usable.
"If I had a house with plenty of spare room, I think
it would be amusing to set aside one for early Victorian
stuff and use it for a show place, or as a small living
room. That would be a good way to take care of heirlooms that don't go in anywhere else.
"The interest created in Victorian things by the sets
of 'Little Women' is rather surprising.
This picture
was an absorbing problem for me and for Thomas Little,
who works with me on furnishing the sets I design. It
took more research than a modern film, of course, and
he went to much trouble to find the exact pieces to reproduce the March and Lawrence homes.
"However, I am partial to early American furniture
because I think it fits our {Continued on page 86)

Just a

little clever

in result!

—and what a difference

remodeling

This attractive nook was

made

twice as

roomy and comfortable by throwing back the window into the outer wall. The two French Provincial
chairs are gay in blue and white checked material.

!
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Screen

stars

at

play — 1 934
version!

See

how

charming and
correct

the Joel

McCreas and the
Gary Coopers are,
at a recent Hollywood party.

Hollywood Welcomes
Repeal appeal! Cinema City goes gayer

and grander, with the

stars glittering

more gorgeously, dressing more beautifully, entertaining

Margaret Sullavan's afternoon frocks for

Spring and

Summer

are

gracefully grand as
all

as

this one of
white

jtl*

chiffon

with ruffles.
Designed by
Vera.

THE

day of the speakeasy,

was

very well to
have an afternoon dress that "did'' for evening by
taking off the jacket. It was all right to appear
at a dinner in the outfit you'd worn to luncheon or
at the golf tournament.
If you couldn't get your husband to put on his dinner coat, your hostess seldom
turned pale at sight of him, and the maitre d'hotel of
the smart Cocoanut Grove in Hollywood might suffer
when you arrived in sports things but he didn't politely
suggest that informal dinner was served in the Moroccan
Room as he would have done once.
But try to get away with that now
"Repeal of tbe prohibition law has brought in great
formality in dress and manners," declares Vera, clothes

IN

it

all

more formally

creator for Universal Pictures, who was with Lady Duff
Gordon in New York in the day of formal elegance.
"You have heard all the talk about the fact that firstnight opera goers this winter, for the first time in years,
have brought out all their jewels and gone in for trains,
diadems, and costly furs. Full dress for men, correct to
the smallest detail, has replaced more than a decade of
dinner coats for any and every evening function.

"We've

turned

back

the clock to the era of
!"
elegance

Vera smiled at me
across a length of gorgeous metal cloth she
was selecting for Margaret Sullavan's

new

picture.

"The screen is reflecting life today, as it has
always done," she continued.
"We know that
people copy what they
see on the screen, but before what they copy can
appear there, there must
be a national trend toward it.
"During the late and
unlamented
depression,

*

For the cocktail party Vera designed this black and
white costume for Margaret Sullavan. More ruffles on
the embroidered white blouse! There's a tiny jacket.

!
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John

Boles, Jean-

MacDonald,
Ann Harding, and

ette

gay
but grand! See
Ann's lovely fan,
Nils Asther,

and Jeanette's
gracious gown?

the

New

Elegance!

By Rose

Til t on

we had to be conservative because nobody could afford
to be anything else. So we made our frocks do for more
than one occasion we discarded formality at dinner.
;

Our

guests helped shake up the cocktails, they romped
in to the dinner table, they even ransacked the ice-box
and ate in the kitchen, or sat on the stairs with their
plates and made a frolic of washing them afterwards.
"It was a lot of fun, but it's all over now.
"The new formality has one excellent point, besides
the gracious manner of living it brings in it stimulates
Jewelers are beginning to smile,
business in every line
because women are wearing gems again
real
stones instead of costume
:

!

—

jewelry.

Those who

For late Spring
evenings in the
Repeal spirit,
Margaret Sullavan chooses
this Vera gown
whose tightfitting formality is enlivened

with sprightly
ruffles.

make or

sell clothes and
are taking heart.
But there are also the
merchants who deal in

furs

furniture, tableware,
glass, rugs and

china,

drapery, singing halleluljahs for formality. You
can't give formal affairs
with dishes that don't
match, cigarette holes in
the davenport, and outof-date drawing rooms.
"Depression excused a
great many things, because we were all in the

same

boat, but

now we

first time Miss Sullavan consented to pose in
fashions for us, of course.' She's dream-like in this
organdie embroidered with blue, red, yellow flowers.

For the

—

day, when appearances matter again.
going in for formal styles in clothes,
formal appointments at filmed dinner-parties, very formal balls, correct costuming and properly conducted
entertainments.
And you will be out of everything if

are beginning a
"The screen

new

is

you don't follow suit
"When you select your evening gowns, remember that
it's the thing to be feminine.
Mannish affectations are
as dead as near-beer.
Last year, a few stars attempted
to wear evening gowns in sports styles, but they wouldn't
get as far as the door in them now.
"Decide whether you are the demure or the sophisticated type before you select your gowns.
If the
former, the long-sleeved (Continued on page 74)
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Screenlands Critic Really Sees the Pictures!

REVIEWS
Nana
United
Artists

^

of the

i

'

SEAL- OF) I

Best
Pictures

is the American screen debut of That Girl!
You've
been hearing about her for over a year now, and it may be

Here

that some of you are a little tired. After all, who was she
to be challenging the supremacy of Garbo, Dietrich,
Crawford? And if she was so good, why did Sam Goldwyn have
to spend all that time grooming her? Well, here is your answer.
Anna of the Soviet Stens is well worth waiting for. She is Something
New. She is Sex Appeal in person, and what a person. Her picture
was "suggested" by Zola's "Nana," but the sole similarity seems
to be in the heroine's name and the costumes of the period. The
screen Nana, Miss Sten, is gloriously beautiful, immaculately
gowned, and with a heart of gold which surrenders to a handsome
young soldier. But Anna triumphs over the trivialities of her story,
and emerges as the screen's most thrilling new star. And what
support she has! Richard Bennett is superb as Nana's doting old
manager. Phillip Holmes has great charm as Nana's Supreme
Passion. But two ingratiating little girls come rather close to stealing all the human interest honors Mae Clarke and Muriel KirkThey're funny, they're ingratiating, they're grand!
land.

"By

—

Fashions

Was

I

of 1934

A

Spy

Fox

Warners

For once we have a screen spectacle to appeal to the women
as well as to the men! "Fashions of 1934" has all the excitement of the usual movie musical, including beauties indulging in an amazing fan dance but it also has an amuseing story and a parade of fashions for the delectation of the femmes.
So everybody, I think, will enjoy the show. Certainly it's lavish,
what with not only the two leading ladies, Bette Davis and Veree
Teasdale, handsomely attired, but with an exhibit of very "advance" gowns inspired by historical costumes to put ideas in home
dressmakers' heads. William Powell was never so suave as he is
here, playing a fashion "pirate" who becomes the most fashionable
couturier in Paris.
Bette aids and abets him as a smart style
artist, with Miss Teasdale scoring as a bogus Grand Duchess.
Holmes Herbert and Frank McHugh supply the comedy, and that
means fun for all. "Fashions of 1934" will give you the "inside
story" of the "exclusive model" racket, but it will make you all
;

the more clothes-conscious, so that you'll be rushing right out to
acquire a few of those "exclusive little models" for yourself. But
don't go in for fan-dancing!

You may

think you have seen

all

the spy dramas you ever

just one more won't hurt you. In fact,
s|S it will be good for you to see what fine films they can make
in England. Granted that this is one of the better British
buys, it has a quality only too rarely achieved whether in Hollywood, Elstree, Moscow or Berlin: the quality of quiet dignity.
"I Was
Spy" is impressive not so much for its subject matter as
for its beautiful and authentic direction by Victor Saville and its
acting by Madeline Carroll, Herbert Marshall, Conrad Veidt, Sir
-

HFoji

want to

see.

But

A

Gerald Du Maurier, and the other members of its superb cast. A
Belgian spy, played by Miss Carroll, and a British spy, Herbert
Marshall, meet in a hospital in Belgium during the World War.
They work together and they fall in love; and one of them is
caught. That's about all. But it becomes poignant drama in their
hands. Some great moments; the total absence of stellar heroics;
believable dialogue; a minimum of close-ups; and conviction in
every scene, in every word, in every gesture "I Was A Spy" is a
picture I wish you would see. I cannot endorse it strongly enough.
Watch for Miss Carroll's first American film soon!

You Can Count on

—

—

—

these Criticisms
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Reviews without Prejudice, Fear

or

What a Month
of Good Movies!

Favor!

I

Am

Suzanne
Fox

Three sensational new stars:
Anna Sten, Madeline Carroll,
Elizabeth Bergner.

Two

from England,
"Catherine the Great" and "I Was

A

fine films

Spy."

Lilian Harvey's third Hollywood picture is by far her best.
You'll see the real Harvey who was so utterly delightful
in "Congress Dances" as she has not, alas, been seen in
her first two American films. This Harvey is inimitable;
the other Harveys were not so much more charming than dozens
of our own girls. But here Lilian is allowed a real role in which she
can prove that she's the one great star who can act as well as she
can sing, and dance better than that. What's more, this Lilian can
make us feel oh, so sorry for the character she plays, that of a
dancer who is hurt in a fall, and, thinking she will never dance
again, joins a troupe of talented puppeteers. She helps pull the
strings of the clever sawdust performers, falls in love with the
young chief puppeteer, that elegant actor and appealing boy,
Gene Raymond; and then but you won't want to hear all the
plot. I think you'll like it.
It's novel, it's wholesome, it's good
film entertainment for the family. Children and grown-ups alike
will enjoy the puppet shows which are included in the one price of
admission! Again Jesse Lasky has made a picture that is a lasting
credit to our screen. Good taste does matter!

Excellent entertainment from
Hollywood, notably "Nana," "Hi,
Nellie," "I

Am

Suzanne," "Moulin

Rouge," "Massacre,"

"By Candle-

light."

Have a movie holiday! Don't
miss one of these superlative

—

screenplays!

Catherine

The Great

Hi, Nellie!

Warners

United
Artists

Here's what we mean when we speak of superlative entertainment! "Hi, Nellie!" is designed for amusement and
achieves it. You'll enjoy every scene of this newspaper
story, the best of its kind since "The Front Page." Suspense
humor
excitement
splendid performances
all
here.
Pau^ Muni, W.W., (Without Whiskers), plays a big-time
newspaper man who is demoted because his horse sense kept him
from featuring a big story about an alleged absconding banker.
Transferred, to his disgust, to the "Lovelorn" column, he stumbles
upon a thrilling murder mystery which solves the case of the vanished banker and gets himself reinstated in his old job. Muni
has taken the role in his teeth and torn it to pieces! And proves,
too, that he can play comedy as well as deep and desperate drama.
Glenda Farrell races off with second honors in her best part to date
as a sob sister; and one of those Warner all-star character casts
perform nobly, particularly your favorite dead-pan actor, Ned
Sparks, Donald Meek, Douglas Dumbrille, Hobart Cavanaugh,
and Berton Churchill. The war cry of the picture is "Hi, Nellie!"
You'll want to know what that means. So see it!

—

—

—

—

—

—

Let

Excellent historical drama! Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
j2S)^ a wise lad to cast his lot with our British cousins.

was
His

that of a wild and weird Russian Grand Duke,
is at once more colorful and more exacting than he has
ever been given in Hollywood. And he plays it in the proper grand
manner. Here's the Boy Barrymore! But while it may be the
junior Fairbanks' presence in this film that will entice you to see
it, you'll stay to watch a new actress, Elizabeth Bergner, weaving
her spell in the title role. This tiny girl dominates the picture by
sheer artistry.
She makes the young Catherine a hauntingly
charming figure, pitiful even in her victories, always human, but
always royal. Bergner, I suspect, is one of our truly Great Actresses.
The drama relates the match between Grand Duke
Peter and a German princess arranged by the Empress Elizabeth
of Russia.
The shy little princess fights her husband's cruelty,
his intrigues, his other loves
and on the death of the Empress
she finds herself on the throne. Bergner makes it all important to
us. Gerald Du Maurier proves again he is one of the most perfect
actors of his time. Flora Robson enacts Elizabeth.

Them Guide You

first role,

—

to the

Good

Films

—

?
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SCARED

MOVIE

WOMEN!
Dick Powell admits it— and
he tells you why in this

EXCLUSIVE

By
Dickson

interview

Morley

NO

MATTER

all

how you gild Hollywood love, it's
same to Dick Powell.
"Szi'cct madness!"
Tersely he sums up the whole passion racket
the

concerned with it. He's not crooning,
involved, -for every screen season there
is a new darling of the debs and Dick Powell is probably
1934's foremost feminine thrill.
More girls than even you'd guess are sighing over him,
aiming for him. Spurred on, doubtless, by Mae Westish
confidence that he-can-be-had. Well, he can be. He's
afraid of that
But zvill he?
Not unless Massa Die's outsmarted
He's running
away from real life romance as earnestly as he pursues
it on the screen.
This is his strange reaction to Opportunity, for far
and near they're willing. The ladies, I mean. Warners
report that he receives more letters than any male star at
their studio.
At my last count twenty-five fan clubs in
his honor were thriving throughout the land.
Distance,
however, lends safety, and written suggestions will never
so far as he

either.

And

is

he

is

!

!

trap Dick Powell.
It's

our

local

movie colony

tantalizers,

so

available,

who

disturb his peace of mind.

and

his gay, contagious friendliness as a

They take

his crooning
very personal
tribute and just yearn to accompany him to a honeymoon
hotel.
(With or without orchestra and chorus effects!)
"I'm plenty scared of Hollywood women!" Dick exclaimed to me when I delved into his private thoughts.
Yet he almost always dates actresses. He'd rather be a
husband than president, and still he shies from proposals.
Confusing, eh?
What kind of a movie hero is he ?
I'll tell you.
Being on the ground, as it were, and
I'll pass
Dick being a pal of mine I'm proud to boast
Dick
on his side of the situation. It boils down to this
gentleman.
old-fashioned
career
man
and
Powell is a
an
An odd combination in dizzy, dazzling Hollywood.
Let me ask you a question have you ever pondered a

—

!

—

!

:

'-.:!

err

in' s

plight

His problems are a great deal more complex than
those of the female of the species. You have read how
And surely you've obgirls sacrifice for film success.
served that, at least until a {Continued on page 68)
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June Knight
you

tells

Your

how

to put

Best Face

Forward!

Lovely June Knight admits that she
spends about two hours a day at her
dressing table. It's not in vain, judging
by her looks/

You Can Make Your Mirror Your Very Best Friend
une never wants to

much
—and
she

look too
made-up

takes great pains to

By Katharine Hartley

YOU'D

June

you met

her.
She's friendly,
not conceited, and she's
frank. When I told her I wanted the low-down
on how she keeps looking so fresh and youthful,
she didn't hum and haw, and infer that it was all just
natural.
She up-and-said, "By taking a lot of care of
my skin and hair, by constantly trying new cosmetics
and new ways of applying them. I'll bet I spend about
two hours a day at my dressing table do you like my

she's

like

vivacious,

if

she's

—

bangs?"
I told her of course I liked her
That's June Knight
bangs.
They're about the cutest I've ever seen. They
add just the right amount of sophistication to her otherwise childish face.
How about creams, I asked her. She admitted that
a cleansing cream and a foundation cream are the only
two she uses.
ell, she shouldn't need any more, at
her age
"But I use them plenty," she added. "Every
time my hands look as though they need washing, I am
reminded that my face must need the same cleansing.
So about five times a day I remove all my make-up. One
time I cleanse with cream, the next with mild soap and
warm water."
Constant cleanliness is my pet practice, so of course
I approve of that heartily.
And I also approve of alternating the cream and soap cleansing.
There's such a
thing as loading your pores with too much cream and
oil.
The soap and water picks up all the oily residue,
and stimulates the circulation.
Then we got down to the business of make-up. June
!

W

!

use

her

cosmetics

subtly.

uses a light shade of rouge, with a shell-pink cast to it,
blend with the exquisite, fragile tone of her skin. Her
lipstick, too, is a natural pink tone, rather than the
brighter orange or crimson tone. "I never like to look
too much made-up," she explained.
"You don't have to apologize for that," I told her.
"But how do you get that nice, moist-lip effect ?"
June says there's nothing like using just the tiniest
dab of cleansing cream on your lips, before putting on
your lipstick, to make your lips look moist and shiny.
This makes the lip-rouge go on more smoothly, and
makes it look much more luscious. Another thing, this
cream-before-lipstick has practical advantages. If your
lips are the least bit cracked or chapped, the cream fixes
everything it smoothes over the cracks, and keeps the
lipstick from caking in the chapped spots.
It helps correct the condition, too.
Another thing, June says she couldn't live without
absorbent tissues, and for that matter, who could ? But
here's a use for them you may not have thought about.
After putting on your lipstick (yes, we're still in the
lipstick stage), put a piece of the tissue between your
lips, then press your lips together over it.
Comprenez?
It absorbs the excess lipstick, and "sets" the color.
It's
much better to put that extra smudge of lipstick on the
disposable tissue than on the next cigarette or cup or
glass that you put to your mouth.
(To say nothing of
your hostess's best linen napkins!)
I commented on June's eye-shadow, and she laughed.
to

:

"Well,

it

really isn't eye-shadow.

{Continued on page 89)
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Here's

Hollywood!
CLARK GABLE

By

and

Montgomery were

Robert

discussing

much-publicized movie actress
a sensation a few months
back, but whose glory was shorta

who was

Weston East

lived.

"Whatever

became

of

her?"

Clark wondered aloud.
"In the red!" Toby Wing's
beach suit for the approaching

summer

is just

blonde

"Oh, she's gone the way of
answered Bob.

all

flash,"

the thing

for

her

The

color is red, accentuated

loveliness.

by white cross-stripes forming squares. Striking, what?

KATHARINE HEPBURN
rily yielded the spotlight to

momentaher mother,

Mrs. Thomas N. Hepburn, when the latter
went to Washington to address a Congressional committee in favor of a birth
Mrs. Hepburn, who incicontrol bill.
dentally is the mother of five other children
besides the famous Kate, was accompanied
by Mrs. Margaret Sanger, well known
birth control advocate.

THE

most exciting news of the month
Bing Crosby and Dixie Lee are
about to receive another visit from that
is

wise

that

old

bird,

the

stork.

The

second

Crosby heir is expected in June or July,
at which time little Gary Evans Crosby
will be just about one year old. Funny, too,
that the first time Bing was about to become a fond papa, he yelled the news to
But this
the world as quickly as possible.
time he and Dixie have kept their secret
They both want a
for several months.
girl, and you'll be pretty safe, in the event
this one is a girl, in wagering that it will
have Jobyna as one of its surnames, because Jobyna Ralston Arlen and Dixie
Lee Crosby, as you probably know, are
the best of pals.

JEAN HARLOW

has six ducks
her back yard.
A friend
asked the platinum blonde: "Don't
they squawk a great deal?"
"Yes, they do," laughingly replied Jean, "but they don't squawk
nearly so much as the neighbors."

J

in

things are being planned by
BIGtheir
picturization of Richard
ton's novel,
fact,

they're

making

it

Twelvetrees
and several

Fox

for

Alding"All Men Are Enemies."
In
talking in hushed whispers of
another "Cavalcade."
Helen
gets a leading role as Katha,
players are being imported

especially for the picture,

including

Hugh

Williams from England and Mona Barrie
from Australia, both of whom have made
considerable reputations at home.

pictures certainly
MOTION
make use of circumstance.

For instance, there was that day

when Myrna Loy arrived on a
"Men in White" set with a very
bad

cold.

"I simply cannot work today,"
she sniffed to the director. "My
eyes are watering."
"The very thing," shouted the

megaphonist.
"Today we will
shoot those big crying scenes!"

made
WHEN Mae Westcrowd

a benefit radio
gathered outappeal, a great
side the door of the broadcasting station
Of the estimated nine hundred
to see her.
who were present, no fewer than eight
hundred assailed Mae for autographs.

The other one hundred? Oh, they were
pan-handlers.
They knew that Jim Timony, Miss West's manager, carries money,
on Mae's orders, to give people in need.
So they rushed Timony, and he spread
about fifty dollars among them for "coffee
and."

Meet Jack Holt and his strapping son. Young
Master Holt may be Charles John, Jr., to the
world, but he's "Tim" to his doting dad.

April

for

1934
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YOU
IFcoining

want to know who is really
the money in Hollywood these
days, follow the direction of the pointing
finger to Walt Disney, creator of Mickey
Mouse and those fairy tale cartoons in

Pretty picture! Ida Lupino welcomes
the swimming season in her new blue
suit with grey figures
a decidedly
novel effect.
Looks like a great

—

summer,

lads!

color.

Look

"Three

Little Pigs" for expicture has grossed more
money than most successful feature-length
productions and it cost one-tenth as much
to make.
Disney has earned several fortunes on
royalties from "The Big Bad Wolf" musical number, for phonograph recordings
and from its radio playings. He also gets
royalties for those three little pig toys,
from the three little pig books, from a
cartoon strip, and from cigarette stands,
match boxes, and other "three little pig"

at his

ample.

The

—

novelties.

another
THIS
can't -in
is

of those "I-fairness -re veal- the-

A

Gossip gay and
grave from our
gadabout Coast

name- of -the -actress" stories.
certain beautiful but vacuum-headed actress was invited by an actor
to go to an art exhibit in a Los
Angeles

library.

"Come

on," said the actor, "and

Boy.'"
thank you," no-noed the

we'll see 'Blue

"No,
actress,
"

"I

saw him

in

reporter

'State

Fair.'

—

FOLKS,

meet the doctor Doctor Joel
He earned his degree during
the rain-flood that inundated Hollywood.
He successfully performed in the guise of

McCrea.

obstetrician when the McCrea family cat,
chased to the top of the garage by the
flood, chose that moment to bear a litter
of kittens.
"I put on a pair of high rubber boots,"
Joel says, "and struggled through two feet
of water to the garage.
With the aid of a
ladder, I climbed up on the roof, where I
acted as surgeon-in-chief."
Dr. McCrea
reports that mother and four daughters
and three sons are doing well.

BEERY spanked
WALLACE
Wray so hard
a movie scene
in

Fay had to eat her luncheon standing
Leo Carrillo has an outdoor sleeping porch
built in a tree, and does much of his snoozing there
By the time you read this,
Ramon Novarro should be in Europe on
another concert tour
Jack Oakie's
Honolulu vacation was cut short by a ribber, who wired the comedian to come home,
and signed the name of a studio executive
The publicity agent who wanted
Robert Young to name his baby Caroline
because he
(Robert) was working in
.

.

whom the

Alice Faye,

newspapers have been

some

flatter-

They're together in Fox's "Scandals."

ing with

attention.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Here are Rudy Vallee and

Fay
that

.

.

.

"Carolina," almost succeeded

— Bob

named

the youngster Carol Ann
Joan Crawford's new hairdress is interesting
she
parts it in the middle, drops it straight
.

.

.

;

down each

and only the ends are

side,

curled.

IS not news
ITArlen
makes

that

little

Richard Ralston

his movie debut in papa
The minute the conRichard's picture.
tract was signed, the word spread like
wildfire.
But do you want to know what
happened to Junior's paycheck?
It was
By the time the
placed in a trust fund.
youngster is twenty-one, the money will
have almost tripled, and it will be sufficient to give him a start in life should
the Arlen fortune have been lost through
any cause.

NEWS! Lee Tracy
GOOD
being welcomed back
Hollywood's
is

at last

into

good graces, and seems about to take up
his soaring film career where he left off.
It now begins to appear that those reports
of his recent iniquities were greatly exaggerated in the first place.
Lee may soon
get going before the cameras again in a

film for Universal.

ALISON SKIPWORTH

vows

a brother in the East
wired her as follows: "I saw your
that

latest
sist

picture.

on staying

Why

in

do you inHollywood?"

•
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Welcome! Carl Brisson, compelling French star, leaves New
York for Hollywood and a term

The magnificent Marches (Fredric and Florence Eldridge) embark on a leisurely
vacation cruise. Watch for handsome Fredric in "Firebrand," his first Twentieth
• Century film, with Constance Bennett.

contract with Paramount.

WE CAN'T

vouch for what may happen the minute after next, but as
press-time looms the Garbo-Mamoulian romantic furore seems to have calmed down.
Exciting while it lasted, that motor tour
to Arizona seems to have left no concrete
evidence in its trail of a marriage or of
any intention on the part of the two to
weld in the future. Both parties, of course,
have emphatically denied holding any such
idea.
It was just an impromptu vacation,
they insist, participated in by mutually
pleasant companions.
And yet and yet
well, is Garbo, we ask you, the girl to display that much interest in a man without
entertaining some definite ideas about him?

—

—

of our big musical comedies reach China, do you think the
beautiful stars get their names in theatre
?

Well,

they

Sammy

don't.

dropped into a neightheatre to see herself on the
screen.
Mae was dissatisfied with some of
her scenes, and she made terse comments
to that effect to a girl-friend who accompanied her.

At

a lady seated in front of them
turned and snapped: "Miss Clarke is a
fine actress.
If you think you could do
last,

better,

why

don't

you go

in the

movies?"

"Yes," said the subdued Mae.

SOMEONE asked Fredric March
which book has had the greaton his life.
"The World Atlas," immediately

est influence

WHEN some

lights

CLARKE
MAE
borhood

That honor

befalls

Lee, a dance director.
You
the Chinese think he is a Chinaman.

see,

replied Freddie.
"When I was a
I often wore it in the seat of
my trousers, and it saved me no
end of pain."

boy,

"You mean," wise-cracked

near-

by Jack Oakie, "no pain of end."

Pleasant company helped speed Gene Raymond's vacation trip to Europe. Left
are Gene, his mother, Mme. Galli-Curci, and the latter's famous
pianist husband, Homer Samuels.

to right

THIS

another

those guess-who
too immense to set
aside, even though the names of its principals cannot be revealed.
prominent motion picture executive
(his salary is more than $200,000 annually)
called a certain glamorous actress just before New Years and said:
"I'm giving a
big party, at which I will have only about
seventy of my personal friends. I thought
we might take over a local club for New
Year's Eve.
Will you come? It'll only
cost you ten dollars a plate."
is

but

stories,

it

of

is

A

The

star,

invitation

momentarily stunned by
a

this

"pay-as-you-enter" party,
thought rapidly
for
moment, then
a
answered:
"I'm so sorry, but Mr. (an
equally prominent film executive) is giving
a party, and I have accepted his invitation.
You see, he's only having fifty friends,
and his party is just seven-fifty a plate."
to

Another Cecil DeMille's

gift to

the screen! She's his daughter
Katherine, in "Viva Villa."

!

for

April 19 34
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Charles Boyer is
those ingratiating

What a month is this for comings and goings of film notables! Paul Muni, with
his attractive wife, joined the transcontinental caravan for a New York vacation
after finishing work in "Hi, Nellie!"

HERE

how

movie-star

salaries are
national columnist
commented at length on the fact that John
Barrymore received $25,000-a-week in a
recent picture.
That story brought hundreds of indignant letters from theatre exhibitors.
Many of them pointed out that
the public resents such high salaries. Well,
the truth is that Barrymore was paid
$50,000 to do a picture and that picture
was completed in two weeks, practically
record-breaking time.
Barrymore's salary last year was less
than $350,000 and he drew more money
for his services than any other star on the
screen.
But when the government has
taken a fifty per cent cut of that salary,
and when other huge expenses of a movie
star have been subtracted, John's $350,000
will have dwindled to about $125,000.
is

exaggerated

:

A

—

—

Caramba! Here's that menacin'
Mexican bandit chief, Pancho
Villa, played by Wally Beery.

Bing Crosby becomes excited
Friday night fights, he forgets

at the

and

fighters

.

tive son,

advice

sing's

favorite

his

to

McCrea, California nahas an amazing collection of books
.

of

continental
stars, arriving to do his bit in

Hollywood

for Fox.

AMAZING,

amusing facts about Will
Rogers continue to pop up.
These
things aren't generally known, because
Rogers is so publicity-shy that he rarely
talks about them.
The newest is that Will
has a dread of telephones, and he uses them
only in cases of extreme necessity. Instead

t\

WHEN
himself

another

.

Joel

on Early California
Jimmy Durante,
learning that George Raft was to star in
"The Trumpet Blows," wired "Keep my
nose out of it"
Robert 'Montgomery
denies that his new puppy, which has "very
large feet," is a police dog
Lupe Velez
had thirteen dogs until they congregated
on her front lawn and dug for bones now
she has but three
Joan Crawford and
.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

Francis Lederer may co-star in a stage
Hollyplay in Hollywood next summer
wood's one trained sheep was suddenly in
demand when it was needed for two pictures
at
once "Sequoia" and "Merry
Wives of Reno."
.

—

of

telephoning,

.

.

.

Western

he

sends

telegrams.

A

Governor telephoned Rogers
not long ago, and the comedian ordered his
servant
"Tell the Governor I'll send him
state

:

a wire."

TT MUST

We

be a game
mean that
off-again-on-again act that Lupe Velez
and Johnny Weissmuller are pulling. For
!

*•

Johnny packed up and left his threemonths' bride, avowedly for good. A few
days later they were together again now
they're apart once more.
That's how it
stands at the moment of writing this and
neither we nor anybody else knows about
the next moment

Fay Wray must have done a good job to win that bouquet from Karl Freund, who
directed her and Nils Asther in "Madame Spy." (In fact, she did!) This handsome
bar was used in some of the scenes.

;

—
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Wide World
Cary Grant "suffers" from illness! What with the
presence of Virginia Cherrill and other refreshing factors, his
London illness must have been fairly endurable.

How

International

A New York tabloid identified this
man with Katharine Hepburn as

GEORGE BRENT and Warner Brothers
Studio are also engaged in a salary
controversy. Brent has been receiving approximately $500 a week and that's pin
money compared to what he wants.
George has entered suit to break his contract on the grounds that the studio has
withheld his salary. The studio has countered with another suit, claiming that he
has not been paid because he is under
suspension for refusing to play a role assigned to him.

And

here's Mrs.

Thomas N. Hepburn,

her husband, Ludlow Smith.
He's
her manager, Leland Heyward.

Katharine's mother, as she appeared
in Washington before a committee of
Congress recently. (Right, below).

—

Wide World

SOMETHING

has happened to Greta
need of trying to kid ourselves, the lady is changing.
And if these
changes are indicative of her future habits,
Greta is about to drop her "mystery
woman" guise. This prophesy is based on
the fact that during recent weeks, Garbo
has been frequently "seen about town" in
Hollywood. Not only did she attend two
previews of her new picture at local
theatres, but she has made numerous other

Garbo

No

!

"appearances." She dines frequently at the
Russian Eagle, a popular Hollywood supping spot.
She was caught shopping for
slacks and sweaters in the local Army and
Navy Store. She visited a very public
shoe store on the boulevard and ordered
new footwear. She entered one of the
film town's leading department stores and
calmly wandered from counter to counter,
ending her excursion with a visit to the
soda fountain, where she inhaled a chocolate

malted milk.

Added

these bobbing-ups, Greta has
times of late at popular
resorts around Hollywood, including Palm
Springs, Santa Barbara, and Arrowhead.
No one can quite fathom her actions.
guess is that Greta has had a "swell act."
Now that Katharine Hepburn, Mae West,
to

been seen

many

My

"Slim" Summerville, Ronald Colman, Marlene Dietrich and a few more are stealing
the familiar Garbo routine, perhaps Greta
is going to spring something new.
Smart
gal!

A

HOLLY WOOD

vertised across
Preview tonight:

theatre adfacade:

its

ALL OF ME.

"Huh, another nudist film!" was
W. C. Fields' comment.

THE
BYplans
go

Versatile Evalyn!

designed

gown
Note

of

this
plaid

Miss Knapp

unusual

dinner

taffeta herself.
the clever use of godets

on the

skirt.

time you read this, unless
astray, Lionel Barrymore will
have made a brief return to his old love,
the stage, after an absence of ten years.
It is to take the form of personal appearances in several Eastern theatres, including
the Capitol in
York.
Lionel has
chosen for his vehicle a sketch from "The
Copperhead," one of his most famous successes of old footlight days.

New

a
HERE
thusiasm
is

:

novel

example of fan en-

When

Charlotte

Henry was

personal-appearing in Oakland, California,
a twelve-year-old boy anxiously sought her
autograph. But when Charlotte agreed to
"sign up," the boy had no pen or pencil.
Not at all daunted, he raced to a nearby
store, explained his predicament to a clerk,
and offered to leave his overcoat as security if he could borrow a pen.
And that's
exactly the transaction that took place.
After he secured his autograph and an
extra one for the clerk the boy returned

—

to the store

and redeemed

—

his overcoat.

—

!

April

for

1934
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Spencer Tracy and Loretta Young, each of whom happens to
be the other's favorite film player, made an attractive couple
at a recent ball held at Hollywood's Biltmore hotel.

Grace Moore, opera and film
star, tries out some songs for
which Elissa Landi (right), wrote
lyrics. Miss Moore liked them!

Holmes

SALLY RAND,

whose fans stirred the
air of this country, made a personal appearance at the opening of a Hollywood

another of the
movies' vacation wanderers.
The
good-looking Phil does some impressive acting in "Nana." (Left, below).
Phillips

is

THINGS looked bad for the matrimonial
fortunes of John Gilbert and Virginia
Bruce, his fourth wife, when Virginia suddenly left their home and went to live with
her mother, taking five-months-old Susan
with her.
But calmer counsel prevailed,
and the two have (at this writing, any-

way!) become

brewery. The manager suggested that she
do her dance on a platform, and step from
there into a fountain of beer.
"I'm willing," agreed Sally, "if you'll

The fans," she went
pay for my fans.
on to say, "cost me $1300."
It took a glass of cold beer from his
fountain to revive the brewer.

reconciled.

COMMENT

like this

may

be a

tardy, but I think it too
amusing to overlook: That beaubit

watch Joan Crawford gave
Franchot Tone for Christmas
bears the inscription, "To Franchot with love from Joan." Which
is very funny when I recall that
another year she gave Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr. a watch, and it was
tiful

"To Doug with

inscribed:

love

from Joan."
alleged that the following conversatook place. Read it and decide for
yourself.
Bing Crosby, Dick Arlen, Jack
Oakie, Randy Scott and a few more Paramountaineers were seated on the curb in-

IS
ITtion

side the studio.
Crosby said:
"I attended the World's
Series in Washington last fall and saw
President Roosevelt toss out the first baseball."

Arlen said: "I went to the ice hockey
championship matches the other night and
tossed out the first puck."
Scott yawned and said
to a good show tonight."

:

A FEW

months ago, Dick Mook wrote
for Screenland, revealing
that Richard Arlen had never given Jobyna
Ralston, his wife, an engagement ring.
After they had been married a few years,
Arlen did buy a ring and she made him
return it, saying, "We can use that money
a

story

for something else."
Mook, and those who read his article,
may be happy to learn that Jobyna must
now believe that they have enough money
in the bank, because she recently permitted
Dick to give her an engagement ring

seven years late

And Oakie

cracked

:

"I think

"Me,

too.

I

I'll

go

wanta

see 'em toss out the first actor."

WHAT
Canyon
leased
little

there,

a

house

that

is

in

Laurel

mean the bungalow
by Ida Lupino. Not only do the
!

I

English actress and her mother dwell
but in the same house live Elsie

Ferguson

II,

Bryant Washburn,

Jr.,

and

Never a night passes that
a third boy.
there isn't a party, and Mrs. Lupino finds
herself in the position of being Hollywood's
busiest chaperon.

Ayres, who can usually be
not far from Ginger
Rogers, pauses in an interesting
spot to spring a new nifty on her.
Must be a good one!

Lew

found

;

:

;
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Honest Injun!
bling

Ramon Navarro and Lupe

—they're playing cards

scenes of "Laughing Boy."

ducky
THAT
shivering

naked archer, Dan Cupid,

in the cold

winter winds, has

For instance,
not failed to do his duty.
he finally married-off Ricardo Cortez to
Christine Lee, Hollywood society girl, and
sent these two away on a Honolulu honeymoon.
His hope of reconciliating Ann Harding
and Harry Bannister (Harry visited Ann
and their daughter for two weeks) went
glimmering when Bannister returned East.
And before these words can reach public
there

print,

may

Montgomery, Columbia football warrior, examines the
pigskin while Ginger Rogers and Ricardo Cortez make unkind
comments on the black eye he received in the Rose Bowl.

Velez aren't gam-

Cliff

"for fun" during a lull between
How do you like these redskins?

chorus of

be a regular

wedding bells, for it looks as if Cary Grant
and Virginia Cherrill, Merna Kennedy and
director Busby Berkeley, and Randolph
Scott and Vivian Gaye may at last join
hearts and hands.
But see what Cupid has written into his
book
Youngest romance:
Jean Parker and
Frank Lucas.
Most indecisive romance: Mary Brian
and Dick Powell.
Most stunning pair:
Sally Blane and
Russ Columbo.
Most hopeless romance: Loretta Young
and Spencer (still married to another)

THE

price of tickets to the Screen
Actors' Guild ball $25 a pair aroused
some criticism. The opinion of many was
that instead of selling tickets to a benefit
Guild budget-fund
for
themselves,
the
should have been contributed from the
pockets of its wealthy star-members.
In response to that charge, actors like
Eddie Cantor, James Cagney, Clark Gable,
Joan Crawford, Marie Dressier, Jean Harlow and others declared that the reason
for the ball was to promote, among all
Guild members, the spirit of co-operation.
By giving a ball, everybody contributed
otherwise, only a few would have conAnd all the tickets were speedily
tributed.

—

—

sold.

Bing
WHENwhooping
.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

grand
One
son a visit in Hollywood.
day Jimmy was about to take the
old man on a visit to the studio,
so he paraded a stack of photographs and said, "Look t'rough
dem and pick out the dames you
wanta meet." The first "dame"
Papa Durante selected was Greta
Garbo.

"Look at 'im!" screamed Jimmy.
"Can you imagine! He's tryin' to
cut in on me!"

.

.

Alice Faye was so
in a garden truck
distressed over the killing of the dog given
her by Rudy Vallee that she moved from
the apartment in which she had been living
.

.

.

Fred Astaire was
before its death
honored, while in England, by being invited to give a "command performance"
.A Hollywood brewery has a fountain that
Charles Ruggles, explaining
runs beers
how he fell from a roof "I tried to climb
down a ladder two minutes after the ladder
.

DURANTE'S father, a
JIMMY sport,
paid his well-nosed

baby son had

Crosby's

the
cough, more than 5000
solicitous letters came from every part of
the world
Ginger Rogers indulges ten
minutes of "eye exercises" daily she rolls
and blinks her eyes to strengthen the
muscles
Joe E. Brown spent fourteen
of sixteen Christmas-holiday nights making personal appearances at benefits
.
Clark Gable, with three race-horses as a
starter, is going into that sport in a big
way
Frances Dee and Joel McCrea
often drive to the studio from their ranch

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

had been removed."

ADOLPHE MENJOU

and Veree Teas-

dale are letting the world know that
they intend to be married in Spain next
August, which is the date Adolphe's di-

I\.

ding: Ginger Rogers and Lew Ayres.
Steadiest
to
date romance:
Shirley

vorce from Kathryn Carver becomes final.
Miss Teasdale, who recently achieved a
contract with Warners, is a niece of the
late Sara Teasdale, famous poetess.

Grey and Matty Kempy.
Cupid has been busy trying to wed Isobel
Jewell and Lee Tracy, and don't be sur-

ri

Tracy.

Most

denied-bitt-likely-to-happen

—

zved-

—

AN EXCITING

Krimsky

if he
succeeds along about April
perhaps earlier.
Ivan Lebedeff pursued
Wera Engels all the way to New York to
continue his marriage proposals, but without luck as this is written.

prised

sponsors of "Maedchen in Uniform," and
producers of the film "Emperor Jones."
The story, so far unconfirmed, has them
planning an elaborate production in an
Eastern studio with no less a star than
George M. Cohan in the leading role.

Billy Bakewell tried unsuccessfully to replace Frank Lucas in Jean Parker's affections, but failed.
Miriam Jordan, filing
suit for divorce from her English husband,
Joseph Davis, is scheduled to wed a New
York broker. Lilian Harvey is threatening
to quit pictures, marry Wilhelm Fritsch,
and have a baby. Remember she first told
Screenland so in her life story of a recent
issue

THIS

item is clipped from a Hollywood
newspaper "A! Jolson, not worried by
the mud, ran a mile and an eighth and
looked good for another two mile jaunt.
:

Al Jolson
Don't

?

Clarke is now wearing Sidney
Blackmer's ring, and Anita Louise has
Tom Brown's engagement pledge on her
too.
The Myrna
Novarro romance, icy for a

spiked, at least for the

star.

mammy-singer

This Al Jolson

CAROLE LOMBARD

Loy-Ramon

moment.

a great racer."
is

a race horse.

studio-visitor

while, seems
hot again.
Myrna may go to Europe at
the same time Novarro makes his concert

tour abroad.
Harmon O. Nelson, visiting wife Bette
Davis in Hollywood, has been with her
so constantly that divorce rumors
are

is

worry about the

becoming a track

Mae

finger,

rumor is afloat regardscreen activities of John
and Gifford Cochran, American
the

ing

"Good Dame,"

is

the picture in

which Sylvia Sidney and Fredric
March appear like this.

was

a
wears

telling

that she never
she goes to bed.

face-cream when
"Is it because you think cream hurts
your complexion?" the guest inquired.
"No," imparted Carole. "It's because a
woman is never pretty when she has cream
on her face and I can never be sure when
a fire will break out."

—

:

:

When good

Jimmy Dunn

going high-hat? The vigorous James does a
"well-dressed-man" act, with the capable assistance of this
blonde cutie, in the forthcoming "Fox Follies."

THE

divorce ideas of Sidney Fox and
Charlie Beahan seem to have been definitely abandoned at the moment of scootThis does not indicate a
ing to press.
complete reconciliation, however, for the
bride and groom will maintain separate
residences.

continentals get together.

again in Hollywood.

WHEN "The Merry Widow" comes

to

your theatre, strain your eyes hard,
if you are a Clark Gable fan, and see if
you can find your favorite among the
extras.

—

—

Clark asked for and received permission to play an extra in the picture.
His
reason is purely sentimental
Gable's first
movie pay check was earned as an extra
version of "The Merry
in
the
silent
Widow," and for "the sake of auld lang
syne," he will re-enact his minor bit.
:

CAROLE LOMBARD and Gary
Cooper were talking about
another actor, notorious for his
conceit. Gary, who hardly knows
the fellow, asked Carole if stories
of his ego were not exaggerated.

FASHION

"Exaggerated?" screamed Carole.
"Listen, that guy is so stuck-up
that when he had X-ray pictures
taken of his teeth, he had them
re-touched before he showed them
to his dentist!"

EIGHTH"— (the picHENRYnotTHE
proof
the man) — proves,
were needed, that students at Dartmouth
ture,

if

College have a sense of humor.
Remember, in the picture, the sequence

when

Queen

Anne was beheaded?

Of

course, the beheading was not seen, but the
fact that she had lost her roof was definitely established.

Well,

when Queen Anne was beheaded,

a quartette of college students arose in the
back of the theater and sang that popular
number: Annie Doesn't Live Here Any
More.

ODDITIES:

Heather Angel sports a gay swagger
stick made of natural wood and topped
with a Scotty's head painted bright yellow.
In case of rain, she removes the top and
lo, the swagger stick contains an umbrella.
Ginger Rogers' newest sport outfit has
three- inch metal buttons.
There is a reaThe buttons are hollow in fact, they
son.
;

are usable receptacles for coins, notes, or
other small articles.
Dolores Del Rio wears two rings, exact
The effect
duplicates, one on each hand.
is

striking.

Ida Lupino, English actress, introduced
a new fad she has removed her eybrows
entirely, and pencils them on as she fan-

—

sometimes short, sometimes long,
sometimes straight, sometimes curved.
cies,

and passed

result

was

"A

few years ago, when she
vaudeville and was barely earning

in

enough money

to keep herself alive, she
often sent money home to her parents.
"The}' didn't need the money," Helen
says, "I just wanted them to think I was
earning a big salary!"

AN OUT-OF-TOWN friend
t\ week-end visit to Richard

paid

a

Aden's
arrival, Dick

On the day of his
stood on his front porch and, pointing to a
house two blocks away, told his guest
"That's Bing Crosby's house."
That evening after dinner, the visitor
(tired from a day's auto travel) stretched
on the davenport and dropped off to sleep.
Dick meanwhile turned on the radio, and
happened to- catch a broadcast of a Crosby
home.

record.

The music awakened

the

guest,

who

drowsily opened his eyes and commented
"Good gracious
I can hear Bing singing
from 'way over at his house!"
!

Marx
of
the
four
brothers looks upon the othe:.s
as a natural phenomenon.
Very recently Groucho mentioned that Harpo was a most
precocious baby.

"CPACH
'

moment

Harpo

was

Groucho

"He was then so astounded at
own accomplishment — and

his

—

good
a

taste that he hasn't
since."

spoken

word

OUT OF HISTORY'S PAGES:

GEORGE
cal

rider.

BANCROFT'S

first

theatri-

experience was as a trick bicycle

He was termed "A Tramp on
He gave that up and became a
He teamed with a singing girl

Wheels."
hoofer.

named Octavia Broske, who

later

became

Mrs. Bancroft.
Jimmy Durante once decided to be a
prize-fighter (yes, with that nose).
He
fought one time, and was knocked out. He
was taken home, and as soon as he recovered, his dad knocked him out again.
Harold Lloyd's first movie job was in a
Mack Sennett comedy. His duty was to
roll down one of San Francisco's steepest
hills.
He commenced to roll and couldn't
stop.
He crashed against a board fence at

—

his version

studio
wants a middle-aged man in a gray overcoat to come to work in the morning wearing a hat."
:

was

admits to a streak of

A

vanity.

blonde.'

At Lew Ayres' house, where the game
was introduced, the original item read
"The casting director wants a mediumsized man with a blue coat and gray
trousers, not more than forty years of
age, to report for work on location at 112
North Sixth Street tomorrow morning at
seven-thirty.
He must wear a dark felt
hat and black shoes."
This message was read by the first subit

HELEN MACK

re-Marxed, "he
opened his eyes, looked at the
nurses and said, 'I'll take the

inal item.

who rewrote
The final

Jr.

write a play for Francis.

"The

has an interesting new
game this month. At your next party,
try it.
It is called "Observation."
Before guests arrive, provide paper and
To start the game, give
pencils for all.
player number one a short, typed paragraph.
Let him read it once.
Then let
him write the paragraph from memory.
Then give what he has written to the next
player, and repeat the process.
Continue
until every player has read and written
Then compare the paragraph
something.
written by the final player with the orig-

along.

Doug may

born,"

HOLLYWOOD

ject,

Doug Fairbanks,

and Francis Lederer, who knew each other in Europe, meet

The modern Eve must have her
vitamins! So Heather Angel scorns
the old-fashioned apple, and goes
to work on this gigantic orange.

the foot of the hill. Harold was paid three
dollars for his day's work, but he spent
eleven dollars having his bruises and cuts

ministered

to.

(Continued on page 97)

;!

!

!
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Scared of

Movie

Women

Continued from page 58
player
course

definitely established, the wisest
to steer clear of entangling heart
alliances.
Which the resolute careerist
tries to do.
But remember that a man also can long
is

is

for companionship and a home.
To say
nothing, ahem, of the "call of fatherhood"
and the pitter-patter of childish feet!
man, for instance, like Dick Powell, who is
a product of the best type of the American
middle-class family.
girl may elude Hollywood's love complications much easier than a man.
In the
first place, it's quite possible that she may
not be socially rushed.
have a decided

A

A

We

women in Hollywood and infrom the important and attractive
males are at a premium.
Then, too, the acquisition of stellar gloss
surplus

in

vitations

requires all of a serious girl's time.
To
progress she has to find ways to top all the
rest in the tricks of novelty and chic.

The skyrocketing young man spends no
hours

beauty parlors.

Masculine attire
is
standardized.
As for dates, though
Good-looking, prospering fellows are invited to all the Hollywood doings and the
eligible literally have to pick which worldfamous girl they care to escort.
The career man, bent on achieving permanency in his profession, is therefore constantly at war with himself. Which brings
us right back to Dick Powell, Exhibit A.
"Love?" Dick shook his head warily and
muttered, "Oh-oh!" in the ominous tone a
in

familiar

at, but it's by no means large.
And Dick
plans ahead.
He realizes you have to invest a considerable sum to draw adequate
dividend checks. Having no rich uncle, he
is fated to earn his own security. (Warners
have contracted for his services for the
coming two years, with no options attached.
Such an arrangement is exceptional these days and it illustrates how
optimistic his studio is about his prospects.)
"By 1936 I should have enough saved

to
to

marry," he amplifies. "I have no wish
become a Beverly Hills plutocrat or to

He does anticipate senThis next summer he expects to build a home, a modernized American farmhouse being his dream.
It'll be
in the Toluca Lake district, a modest section of Los Angeles.
Those publicized appearances at parties
and premieres with Hollywood lassies are
fun for Dick. They're a perpetual templive

expensively."

sible comforts.

tation, these beautiful actresses.
But, waxing confidential, he acknowledges that he

honestly hasn't thought of marriage since
he arrived in movieland.
"I've been too worried about myself.
After all, this is my big chance. The talkies are the peak of show business and I
want to make a permanent place for myself here.
Of course I've had twinges of
'puppy love.' But I've stopped short whenever I discovered myself drifting towards

radio entertainer uses.
a leisurely dinner out at his Toluca
Lake cottage and had lazily settled in front
of the blazing fire in his living-room.
I admitted he was correct in declaring
love something to worry about. Curious, I
wanted to know his recipe for avoiding it.
And why. Here he's been in Hollywood
for a year and a half and is the rage.
As
he describes himself in song, he's "young
and healthy." Not classicly handsome, this
blue-eyed, wavy-haired, six-foot husky is
"good-naturedly sexciting" according to
an admirer who extolled him to me in her
strongest adjectives.
There have been rumors of his devotion
to various belles.
I needn't name them
you've perused the gossip columns. On investigation these tales have proved to be
much ado over minor attentions.
"When I feel myself falling, I get myself in a corner and state, 'Look here, Mr.
Powell, cool off!'"
"And do you?" I interrupted.
"You bet !" he retorted vigorously. And
the explanation was on.
Echoing/ the hottest dame on celluloid,
Dick asserts, that he's no angel.
He is

help

—

gals'

ears.

When

Massa Powell

!

"Anyway,
husband

I'd

at

this

probably be a heck of a
stage of the game.
I'm

too selfish, too interested in amounting to
something!" Read between the lines and
you'll gather that Dick isn't the least bit
selfish.
He is the most considerate actor
I have met and is so M/iselfish that he condemns himself for realizing that there is a
climbing period in everyone's life when
concentration demands its toll.
The future Mrs. Powell won't be an
actress.
She
but after the

may

be

when he

ceremony

she'll

He

courts her,

go domestic'

has no doubts of this.
"I'm prehistoric, maybe," he elucidates,
"but 1 think a man should be the provider.

Nothing could be more appalling to me
to have my wife proclaim, 'Well,
whose money is it? I'm earning more than
you !' Hell, I'd bust up the furniture
than

"And then
ousy which
the

is

there's the professional jeal-

bound to creep in. One or
more popular and that

other will be

provokes insidious trouble. All actors are
exhibitionists.
Why, I can see that jealousy problem without getting married.
You date a prominent girl and either you
or she garners the most spotlight wherever
you go. Naturally nothing is said between
you, but the one who's received the lesser
is hurt inside.
"Besides, if an actress had the time to
be a wife as should be she wouldn't have
time to be much of an actress.
And an
actor is too busy to bother with his wife's
career.
many business men fret over
their better halves' bridge club squabbles
when they come home at night?"

flattery

—

Dick contends that the appeal of Holly-

wood women

is mainly due to the success
they have attained, and not to any special

individual glamor.
"Take the same girl

and the same clothes
and remove her fame and so what? She'd
have to make the grade on her very own
merits and she would be no more stunning
than many non-professionals.
"I'm still a movie fan at heart, though,"
he confesses. "Somehow the screen magically enhances and builds up charm."
Recently he was asked to be Mary Pickford's
escort at a dinner and theatre party and
he frankly admits he was a-dither with
excitement.
There are other famous women he'd like
to meet
Myrna Loy, for example. And
Hepburn. Like any fan he wonders if they

—

are as fascinating as they, seem to be. Ann
Harding is a secret favorite. He saw her
once at_ a big party and regrets that he
wasn't introduced.

craves to whisper yoo-hoo-

—

can't afford

How

—

hoo-hoo in pretty
comes to love ah

I

a wife yet.

—

colored

We'd had

human and he

an 'understanding,' because

When Dick Powell speaks of love and
marriage it is not with the bland assurance
of a greenhorn.
At twenty-eight he looks
forward and weighs values through experienced eyes because he can glance back at
his initial joust with Cupid.
Few recall it, but he impetuously married when he landed his first job.
"I was twenty-two and making $70 a
week, singing daily with a hotel orchestra

it

can't
he's

it
he's for it!
Furthermore,
anxious to go a lot farther than Mae West.
Family-conscious, he wants wedding bells,
a wife and kiddies. Three or four of the

latter

_

So why does he say nop when all the
world is saying yes ?
Because and now I'll get to fundamentals he clings to the old American

—

—

Hollywood attitude towards love.
"if I were positive of a steady income
equal to what I have at this time, I'd airplane off to Yuma.
Well as soon as I
could fall in love and persuade the lady

—

'

to accept

me !"

His current income

is

not to be wheezed

He is too well-bred to
personal matter which affects
another.
His wife was a non-professional,
of genteel family.
One day Dick commented to me, "My marriage was the only
really influential event in my life." Despite
his zeal for a career, you'll perceive, he
seeks the perfect love just as everyone
does.
Behind his laughing face there are
memories too painful to discus
"It burnt out so qu
nmused as he watched the flames lea;
in

theory that a man should be head of a
family and should be financially responsible
for his dependents.
Money, the supposed
root of our evils, is the sole reason for his

Louisville."

rehash

is Dorothy Hyson, attractive English ingenue who
is in the British International

Here

musical, "Happy." Note her
interesting "zebra" dress.

a

—

April

for
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(lAUDBTTE (OLBERT
lading to YOU/

MAKES A GIRL

IRRESISTIBLE TO MEN? YOU'VE
ALL WONDERED HEAPS OF TIMES,
I'M SURE! ONE THING'S CERTAIN
MEN ALWAYS FALL
FOR TRULY BEAUTIFUL SKIN

WHEN TELL MY FANS
HOW REALLY SIMPLE MY

.

I

COMPLEXION CARE IS/THEY
ALWAYS SEEM SURPRISED!
FOR YEARS I'VE USED LUX
TOILET SOAP REGULARLY.

L

Here Claudette Colbert

A

talks to

you about her beauty care
Lux Toilet Soap. Tells you how
easy it is to have a truly fascinating complexion!
.

.

.

This bland, fragrant, white soap
brings out the hidden beauty of
your skin. 9 out of 10 screen
it. Girls all over the
country are finding that this
simple care . used regularly . . keeps their skin

stars use

.

.

.

radiantly lovely

.

.

.

soft

and smooth.
Try

new

Start today to win
loveliness the screen

it!

stars'

Scientists say: "Skin grows oldlooking through the gradual loss of
certain elements Nature puts in skin
to keep it youthful. Gentle Lux Toi-

way!

Soap, so readily soluble, actually
contains such precious elements
checks their loss from the skin."

let

YOU can have

lami men cant

resist

!

!
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tastically
that his

on the hearth.

I

have been told

wife could not understand the
whirlwind existence his rapid rise necessitated.
She disliked the stage. But personality such as Dick's could hardly be
hidden in a commonplace, humdrum life.
I came
"You've heard how I started.
from an average American family and began singing in the church choir in Little
Rock, Arkansas. Instead of going rah-rah,

my

singing turned
me towards the footlights. I studied voice
and got that job in Louisville. I stayed
there for ten months, delivering light opera
melodies.
"Gradually it dawned on me that popular music was more profitable.
I got
myself a banjo and jazzed my tunes. That
I became a master of cereboosted me.
monies when I'd learned to tell jokes."
the' fact that folks liked

His remarkably cheery manner and

his
ability to delight audiences with his splendid voice soon led him to Pittsburgh.

he quickly wowed one and all.
When a crooner with personality plus was
required for "Blessed Event," Warners
In his first picture Dick
sent for him.
spoke only one line of regular dialogue,
but the songs he rendered immediately
made us all aware of him. Since then he
has evolved into our leading screen vo-

There

calizer.

Crazy about music, he hopes eventually
to follow in the footsteps of his idols,

Law-

rence Tibbett and Richard Crooks. To this
end he faithfully continues his singing lessons.
Now he has become anxious to
click as an actor.
In "Convention City"
he came througli with a straight juvenile
performance that demonstrated he doesn't

have to rely on singing.

"What
they

a kick

I

laughed at

got at the pre-view
scenes

my comedy

when
!"

he

me

enthusiastically.
"You
know I've only done ten pictures and I've
an awful lot to catch on to. It seems to
me I'm still a little too 'broad.' On the

remarked

to

stage you over-emphasize, but close-ups
the size of a wall demand subtlety."
He
figures he benefited more from the small
role he played in Arliss's "The King's
Vacation" than from any other part.
His stepping out is astonishingly unsystematic.
He may not date for two entire

months, and then he's calling on our local
ladies two and three times weekly.
Here's
a tip to them you have to encourage him
He's not the flip, fresh sort who'll request
a date after one meeting. Rather he waits
until he has encountered you five or six
times and is certain you relish his com:

recollection for sending flowers
day cards is self-specified as

"terrible."
to be taken for
himself out.
"Nor

"And no woman wants

granted," he bawls
does a man," he adds philosophically. "A
fellow likes to be petted when he comes
home fussing after a hard day's work!"
Personally, I'd consider his schedule a
sure antidote for a heavy love affair. He's
on the skip-and-jump continuously.
But
he's used to the high-pressure gait, for
he did four shows a day during the three
years he headlined in Pittsburgh just prior
to his Hollywood break.
His vacation this year is arranged for
April, May, and June, and he intends' to
travel through Europe.
No stage appearances as in '33.
Don't imagine he's hunting a riotous

romance when he voyages away from
Hollywood's million dollar queens.
He
came to us aware of the errors one can
make in marrying, and he's determined to
shun the slips of the past. And if you
suppose this Dick Powell can't cool himself
off at the psychological
moments,
he actually found an actress
he could adore and she would
have given up her public in order to be his

listen to this

here

:

—

whom

pany.

missus.

he is absent-minded, don't conclude
Dick's
he's giving you the big go-bye.

afford to give

If

and birth-

Because he

is

in,

so convinced that he can't

he

didn't.

What

a

man

Hail Hayes!
Continued from page 27
twenty long years in the theatre,
has a home, and a husband, and a baby,
and a loving, watchful mother? Twenty
years she lived in a wardrobe trunk, when
other girls were having beaux, dates, and
genius,

broken hearts.
"Didn't you and
place in California?"
Her eyes clouded.

was

Charlie

"Oh,

have
yes,

a

nice

but that

different."

"How

different?" I persisted, thinking
to grasp, perhaps, some new truths about
the myrmidons of moviedom.
"I tell you, there's something dangerous
about Hollywood, especially for married
couples," said the little star.
everlasting living under a
"It's
the
microscope.
It's the constant close association with people who have only one interest
pictures.
It's the eternal sunlight,
the eternal moonlight, the green hills and
pink houses and blue sky.
"When Charlie and I are in the east we
are almost stupidly happy and content. In

—

Hollywood we found ourselves getting
fidgety and on edge.
We didn't actually
fight, but we were both nervous.
Holly-

wood gave me

And

the

jitters

—the

marital

why

I'm
glad I'm home!"
I clucked sympathetically and mentioned
the names of two fine picture people recently split like a hot-dog bun
(not the
jitters.

that's

another reason

—

Killing two birds!
Foster for "7 Lives

Heather Angel rehearses her lines with Norman

Were Changed," while the studio hairdresser

her dark tresses for their next scene together.

fixes

Gilberts).
"They're
"Isn't that sad?" said Helen.
You know, out
both such swell people.
there they had a boat, and I used to think
how wonderful it was that two married
people should enjoy the same thing so
much. I thought it helped guarantee the
And not even
safety of their marriage.
!"
the boat saved them
The little foot-doctor gouged deeper, and
Helen said "Ooooo!"
"How about pictures themselves?"
"I honestly don't feel I have much to
give Hollywood," she said. "At least, not
nearly what I feel I can give the stage.
What good is my long theatre training in
Hollywood?
I'm never called upon for
sustained power, such as a play like this
two-minute scene, and I'm
demands.

A

—
April

for

]
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WHY

PAIN MAKES

YOU LOOK OLD
now say
—
PAIN
attended by congestion of
scientists

is

Science discovers that pain actually ages and permanently
disfigures

— "Grin

given, to

women who

the tiny blood vessels and
their feeders, called capillaries.

These supply nourishing blood
to the nerve endings and tiny
muscles of your

and bear

value their beauty

— no

New

indelible lines of age.

relief

WITH MARY ?
SHE LOOKS

combats

this

SHOW

MUCH OLDER

creams or

cosmetics can conceal the pain wrinkles which

SHE ISN'T W6U
AND THE LINES
IN HER FACE

WHAT S WRONG

worst advice ever

it," the

IT.'

become
danger.

inner skin, pre-

venting wrinkling and shrivel-

— an amazing new scien— relieves pain

ing of your outer skin.

Hexin

what happens every
time your head aches: Tiny mus-

tific

cles contract like a clenched fist,

relaxing tense muscles

retarding the flow of blood and

leasing fresh blood to your

causing pressure on the nearly

tated nerve ends.

80,000 nerve ends which con-

speed,

This

trol

is

pain in your face and head.

Physicians commonly use
the term "headache face" in
describing the patient whose
beauty
pain.

is

marred by needless

Thus

it is

dangerous to

your beauty to merely "grin

and bear it". Each headache
you neglect etches wrinkles in
your face deeper and deeper
until they

become

indelible

lines of age.

formula

quickly, safely and naturally

Hexin

and

re-

irri-

gently removes

the direct cause of your pain.*

Don't confuse Hexin with
old-fashioned tablets which
simply drug your nerves and

Hexin reby relaxa-

encourage acidosis.

tion. Its alkaline formula will

not injure the heart nor upset

the stomach. Don't take a
chance with old-fashioned tablets.

Modern

science has long

since discarded

them

AND LOOK
YOUNG

Now there is no excuse for neg-

Sound

— no

you in
Don't

lecting pain
letting

excuse for
it rob you of your charm

SOUND

the resultant distress

that

is

let cigarettes, coffee,

rest.

The next time sleep won't
come easily take 2 Hexin tablets with water. Let Hexin relax your tired nerves

soothe you to sleep.

HEXIN

and gently

Hexin

is

not a hypnotic nor a narcotic

causing

is

re-

by

re-

lishing the

Hexin

is

YES,

WE

REALLY

OUGHT TO TELL
HER ABOUT

HEADACHES'

HEXIN

directly

lieves congestion safely

laxing taut tissues

STILL

agree that

due to congestion. Hexin

and reestab-

normal flow of blood.

alkaline (non-acid). It

relieves the direct cause of cold-

distress safely

— by relaxa-

SHE DOESN'T
REALIZE HOW
PAIN IS AGEING

Most people find that 1
Hexin tablet with water every

tion.

HER

HEXIN would
HAVE STOPPED
HER HEADACHES
AND KEPT HER
LOOKING YOUNG

hour until a total of 6 or 7 have
been taken keeps a cold from

The only

important to
building up your energy.
sleep

with your

know

all

SHE

AWFUL

differ as to the

cause of colds, but

MAKE
SLEEP

ing parties on account of

doctors

IS

HAVING THOSE

one

that has started.

nervousness or worry, interfere

it.

may

Doctors

starting, or greatly relieves

—no excuse for missing excitModern

HEXIN COMBATS COLDS

FEEL

AIDS

and soundly.

in favor

of Hexin.

HOW TO

help you to

will

by

With lightning

lieves pain safely

Hexin

sleep naturally

artificial

drowsiness.

Why ruin your health and lower
your efficiency by lying awake?

*HEXIN

is

remarkably

THIS TEST

test of

reliever that

any pain-

means anything

is

how it acts with you. Make this
test yourself. Take 2 Hexin
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AMAZING

IT

HOW FAST
\HEXIH «orks?

CERTAINLV

AND

»S-

NEVER
UPSETS MY

|

IT

STOMACH EITHER

tablets with a glass of water.

At once tense nerves start to
relax. At once Hexin starts to
combat your pain or distress.
You'll never know what quick
relief is until you try Hexin.
Insist on Hexin today at any
modern drug store. Nothing
else is "just as good". Or make
your personal test free by
mailing the coupon NOW.

effective in relieving

women's periodic pains.
WE DO OUR PART

HEXIN,

SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Modern

Druggists Prefer HEXIN

Buy a box of HEXIN

today. If your druggist should not have it on hand, insist that
he order it. You can buy HEXIN in convenient tins containing 12 tablets and in
economical bottles of 50 and 100 tablets.
Don 't let your druggist give you anything
6ut HEXIN. Nothing else is "just as good '.
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me a generous FREE sample of HEXIN.
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Originally Developed For
Children

—

that
Give us a formula — mothers asked
our children can take with safety. Give us a
relief for pain and fever that is milder and
better adapted to the delicate systems of
children than ordinary tablets so strong and
so acid.

HEXIN— an

alkaline

formula— was, there-

developed for children originally. Its
act ion had to be gentle and safe. What's mild
enough for your child is better for you. But
don't be misled about the effectiveness of
fore,

.,

.

State

_

HEXIN

for adult use.

The
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'
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Hollywood takes
through for a while.
beautiful girls and develops them into good,
even fine actresses for the film medium.
I
I'm a trouper of the theatre, I guess.
went into it when I was a little child, and
I'll live in it and die in it."
I
watched this wonder-child as she
talked, awed as I always am by her canny
good sense and by the stupendous power
of the spirit that burns in that tiny body,
that unresting little brain.
It is this spiritual

can stage, acclaimed by the theatre world.
Verily, she has her reward in love and
glory today, this half-portion of remarkable

woman
Is she

Knows'

that

And when

makes

beloved

As

theatre.

great

way by sawing in solitude
for years, as famous pickpockets learned
their art by practicing on Father when he
fiddlers got that

she does, mates, you are in for

high.

away

for laughs and company.
And she's
earned every dad-burned ounce of joy that
Heaven sends
I got up to make my farewells.
The little
doc still tampered with those million-dol-

bicycle built for ?
Eddie
who takes his exercise
seriously, goes out for a little

Cantor,

spin with the famous Sophie
Tucker on a tandem bike.

—

—her

—

A

—

power

hope to

toes may hurt, but her heart
She's again the toast of Broadway
once more she feels the surf-beat of
applause as the last curtain falls. No true
trouper is ever really happy without it,
any more than the old fire-horse can help
straining his ears for the clang of the third
alarm.
She's happy with her Charlie and her
baby and her mama at the old home in
Nyack, with Wild Ben Hecht four doors

—

Her nose is just something to
catch cold in, and no one ever looked twice
at her Dietrichs.
Yet we've all seen Helen Hayes notably
in certain scenes in "A Farewell to Arms"
when she gave the illusion of being the
most beautiful creature on earth, lovelier

!

I

Her

stars.

is

baggage.

head of smouldering and mysterious Garbos.
What a little queen In all her life there
has been one motivating force, one driving

what

!

artist she is.
think of her as the faultless actress.
It is this inner, quenchless fire that can
grow her from five feet to six, and dominate a high-hat stage filled with uptown
actors.
This priceless quality permits her
to work her magical skullduggery on us
befuddled customers, making us believe in
anything she chooses, from Infant Damnation to the Moral Efficacy of Spinach.
One of Helen's most amazing tricks is
the way she can jam the illusion of beauty
Helen would be the last
into our brains.
to deny that she is no star-spangled lallapalooza for looks. In fact, if it were not
for those eyes, she'd be a pretty plain little

fifty

that's

something
She played it for sixty weeks
on the stage, and my memory of Helen as
Maggie Shand in this fine play is one of
the most precious my heart holds.
So this is my report to you on the present happy state of one of our best beloved

I

than

me, and

for

do next."

power, guided by her

and excellent training,
Helen Hayes the consummate
long

going back to Hollywood?

"Certainly!" Helen told me.
"I'm engaged with this play until June, and then
I expect to go back to the Coast.
M-G-M
has bought Barrie's 'What Every Woman

lar toes.

"Goodbye, Helen," I

home on Saturday

rolled

won

nights, as saints
focussing their rapt

immortality by

—

eyes on Heaven so Helen Hayes laid her
girlhood, her toil, her whole being on the
altar of make-believe.
Nothing turned her
aside, and at an age when most girls are
getting silly crushes on marcelled crooners,
Helen was an exalted figure on the Ameri-

of the tootsies."
"I will," she

said.

"Take care

"Be kind

said.

your

to

typewriter."

"And watch those marital
you get back to Hollywood."
She laughed.
will,"

"I

jitters

"Remember,

she said.

when
there's

always Nyack!"

Return

Stars

Continued from page 26

—

Miriam or "Li'l Gawgia," suh
There was the chorus girl Miriam. That
was in '21. She played either "si" or "la"

named

—

I

forget

Notes"

— as

"Eight Little
the great "Music Box Revue,"

in

one of the

first edition.

Then there was the struggling youngingenue Miriam Hopkins. That would be
about '25 or '26, when she was playing in
"The Fall of Eve." The play's big moment
came when the bedevilled

heroine, Miriam,
tore practically all her clothes off, to the
consternation of the villain and the joyous
whoops of the crowd. I remember thinking then that she looked like an ivory
toothpick for that was before the time
when God, Time, Prosperity and Prof.
Ernst Lubitsch had made her into one of

—

Hollywood's more luxurious maids.
After the play's opening, the producer
gave a grand party, and there was "Li'l
Gawgia" champagne in one hand and a
hot dog in the other, and didn't we have

—

Such a jolly, regular kid!
And the Miriam of '30, a looming Broadway hit. Again at a New York party,
laughing and natural and gay, with a glass
in one hand and the other employed for
fun, just!

gestures, as my old pal O. Henry used to
say at Jack's.
I was to deal with the Hopkins of
'34
three years and better in Hollywood
Paramount star a picture stolen from
right under Chevalier's nose
a Lubitsch
Creation, Class of '31
a booming star
temporarily kettled by an unlucky floperoo.

Now

—

—

;

;

;

What now?
The

popped

Rose,

—

coffee-colored maid of

ducer

What

that's

service,

admitted me.

so nice and
is
the theatre."

"And now what ?"

ho!

On

wide and squashy sofa lolled
Miriam Hopkins, finishing a smidgin of
toast and a dish of coffee, the hour being
11.30 A. M.
She didn't seem to mind
being caught thus in her second best lounging pajamas, without a spot of make-up.
At the moment the lass had no more
glamor than my aunt Minnie. She looked
like a nice, well-washed girl, with peachfuzz on her cheeks, dawdling over a lazy
a

Which

breakfast.

of course she was.

—

No

camera within miles no Lubitsch under
the couch with a j ug of Glamor
Looking a bit thinnish, I thought. Must
feed the gell up a bit, what?
(She later
told me that she had taken to drinking
up what the baby left of its certified milk,
which I thought a cute idea for putting
on bulk).
Greetings over, would I have a spot of
coffee ?
No, thanks.
Would I have a glass of sherry? I
opined it was no sin to absorb a mite of
sherry at noon, tossing in the uninteresting news that I had practically given up
cocktails for sherry before meals.

assure

I,
too, admitted a fondness for those
vinous tipples.
"Too bad about 'Jezebel,' " I said, curse

for

my

it,"

of

better

Louis

stories.

B.

United Artists.

want to divide my time between
and Hollywood.
I'd like to
have a house on the East River, where I
could have my books and my pictures
and oh, all the things one gathers through
life.
Hollywood in the summer it's lovely
then and New York for a play at least

"Then

I

New York

—
—

—

part of the season."

The foregoing should be read very rapThe
like coal going down a chute.

idly,

Hopkins rattles on like a machine gun,
and uncoiling herself gracefully the
breakfast things were toted away.
"Did you notice that set of china," asked
Now that
"That's very funny.
Miriam.

"I

liked

McClintic

— pro-

bought a percolator and a toaster, and Rose

she agreed.

Guthrie

me

I'm out of work I thought I'd economize.
wouldn't have our breakfasts sent up
from the hotel. Rose could make it in our
own kitchen and I'd save money. So I

cruel heart.

"Yes, wasn't
the play, and

asked.

Mayer of Metro assured me they'd welcome me there, and so did Joe Schenck of

The

—

But

"In Hollywood I want to free-lance. No
more long contracts. Jesse Lasky advised
me against contracts—free-lancing would

and brandy and highballs afterward.
But champagne, or sherry, now

simply
ner,

talented.

well at the Guild.

coiling
while.

loathe

I

so

"Perhaps I'll do another play before I
go back to Hollywood in June. I have
seven or eight here now. There are some
back of the couch. [I confess I jumped
slightly.]
Gilbert Miller has two, and the
Theatre Guild has a play by Milne I'm
sure I'd love to do.
They do things so

"I
cocktails," said the star.
cannot stand cocktails before din-

"I

me
me

into the corridor, and
I toddled to the door of 3311 and pushed
lift

the buzzer.
eight years'

I

April

for

—

!

!
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opened an account at the grocer's.
"Then, at a little shop on Madison Avenue,
cost

saw the

I

Well,

economize

just

And

that's

could

we

eat $200

June?"

I

set.

How

!

of breakfasts by
ready.

set of china.
couldn't resist

loveliest

but I
that's the

$200,

A

The door opened.
a pram carrying a

how

It
it.

I

worth
had no answer

nurse wheeled in
pink-cheeked

sturdy,

infant.

"Here's Michael !" exclaimed Miriam,
and bolted for the child.
And Michael it was Prince Michael I,
of Hopkins
the 21-months-old lad Miriam
adopted from a Chicago creche soon after
he was born. In other words, the silver
spoon was inserted in his mouth shortly

—

—

after birth.
Fair-haired, blue-eyed, he's a
healthy, jolly child who can say "mamma"
and "door" just as plain as anything.
To the Prince, everything that is not
"mamma" is "door," and vice versa.
Mike, gradually getting accustomed to
the funny-looking man in the shiny suit,
was led in by his "Nana." Of course,
chums, his nurse is "Nana." No relation
to the naughty girl in the Zola story, obviously, but nurses are never "Gert" or

"Mag." Always "Nana."
you rascally kiddies

Remember

that,

After passing cigarettes and attempting
tip over the decanter, which Miriam
rescued maternally, the Prince scented vittles in the next room.
Squealing joyously,
he was hoisted into the high chair to cope
with his three nice vegetables and his nice
egg, administered by "Nana."
Mike also
improved his time by tossing silverware
over his left shoulder, for luck.
It was time to go.
I made my adieux,
leaving the luxurious soot so near Heaven,
to

and

on

the

right

side

Miriam Hopkins and
parted,
regard.

with mutual

of

the

Avenoo.

pressed hands and
expressions of high
I

I popped into the lift, fell 33 floors,
popped out again and tooled down the
Avenoo, musing on Miriam the while.
If the girl is munching bitter bread over
her play's bust, while Hayes and Hepburn
scoot on, she's too good a trouper to show
it,
though it must hurt like a galloping

toothache.

Meanwhile she mothers Prince Mike and
plans for the future.
She's said to be a
smart business gal, and her blonde fragility, all innocence, might make it easier
to sneak up on the moguls and smack them
down.

1.

Wash

them
2.
is

if

often. Perspiration

you

will ruin

don't!

Kathryn Martin, Washa-

Ivory Snow is made from
pure Ivory Soap. You can use Ivory
Snow as often as you like, and you can use
enough of it to make thick suds, because
it contains nothing strong or harsh to fade
colors, shrink satin, or dry out elastic.
bility Expert.

Hollywood saw her grow from a scrawny
ingenue to a full-blown, alluring woman.
Once Nature had taken its helpful course,
Prof. Lubitsch took charge of the case,
and with that famous yet totally inexplicable magic of his, shot her full of what
passes for glamor in the films.
Just now "Li'l Gawgia" is out on a limb.
She's an actress, young and full of beans,
with nothing to act. Like a cornet-player
without a horn, ham and eggs without

ham.

Around her

are her pictures, up in that
There's a piano, and Mike,
and "Nana," and "Rose," and a charming
girl who makes herself useful acting as
telephone-and-doorbell-buffer.
Outside are
a thousand friends.
Famous couturieres
come to her now for fittings. Oh, Miriam
Hopkins is pretty swell a Hollywood star
with all the trimmings.
Yet I felt a little sorry for her, up there
among the clouds. Helen and Katie down
there on Broadway reciting away for dear
life, and Miriam a smart little girl, too
with no pieces to speak
I wonder if she ever thinks, a bit longingly, of the brave days when she was
Hollywood-bound laughing and gay, just
a cute kid at a party, a glass in one hand
and the other for gestures? Oh, probably
swell hotel.

heavy, scrub

it

with a soft brush.

—

don't
lukewarm rinse
wring. Ivory Snow suds are easy to rinse.

4. Gentle,

Use pure, mild soap. "Ivory Snow
ideal," says

or, if

3. Rich suds, lukewarm, not hot! Remember, heat spoils elastic! You do not
need heat to take out oily dirt when you

No

flat pieces in Ivory Snow to paste
down on your garment and make soap

spots!

Roll foundation in a towel to blot

excess water; then shake out and dry
in a place removed from direct heat. Be-

up

work it in your hands a
and soften it.

fore entirely dry,
bit to limber

99

44 100
/

%

PURE

have Ivory Snow's rich, fluffy suds. And
you don't need hot water to make suds with
Ivory Snow. Ivory Snow is fluffy . melts
quick as a wink in safe LUKEWARM
water. Don't squeeze or twist garment.
Slosh it gently up and down in the suds,
.

.

—

For 15c

a t your grocer's you can get a package
of Ivory Snow that is as large as the 25f! size of
other soaps for fine fabrics. Enough pure, safe,
quick -dissolving Ivory Snow to wash your silk
stockings and lingerie every day for more than

a month. Economical to use for dishes, too ...
keeps your hands in the Social Register I

alb"?*

—

not.

FLUFFY* INSTANT DISSOLVING IN

LUKEWARM WATER

—

!

!
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Hollywood Welcomes the

New

Elegance

Continued from page 55
the smart thing to do is to serve tea !" declares Vera. "Pouring tea is such a gracefully feminine thing to do.
And that
brings in the new hostess gown and the tea
gown, made in pastel shades of lovely soft
materials, with wide sleeves falling back
to reveal the wearer's white arm.
"And it will be a white arm, too, not a

parboiled mahogany one
"An afternoon gown today is an afternoon gown and not a makeshift. You can't
take off the jacket or cape and go on to
dinner. No, this dress is ankle-length, and
sleeved. It is made of soft crepe or chiffon
or, as the season advances, of one of the
new and amazing cotton weaves, and no

—

Wide World

Joan and Tone! The two celebrated movie arm-in-armers dine together
at a fashionable Hollywood hostelry. Joan's shimmering gown imparts
extra glamor to the lovely gal.

jewelry is worn with it.
"Quite a few large hats will be seen
for afternoon, but they will be more formal
than those we have been used to seeing.
We are using elaborate trimming for the
first
time in years.
Paradise feathers,
when we can get them, will be very good,
burnt ostrich and plumes are expected to
make a real come-back this time, because
they are to be worn in their proper place.
We won't see woman wearing them to
work, or to market or to shop, as we did
during their brief reign two or three years
ago.

evening gowns, cut low in the neck or entirely backless, are very good.
You will
look so demure in front and be so breathtaking when you turn your back
"But the sophisticate will wear the barearmed, decollete gown with jewels.
"You must have a train, though, even
if it's a tiny one, for no formal gown is
correct without one.
"It

gown.

is

the material that really makes the
Very luxurious materials are being

used of beautiful metallic cloth, lame, jewel
cloth, exquisite printed satins, and these
will be good well into late spring except
Then you may
for very warm places.
wear your jewels whether real gems or
costume jewelry with tulle and chiffons,
but don't omit the jewels!
"With the new styles, fashions in hair
It's no
dressing show a distinct change.
longer possible to wear it short and unYour hair must be as formal as
curled.
your gown, and you will put ornaments
brilliants and jewels
in it, or wear a dia-

—
—

—

dem.

"The fashionable women in New York
are using transformations for evening to
save the time of having their hair formally
Screen stars have
dressed every night.
done this for some time, as it would be
impossible for them to get to a dinner at
all if they had to stop for a formal arrangement of their crowning glories after
They wear
a hard day at the studio.
transformations to save their hair, too, for
so much finger waving, hot iron and hot
drier will ruin any head of hair.
"The diadem isn't as heavy and 'dowager-ish' as the tiara used to be it is light
and graceful and makes your face look
The tiara added dignity and
youthful.
;

made

its

wearer seem dignified and

stately,

but the diadem gives more the effect of
glorious youth.
"Don't wear one if you are a debutante,
however, or if you are of debutante age or
younger. For you, is the tiny hair-band of
of tiny stars
silk flowers in pastel shades
pinned here and there.
"For the first time in years, the 'sweet
young thing' won't be a copy of her mother
and her aunt and her elder sister. Sophistication for the jeunne fille is a thing of the
;

past.

She

is

to

wear

ruffles

and

tulle,

bouffant skirts, pretty girlish-looking things,
so that too-slim youth will no longer look

chicken or a string bean, but
There is an
truly young and charming.
like a picked

especial allure to a girl in full ruffled skirt
when she is slender as a young birch tree.
"We are using beads on dresses again,
brilliants and very tiny sequins that give
the effect of dewdrops or a shining mist.
Sequins dropped on tulle and chiffon are
flattering and feminine.
Of course, the
simplest line must be used on such a gown
or the effect will be lost.
"Restaurant hats are small, as they have
been, but brilliants and shining ornaments

appear
hat

on them

—even

jet

used

is

if

"We have gone around like so many
wrens for so long that it may seem strange
to turn into peacocks, but you must be a
peacock in 1934!
"For the formal luncheon, in late winter
and early spring, the velvet suit with the
metallic cloth blouse, or the dress of rich
material with good furs, will be right. As
it turns warmer, any of the beautiful new
printed silks can be worn, or something
elaborate in the new cotton weaves, perhaps with a touch of embroidery or lace,
can be worn.

the

black.
"Wraps for evening are very elaborate.
Luxurious furs are in once more Russian
sable has come back and chinchilla is very
good, for the lucky ladies who can afford
them and as spring advances summer ermine and feather wraps will be the vogue.
Taffeta and peau de sole are also nice for
the spring wrap, but choose truly feminine
colors, nothing harsh or heavy.
"Gone is the day when we could buy a
sports coat with a fur collar and wear it
is

—

;

anywhere

!"

The off-hand style in clothes belongs to
the day when woman's freedom was new.
It was the over-emphasis on equality with
men that brought in the era of boyish
forms and mannish fashions, according to
Vera.
Women who dashed out to meet
friends in speakeasies, who flitted
hither and yon without escorts, who wanted
to show the world how independent they
had become, didn't care to bother with
feminine fashions.
"But now we're tired of so much independence," avers Vera. "We don't see the
fun of shifting for ourselves, when some
man might as well do the shifting for us.
are beginning to value the chivalry
we laughed at, and to appreciate the
courtly manners of pre-prohibition days.
want to keep the best of the freedom
we've won, but we don't see the sense of
denying ourselves all the tenderness men
their

We

We

are eager to shower upon us.
"Men like to take care of
their privilege

—

let's let

them

women— it's

!"

So what is more feminine than afternoon
tea? Not tea that really means cocktails,
but old Sir Thomas Lipton's well-known
beverage

"Now

itself.

that

it

is

legal

to drink

liquor,

Gloria Stuart, in these breezy
sport shorts, demonstrates the
kind of garb that one does not
wear to cocktail parties in
these new repeal days.

!

April

for
"Do

1934
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however, attempt to appear

not,

in

a plain tailored suit or a sports frock.
"The sports things have their proper
place, on the sports field or in the spectator's gallery.
There are lovely handknits for spring, made abroad where they

know how to do intricate stitches, and
expensive-looking English woolen weaves."

TRY THESE

Hollywood Hair Styles

Vera believes that the American woman
dresses well for business, usually wearing
simple, practical outfits that may be inexpensive but are very smart. She doesn't
confine herself to black and navy blue, but
knows how to add cheer to an office with
colors that are not out of place.
"It always amuses me when a director
insists that a stenographer be dressed in
drabby, ugly clothes, because no American
girl would dream of wearing unbecoming
"Even for business
things," says Vera.
wear, there can be a dainty feminine touch
rather than the severe mannish mode of
past seasons.
"But now that the
provides more

But don't

let

wispy

DRY hair

or

stringy OILY hair spoil the effect
Expressive of her vivacious personality is the
radiant, up-tossed mass of loose curls worn by
one queen of the silver screen. A piquant
fashion
and becoming but impossible to
achieve with oily, stringy hair. To help correct
over-oily hair, use the Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo treatment below.

—

—

NRA

have time to spend on makourselves more charming, on being

we

leisure,

ing

women

We

all

instead of mock-men."
went without many changes of ap-

propriate gloves during the depression because we couldn't afford them before 1929,
we didn't emphasize their importance because we wanted to feel free. But now we
must hie ourselves to the glove counter and
lay in a stock, for "no lady is seen on the
street without her gloves," as grandmother
;

used to remark.
1934 gloves are very plain against the
more elaborate costumes we won't go in
for fancy materials and odd shapes and
colors. They are well-made and neat.
"Shoes must match the ensemble," Vera
informs me.
"They are more elaborate
than they have been, but that is because
they are of fine leather or material and
beautifully made.
When we had to wear
cheap shoes, we forgot how important exquisite workmanship can be and how much
Remember it now.
it counts in footwear.
"The same thing holds good with purses
and handbags. It isn't the elaborate bag
that is fashionable now, but the one of fine
leather, properly made.
" Why, there's nothing to it !'.• I hear
women say, as they pick up these new
But that's because they are used to
bags.
flamboyant stuff and haven't been educated
;

to appreciate the exquisitely simple.

"With

the arrival of the

and pajamas and

new

age, slacks

pseudo-male attire is
definitely out," declares Vera.
"You may
wear your pajamas on the beach and your
slacks in camp, but anywhere else will
merely blazon forth your ignorance and
all

lack of taste.

"Perhaps you may wear some ornate
Russian pajamas with elaborate tops when
you entertain informally in day-time in
your own home, but nothing less elaborate
will pass.

"Even in the bedroom, pajamas are
doomed to say farewell, for nightgowns are
back! They are of lovely lace and chiffon
and gorgeous negligees are shown with
them.
Watch the screen for suggestions.
are using velvet robes, heavily em-

We

broidered,

No more

padded silk, and airy chiffons.
can you don a bathrobe like your

One Hollywood

has gone feminine, too, and
the tailored underthings are passe."
In the new age, ushered in by repeal,
poise is to be more important than pep;
we can't wear a train and climb up on the
piano; wise-cracks will be discarded in
favor of gracious manners, and instead of
embarrassing our guests with so-called

famous

for her "allure"

The

curls over her

and at the neck-line are fluffed well forward. A good style for the new " off the face"
baby bonnets but wispy, dry, harsh hair
would ruin the effect. Packer's Olive Oil
ears

—

Shampoo treatment

(given below) helps to

correct over-dry hair.

Help for

DRY

hair:

Don't put up with dry, lifeless,
burnt-out looking hair. And don't
oh, don't
use a soap or shampoo
on your hair which is harsh and
drying. Packer's Olive Oil Shampoo
is made especially for dry hair. It is
a gentle "emollient' shampoo made
of pure olive oil. In addition, it
contains soothing, softening glycerine which helps to make your
hair silkier and more manageable.

—

—

'

j

To correct OSLY hair:
If your hair is

too oily, the oil glands

your scalp are over-active. Use
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo— it is
made especially for oily hair. This
in

shampoo

gently astringent. It
tends to tighten up and so to normalize the relaxed oil glands.
is

No harmful harshness in Packer
Shampoos. Both are made by the

easy and can be used
with absolute safety to your hair.
Use Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
every four or five days at first if
necessary, until your hair begins to
show a natural softness and fluffi-

Packer Company, makers

ness.

of
Packer's Tar Soap. Get Packer's
Olive Oil Shampoo today and begin
to make each cleansing a scientific

home treatment

your

brother's.

star

wears a long soft bang.

for

hair.

It's quick,

Begin this evening with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo to get
your hair in lovely condition. Its
makers have been specialists in
the care of the hair for
over 60 years.

"Lingerie

them at their ease.
"These Charming People" won't be a

PACKER'S
OLIVE OIL

wit, we'll strive to set

meaningless
formality

phrase.

Fall

in

line

for

for

SHAMPOO

DRY

hair

PACKER'S
PINE TAR

SHAMPOO

for OILY hair

!

!

!

!

!

!

—

!
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Now

You're Talking

Continued from page 8

al

a

she is _peerless.
When she
learns that it takes even greater acting to
portray simple, unaffected girls or noble,
virtuous women then, make way for Joan
Mrs. J. E. Fortney,

with-a-past

—

DIFFERENCE!
Who

t

South Bend, Wash.

A GRAND IDEA

a truly amazing difference

Maybelline

I

DOES make

in

hope Walt Disney is going to do "Alice
Wonderland," despite the fact that the

was

story

recently

screened.

Disney's

animated drawings have a whimsical quality
and a subtlety that Alice deserves.
F. M. Martin,
2424 Spaulding,
Berkeley, Calif.

THE ACCOLADE GRACIOUS

of Broadway's
favorite blues singers, who will
sing to you in "We're Not

No bally-hooey, no pubannounce him, but suddenly
he was there
If you saw him in "Ever in
My Heart" and "The Prizefighter and the
Lady," you know what I mean. Attractive,
versatile, refined, poised and intelligent
a great actor and a grand man
Otto

Dressing," with Bing Crosby.

Kruger

He's sincere

!

licity stunts to
!

Who said

" blues"?

Meet Ethel

Merman, one

—

Phyllis

THEY BRING US BEAUTY!
What

a wealth of beauty and inspiration
brought to us through those celebrated
costume designers
To be sure, we wouldn't attempt to copy
their models, but we can apply their prin-

IT

is

—

ciples
such as that good dressing constitutes suitability, simplicity and individuality, with a dash of imagination.
.

Am

right

I

?

Marion

Do you

carefully

MUST BE LOVE!

is Margaret Lindsay
Her
performances in recent pictures have gained
an enviable host of admirers for this

a girl

!

radiantly beautiful personality.
She has those rapturous qualities that
glow and tingle, and create an answering
spark.
In short, a superb actress and a
beautiful woman

Hoyt McAfee,

2008 Grand Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

powder and

and then allow scraggly brows
and pale, scanty lashes to mar what
should be your most expressive feature, your eyes? You would be amazed
at the added loveliness that could be
so easily yours with Maybelline.
Simply darken your lashes into long-

Miller,

What

Dallam Menke,
Thomaston, Conn.

Forest City, N. C.

rouge,

THOSE TORRID TITLES
Have you

ever stopped to think that the

This smooth, easily applied mascara

is

absolutely harmless, non-smarting,
tear-proof,

and

and keeps the lashes

silky. You'll

results.

nettes,
toilet

Here's to

for giving us Charles

MacArthur's "Rip Tide" with
Shearer and Robert Montgomery.

misleading titles? "Girl Without a Room"
The title sounds cheap,
is a good example.
yet the story proved quite funny. Consider,
producers
Elizabeth Ann Sheppard,
1115 Weller Ave.,

fect trio

of

Springfield,

MacArthur's
and

for

—

more

be delighted with the

actors like the Barrymores
Jack J. Shear,
505 E. Washington St.,

Bloomington,

111.

Shearer's
poise and
the picture one of the

make

long-remembered ones of

1934.

Eve Anderson,
2257 University Ave.,
Bronx, N. Y.

A CROSBY CONQUEST
the only actor on the
The
has everything.
most gorgeous voice in all the world and
I simply can't
that charming personality
stay away from a theatre where he's playing.
In fact, I saw "Too Much Harmony"
eight times. 'Nough said
Shirley Winters,

Bing Crosby

who

screen

is

really

—

!

!

Yes, thrilled! Black for bru-

Brown for blondes. 75c

at

Troy, N. Y.

WONDROUS WALT

any

Walt Disney's "Night BeMarvelous
fore Christmas" is so lovely it makes even
his "Three Little Pigs" look like a lot of
If the screen ever had anything
ham
more charming or diverting than these
colored Silly Symphonies, I have never

AND

!

!

EYELASH DARKENER

seen

it.

Elmer H. Mayer,

Of

the

many

Mascara

THEY RAVE!

outstanding pictures of 1933,

would give the palm to "Only Yesterday."
A thrilling and powerful story, beautifully
Best
photographed and gloriously acted.
of all, it put that dynamic little actress,
Margaret Sullavan, over the top. What a
picture

!

What

a girl

Rose Eleanor Lefco,
916 N. Hawthorne Rd.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
'-f&U^ „ «£mf

STILL

I

6814 Fifth Ave.,
perfect

per-

Montgomery's

Mo.

"Counsellor At Law" was a great picand even greater was the acting of
John Barrymore. Here is one Hollywood
actor who can make a silence more eloquent
Oh,
than any torrent of words could be.
ture

should

facility

Norma

A

brilliant writing,

loveliness,

LAURELS FOR "PRINCE JACK"

soft

goods counter.

The

M-G-M

motion pictures may frequently
cause us to miss good shows because of

names

appearing, luxuriant fringe with the

famous Maybelline Eyelash Darkener, and see how your eyes instantly
appear larger and more expressive.

PERFECTLY "RIPPING"!

Winston-Salem, N. C.

"MAKE WAY FOR JOAN
So Joan Crawford wants
est actress?

She's close to the top already.
or glamorous lady-

As dancing daughter

PRAISE INDEED!

to be the great-

Charlotte
in

Henry made a

Wonderland, and

I

delightful Alice

must congratulate

for April

1934

77

the director on his accurate copies of the
fantastic figures and grotesque characters
appearing in the original drawings of Sir
John Tenniel. I think even Lewis Carroll
would have been delighted with the result.

Helen M. Watson,
57 Center St.,
Concord, N. H.

MARGARET

BACK—IN

IS

WHAT NOW"

"LITTLE MAN,

Margaret Sullavan leave
the films
It is imperative
that we see her again after her poignant
As
characterization in "Only Yesterday."
far as I am concerned, her fine acting and
delightful voice have combined to put all
other actresses in the shade.
Mary Daniel,
18 Kennedy St.,
Please don't

let

Hollywood and

!

Hartford, Conn.

A "WHOOP" FOR WALTER!
word

Just a

Walter Huston.
Lincoln" to "The Prize-

in praise of

From "Abraham

fighter and the Lady" his characterizations
have always been superb. And to think he
It was a
was once a song-and-dance man
fortunate day when this talented artist was
persuaded to enter motion pictures
!

Jane Froman

!

Arthur Keller,
109 Shippen

St.,

Weehawken, N.

HE'S
I like
ner, his

AN OLD

J.

SMOOTHIE!

Franchot Tone

—his

natural

man-

Lovely Singer of y Star Radio Revue

why

tells

well-modulated voice.
He seems
actually to be living every part he plays.
And the first thought that comes to you
when he strides into the scene is, "Well,
here's one actor who looks as though he's
at least read a book!"

5(¥ Lipstick
to

"At

Marcia Feldman,
1034 Lanier Blvd.,
Atlanta, Ga.

first", writes

fine lipstick

you

offered

is

for 10^

Jane Froman, "I was skeptical that such a

offer is

being

made by

learned

I

the makers of linit

to introduce the remarkable linit Beauty Bath to those

Real Life Story

Continued from page 19

skin so soft and smooth.

bought some linit; enjoyed the
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making the

its

of
family except
to come to watch me

because they thought I had no chance of
winning and so refused to get excited about
it
those things are forgotten although I
know I must have felt them keenly at the
time.
I can only remember the intense
pride and excitement Mother and I felt as
we burst into the house that night carrying
the medals I had won six firsts and two

who

had not already experienced

—

ming meet and none
my mother bothered

—

sensation of a rich, cream-like bath; and sent for a lipstick.

I could stay out there after the rest
of the family went home.
At the time I
suppose I felt a little rebellious over having
to work for things other kids' families
could afford to give them without their
working for it. I suppose many times a
tear or two splashed into a bucket of water
as I trudged from the spring to the camp
pondering over the cruel fate that forced
me into being a human water-wagon when
I would much have preferred being a human dolphin.
But the tears, the water-buckets, the
cords of wood I chopped are all forgotten
now and I can only remember the joy of
those weeks when it seems, in retrospect,
that I worked very little and played a great
deal.
I can still recall the pride I felt
when I first perfected a jack-knife, a front
flip, a back flip and a half-Gainer.
The chagrin and heartache I felt the
next summer when I worked as locker
boy in the municipal swimming pool the
humiliation I felt when I entered a swim-

that,

seconds.
I don't

Ziegfeld Follies

could be obtained for only 10^. Then

why this amazing
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prison.

I

can't say that

I

recall

jumping

my

hands and yelling "Goody" when summer was over and
it was time to go back to studying, but I
remember having a pretty swell time in

up and down, clapping

school.

But

guess I should quit trying to talk
the things I don't remember and
you of the things I can recall.
I

about
tell

I've

always been blessed -with

a good

—for some things (not annivershould remember,
sary dates and things
however) — so my lessons never gave me
memory

I

much

trouble.
If I read them over once
or twice I knew them well enough to get
by and get pretty fair marks in the bargain.
And, like all kids, I suppose, I used
to try to see how much I could get by
The first week of each
with in school.
semester was devoted to sizing up the
teacher.
Some of them would stand for a
Most of them
lot
others very little.
seemed to like me because I usually knew
my lessons, so, for the most part, I got
away with murder.

—

One

teacher, in particular, I recall was
mousey little thing. Young and
rather pretty.
She had a swell disposition
and I took advantage of it to the point of
driving her to distraction.
I've always
liked to kid and clown and I used to keep
She kept me after
the room in an uproar.
school and pleaded with me several times
that because I learned easily didn't mean
that everybody did and I was interfering
with the other pupils. That meant nothing
and I've
to an eight or ten year old kid
I
always been as stubborn as a mule.
wouldn't come to time.

a quiet,

—

Vigorous!... Robust!

Jubilant!
All outdoors can't hold you when digestion is good, when jabs and stabs and
twinges aren't cutting

and

...

down your

spirit

efficiency.
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fla-
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Triple

new

Guard Pack.

Try Beeman's today! Smell its aromatic
freshness as you puncture the airtight
wrap. Enjoy its genuinely fine flavor. And
chew it regularly for its mild, pleasant aid
to digestion.

BEEMANlS
PEPSIN GUM

So she went to the principal and that
dignitary sent for Mother and laid the
"Punish him," Mother
facts before her.
It wasn't until years later I
told them.
discovered that my own mother whom I'd
loved and trusted was responsible for the
shellacking I got the next day. But I was
a pretty subdued boy for the rest of that
term.
The next year I was in the room of a
teacher who was known all over town for
leaning more to rulers and yardsticks than
"How are you and Miss
to pencils.
getting along ?" Mother asked me once.

—

—

answered.
"A guy'd
fool to start anything in her room."
"O.K.,"

Years

I

later

when

I

was

in

be a

Gonzaga

College I was still trying to get away with
everything I could.
The day I enrolled
there I'd sidestepped some of my chores
at home and Mother was none too pleased.
"Father
"Just you wait," she threatened.

Canale and Father Werner will slow you
down."
Those two fathers were famous all over
the northwest for being disciplinarians of
the old school, and I had no intention of
crossing them.
"That's what you think,"
"Those birds'll be lucky if
I answered.
they even lay eyes on me!" And, in the
five years I went there, I never had a
single run-in with either of them
I mentioned awhile ago that I'm stubAnd
It's
true, alas.
born as a mule.
It isn't
there's something else, as well.
one of my traits to which V anity Fair
would point with pride, but it's one of my
dominant characteristics and, as such, I
guess, has a place in a

I just
life story.
can't be bothered with people whom I
And when I don't like people
don't like.
they darned soon know it. Try as I will
I'm just no good at
I can't conceal it.

ESPECIALLY MADE
TO AID DIGESTION

When they're around I sit
dissembling.
there with a half-sneer on my pan or else
leave the room entirely when they enter.
There was a father at Gonzaga who
taught French and 1 still contend the guy
was a squirrel. I just couldn't force myI was workself to study for his classes.
ing

my way
'

through college and mother

used to try to reason with me and say,
"You're paying for something you're not

when you

don't study."
But it
difference to me.
I
comforted
myself with the thought that I was showing him up for a bad teacher when I
wouldn't learn in his room.
I had my
mind all made up that as soon as I got out
of there I'd study like the dickens and the
next teacher would get a raise on the
strength of the brilliant showing I made
in his room after the poor one I'd made
in the squirrel's.

getting,

made no

But I'm getting ahead of my story.
There were seven of us children Larry,
Ted, Everett, me, Catherine, Mary Rose
and Bob.
We lived in a big, rambling
white frame house. My father must have
been hard put to it at times to pay the
rent, the butcher, the baker and candlestick
maker to say nothing of the cobbler and
clothier.
But, somehow, there was always
plenty to eat and we were always decently
dressed.
In fact, my mother was a right
handy person with a needle and my sisters
were just about the best dressed girls in
Pullman, where they went to school.
I
used to protest to mother that there was
no sense her working herself to death sewing for them that nobody expected them
to be so well-dressed and there was no
As long as they had nice
sense to it.
But Mother just
clothes that was enough.
used to smile and go on sewing.
With all the expense my Dad was under
it was small wonder there was no surplus
We were
for spending money for us kids.
:

—

—

given to understand at a pretty early age
that we'd have to get out and dig for any
Movies, dates with
extras we wanted.
anything in the line of
girls, baseballs
recreation we wanted, we had to earn.
I
can hardly remember the time I
My
haven't been working at something.
early summers are a kaleidoscopic succesI sold
sion of jobs in my mind's eye.
newspapers, magazines, picked fruit, worked

—

in

the post office, at the

swimming pool,
I worked

and one year during the winter

as janitor in a club for down-and-outers.
There were numerous other jobs that elude
me at the moment.

Since I've begun to make a little money
general and widespread belief
is a
in our family that I've always been my
always
It's true she
mother's favorite.
encouraged me in anything I wanted to do
and she was usually on hand to give me
moral support in anything I wanted to do,
but she never excused me from any of the
jobs I was supposed to tend to around
There was no reason for her
the house.
spoiling me.
I wasn't the oldest nor was
I was just one of the
I the youngest.
gang.
I think if she had a favorite it would be
Larry is the oldest and while
Larry.
we're all devoted to our mother, I think
Larry was and is, more considerate of
He did much
her than the rest of us.
more around the house than he was supposed to just so it would take that much
more off her shoulders. In addition to
that, he saw to it that the rest of us did
He was a lot harder taskour chores.
master than Mother. It would be strange
if she didn't appreciate all he did for her.
Personally, I've never cared much for
housework and I'm ashamed to say that
if there was any chance of ditching it, I
never had any qualms about sneaking out
without chopping wood, sweeping the sidewalks, mowing the lawn or doing any of
the other things planned for me.
I've found on talking to people that
they are greatly interested in the discithere

—

—

plinary measures employed to keep me in
confess I can't speak with
I must
line.
authority on that subject. As I mentioned,
time dulls one's memory. It seems to me

!

!

April

for
I

19 34

was always out

session with

—

!
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wood-shed for a
In
his razor strop.
wager money that the
in the

Dad and

I'd almost
reason I'm so fond of easy chairs today
is that seeking a chair with a soft cushion
after those excursions to the wood-shed
became such a frequent necessity it grew
fact,

How to
make the most

into a habit

My

mother, on the other hand (and she
she has an excellent memory for
details), stoutly maintains that I was seldom actually punished and that the measures taken to "slow me down" as she puts
it, usually ended with threats.
On one thing we're agreed, however.
My table manners, during those years must
have left much to be desired. I've always
maintained that food was invented to be
I never could
eaten and not toyed with.
see any reason for pretending you don't
care about it when you're starving. I have
an aunt who used to visit us occasionally
insists

of your

GOOD

Study your features! You may

and she was always after my mother to
whale hell out of me on account of the
way I ate. She said it "nauseated her."
I firmly believed good manners around
home were a waste of time sort of like
spraying perfume on the desert air and

—

wish to play up the color of your
eyes, to accent lovely lips, to highlight

—

that when I got out I'd know how to get
the food down the gullet without disgracIt's
ing the family.
I have learned, too.
got so now when we're invited out, half
the time my wife doesn't even glance at
me to see if I'm using the right fork.
There is one other all-important subject
in my life that should be touched upon:

ful curves.

Too

easily

she'd

want me

to

sing

for

them.
I maintained that if I could sing
well enough to be entertaining, I could
sing well enough to be paid for it.
She
was hesitant about asking the various
church committees to pay her son, so it
usually ended by my forming a quartet and
instead of having to pay only me, they
had to pay four of us

dunno
Maybe money is the root of
all evil.
But if it hadn't been for wanting
money I'd probably have stayed in Spokane
the rest of my life.
You'd never have
heard of Bing Crosby and I'd never had
got the thrill that comes from writing
"Continued next month"
(Watch for the next instalment of Bing
!

Crosby's

own

women

permit this

it

— with

Laboratory

can be corrected

so

a delicious cereal.
tests

show Kellogg's

If

All-Bran provides "bulk" and
vitamin
tion.

life
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story in the

May

issue

B

to aid

proper elimina-

Also iron for the blood.

Two

tablespoonfuls

daily

are

usually sufficient. Chronic cases,

with each meal. Isn't this better

than risking unpleasant patent
medicines?

mother and I used to have much the
same kind of argument when I was small.
She was always prominent in church work
and, invariably, when they got up socials

Of

often,

charm. Yet

My

I

you reduce, be sure

condition to dull their beauty and

—

things,

If

but

Dixie, my wife, spends
$175 or $200 on a dress it seems to me like
sinful waste
N. R. A. or no!
On the
other hand, when I lose five or six hundred over the gaming table (as has happened occasionally), it upsets her because
she can't forget what she could have done
I,
on the other hand,
with that much.
argue that she shouldn't let it upset her
because I swear I never go in there exIn fact, I go
pecting^ to lose that much.
in with my mind firmly made up to win.
So I'm forced to the conclusion that the
loss of a tidy sum like that is directly
attributable to an Act of God, an accident,
or something, whereas the dress was purchased with malice aforethought.

and

Modern

to prevent faulty elimination.

do the things I wanted.
This lack of understanding on my part
is the cause of many an argument in my
today.

figure.

your diet contains adequate "bulk"

I've learned that it's
something no young boy can afford to be
without.
I've been pretty lucky, I guess.
Until comparatively recently I've never had
more than I needed but, somehow, there
has always been enough to permit me to

home

profile.

fashions are built around youth-

I've told you how, at a tender age, it
became incumbent upon me to get out and
dig for myself.
Well, that taught me an
appreciation of money. I've never learned
it

an interesting
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Warning
Here's the Perfume

Mae West

old,

uses for

the fact that he has played
emotional scenes with almost
female star in the business, from

despite

love

"come upVsee

me sometime

and

Garbo down.

lure

Why do I stress this point? Because
emotional scenes, especially romantic ones,
are the very kind of work which burns up
the lives of our motion picture celebrities
quicker than anything else.
That Montgomery's nerves have not
suffered so far
in fact, that he actually
seems to have benefited is lucky for him,
although I must admit that he never seems
to let himself go entirely, neither off-stage
nor on. Perhaps that is what saves him.
On the other hand, did medical ethics
allow, I could cite cases of actors and
actresses whose Hollywood residence has
not been so harmless.
It is no exaggeration to state that if a screen actor, especially a star who must needs take the most
intense climaxes, manages to escape with
mental and physical health intact he or she
is performing a
stunt that well-nigh approaches the miraculous.
I know you have read about, and even
have seen photographs of, movie stars playing golf, riding horseback, hiking, waiting
for their masseur to give them a rub-down,
and otherwise disporting themselves to
keep fit.
But even these, who realize the health
dangers their work involves, find they can
do little or nothing to counteract them.
After all, a picture must be made, and
while it is being shot the work for all must
needs be most intensive.
There just isn't
any other way out
Clark Gable surely is a "he-man," if
ever there was one.
He is muscular,

—
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This

is

self-assertive and,

strong,

chair in a picture palace, where you can
even rest your feet on a railing and smoke,
is one thing
Making the picture yourself
in a setting where you are surrounded by
lights, ladders, wheels and the usual unromantic paraphernalia of
"backstage,"
where a dozen or more mechanics, directors, and what-not are watching you with
eagle eyes and sharply criticizing every
move you make surely that is a horse of
!

—

quite a different color!

apparently, free

from "nerves" in the generally accepted
sense in which that term is used.
Yet
Gable has been sick a great deal. He does
not seem to enjoy the health he had when
he entered the movies.
Strong, masculine, virile types like Gable,
Spencer Tracy, Paul Lukas, Richard Dix
and Richard Arlen cannot be shut up indoors for long without jeopardizing something

of

their

Men

strength.

like

that

need plenty of fresh air as well as plenty

room in which to exercise their muscles.
They may make good lovers and look
stunning in a drawing room.
They are
not parlor or bedroom boys, however.
They must expand their lungs, shout, fish,
hunt, ride or wield an axe if they would
keep in physical trim. Even Gary Cooper,
although he
quite

a

seems

cowboy

at

men

so shy and aloof, is
heart.
In fact, most
lies "in the nature of

are.
It just
the beast!"
Women, to be sure, do not need so much
strenuous exercise as do men.
But they,
Too much of the
too, must have change.
same kind of work, especially indoors, is
bad for them as well.
One wonders, for example, whether
Garbo is as vigorous in health as she

might or should

be.

In her

latest picture,

"Queen Christina," she looks so weary, so
This seclusiveness of
tired in some scenes.
hers, which has done much to bring her
can

undoubtedly

be

companies have always considered actors, whether men or women, and
irrespective of whether they are in pictures
or on the legitimate stage, mighty poor insurance risks.
Some companies do not
Insurance

Inc.

I

I

—

unsolicited publicity,
carried to extremes.

sc

19 West 18th Street, N.Y.C.
Enclosed find money for

Stars

of

your favorite store

If

Hollywood

Continued from page 21

every

that

to

not merely an endorsement

the personal perfume of Mae West.

write them policies at all or they make
the premium rates higher in order to cover
themselves.
Beholding a movie unfold before your
pvps while you sit comfortably in an easy

Hollywood, we are here! Pat
Paterson, Fox's compelling
candidate for world stardom,
arrives to take the lead in
"George White's Scandals."

Time after time the same scene is
photographed over and over again until it
is
right.
Hour after hour the minutest
details
are rehearsed until the actor's
nerves are frayed to a frazzle. In-between
rests are not long enough.
Under such
circumstances it is impossible to relax.
When you are in a picture you actually
eat and sleep with it until it is finished.
No other job could possibly be harder.
Hollywood star, and a very popular
one, too, once said to me
"You can't
imagine how often I have wished to be
back on. the farm, peeling potatoes or play-

A

:

cow!"
from one of our lead-

ing nurse-maid to the

And

listen to this
ing male celebrities

when I expressed surprise that he was thinking of giving it all
up in order to take on another job outside
the screen.
"Don't think I want to stick to the

my

movies

all

the big

money

else

wife

!

life," he blurted out.
"It's
that appeals to me nothing
But there's a limit to that, too.
says I'm a pretty hard customer to

—

My

!

;!;

for

April

19 34
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with when I'm doing a picture but
she doesn't realize how hard it is for me
to live with myself. Pictures get the actor,
Doctor; they sap his vitality. Not to menlive

|

ME, SUE

I'M DELIGHTED
BUT IT IS GOING TO BE
PRETTY QUIET FOR YOU
NO PARTIES. THE
WOMEN HERE AREN'T

—

made

NEXT

AT LAST YOU'RE VISITING

tion the deadening mechanics of it, which
sooner or later affects everybody's nerves.
Yes I'm going to quit before some sanitarium or the undertaker has a chance to
rob me of some of this hard-earned cash
I've

—

!

!

VERY NEIGHBORLY.
EVEN YOUR FRIEND
CALLED ONLY ONCE

!"

If you are in a picture star's confidence
and he trusts you, you will hear many expressions such as those mentioned above.
All realize that movie actors are likely to
"burn themselves out" before their time;
that they exhaust their energy dynamos
that the pace of the movie star is the kind

DAY_
Sue yets

HOW FUNNY,

tke Loivdoivn

DEAR. THOUGHT
I

YOU AND ANN
WOULD BE
I'LL

YES, PUT YOUR
THINKING CAP ON,
SUE. GET HER TO

ANN, YOU SAY
THAT YOU
THAT EVERYONE
LIKES HER....

GREAT FRIENDS.

ASK HER
WRONG

WHAT'S

IT IS

END'B.O."

AND

I'LL

SEE THAT SHE'S

ONLY

SWAMPED WITH

THAT SHE'S
CARELESS

INVITATIONS

that kills!

Take Zasu Pitts, for example. This
highly-gifted artist actually is forced to
Note her
capitalize her neurotic nature.
drawn features, her anxious expression,
her sensitive hands. These characteristics
of her personality and work are not "put
that figure up there on the screen
on"
actually is the real Zasu Pitts.
And do you suppose it does a naturally
high-strung individual like that any good
to be playing parts where this neurotic
make-up must be emphasized? Small wonder that Miss Pitts had to undergo a course
relaxing and body-building to prop up her
health and strength.
;

j

j

j

NEXT

stars could work like Mae
draining of their reserve of

movie

If all

West,

the
Miss
strength would be much reduced.
West works so easily, without apparent
Even the scenes which should be
effort.
highly charged with emotion are carried
off with a few significant gestures, a rolling of the eyes and an undulation of the
torso.
Miss West produces the desired
effect of allure without placing a particle
of strain upon her nerves.
On the other hand, there is Joan Craw-

THATS A REAL

A CONSPIRACY
IT

SHALL BE

!

WEEK

IDEA, SUE. IT'S
SURE TO WORK.
FOR ONCE PEOPLE
TRY LIFEBUOY

I

HAVE IT ALL
FIGURED OUT.
WHEN GO HOME
NEXT WEEK,
I

THEY NEVER USE
ANYTHING ELSE

I'LL

NEVER SAW SUCH

OH DEAR, SUES
FORGOTTEN HER

SOFT, RICH LATHER.

TOILET SOAP. WHY,
IT'S LIFEBUOY! M-M-M

HOW CLEAN

...

SMELLS.

I'M

TO TRY

j

LEAVES YOU SO
CLEAN-FEELING

!

ORDER MORE
LIFEBUOY AT

IT

I'LL

GOING

ONCE

IT

who crowds every appearance she
makes with every ounce of nerve force
ford,

If she can keep this up
possesses.
without injury to her system she will stand
as a denial of all that Doctors preach in
the way of health preservation. The average, however, cannot keep on burning
Emotional exhithemselves up that .way.
bitionism inevitably exacts a heavy penalty
I had occasion at one time to examine
a star one hour after she had finished a
scene in which she was taking the part of
a neglected wife who becomes jealous. In

she

this picture plot, outbursts of feeling

frequent.

rehearsed

were

As usual, the scene had been
many times over in fact, the
;

whole day had been devoted

to

it.

The pulse rate of this particular woman
was 140 the heart beat was irregular, with
a beat dropped out every now and then;

*B;0?GONE_

;

the blood pressure had dropped to 101 instead of her normal of 130
fine tremors
in the extended fingers were in evidence
her reflexes that is, her automatic
all
nerve responses were over-sensitive. But
what is more significant still, I discovered
later on that a similar state of nerve exhaustion always followed, not only the
acting of love scenes, but any others in
;

—
—

which strong emotion had to be employed.
Any of you readers who may be women
will acknowledge that making love is a
weakening business. You also must know
what shocks, anger, joy, suspense and other
high-tension mental states can do to you.
Even if you possess what is often spoken
of as a temperamental nature you know
with what a feeling of being "washed out"
such states can leave you, even to the extent of affecting you physically and making
you actually feel weak in the knees.
Unless you are an actress, however, you
probably do not know what such experiences, occurring daily and repeatedly, can
do to undermine your strength and deplete
your reserve of nerve force. Although the

appreciated at last
YES, ID LOVE
TO JOIN THE

DONT THANK ME,
MY DEAR. THIS TOWN

WOMEN'S
LEAGUE, ANN

ISJUST BEGINNING
TO REALIZE HOW

THANKS FOR
ASKING ME

FORTUNATE IT IS
TO HAVE YOU
!

YOU

—

tell a Lifebuoy complexion
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nervous system is the body's energy producer and possesses most remarkable endurance as well as re-charging qualities,
there is a limit which sooner or later is
reached and which inevitably results in
mental and physical impairment of some

HOW

CLARA
CLEARED UP

sort.

HER RED EYES
CHEER. UP, CLARA.\
LET'S GO TO

I

Psychologists as well as physiologists
long been familiar with the direct
effect that emotion has upon the so-called
"endocrine glands" or the "glands of inWhether the emotion be
ternal secretion."
love, anger, fear, or joy, the glands that
particularly bear the brunt of attack are
the "adrenals."
The adrenals are two in number, each
about the size of the tip of the little finger,
each embedded in fat on the top of the
Whenever emotion is
kidney structure.
registered in the mind the adrenals at once
become more active than usual, and the
blood becomes surcharged with the powerful chemical they secrete, namely "adren-

have

CAN'T,GIR1S

MY EYES ARE A

PEGGY'S PARTY !\

PERFECT SIGHT
FROM CRYING!

alin."

f CLARA NOW!
ITS LUCKY

GORGEOUS,

FOR HER

CLARA.'

I KNEW HOW QUICKLY
MURINE CLEARS uP
BLOODSHOT EYES.

I

.

9,

sugar, from the liver, which likewise is
highly stimulating to all the organs.
What bearing has all this upon motion
picture actors, you ask?
Where an actor must needs do combat
with the villain, or flee from a burning
building, or a woman finds herself forced
to protect her honor or, contrariwise, she
sets out to vamp and conquer her man
no matter what the story portrayed may
be the adrenals of the actor involved are
invariably stimulated, and stimulated to

—

excess.

For every

picture

high-lights of

life,

stresses

action,

the

and dramatic moments.

What is more, a film condenses life, surcharges it with emotion, packs it full of
heart throbs and breath-taking incidents.
Therefore, subjected as they are to emo-

When

eyes become bloodshot from crying,

wind and dust,
apply a few drops of Murine. It quickly
clears up the unsightly redness— leaves eyes
looking and feeling just fine! Good Housekeeping Bureau approves Murine, so you

late hours or exposure to sun,

know

it's

safe to use.

And — it

tional

if

it

is

to con-

tinue, at all.

Frankly, I have yet to examine a picture
actor or actress who did not reveal at least
a few signs, indicating frayed nerves, such
as I have mentioned.
Every one of them
had a low blood pressure and all were too
high-strung. Evidence of depleted adrenal
glands

A few even were
from impairment of
All because they were

was common.

suffering,

addition,

in

some

vital organ.
laboring for the screen
all because they
were just being burned out!
Not long ago I heard that Bette Davis
was to be insured so that her studio might
be protected against her growing stout
that should the actress reach 120 pounds
Miss Davis now weighs 106 the insurance
company would pay her employers $50,000.
Yet Bette Davis is only 5 feet 2> l 2 inches
tall and the average for girls of that height,
irrespective of age, is 118 pounds.
This is
only two small pounds less than the penalty
weight in her case
Most certainly her
present weight of 106 is too low!
It is a great pity that picture actresses
must keep so thin especially when doctors
;

—

/

!

Adrenalin in the blood contracts the
blood vessels, raises the blood pressure and
makes the course of the blood flow faster.
This means an increased supply of oxygen
Adrenalin in addition
to all the tissues.
releases "glycogen," a kind of stored-up

3 Q MINUTES LATER/
YOUR EYES ARE
JUST LOOK AT

must keep on unwinding

stress

and strain

in

the

parts as-

signed them, movie actors, especially the
stars, find themselves in a chronic state of
hyper-excitement which even continues in
their private lives after the day's work is
finished.
Like the spring in a clock, it

realize the lowering of vital resistance that
goes with being underweight and the organic diseases, especially tuberculosis, that
such a condition invites.
But here again
is another drawback
that seemingly cannot be avoided.
The women simply must
keep slim in order to hold their jobs.
;

That stars exist who are perfectly
healthy goes without saying.
In pictures,
however, the definite tendency, and for the
reasons I have given, is decidedly to grow
old young.
Disaster can be prevented if the star is
willing to be on the alert and take care
of himself.

Many

of the

breakdowns

that

already have occurred could surely have
been avoided.
Let us be optimistic.
Let
us hope that our warning to Hollywood
may be heeded.
In fact, having captured our hearts, our
beloved screen stars owe us that much,
anyway. Not only should they look after
their health for their own individual good,
they should also remember how genuinely
for them we are.
Having, in
become members of our own imme-

solicitous
effect,

diate family,
of themselves

is

it

their duty to take care

costs less

than a penny an application!

URINE,

As Thousands Hear
Continued jrom page 51
It was the only way
say "Absolutely not
I could make Hollywood realize that I am
I'm so tired of playing
a modern girl.
'Senoritas' and peasants.
I want to play
sophisticated roles.
That girl I played in
'Flying Down to Rio'- she was so sappy
But I did like the girl I played in 'Wonder
:

TYPE
Not

WRITER
only IOt a Day
A

or rebuilt.
new
Portable.
Carrying
case free. Use 10 days without
cost.
If you keep it, it's yours
for only 10c a day. Write
today. Say: Tell me how I;
can get a Remington Portable on 10-day free trial offer
for only 10c a day. Remington Rand Inc., Dept L-6, Buffalo,

used

Remington

—

That one had character, was exotic,
!"
and wore beautiful clothes
Speaking of clothes as you can see by
Bar.'

—

pictures of Dolores, she
was wearing one of her "Glamor School"
(Remember
the
rehearsal.
dresses
at
January Screenland carried two pages of
The
Miss Del Rio's favorite frocks?
dress she wears in these photographs is
one of them.)
It is of green wool and
suits her stunning brunette beauty perfectly.
"This is my working dress," she
began to tell me about it but I'll never
know why, for at that moment someone
cut in with, "Pardon me, Miss Del Rio,
we've arranged for you to leave by the
back exit this evening so you won't be
mobbed." And before we could get back
to the green dress, the program director
asked her to run through her script again.

the

N. Y.

Perfumes
SUBTLE,

fascinating, alluring. Sell
regularly for $12.00 an ounce. Made
from the essence of flowers:

Three odors:
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sinale drop lasts
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Send
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pay for postage and handling
send only 30c (silver or stamps) for
3 trial bottles. Only one set to each
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RIEGERt
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To

PAUL

fascinating

—

To me, the most remarkable thing about
Hollywood's most picturesque brunette is
the fact that her nails had not a speck of
polish on them
Dolores proved herself a
grand sport, too, when it came to posing
for the pictures.
She didn't take time out
for fussing or prettying up
not even to
the extent of running a comb through her
hair.
For almost any girl that's almost
unheard of, and in an actress, it's positively
!

—

super-colossal

Dolores was as thrilled as a novice when
one of the studio boys told her how well
her voice recorded. And she thanked him
so prettily that he practically floated on
For one of
air back to the control-room.
the lovely star's most effective traits is a
way of making whoever she is speaking
to at the moment feel that he's the only
human in existence for her. Her enormous
eyes and the intentness of her look speak
volumes, and tell you that you're positively
the most brilliant and fascinating person
In other words, Dolores
she's ever known
scores an unqualified knockout with everyone she meets.
!

And no wonder.
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Maurice Denies

It

Continued from page 33
me how

he was happy
So I wiped
that the thing was not true.
the sweat from my forehead, because
he informed me gravely, though his eyes
held the first glint of a smile I had caught
"
because emotion alin them that day,
kind answer, telling

New Health & Beauty

—

—

ways makes me sweat, and

I

said,

this

Way

thank-

But I
the end of a bad story.
was too fast," he finished ruefully.
He had denied it then. But the papers
must have had other fish to fry by the
time the denial came, and reconciliations
are notably less interesting than quarrels.
If the denial was given any space at all in
the press, it wasn't sufficient to correct the
false impression already stamped on the
movie public's mind. The mention of Chevalier's name was still likely to be greeted
with an accusing "But he said he wouldn't
work under Lubitsch. And he doesn't want
to play with Jeanette MacDonald."
As a matter of fact, he said neither of
those things.
"I have said," he explained, speaking
clearly and deliberately, "that I want to
develop in my art, if " he added with humility, "
you can call that an art. I have
said I want to do something new, to have
something solid under the feet, something
on which I can I can repose. I am not
I
trying to knock my head on the wall.
know I am not Barrymore. But I started
as a red-nose comedian and if, after that,
I can do 'The Love Parade,' it must be
that I have the possibility to develop
hope.
"But with always the same type of story,
how can you develop? And when you are
under contract to a studio, it is very difYou sign
ficult, this question of stories.
for two years, with an option for another

God

This Amazingly Easy

is

Remarkable,
Dull,

New -type

Pasteurized Yeast Ends

Muddy Skin and Ugly Blemishes — Corrects
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:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

and another and another all right.
So you have to play five years till you are
at the end of your options.
When they
have a great story, they are only too happy
with both hands here,
to give it to you
take it.
When they have none, still they
must use you. You know they are trying
year

—

—

So, not being ento do their best for you.
thusiastic, still you try to kick yourself into
it.
And to kick yourself into an enthusiasm
it is the same as to drink flat champagne.
" 'The Love Parade'
'The Smiling Lieu-

—

—

—

tenant'
'One
all different

Hour With You'

—they

were

from the parts I played in
France, and I was pleased to do them at
the time because they were different.
I
was pleased with the first part of 'Bedtime
Story' because it was different and with
parts of every picture I have played. Other

—

parts

—no.

else,

which

Now

I want to do something
normal. I don't want to be
marked as a type. After all," he exploded
in a sudden snort of disgust, "should a man
go on all his life just trying to be cute?"
I might have been tempted to answer
that rhetorical question, if a severe glance
is

hadn't warned me to skip it.
"But," he continued hastily, "if I have
said that I want to do something different
from all I have done before with Lubitsch
or another is that to say I will not work
under Lubitsch? On the contrary, I have
shouted not once but many times as soon
as Lubitsch will have for me a story I
like, a story where I will feel in my shoes,
I will run to do it with him.
And if I
have said that when a man and a woman
play too many times together they are
marked down for a team, is that to talk
bad about Jeanette? Then it is as much
to talk bad about myself.
Some actors
work as teams. Lunt and Fontanne is a
team. MacDonald and Chevalier is not a
team.
And I have said and I will say
the same until I die that if two people

—

—

—

—

—

WHY

let
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drag you down, rob you of health and
happiness? Why be ashamed of a sallow,
blotchy or old looking skin when this
simple, easy treatment will do wonders for
you? Thousands have found that it brings
a clear, lovely skin
perfect digestion and

—

elimination.
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who

are not a team play too often together,
begins to have no kick for them and no
kick for the public, which is not fair for
Jeanette and not fair for me. This is what
This is all I have said. First,
I have said.
that I want to play a different kind of part.
Second, that I do not want to be marked
down as half of a team. Lord," he cried,
his blue eyes kindling, "if I can't say that,
then what must I do? Just walk on my
knees ?"
He rose and walked on his feet the
length of the room.
By the time he
reached the other end he'd recovered his
it

—

—

serenity.

—

now to talk of something pleasant.
have this time two stories that I like.
'The Merry Widow' with Lubitsch. That
already smells great, eh?" he beamed.
"And then I go to London to do a picture
called 'Monsieur le Marechal' with Korda.
Alexander Korda, who did 'Henry the
Eighth.'
Also not a lemon, what do you
"So

I

omplexicn JPau/fo ?
Clogged Pores Dryness
Pimples
Roughness
Does your skin redden and roughen easily? Is
it extremely sensitive to what you use on it?

Then
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tional.
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elements in Resinol Ointment and Soap are
pure, soothing and beneficial
that regular
use does make the skin clearer, smoother

—

and finer.
Get Resinol Ointment and Resinol Soap from
your druggist and give yourself a Resinol
facial today.
See how clean your skin
looks how soft and velvety it feels. Note
how quickly Resinol Ointment relieves any
"broken out" places.

Then?

I don't know.
Then I will
ride my bicycle.
"Who will play with me in 'The Merry
Widow?'" He raised his hands in selfdefense.
"Please don't ask me.
First, it
looks as if I have the right to say I want
this and not that and not that.
Which is
far from the truth.
I will play with whom
Thalberg and Lubitsch decide. They know
all the angles and I put them above my
judgment. Only this I will say and I cannot say it too strongly if they decide that
Jeanette is the one for the part, then with
all my heart I will play with Jeanette."
He eyed me speculatively for a moment.
"Maybe I have again talked too much,
eh?" he inquired a little anxiously, then
broke into a grin. "If you don't talk, then
you are dumb or high-hat. If you talk,

think?
see

how

I

—

—

Marshall

then see what happens.
Always you are
afraid to say the wrong thing. Maybe now
they will think I am talking against the
papers.
I
am not. I know that sometimes, without meaning to say something
bad, I don't make myself quite clear.
If I
could talk English as I talk French, it
would be simple. Then, if someone would

misquote me, I would say all right, I must
not talk with that fellow again. This way
:

—

I think maybe it is my fault
not my fault
exactly, either, you understand but the
fault of my English.
Because I cannot
twist it to my will, it comes out as if I
am insulting someone I admire and like.
"It makes me feel so terribly sad and
sorry," he said, his face clouding again,
"that such a thing should happen in a

—

country where people have been so kind
with me and where I have tried always
to behave well."
Like a courteous guest, he refuses to load
any share of the blame on those whose
country he is visiting. But it seems to me
that the guest deserves at least equal consideration with the host.
Granted that his
original statement was genuinely misunderstood, it might have occurred to some of
us that there was a nigger in the woodpile,
since said statement hardly bore the Chevalier hallmark.
might have gone to
the trouble, before spreading it broadcast,
of asking him:
"How about it?" And
without hurting ourselves overmuch, we
might have given his repudiation a tenth of
the space so lavishly bestowed on the
things he was supposed to have said and

We

didn't.

We're sorry too, Maurice. There's nothing to say now but excuse it, please, and
we'll try to behave as well in the next crisis
as you've behaved in this one.

vs.

"Bart'

Continued from page 34
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hopefuls from fourteen to four times that
in forays for photographs and autographs.
Mr. Marshall obliges very graciously.
But he wishes Bart weren't so excited.
He wishes that Bart's heart would stop
pounding so audibly. Won't that boy Bart
ever get over being touched and humbled
by adulation?
As a business man, Mr.
Marshall is the better of the two.

Paramount wanted them to go to HollyBart said yes.
to work in pictures.
Mr. Marshall said no. They had a contract with Gilbert Miller.
They were
playing in "There's Always Juliet."
The
picture offer would have to wait.
Paramount asked Gilbert Miller to fig-

wood

ure out his profits for the next five weeks.
Gilbert Miller sent Paramount a pretty
fat figure.
Despite its size, Paramount
wrote out a check to Gilbert Miller for
the full amount, and down came the curtain on the show.
shall went off to

rai ah
at. aboui
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ANY
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Sierra Vista,

Mr.

Marshall

And

Bart and Mr. Mar-

Hollywood
liked

together.

Hollywood.

Bart

It was thrilling, luxuriant,
was the top of the hill at last.
They both remembered London, so far behind them, where Bart had been born.
They remembered heartaches and hardships.
The climb had been steep. They
remembered every moment of the long
journey since that memorable May dawn
when Bart had popped into the world.
They remembered Bart's prosaic childhood.
They remembered Bart's gruelling college
days. He was not a rich man's son. When
he graduated, he became oh, no, not a
King but a clerk who went to work for

just loved
restful.

—

it.

It

—

a firm of accountants.
Bart could not add or subtract to the
He got
queen's taste so they fired him.

another job.
He was fired again. And
again.
As a clerk, Bart was a flop. No
one dreamed then that Bart would ever
grow up and become the Herbert Marshall

New

of London,
York and Hollywood.
One night, a theatrical manager offered
the discouraged young clerk a job with
his troupe.
Bart accepted laconically. He
served as assistant stage manager. For a
long time, he was committed behind the
bars of the box office.
He went in and

—

out with road companies. He played every
part back-stage except that of actor. He
was forced into acting against his will.
The Management (with a capital M) had
decided to economize and the manager
(with a small m) insisted on casting Bart
as a servant.
He played the part of a
servant.
He played a count.
coat-tree.

—

A

butler.

The

A

fore-legs

background.
of a

horse.

A
A king's army.
A sailor. A

soldier.

For a long time, he did not earn much
money.
But he had all sorts of experience which was worth much more than
money.
He acted in repertory and in
stock.

He

toured the

road.

He

played

Shakespearean roles. He filled a variety
of parts and the parts filled him, rounding
out his elbows and his angles.
He spent
dreaming,
time thinking, building,
his
studying the technique of other actors, correcting his

and

to know
to stop being a nobody

own and demanding

when he was going

somebody.
he had had no experience on the
London stage. His first real opportunity
came through Cyril Maude. The bit called
He was perfect for
for a nervous man.
the part.
He was so nervous during the
audition that Cyril Maude could not hide

As

start being a
yet,

"

1934

April

for
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However, his utter lack
was offset by his smooth performance and Mr. Maude signed him for
amusement.

his

of experience

a tour of America.

Mbrldd Scuiedt Chccc/dte

'JrcstUta

America
That was the first of those
fifteen memorable trips by boat, plane and
!

train.

Dark

clouds

Europe.

War

were then gathering over
broke out.
He gave up

touring to join the army. He fought. He
was wounded. At this point of the interview, both Bart and Mr. Marshall, sitting
side by side on the shadowy sofa, suddenly
turned silent.
Neither would speak of
that

citation

for

bravery under

fire,

and

what a

cost it had been earned.
But the limping leg was very eloquent.
After the war, he joined Sir Nigel Playfair's Repertory Troupe as well as
indulged in a fling at teaching the drama.
His first class consisted of twenty-two
women of all ages and sizes. Every one
of them had paid a small fee.
Every one
of them expected to become a famous theatrical figure.
There were two men in
They expected nothing, and
the class.

say at

they got it.
"Frankly, most people who go to dramatic school are wasting their time. There
are two things which make for theatrical
success.
One is instinct. The other is
luck.
Without the instinct, luck is futile.

&wk Stand

Without the

luck, instinct is futile.
"I did not long for the stage or go
into acting through any sense of glamor.

MAG .C CHOCOLATE

My

father had been an actor and a very
one, although not what you might
call a popular success.
It took me twenty
painstaking, back-breaking years to arrive."
"Aw, that's enough about the career,"
interrupted Bart. "Tell her about our best

good

chocolate
^
,

Here Mr. Marshall tugged

at the puppet
leaned over and whispered that
good little boys were seen and not heard.
Bart refused to take the hint.
"Aw,
g'wan, Mr. Marshall, tell her about Edna.
Tell her about our brand-new baby.
Tell
her— or I'll tell her."
Mr. Marshall tried pushing Bart out of
sight under the sofa. He tried clearing his
throat of embarrassment.
"Here's something you may say for publication.
I'm
a member of the exclusive Green Room
Club.
I'm also a member of the Garrick

Club

He

in
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"She's a brand-new baby," shouted Bart
in exultant perversity.
"Her name is
Sarah Lynn Marshall and she's a beaut."
"Keep quiet, Bart," commanded Mr.
Marshall.
"Nobody's interested in the
baby."
Mr. Marshall turned to me. "Although
I spend a great deal of my time in Amer"
ica, I maintain a home in England
?"
"Want to hear more about Edna
Bart

M"'
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Cool cake
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frosting.
before spreading

London—

sitting up and jumping up and standing up right in front of Mr. Marshall,
blocking him completely out of sight.
"We met Edna while we were co-starring

tab l es poon

Melt chocolate
Milk, b
Sweetened Condensed

girlstring.

m

•

FROSTING

~

*jr^£»
"AMAZING SHORT-CUTS,"
FREE!
rR
Prove to yourself

"

^^^

, above'

•

astonlshmg reape
Cut out that
works. And
actually
^
that it
new km
learn a whole

coupon

.

,

i

to

iNew

Ave.,
350 Madison
~ Dept.. SW*.
<*TT44 *>
Amazing S hort-Cuts.
The Borden Co.,
k.^*r
Please send me
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State

City

plainly)

Iprii^ameS'aadress

was

in

'The High Road' in

New

York.

We

fell in love right off the bat.
We were
married to two other people at the
time.
In fact, Edna had a pair of twins.
She's exceptional in a lot of ways.
Except-ion-al.
Can you spell it?"
"Sit down, Bart.
Stop being a booby.
What do you think this is a ventriloquist

—

act?"

"Aw, come

on,

Mr. Marshall, you've had

your say. Let me put in seven words."
Bart bounced up and down and talked
in and out.
"Well, the three of us fell
in love
Edna, him and me. We had to
get two divorces.
Then, we went to Jer-

—

sey.
Take a
Jersey City, to be exact.
run over yourself next time you've got
nothing to do and do what we did.
We
got married.
were awfully in love.
It's getting more awful all the time, especially since the baby came.
It means another plate of love to hand around but

We

is worth it.
When she was
was nobody in the world hapthan me or Mr. Marshall unless it

like," said Mr. Mardisgustedly.
"Aw, don't be mad at me," pleaded Bart.
"After all, we got to spend the rest of
our lives together."
"You talk too much."
"All right.
Let me tell just one more
story and I'll call it quits. I've got to tell
this one or bust."

Sarah Lynn

tell

born, there

shall

pier

—

was Edna, or the baby. I guess I'm
mixed up. But you can't be dignified

all
all

Don't
the time with a baby in the house.
let Mr. Marshall try to tell you he talks
to Sarah Lynn in seven syllable words.
I know better.
I'm around.
"Edna Best is no mean actress. Just
because she picks up and goes anywhere
you go ought to win her a spot in this
story.
Tell the lady the facts, Mr. Marshall.
Didn't she leave the baby behind
in order to go to Hawaii with you on
that
'Four Frightened People' location
trip?
Didn't she give up a show in order
to be your shadow ? Go on, tell the truth
If you won't tell her, I'll tell a hot one
on you.
You wear blue pajamas. Yes,
you do Pale blue ones with yellow stripes
!

in

them

"

"After that intimate disclosure, vou can

anything else you

Coldly

:

"

"Very

"We made

Proceed
well.
a film in England.

It

made

A
bought a car.
a lot of money.
Hispano.
came to New York to act
in a play.
So we shipped the new car to
America."
"What's the point?" demanded Mr. Marshall in a bored voice.
own an Italian
"Don't you get it?
car bought with English money for driving around in America."
"For driving
Mr. Marshall softened.
"Edna,
around in America," he echoed.

We

We

We

Sarah Lynn and

I."

»
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Hints for

SECRET

soys

Home -Makers

Continued from page 53
national character better than anything else
I know of
it's strong and plain and really

—

well-made.
"If

^Beautifies

d^ur

ZTCands

You will be delighted with the smartness of your hands
when you beautify them with MOON GLOW Nail Polish.
Keep on your shelf all of the six MOON GLOW shadesNatural, Medium, Rose, Platinum Pearl, Carmine and
Coral.

you paid $1 you couldn't get finer nail polish than
Hollywood's own
the new favorite everywhere.
Ask your lUc store for the 10c size or vour drug
store for the 25c size of
Nail Polish in all
shades.
If they cannot supply you, mail the coupon today
If

MOON GLOW—
MOON GLOW

Moon Glow Cosmetic Co., Ltd., Hollywood, Calif.
Gentlemen: Please send me introductory pkg. of Moon
Glow.
I enclose 10c (coin or stamps) for each shade
checked.
Natural (
Medium (
)
Rose
(
)
)
Platinum Pearl (
Carmine (
Coral.
)
)
(
)

Name
and

St.

No

City

SC-A4

State

What SHE TOLD
WORN-OUT
HUSBAND
CHE

could have reproached him for
of temper his "all in" comBut wisely she saw in his frequent colds, his "fagged out," "on edge"
condition the very trouble she herself

^ his

—

fits

plaints.

I

had whipped. Constipation! The very
morning after taking NR (Nature's

Remedy), as she advised,
^hefeltlikehimself again—
'keenly alert peppy, cheerful.
thesafe,depend-

NR—

able,

,

all-vegetable

laxa-

andcorrective—works
gently, thoroughly, naturally. It
stimulates the eliminative tract to
complete, regular functioning.
Non-habit-forming. Try a box
to-night. 25c
at druggists'.
ti ve

—

CDCri
rntt New gold& blue
-

1934

CalendBr-

Thermometer — samples
NR and Turns. Send
nau*e, addreas, stamp to

LEWIS CO.
Desk DK 91

A. H.

St. Louis, Missouri

IfcAC"
'TUM5

i

.

TO-NIGHT
TOMORROW ALRIGHT,
indigestion,

Quick relief for acid
Only 10c.
sour stomach, heartburn.

Cash Payments Advanced Writers of Songs
Used and publication secured. Send us any likely

Words or Music) for consideration today.
Radio Music Guild, 1650 Broadway, New York.

material

(

you

will notice

ality.

"If you have an old house and think
that you cannot afford to have it remodeled,
you can have it painted to change the feeling when you redecorate inside.
Perhaps
your house is of no particular style and is
a drab brown or a dull gray.
Have it
painted an off-white, with the sashes and
lintels painted black; the shingle roof can
be grass-green, and you will have what we

like

side

NAIL POLISH

screen,

many sets in this style, from which you
may choose your own.

call

MOON GLOW

you watch the

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
_,
resemble
Tiny Megaphones fitting
tf
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. O. LEONARD, Inc., Suite 425.70 5th Ave., New York
|

I

,

"Personally, I like a figured carpet.
I
Oriental rugs with good old mahogany.
We've used a figured carpet on the floor of
the hall on this set with the dark furniture
and the white winding stairway.

a 'house-and-garden' effect.
The inneed not necessarily 'match' the out-

side.

"Of course, if you are considering remodeling your house, call in an architect.
It will run into more money and be less
satisfactory if you try to do it yourself.
"You can get ideas on altering or enlarging your rooms from this Irene Dunne
set."

Mr. Polglase showed

me

an alcove in the
beyond the

right wall of the living room,
fireplace.

"We

can imagine that at one time the

archway leading to this alcove was just a
window and see what an improvement we
have !" he pointed out. "The window has
been thrown back into the outer wall of
the alcove, and book cases have been set
into the walls.
There is room also, as you
see, for a desk, a small sofa, and several
chairs, so that one may come in here to
read or write and not be overlooked."
At its farther end, the "Transient Love"
set's living room opens into a sun-room
with six double glass doors leading out
onto a terrace. This makes a lovely light
spot at the end of the room, and is a hint
for those looking for ideas for alterations.
"A big studio window at the end of your
living room may be removed and a sunroom like this added onto your home," said

young art director. "Yellow curtains
would add to the sunshiny effect or if the
room seemed too light, you could use green

On her toes! Rochelle Hudson waits for a fast one to
come over. She's one of the

or blue."
The curtains on the set were white, but
this was, as he explains, for photographic
reasons.
"The arbor that extends from the sunroom to the end of the garden on this set
is also a good hint for householders," observed Mr. Polglase, opening one of the
double doors so that I could see the green
and shady length of the synthetic arbor.
"It adds a restful vista, very grateful on a
warm day, and it is also an addition to the
outdoor aspect of the house."
Those who live in the bigger cities
abroad are more museum-conscious and
know more about good pictures and fine
music than does the average American
citizen, Mr. Polglase believes.
"There are more bastard styles here
simply because we don't know what is
good," he explained, "but we are rapidly
learning, mainly through the medium of
the screen.
"But don't be afraid to be yourself in

loveliest of tennis recruits.

the

—

Don't feel that you can't
your own home
have what appeals to you because you're
!

DEAFNESS-* MISERY

sort of person, might use good early American furniture with light toned materials in
solid colors.
Her sash curtains could be
chintz or taffeta, according to her person-

A

woman who likes
afraid it isn't right.
bright, gay, comfortable rooms won't bloom
in a cold, white austere place full of cubes
and oblongs.
"If I were doing a room for an average
girl of sixteen, I think I'd use French
Provincial furniture, with printed curtains
or small figured chintz and light walls. Her
mother, if she were a smart, sophisticated

"In the living room, however, because
the furniture is mixed and the chairs are
covered in different colors and materials,
we have a plain rug on the floor.
have
some interesting curtains here, too, about
which we shall no doubt receive much fan
mail.
"By the way, if you have a Spanish adobe
house, don't think you must confine yourself to old Spanish furniture, most of which
Dark mahogany looks
is
uncomfortable.
very well in such a house.
I like to see
good wall-paper in a house so decorated,
but as a rule I notice they go in for plain
plaster walls.
"A simple English house should have
good wall-paper of its particular period, and
so should an early American house, but if
you don't care for wall-paper, you can
use painted walls that harmonize with your
However, if you decide on a
furniture.
color for your wall, stop first and consider
what you will have in the room. If you
plan a blue wall, think out your curtains
and rugs first, instead of wishing you had,
afterwards.
"I like pictures on the walls, if they belong there. If you have a Cape Cod feeling
about your house, use paintings of ships on
your walls, and little ships in bottles or
small ship models in your early American

We

living room.

!

for
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"Outside the house, you can use a figurehead from a ship or a mast for flags, especially if you have a view of water from
your garden.
"If someone in the house likes sports,

good sporting prints are excellent decora-

At present, the fad is definitely for
colored prints of animals, birds and flowers,
dimply framed with wide mats.
"You may use smartly framed pictures
or pictures in old frames, but don't mix
tions.

them
"I don't prohibit ornaments, but please
don't use too many.
Have them just the
necessary
boxes,
things,
like
cigarette
lighters, ash-trays, coasters for cocktail
glasses, vases for flowers, or some special
knick-knack that means something to you
personally. This helps to express you. But
one or two of these is enough.
"I like bookcases set into walls, without
glass doors, like the ones in the alcove on
the set here.
But if your books are so
valuable that they need protection, you can
use bronze screens over the shelves. These
are decorative, too.
I remember that in
'Animal Kingdom' we used the casing of
a grand piano, up-ended, as a cabinet and
screened this in bronze. It attracted much
attention."
When you look at the sets displayed on
the screen, remember that you may expect
to find things on them that the designer
would not use if it were not for the
"action" given in the script of the picture.
For example On the "Transient Love"
set, there is a bridge-lamp standing beside
one of the couches at right angles to the
:

fireplace.

"This is here -because one of the characters in the picture has a piece of business
to do with it," explained Mr. Polglase, "To
my way of thinking it is out of place in this
room, especially where it is. I never use
standing lamps myself, because I think
table lamps give better light and are more
decorative.
In this case, too, there are
lamps on the mantelpiece that give plenty
of light to those sitting on that couch but
if you took the lamps away from the mantel,
a small table could be set at the arm of the
couch for the needed light.
"Don't put your lights too close together
in a room ; it destroys the balance of the
;

room,

it's unnecessary and uncomfortable.
"Always remember, when you are arranging a room, that comfort must be con-

sidered as well as beauty.
Draw up your
chairs or couches or tables or lamps with
an eye to what the occupants of the room
Put the furniture where it
will be doing.
can be most readily used to get warm, or
cool, or have light or air
for conversation,
for reading, studying, sewing.

makers of Unguentme. Parahydrecin kills
germs, yet is harmless to tissue. There is
no danger of an "over-dose" or "burn."
Norforms are completely ready for use.
They require no awkward apparatus for

—

—

"Hints on livable arrangements of rooms
can be gained from the screen because pictures deal with things people do, and furniture must be arranged so that actors will
be able to do them easily and gracefully."
If your flowers are inclined to straggle
or settle bunchily and ungracefully when
you use them on your table or in your living room, you may find hints on floral arrangement in almost any picture.
Not only do the artists who decorate a
set understand how to put blossoms into
vases or jars, but they understand how to
place the containers so that the best effects
You will also notice novel
are obtained.
flower groupings, unusual assortments of
bloom and odd treatments of flower and
vine decorations, if you pay attention to
scenes that show dinner parties, weddings,
teas or balls.
But look at these film affairs with a careful eye.
Be sure not to copy what you see
if the story indicates that the hostess is a
bizarre creature, or a woman of poor taste.
(Watch for the next article in our series,
in the ]\lay issue, with helpful advice to

home-makers.)

EVERY DAY,

more and more women
Norforms as the easi-

are adopting

application. They leave no lingering
antiseptic smell around the room or
about your person. They are dainty and

convenient and satisfactory form
of feminine hygiene.
Norforms are easy-to-use antiseptic
suppositories that melt at internal body
temperature, and spread a protective,
soothing film over delicate membranes
and tissue an antiseptic film that remains
in effective contact for many hours.
est, most

feminine, and actually deodorizing.

Many

fastidious

women use them for

Send for booklet, "The New Way", by Dr.M.W.

—

Stofer. It gives further facts about

modernized feminine hygiene. Or
buy a box of Norforms at your

Norforms contain Parahydrecin — a

powerful new antiseptic developed
by The Norwich Pharmacal Company,

Makers of
Unguentine

druggist's today. 12 in a package,
each individually foil wrapped.

NORPOftlTIS
KNOWN TO

PHYSICIANS AS VAG FORMS

The Norwich Pharmacal Company, Dept.

I

104 , Norwich,

New York

me Dr. Stofer's Norform booklet in plain envelope. 1 want
know more about "The New Way" to safe, easy feminine hygiene.

Please send
to

Name
Address-

this

purpose alone.

—
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In the spring a young woman's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts
CORNS

of loveliness!

SORE TOES

CALLOUSES
BUNIONS

RELIEF IN

By Katharine

ONE MINUTE

"You'll see

SORE HEELS
SORE INSTEPS Aching

corns, throbbing
bunions, painful callouses,
soreness on any part of the feet or toes from
new or tight shoes all are relieved at once
by Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads. These thin, soothing, healing, protective pads
stop the cause; prevent sore toes
and blisters and quickly, safely
remove corns and callouses.

—

Dr Scholl's
Zino-pads

ON — THE § PAIN
Uiuhl yvu OMwl "h>vt
PUT ONE

IS

YOU

^zJ/ioithfzA

?

Dr. Scholl has formulated and perfected a
Remedy or Appliance for every foot trouble
assuring quick, safe relief. Ask your dealer.
Write for valuable booklet on FOOT CARE to
Schiller St., Chicago.
Dr. Scholl's. Dept. 68,

W

.

Hartley

find

."

.

At last I've been quite
convinced that the Eng-

don't have to
the movies
to see Mae West
these days. You'll
her in practically

go

to

lish

it all

the

is

"The government
didn' t mean Winx
or Maybelline!"

Mae West

The bottle not
perfume.
only carries her signature,
(printed), but the box is
generously inscribed with
some of her pet sayings.
As for the perfume, it's
very fine, and terribly inFirst made by
triguing.
Gabilla of Paris for Miss

the recent
against certain
eyelash dyes scare you,
as this attack was made
only on a few such products, which have already
been taken off the marThis does not apply
ket.
to Maybelline or Winx
or to any of the other
let

publicity

a Qjueer Wajr .
to Leant Music;
—
No

teacher no confusing details.
Just a simple, easy,
Takes only a few minutes averages
only a few cents a day.
Every step is clear as A-B-C
throughout.
You'll be surprised at your own rapid progress.
From the start you are playing real tunes perfectly
by note. Quickly learn to play any "jazz" or classical selecAll instruments.
tion
right at home in your spare time.
for Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson.
1 l\l_iL. Tnese eXpiain our wonderful home study method
fully.
Mention instrument preferred.

—

home- study method.

—

CpppSend

U. S. School of Music,

1194 Brunswick Bldg.,

New York

Cily

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as tan, freckles, oiliness and liver spots disappear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out

your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

Gray Hair Pencil
GRAY

Hair Desirable YouthInstantly gives to
Color. Sure, easy way to keep gray from
showing at Roots, Temples and Parting,
and Keeps Gray from Spreading
"; through the
hair^ Cannot
be detected. Delights both
men and women! To

25 CENTS^^^^BBI^

Quickly Introduce

NOW
Buel fall size Pencil
given for only 25c coin. Lasts many months. State shade.
BUEL CO., 404 W. Erie St. f Dept. D-34 Chicago, III.

well-known

and

"Used even once it
makes your skin look
better

.

.

."

much-

advertised brands, which
are not dyes at all. These
products are absolutely

pure and

safe,

do know

women what

about.
At the
present she is only introducing two of her many
products, one cream for reit

for all of us.

SM\ Here's

really

beauty.
Not only
are their skins of such
exquisite freshness, but
they keep their bodies
quite as fresh and youthful, by giving them the
same kind of care and
attention, as they do their
faces.
One of the foremost beauty authorities
of England, Mrs. Daisy
Stebbing, has come to
this
country to
show

American

West personally, and now
made by the same people
Don't

women

their

every drug-store window
on every four-corners of
the country. No, of course
not in person, but the
photos are pretty personThe cause
able at that.
of

GONE!

every

window

|

Try them! Sold everywhere.

in

this

drug-store

is

all

ducing and another cream
for developing the body.
Mrs. Stebbing very wisely admits that even her
fine creams need assistance from you. So if you
send for her reducing
cream, she also sends you
her own chart of healthful body exercises. Since
her products are new to
this country, you will have
to write to her direct for
her products, or for information, to Forest Hills,
Long Island, N. Y.

you are one of those
who wait for summer to have a permanent,
and keep putting off the
permanent that you very
likely should have now
well, it's more than I can
If

and most

people

beautifying

There's a certain beauty
product that I've been
raving about for some
Believe it or not,
time.
I've even made speeches
about it, just because it's
one of those products
that rouses a beauty editor to speech-making. It's

understand

Don' t wait for
summer to get a
'

'

!

Naturally

you will want to have a
permanent wave in the
summer, what with the
bathing and the out-ofdoors, but don't you think
that your good looks are

Du Barry Special Prepapermanent ..."
just as important (if not
ration for blackheads,
more), during the winter
made by Richard Hudnut.
social season
In France you can always
It's a powder, not a cream, which you mix
tell when the winter round of parties is
with a bit of water, to form a paste. You
about to begin, by the way the women
put it on your face (over the large-pore
flock to the beauty shops to get perand blackhead area), leave it until it dries,
manent-ed. And 50 million Frenchwomen
and then wash it off. The effect is marcan't be wrong
velous.
Used consistently once or twice
Another thing, we wear hats so much
a week over a period of a month or so,
during the winter that our hair is naturally
the results are bound to be effective. Used
flattened out.
The natural life is smotheven once, it makes your skin look much
ered, and you really need a good permanent
The modern girl,
cleaner and clearer.
In case
to keep your hair looking lovely.
being the crank on absolute cleanliness that
you still have part of a permanent, on the
she is, will insist on routing the tiniest speck
ends of your hair, you can get a Eugene
of grime out of every pore and she can
wave for those grown-out straight few
depend on this special preparation to do it

—

—

!

April

for

—

—

—

19 34
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inches of hair near the scalp. The Eugene
Sachet makes it possible to get right close
to the head.

W- AND

Who says the old-fashioned sewing club
has gone out of existence ?
I personally
know

of

this

in

2

MONTHS AGO

Compare Your
Measurements

THEY CALLED ME SKINNY!

two groups of young girls right
town who get together once a

—

week to discuss the clothes problem but
more than that, to do something about it.
They realize that clothes must be of good
and tailoring really to be
But clothes of this type are
expensive, and while few of these girls
can afford to buy them ready-made, they

quality

fabrics

effective.

can all afford to make them.
"Oh, yes," says you, "but they must
have taken sewing in school!" Well, they
have, but not at the kind of school you're
thinking of. They're all taking courses by
mail from the Women's Institute at Scranton, Pa.
The Institute does more than
teach you how to sew. It teaches you how
to know a good fashion when you see one.
It prepares you for a career of Dressmaking or Designing. And perhaps most important of all, it teaches you how to copy
expensive models that you have your heart
set upon.
(Does this give you an idea of
how you might copy the smart clothes you
see worn by Joan Crawford, Carole Lombard, Lilyan Tashman, and other HollyIf
you're interested in
wood stars?)
making some smart new clothes for yourself, and don't know exactly how to go
about it, write the Women's Institute at
Scranton, Pa.
Their course will be of
help to you all the rest of your life.

June Knight Tells
How to Put Your
Best Face Forward
Continued jrom page 59
mascara that's what it is!"
"It's what?"
"Mascara. Look, I use it like this."
June took a bit of dark blue mascara on
(She often uses blue for
her finger tip.
It's

her eyelashes, to bring out the blue in her
eyes.)
She moistened the mascara, and
then spread a very thin film of it over her
eyelid.
grasped the idea.
I had already
It was waterproof, and for her eyelids, it
had the advantage of not melting and running into creases when her skin gets warm

under the

blaze

of

many

studio

lights.

Original, eh what?
Of course you could
use the brown, if brown is effective on your
eyelids, though I personally think that
brown eye-shadow gives the eyes a tired,
Incidentally, the new eyesleepy look.
shadows with the iridescent flecks of silver
or gold in them are very flattering for
evening. They lend a sparkle to the eyes,
and catch the light whenever you move or

lower your eyes.
Do I have to remind you that eye-shadow
should never be applied above the line of

A

the eyeball?
lot of girls make the mistake of smoothing it way up to the eyebrow, which looks unnatural. But it's hard,
you say, to look exactly how your eye-

shadow

you

can't see it yourself, when you look in the mirror.
Well,
here's a trick that will show you your
eye-shadow exactly as others see it on you.
First apply your eye-shadow as nearly
right as you can. Then stand in front of a
large mirror, with a small hand mirror in
your hand.
hold the hand mirror so
it reflects the picture of you in the mirror
in front of you, and look down into it.
There, you see your lowered eyelids exactly
as "he" sees them
And if the eye-shadow
doesn't look natural, it's not too late to

looks, since

Now

!

change

it

Special quick

way

adds pounds fast
5 to 15 lbs. gained in a few weeks with
new double tonic. Richest imported ale
yeast concentrated 7 times and iron added.

THOUSANDS

of people today have found that

there's absolutely no need to remain "skinny"
and unattractive. They can't say enough for this

new easy treatment

that has given them all good
and lovely curves in just a few weeks!
Doctors for years have prescribed yeast to build
up health. But now with this new discovery you
solid flesh

can get far greater tonic results than with ordinary yeast
regain health, and also put on pounds
of good-looking flesh and in a far shorter time.
Not only are thousands quickly gaining beautybringing pounds, but also clear, radiant skin, free-

—

dom from

new

indigestion and constipation,

pep.

Concentrated 7 times
This amazing

new

product, Ironized Yeast,

is

made

from specially cultured brewers' ale yeast imported
from Europe
which by
the richest yeast known

—

—

a new process is concentrated 7 times
made 7
times more powerful.
But that is not all! This super-rich yeast is then
ironized with 3 kinds of strengthening iron.
Day after day, as you take Ironized Yeast, watch
flat chest develop, skinny limbs round out attractively, skin clear to beauty
you're a new person.

—

Results guaranteed
No matter how skinny and weak you may be, this
marvelous new Ironized Yeast should build you up
a few short weeks as it has thousands. If you are
not delighted with the results of the very first
package, your money instantly refunded.
in

Special

FREE

offer!

start you building up your health right away, we make
this absolutely
offer. Purchase a package of Ironized Yeast at once, cut out the seal on the box and mail
it to us with a clipping of this paragraph.
will send
you a fascinating new book on health, "New Facts About
Your Body", by a well-known authority. Remember, results are guaranteed with the very first package
or
money refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast Co.,
Dept. 264, Atlanta, Ga.

To

FREE
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What Happened

DRESSMAKERS

WANTED

to

Hepburn on Broadway!

Continued jrom page 25
could feel nothing. Came the emotional
scenes and something inside me curled up
the emotion seemed to me always a coating applied from without rather than a fire
glowing from within.
I'm perfectly willing to concede that my
lack of appreciation may be due to a lack
not in Miss Hepburn but in me since many
people whose opinion I respect have told
me so. Wherefore it was with particular
interest that I went to keep my appointment with her, hoping in a personal encounter to find some clue which would open
to me too the gates of this Paradise in
which millions delighted.
appointment was for 1 :30 at the
theatre where Miss Hepburn was to play
a matinee that afternoon in "The Lake,"
the play in which she made her "comeback" to the stage she had deserted for
Hollywood. I was admitted by the doorI

—

Easily, quickly,

right

at home,

in spare time, the Woman's Institute will teach you all the pro-

fessional secrets of planning, designing, cutting, fitting, and finishing smart, lovely clothes. You can
have more clothes
with smart

—

—

individuality
and Save one-third
to one-half their cost.

Earn $20 to $40 a week
Increasing

prices have created big
demand for dressmakers. You can
easily earn a splendid income at home
or have a smart shop of your own.

To

PROVE

can

learn,

page

you

to

we

will

Dressmaking

LUTELY FREE.

how easily you
send you a 48Lesson
ABSO-

—

Read

clear di-

its

Actually MAKE something
you need right now. SEE FOR

rections.

YOURSELF

thing

how

easy everythe
coupon

Mail

is.

TODAY.

WOMAN'S INSTITUTE
Dept.

Send

n

93-D, Scranton, Pa.

—FKEE— 48-pageabout
Les-

son and information
course checked:

How
How

Make Smart. Distinctive Clothes
Earn Money as a Dressmaker
Millinery
Foods and Home Cookery
How to Run a Tea Room, Tourists' Home
to
to
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My

man, who announced me.
please

me and knocked

wait,

outside the dressing-

A man

strode past

at the door.

won me!"
hair golden. And it's so easy with Blondex. This
special shampoo not only prevents darkening but
safely restores natural golden color to dull, faded
light hair. Brings out sparkling lights adds gleam-

—

—

No harmful chemicals.
Fine for scalp. Used and recommended by scores
of famous blonde movie stars. Two sizes— SI- 00 and
25(5. Get Blondex today and see how beautiful your
hair can be.
NEW! Have you tried Blondex Wave-Set? W.*^
Doesn't darken light hair like ordinary
wave-sets. Not sticky or flaky. Only 35g.
ing radiance. Not a dye.

DR. WALTER'S
Rubber Garments

LATEST BRASSIERE

2 to 3 inch
compression at once. Gives a trim, youthful,
new style figure. Send bust measure $2.25
.

.

REDUCING GIRDLE.

2 to 3 inch compression at once. Takes place of corset. Beautifully made; very comfortable.
Laced at
back, with 2 garters in front. Holds up ab-

domen. Send waist and bip measures. $3.75
Write for literature. Send check
or money order
no cash.
Dr. Jeanne S. C. Walter, 389 Fifth Ave., New York
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IT'S

OUT

PERMANENTLY DESTROYS HAIR

My

of people do dislike me, of course.
personality's the kind people take swats
at."
Her voice, incidentally, so liberally
swatted by critics as harsh and colorless
in the expression of emotion, is distinctly
agreeable in ordinary conversation. "People
either fall for me or they hate me. There's
no in-between. She's fine, they say, or
she's very offensive.
And I thought the
latter would be in the majority.
I went
off to Europe before 'A Bill of Divorce-

ment' was previewed.

It

back six weeks later that
happened.

How

wasn't
I

till

I

got

knew what had

did I feel about it?

Great!

How

would you have felt ?
"And just as I was afraid they wouldn't
like me in the movies, so I was afraid they
wouldn't like me in this play.
Only this
time "
I saw the corner of her mouth
curl with distaste, "this time I happened

—

to be right!"

And that's where the picture turns into
a jigsaw puzzle.
Katharine Hepburn, as no one needs to
be reminded, made what amounted to a
clean sweep of the movie stakes one of
most spectacular and all-em-

the history of the
dissenting voices
raised here and there to mar the grand
symphony of acclaim, who cared?
The
owners of said voices were told they were
crazy and Katharine was hailed queen by

two

an overwhelming,

"Will you remind Miss Hepburn that I'm
here?" I asked the doorman.
His jaw dropped, his eyes widened. "Oh,
I couldn't do that, miss," he all but gasped.
I couldn't
"I told her once you're here.
Deciding that I'd bumped
tell her again."
up against an unfamiliar rule of stage eti-

the critics

subsided.

I

But

at

two

o'clock,

with the gay conversation from the dressing-room still going strong, I took a chance
that an outsider might be permitted what
a

ROMANCE always comes to blondes who keep their

too

—

"Who's there?"

"Her Blonde Hair

thought

"Tony."
"Oh, come in, Tony."
Tony went in. And Tony stayed in. I
could hear the delightful sound of Miss
Hepburn's laughter and Tony's answering
boom.
Nervously I watched the minute
hand of my watch fly. Ten minutes of

quette,

ZIP EPILATOR-IT'S OFF because

down

time would be limited.

(Please specify whether Miss or Mrs.)

Gum

sat

I

room and waited. Five minutes passed, ten.
I was beginning to grow a little uneasy.
I knew that because of the matinee my

Name

Flesh Colored

I

?

Would

like me in the movies.
I
my face was too ugly, my voice
loud, my personality too strong.
Lots

wouldn't

doorman wasn't, and knocked myself.
"Who's there?"
"Have you forgotten about me?"
"No. I'll see you in just a moment."
This time she was as good as her word.

In just

a

moment Tony departed and

I

Sure I was sore.
Who
wouldn't have been? A perfunctory apology

was admitted.
did

little

to soothe

my

ruffled feelings.

A

glimpse of Miss Hepburn did more. For
here's a fact you Hepburn adorers can hug
to your bosoms without fear of its being
snatched away. Your dream, walking and
talking, is far lovelier to look at than is
It's
her image projected on the screen.
not only that her coloring the warm chestnut of her hair, the delicate clarity of her
skin, her eyes which seem neither blue nor
gray nor violet but a luminous combination
of all three
it's not only that these beauties
are lost in the black and white of the
screen. That's a loss she shares with other
film actors. More startling and unexpected
are the softly curved contours of her face,
which hold only the barest hint of that
hollow-cheeked angularity so sharply accentuated by the camera. All this I caught
despite the fact that I never really got a
good look at her. For only on two or
three occasions did she turn her face my
way for a moment. The rest of the time
she kept her eyes fixed steadily on her own
image in the mirror studying it with professional gravity and intentness.
I commented on the difference between
her actual and her screened features.
"You know," she said with the forthrightness for which she is famous, "that
was one reason why I thought they

—

—

the swiftest,

bracing
films.

triumphs

If

in

were

there

if

not a unanimous vote
praises
the public

hymned her

;

bent its knee in homage.
That's one face of the medal.
How to
reconcile it with the other face, more or
less buried until it was turned right side
up after "The Lake," starring Miss Katharine Hepburn, opened in New York?
Here was a play that had wowed London.
Here was an actress, originally of the
legitimate stage, who, since her last appearance in the theatre, had been skyrocketed by Hollywood to glory.
Play
and player had been the talk of the town
for days.
Drama lovers were agog. The
first-night house was sold out two weeks
in advance of the opening.
What happened ? The rocket fizzled.
Again a chorus of voices was raised in
judgment. But this time the situation was

The burden

of the song was
lamented that their high
hopes had been dashed, and brought in a
verdict that Katharine Hepburn was no
great shakes as an actress. Here too there

reversed.
sour.

The

critics

voices, but they were
too feeble to avail much against the general cry of thumbs down.
"It seems almost as though the comic
fates had decreed it that way," said Miss
Hepburn with a brief laugh. "Because it
was going to be such a joke if I failed
after all that ballyhoo!"
Apart from the fates, what's the answer?
Was she so panicstricken lest she fail to
live up to expectations that she frightened
herself into failure?
Was the high-hat
drama just looking for a chance to pan
the darling of its illegitimate brother-industry?
Or were the critics right and is
it true
as has so frequently been asserted
that you may shine and shine in the
Hollywood heavens and still not be an
actress ?
Miss Hepburn has definite views on each
"I was terrified all
of these theories.
right," she said, "though that hardly de•" she turned her head
scribes it.
I felt
"as though I weren't in my body at all
as though I were following myself around."
An indescribable look flitted across her

were some dissenting

—

—

—

—
for
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face as she recalled the sensation, and I
But you can't
a sudden pang of pity.
feel pity for Katharine Hepburn long.
"As a matter fact," she went on firmly,
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'Ah, go on
!'
it couldn't have been as bad as all that
even though I knew it was every bit as
bad and worse.
"Well, when you have a director like
that to rely on and to build up your performance for you, you can see how much
easier things would be.
In a play you're
responsible for everything yourself. Where
I hit a snag was in not being able to
sustain the performance.
The critics," she
assured me, "were perfectly right.
If I
felt I'd been unjustly panned, I'd be mad.
But I don't. I think they bent over backward, trying to be nice to someone they

—

expected to make a hit and would have
liked to see make a hit.
"If I hadn't been starred, they wouldn't
have expected so much. And the funny
part of it is that nobody wanted to star me.
producer didn't.
/ didn't.
But with
all the publicity I'd been getting, it just

My

We

crazy not to.
talked and
talked and talked it over, and finally decided yes. What we should have done, of
course, was to wait until Broadway itself
to star me."
brisk, businesslike, impersonal.
perhaps because of the
I got the feeling
clear-cut profile which was all I could see
that this was a mask, repeating by rote
the things Katharine Hepburn, lurking
somewhere inside, was ordering it to say.
I thought of all the conflicting stories I'd

i

is

r

—
—

gag
you

to make talk?
like interviewers?"

I

asked her.
"It's not that," she informed me.
"I
just don't feel I have anything important
enough to say." Then she thought better
of it.
"I'm nice to the people I like," she
said.
"I'm a person of moods. One day
I may say I don't give any interviews and
the next day, if I happen to like the face

with;

do the work of $

/Hake

in the fight against colas!
Pepsodent

is

3

times more powerful than other leading

mouth antiseptics. Hence It gives you 3 times greater
gives you 3 times more for your money.
protection

—

heard about her stories, on the one hand,
of her marvelous kindness to the people
she works with stories, on the other hand,
of
unbelieveable
high-handedness
and
brusquerie.
Here an interviewer says that
talking to Katharine Hepburn is like talking to your favorite kid sister home from
college.
There another comments acidly
on the fact that trying to talk to Hepburn
is like crossing an avenue paved with redhot spikes.
You hear that she's gracious
and generous. You hear that she's arrogant and hard. Are these tales simply the
natural manifestations of a many-faceted
personality or are they the results of a

antiseptic^
first, tesp
"

—

—

well-calculated
"Why don't

New

set

r

are the qualities be brings
George," she said suddenly,

was ready
She was

i

told

ther
the
lace

me on

seemed

i

if it

Cukor. He can do anything with anyone.
can make people who are devils behave
well.
The moment he steps on the set,
you know everything's going to be all right.
The very qualities people have compli-

made me

:

ized
s of

—

It
after this play opened.
better just to hear him say,

duced

dent

He

out in me.
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"I suspected all along it was going to hapWhy? Simply because I wasn't
pen.
good enough yet to be starred on Broadway. Oh, yes, I know but starring in the
You've
movies is something else again.
On the
got to be trained for the stage.
screen, if you have a personality that happens to get across, they suddenly decide
you're the greatest actress in the world
which is, on the face of it, asinine. You
may have the talent which I think I have
to be natural in front of the camera
to realize the character and then think
yourself into it simply and truly. And you
which I
also may have the good luck
knoiv I did to be blessed with the perfect
director.
"I could rave on forever about George

—
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of the person

my

mind.

who wants

It's

the

it,

I

may change

same with autographs.

—

Depends on how I feel that day or that
minute.
I
know it's not right."
She
smiled brightly.
"I don't approve of it at
all.
But there it is.
"And then," she continued, "if only they'd
be satisfied to write a simple story instead
of trying to make something sensational
out of it. Those are the people who spoil
everything for the others the kind who'd
rather get a picture of you in bed than
your opinion on anything sensible who'd
rather dig out some terrible disgrace in
your past, whether it's there or not, than
anything sweet or comfortable."
It was a perfectly sound and unanswerable argument.
"Suppose you were forced to make a
choice between the stage and the screen,

—

—

Tireless energy, sparkling eyes, laughing
rosy cheeks bring success and popularity. Free your system from poisons of constipation, the cause of dull eyes, sallow cheeks,

1

lips,

dragging feet. For 20 years men and women
have taken Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
substitute for calomel. Non-habit-forming.
They help to eliminate the poisons without
bad after-effect. A compound of vegetable

—

ingredients,

known by

their olive .color.
They have given thousands glorious health.
Take nightly. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

which would it be?"
She flashed me a swift glance. "Now?
The screen!" she answered promptly,
wholly natural for a moment.
"Sour
suppose," she laughed. Then the
mask seemed to slip down again. "When
you do a thing like 'Little Women,' that
hits so many millions of people, naturally
you love to be associated with it and with
grapes,

all

she

I

It's true,"
the enthusiasm it creates.
speculated, "that people get sick of

FREE.

Just

enclose

carefully wrapped,
for packing etc., and

I've been called a lot of names
that will do
until
you have a better one for me.
Claudette Colbert's pictures have been "The
Sign of the Cross," "I Cover the Waterfront," "Torch Singer," "Three-Cornered

Be

will

my
PEERLESS WONDER CREAM

receive a Large Container of

mad in the first part
The dog
Universal's "The Mummy."
who played with Marion Davies in "Peg
In
Heart" was called Michael.
O'
Maurice Chevalier's latest release, "The
to

minute information "How to
Have a Beautiful Symmetrical
Form by my Natural Home
Method", sealed and prepaid.
GUARANNo C. O. D.

MY

TEE: Your dime back if you
say so. Can anything be fairer>
it

NOW.

Sten. 15, Buffalo, N. Y.

ABOUT YOUR FUTURE

go hysterically

of

My

Way

to Love,"
his appearance.

another grand dog makes

He is billed as Mutt but
be one and the same canine, who
knows ? Certainly there's a resemblance.
Elissa Landi is the author of several
novels, among them are "House for Sale,"
"Helmers" and her latest, just completed,
is titled "The Ancestor."
it

Consult Yogi Alpha

may

Blue Bird.
And where have you been
keeping yourself?
On the wing? If I
tell you the name of my favorite screen
player, I'll be divulging a secret I've been
keeping for a long time, but if you must
know, none other than Spanky of "Our
Gang." He has the most gorgeous smile
and the grandest name, and here it is
George Robert Phillips McFarland. His
famous "rozberry" as Will Rogers says, is
a classic.

1934 will be the year of opportunity.
Yogi Alpha, internationally known psychologist and astrologer, who has amazed
thousands by his uncanny predictions, offers a 2500word Giant Astrological Reading, based on your sign in the Zodiac,
giving you predictions month by month
with exact days, dates and happenings
for 1934. Consult it before making any
changes in business, signing papers,
love,
marriage,
employment, health,
accidents, lucky days, travel, etc. Send
only 50c and exact birth date for complete Astrological Forecast.
300-word
Numerology Reading included FREE.
Money returned if not satisfied. YOGI
ALPHA, Box 1411. Dept. 902. San

Diego.

"magnanimous" but

Moon," and "Four Frightened People," the
latter with Herbert Marshall, Mary BoBramwell
land,
and William Gargan.
Fletcher was the actor who is supposed

and my Confidential up-to-Uie

MADAME WILLIAMS,

Jolly.

but never

a dime,
pay

But-do

WORD
NUMEROLOGY
READING
.

you have a friend who wishes reading, send $1 for the TWO readings.

.

.

300-

wilh order for Astrological
Reading.

YOU, TOO, CAN BE
.

beautiful
/
OWN

/LIFT

YOUR

FACE!

Why

"

wear,

wrinkles, freckles, sagging muscles or sallow skin? Free booklet "FACE LIFTING!
at HOME" describes sensational treatmentl
.

-

may come back and do

another play. And
she concluded in her own crisp
style, "that I shan't make a fool of myself again."
I left very little wiser than I'd been when
I

trust,"

arrived.
I felt that I'd been watching
an act put on for my benefit skilfully put
on but unmistakably an act. I felt that
Katharine Hepburn could turn on her
honesty, her gallantry, her charm, like so
many faucets at will and that it needed a
shrewder observer than myself to decide
where the genuine ended and the artificial
I

—

—

began.
ance,

Intelligence, distinction of appearvitality

—those

things

I

could

—

see.

But the things that go deeper the things
without which, by your leave, an actress
be great or a human being authentic
things I couldn't believe in.
Offscreen or on, Miss Hepburn's emotional
reactions don't ring true to me.
I'm still
an outcast from the enchanted garden.
fails to

—those

cluding

recommended by famous physician and plastic!
surgeon. Positive results WITHOUT massage, packs/1
plasters, straps or peeling. Retire lovely and lovable!
EUNICE SKELLY
(Dept. A.)
Park Central. 5Sth & 7th Ave.. New York City.

Allen. It would take too much space to
give you all of Lee Tracy's pictures but
to begin with "Blessed Event," I'll list a
few of them.
"Washington Merry-GoRound," "Private Jones," "Phantom Fame,"
"Clear All Wires," "Dinner at Eight,"
"Turn Back the Clock" and "Blonde Bombshell"
and his latest' is "Advice to the
Lovelorn." Lionel Atwill was The Baron

—

"Song of Songs." Gene Raymond was
born^ August 13, 1908.
"The Monkey's
Paw" was released in 1923 as a silent picture and the talking version was made by
in

R-K-O

with a capable English

cast,

in-

Ivan Simpson, Louise Carter, C.

Aubrey Smith, Bramwell Fletcher, Betty
Lawford, Winter Hall, and Herbert Bunston.

D. M._ No wonder you were all bothered seeing your hero with two names
Tom Keene and George Duryea, but they
are one and the same.
George changed
his name to Tom Keene because he thought
a French name like Duryea wouldn't interest the fans
well, anyway, his goodlooking Irish face didn't look like a Duryea,
hence we have Tom Keene in the movies.
Tom was born in Sleepy Hollow, N.
Y., on December 30,
1903.
He is 6
feet tall, weighs 175 pounds and has brown
hair and blue eyes. His wife, Grace Stafford, is a stage actress.
Frankie Darro,

—

Sidney

Miller,

Raymond

Borzage

and

Mickey Bennett had the principal juvenile
leads in "The Mayor of Hell" with James
Cagney.

Movie Fan. After "Another Language"
was released, my mail box began to bulge
and bulge with letters asking about John
Beal who played Jerry. John played the
same role successfully on the stage before
signing up for the screen.
He is just 24
years old, graduated from the University
Pennsylvania three years ago, and
appeared on the stage immediately after,
if the fans have their wish, John will

of

make more
love

Calif.

If

—

By Miss Vee Dee

to help

you

in the movies than they do on
the stage. And why shouldn't they? You
do four or five movies a year to one or
two plays. And yet " she spoke thoughtfully, "when they get hold of someone like
Marie Dressier, who has the fundamental
qualities, they do hang on to her, don't
they?
Well, anyway, after I've made
'Joan of Arc' and one more picture, I

Ask Me!

DEVELOP vour FORM

by a Safe Simple Method successful more than 30 years.
Build up Flat Scrawny Bosom,
Neck. Arms, Legs --or ANY
part of the Body. Get a Beautiful Symmetrical Figure with no
trouble and little cost.
no absurd claims but
I make
send the PROOF and the Cream

you sooner

is

the

pictures,
stage.

but

so

far

his

real

If you are very lucky, you
receive a letter from your favorite
movie star, but let me warn you, your letter will have to be clever and original.
But don't feel badly if you have to wait
a few days, a few months, or even a few
years.
These stars have a habit of keep-

Just a Fan.

may

ing very busy. Ruth Etting appears
with Wheeler and Woolsey, Dorothy Lee,
Thelma Todd, and Phyllis Barry in "Hips,
Thelma Todd can be
Hips, Hooray."
seen in "Sitting Pretty" with Jack Oakie,
Jack Haley, and Ginger Rogers.

—
for
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Tell me and I will tell you an important little secret
about your hair that will enable you to bring out all its
natural loveliness and sheen in a single, simple shampooing.

Here

it is

— SCREENLAND'S

own

fashion show in

the making!

Your
on

favorite movie magazine, in collaboration with Fox Movietone, put
this spring style exhibition, directed by Miss Vyvyan Donner.
V. P.

I haven't

I.

a record of a picture

"Love is Dangerous," with Rochelle
Hudson. You may have reference to "Are
These Our Children?" with Rochelle as
titled

feminine lead, opposite Eric Linden.
Others in the cast were Arline Judge, Mary
Kornman, Roberta Gale and Ben Alexander.
Rochelle was born 18 years ago
Claremore, Okla.
in
She is 5 feet 3
inches tall, weighs 105 pounds and has
dark brown hair and grey eyes. She was
a Wampas Baby Star in 1931. Her latest
releases are "Walls of Gold" from the
Kathleen Norris story; "Wild Boys of
the Road" with Frankie Darro, and "Mr.
Skitch" with Will Rogers.
the

Marion.

I

don't

know why

from "Romeo and
Katharine Hepburn and

scene

the balcony

between
Douglas Fairwas-cut and presented by Katha-

banks, Jr.,
rine alone in

Juliet"

"Morning Glory."

I

suppose

because the picture ran too long and had
Many admirers of both stars
were looking forward to at least a part
But wasn't Katharine's role as
of it.
Eva Lovelace a most delicious bit of acting?
Now for a real treat see "Little
Women" with Katharine as the beloved
Jo, Jean Parker as Beth, Joan Bennett as
Amy, and Frances Dee as Meg. Hepburn's
very latest release is "Trigger."
to be cut.

—

Golden Glint Shampoo reveals the full beauty of
yout patticular shade because it is used differently on
your shade than on other shades. Simple directions
tell you how. One shampoo and your hair glows with
a new radiance.
25c at your dealers'— or let me send
you a free sample and a personal letter about your hair.

FREE
W. KOBI

CO., 617 Rainier Ave., Dept. D
Please send a free sample.
Seattle, Wash.
• • •
J.

(
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Name
Address.
.State-

City

Color of

my

hair:

REDUCE
How do

Dorothy W.
Ralph Bellamy did not
play in "The Last Mile."
The principals
were Howard Phillips as Richard Walters:
Preston Foster, Killer Meats; George E.
Stone, Berg; Noel Madison, D'Amoro;
Alan Roscoe, Kirby; Paul Fix, Werner,
and Daniel Haynes as Jackson. In "The
Conquerors" Richard Dix played both the
young and old Roger Standish. Julie Haydon was Ann Harding's daughter in the

you look in a bathing suit?
Don't be embarrassed by ugly fat.
You, too, can have a lovely figure
by using the BETTY ROSS METHOD.
Takes only seven days to prove it.
No starving, no dope, no exercising.
Fully guaranteed to take off
ten to fifty pounds, whatever you
desire,
without danger to your
health.
The fat just disappears.

picture.

GOOD

Your doctor will approve this
method. This can mean a thousand
dollars to you in charm and beauty.

SPECIAL FIFTY CENT OFFER
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT NOW.
Send name, address and 50c to

BETTY ROSS
Apt.

3,

1

19

Bacon

Lockland, Ohio

St.,

Tagging the Talkies

BROADCAST?

Continued from page 6
If I

Were Free
R-K-O

Columbia

With Irene Dunne, Clive Brook, Nils
Asther and other notables in the cast, this
picture would seem to have the cards stacked
in its favor.

Unfortunately,

ceeds in coming to

it

seldom suc-

An

old-fashioned
"problem" drama about divorce in England,
it is hampered by lethargic writing and tooleisurely direction.
Several fine performances, particularly Miss Dunne's, help a
good deal to compensate for the indifferent
story and treatment.
life.

Ralph Bellamy swaggers through this
murder yarn in the nearest approach to a
perfect actor's holiday that has been on
view for some time. As Detective Trent he
is virtually all over the place, and at times
his acting suggests that

he has not looked

briskly enough, but most of the standard
cliches are present. June Collyer is plausible and very beautiful in the ingenue role.

So this, once again, is Hollywood! We
meet a film-star heroine who, though one of
the orneriest ladies seen on recent screens,
is still presented as the heroine.
After twotiming everyone in sight she consents to
marry pugilist Wallace Ford, thereby making all hands deliriously happy. John Hal-

Even Constance Cummings' persuasive
charm fails to make an interesting film out
Connie, a London
of this little comedy.
mannequin who is a "ringer" for a movie
queen, goes to Deauville for a holiday. Of

—

My method positively prevents hair from
permanent.
easy,
Safe,
growing again.
The delightUse it privately, at home.
bring happiness, freedom
relief will
ful
of mind and greater success.
We teach Beauty Culture. Send Sc in
stamps TODAY for Booklet. For promptness in writing me, I will include a $2.00 CerMahler Beauty Preparations.
tificate for
D. J. MAHLER CO., Dept. 29D, Providence, R. I.

in vain. The film adds nothing to the copious lore of screen mysteries. It moves along

The Charming Deceiver

able playing of a director is the
film's chief asset. Marguerite de la Motte
remember? plays the actress.

iwiaiiiiiimtiffiTiTi

upon the screen work of Charles Laughton

Woman's Man
Monogram

liday's

If you have talent here's your chance to
get into Broadcasting. New Floyd Gibbons
method trains you at home in spare time.
Fascinating course fully explained in Free
Booklet, "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." Send for your copy today.
Give age. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, 2000— 14th St., N. W., Dept.
4 U 10, Washington, D. C.

Before Midnight

Majestic

course she is mistaken for the star, basks in
the resultant attentions, and finally is exposed. But along comes gallant Frank Lawton to snatch her out of her fix and into
romantic marriage. Anyway, it's clean.

SENT FREE— Write

for 16-page illustrated
booklet. Explains simple but scientific method of removing these ugly growths and warts.
Used by physicians and clinics in Paris, Vienna.
Hollywood world's beauty centers. Quick Safe
without leaving disfiguring scars or sores.

—
Booklet

—

—

is

FREE— WRITE TODAY.

MOLEX (Hollywood)
325 Western Pacific Bldg.

COMPANY.

,

Dept. SU
Los Angeles. Calif.
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Baby Le Roy's Rival
Continued from page 15

He

squint.

/

1
I

11/

l/1'
W
M

Me Show
You How to DeLet

velop the
now

Are You Flat-Chested?

Why be embarrassed by a
flat-chested, unwomanly
form? Fill out your bust
my

easy,

for

adding

tissue.

bleaches
lashes.

Try

to lovely shapeliness.

Hollywood,"

I

verf-

And get a load of those
know they couldn't be that

it.

I

eye-

long

his own.
Imagine," he went on,
"a son of mine turning out this way
Towheaded, false eyelashes, pencilled eyebrows
I thought I might have a little trouble with
him when he got older but I never thought
he'd drive me to drink before he's a year

and be

home treatment
rounded

firm,

gone

Dick
exclaimed.
"Hasn't he just?"
"When he was born he had black hair.
Look at it now. Blond as Dixie Lee's.
You know," he whispered, "I think he

the Vogue.

all

looked like a typical actor.

sure

tured.

Full,

CURVES,

rounded

r

"He's

!

pree!

Write today for my easy instructions and container of Creamo
Merely send name, address
and 10c forwarding charges. Tour
package will be mailed in plain
free.

old.

wrapper.

MARIE

Til

X\K, Dept. SC-4

New

122 Fourth Aveuue,

K
|

York, N. Y.

he first came he was swell. He
so appreciative of everything anybody
did for him.
When people gave him toys
he'd gurgle and laugh and play with them
he pays no attention
by the hour.
whatever, and even after his friends have
gone he picks and chooses and there are
only certain toys he'll fool with."
"Tchk, tchk," I sympathized. "How does

"When

was

Now

Joby take

your figure spoiled bv a
Are
you embarrassed by this un-

Is

heavy, sagging bust?
sightly fat?

Then

tell

to

you how

oversize

bust.

me

let

reduce an
I'll
gladly

send you my easy directions,
with a container of "Prescription-36".

SEND ME YOUR NAME
and

address and your pleasant
will come to you
by return mail in plain wrapper.
Please enclose 10c for forward-

home treatment
ing charge.

DORIS KENT, SC-4
SO East 11th Street,
New York, N. Y.

"It's

course, she's a

said.

"Of

mother and you know how

mothers are. They try to kid themselves
that anything their children do is all right,
so she won't admit anything. But she feels
pretty keenly about it, let me tell you.
I
often catch her just staring off into space.
You remember how she used to stay home ?
Just hang around the house and work on
her hooked rugs and play with the baby?
That's all over and done with now.
She's
got a hooked rug she's been working on
six months and it's only half done.
She
can't go out enough.
Lots of times when

FREE vrj°r*hj0e(3*-/
Interprets dreams, tells fortunes by cards,
tea leaves, dominos, nails, moles, palmistry,
astrology. Gives "lucky
numbers and days.
Ancient Beliefs, Crystal Gazing, Secret Writing, Fun. Magic and Mystery:
How to
Hypnotize;
Secrets
Tricks,
Best book ever printed. Sent
to advertise Dr. Jayne's Medifines, sold for 103 years.
But please
send 10c (stamp? or dime) to help pay
the cost of this notice, packing and
mailing, to

all this ?"

breaking her heart," Dick

—

we're out I look at her laughing the
gayest of the gay and all that sort of
thing and know she's just doing it tu
hide an aching heart. The tear behind the

—

smile.
"I never thought it would come to this.
It- just goes to prove what I've always
said: Lots of people are swell when they're
at the bottom but the minute they have a
little

luck and get a few breaks they're in-

sufferable.
rest."

Elmer's no different from the

"Gosh, this is too bad," I consoled him.
"Just wait'll Bing Crosby hears of this."
"Whaddya mean, 'Wait ?" Dick exploded.
"The minute that groaner heard
Elmer'd gone into pictures he began haunting our place just waiting and hoping for
the first signs of a change in him.
He
hasn't left off ribbing me for one minute."
Elmer put in another appearance. This
time he was crawling backwards and
bumped into my leg. With him acting the
way he's been, I felt under no obligation
to move.
I sat still.
Finding himself unable to go farther, Elmer looked up and

saw me.
"Goo," he said and smiled.
you what, Dick," I offered. "As
Spencer Tracy would say, 'he's no good in
"I'll tell

spades'

but

I

think

something of him.

maybe
I'll

take

I

make

could

him

your

off

hands."
"You'll what?" Dick shrieked.
"I'll take him," I repeated.
"Joby," Dick screamed. "Joby
'Phone
the detective bureau and get a bodyguard
!

—

Elmer.
This this
scheming writer
!"
nap our baby

for

rotten,

Janet and Charlie Tell the Truth

false

!

friend

—

this

planning to kid-

is

About

Their Screen Reunion

'

Money Making

Continued from page 23

FREE
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& SON,

realistic

2 Vine Street
Philadelphia, Pa. Dept. D-362

illusion
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"One Day
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Treatment'
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Freckles, Wrinkles, Pimples, Black- *
heads, Enlarged Pores, Pits, Scars, %f
Puffs, Acne. No redness afterward.

IMPORTED TURTLE OIL
For developing the Bust and Face

— $3.00 and $5.00

BEE LA MOTTE
7009 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Calif.

Learn Public
Speaking
home— in spare time— 20 minutes a

At

day.

Overcome "stage-fright," gain

self-

confluence, increase your salary, through
ability to sway others by effective
speech.
Write now for free booklet.
How to Work Wonders With Words.
North American Institute Dept. 4434
360i Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, III.
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illusion
and I believe that
Heaven' depended heavily upon
for its charm."

for

'Seventh

INC.,

TKealre

Graduates: Lee Tracy, Peggy Shannon, Fred Aetaire, Una Merkel,
Zita Johann, Mary Pickford, etc. Drama, Dance. Speech. Musical Comedy,
Opera, Personal Development, Culture. Stock Theatre Trainine apnearauoee while learning. For catalog, write Sec'y LAND, 66 W. 85 St., N.Y.

Actually, Farrell was the cause of the
breaking-up of the famous Gaynor-Farrell
team.
When he quit the Fox Film Company, he was literally "beaten in spirit."

He

had been subjugated

to

Janet

in

their

pictures together to such extent that he had
practically lost confidence in himself.
And
so, he requested his release from a contract
that was paying him $150,000 annually.
An entirely different Farrell is returning
to that same studio. Perhaps his new spirit
may best be judged by Charlie's own words
to me
"Everything looks so different now," he
said.
"I have been away for eight months.
I have played polo, I have made pictures at
other studios.
I have proved myself to
myself.
"Now, when I look at the past happenings that caused me so much unhappiness,
I wonder how I could possibly have let
them get the better of me. I'll never be
down again. I've developed that old sense
of humor, and now I feel that I can laugh
at things that once bothered me."
Farrell is returning to his old studio
under more cheerful arrangements.
He
will co-star in only two pictures with Janet.
He has the privilege of reading stories, and
rejecting then if his parts are not satisfactory.
"I have been offered parts with Janet before this," he said, "but I turned them down

—

because

I did not like the stories
or at
those stories did not seem suited to
me.
This is how I feel
There can be
only so many Gaynor-Farrell [I notice that
Charlie always mentions their team in
that order] pictures.
If I make a bad
picture with her, then there can not be
another for so many months, and fans who
have wanted us back together will be disappointed.
So, I have waited until the
studio found two good stories stories that
I feel may be made into pictures that can
take their places beside 'Seventh Heaven,'
"
'Sunnyside Up,' and 'Merely Mary Ann.'
Janet has had many leading men since
Farrell, in a huff, walked off the Fox
studio grounds.
Among those who have
appeared opposite her are Lew Ayres,
Henry Garat, Robert Young and Richard
Cromwell. These actors are just as capable
as Farrell, but none has fitted so smoothly
into his role opposite Miss Gaynor.
On the contrary, Farrell has worked with
other leading ladies, including Elissa Landi,
Marian Nixon, Marguerite Churchill and
Frances Dee.
Not one of these capable
young ladies complemented Charlie's work
as does Janet.
There are other such "natural" screen
teams. Greta Garbo and John Gilbert are
such a combination.
Marie Dressier and
Wallace Beery are another. Jean Harlow
and Clark Gable, Ruby Keeler and DickThese are "natural"
Powell, are others.
teams.
The public likes them better as
teams. The public demands them as teams.

least,

:

—

—

!

April

for
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And when the public demands, wise proNow and again these
ducers listen.
producers may assume that they know best,
as was the case when Fox executives perBut
mitted Farrell to break his contract.
when a deluge of indignant letters from all
over the world challenges such executive
judgment, the producer who would ignore
such public demand would be little less than
foolish.

But one "public demand" seems destined
I refer to the thousands
to go ungranted.
of requests for a re-make of "Seventh
Heaven." Studio executives think the idea
excellent, but neither Janet or Charlie
agrees.
Since I have quoted Miss Gaynor
previously on the subject, let me add
Farrell's objections:
"When I was first approached with the
idea of starring with Miss Gaynor in a
'Seventh
Heaven,'
liked
the
talkie
I
thought," Charlie said. "After longer con-

sideration, I have changed my mind.
I am
positive that neither Janet nor I could catch
again the spiritual charm of the original
'Seventh Heaven'
was
silent
version.
made seven years ago. Janet and I had
spontaneity, ambition, and romance. Those
were the ingredients that made the picture
fine

;

it

was not our acting

abilities.

venture to say that Janet and I are
both more experienced and certainly we are
technically better actors today, but I doubt
if either of us could catch that exuberant
spirit of youthful romance that was the
secret of 'Seventh Heaven's' success seven
years ago."
As I suggested earlier in this story, the
real danger of this reunion lies in the gossip
Both Janet and Charlie
that will ensue.
think
I
are brave in facing that peril.
"I

their solution of this

mutual agreement to
themselves aloof from

They are

really

a

problem
ignore

lies

in their

it

to

;

hold

it.

funny pair of kids,

One day

they are the best of
chums, playing and laughing and full of
Then something happens, and for
gaiety.
weeks they speak only in monosyllables.
Usually the thing that interrupts their
friendly bliss is a trivial happening that
these two.

Is

should, and easily could, be laughed aside.
Their last separation has been the longest I have known to part them.
As this
story is being written, Janet is in the East
and Charlie is in Hollywood, but even before she departed they had not met each
other for four months or longer.
I frankly believe that their long separation on the screen may have been just the
tonic that they both needed.
There may
have been too many Gaynor-Farrell pictures.
These two may have become too
accustomed to each other.
The mutual
enthusiasm that moved them had almost
died out when they made their last picture
together, more than a year ago.
Perhaps
that enthusiasm has blazed anew because of
their separation.
Certainly both Janet and Charlie are entering into their new screen romance with
a pep and enthusiasm that appears to be
every bit as cordial and breathless as that
which buoyed them during the days when
they were making "Seventh Heaven."
As for what the separation may have
done for them personally, and for their regard for each other, one can only guess
and your guess is as good as mine. It does
not seem possible that time could have entirely erased the beautiful love that once
held them together.
I, for one, will anxiously await the filming of their first romantic sequences together for "Manhattan Love Song." I will
eagerly anticipate the premiere of this new
picture, not only because I expect it to be
beautiful entertainment, but because I want
to give close attention to their love scenes
together. I want to see if I can spot the
tenderness of "Seventh Heaven," the sympathetic understanding of "Sunnyside Up."
Soon after the signing of the contract
that returns Charlie to Fox as Janet's costarring picture, and just before Miss Gaynor went East, the two young stars talked
Farrell called her to
on the telephone.
express his pleasure that they were soon
to co-star again.
"Let's knock 'em cold again, huh, Janet?"
cried Charlie.
And Janet answered: "All right let's!"

—

to plucked eyebrows, golden
fures, or startling gowns

blonde coif-

my

cium because most complexion
troubles are the result of faulty elimination and impoverished blood due to lack of Calcium in the system. Make this test at once
give your system a
little Calcium and watch for improvement.
Stuart's Calcium Wafers offer you an easy way to
replace the needed Calcium and correct faulty elimination. In just a few days you should feel and see
a wondrous change. Countless numbers of women
now depend on them entirely to hold the beauty
Nature mtended they should have always.
five-day test is often sufficient to prove to you
that real Complexion Beauty must come from within
and the decided benefit from the use of Stuart's Cal-
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cium Wafers. Try them this week-end.
a free sample, send the coupon below.

impressionable years on

you wish
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A
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| of Stuart's Calcium Wafers
mail thia coupon to the F. A. Stuart Co., Dept. 30-J,
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Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if rest-

sleep
is
impossible
because
of
the
struggle to breathe, if you feel the disease
is slowly wearing your life away, don't fail
to send at once to the Frontier Asthma Co.
for a free trial of a remarkable method. No
matter where you live or whether you have
any faith in any remedy under the Sun, send
for this free trial.
If you have suffered a
lifetime and tried everything you could learn
of without relief even if you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon hope but send toIt will cost you
day for this free trial.
nothing.
Address
ful

;

Frontier Asthma Co. 334-T Frontier Slug.
462 Niagara St., Buffalo, IV. V.

FADED

HAIR

withiaded.gray.streakedhair.shampoo
game time with my new French
discovery "SHAMPO - KOLOR". No fuss or muss.
Takes only a lew minutes to merely shampoo Into your hair
any natural shade with "SHAMPO - KOLOR". No
"dyed" look, but a lovely natural, most lasting color; unaffected by washing, or permanent waving. Free Booklet.
Monsieur L. P. Valligny, Dept. 20, 254 W. 31st St.,

and

the stage." When I was so bold as to ask
if he'd ever regretted he wasn't the Gable
type he amazed me by answering, "Oh,
absolutely
Not in recent years, for I
realize every person is blessed with unique
characteristics which will appeal to some.
"But when I was in my 'teens I envied
the husky lads with all my heart
I was
one of those people who mature slowly.
I developed tardily as an individual.
I was
horribly shy.
Mass beliefs didn't convince me and I was afraid to stick up for

If

girls

color your hair at the

—

New York

Citv.

Photoplay I deas

!
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Sales Service selling consistent percentage stories to Hollywood
Studios.
Majority New York Studios closed leaving HOLLYACTIVE
Not a school—no courses or
books to sell. Experienced writers revise, synopsize, copyright stoisubmit to Hollywood Producers. Send original plots for
ies
reading & report. Deal with a recognized Hollywood agent who is
on the ground& knows story requirements. Established 1917. Write
BOOK.
for

Our

WOOD MOST

MARKET.

FREE

&

FREE

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO CO.
551

Meyer Bldg.

Hollywood, Calif.

my own

ideas.
also, I was
that tended to depress

"Then,

he is forty, makes no secret of
having been married to the same wonder-

always in love, and
me. The objects of
my adoration were uniformly pretty and
popular creatures. So you see I must have
been slated for a Hollywood future long
before I even planned to be an actor
In
the interests of truth," he observed with a
smile, "I must inform you that I got nowhere with the girls during the 'teens
When I'd mustered up the nerve
decade.
to request one of 'em to take a walk, a
dashing fellow had cut in on me and in
less time than it takes to tell I was the

wife for nineteen years, and shows you
photographs of his two idolized children,
feminine fans have not ceased to speculate
about his love-life.
He threw me one of his most subtle
glances and remarked, "I was fortunate in

forgotten suitor."
At twenty-one, just as he was drafted
from his insurance clerkship into the army,
he met the pretty girl who was wise
enough to comprehend the fineness that
lurked beneath his bashful exterior. It was

"Therefore, British studios don't fuss
with their heroines. Comparatively, Hollywood women are akin to hot-house orchids.
The actors' position? Well, daisies don't
So it all
tell and orchids occasionally do
He can
boils down to the man's choice.
get involved, or he can't!"
This struck me as the appropriate min.ute to interrogate Mr. Howard as to how
he classifies himself. Although he blandly
!

—

states that

ful

your skin is unsightly and
external treatment fails to help
you, all may not be well inside.
What you probably need is CalIf

Women, men,

Continued from page 29
having passed

iComplexion
May Be Yours

GRAY

Movie Love Too Real?

is impressed by the beauty and the smartThere is
ness of the Hollywood favorites.
such competition that every actress has to
exert herself to be exceptionally beguiling.
"In England, however, the old social traThe society folk, who
ditions still persist.
are proud of their titles and interested in
politics, are the arbitrators of the mode.
The higher you go in English circles, the
less concerned the women are with obvious
The first ladies of the
beauty and chic.
land either go in for political maneuvering
or fox-hunting. Neither sport is conducive

A Rose Like

!

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
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Are You Flat-Chested? Add i to 3
S7 YOUR bust small and undeveloped? Does sag
W
standing out
and round?
SO EASY

first

in

of an international scope.
He refers to Mrs. Howard as "The Indispensable."
That she truly has been
an ideal wife and a splendid mother.
Never an actress and ambitious only for
him, she has built her life around his welfare.
Because he is child-like in his extraordinary simplicity and trustiness, her
business acumen and habit of protecting
him from chiselers has been no small help
towards his success.

A

master of romance on screen and
stage, a contented husband, his statement
that romance and marriage do not mix is

my

"I have gone in for romance in
actIt intrigues me as much as it interests theatre-goers.
And yet I find it ining.

compatible with a happy marriage !"
All
along we've been reading that one should
retain that romantic air, nourish it assiduously, to hold love
"The essence of romance is sex appeal."
according to Leslie Howard's logic.
"If
you want perpetual romance, you'd better
avoid matrimony
It's like firing a gun.
Romance flares just as a bullet shoots out
of the barrel.
At first the thrill is overpowering. But it is bound to diminish and,
!

eventually, to cease.
"There has to be

M.

Unabridged, privately printed and unusually illustrated
volumes. Send stamp for descriptive illustrated catalogue.
State age and occupation.
Address: THE GARGOYLE
PRESS, (Dept. C. M.), 70 Fifth Ave., New YT ork City.

.

sight and they lost no precious
hastening to a parson. Their happiness is proof that a whirlwind courtship
can weather the years.
After the World War, the bitter realities
of the battlefields having taught him to
demand his own heritage from life, Leslie
Howard tackled his suppressed desire—
the stage.
Inhibitions gradually were conquered as he painstakingly rose to fame

love at

time

provocative.

—

Company

1851 Washington Ave., N. Y. C. Dept. S4
Please send Fairform method. I agree to
pay postman 60c plus few cents postage.
money willberefunded if not satisfied.

Name.

new

brought right into
Here's Hollywood
your home in all its glamor and gaiety!
When you hear, each Friday, the radio
gossip of SCREENLAND you will be a
step ahead of the news, because our
West Coast reporters not only know
what's happening but they also gather
news-in-the-making.
Keep up with your

SCREENLAND'S

Fairform

feel like a

SCREENLAND

steady income each week, working at home.
coloring photos and miniatures in oil. Learn famous
"Koehne Method" in few weeks. Work done by this
method in big demand. No experience nor art talent
needed. Many become independent this way. Send for

"Make Money at Home."
NATIONAL ART SCHOOL,

j

I

rid of my wheezing and now sleep
soundly the whole night thru."

LISTEN

T^ARN

for

NOW!

yrs.

,

!

Send

"I suffered 15

WITHOUT

MAKE
MONEY
^tt Howe
free booklet,

Sleeps Soundly
.

with Bronchial
""J Asthma," wrote Mrs. R. Chavez,
Ventura,
Calif.,
Dept. 252, 1500 N. Vermont, Los Angeles, California.
St.,
Palm
280 S.
j
Accept 8-DAY TRIAL OFFER and FREE Book' "Tried everything without relief.
about Astnma Bronchitis, Hay Fever,
COST. | After using IVi bottles of Ama-

|

1

Inches

much more

for

mar-

There is an impetus of mutual
riage.
attraction, surely, but other things have
to enter in.
Respect, for example.
Common bonds of ideals, a sympathy with your
mate's ambitions and desires. Family ties.

—

Familiarity which is not romantic
"I'm not denying that romance, the spell
of the unusual and glamorous, isn't fun.
That's why screen lovers
It is tantalizing.
are continually on the spot. They are apt
to hop from the comfortable frying-pan of

permanent marriage into the fire!"
Mr. Howard, furthermore, does not
deny that he's been on the so-called spot
himself, at times.
But he always has
weighed the consequences and discovered
that the love of his wife and children is
a possession too dear to risk losing.
He confides that, actually, he grows less
and less romantically inclined as the years
pass.
He says it would be hypocritical to
argue one is not tempted, but mentions that
he has the marvelous faculty of foreseeing
results.
He's glad he has such clarity of
vision

So far as he is affected, the only kind
of person who is romantic is the one who
is supremely honest.
"It is honesty, not mere beauty, which
Every man and
makes one exciting.
woman has certain original, rare qualities.
Develop these to their utmost and you
Mr. Howard
have a real personality !"

S
it
formlessly, ir
stead of
firm
It is
to develop
the alluring feminine curves that are all the vogue. Let me prove
that I can actually enlarge your bust. Let me show you how to mould
it to firm, rounded shapeliness.
Let me send you my easy instructions
and a large container of my famous

C/

No

;

!

MIRACLE CREAM

drugs, no appliances, nothing harmful. Just a few minutes
a day required. Accept my wonderful offer below and see how
easy it is to fill out your breasts to the beautiful, cup-like form
that is so smart, so irresistibly attractive.

mold yourself

FREE A Beautiful Form

"The vital, novel personality is the one
You don't
inspiring romantic attentions.
have to be mysterious, either. Take Greta

My new

Garbo and Norma Shearer. To me both
are exceedingly romantic, and yet they are
Garbo's is the lure of the unopposites.
Miss Shearer is frankness perknown.
You seem to know all about her
sonified.
Still, she is equally
at your initial meeting.
as captivating as the other woman.
"The reason, of course, is that each has
had the bulldog courage to be herself.
Neither follows. They have studied themselves, made friends with themselves, and
then have proceeded to scorn imitation.

feels

illustrated book on Bust
is
yours, free!

Development

Big bargain offer now: Send
me your name and address toenclosing

only

$1.00

for

READ

the Nancy Lee treatment, including large container of
Miracle Cream and Special
Instructions, with FREE

before offer

is

with

drawn

NANCY LEE
Formerly

NOW ONLY

$5.00
$1.00

Dept. SC-4.

816

"My sincere
congratulaions on your
ife-saver for

Send $1.00 now-

Book.

BROADWAY

NEW YORK,

N.

Y.

about
to suit

Endeavoring to
everyone is disastrous

this.

in his estimation.

•

day,

deeply

thin- busted
girls."

"It is making a
onderful improvein my bust."
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!

!
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Katharine Hepburn likewise lias become a
vogue because of her difference."
In referring to Hepburn, he recollected

when

she tried out for a part in his stage
version of "The Animal Kingdom."

"She campaigned for the role Ann
Harding did when we filmed it. She unfortunately wasn't the type. Her individuality hampered her until she had the opBut
portunity to express herself fully.
how clever she was to refuse to alter !"
Shifting his thoughts to his family, he

commented,

"Mrs.

Howard and

I

didn't

with us on this
bring the
trip.
had to come to some conclusion
couldn't keep dragging
about them.
them to and fro, for at their age they have
We let
to feel a loyalty to one country.
them choose, and they voted to stay in
England.
"No doubt it's the environment they're
They're too
in
that determined them.
young to enjoy Hollywood's social life and
The
the unexcelled California climate.
sheltered, rural home we have over there
It's really the
is their notion of heaven.
exact converse of Hollywood. The neighbors are plain farm people. And they have
fabulous conceptions of actors' doings
"I don't get on at all with school-masters
I'm sure children should be allowed
there.
children back

We

their

own

—

:

We

integrity.

Regular schools treat

them as so many sausages.

I

worry con-

about my son, who is fifteen.
They pound such conventional tripe into
his head that I have to spend all his vacations saving him
"He's shy, as I was, and can be misled
siderably

into doing what he's told rather than what
he wants. I wouldn't let my daughter, who
Then
is nine, begin school until this year.
I put her in a very modern school where

BLACKHEADS!

DON'T SQUEEZE THEM! IT CAUSES
SCARS, INFECTION!
Dissolve Blackheads, scientifically, refine Large Pores,
stop
embarrassing
Greasiness,
"Shine",
clear
Muddy, Tanned Skin.
Just wash

the children plan for themselves. I needn't
bother about her
She's already bent on

with

!

Planning to divide his future between
his native London and America, he will
do several starring pictures for Warners.
Late in the summer he will start for London to put a new play in rehearsal. Settled
in the Elsie Janis place in Beverly Hills
again, the Howards have introduced a
suavity in entertainment that makes bids
to their parties a mark of the highest local

powers.

them

:

A

LIGHTENS!
that clean-cut

look which means everything in
and social life.
SEE INSTANT

—

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
KLEERPLEX (Dept. 12)
W.

I

O

New York

34th St.,

Here

is

me

MAIL

N. Y.

City,

Please send

$1.

KLEERPLEX WASH

of

2 mos' supply

or

I will pay postman plus 20c. P. 0. charge.
Outside TJ. S. $1.25— no CODs

WRITE NAME-ADDRESS IN MARGIN

is

too severely criticized!"
In my book wherein are treasured sentiments of the notable, Leslie Howard has
penned his autograph, prefacing it with this
phrase
"In the hope that you will not
!"
make public all your know-ledge of me
And I haven't,
superb interviewee.
Mr. Howard, now have I?

KLEERPLEX

pore-purifying
cause QUICKLY,

the

at

business
No chemicals.
No
IMPROVEMENT!
staying home.
A guaranteed pure, natural
product, approved by Health Authorities and thousands of
Nothing like it!
happy users both Men and Women.
Stop wasting time and money on ordinary cosmetics
send only $1 TODAY for this unusual skin healthifler.

a means for doing
They reject
what they want, however.
such stellar trimmings as chauffeurs and
propose to ignore the dictates of the gaudier
element in Hollywood.
"Yes," the star of stars drawled whimsically as we parted, "I realize I'm lucky
It's an excuse to get out
to be an actor.
All actors are susof the every-day rut.
pected of being slightly crazy, you know,
so we can escape conformity without being
to

wonderful
marvelous

Has
Gets

RENEWS!
SAFELY!
BEAUTIFIES! Gives you
attractive

prestige.

Money

and

water

WASH!

being a personage.
No one could subdue
her!" He ended on a rapturous note.
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YOGAR,

radio's uncanny Astrologist,
gruide you wisely! Obtain his new, giant
8,000 word Astrological Forecast and day to day
guide to Success and Happiness. His Character
Analysis predicts by exact days, dates and
months events to come in 1934, based on your
Zodiacal sign. BE SAFE!.. Consult it before
making business deals, signing papers, seeking
new job and in regard to love, marriage, accidenta. investments, friends, enemies, lucky and
YOGAR will
unlucky days, etc. SPECIAL!
also answer any 3 questions on any subject,
with the purchase of his Astrological Forecast.
Send $1 bill with your name, address, birthLucky Buddha
date and 3 questions.
Charm Included if you act now! Money back If
not exactly as represented. Write today!

each
Reading

rith

,

—

FREE

Here's

Hollywood

YOGAR, 43

E.

Ohio St., Dept. D-20 Chicago

Continued from page 67
The writer explained that he
was working slowly, and added,
"Of course, you know that the
title is

tentative."

"Tentative?
Tentative?"
exploded the executive. "Nobody'll

understand that

title.

UELEN VINSON

Change

it!"

at Fox
the basis

was working

studio.
Remember that
for this story.

;

it's

Helen forgot her make-up case one
morning, and she sent her colored maid
home for it. Later, she decided she wanted
some knitting to do between scenes, so
again the maid traipsed to Hollywood and
back.

To

shorten this anecdote, the maid traveled back and forth between Helen's house
and Fox studio four times within as many
Then came a telephone call, and
hours.
Miss Vinson heard the maid drawl
"Dahnce t'night ? Naw, suh
I'se been
Fox-trottin' all day!"
!

Just a couple of good

little

eggs! Shirly Jean Rickets, of

the Mickey McGuire comedy
forces, gets into her bunny
suit to play with this giant
Easter rabbit.

THE
why

motion picture

is

constantly

laughing over the mistakes
in grammar on the part of a cerextremely
tain uneducated but
successful motion picture execu-

The latest story is to the
effect that this producer entered
a scenario writer's office and asked
about a script in early stages of
tive.

preparation.

sets:

A lady tourist watching the maknew picture saw a scene
which an orchestra went into

ing of a
in

HOLLYWOOD

following instance cites
visitors are not wanted on

motion, the pianist fingering his
keys and the trumpeters blowing
away. The lady suddenly leaped
to her feet and screamed:
"I've turned deaf! I can't hear
that music!"
Of course, the scene was ruined.
And was the lady embarrassed
when she learned that the action

—

was pantomime the actual music
was to be scored later!

AMAZING NEW WAV.

No

teas, dope, chemicals, dangerous drugs, strenuous exor starvation diet.
Made from a secret herbal
plant extract.
Tried and tested by untold numbers with
miraculous, amazing results.
Praised by thousands. Designed to make you lose as much as 5 pounds a week by
taking our pleasant Anti-Fat tablets 3 times a day.
Fat
is dangerous to the heart and general
health.
Guaranteed to reduce if directions are followed.
Quick, safe
and harmless.
The fat just disappears. Try these magic
tablets at our risk.
Just mail $1.00 for 1 month's supply.
NOW. Trial Supply 25c. Don't delay.
Snyder Products Co., Dept. 303, 1434 N. Wells, Chicago

ercises

REDUCE

"lOOl DRINKS"

Learn how to mix thousands of famous old and
modern drinks, cocktails, cobblers, slings, fizzes,
punches, cups, flips, etc. Genuine old-time "Mixing Guide," suppressed for years, now on sale

again completely modernized. What drinks! What
parties! Learn when, what and how to serve your
guests.
160 pages of secret recipes worth thousands of dollars for only 25c. Regular $1 book.
At book stores, or send 25c coin or stamps. D.
JAYNE & SON, Inc., 2 Vine Street, Philadelphia.
Pa. Dept. K-175.

To Be Deaf
NclJoke
—Every deaf person Knows that—

Mr. Way made himself hear his watch tick after
,beingdeaf for twenty-five years, with his Artificial Ear Drums. He wore them day and
They stopped hia bead
noises. They are invisible
and comfortab e.no wires

night.

I

or batteries. Write for

TRUE STORY. Also
booklet on Deafness,
Artificial Ear Drum
THE WAY COMPANY
Detroit, Michigan

755Hofmann

Bldgr.

HOW TO WIN

PRIZE CONTESTS. This
book can make you rich, or
at least help you make a good living. The purpose of this
book, "How to Win Prize Contests", is to help you win by setting forth the best-known principles and methods. Send 25c to

H ALDEMAN-J U LIUS CO., Box

740, Girard,

Kansas
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ORIZABA Ring (worn
Flash
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"pHAT was a funny gag
* Groucho Marx pulled on

/

Adolphe Menjou. Groucho telephoned Adolphe, and when the

Menjou answered,
Marx droned: "This is the tele-

sophisticated

phone company. We are testing
your line. Will you whistle into
the 'phone, please?"
Dutifully, Menjou puckered his
lips and whistled.

"Thank you," chuckled Groucho.
"We'll send you some bird-seed
in the morning."

FUNNY sight—Johnny Weissmuller playing nursemaid to Lupe Velez Weissmuller's Mexican hairless dog.
Joel
McCrea has a section of his ranch-grounds
secreted so that he may there enjoy rain
baths a la natural.
.
Ed Kennedy,
comedian in that Eskimo film, "Man of
Two Worlds," was guilty of this worstpun-of-the-month
"I think igloo home
now."
After all these years, Joan
Crawford has just commenced installation
of a swimming pool on her estate.
.
There is no truth to reports that Barbara
Stanwyck was disfigured when she collapsed on a theatre stage. . .
Jack Oakie,
in Honolulu, sent a huge rock to "Skeets"
Gallagher, in Hollywood and it arrived
collect
Otto Kruger has a collection
.
.
.
of 45 pipes, ranging from a Cherokee Indian "peace pipe" to modern.
The
term "grinding the camera" is obsolete
.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

!

.

Ho

waves! Beach pajamas are distinctly nautical this spring.
Helen Mack's are cut low in the back to permit of a sizeable sun-tan.

for the billowy

TT VERY

dyed-in-the-wool

fan

knows

.

.

that Joan Crawford's favorite flower
is the gardenia.
Here are some other starfavorites revealed by Halchester, Hollywood's special florist

:

Thelma Todd Dark orchid.
Marian Nixon: Light orchid.
:

Light-red rose.

.

sent his brother to talk business with one studio that needed
Crosby for a picture. Because the
brother was kept waiting an hour,
Bing demanded an extra $10,000
and got it!

.

—Will

Rogers.

—

"Tarzan" Johnny Weissmuller.
"The Crooner" and "Bing" Bing Crosby.
"Schnozzola, U. S. A." Jimmy Durante.

—

"Charlie Chan"

w

AFTER

the published newspaper stories
her studio has taken out $50,000-insurance against Bette Davis growing
fat, many people wrote letters telling her
how to gain weight, in order that she
might collect the insurance money.
One
chap wrote in and offered a diet that
would put her above 120 pounds the limit
allowed by the insurance. All he asked in
return was an equal split of the insurance
money.
What Bette's advisors do not
know is that, in order to be paid the fifty
thousand, Bette must remain at more than
120 pounds for three years.
By that time
her career would be ruined.
that

Oland.

HEN

Claude Rains, distinguished New York actor,

"We don't
state," popped Slim.
have rains in California."

POLLY MORAN,

who admits that she
no ingenue (but she isn't any old
woman by many, many years), enjoys poking fun at her age and the fact that her
husband is slightly younger.
"I am constantly meeting people," says
Polly, "who say 'Remember, Miss Moran,
twenty-five years ago when you were at a
Brooklyn Theatre?' I make all sorts of
motions to shush such people who rememWhy, things have
ber me too long ago.
reached a point, if I see an old man with
long, gray whiskers approaching me on
the street, I dodge into the nearest open
doorway."
is

big

ers.

(Joan Blondell's husband), Hal Moore and
a few more receive $750.

— Warner

Hollywood for motion
pictures, Slim Summerville pulled
the best of many gag-lines at the
new arrival's expense.
"You have no business in this

picture in-

dustry go to stars, directors, and producThe cameramen also collect stupendous wage-checks if they are among the
top-notchers.
Lee Garmes is paid $1100 weekly. Hal
Rosson (Jean Harlow's husband) rates
$1000 every seven days. George Barnes,

—
—

arrived in

—

all of the

.

postal clerks admit that

"Diamond Lil" Mae West.
Ambassador
Large"
"The
at

He

get the idea that
NEVER
salaries paid in the motion

!

—

CROSBY makes 'em pay
BING
for oversights and slights.

.

.

they have great fun deciphering some
of the peculiarly addressed envelopes that
come for the stars. Among the oddly directed letters that were correctly delivered
were the following
"Come up and see me some time" and

:

:

.

HOLLYWOOD

:

Sidney

.

.

.

.

Jean Harlow White rose.
Dolores Del Rio
Tuberose.
Ann Harding Talisman rose.

Sylvia

.

cameras are now run by motors.
Bruce
Cabot has never worn motion picture
Frances Dee remake-up.
Oh, oh
veales that Joel McCrea cannot bear baby
talk.
Bill Gargan has rigged up an
attachment between his baby's cradle and a
washing machine, and the thing works.
.

-C-'

.

Red and white

the gay color
by Gail
Patrick for this season's beach
wear. The material is gingham.
Pretty!

combination

is

chosen
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BY PATRICIA

THE

"Q

MUSIC ends — softly. A

momentary Kush. A throng;
but you seem mysteriously

your moment.
Something portends. Born on
the strange silence, a remark
about you. Some one says,
detached.

It

is

—

"She

lovely!"

is

flattery this

— not

overheard. And

No

conscious

meant

so, a

to

be

thrilling

compliment.

So

lovely, so exquisite!

How?

Pretty clothes, daintiness, poise,
chic? As background, yes. But
as to these, men see dimly. Only
women are critical. Men observe

cheeks, are entranced

colorful

by

by eyes
and mysterious. Sh-h-h!
make-up! Ah yes; but make-up
so clever, so artistic that to masluscious lips, thrilled

brilliant

culine eyes

it

appears as nat ural.

Some women know — Some
do

How can it

be otherwise
a woman will
tolerate obvious make-up, she
simply does not know the
glamorous beauty of harmonized
Princess Pat make-up. The
rouge, for instance. Of the
famous Duo-Tone blend. So
not.

than true?

When

NOW

natural that its glowing color
seems actually to come from
within the skin. Powder of precious almond base (instead of chalky
starch). Softer than any other powder; far more clinging. Powder to
velvet any skin to smooth, aristocratic perfection. And lip rouge! So
wonderfully natural, so smooth, so free of waxy substance. To color lips
divinely, to be wholly indelible.

Each with the other harmonized. How

IS THE TIME!
Receive a beautiful Vanity

FREE
Never rold

Whatever

a courtesy gift with Princess Pat face powder,

Vanity

for iess than $1

in rich

— worth
—

ever kriew; comes ready for use

and
different!

It's

this

finish.

filled

with Princess Pat

powder

i/delible lip rouge. Positively cannot leak or spill. Refills easily.

For geauty

Princess Pat rouge, powder and eye make-up shades you choose will
invariably harmonize. With usual make-up there is ever the risk of discordant shades; but never with Princess Pat.

gold or gleaming silver

more. The cleverest Vanity you

and convenience the Vanity

'hat

will

simply charm you.

you do to get the Vanity

powder at any drug store or department store. Send
and medallion (found inside every box) to Princess Pat,
with the coupon below. Write name and address plainly.

Princess Pat

Make-up

to go with costume. Because any shade of Princess Pat
rouge will match your skin, you may choose with the color of your
costume in mind. Simply choose the more intense shades

the ribbon
'together

The Vanity

will

be sent entirely free, postage

prepaid. Please act promptly. This offer

of rouge for strongly colored costumes, the softer rouge
shades for softer costume colors. There are shades of

is

for a

limited time only.

Princess Pat rouge, fulfilling your every requirement
for stunning, individualized

RADIO

—

Pat Players
4:30 P.M., E.S.T. WJZ
Princess

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. A-3044. 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago
I am enclosing ribbon and medallion from a box of Princess

make-up.

love

and

life

—

thrilling!

and NBC network. 3:30

Pat face powder. ENTIRELY FREE, postage prepaid,
send me the Vanity offered. The Vanity is to come filled
with Princess Pat face powder, and indelible lip rouge.

Sundays

Check whether Gold.

P.M., C.S.T.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON

CHICAGO

_or Silver .

.finish is desired.

City and State.
I

N

CANADA
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CHURCH

STItEET,

TORONTO.
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— AND so Does

MY

OFFICE JOB
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Sn
Miss Elizabeth Harben,

Garden
"I know

healthy nerves.

Frank

Crilley,

Champion Deep-Sea Diver,

can also

says :

"Deep down
ing feverishly

says:

But, believe me, you

feel plenty of real

nerve strain

Telephones, callers, dictation,
and a million other demands all take

utive.

—

man!

I.,

being a secretary to a busy office exec-

under 300 feet of water, workno
under terrific pressure

place for a nervous

City, L.

that deep-sea diving calls for

A

diver's nerves

their toll.

must afauays be in perfect condition. I smoke
Camels and have smoked them for years.
They are a milder cigarette and they taste better. They never upset my nervous system."

As

smoking — I smoke a

to

great deal, but I'm careful in the choice
of

my cigarettes.
make my

don't

I

prefer Camels.

They

nerves jumpy, and

I

like their flavor better."

msmmm
Copyright, 1931, R.

J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company

How Are Your Nerves ?
Do

your responsibilities give you that

"dragged through a knot hole" feeling?

Do you come home tired,
all askew?
Whatever your

irritable,

with

job or place in

life,

nerves.

pert will

healthy nerves are worth any effort.
habits

— your eating,
— and do

Turn

to

Camels, for the sake of your

Camels

tell

you that

people!

your sleeping, your recreation

not overlook the subject of smoking.

impartial leaf-tobacco ex-

Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
than any other popular brand.
An important fact to nervous

nerves

Check up on your

Any

more — for your

Camel pays

millions

enjoyment.

And how much

Camels

taste

— mild,

lightful.

They never

.

..never

tire

your

better

rich in flavor, de-

get

on your nerves

taste.

CostlierTobaccos
NEVER
ON YOUR NERVES
GET

.

.

NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE

$
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